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Acts- Sunday School 
September 25, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Introduction to the book 

1. This letter/book was written by Luke, one of the  companions of Paul 
and is his second book/letter after the Gospel of L uke.  Luke was a 
physician, a journalist, historian and faithful fol lower of Christ.  
Church Fathers, Irenaeus (AD 150) and Clement of Al exandria (AD 
150) and them much later Eusebius (3 rd Cent. AD) a Greek Historian, 
all credit Luke as the author of both books.  There  is no discussion 
of authorship found in the writings on the discussi ons during the 
time of the formation of the Canon.  Luke’s authors hip has been 
accepted by all credible authorities.  Luke wrote b oth books in 
Classical Greek which was only used at the time by the highest level 
of educated people. 

2. The book is dated somewhere between AD 60 and 64 since the book 
ends with Paul in prison waiting to appear before C aesar and this 
was around AD 64.  Paul’s death was around AD 68.  Luke seems to 
indicate that this was the time of the “Pax Romana” = Roman Peace” 
which enabled the church to grow in some “peace” ju st before the 
persecutions began in earnest under Nero. 

3. The Gospel of Luke was written to inform us of J esus and what He 
did…His life and ministry.  The Acts of the Apostle s is written as a 
continuation of Jesus ministry, by the Spirit throu gh His people.  It 
is not simply a history of the early church as many  have said…but 
also a history of the mission of the early church. He does not give 
us a complete description of all the dimensions of the life of the 
primitive church. He is primarily interested in sho wing us the spread 
of Christianity — how it broke through barriers of all sorts to change 
lives, families, cities, peoples. So Luke uses real  history, to teach us 
about being men and women of the gospel . Therefore, when we look 
at the introductory words of Acts, we should study these two issues: 

a. Luke claims to be giving a historical account — not a 
fabricated or fanciful series of stories.  

b. Luke immediately shows us how Jesus prepared the  first 
disciples for mission before he sent them out. No o ne 
doubts that the “former book” of Acts 1:1 is the gospel 
according to Luke. They are so closely tied that so me have 
called them “Luke-Acts”.  

 
4. The book of Acts is still important to us today because: 

a. It is God’s Word to His Church, 
b. It is God’s account of how He empowered His chur ch to 

spread the gospel…not just proclaiming the truth bu t also 
living the truth before men in a multi-cultural 
setting…pluralistic society much like our own today …where 
everything is acceptable and permissible…an experim ent 
that gave birth to the despotism of Nero and others  who 
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persecuted all non-Roman religions but specifically  
Christianity because of its allegiance to the One t rue God. 

c. The principles and commands herein will guide us  today in 
how we are to spread and live out the gospel. The b ook of 
the Acts of the Apostles is about God growing His c hurch 
which will not end until Christ returns so the prin ciples and 
commands found within apply in all generations. 

d. We are not to want to go back to the 1 st century but we are 
to glean the principles and commands and incorporat e 
them into our daily lives today. 

 
 

C. Opening Questions 
1. We have looked at some of how God looks at His C hurch, His 

people, His Bride, His Temple… over the last few we eks.  What 
observations have you acquired and incorporated int o your lives 
that will strengthen your concept of the Church and  your part in 
God’s Church? 

 
2. Since the Church is God’s community…His Word is given to all of us 

for the benefit of the whole.  We are to look at ou rselves in the 
context of that community not as individuals.  So w ith this in mind 
what separates the Church from any human organizati on? (1)  not a (1)  not a (1)  not a (1)  not a 

human organization; (2) God’s chosen people…we didn’t chose human organization; (2) God’s chosen people…we didn’t chose human organization; (2) God’s chosen people…we didn’t chose human organization; (2) God’s chosen people…we didn’t chose 

it, He chose us…just as He chose His Apit, He chose us…just as He chose His Apit, He chose us…just as He chose His Apit, He chose us…just as He chose His Apostles/disciples, revealed ostles/disciples, revealed ostles/disciples, revealed ostles/disciples, revealed 

himself to them/us; commissioned us as his witnesses; promised himself to them/us; commissioned us as his witnesses; promised himself to them/us; commissioned us as his witnesses; promised himself to them/us; commissioned us as his witnesses; promised 

and gave us His Spirit.and gave us His Spirit.and gave us His Spirit.and gave us His Spirit. 
 

3. As we study this book it is important to persona lize it.  When you 
read this book in preparation for class read this w ith this 
church…Christ Presbyterian Church…in mind…as if Luk e was 
writing this to us.  Michael Novak asked this quest ion in his sermon 
to this church a few weeks ago, “ What is the glue that binds 
together Christ Presbyterian Church?”  How did you answer that 
question in your mind?  His answer was the gospel plain and His answer was the gospel plain and His answer was the gospel plain and His answer was the gospel plain and 

simple…the answer this book reiterates over and over simple…the answer this book reiterates over and over simple…the answer this book reiterates over and over simple…the answer this book reiterates over and over 

again…we have a “common” bond, a “common” goal”, and a again…we have a “common” bond, a “common” goal”, and a again…we have a “common” bond, a “common” goal”, and a again…we have a “common” bond, a “common” goal”, and a 

common Saviorcommon Saviorcommon Saviorcommon Savior…Jesus our Immanuel. …Jesus our Immanuel. …Jesus our Immanuel. …Jesus our Immanuel.   
 

4.4.4.4. As we prepare to jump into this book let’s continu e for a moment 
this reflection.   What is the difference between saying the Church is  
called to proclaim the gospel to impact society or saying the Church 
is called to change society? “God does not send out his church to “God does not send out his church to “God does not send out his church to “God does not send out his church to 
conquer. He sends us out in the name of the One who has conquer. He sends us out in the name of the One who has conquer. He sends us out in the name of the One who has conquer. He sends us out in the name of the One who has 
alralralralready eady eady eady conquconquconquconquered. We go only because Hered. We go only because Hered. We go only because Hered. We go only because He reigns.” e reigns.” e reigns.” e reigns.” ————    Kevin Kevin Kevin Kevin 

DeYoung and Greg GilbertDeYoung and Greg GilbertDeYoung and Greg GilbertDeYoung and Greg Gilbert    
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D. Let’s consider together 2 texts:  Luke 1:1-4 and  Acts 1:1-2. 
1. In the Luke 1 passage, how did Luke come to know  the events to 

which he speaks? 
a.a.a.a. Luke uses other resourcesLuke uses other resourcesLuke uses other resourcesLuke uses other resources, , , , ““““…many have undertaken to …many have undertaken to …many have undertaken to …many have undertaken to 

compile a narrative of the things that have been compile a narrative of the things that have been compile a narrative of the things that have been compile a narrative of the things that have been 
accomplished among us…accomplished among us…accomplished among us…accomplished among us…    

    

b.b.b.b. “eyewitnesses and ministers of the word”“eyewitnesses and ministers of the word”“eyewitnesses and ministers of the word”“eyewitnesses and ministers of the word”    that carefully that carefully that carefully that carefully 

guarded and delivered to us what they saw…guarded and delivered to us what they saw…guarded and delivered to us what they saw…guarded and delivered to us what they saw…    

    

c.c.c.c. Luke Luke Luke Luke ‘s own personal research and experience.  He ‘s own personal research and experience.  He ‘s own personal research and experience.  He ‘s own personal research and experience.  He 

claims tclaims tclaims tclaims that hat hat hat “Therefore“Therefore“Therefore“Therefore, , , , sincesincesincesince    I myself carefully I myself carefully I myself carefully I myself carefully 
investigated everything from the beginning, it seemed investigated everything from the beginning, it seemed investigated everything from the beginning, it seemed investigated everything from the beginning, it seemed 
good also for me to write and orderly account…” good also for me to write and orderly account…” good also for me to write and orderly account…” good also for me to write and orderly account…” (Luke (Luke (Luke (Luke 

1:3 NIV). Or, 1:3 NIV). Or, 1:3 NIV). Or, 1:3 NIV). Or, “…it seemed good to me also,(that is to “…it seemed good to me also,(that is to “…it seemed good to me also,(that is to “…it seemed good to me also,(that is to 
investigate and confirm every shred of evidence) haviinvestigate and confirm every shred of evidence) haviinvestigate and confirm every shred of evidence) haviinvestigate and confirm every shred of evidence) having ng ng ng 
followed all things closely for some time past, to write followed all things closely for some time past, to write followed all things closely for some time past, to write followed all things closely for some time past, to write 
an orderly account…” an orderly account…” an orderly account…” an orderly account…” (ESV)(ESV)(ESV)(ESV)....        

(1)(1)(1)(1) Luke is here claiming that he did not rely on oneLuke is here claiming that he did not rely on oneLuke is here claiming that he did not rely on oneLuke is here claiming that he did not rely on one    
eyewitness (say, the account of one of the eyewitness (say, the account of one of the eyewitness (say, the account of one of the eyewitness (say, the account of one of the 

apostles), but that he compared allapostles), but that he compared allapostles), but that he compared allapostles), but that he compared all    his sources and his sources and his sources and his sources and 

“carefully investigate“carefully investigate“carefully investigate“carefully investigated” d” d” d” them. This would have them. This would have them. This would have them. This would have 

been quite possible for Luke, who personally knew been quite possible for Luke, who personally knew been quite possible for Luke, who personally knew been quite possible for Luke, who personally knew 

many of the apostles, possibly Mary and hundreds many of the apostles, possibly Mary and hundreds many of the apostles, possibly Mary and hundreds many of the apostles, possibly Mary and hundreds 

ofofofof    other eyewitnesses. He would have been in a other eyewitnesses. He would have been in a other eyewitnesses. He would have been in a other eyewitnesses. He would have been in a 

position to check the accountsposition to check the accountsposition to check the accountsposition to check the accounts    through interviews through interviews through interviews through interviews 

with many others. Luke here tells uwith many others. Luke here tells uwith many others. Luke here tells uwith many others. Luke here tells us his method. s his method. s his method. s his method. 

He used both historical accounts and eyewitness He used both historical accounts and eyewitness He used both historical accounts and eyewitness He used both historical accounts and eyewitness 

material, which he carefully compared with one material, which he carefully compared with one material, which he carefully compared with one material, which he carefully compared with one 

another and investigated with his own personal another and investigated with his own personal another and investigated with his own personal another and investigated with his own personal 

research. research. research. research.     

(2)(2)(2)(2) His goal was so that readers, specifically His goal was so that readers, specifically His goal was so that readers, specifically His goal was so that readers, specifically 

Theophilus, and then the greater church would Theophilus, and then the greater church would Theophilus, and then the greater church would Theophilus, and then the greater church would 

“know the certainty” “know the certainty” “know the certainty” “know the certainty” of the events they had of the events they had of the events they had of the events they had 

learned about. learned about. learned about. learned about.     

(3)(3)(3)(3) Luke is then making a very direct claim to Luke is then making a very direct claim to Luke is then making a very direct claim to Luke is then making a very direct claim to 

painstaking historical accuracy in both his account painstaking historical accuracy in both his account painstaking historical accuracy in both his account painstaking historical accuracy in both his account 

of Jesus’ life, and of the early church. This puts the of Jesus’ life, and of the early church. This puts the of Jesus’ life, and of the early church. This puts the of Jesus’ life, and of the early church. This puts the 

reader in a very interesting bind. It means threader in a very interesting bind. It means threader in a very interesting bind. It means threader in a very interesting bind. It means that we at we at we at we 

cannot read Luke or Acts and say, cannot read Luke or Acts and say, cannot read Luke or Acts and say, cannot read Luke or Acts and say, “these are “these are “these are “these are 
legends that grew up about Jesus and the apostles legends that grew up about Jesus and the apostles legends that grew up about Jesus and the apostles legends that grew up about Jesus and the apostles 
————    some of them are true, but many of them are some of them are true, but many of them are some of them are true, but many of them are some of them are true, but many of them are 
embellished.” embellished.” embellished.” embellished.” Luke’s claim means that we must Luke’s claim means that we must Luke’s claim means that we must Luke’s claim means that we must 

either assume he is writing accurate history or either assume he is writing accurate history or either assume he is writing accurate history or either assume he is writing accurate history or 

that he is writthat he is writthat he is writthat he is writing an extremely deliberate set of ing an extremely deliberate set of ing an extremely deliberate set of ing an extremely deliberate set of 

lies to promote this new religion. Luke’s language lies to promote this new religion. Luke’s language lies to promote this new religion. Luke’s language lies to promote this new religion. Luke’s language 

is not that of a compiler of stories and myths. He is not that of a compiler of stories and myths. He is not that of a compiler of stories and myths. He is not that of a compiler of stories and myths. He 

most emphatically denies that he was doing that. most emphatically denies that he was doing that. most emphatically denies that he was doing that. most emphatically denies that he was doing that. 
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He says he wrote nothing down unless it was He says he wrote nothing down unless it was He says he wrote nothing down unless it was He says he wrote nothing down unless it was 

historically checked and chistorically checked and chistorically checked and chistorically checked and certain.ertain.ertain.ertain.    

    

2. Acts 1:1-2. 
a.a.a.a. What does Luke say that his gospel was about, by w ay of 

re-cap to Theophilus? It is about all that Jesus It is about all that Jesus It is about all that Jesus It is about all that Jesus beganbeganbeganbegan    to to to to 

do and teach.  do and teach.  do and teach.  do and teach.  If that is what the Gospel of Luke is about 
what would you say Acts is about? About what Jesus About what Jesus About what Jesus About what Jesus 

continues continues continues continues tttto do and teach through His Apostles.o do and teach through His Apostles.o do and teach through His Apostles.o do and teach through His Apostles.        

    

b. If this is true, and I am here to say it is, then h ow do these 
first 2 verses separate Christianity from all other  religions? 
Most religion speak of the founding and ending of their Most religion speak of the founding and ending of their Most religion speak of the founding and ending of their Most religion speak of the founding and ending of their 

founders ministry as completed durifounders ministry as completed durifounders ministry as completed durifounders ministry as completed during his lifetime.  ng his lifetime.  ng his lifetime.  ng his lifetime.  

Luke says in his gospel what Jesus began to do and Luke says in his gospel what Jesus began to do and Luke says in his gospel what Jesus began to do and Luke says in his gospel what Jesus began to do and 

teach, and now in Acts he is telling us that teach, and now in Acts he is telling us that teach, and now in Acts he is telling us that teach, and now in Acts he is telling us that aaaafter His fter His fter His fter His 

resurrection, ascension, andresurrection, ascension, andresurrection, ascension, andresurrection, ascension, and    gift of the Spirit He gift of the Spirit He gift of the Spirit He gift of the Spirit He 

continued Hcontinued Hcontinued Hcontinued Hisisisis    work, first and foremowork, first and foremowork, first and foremowork, first and foremost through the st through the st through the st through the 

ministry of Hministry of Hministry of Hministry of His chosen apostleis chosen apostleis chosen apostleis chosen apostles ands ands ands and    subsequently subsequently subsequently subsequently 

through the postthrough the postthrough the postthrough the post----apostolic church of every period and apostolic church of every period and apostolic church of every period and apostolic church of every period and 

place.place.place.place.    This Jesus we believe in is both the historical This Jesus we believe in is both the historical This Jesus we believe in is both the historical This Jesus we believe in is both the historical 

Jesus who lived and the contemporary Jesus who lives, Jesus who lived and the contemporary Jesus who lives, Jesus who lived and the contemporary Jesus who lives, Jesus who lived and the contemporary Jesus who lives, 

and directs through the Spirit.and directs through the Spirit.and directs through the Spirit.and directs through the Spirit. 

 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
October 2, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What does Luke say that his gospel was about, by  way of re-cap to 
Theophilus? It is about all that Jesus It is about all that Jesus It is about all that Jesus It is about all that Jesus beganbeganbeganbegan    to do and teach.to do and teach.to do and teach.to do and teach.    

    

2. If that is what the Gospel of Luke is about what  would you say Acts 
is about? About what Jesus About what Jesus About what Jesus About what Jesus continues continues continues continues to do andto do andto do andto do and    teach through teach through teach through teach through 

His Apostles.His Apostles.His Apostles.His Apostles.        

    

C. Acts 1:1-5 
1. According to this passage, in what ways did Jesu s prepare and 

equip His apostles to continue His Ministry and lif e on earth? 
a.a.a.a. He chose themHe chose themHe chose themHe chose them    

b.b.b.b. He showed Himself to them after the He showed Himself to them after the He showed Himself to them after the He showed Himself to them after the 

ResurrectionResurrectionResurrectionResurrection…walked among them for 40 d…walked among them for 40 d…walked among them for 40 d…walked among them for 40 daysaysaysays    

c.c.c.c. He commanded them/ commissioned them/ He commanded them/ commissioned them/ He commanded them/ commissioned them/ He commanded them/ commissioned them/ 

instructed theminstructed theminstructed theminstructed them…through the Holy Spirit…seems …through the Holy Spirit…seems …through the Holy Spirit…seems …through the Holy Spirit…seems 

to be a reference to commissioning them to preach to be a reference to commissioning them to preach to be a reference to commissioning them to preach to be a reference to commissioning them to preach 

the gospel…the gospel…the gospel…the gospel…    
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d.d.d.d. He promised them the Holy Spirit…Jesus had He promised them the Holy Spirit…Jesus had He promised them the Holy Spirit…Jesus had He promised them the Holy Spirit…Jesus had 

already promised this now He is reminding them of already promised this now He is reminding them of already promised this now He is reminding them of already promised this now He is reminding them of 

His promise.His promise.His promise.His promise.    

    

2. What was the significance of the fact that Jesus  showed Himself to 
the apostles and gave many convincing proofs that h e was alive?  
How is this fact important to us today? Since the church’s identity Since the church’s identity Since the church’s identity Since the church’s identity 

and authenticity is built and depends on whether or notand authenticity is built and depends on whether or notand authenticity is built and depends on whether or notand authenticity is built and depends on whether or not    Jesus Jesus Jesus Jesus 

resurrected it was extremely important. resurrected it was extremely important. resurrected it was extremely important. resurrected it was extremely important. What proofs do you 
have of Jesus’ Resurrection?  How confident to you feel 
communicating these truths?  Why would you say, in your own 
words, that the resurrection is important?  I Cor. 15I Cor. 15I Cor. 15I Cor. 15----    Without the Without the Without the Without the 

resurreresurreresurreresurrection our faith would be futilection our faith would be futilection our faith would be futilection our faith would be futile------------useless. useless. useless. useless.     

    

3. Knowing people, how would you say that the Apost le’s ministry 
would be affected by the fact that Jesus chose, com missioned, 
instructed them and gave them the Holy Spirit to en able them?  How 
does knowing that we have been chosen, commissioned , and 
instructed and have the Holy Spirit help us as we s eek to do God’s 
will today? 

 
4. Let’s look at Luke 24:36-49 for a moment.  What seems to be the 

climate among the disciples at this time between Ch rist’s 
resurrection and His ascension? Frightened, confused, Frightened, confused, Frightened, confused, Frightened, confused, 

disoriented, not thinking about preaching the gospel with disoriented, not thinking about preaching the gospel with disoriented, not thinking about preaching the gospel with disoriented, not thinking about preaching the gospel with 

boldness…WHY?  The Spirit had been placed in them because boldness…WHY?  The Spirit had been placed in them because boldness…WHY?  The Spirit had been placed in them because boldness…WHY?  The Spirit had been placed in them because 

they believe but the Spirit had not been given to them that they believe but the Spirit had not been given to them that they believe but the Spirit had not been given to them that they believe but the Spirit had not been given to them that 

would give them the boldness they would neewould give them the boldness they would neewould give them the boldness they would neewould give them the boldness they would need that was still d that was still d that was still d that was still 

coming.coming.coming.coming. 
 

5. What seems to have been the main topics of discu ssion during that 
40 days when you put together the passage in Luke a nd verses 1-5 
of Acts?  The Kingdom and the Spirit’s coming. The Kingdom and the Spirit’s coming. The Kingdom and the Spirit’s coming. The Kingdom and the Spirit’s coming.     Isaiah, Ezekiel. Isaiah, Ezekiel. Isaiah, Ezekiel. Isaiah, Ezekiel. 

and Joel had explicitly spoken of and Joel had explicitly spoken of and Joel had explicitly spoken of and Joel had explicitly spoken of how when the kingdom of God how when the kingdom of God how when the kingdom of God how when the kingdom of God 

is established, Hw ill then, also pour out His Spirit…the Spirit of is established, Hw ill then, also pour out His Spirit…the Spirit of is established, Hw ill then, also pour out His Spirit…the Spirit of is established, Hw ill then, also pour out His Spirit…the Spirit of 

God will make the rule of God a living and present reality to His God will make the rule of God a living and present reality to His God will make the rule of God a living and present reality to His God will make the rule of God a living and present reality to His 

people.people.people.people.    

 
D. Acts 1:6-11 

1. What evidence do we have in this text that the d isciples still don’t 
understand what Christ had just accomplished?  Verses 6Verses 6Verses 6Verses 6----7.7.7.7.    

Obviously they weren’t paying attention top what Jesus had Obviously they weren’t paying attention top what Jesus had Obviously they weren’t paying attention top what Jesus had Obviously they weren’t paying attention top what Jesus had 

been saying for if the Spirit iis soon to come as Jesus told them been saying for if the Spirit iis soon to come as Jesus told them been saying for if the Spirit iis soon to come as Jesus told them been saying for if the Spirit iis soon to come as Jesus told them 

it would then that would  imply that the kingdom is at hand as it would then that would  imply that the kingdom is at hand as it would then that would  imply that the kingdom is at hand as it would then that would  imply that the kingdom is at hand as 

well.  At hanwell.  At hanwell.  At hanwell.  At hand is not time bound as we understand it because d is not time bound as we understand it because d is not time bound as we understand it because d is not time bound as we understand it because 

Jesus said that the kingdom of God was at hand when He began Jesus said that the kingdom of God was at hand when He began Jesus said that the kingdom of God was at hand when He began Jesus said that the kingdom of God was at hand when He began 

His earthly ministry…and it was…but the fulfillment of it His earthly ministry…and it was…but the fulfillment of it His earthly ministry…and it was…but the fulfillment of it His earthly ministry…and it was…but the fulfillment of it 

would not be here until the Spirit was fully poured out to would not be here until the Spirit was fully poured out to would not be here until the Spirit was fully poured out to would not be here until the Spirit was fully poured out to 

empower His people. Just as anempower His people. Just as anempower His people. Just as anempower His people. Just as an    aside: there error is evident in aside: there error is evident in aside: there error is evident in aside: there error is evident in 

the words they chose for the question: the words they chose for the question: the words they chose for the question: the words they chose for the question:     
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a.a.a.a. “Restore” is the Greek word used when speaking “Restore” is the Greek word used when speaking “Restore” is the Greek word used when speaking “Restore” is the Greek word used when speaking 

of expecting a political and territorial kingdom, of expecting a political and territorial kingdom, of expecting a political and territorial kingdom, of expecting a political and territorial kingdom, 

and then that is confirmed with the use of the next and then that is confirmed with the use of the next and then that is confirmed with the use of the next and then that is confirmed with the use of the next 

word…word…word…word…    

b.b.b.b. “Israel”“Israel”“Israel”“Israel”----    by using this theby using this theby using this theby using this they had in mind a national y had in mind a national y had in mind a national y had in mind a national 

kingdom, like King David’s, then…kingdom, like King David’s, then…kingdom, like King David’s, then…kingdom, like King David’s, then…    

c.c.c.c. “at this time” designates they were expecting an “at this time” designates they were expecting an “at this time” designates they were expecting an “at this time” designates they were expecting an 

immediate establishment of this earthly kingdom.immediate establishment of this earthly kingdom.immediate establishment of this earthly kingdom.immediate establishment of this earthly kingdom.    

d. They envisioned a territorial kingdom. What is w rong 
with that picture?  God’s kingdom is not boundGod’s kingdom is not boundGod’s kingdom is not boundGod’s kingdom is not bound    by by by by 

human definition.  Old habits and understandings human definition.  Old habits and understandings human definition.  Old habits and understandings human definition.  Old habits and understandings 

die hard…. It is hard to change life long die hard…. It is hard to change life long die hard…. It is hard to change life long die hard…. It is hard to change life long 

understandings and habits.understandings and habits.understandings and habits.understandings and habits. 
    

2. How did Christ answer their question?         Verse 7Verse 7Verse 7Verse 7----8.8.8.8. How might this be 
a better answer than the one they wanted?  Why iis it a better 
answer for us today than the one we would want as w ell? In other 
words, what harm would it be to know when Christ wa s going to set 
up His kingdom?  People being people we would wait until the People being people we would wait until the People being people we would wait until the People being people we would wait until the 

last possible moment to get at itlast possible moment to get at itlast possible moment to get at itlast possible moment to get at it….also, we need to be doing ….also, we need to be doing ….also, we need to be doing ….also, we need to be doing 

God’sGod’sGod’sGod’s    will rather than searching for times and dates of Christ’s will rather than searching for times and dates of Christ’s will rather than searching for times and dates of Christ’s will rather than searching for times and dates of Christ’s 

next coming…in fact, with this admonition He makes it a sin to next coming…in fact, with this admonition He makes it a sin to next coming…in fact, with this admonition He makes it a sin to next coming…in fact, with this admonition He makes it a sin to 

want to know to the exclusion of what we are supposed to be want to know to the exclusion of what we are supposed to be want to know to the exclusion of what we are supposed to be want to know to the exclusion of what we are supposed to be 

focused on.focused on.focused on.focused on.            

    

3. According to the text, what is the primary way t hese disciples would 
be equipped?  What would be the results of this equ ipping? (See 
also John 14:15-31)  What ministry are the disciple s commissioned 
to perform?   

 
4. What according to this text is our calling as be lievers?  How does 

this work itself out as far as the church being the  church? 
 

5.  How do you think you would handle watching Jesu s ascend, 
especially after you have just been told that every thing you have 
understood about God’s kingdom was wrong and even a fter Jesus’ 
extensive 40 seminar on the Spirit and the Kingdom you were still 
confused?  What does this reveal to us about the na ture of 
man…even believing men like the disciples?  They needed the Holy They needed the Holy They needed the Holy They needed the Holy 

Spirit’s power to fully understand.  This does not speak of a 2Spirit’s power to fully understand.  This does not speak of a 2Spirit’s power to fully understand.  This does not speak of a 2Spirit’s power to fully understand.  This does not speak of a 2ndndndnd    

baptism of the Spirit it speaks of what hbaptism of the Spirit it speaks of what hbaptism of the Spirit it speaks of what hbaptism of the Spirit it speaks of what happened then to these appened then to these appened then to these appened then to these 

men who would lead because the rest of the NT reveals to us men who would lead because the rest of the NT reveals to us men who would lead because the rest of the NT reveals to us men who would lead because the rest of the NT reveals to us 

that we receive the Spirit when we believe then we are that we receive the Spirit when we believe then we are that we receive the Spirit when we believe then we are that we receive the Spirit when we believe then we are 

empowered along the way to do the work that He sends us to empowered along the way to do the work that He sends us to empowered along the way to do the work that He sends us to empowered along the way to do the work that He sends us to 

do.  But for the disciples they had had the Son personally wdo.  But for the disciples they had had the Son personally wdo.  But for the disciples they had had the Son personally wdo.  But for the disciples they had had the Son personally with ith ith ith 

them…and now we have the Spirit personally with us.  Just as them…and now we have the Spirit personally with us.  Just as them…and now we have the Spirit personally with us.  Just as them…and now we have the Spirit personally with us.  Just as 

the Spirit had come upon Jesus to equip Him for His public the Spirit had come upon Jesus to equip Him for His public the Spirit had come upon Jesus to equip Him for His public the Spirit had come upon Jesus to equip Him for His public 

ministry (interesting thought don’t you think?), so now the ministry (interesting thought don’t you think?), so now the ministry (interesting thought don’t you think?), so now the ministry (interesting thought don’t you think?), so now the 

Spirit was to come upon His people to equip them for their Spirit was to come upon His people to equip them for their Spirit was to come upon His people to equip them for their Spirit was to come upon His people to equip them for their 

public ministpublic ministpublic ministpublic ministry in growing the kingdom.ry in growing the kingdom.ry in growing the kingdom.ry in growing the kingdom. 
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6. According to this text, in what form will Christ  return? Resurrection Resurrection Resurrection Resurrection 

body coming on the clouds…and revelation tells us that all will body coming on the clouds…and revelation tells us that all will body coming on the clouds…and revelation tells us that all will body coming on the clouds…and revelation tells us that all will 

know He is coming either to their great joy or their judgment.know He is coming either to their great joy or their judgment.know He is coming either to their great joy or their judgment.know He is coming either to their great joy or their judgment.        

Why is this important?     

 
                           Acts- Sunday School     

October 9, 2011 
    

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Read Acts 1:1-11. 
2. What points are significant in these first few v erses for the Church 

today…for us CPC? 
 

C. Acts 1:12-26 
1. Who were the key people mentioned in verses 13-1 4?  The Eleven. The Eleven. The Eleven. The Eleven.  

What you know about each of these individuals that would be 
helpful in your own walk with the Lord? 

 
2. Jesus told them to not begin their mission until  they receive the gift 

of the Holy Spirit (1:4-5). What do they do to prep are for this gift in 
1:13-14? PrPrPrPrayer! ayer! ayer! ayer! How many of them are there, according to this 
text?         120 plus or minus120 plus or minus120 plus or minus120 plus or minus 

    

3.3.3.3. What were the characteristics that we see in this practice of prayer 
that are important for us today?     

a.a.a.a. CorporateCorporateCorporateCorporate----    “all of these” vs. 14“all of these” vs. 14“all of these” vs. 14“all of these” vs. 14----    men and womenmen and womenmen and womenmen and women    

b.b.b.b. UnitedUnitedUnitedUnited----    “with one accord” “with one accord” “with one accord” “with one accord”     

c.c.c.c. CCCConstantonstantonstantonstant----    devoting themselves to prayer= devoting themselves to prayer= devoting themselves to prayer= devoting themselves to prayer= persistentpersistentpersistentpersistent    

and diligent in prayer regularly.  It doesn’t say how and diligent in prayer regularly.  It doesn’t say how and diligent in prayer regularly.  It doesn’t say how and diligent in prayer regularly.  It doesn’t say how 

often or for how long but the word indicates that it was often or for how long but the word indicates that it was often or for how long but the word indicates that it was often or for how long but the word indicates that it was 

happening with regularity and maybe even vast happening with regularity and maybe even vast happening with regularity and maybe even vast happening with regularity and maybe even vast 

amounts of time.amounts of time.amounts of time.amounts of time.    

 
4.4.4.4. Why is it so important for God’s people to be of “one accord” ?     Why 

was it so important that they “devoted themselves t o it”?  I, mean, 
after all, Jesus said to wait and the Spirit would come.  What did 
they need to be praying for? Jesus had established a pattern of Jesus had established a pattern of Jesus had established a pattern of Jesus had established a pattern of 

regular and ferventregular and ferventregular and ferventregular and fervent    prayer when He was with His disciples. prayer when He was with His disciples. prayer when He was with His disciples. prayer when He was with His disciples. 

God’s promises do not remove the need for prayer.  In fact, it is God’s promises do not remove the need for prayer.  In fact, it is God’s promises do not remove the need for prayer.  In fact, it is God’s promises do not remove the need for prayer.  In fact, it is 

His promises which give us the reason to pray and the His promises which give us the reason to pray and the His promises which give us the reason to pray and the His promises which give us the reason to pray and the 

confidence that He will hear and answer.confidence that He will hear and answer.confidence that He will hear and answer.confidence that He will hear and answer.        

    

5.5.5.5. Why would prayer be more important for them now th an before?     

    

6. Why is it important to the growth of the church that we be of one 
accord and we be devoted to praying together? (Chur ch Fathers 
have suggested that these 2: devotion to prayer tog ether and being 
of one accord are essentials to effective prayer.) IIIIt reveals the t reveals the t reveals the t reveals the 

mettle of our resolve...our commitment to God.  mettle of our resolve...our commitment to God.  mettle of our resolve...our commitment to God.  mettle of our resolve...our commitment to God.  If that is true 
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then why don’t we do it more?  (Thinking about our own church and 
knowing our propensity to complicate our time when do you 
suppose it would be a good time to form a prayer gr oup of this 
type…day and time?  Think about that for we have tr ied mid-week, 
Sunday night…and none of these have been satisfacto ry.) 

 
7. What seems to be Peter’s role in this group? Doe s it surprise you?  

Why or why not? 
 

8. Why does Peter bring up the whole thing about Ju das?  What were 
his conclusions about Judas? How does psalm 69:25 p rove peter’s 
point?  What does this tell us about apostolic auth ority and how 
Scripture proves Scripture? 

 
9. Why does it appear “necessary” for there to be 1 2 disciples? They They They They 

may havemay havemay havemay have    remembered that Jesus had drawn a parallel between remembered that Jesus had drawn a parallel between remembered that Jesus had drawn a parallel between remembered that Jesus had drawn a parallel between 

the 12 apostles and the 12 tribes of Israel.  For they saw the the 12 apostles and the 12 tribes of Israel.  For they saw the the 12 apostles and the 12 tribes of Israel.  For they saw the the 12 apostles and the 12 tribes of Israel.  For they saw the 

continuity of God’s people through the ages and as such would continuity of God’s people through the ages and as such would continuity of God’s people through the ages and as such would continuity of God’s people through the ages and as such would 

have been compelled to keep the number. have been compelled to keep the number. have been compelled to keep the number. have been compelled to keep the number.  How does the Psalm 
109:8 passage seem to spur him on?  What does this tell us about 
being well versed in Scripture?  If it iIf it iIf it iIf it is meant to direct us then we s meant to direct us then we s meant to direct us then we s meant to direct us then we 

must know it and what it says and also believe it and accept the must know it and what it says and also believe it and accept the must know it and what it says and also believe it and accept the must know it and what it says and also believe it and accept the 

Spirit’s interpretation of the text  for our daily walk. Spirit’s interpretation of the text  for our daily walk. Spirit’s interpretation of the text  for our daily walk. Spirit’s interpretation of the text  for our daily walk. The risen The risen The risen The risen 

Lord had Lord had Lord had Lord had both opened the Scriptures to His disciples and opened both opened the Scriptures to His disciples and opened both opened the Scriptures to His disciples and opened both opened the Scriptures to His disciples and opened 

their minds to understand the Scriptures (Luke 24:45their minds to understand the Scriptures (Luke 24:45their minds to understand the Scriptures (Luke 24:45their minds to understand the Scriptures (Luke 24:45----49). As a 49). As a 49). As a 49). As a 

consequence to this teaching irregardless of their consequence to this teaching irregardless of their consequence to this teaching irregardless of their consequence to this teaching irregardless of their 

misunderstanding concerning the timing of the kingdom, there misunderstanding concerning the timing of the kingdom, there misunderstanding concerning the timing of the kingdom, there misunderstanding concerning the timing of the kingdom, there 

seems to be a new grasp ofseems to be a new grasp ofseems to be a new grasp ofseems to be a new grasp of    the OT and stimulated by Jesus they the OT and stimulated by Jesus they the OT and stimulated by Jesus they the OT and stimulated by Jesus they 

may have sought the Scriptures with a renewed intensity.  We may have sought the Scriptures with a renewed intensity.  We may have sought the Scriptures with a renewed intensity.  We may have sought the Scriptures with a renewed intensity.  We 

know for instance that a list of OT references/know for instance that a list of OT references/know for instance that a list of OT references/know for instance that a list of OT references/testimonies totestimonies totestimonies totestimonies to    the the the the 

Messiah, His coming, His suffering and His resurrection were Messiah, His coming, His suffering and His resurrection were Messiah, His coming, His suffering and His resurrection were Messiah, His coming, His suffering and His resurrection were 

complied and circulated.  complied and circulated.  complied and circulated.  complied and circulated.  AnothAnothAnothAnother characteristic of a people er characteristic of a people er characteristic of a people er characteristic of a people 

ready to be used by God to grow His kingdom…a people well ready to be used by God to grow His kingdom…a people well ready to be used by God to grow His kingdom…a people well ready to be used by God to grow His kingdom…a people well 

versed in His Scripture understanding how they fit into day to versed in His Scripture understanding how they fit into day to versed in His Scripture understanding how they fit into day to versed in His Scripture understanding how they fit into day to 

day life.day life.day life.day life. 
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Acts- Sunday School 
October 16, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Re-Read chapter 1:1-20 
 

2. What 2 characteristics are exhibited here that r eveals how the 
church remains strong in adversity, hard times and times of 
celebration? Corporate prayer and being in one accord. Corporate prayer and being in one accord. Corporate prayer and being in one accord. Corporate prayer and being in one accord.  

 
3. What does being in “one accord”  look like for us today? 

 
4.4.4.4. Why does it appear necessary for there to be 12 ap ostles according 

to Peter? Peter with his apostolic authority speaking with the Peter with his apostolic authority speaking with the Peter with his apostolic authority speaking with the Peter with his apostolic authority speaking with the 

authority of Scripture said so.  It was because of Judas’s authority of Scripture said so.  It was because of Judas’s authority of Scripture said so.  It was because of Judas’s authority of Scripture said so.  It was because of Judas’s 

defection not his death that a replacement had to be found.defection not his death that a replacement had to be found.defection not his death that a replacement had to be found.defection not his death that a replacement had to be found.    

 
C. Acts 1:21-26 

1. What were the qualifications for the person that  would replace 
Judas? 

a.a.a.a. MMMMalealealeale----    by referring only to the brothers he was by referring only to the brothers he was by referring only to the brothers he was by referring only to the brothers he was 

being exclusive as to the pool from which to being exclusive as to the pool from which to being exclusive as to the pool from which to being exclusive as to the pool from which to 

choose…another reminder that church spiritual choose…another reminder that church spiritual choose…another reminder that church spiritual choose…another reminder that church spiritual 

leadership is exclusively male.leadership is exclusively male.leadership is exclusively male.leadership is exclusively male.----    vs. 16vs. 16vs. 16vs. 16, 21… “one of , 21… “one of , 21… “one of , 21… “one of 

the menthe menthe menthe men…”…”…”…”    

b.b.b.b. AAAA    man who had been with them from the man who had been with them from the man who had been with them from the man who had been with them from the 

beginning.beginning.beginning.beginning.    A man who had witnessed A man who had witnessed A man who had witnessed A man who had witnessed (and (and (and (and 

experienced) experienced) experienced) experienced) everything the rest of the Apostles everything the rest of the Apostles everything the rest of the Apostles everything the rest of the Apostles 

had seen Jesus dohad seen Jesus dohad seen Jesus dohad seen Jesus do. Vs. 21. Vs. 21. Vs. 21. Vs. 21    

c.c.c.c. A man who was a witness to Jesus’ resurrection A man who was a witness to Jesus’ resurrection A man who was a witness to Jesus’ resurrection A man who was a witness to Jesus’ resurrection 

and ascension.and ascension.and ascension.and ascension.    Vs. 22Vs. 22Vs. 22Vs. 22----    witness = something seen and witness = something seen and witness = something seen and witness = something seen and 

ssssomething that can be attested to.omething that can be attested to.omething that can be attested to.omething that can be attested to.    

d.d.d.d. Chosen by the LORD. Vs. 24Chosen by the LORD. Vs. 24Chosen by the LORD. Vs. 24Chosen by the LORD. Vs. 24    

    

2. Why were these qualifications so important? These were the These were the These were the These were the 

qualifications of the office of apostle.  The reason why, qualifications of the office of apostle.  The reason why, qualifications of the office of apostle.  The reason why, qualifications of the office of apostle.  The reason why, 

especially because of  B and C, there can’t be any today!  especially because of  B and C, there can’t be any today!  especially because of  B and C, there can’t be any today!  especially because of  B and C, there can’t be any today!  How 
would these qualifications be helpful in fulfilling  the goals God 
placed before the disciples? 

 
3. What about the ascension, why is this piece impo rtant? We have 

seen what the ascension did for the apostles…and we  will see 
more…but what does it do for us? What is the perman ent value of 
the ascension for us today?  

 
4. Just so we are clear, who was it that ultimately  decided on Judas’ 

replacement?  The people whittled down the possible The people whittled down the possible The people whittled down the possible The people whittled down the possible 
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appropriate candidates with prayer and before they “voted” appropriate candidates with prayer and before they “voted” appropriate candidates with prayer and before they “voted” appropriate candidates with prayer and before they “voted” 

cast lots…they prayed to the Lord cast lots…they prayed to the Lord cast lots…they prayed to the Lord cast lots…they prayed to the Lord the the the the “heart“heart“heart“heart----knower”knower”knower”knower”    (literal (literal (literal (literal 

translation of translation of translation of translation of “who knows the hearts of all”)“who knows the hearts of all”)“who knows the hearts of all”)“who knows the hearts of all”)    asking Him to asking Him to asking Him to asking Him to 

show them whom He had already chosen and then they watch show them whom He had already chosen and then they watch show them whom He had already chosen and then they watch show them whom He had already chosen and then they watch 

as God appointed Matthias.   (Casting of Lots was an OT practice as God appointed Matthias.   (Casting of Lots was an OT practice as God appointed Matthias.   (Casting of Lots was an OT practice as God appointed Matthias.   (Casting of Lots was an OT practice 

that does not appear to have been used again athat does not appear to have been used again athat does not appear to have been used again athat does not appear to have been used again after the Spirit fter the Spirit fter the Spirit fter the Spirit 

had come.) had come.) had come.) had come.) How can we say that God is the One who ultimately 
chose Judas’ replacement? 

 
a.a.a.a. The Scriptures led Peter to replace Judas…Ps. 109:8 The Scriptures led Peter to replace Judas…Ps. 109:8 The Scriptures led Peter to replace Judas…Ps. 109:8 The Scriptures led Peter to replace Judas…Ps. 109:8 

specifically.specifically.specifically.specifically.    

b.b.b.b. Next they used the qualifications that Jesus had used to Next they used the qualifications that Jesus had used to Next they used the qualifications that Jesus had used to Next they used the qualifications that Jesus had used to 

develop each of them into Hisdevelop each of them into Hisdevelop each of them into Hisdevelop each of them into His    apostles…apostles…apostles…apostles…    

c.c.c.c. They prayed to Christ for His leading on this weighty They prayed to Christ for His leading on this weighty They prayed to Christ for His leading on this weighty They prayed to Christ for His leading on this weighty 

matter.  He wasn’t physically there but they knew Him matter.  He wasn’t physically there but they knew Him matter.  He wasn’t physically there but they knew Him matter.  He wasn’t physically there but they knew Him 

to be still accessible to them by prayer…they had to be still accessible to them by prayer…they had to be still accessible to them by prayer…they had to be still accessible to them by prayer…they had 

lelelelearned some things from what Harned some things from what Harned some things from what Harned some things from what He had taught them….e had taught them….e had taught them….e had taught them….    

d.d.d.d. They drew lots , by which they trustThey drew lots , by which they trustThey drew lots , by which they trustThey drew lots , by which they trusted Jesus to make ed Jesus to make ed Jesus to make ed Jesus to make 

His choice through this time honored tradition. His choice through this time honored tradition. His choice through this time honored tradition. His choice through this time honored tradition. See See See See 

Prov. 16:33. In the ancient mind lot casting was a way Prov. 16:33. In the ancient mind lot casting was a way Prov. 16:33. In the ancient mind lot casting was a way Prov. 16:33. In the ancient mind lot casting was a way 

that proclaimed God’s sovereignty over a situation but that proclaimed God’s sovereignty over a situation but that proclaimed God’s sovereignty over a situation but that proclaimed God’s sovereignty over a situation but 

at the same time involving His people.at the same time involving His people.at the same time involving His people.at the same time involving His people.    They did the They did the They did the They did the 

work and God in Christ siwork and God in Christ siwork and God in Christ siwork and God in Christ simply affirmed His mply affirmed His mply affirmed His mply affirmed His 

choice…that s how human responsibility and God’s choice…that s how human responsibility and God’s choice…that s how human responsibility and God’s choice…that s how human responsibility and God’s 

sovereignty work together with no room for second sovereignty work together with no room for second sovereignty work together with no room for second sovereignty work together with no room for second 

guessing. guessing. guessing. guessing.     

    

5.5.5.5. Did you ever ask the question, whatever happened t o Matthias? Do 
you know anything at all about Matthias? I mean, an ything at all?  
Matthias is a shortened form of Mattathias.  (gift of Yahweh) Matthias is a shortened form of Mattathias.  (gift of Yahweh) Matthias is a shortened form of Mattathias.  (gift of Yahweh) Matthias is a shortened form of Mattathias.  (gift of Yahweh) 

This extraordinary man given this extraordinary office of the This extraordinary man given this extraordinary office of the This extraordinary man given this extraordinary office of the This extraordinary man given this extraordinary office of the 

twelfth twelfth twelfth twelfth ––––    or, if you like, the thirteenth or, if you like, the thirteenth or, if you like, the thirteenth or, if you like, the thirteenth ––––    apostle, and we hear apostle, and we hear apostle, and we hear apostle, and we hear 

absolutely nothing about him. absolutely nothing about him. absolutely nothing about him. absolutely nothing about him. (Greek historians say that (Greek historians say that (Greek historians say that (Greek historians say that 

MatthMatthMatthMatthias part of the 70 or 72 that Christ sent out. Clement of ias part of the 70 or 72 that Christ sent out. Clement of ias part of the 70 or 72 that Christ sent out. Clement of ias part of the 70 or 72 that Christ sent out. Clement of 

Alexandria believed his proper man may have been Alexandria believed his proper man may have been Alexandria believed his proper man may have been Alexandria believed his proper man may have been 

Zacchaeus…perhaps the Zacchaeus of tax collector fame. Zacchaeus…perhaps the Zacchaeus of tax collector fame. Zacchaeus…perhaps the Zacchaeus of tax collector fame. Zacchaeus…perhaps the Zacchaeus of tax collector fame. Later Later Later Later 

traditions place him as a missionary to the Ethopians.traditions place him as a missionary to the Ethopians.traditions place him as a missionary to the Ethopians.traditions place him as a missionary to the Ethopians.) ) ) ) It was It was It was It was 

still important, not becastill important, not becastill important, not becastill important, not because of who Matthias was,use of who Matthias was,use of who Matthias was,use of who Matthias was,    and not and not and not and not 

because of what Matthiabecause of what Matthiabecause of what Matthiabecause of what Matthias did, but because the overarching thing s did, but because the overarching thing s did, but because the overarching thing s did, but because the overarching thing 

that Luke wants us to see here is that Jesus is building His that Luke wants us to see here is that Jesus is building His that Luke wants us to see here is that Jesus is building His that Luke wants us to see here is that Jesus is building His 

church. And by the power of the Holy Spirit which will come church. And by the power of the Holy Spirit which will come church. And by the power of the Holy Spirit which will come church. And by the power of the Holy Spirit which will come 

not many days from now, He intends fornot many days from now, He intends fornot many days from now, He intends fornot many days from now, He intends for    the church to do what the church to do what the church to do what the church to do what 

Peter has been doing here: ransacking the word of God and Peter has been doing here: ransacking the word of God and Peter has been doing here: ransacking the word of God and Peter has been doing here: ransacking the word of God and 

coming in the precoming in the precoming in the precoming in the presence of His people and saying “sence of His people and saying “sence of His people and saying “sence of His people and saying “Whatever it is Whatever it is Whatever it is Whatever it is 

the Bible says, that we will do, no matter how insignificant it the Bible says, that we will do, no matter how insignificant it the Bible says, that we will do, no matter how insignificant it the Bible says, that we will do, no matter how insignificant it 

may seem to be.may seem to be.may seem to be.may seem to be.”  ”  ”  ”  Oh, if we could learn just thOh, if we could learn just thOh, if we could learn just thOh, if we could learn just that lesson...just at lesson...just at lesson...just at lesson...just 

that lesson! that lesson! that lesson! that lesson! “Whatever the Bible says, that we will do”“Whatever the Bible says, that we will do”“Whatever the Bible says, that we will do”“Whatever the Bible says, that we will do”, we will , we will , we will , we will 

have learnt a lesson that will make the knees of Satan buckle. have learnt a lesson that will make the knees of Satan buckle. have learnt a lesson that will make the knees of Satan buckle. have learnt a lesson that will make the knees of Satan buckle. 

May God help us to learnMay God help us to learnMay God help us to learnMay God help us to learn        it.it.it.it.        
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6.6.6.6. What part did prayer play in this decision?  How i s this an example 
of how we should choose our own spiritual leaders i n the church?  
A matter of urgent prayer concerning who is to lead us and we A matter of urgent prayer concerning who is to lead us and we A matter of urgent prayer concerning who is to lead us and we A matter of urgent prayer concerning who is to lead us and we 

are seen as being in one accord by whom is placed in election are seen as being in one accord by whom is placed in election are seen as being in one accord by whom is placed in election are seen as being in one accord by whom is placed in election 

and who is affirmed in election… a close type of the “lots” of the and who is affirmed in election… a close type of the “lots” of the and who is affirmed in election… a close type of the “lots” of the and who is affirmed in election… a close type of the “lots” of the 

OT. OT. OT. OT. What do these leaders look like?     

    

a.a.a.a. MaleMaleMaleMale… there is sufficient Scriptural evidence to support … there is sufficient Scriptural evidence to support … there is sufficient Scriptural evidence to support … there is sufficient Scriptural evidence to support 

that the ordained offices are to only be filled by men that the ordained offices are to only be filled by men that the ordained offices are to only be filled by men that the ordained offices are to only be filled by men 

without negating the giftedness of women…a function without negating the giftedness of women…a function without negating the giftedness of women…a function without negating the giftedness of women…a function 

thing. thing. thing. thing.     

    

b.b.b.b. A Man of deep faith on whom the Spirit is obviousA Man of deep faith on whom the Spirit is obviousA Man of deep faith on whom the Spirit is obviousA Man of deep faith on whom the Spirit is obvious…one …one …one …one 

tttthat lives out his faith before God’s people and the rest hat lives out his faith before God’s people and the rest hat lives out his faith before God’s people and the rest hat lives out his faith before God’s people and the rest 

of the world…One that willingly joins in the sufferings of the world…One that willingly joins in the sufferings of the world…One that willingly joins in the sufferings of the world…One that willingly joins in the sufferings 

of Christ for God’s people.  This is seen in his being of Christ for God’s people.  This is seen in his being of Christ for God’s people.  This is seen in his being of Christ for God’s people.  This is seen in his being 

available and involved in the life and ministry of God’s available and involved in the life and ministry of God’s available and involved in the life and ministry of God’s available and involved in the life and ministry of God’s 

people…the church.people…the church.people…the church.people…the church.        Wherever GoWherever GoWherever GoWherever God’s people are he iis d’s people are he iis d’s people are he iis d’s people are he iis 

there as well as often as possible.there as well as often as possible.there as well as often as possible.there as well as often as possible.    

    

c.c.c.c. A Man chosen by God is affirmed by God’s people. A Man chosen by God is affirmed by God’s people. A Man chosen by God is affirmed by God’s people. A Man chosen by God is affirmed by God’s people. This is This is This is This is 

a man who is already exhibiting the qualifications of an a man who is already exhibiting the qualifications of an a man who is already exhibiting the qualifications of an a man who is already exhibiting the qualifications of an 

elder as laid out in God’s word long before he senses elder as laid out in God’s word long before he senses elder as laid out in God’s word long before he senses elder as laid out in God’s word long before he senses 

God’s call on his life and beGod’s call on his life and beGod’s call on his life and beGod’s call on his life and before the people of God affirm fore the people of God affirm fore the people of God affirm fore the people of God affirm 

that calling.that calling.that calling.that calling.    

    

7. How important is prayer in your life? Would anyo ne know you are a 
praying person?  How? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
October 23, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. How can we say from this text that shows us the people doing 
things, that God is the ultimate chooser of Matthia s to be Judas’ 
replacement? 
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2. What were the 2 main ingredients that led them t o be certain of 

God’s will on this matter? 
 

C. Read Acts 2:1-13 
 

1. Vs. 1 says, “When the feast of Pentecost came…”  Why is it talking 
about this in a way that sounds like it has always existed? Because Because Because Because 

iiiit has existed t has existed t has existed t has existed (S(S(S(Seeeeeeee    Exodus 23:16 and Deut. 16:9Exodus 23:16 and Deut. 16:9Exodus 23:16 and Deut. 16:9Exodus 23:16 and Deut. 16:9----10.10.10.10.) T) T) T) The feast he feast he feast he feast 

had 2 meanings…one agricultural and one historical.  Originally had 2 meanings…one agricultural and one historical.  Originally had 2 meanings…one agricultural and one historical.  Originally had 2 meanings…one agricultural and one historical.  Originally 

it was the middle of the 3 annual Jewish harvest festivait was the middle of the 3 annual Jewish harvest festivait was the middle of the 3 annual Jewish harvest festivait was the middle of the 3 annual Jewish harvest festivallllssss    and and and and 

was called the Feast of Harvest…celebrated the completion of was called the Feast of Harvest…celebrated the completion of was called the Feast of Harvest…celebrated the completion of was called the Feast of Harvest…celebrated the completion of 

the grain harvest. It was also called the feast of Weeks (Ex. the grain harvest. It was also called the feast of Weeks (Ex. the grain harvest. It was also called the feast of Weeks (Ex. the grain harvest. It was also called the feast of Weeks (Ex. 

34;22; Lev. 23:1534;22; Lev. 23:1534;22; Lev. 23:1534;22; Lev. 23:15----22; Deut. 16:922; Deut. 16:922; Deut. 16:922; Deut. 16:9----12)or Pentecost  by the NT era 12)or Pentecost  by the NT era 12)or Pentecost  by the NT era 12)or Pentecost  by the NT era 

immerged because it took place 7weeks or 50 daysimmerged because it took place 7weeks or 50 daysimmerged because it took place 7weeks or 50 daysimmerged because it took place 7weeks or 50 days    

(pentekostos=(pentekostos=(pentekostos=(pentekostos=    fiftieth) after the Passover and because many fiftieth) after the Passover and because many fiftieth) after the Passover and because many fiftieth) after the Passover and because many 

wished to celebrate the giving of the Law at Mt. Sinai since it wished to celebrate the giving of the Law at Mt. Sinai since it wished to celebrate the giving of the Law at Mt. Sinai since it wished to celebrate the giving of the Law at Mt. Sinai since it 

was taught that this happened 50 days after the Exodus.was taught that this happened 50 days after the Exodus.was taught that this happened 50 days after the Exodus.was taught that this happened 50 days after the Exodus.        Why 
then do you suppose some churches teach this as a n ew event 
dealing with the emergence of the Church?   

 
2. With this little information of this Jewish fest ival instituted by God in 

the OT, why is it appropriate that the Holy Spirit was given on 
Pentecost?  50 days between the resurrection and Pentecost.  50 days between the resurrection and Pentecost.  50 days between the resurrection and Pentecost.  50 days between the resurrection and Pentecost.  

(40 days between the resurrection an(40 days between the resurrection an(40 days between the resurrection an(40 days between the resurrection and the ascension…10 more d the ascension…10 more d the ascension…10 more d the ascension…10 more 

days between the ascension and Pentecost= 50 days)days between the ascension and Pentecost= 50 days)days between the ascension and Pentecost= 50 days)days between the ascension and Pentecost= 50 days) 
 

3. In Verse 2 we read , “Suddenly….” 3 things happen.  What were the 
three phenomenon that Luke says happened to these C hrist’s 
followers? 

a. “…a sound like a mighty rushing wind…”“…a sound like a mighty rushing wind…”“…a sound like a mighty rushing wind…”“…a sound like a mighty rushing wind…”    ––––    was was was was NOT NOT NOT NOT 

wind as has often been talked about, but the sound of wind as has often been talked about, but the sound of wind as has often been talked about, but the sound of wind as has often been talked about, but the sound of 

something like a hurricane force or tornadic wind.something like a hurricane force or tornadic wind.something like a hurricane force or tornadic wind.something like a hurricane force or tornadic wind.    

b. “…and divided tongues as of fire appeared…”“…and divided tongues as of fire appeared…”“…and divided tongues as of fire appeared…”“…and divided tongues as of fire appeared…”    ––––    was NOT was NOT was NOT was NOT 

fire but it resembled it…fire but it resembled it…fire but it resembled it…fire but it resembled it…    

c. “filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other “filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other “filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other “filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other 
tongues astongues astongues astongues as    the Spirit gave them utterance.”the Spirit gave them utterance.”the Spirit gave them utterance.”the Spirit gave them utterance.”----    these were these were these were these were 

Not incomprehensible utterances but languages that Not incomprehensible utterances but languages that Not incomprehensible utterances but languages that Not incomprehensible utterances but languages that 

were not known to any other them in the since of being were not known to any other them in the since of being were not known to any other them in the since of being were not known to any other them in the since of being 

able to speak them themselves.able to speak them themselves.able to speak them themselves.able to speak them themselves.    
    

4. What would you say each symbolized or stood for?  
a. The noise LIKE wind wouThe noise LIKE wind wouThe noise LIKE wind wouThe noise LIKE wind would stand for POWER such as ld stand for POWER such as ld stand for POWER such as ld stand for POWER such as 

Jesus promised in Luke 24:49 and Acts 1:8.Jesus promised in Luke 24:49 and Acts 1:8.Jesus promised in Luke 24:49 and Acts 1:8.Jesus promised in Luke 24:49 and Acts 1:8.    

b. The sight that appeared like fire stands for purity…like The sight that appeared like fire stands for purity…like The sight that appeared like fire stands for purity…like The sight that appeared like fire stands for purity…like 

the live coals of Is. 6:6the live coals of Is. 6:6the live coals of Is. 6:6the live coals of Is. 6:6----7 and to go along with John the 7 and to go along with John the 7 and to go along with John the 7 and to go along with John the 

Baptists prophecy in Luke 3:16.Baptists prophecy in Luke 3:16.Baptists prophecy in Luke 3:16.Baptists prophecy in Luke 3:16.    

c. Other languages speaks of the universalOther languages speaks of the universalOther languages speaks of the universalOther languages speaks of the universality of the ity of the ity of the ity of the 

Christian Church… believers will come from every Christian Church… believers will come from every Christian Church… believers will come from every Christian Church… believers will come from every 

people, nation and tribpeople, nation and tribpeople, nation and tribpeople, nation and tribe.e.e.e.    
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5.5.5.5. Why do you suppose that Luke spends so much time e xpressing the 
international make up of the crowd? Universality of the Universality of the Universality of the Universality of the 

proclamation and the universal nature of God’s elproclamation and the universal nature of God’s elproclamation and the universal nature of God’s elproclamation and the universal nature of God’s election from ection from ection from ection from 

EVERY tribe, nation, and tongue.EVERY tribe, nation, and tongue.EVERY tribe, nation, and tongue.EVERY tribe, nation, and tongue.            

    

6.6.6.6. Verses 5 says, “Now there were dwelling in Jerusalem Jews, devout 
men from every nation under heaven…”. What are we to make of 
this statement?  Do you suppose “every” nation was represented?  
What does it mean?         Every nation was not there physically but Every nation was not there physically but Every nation was not there physically but Every nation was not there physically but 

that every nation was there representatively.   Luke’s Table of that every nation was there representatively.   Luke’s Table of that every nation was there representatively.   Luke’s Table of that every nation was there representatively.   Luke’s Table of 

Nations is comparable to the one in Gen. 10.  Shemites or Nations is comparable to the one in Gen. 10.  Shemites or Nations is comparable to the one in Gen. 10.  Shemites or Nations is comparable to the one in Gen. 10.  Shemites or 

Semites are represented in the Elamites which head up both Semites are represented in the Elamites which head up both Semites are represented in the Elamites which head up both Semites are represented in the Elamites which head up both 

lists, Egypt and Libya represlists, Egypt and Libya represlists, Egypt and Libya represlists, Egypt and Libya represent Hamites and Cretans and people ent Hamites and Cretans and people ent Hamites and Cretans and people ent Hamites and Cretans and people 

of Rome represent Japhethof Rome represent Japhethof Rome represent Japhethof Rome represent Japheth….….….….The Parthians and MedesThe Parthians and MedesThe Parthians and MedesThe Parthians and Medes    and and and and 

Arabs wind out the rest of the known world….thus Arabs wind out the rest of the known world….thus Arabs wind out the rest of the known world….thus Arabs wind out the rest of the known world….thus 

“representing” every nation.“representing” every nation.“representing” every nation.“representing” every nation.        

    

7.7.7.7. Why does Luke seem to concentrate on the” tongues speaking” 
more than the other 3 signs? “Glossolalia”= speaking in a known “Glossolalia”= speaking in a known “Glossolalia”= speaking in a known “Glossolalia”= speaking in a known 

tongue that was formally unknown to the speaker…tongue that was formally unknown to the speaker…tongue that was formally unknown to the speaker…tongue that was formally unknown to the speaker…since the since the since the since the 

term is defined here and not any where else it seems then to be term is defined here and not any where else it seems then to be term is defined here and not any where else it seems then to be term is defined here and not any where else it seems then to be 

the definitive text by which to define all the rest…interpret the the definitive text by which to define all the rest…interpret the the definitive text by which to define all the rest…interpret the the definitive text by which to define all the rest…interpret the 

unexplained in the light of thunexplained in the light of thunexplained in the light of thunexplained in the light of the explained. e explained. e explained. e explained. It shows that it is It shows that it is It shows that it is It shows that it is 

directly a miracle from the Holy Spirit.  Gets the people asking directly a miracle from the Holy Spirit.  Gets the people asking directly a miracle from the Holy Spirit.  Gets the people asking directly a miracle from the Holy Spirit.  Gets the people asking 

questions…they are so unsettled …God has come down and He questions…they are so unsettled …God has come down and He questions…they are so unsettled …God has come down and He questions…they are so unsettled …God has come down and He 

has prepared many to receive Him in this way…has prepared many to receive Him in this way…has prepared many to receive Him in this way…has prepared many to receive Him in this way…    

    

8.8.8.8. What according to vs. 11 are the disciples proclai ming in the 
languages of the people? “The mighty Works of God”“The mighty Works of God”“The mighty Works of God”“The mighty Works of God”     What dop 
you suppose they were specifically proclaiming? Resurrection and Resurrection and Resurrection and Resurrection and 

Ascension perhaps.Ascension perhaps.Ascension perhaps.Ascension perhaps.    

    

9.9.9.9. How might this activity be a direct reversal of the  curse of the Tower 
of Babel?     (See Gen. 11:(See Gen. 11:(See Gen. 11:(See Gen. 11:----1111----9)Th9)Th9)Th9)This activity on this particular day is activity on this particular day is activity on this particular day is activity on this particular day 

symbolizes the beginning of a new unity in the Spirit that symbolizes the beginning of a new unity in the Spirit that symbolizes the beginning of a new unity in the Spirit that symbolizes the beginning of a new unity in the Spirit that 

transcends race, nationality or even linguistic in some cases. transcends race, nationality or even linguistic in some cases. transcends race, nationality or even linguistic in some cases. transcends race, nationality or even linguistic in some cases. 

Tongue speaking while still speaking in a known language Tongue speaking while still speaking in a known language Tongue speaking while still speaking in a known language Tongue speaking while still speaking in a known language 

formerly unknown to the speaker takes on dformerly unknown to the speaker takes on dformerly unknown to the speaker takes on dformerly unknown to the speaker takes on different purposes ifferent purposes ifferent purposes ifferent purposes 

after this day within the church with finely defined guidelines after this day within the church with finely defined guidelines after this day within the church with finely defined guidelines after this day within the church with finely defined guidelines 

of its purpose and use.of its purpose and use.of its purpose and use.of its purpose and use.    At Babel human languages were confused At Babel human languages were confused At Babel human languages were confused At Babel human languages were confused 

and the nations were scattered; in Jerusalem the language and the nations were scattered; in Jerusalem the language and the nations were scattered; in Jerusalem the language and the nations were scattered; in Jerusalem the language 

barrier was supernaturally overcome as a sign that thbarrier was supernaturally overcome as a sign that thbarrier was supernaturally overcome as a sign that thbarrier was supernaturally overcome as a sign that the nations e nations e nations e nations 

would be gathered in Christ…prefiguring the,… would be gathered in Christ…prefiguring the,… would be gathered in Christ…prefiguring the,… would be gathered in Christ…prefiguring the,… from every from every from every from every 
nation, tribe, people and language…nation, tribe, people and language…nation, tribe, people and language…nation, tribe, people and language…    Also, at Babel earth sought Also, at Babel earth sought Also, at Babel earth sought Also, at Babel earth sought 

proudly to ascend to heaven, whereas in Jerusalem heaven proudly to ascend to heaven, whereas in Jerusalem heaven proudly to ascend to heaven, whereas in Jerusalem heaven proudly to ascend to heaven, whereas in Jerusalem heaven 

humbly came down to earth.humbly came down to earth.humbly came down to earth.humbly came down to earth.        On the day of Pentecost  the On the day of Pentecost  the On the day of Pentecost  the On the day of Pentecost  the 

Church becoChurch becoChurch becoChurch becomes worldwide. mes worldwide. mes worldwide. mes worldwide.     
    

10.10.10.10. What does this event tell us about God?     
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11.11.11.11. What were the different reactions to these events?   Why were the 
crowds confused?         (1) (1) (1) (1) Noise seems to refer to the violent wind Noise seems to refer to the violent wind Noise seems to refer to the violent wind Noise seems to refer to the violent wind 

not the speaking in many different languages…yet.  as they not the speaking in many different languages…yet.  as they not the speaking in many different languages…yet.  as they not the speaking in many different languages…yet.  as they 

move to detmove to detmove to detmove to determine where the wind came from…what caused ermine where the wind came from…what caused ermine where the wind came from…what caused ermine where the wind came from…what caused 

it… it… it… it… as they move towards the place where the believers are as they move towards the place where the believers are as they move towards the place where the believers are as they move towards the place where the believers are 

THEN they hear the message spoken in their languages.  So THEN they hear the message spoken in their languages.  So THEN they hear the message spoken in their languages.  So THEN they hear the message spoken in their languages.  So 

between the 2 events they are confused it seems.  (2) They make between the 2 events they are confused it seems.  (2) They make between the 2 events they are confused it seems.  (2) They make between the 2 events they are confused it seems.  (2) They make 

a racial slur about Galileans ta racial slur about Galileans ta racial slur about Galileans ta racial slur about Galileans that was obviously well known hat was obviously well known hat was obviously well known hat was obviously well known 

about how “ignorant”/ uneducated they were that they about how “ignorant”/ uneducated they were that they about how “ignorant”/ uneducated they were that they about how “ignorant”/ uneducated they were that they 

wouldn’t know numerous languages.wouldn’t know numerous languages.wouldn’t know numerous languages.wouldn’t know numerous languages.    Also, there seems to have Also, there seems to have Also, there seems to have Also, there seems to have 

been inbred into Galileans had difficulty pronouncing guttural been inbred into Galileans had difficulty pronouncing guttural been inbred into Galileans had difficulty pronouncing guttural been inbred into Galileans had difficulty pronouncing guttural 

word and a bad habit of swallowing syllables when sword and a bad habit of swallowing syllables when sword and a bad habit of swallowing syllables when sword and a bad habit of swallowing syllables when speaking.  peaking.  peaking.  peaking.  

You can image how such a speech impediment might affect how You can image how such a speech impediment might affect how You can image how such a speech impediment might affect how You can image how such a speech impediment might affect how 

a more cultured people might look at Galileans.a more cultured people might look at Galileans.a more cultured people might look at Galileans.a more cultured people might look at Galileans.    (3) (3) (3) (3) Some Some Some Some 

seemingly understood none of the languages and so they made seemingly understood none of the languages and so they made seemingly understood none of the languages and so they made seemingly understood none of the languages and so they made 

fun of the believers saying that they had had too much wine.fun of the believers saying that they had had too much wine.fun of the believers saying that they had had too much wine.fun of the believers saying that they had had too much wine.    

    

    

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
October 30, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Read Acts 2:14-41 

1.1.1.1. How does he answer the accusation that the followe rs of Christ were 
drunk in vs. 15?  Why does he answer such a mocking ? Peter is Peter is Peter is Peter is 

speaking to these folks right where they are even those makispeaking to these folks right where they are even those makispeaking to these folks right where they are even those makispeaking to these folks right where they are even those making ng ng ng 

fun…he leaves no one out.fun…he leaves no one out.fun…he leaves no one out.fun…he leaves no one out.    

 
2. Who is the central figure in Peter’s message? Christ. Christ. Christ. Christ. Why then 

would he begin his sermon with the Joel passage?  
a. These were mostly JewsThese were mostly JewsThese were mostly JewsThese were mostly Jews    the OT passages would set the the OT passages would set the the OT passages would set the the OT passages would set the 

stage for his argument of the One that fulfills the stage for his argument of the One that fulfills the stage for his argument of the One that fulfills the stage for his argument of the One that fulfills the 

prophecyprophecyprophecyprophecy. . . .  
b. Also, this reveals something particularly important for Also, this reveals something particularly important for Also, this reveals something particularly important for Also, this reveals something particularly important for 

us on this Reformation weekend.  The importance of us on this Reformation weekend.  The importance of us on this Reformation weekend.  The importance of us on this Reformation weekend.  The importance of 

Scripture.  Peter shows a wonderful knowledge and Scripture.  Peter shows a wonderful knowledge and Scripture.  Peter shows a wonderful knowledge and Scripture.  Peter shows a wonderful knowledge and 

understanding of the Scriptures of the OT.  understanding of the Scriptures of the OT.  understanding of the Scriptures of the OT.  understanding of the Scriptures of the OT.   
c. Not only a knowledge and understanding but he is Not only a knowledge and understanding but he is Not only a knowledge and understanding but he is Not only a knowledge and understanding but he is 

trtrtrtreating them as authoritative...the OT IS the word of eating them as authoritative...the OT IS the word of eating them as authoritative...the OT IS the word of eating them as authoritative...the OT IS the word of 

God for His people. It is trustworthy to even explain God for His people. It is trustworthy to even explain God for His people. It is trustworthy to even explain God for His people. It is trustworthy to even explain 

such events as these…in fact, it is the only authority such events as these…in fact, it is the only authority such events as these…in fact, it is the only authority such events as these…in fact, it is the only authority 

that can speak to these events.that can speak to these events.that can speak to these events.that can speak to these events.     What do these say to us 
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as the Church today?  That we are to That we are to That we are to That we are to have an equal have an equal have an equal have an equal 

understanding of it absolute authority and then understanding of it absolute authority and then understanding of it absolute authority and then understanding of it absolute authority and then 

secondly to have a good use of it.secondly to have a good use of it.secondly to have a good use of it.secondly to have a good use of it. 
    

3.3.3.3. Let’s consider how well Peter explains the amazing  events that have 
occurred. How does this portion from Joel explain t he phenomenon 
of tongues to Peter’s hearers?  How does vs. 22-35 speak to the 
amazing events experienced at Pentecost? There are many There are many There are many There are many 

interesting things here but consider a moment this statement… interesting things here but consider a moment this statement… interesting things here but consider a moment this statement… interesting things here but consider a moment this statement… 

“a man attested to you by God with mighty works and wonders “a man attested to you by God with mighty works and wonders “a man attested to you by God with mighty works and wonders “a man attested to you by God with mighty works and wonders 
and signs that God did through Him as yand signs that God did through Him as yand signs that God did through Him as yand signs that God did through Him as you yourselves know…”ou yourselves know…”ou yourselves know…”ou yourselves know…”    

There is no doubt at least in the mind of most of Peter’s hearers There is no doubt at least in the mind of most of Peter’s hearers There is no doubt at least in the mind of most of Peter’s hearers There is no doubt at least in the mind of most of Peter’s hearers 

that Jesus was a great teacher and that many signs and wonders that Jesus was a great teacher and that many signs and wonders that Jesus was a great teacher and that many signs and wonders that Jesus was a great teacher and that many signs and wonders 

were done through Him…the kind of thing they might expect were done through Him…the kind of thing they might expect were done through Him…the kind of thing they might expect were done through Him…the kind of thing they might expect 

from a great prophet…Messiah? Not sure yet perhafrom a great prophet…Messiah? Not sure yet perhafrom a great prophet…Messiah? Not sure yet perhafrom a great prophet…Messiah? Not sure yet perhaps…ps…ps…ps…Today, Today, Today, Today, 

people are very much in doubt as to whether Jesus did the people are very much in doubt as to whether Jesus did the people are very much in doubt as to whether Jesus did the people are very much in doubt as to whether Jesus did the 

miracles and made the claims that the Bible says he did. But miracles and made the claims that the Bible says he did. But miracles and made the claims that the Bible says he did. But miracles and made the claims that the Bible says he did. But 

Peter’s crowd knew all this for themselves.Peter’s crowd knew all this for themselves.Peter’s crowd knew all this for themselves.Peter’s crowd knew all this for themselves.    This is one of the This is one of the This is one of the This is one of the 

reasons the Reformation is still so pertinent today because of reasons the Reformation is still so pertinent today because of reasons the Reformation is still so pertinent today because of reasons the Reformation is still so pertinent today because of 

tttthe evangelical worlds seemingly laziness concerning the Word he evangelical worlds seemingly laziness concerning the Word he evangelical worlds seemingly laziness concerning the Word he evangelical worlds seemingly laziness concerning the Word 

of God.  The big question today is this …Do believers really of God.  The big question today is this …Do believers really of God.  The big question today is this …Do believers really of God.  The big question today is this …Do believers really 

believe that the Bible is the Word of God?believe that the Bible is the Word of God?believe that the Bible is the Word of God?believe that the Bible is the Word of God?    

 
4. What is Peter specifically telling these people in vs. 23? Interesting 

words used here:  ((((1) 1) 1) 1) “definite plan”“definite plan”“definite plan”“definite plan”    (horizio). What does this (horizio). What does this (horizio). What does this (horizio). What does this 

word sound like?  What iis seen on the horizon? The Greek word word sound like?  What iis seen on the horizon? The Greek word word sound like?  What iis seen on the horizon? The Greek word word sound like?  What iis seen on the horizon? The Greek word 

literallyliterallyliterallyliterally    means “to mark out with a boundary” or “to determine means “to mark out with a boundary” or “to determine means “to mark out with a boundary” or “to determine means “to mark out with a boundary” or “to determine 

beforehand” similar meanings, huh? That is why many versions beforehand” similar meanings, huh? That is why many versions beforehand” similar meanings, huh? That is why many versions beforehand” similar meanings, huh? That is why many versions 

use the word “predestineuse the word “predestineuse the word “predestineuse the word “predestined”. This word signifies the destination d”. This word signifies the destination d”. This word signifies the destination d”. This word signifies the destination 

at the end of the journey, one marked out before hand.  Sort of at the end of the journey, one marked out before hand.  Sort of at the end of the journey, one marked out before hand.  Sort of at the end of the journey, one marked out before hand.  Sort of 

like going to Google Maps to map out your destination or using like going to Google Maps to map out your destination or using like going to Google Maps to map out your destination or using like going to Google Maps to map out your destination or using 

your GPS…you put in the beginning and the end and it gets you your GPS…you put in the beginning and the end and it gets you your GPS…you put in the beginning and the end and it gets you your GPS…you put in the beginning and the end and it gets you 

there, hopefully. The travethere, hopefully. The travethere, hopefully. The travethere, hopefully. The traveler would see his destination on the ler would see his destination on the ler would see his destination on the ler would see his destination on the 

horizon before arriving there. horizon before arriving there. horizon before arriving there. horizon before arriving there. (2) (2) (2) (2) “Foreknowledge”“Foreknowledge”“Foreknowledge”“Foreknowledge”----    

(prognosis). What does this word sound like?  This word means (prognosis). What does this word sound like?  This word means (prognosis). What does this word sound like?  This word means (prognosis). What does this word sound like?  This word means 

much more than God knew something before hand. Louis much more than God knew something before hand. Louis much more than God knew something before hand. Louis much more than God knew something before hand. Louis 

Berkhof breaks down the definition of the word this Berkhof breaks down the definition of the word this Berkhof breaks down the definition of the word this Berkhof breaks down the definition of the word this way: way: way: way: “The “The “The “The 
Greek word denotes a selective knowledge which regards one Greek word denotes a selective knowledge which regards one Greek word denotes a selective knowledge which regards one Greek word denotes a selective knowledge which regards one 
with favor and makes one the object of love.”with favor and makes one the object of love.”with favor and makes one the object of love.”with favor and makes one the object of love.”    The prefix “fore” The prefix “fore” The prefix “fore” The prefix “fore” 

indicates that this love relationship was established indicates that this love relationship was established indicates that this love relationship was established indicates that this love relationship was established 

beforehand.  The word points to a deep regard and loving favor beforehand.  The word points to a deep regard and loving favor beforehand.  The word points to a deep regard and loving favor beforehand.  The word points to a deep regard and loving favor 

by theby theby theby the    Father for the Son before the foundation of the world.  In Father for the Son before the foundation of the world.  In Father for the Son before the foundation of the world.  In Father for the Son before the foundation of the world.  In 

this context the Son was foreordained by the Father to die upon this context the Son was foreordained by the Father to die upon this context the Son was foreordained by the Father to die upon this context the Son was foreordained by the Father to die upon 

the cross to glorify the Father and to save lost sinners who had the cross to glorify the Father and to save lost sinners who had the cross to glorify the Father and to save lost sinners who had the cross to glorify the Father and to save lost sinners who had 

been chosen before the foundation of the earth as well. (Eph. 1)been chosen before the foundation of the earth as well. (Eph. 1)been chosen before the foundation of the earth as well. (Eph. 1)been chosen before the foundation of the earth as well. (Eph. 1) 
SoSoSoSoooo…ooo…ooo…ooo…    Jesus’ crucifixion was Jesus’ crucifixion was Jesus’ crucifixion was Jesus’ crucifixion was bbbby the predetermined counsel y the predetermined counsel y the predetermined counsel y the predetermined counsel 

and and and and foreknowledge of God. It didn’t take God by surforeknowledge of God. It didn’t take God by surforeknowledge of God. It didn’t take God by surforeknowledge of God. It didn’t take God by surprise. prise. prise. prise.     And And And And 

for Peter, do you see, that’s the explanation of the horrendous for Peter, do you see, that’s the explanation of the horrendous for Peter, do you see, that’s the explanation of the horrendous for Peter, do you see, that’s the explanation of the horrendous 

day on which Jesus was crucified. It’s his understanding of day on which Jesus was crucified. It’s his understanding of day on which Jesus was crucified. It’s his understanding of day on which Jesus was crucified. It’s his understanding of 

history thathistory thathistory thathistory that    events happen and terrible things happen, and events happen and terrible things happen, and events happen and terrible things happen, and events happen and terrible things happen, and 

awful things happen awful things happen awful things happen awful things happen ––––    like Katrina like Katrina like Katrina like Katrina ––––    and mand mand mand men and women lose en and women lose en and women lose en and women lose 
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everything.everything.everything.everything.        He has a confidence, a certainty, a conviction not He has a confidence, a certainty, a conviction not He has a confidence, a certainty, a conviction not He has a confidence, a certainty, a conviction not 

only about the Bible, but a conviction about providence, a only about the Bible, but a conviction about providence, a only about the Bible, but a conviction about providence, a only about the Bible, but a conviction about providence, a 

conviction about history, conviction about history, conviction about history, conviction about history, a conviction about where he is at this a conviction about where he is at this a conviction about where he is at this a conviction about where he is at this 

moment in time on this Day of Pentecost, with all of what lies moment in time on this Day of Pentecost, with all of what lies moment in time on this Day of Pentecost, with all of what lies moment in time on this Day of Pentecost, with all of what lies 

before him.before him.before him.before him.        Interesting that he doesn’t get any reaction to the  
indictment of murder that he levels on them!!! 

 
5. How does Peter’s reference to Psalm 16 in verses  25-28 help Peter 

to establish the truth of the Resurrection? He’s saying this could He’s saying this could He’s saying this could He’s saying this could 

only be true of Jesus Christ. It couldn’t be true of David. It can only be true of Jesus Christ. It couldn’t be true of David. It can only be true of Jesus Christ. It couldn’t be true of David. It can only be true of Jesus Christ. It couldn’t be true of David. It can 

only be true of Jesus Christ, because you’ve seen Him raised only be true of Jesus Christ, because you’ve seen Him raised only be true of Jesus Christ, because you’ve seen Him raised only be true of Jesus Christ, because you’ve seen Him raised 

from the dead, and ascended, and nowfrom the dead, and ascended, and nowfrom the dead, and ascended, and nowfrom the dead, and ascended, and now    sitting at God’s right sitting at God’s right sitting at God’s right sitting at God’s right 

hand; that what David had written had come true in Jesus.hand; that what David had written had come true in Jesus.hand; that what David had written had come true in Jesus.hand; that what David had written had come true in Jesus.    

Peter isn’t saying that what Psalm 16 is saying was once true of Peter isn’t saying that what Psalm 16 is saying was once true of Peter isn’t saying that what Psalm 16 is saying was once true of Peter isn’t saying that what Psalm 16 is saying was once true of 

David, but has now become true of Jesus Christ. No, he’s saying David, but has now become true of Jesus Christ. No, he’s saying David, but has now become true of Jesus Christ. No, he’s saying David, but has now become true of Jesus Christ. No, he’s saying 

it was never true of David. It never at any tit was never true of David. It never at any tit was never true of David. It never at any tit was never true of David. It never at any time applied to David. ime applied to David. ime applied to David. ime applied to David. 

It couldn’t possibly be applied to David. It was always, even It couldn’t possibly be applied to David. It was always, even It couldn’t possibly be applied to David. It was always, even It couldn’t possibly be applied to David. It was always, even 

when David wrote it, it was always about Jesus Christ. And do when David wrote it, it was always about Jesus Christ. And do when David wrote it, it was always about Jesus Christ. And do when David wrote it, it was always about Jesus Christ. And do 

you see what that says about the Old Testament? That the Old you see what that says about the Old Testament? That the Old you see what that says about the Old Testament? That the Old you see what that says about the Old Testament? That the Old 

Testament is about Christ! It’s about the seed ofTestament is about Christ! It’s about the seed ofTestament is about Christ! It’s about the seed ofTestament is about Christ! It’s about the seed of    the woman that the woman that the woman that the woman that 

God had promised in the Garden of Eden, that seed that will God had promised in the Garden of Eden, that seed that will God had promised in the Garden of Eden, that seed that will God had promised in the Garden of Eden, that seed that will 

usurp and throw down the forces of darkness and of Satan.usurp and throw down the forces of darkness and of Satan.usurp and throw down the forces of darkness and of Satan.usurp and throw down the forces of darkness and of Satan.    

What importance do we place on the resurrection day  to day?  Can 
we defend it?  Why is it necessary to defend it? 

 
6.6.6.6. On what basis does Peter announce that God has mad e this Jesus 

both Lord and Christ in verses 29-36?  Once again, he has shown Once again, he has shown Once again, he has shown Once again, he has shown 

this through the Scriptures of the OT.this through the Scriptures of the OT.this through the Scriptures of the OT.this through the Scriptures of the OT.    

    

7.7.7.7. How did the people respond to Peter’s clear procla mation of the 
truth about Jesus in verses 37-41? Luke says by way of Luke says by way of Luke says by way of Luke says by way of 

description that description that description that description that “they were “they were “they were “they were cut/cut/cut/cut/pierced to the heart.”pierced to the heart.”pierced to the heart.”pierced to the heart.”    They They They They 

were cut to the heart that the word of God had come. And do were cut to the heart that the word of God had come. And do were cut to the heart that the word of God had come. And do were cut to the heart that the word of God had come. And do 

you see, it had come in power you see, it had come in power you see, it had come in power you see, it had come in power ––––    this word about Jesus had this word about Jesus had this word about Jesus had this word about Jesus had 

pierced their hearts. pierced their hearts. pierced their hearts. pierced their hearts. This is covenantal language…This is covenantal language…This is covenantal language…This is covenantal language… it mit mit mit means that eans that eans that eans that 

they saw the deep personalthey saw the deep personalthey saw the deep personalthey saw the deep personal    relevance, and that they were relevance, and that they were relevance, and that they were relevance, and that they were 

convicted of their needconvicted of their needconvicted of their needconvicted of their need. . . . .It was like a dagger thrusting them in It was like a dagger thrusting them in It was like a dagger thrusting them in It was like a dagger thrusting them in 

the side, and it had rendered them in such a state that they’re the side, and it had rendered them in such a state that they’re the side, and it had rendered them in such a state that they’re the side, and it had rendered them in such a state that they’re 

crying out now at the end of the sermon, crying out now at the end of the sermon, crying out now at the end of the sermon, crying out now at the end of the sermon, “What are we “What are we “What are we “What are we 
suppossuppossuppossupposed to do?”ed to do?”ed to do?”ed to do?”    They want to know what to do about their They want to know what to do about their They want to know what to do about their They want to know what to do about their 

sin.sin.sin.sin.    What is Peter saying to them and to us when he answ ers their 
questions concerning what they should do?     

a.a.a.a. TTTThey’re to repent. Repent. And the word that he uses is hey’re to repent. Repent. And the word that he uses is hey’re to repent. Repent. And the word that he uses is hey’re to repent. Repent. And the word that he uses is 

the word that suggests a change of mind,the word that suggests a change of mind,the word that suggests a change of mind,the word that suggests a change of mind,    a change of a change of a change of a change of 

attitude. You must change your attitude, you must attitude. You must change your attitude, you must attitude. You must change your attitude, you must attitude. You must change your attitude, you must 

change your stance, you must change your thinking change your stance, you must change your thinking change your stance, you must change your thinking change your stance, you must change your thinking 

about God, about yourself, about sin, about Jesus about God, about yourself, about sin, about Jesus about God, about yourself, about sin, about Jesus about God, about yourself, about sin, about Jesus 

Christ, about these fundamental things. It’s of course Christ, about these fundamental things. It’s of course Christ, about these fundamental things. It’s of course Christ, about these fundamental things. It’s of course 

the great theme of the preaching of ththe great theme of the preaching of ththe great theme of the preaching of ththe great theme of the preaching of the New Testament. e New Testament. e New Testament. e New Testament. 

Jesus came preaching, “Repent.”Jesus came preaching, “Repent.”Jesus came preaching, “Repent.”Jesus came preaching, “Repent.”    Necessarily involved in Necessarily involved in Necessarily involved in Necessarily involved in 

“repentance” is “faith”.“repentance” is “faith”.“repentance” is “faith”.“repentance” is “faith”.    
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b.b.b.b. Next, Next, Next, Next, baptism: baptism: baptism: baptism: they are to be baptized. they are to be baptized. they are to be baptized. they are to be baptized. This was a This was a This was a This was a 

remarkable thing to ask of Jews. Jews believed Gentile remarkable thing to ask of Jews. Jews believed Gentile remarkable thing to ask of Jews. Jews believed Gentile remarkable thing to ask of Jews. Jews believed Gentile 

converts needed to be baptized, because they saw theconverts needed to be baptized, because they saw theconverts needed to be baptized, because they saw theconverts needed to be baptized, because they saw the    

Gentiles as being spiritually unclean. Now Peter says Gentiles as being spiritually unclean. Now Peter says Gentiles as being spiritually unclean. Now Peter says Gentiles as being spiritually unclean. Now Peter says 

that every one who wishes to be a Christian needs to be that every one who wishes to be a Christian needs to be that every one who wishes to be a Christian needs to be that every one who wishes to be a Christian needs to be 

baptized baptized baptized baptized ————    and to do it in the name of the one that and to do it in the name of the one that and to do it in the name of the one that and to do it in the name of the one that 

previously had been rejected. That would be a public previously had been rejected. That would be a public previously had been rejected. That would be a public previously had been rejected. That would be a public 

sign in the strongest terms that they hasign in the strongest terms that they hasign in the strongest terms that they hasign in the strongest terms that they had repented d repented d repented d repented ————    

had completelyhad completelyhad completelyhad completely    changed their minds about who Jesus changed their minds about who Jesus changed their minds about who Jesus changed their minds about who Jesus 

was.was.was.was. .BaptizedBaptizedBaptizedBaptized    with a with a with a with a     view to the forgiveness of sins; view to the forgiveness of sins; view to the forgiveness of sins; view to the forgiveness of sins; 

baptism which pictures what the forgiveness of sins as baptism which pictures what the forgiveness of sins as baptism which pictures what the forgiveness of sins as baptism which pictures what the forgiveness of sins as 

the washing away of our stain of our sin; the sign and the washing away of our stain of our sin; the sign and the washing away of our stain of our sin; the sign and the washing away of our stain of our sin; the sign and 

seal of God’s covenant proseal of God’s covenant proseal of God’s covenant proseal of God’s covenant promise; the outward picture mise; the outward picture mise; the outward picture mise; the outward picture 

that we can trust what God says, and that His word is that we can trust what God says, and that His word is that we can trust what God says, and that His word is that we can trust what God says, and that His word is 

true.true.true.true.    

c.c.c.c. One other thing hear: Vs 39 speaks of the promise…One other thing hear: Vs 39 speaks of the promise…One other thing hear: Vs 39 speaks of the promise…One other thing hear: Vs 39 speaks of the promise…    

covenantal language that would have drawn them covenantal language that would have drawn them covenantal language that would have drawn them covenantal language that would have drawn them 

in…and how it is for all whom in…and how it is for all whom in…and how it is for all whom in…and how it is for all whom the Lord our God the Lord our God the Lord our God the Lord our God calls calls calls calls to to to to 
Himself.Himself.Himself.Himself.    Peter iPeter iPeter iPeter is announcing here that only God calls s announcing here that only God calls s announcing here that only God calls s announcing here that only God calls 

individual sinners to Himself if they are to receive individual sinners to Himself if they are to receive individual sinners to Himself if they are to receive individual sinners to Himself if they are to receive 

salvation and all who God calls do in fact receive salvation and all who God calls do in fact receive salvation and all who God calls do in fact receive salvation and all who God calls do in fact receive 

salvation.  The Greek word (kaleo= to summon to salvation.  The Greek word (kaleo= to summon to salvation.  The Greek word (kaleo= to summon to salvation.  The Greek word (kaleo= to summon to 

appear). All of us on one level or another hates to be appear). All of us on one level or another hates to be appear). All of us on one level or another hates to be appear). All of us on one level or another hates to be 

summon to asummon to asummon to asummon to appear before the judge. I love this from F.F. ppear before the judge. I love this from F.F. ppear before the judge. I love this from F.F. ppear before the judge. I love this from F.F. 

Bruce, “Those who call upon the name of the Lord are Bruce, “Those who call upon the name of the Lord are Bruce, “Those who call upon the name of the Lord are Bruce, “Those who call upon the name of the Lord are 

those whom the Lord Himself calls and called those whom the Lord Himself calls and called those whom the Lord Himself calls and called those whom the Lord Himself calls and called 

effectually.” In other words Peter is clearly saying, no effectually.” In other words Peter is clearly saying, no effectually.” In other words Peter is clearly saying, no effectually.” In other words Peter is clearly saying, no 

sinner seeks the Lord until he is called and all that asinner seeks the Lord until he is called and all that asinner seeks the Lord until he is called and all that asinner seeks the Lord until he is called and all that are re re re 

called will receive salvation. called will receive salvation. called will receive salvation. called will receive salvation.     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Acts- Sunday School 
November 6, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Acts 2:1-41 

1. What do we learn from this passage about the wit ness you should 
have as an  individual Christian? The witness we should have as  a 
church? 

               a. a. a. a. InInInIndividual Christiandividual Christiandividual Christiandividual Christian----        

(1)(1)(1)(1) We need to recognize people come in We need to recognize people come in We need to recognize people come in We need to recognize people come in process.process.process.process.    There There There There 

were three stages here. were three stages here. were three stages here. were three stages here. FirstFirstFirstFirst, the people, the people, the people, the people    had had had had 

interest created (“what do these things mean”?) interest created (“what do these things mean”?) interest created (“what do these things mean”?) interest created (“what do these things mean”?) 

Only when that happened were they open, Only when that happened were they open, Only when that happened were they open, Only when that happened were they open, second,second,second,second,    

to a full gospel presentation. And even thto a full gospel presentation. And even thto a full gospel presentation. And even thto a full gospel presentation. And even that was at was at was at was 

fairly general. And fairly general. And fairly general. And fairly general. And thirdthirdthirdthird, , , , only when they came only when they came only when they came only when they came 
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under personal conviction (“what should we do?”) under personal conviction (“what should we do?”) under personal conviction (“what should we do?”) under personal conviction (“what should we do?”) 

is is is is a a a a direct statement made on how they can become direct statement made on how they can become direct statement made on how they can become direct statement made on how they can become 

Christians.Christians.Christians.Christians.        This is not the only way to consider This is not the only way to consider This is not the only way to consider This is not the only way to consider 

evangelism…just one.evangelism…just one.evangelism…just one.evangelism…just one.    

(2)(2)(2)(2) We need to know the Bible. We neWe need to know the Bible. We neWe need to know the Bible. We neWe need to know the Bible. We need to know the ed to know the ed to know the ed to know the 

evidence for the gospel.evidence for the gospel.evidence for the gospel.evidence for the gospel.    

    

(3)(3)(3)(3) We need to really know where the listeners “are” We need to really know where the listeners “are” We need to really know where the listeners “are” We need to really know where the listeners “are” 

religiously.religiously.religiously.religiously.    Peter appealed at several points to Peter appealed at several points to Peter appealed at several points to Peter appealed at several points to 

“what they themselves knew”.“what they themselves knew”.“what they themselves knew”.“what they themselves knew”.    We need to know We need to know We need to know We need to know 

what they DOwhat they DOwhat they DOwhat they DO    believe believe believe believe ————    what their worldview is, what their worldview is, what their worldview is, what their worldview is, 

and so on. We have to spand so on. We have to spand so on. We have to spand so on. We have to spend a lot of time lisend a lot of time lisend a lot of time lisend a lot of time listening.tening.tening.tening.    

    

(4)(4)(4)(4) We need to have a joy and power about us,We need to have a joy and power about us,We need to have a joy and power about us,We need to have a joy and power about us,    which is which is which is which is 

what attracted the crowd to the disciples in the what attracted the crowd to the disciples in the what attracted the crowd to the disciples in the what attracted the crowd to the disciples in the 

first place.first place.first place.first place.    And then we need to remain And then we need to remain And then we need to remain And then we need to remain authenticauthenticauthenticauthentic, , , , 

not wavering in the Bible’s positions and then not wavering in the Bible’s positions and then not wavering in the Bible’s positions and then not wavering in the Bible’s positions and then 

living the way we say we belliving the way we say we belliving the way we say we belliving the way we say we believe before people in ieve before people in ieve before people in ieve before people in 

general which will be what appears to be the general which will be what appears to be the general which will be what appears to be the general which will be what appears to be the 

greatest form of evangelism that we will see in greatest form of evangelism that we will see in greatest form of evangelism that we will see in greatest form of evangelism that we will see in 

Acts.Acts.Acts.Acts.    

    

d.d.d.d. ChurchChurchChurchChurch    

(1)(1)(1)(1) Churches need to focus onChurches need to focus onChurches need to focus onChurches need to focus on    true worshiptrue worshiptrue worshiptrue worship    which a) which a) which a) which a) 

knocksknocksknocksknocks    believers andbelievers andbelievers andbelievers and    nonnonnonnon----believers out of believers out of believers out of believers out of their their their their 

complacency, b) givescomplacency, b) givescomplacency, b) givescomplacency, b) gives    basics ofbasics ofbasics ofbasics of    the truth, c) shows the truth, c) shows the truth, c) shows the truth, c) shows 

the personal relevance of the truth to human life, the personal relevance of the truth to human life, the personal relevance of the truth to human life, the personal relevance of the truth to human life, 

d) gains credibility for the gospel.d) gains credibility for the gospel.d) gains credibility for the gospel.d) gains credibility for the gospel.    

    

(2)(2)(2)(2) Churches need to be focused on teaching the Churches need to be focused on teaching the Churches need to be focused on teaching the Churches need to be focused on teaching the 

Scriptures in a broader sense.Scriptures in a broader sense.Scriptures in a broader sense.Scriptures in a broader sense.        Since details will Since details will Since details will Since details will 

not and cannot be what marks a sermon… the not and cannot be what marks a sermon… the not and cannot be what marks a sermon… the not and cannot be what marks a sermon… the 

church nchurch nchurch nchurch needs to have  Bible studies, home eeds to have  Bible studies, home eeds to have  Bible studies, home eeds to have  Bible studies, home 

fellowship groups, areas where the Church is fellowship groups, areas where the Church is fellowship groups, areas where the Church is fellowship groups, areas where the Church is 

preparing the members to share and explain the preparing the members to share and explain the preparing the members to share and explain the preparing the members to share and explain the 

gospel in a way that can reach into the lives of gospel in a way that can reach into the lives of gospel in a way that can reach into the lives of gospel in a way that can reach into the lives of 

those who God brings into their lives daily.  those who God brings into their lives daily.  those who God brings into their lives daily.  those who God brings into their lives daily.  

Groups built around the Word.Groups built around the Word.Groups built around the Word.Groups built around the Word.    

    

(3) ChurChurChurChurches need to be preparing people with the ches need to be preparing people with the ches need to be preparing people with the ches need to be preparing people with the 

Gospel…the A to Z of life…to speak to the culture Gospel…the A to Z of life…to speak to the culture Gospel…the A to Z of life…to speak to the culture Gospel…the A to Z of life…to speak to the culture 

about life, family, politics, work and recreation. about life, family, politics, work and recreation. about life, family, politics, work and recreation. about life, family, politics, work and recreation. 

Being authentic about our faith and how it truly Being authentic about our faith and how it truly Being authentic about our faith and how it truly Being authentic about our faith and how it truly 

affects our lives makes us relevant in today’s affects our lives makes us relevant in today’s affects our lives makes us relevant in today’s affects our lives makes us relevant in today’s 

world.world.world.world. 
 

e. In Acts 2:37, we see an example of the Spirit co nvicting the 
world of sin, righteousness and judgment (John 16:8 -11) as 
Peter spoke to the crowd at Pentecost. He was preac hing 
the gospel boldly. We can too. 

(1) Understanding where the power lies: 
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a. Romans 1:16 – What are we told about the 
gospel? How does this verse challenge our 
attitude about witnessing and to whom we 
witness? 

b. I Cor. 1:17,18 & 22-24 – What was Paul’s central  
message to the Greeks at Corinth, in spite of 
their intellects, morals and philosophies? 

c. I Cor. 2:1-5 – How did Paul proclaim the gospel 
that he said he was not ashamed of and what 
comfort does this offer to us? 

 
(2) Accepting the ministry God gave us. 

a. II Cor. 5:17-20 – What is God’s messenger 
called? What specifically does he do? Where 
does he get his authority? What does God’s 
messenger talk about? What’s the message? 
How would you define ‘reconcile’? In this 
passage, who is reaching out to whom? 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
November 13, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Acts 2:39-47 

1.1.1.1. What do phrases like “…whom our Lord calls to Himself…”  and 
“…And the Lord added to their number day by day tho se who were 
being saved…” tell us?  Only God adds to His church. God Only God adds to His church. God Only God adds to His church. God Only God adds to His church. God 

sovereignly builds His church by Himself adding to its numbers. sovereignly builds His church by Himself adding to its numbers. sovereignly builds His church by Himself adding to its numbers. sovereignly builds His church by Himself adding to its numbers. 

How does “knowing” that God builds His church “free ” us up to 
boldly proclaim the gospel? We don’t save so we do have to worry We don’t save so we do have to worry We don’t save so we do have to worry We don’t save so we do have to worry 

about that who we speak to…we don’t have to worry about doing about that who we speak to…we don’t have to worry about doing about that who we speak to…we don’t have to worry about doing about that who we speak to…we don’t have to worry about doing 

it right…we don’t have to worry that we may have prevented it right…we don’t have to worry that we may have prevented it right…we don’t have to worry that we may have prevented it right…we don’t have to worry that we may have prevented 

someone from the kingdom because of our not so “perfect” someone from the kingdom because of our not so “perfect” someone from the kingdom because of our not so “perfect” someone from the kingdom because of our not so “perfect” 

prprprpresentation. Knowing these things are true doesn’t enable us to esentation. Knowing these things are true doesn’t enable us to esentation. Knowing these things are true doesn’t enable us to esentation. Knowing these things are true doesn’t enable us to 

be sloppy or not to care about our presentation of the gospel in be sloppy or not to care about our presentation of the gospel in be sloppy or not to care about our presentation of the gospel in be sloppy or not to care about our presentation of the gospel in 

word and deed. word and deed. word and deed. word and deed.     

    

2.2.2.2. See vv.40-41. Why do you think Peter tells them to  save themselves 
from “this     generation”? What does this statement imply about t he 
church, and about becoming a Christian?     
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3.3.3.3. See vv.42-47. How does this text correspond and co mpliment Acts 
1:8?     

    

4.4.4.4. Make a list of the characteristics and functions o f the early church 
which are evident in this passage.     This list can be brThis list can be brThis list can be brThis list can be broken down in oken down in oken down in oken down in 

many ways. I will make a longer list here many ways. I will make a longer list here many ways. I will make a longer list here many ways. I will make a longer list here ————    

a.a.a.a. The church trained and educated its members.The church trained and educated its members.The church trained and educated its members.The church trained and educated its members.    

((((”devoted themselves”devoted themselves”devoted themselves”devoted themselves    to the apostles’ teaching” to the apostles’ teaching” to the apostles’ teaching” to the apostles’ teaching” v.42a).v.42a).v.42a).v.42a).    

b.b.b.b. The church spent much time in group prayerThe church spent much time in group prayerThe church spent much time in group prayerThe church spent much time in group prayer    ((((“devoted “devoted “devoted “devoted 
themselves…to prayer” themselves…to prayer” themselves…to prayer” themselves…to prayer” v.42d) which occurred, v.42d) which occurred, v.42d) which occurred, v.42d) which occurred, 

evidently in both homes and largeevidently in both homes and largeevidently in both homes and largeevidently in both homes and large    public gatherings.public gatherings.public gatherings.public gatherings.    

c.c.c.c. The church moved members into relationships of The church moved members into relationships of The church moved members into relationships of The church moved members into relationships of 

mutual support andmutual support andmutual support andmutual support and    fellowship fellowship fellowship fellowship ((((“they were together” “they were together” “they were together” “they were together” 
v.44a; v.44a; v.44a; v.44a; “the fellowship” “the fellowship” “the fellowship” “the fellowship” v.42b).v.42b).v.42b).v.42b).    

d.d.d.d. The church practiced the sacrament of the Lord’s The church practiced the sacrament of the Lord’s The church practiced the sacrament of the Lord’s The church practiced the sacrament of the Lord’s 

Supper constantly.Supper constantly.Supper constantly.Supper constantly.(The (The (The (The term term term term “the breaking of bread” “the breaking of bread” “the breaking of bread” “the breaking of bread” 
in v.42 and v.46 is thought by most scholars to be a in v.42 and v.46 is thought by most scholars to be a in v.42 and v.46 is thought by most scholars to be a in v.42 and v.46 is thought by most scholars to be a 

description of a meal together at which the Lord’s description of a meal together at which the Lord’s description of a meal together at which the Lord’s description of a meal together at which the Lord’s 

Supper was observed. The key indicator that this is the Supper was observed. The key indicator that this is the Supper was observed. The key indicator that this is the Supper was observed. The key indicator that this is the 

meaning of the phrase is the word meaning of the phrase is the word meaning of the phrase is the word meaning of the phrase is the word “the” “the” “the” “the” before the before the before the before the 

“breaking of bre“breaking of bre“breaking of bre“breaking of bread”ad”ad”ad”.).).).)    

e.e.e.e. There were deeds of power which accompanied and There were deeds of power which accompanied and There were deeds of power which accompanied and There were deeds of power which accompanied and 

verified the truth of the apostles’ preachingverified the truth of the apostles’ preachingverified the truth of the apostles’ preachingverified the truth of the apostles’ preaching    ((((““““And awe And awe And awe And awe 
came upon every soul and many signs and wonders came upon every soul and many signs and wonders came upon every soul and many signs and wonders came upon every soul and many signs and wonders 
were being done through the apostles.were being done through the apostles.were being done through the apostles.were being done through the apostles.” ” ” ” v.43.)v.43.)v.43.)v.43.)    The The The The 

people were in awe of God’s work much like we wepeople were in awe of God’s work much like we wepeople were in awe of God’s work much like we wepeople were in awe of God’s work much like we were re re re 

last week…and the Lord was working through His last week…and the Lord was working through His last week…and the Lord was working through His last week…and the Lord was working through His 

apostles signs and wonders.apostles signs and wonders.apostles signs and wonders.apostles signs and wonders.    

f.f.f.f. The church practiced radical stewardship, economic The church practiced radical stewardship, economic The church practiced radical stewardship, economic The church practiced radical stewardship, economic 

sharing andsharing andsharing andsharing and    “mercy ministry” “mercy ministry” “mercy ministry” “mercy ministry” at least within the at least within the at least within the at least within the 

community. People got practical financial and material community. People got practical financial and material community. People got practical financial and material community. People got practical financial and material 

help for their needs (help for their needs (help for their needs (help for their needs (““““And they were sAnd they were sAnd they were sAnd they were selling their elling their elling their elling their 
possessionspossessionspossessionspossessions    and and and and belongingsbelongingsbelongingsbelongings    and distributing the and distributing the and distributing the and distributing the 
proceeds to all. As had any need.proceeds to all. As had any need.proceeds to all. As had any need.proceeds to all. As had any need.” ” ” ” v.45).v.45).v.45).v.45).    I heard of a I heard of a I heard of a I heard of a 

ministry this week that got all of its people to commit ministry this week that got all of its people to commit ministry this week that got all of its people to commit ministry this week that got all of its people to commit 

to bringing in all the “junk” gold to cash it in and set to bringing in all the “junk” gold to cash it in and set to bringing in all the “junk” gold to cash it in and set to bringing in all the “junk” gold to cash it in and set 

up a fund foup a fund foup a fund foup a fund for the needy in the church.  Out of 300 r the needy in the church.  Out of 300 r the needy in the church.  Out of 300 r the needy in the church.  Out of 300 

people they raised $150,000.00 for such a fund.people they raised $150,000.00 for such a fund.people they raised $150,000.00 for such a fund.people they raised $150,000.00 for such a fund.    

g.g.g.g. The church brought its members together constantlyThe church brought its members together constantlyThe church brought its members together constantlyThe church brought its members together constantly    

for worship and fellowshipfor worship and fellowshipfor worship and fellowshipfor worship and fellowship    ————    “Day by day, attending “Day by day, attending “Day by day, attending “Day by day, attending 
the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, 
they receivthey receivthey receivthey received food with glad and generous ed food with glad and generous ed food with glad and generous ed food with glad and generous 
heartsheartsheartshearts””””(v.46)! They couldn’t stay away from each (v.46)! They couldn’t stay away from each (v.46)! They couldn’t stay away from each (v.46)! They couldn’t stay away from each 

other.other.other.other.    

h.h.h.h. There was a general spirit of joyThere was a general spirit of joyThere was a general spirit of joyThere was a general spirit of joy    ((((“glad and generous“glad and generous“glad and generous“glad and generous    
hearts” hearts” hearts” hearts” v.46) and praise (v.46) and praise (v.46) and praise (v.46) and praise (“praising God” “praising God” “praising God” “praising God” v.47a) which v.47a) which v.47a) which v.47a) which 

permeated every meeting atpermeated every meeting atpermeated every meeting atpermeated every meeting at    every level.every level.every level.every level.    

i.i.i.i. This community life wThis community life wThis community life wThis community life was extraordinarily attractive to as extraordinarily attractive to as extraordinarily attractive to as extraordinarily attractive to 

outsidersoutsidersoutsidersoutsiders((((“..and having  favor with“..and having  favor with“..and having  favor with“..and having  favor with    all the people” all the people” all the people” all the people” 
v.47).v.47).v.47).v.47).    
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j.j.j.j. Many would say that “Many would say that “Many would say that “Many would say that “The church was evangelistically The church was evangelistically The church was evangelistically The church was evangelistically 

effective in the extreme, with new conversions effective in the extreme, with new conversions effective in the extreme, with new conversions effective in the extreme, with new conversions 

everyday.everyday.everyday.everyday.    ((((“The Lord added… daily those who were“The Lord added… daily those who were“The Lord added… daily those who were“The Lord added… daily those who were    
being saved.” being saved.” being saved.” being saved.” vvvv.47).47).47).47)    What type of evangelism do we see 
here in practice? Is this the only type we are to u se?  Why 
or why not? Why was it necessary for Luke to highli ght 
God’s work in salvation rather than the people’s 
evangelistic work?     

k.k.k.k. Conversions were not seen individuConversions were not seen individuConversions were not seen individuConversions were not seen individualistically.alistically.alistically.alistically.    When a When a When a When a 

person was saved, they were person was saved, they were person was saved, they were person was saved, they were “added to their number” “added to their number” “added to their number” “added to their number” 
(v.47) (v.47) (v.47) (v.47) ————    they were incorporated into a deep they were incorporated into a deep they were incorporated into a deep they were incorporated into a deep 

relationship to the church body, not just torelationship to the church body, not just torelationship to the church body, not just torelationship to the church body, not just to    the Lord.the Lord.the Lord.the Lord.    

l.l.l.l. OROROROR————The Four Functions of the Church See Handout…The Four Functions of the Church See Handout…The Four Functions of the Church See Handout…The Four Functions of the Church See Handout…    

Or the 5 ministries of the Early ChuOr the 5 ministries of the Early ChuOr the 5 ministries of the Early ChuOr the 5 ministries of the Early Churchrchrchrch    

    

5. How do you personally respond to the work of the  Spirit as you see it 
in this chapter?  How will it affect your thinking going forward? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
November 20, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Re-read vss. 42-47. Considering all that we said  about this text how 
does it correspond and compliment Acts 1:8? 

 
2. How do you personally respond to the work of the  Spirit as you see 

it in this chapter?  How will it affect your thinki ng going forward? 
 
      C.  Acts 3:1-10 
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2. Describe, in your own words, as if you were ther e, what has 
happened in these first 10 verses.  How did the cri ppled man 
respond?  The people? 

 
3. What is striking about the healing of the crippl ed man? What does it 

tell us about how God works in our lives? Luke wrote that Luke wrote that Luke wrote that Luke wrote that Jesus Jesus Jesus Jesus 

manmanmanmany signs and wondersy signs and wondersy signs and wondersy signs and wonders    were done by the apostles (2:43were done by the apostles (2:43were done by the apostles (2:43were done by the apostles (2:43),),),), and and and and 

now he provides an example. Some things to notice about the now he provides an example. Some things to notice about the now he provides an example. Some things to notice about the now he provides an example. Some things to notice about the 

incidentincidentincidentincident:::: 
a.a.a.a. It demonstrates the historicity of what happenedIt demonstrates the historicity of what happenedIt demonstrates the historicity of what happenedIt demonstrates the historicity of what happened. The . The . The . The 

commentcommentcommentcomment    ““““..ninth hour…a..ninth hour…a..ninth hour…a..ninth hour…atttt    three in the afternoon” three in the afternoon” three in the afternoon” three in the afternoon” (v.2) (v.2) (v.2) (v.2) 

is a detail that isis a detail that isis a detail that isis a detail that is    the mark of an eyewitnessthe mark of an eyewitnessthe mark of an eyewitnessthe mark of an eyewitness    account. account. account. account. 

Legends do not contain such unnecessary details.Legends do not contain such unnecessary details.Legends do not contain such unnecessary details.Legends do not contain such unnecessary details.    This This This This 

was the time of prayer after the evening sacrifices and was the time of prayer after the evening sacrifices and was the time of prayer after the evening sacrifices and was the time of prayer after the evening sacrifices and 

was observed by all pious Jew…the reason the crippled was observed by all pious Jew…the reason the crippled was observed by all pious Jew…the reason the crippled was observed by all pious Jew…the reason the crippled 

man was there …to beg when the crowd was there.man was there …to beg when the crowd was there.man was there …to beg when the crowd was there.man was there …to beg when the crowd was there.    

    

b.b.b.b. It demoIt demoIt demoIt demonstrates the power of God.nstrates the power of God.nstrates the power of God.nstrates the power of God.    Luke’s medical Luke’s medical Luke’s medical Luke’s medical 

expertise comes out here for texpertise comes out here for texpertise comes out here for texpertise comes out here for the physical ailment was he physical ailment was he physical ailment was he physical ailment was 

not anot anot anot a    passing injury, but was congenital, severe and passing injury, but was congenital, severe and passing injury, but was congenital, severe and passing injury, but was congenital, severe and 

permanent permanent permanent permanent “a man“a man“a man“a man    crippled from birth”. crippled from birth”. crippled from birth”. crippled from birth”. (v.2)(v.2)(v.2)(v.2)    he he he he 

emphasizes the fact the man could not walk before emphasizes the fact the man could not walk before emphasizes the fact the man could not walk before emphasizes the fact the man could not walk before 

healing bhealing bhealing bhealing by making reference to it 4 times in this text.y making reference to it 4 times in this text.y making reference to it 4 times in this text.y making reference to it 4 times in this text.    

    

c.c.c.c. It is demonstrates that the Messiah has comeIt is demonstrates that the Messiah has comeIt is demonstrates that the Messiah has comeIt is demonstrates that the Messiah has come… a … a … a … a 

fulfillment of prophecyfulfillment of prophecyfulfillment of prophecyfulfillment of prophecy. This is a fulfilled. This is a fulfilled. This is a fulfilled. This is a fulfilled    prophecy. prophecy. prophecy. prophecy. 

Isaiah said that when the Messiah came Isaiah said that when the Messiah came Isaiah said that when the Messiah came Isaiah said that when the Messiah came “Then will the “Then will the “Then will the “Then will the 
lamelamelamelame    leap like a deer” leap like a deer” leap like a deer” leap like a deer” (Is.35:6), and that is what (Is.35:6), and that is what (Is.35:6), and that is what (Is.35:6), and that is what this this this this 

man does man does man does man does ————    ”walking”walking”walking”walking    and jumping” and jumping” and jumping” and jumping” v.8. The “jumping” v.8. The “jumping” v.8. The “jumping” v.8. The “jumping” 

is a vivid, wonderful picture, and it isis a vivid, wonderful picture, and it isis a vivid, wonderful picture, and it isis a vivid, wonderful picture, and it is    another mark of another mark of another mark of another mark of 

an eyewitness account detail.an eyewitness account detail.an eyewitness account detail.an eyewitness account detail.    

    

d.d.d.d. It demonstrates a first principle of God’s workIt demonstrates a first principle of God’s workIt demonstrates a first principle of God’s workIt demonstrates a first principle of God’s work    ————    that that that that 

divine powerdivine powerdivine powerdivine power    comescomescomescomes    to reto reto reto re----create/restorecreate/restorecreate/restorecreate/restore. . . .     

    

e.e.e.e. It demonstratIt demonstratIt demonstratIt demonstrates a second principle of God’s workes a second principle of God’s workes a second principle of God’s workes a second principle of God’s work    ————    that that that that 

usually weusually weusually weusually we    begin by seeking far less than God wants to begin by seeking far less than God wants to begin by seeking far less than God wants to begin by seeking far less than God wants to 

give us. All the mangive us. All the mangive us. All the mangive us. All the man    wanted was money (v.3), but he got wanted was money (v.3), but he got wanted was money (v.3), but he got wanted was money (v.3), but he got 

physical healing (v.8) and probablyphysical healing (v.8) and probablyphysical healing (v.8) and probablyphysical healing (v.8) and probably    salvation (4:14 salvation (4:14 salvation (4:14 salvation (4:14 

indicates that the man now took up with the companindicates that the man now took up with the companindicates that the man now took up with the companindicates that the man now took up with the company y y y 

ofofofof    disciples). Even so, a person ordinarily goes to God disciples). Even so, a person ordinarily goes to God disciples). Even so, a person ordinarily goes to God disciples). Even so, a person ordinarily goes to God 

just for help with ajust for help with ajust for help with ajust for help with a    problem or strength in time of need problem or strength in time of need problem or strength in time of need problem or strength in time of need 

or forgiveness for a particular sinor forgiveness for a particular sinor forgiveness for a particular sinor forgiveness for a particular sin, because we are so , because we are so , because we are so , because we are so 

shortshortshortshort----sightedsightedsightedsighted    ————    bubububut when we come to the real God Ht when we come to the real God Ht when we come to the real God Ht when we come to the real God He e e e 

ends up making far greaterends up making far greaterends up making far greaterends up making far greater    changeschangeschangeschanges    in our lives than we in our lives than we in our lives than we in our lives than we 

ever envisioned.ever envisioned.ever envisioned.ever envisioned.    

    

f.f.f.f. It demonstrates that God uses changed lives to draw It demonstrates that God uses changed lives to draw It demonstrates that God uses changed lives to draw It demonstrates that God uses changed lives to draw 

others to hear the gospel.others to hear the gospel.others to hear the gospel.others to hear the gospel.    It was because of the clear It was because of the clear It was because of the clear It was because of the clear 

change in the man’s life(v.10) that a crowd gathered change in the man’s life(v.10) that a crowd gathered change in the man’s life(v.10) that a crowd gathered change in the man’s life(v.10) that a crowd gathered 

and was open to hearing the gospel (v.11and was open to hearing the gospel (v.11and was open to hearing the gospel (v.11and was open to hearing the gospel (v.11----12).12).12).12).    
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4. What do you think was the purpose of signs and w onders in the New 
Testament especially since these don’t appear to be  repeated in 
every age of the church? They proclaim Jesus as Lord and They proclaim Jesus as Lord and They proclaim Jesus as Lord and They proclaim Jesus as Lord and 

Savior…they confirm that He is still involved with His people… Savior…they confirm that He is still involved with His people… Savior…they confirm that He is still involved with His people… Savior…they confirm that He is still involved with His people… 

they give aidthey give aidthey give aidthey give aid    to bring people to Himself. to bring people to Himself. to bring people to Himself. to bring people to Himself. So if all of this is true 
why do we not see them today?  

a.a.a.a. First, Jesus didn’t come to heal people physically…or He First, Jesus didn’t come to heal people physically…or He First, Jesus didn’t come to heal people physically…or He First, Jesus didn’t come to heal people physically…or He 

would have healed everyone..would have healed everyone..would have healed everyone..would have healed everyone..    

b. Second, this wasn’t the Apostles purpose either…or Second, this wasn’t the Apostles purpose either…or Second, this wasn’t the Apostles purpose either…or Second, this wasn’t the Apostles purpose either…or 

they would have been more healingthey would have been more healingthey would have been more healingthey would have been more healings…Paul would have s…Paul would have s…Paul would have s…Paul would have 

healed himself.healed himself.healed himself.healed himself. 
c. So it is not our purpose either.So it is not our purpose either.So it is not our purpose either.So it is not our purpose either. 
d. Jesus came to restore…build the Kingdom…the Jesus came to restore…build the Kingdom…the Jesus came to restore…build the Kingdom…the Jesus came to restore…build the Kingdom…the 

Apostles…us. Apostles…us. Apostles…us. Apostles…us.  
e. In the early stages of growing His church these were In the early stages of growing His church these were In the early stages of growing His church these were In the early stages of growing His church these were 

necessary…commanding people to do things they necessary…commanding people to do things they necessary…commanding people to do things they necessary…commanding people to do things they 

couldn’t do…like walk or see whecouldn’t do…like walk or see whecouldn’t do…like walk or see whecouldn’t do…like walk or see when they were blind.  n they were blind.  n they were blind.  n they were blind.  

These represent spiritual blindness and lameness These represent spiritual blindness and lameness These represent spiritual blindness and lameness These represent spiritual blindness and lameness 

something we can’t fix on our own…but the Word of something we can’t fix on our own…but the Word of something we can’t fix on our own…but the Word of something we can’t fix on our own…but the Word of 

God through the Holy Spirit can and will for His people.God through the Holy Spirit can and will for His people.God through the Holy Spirit can and will for His people.God through the Holy Spirit can and will for His people. 
    

              D. Acts 3:11- 26 
            1. What similarities are there between these Peter’s first two sermons? 

a.a.a.a. Both amazed/astonished…raised the curiosity of the Both amazed/astonished…raised the curiosity of the Both amazed/astonished…raised the curiosity of the Both amazed/astonished…raised the curiosity of the 

crowd.crowd.crowd.crowd.    

b.b.b.b. Just as the Pentecost event had been the text for His Just as the Pentecost event had been the text for His Just as the Pentecost event had been the text for His Just as the Pentecost event had been the text for His 

first sermon, so the cripple’s healing is the text for the first sermon, so the cripple’s healing is the text for the first sermon, so the cripple’s healing is the text for the first sermon, so the cripple’s healing is the text for the 

second.second.second.second.    

c.c.c.c. Both were mighty acts that exalted Christ and Both were mighty acts that exalted Christ and Both were mighty acts that exalted Christ and Both were mighty acts that exalted Christ and 

procprocprocproclaimed Him to be Lord and Savior.laimed Him to be Lord and Savior.laimed Him to be Lord and Savior.laimed Him to be Lord and Savior.    

d.d.d.d. Both diverted the peoples attention away from the Both diverted the peoples attention away from the Both diverted the peoples attention away from the Both diverted the peoples attention away from the 

actual events to the One who was responsible for the actual events to the One who was responsible for the actual events to the One who was responsible for the actual events to the One who was responsible for the 

events.events.events.events.    

    

3.3.3.3. Why does Peter begin with the question he does in verse 12? To To To To 

show that there is a continuity with the OT wrishow that there is a continuity with the OT wrishow that there is a continuity with the OT wrishow that there is a continuity with the OT writings concerning tings concerning tings concerning tings concerning 

the person and actions of the Messiah and Jesus.. The OT stated the person and actions of the Messiah and Jesus.. The OT stated the person and actions of the Messiah and Jesus.. The OT stated the person and actions of the Messiah and Jesus.. The OT stated 

that the Messiah would do these things…and here Jesus is doing that the Messiah would do these things…and here Jesus is doing that the Messiah would do these things…and here Jesus is doing that the Messiah would do these things…and here Jesus is doing 

these things.these things.these things.these things.    

 
4. List some of the OT characters that Peter uses i n His sermon.  How 

would Peter’s use of them help his cause?     The OT was considered The OT was considered The OT was considered The OT was considered 

authoritative by his audience.authoritative by his audience.authoritative by his audience.authoritative by his audience. What is the importance of seeing 
the centrality of Christ in the OT? 
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5. Look at the titles that Peter gives to Jesus.  H ow do each of these 

speak to the Christ’s uniqueness?  
a.a.a.a. Speaks of JesSpeaks of JesSpeaks of JesSpeaks of Jesus’ sufferings and glory, His character and us’ sufferings and glory, His character and us’ sufferings and glory, His character and us’ sufferings and glory, His character and 

mission, His revelation and redemption…mission, His revelation and redemption…mission, His revelation and redemption…mission, His revelation and redemption…    

b.b.b.b. “suffering servant“suffering servant“suffering servant“suffering servant----    (vs. 13, 18)”…Moses like prophet (vs. 13, 18)”…Moses like prophet (vs. 13, 18)”…Moses like prophet (vs. 13, 18)”…Moses like prophet 

(22(22(22(22----23)… the Davidic King (24)… The seed of Abraham 23)… the Davidic King (24)… The seed of Abraham 23)… the Davidic King (24)… The seed of Abraham 23)… the Davidic King (24)… The seed of Abraham 

(25(25(25(25----26) 26) 26) 26)     

c.c.c.c. God the Father has likewise honored Him in this..God the Father has likewise honored Him in this..God the Father has likewise honored Him in this..God the Father has likewise honored Him in this..    

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
November 27, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What was the purpose for Peter referring to all the OT personalities 
that he does in chapter 3:11-26?  

 
2.  Why was it so important for them to “see” Jesus  in the OT?  For us 

today? 
 

C. Acts 3:17-26 continued for a moment: 
1. Peter ends his message by challenging… even warn ing them (see 

vs. 19-23) with the necessity of repentance.  This has often been 
referred to as Peter’s fire and brimstone sermon si nce his purpose 
seems to be to frighten or shock the Jews to recons ider the ways 
they had been thinking and what was being taught ab out the 
Messiah from modern sources. What relevance does ve rse 23 have 
for Christians today? 

 
2. However he also speaks of the covenant. (see ver se 25) What 

blessings does he speak of and how will they come t o God’s people 
according to these last verses?  By reiterating the covenantal By reiterating the covenantal By reiterating the covenantal By reiterating the covenantal 

promise of God…he is confirming that the blessing is not simply promise of God…he is confirming that the blessing is not simply promise of God…he is confirming that the blessing is not simply promise of God…he is confirming that the blessing is not simply 

forgiveness of their sinfulness but also the gift of righteousness forgiveness of their sinfulness but also the gift of righteousness forgiveness of their sinfulness but also the gift of righteousness forgiveness of their sinfulness but also the gift of righteousness 

…see verse 26.…see verse 26.…see verse 26.…see verse 26. 
 

D. Acts 4:1-22 
1. What roles have the priests, the captain of the temple, the 

Sadducees, and the Sanhedrin played before in the N T?  Why would 
the preaching, the healing and the resulting minist ry especially 
disturb them?  I find it interesting that the answer given from I find it interesting that the answer given from I find it interesting that the answer given from I find it interesting that the answer given from 

thethethethem has to do with their perception of these men preaching m has to do with their perception of these men preaching m has to do with their perception of these men preaching m has to do with their perception of these men preaching 
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about the resurrection and that this healing somehow about the resurrection and that this healing somehow about the resurrection and that this healing somehow about the resurrection and that this healing somehow 

substantiates that. substantiates that. substantiates that. substantiates that. How could they make such a jump? 
 
2. What was it that caused many to believe accordin g to these first few 

verses?  Proclaiming inProclaiming inProclaiming inProclaiming in    Jesus the resurrection of the dead.Jesus the resurrection of the dead.Jesus the resurrection of the dead.Jesus the resurrection of the dead.  How 
would that one doctrine have moved people and cause  many to 
believe?  What can that teach us for today?  

a.a.a.a. 1st1st1st1st, there are many things that people know , there are many things that people know , there are many things that people know , there are many things that people know 

instinctively to be true about God… believers and noninstinctively to be true about God… believers and noninstinctively to be true about God… believers and noninstinctively to be true about God… believers and non----

believers bbelievers bbelievers bbelievers believe in some type of higher power…call Him elieve in some type of higher power…call Him elieve in some type of higher power…call Him elieve in some type of higher power…call Him 

God….all people at their core know they have a need to God….all people at their core know they have a need to God….all people at their core know they have a need to God….all people at their core know they have a need to 

be “forgiven” and restored though they may not have a be “forgiven” and restored though they may not have a be “forgiven” and restored though they may not have a be “forgiven” and restored though they may not have a 

clue what that restoration is and unless they have their clue what that restoration is and unless they have their clue what that restoration is and unless they have their clue what that restoration is and unless they have their 

hearts changed they will not ever hearts changed they will not ever hearts changed they will not ever hearts changed they will not ever 

understand…understand…understand…understand…remember the consequence of the Fall was remember the consequence of the Fall was remember the consequence of the Fall was remember the consequence of the Fall was 

for all mankind.  Redemption…or the idea of the for all mankind.  Redemption…or the idea of the for all mankind.  Redemption…or the idea of the for all mankind.  Redemption…or the idea of the 

underdog winning always inspires us especially when underdog winning always inspires us especially when underdog winning always inspires us especially when underdog winning always inspires us especially when 

great obstacles are overcome…great obstacles are overcome…great obstacles are overcome…great obstacles are overcome…     
b.b.b.b. 2ndly, understanding this about all people we are then 2ndly, understanding this about all people we are then 2ndly, understanding this about all people we are then 2ndly, understanding this about all people we are then 

better able to listen to thembetter able to listen to thembetter able to listen to thembetter able to listen to them… … … …  
c.c.c.c. 3rdly… we know by the Holy Spirits each persons NEED 3rdly… we know by the Holy Spirits each persons NEED 3rdly… we know by the Holy Spirits each persons NEED 3rdly… we know by the Holy Spirits each persons NEED 

to hear the truth, whether they can accept it or not… it to hear the truth, whether they can accept it or not… it to hear the truth, whether they can accept it or not… it to hear the truth, whether they can accept it or not… it 

is one reason why someone who claims to be an atheist is one reason why someone who claims to be an atheist is one reason why someone who claims to be an atheist is one reason why someone who claims to be an atheist 

can respect a Christian when they are authentic and can respect a Christian when they are authentic and can respect a Christian when they are authentic and can respect a Christian when they are authentic and 

consistent in their faith.consistent in their faith.consistent in their faith.consistent in their faith. 
                   

3. Look at verse 7. Why is the issue of power and a uthority so 
important to these religious leaders again?  

 
4. Let’s look again at verses 8-12?  Knowing what w e know about the 

religious leaders and the times…it hadn’t been that  long since they 
had crucified Jesus…what are some things you find e xtra ordinary 
about Peter’s speech? Though he starts out respectful he does Though he starts out respectful he does Though he starts out respectful he does Though he starts out respectful he does 

not hold back with the accusations.  Maybe they could handle not hold back with the accusations.  Maybe they could handle not hold back with the accusations.  Maybe they could handle not hold back with the accusations.  Maybe they could handle 

those but what about the truth claim of vs. 12?  When Jesus those but what about the truth claim of vs. 12?  When Jesus those but what about the truth claim of vs. 12?  When Jesus those but what about the truth claim of vs. 12?  When Jesus 

even hinted at teven hinted at teven hinted at teven hinted at this He was crucified.his He was crucified.his He was crucified.his He was crucified. 
  
5. Now let’s look at verses 13-22. What do we learn  about the attitude 

of the religious leaders toward Peter and John?  
 
6. Now a point of using Scripture.  How would you e xplain the 

connection between the healed cripple and salvation ? ThThThThe cripple e cripple e cripple e cripple 

couldn’t heal himself…he wasn’t even looking for healing, he couldn’t heal himself…he wasn’t even looking for healing, he couldn’t heal himself…he wasn’t even looking for healing, he couldn’t heal himself…he wasn’t even looking for healing, he 

was looking for something of far less value…His healing could was looking for something of far less value…His healing could was looking for something of far less value…His healing could was looking for something of far less value…His healing could 

only come from the work of Jesus just like our salvation in the only come from the work of Jesus just like our salvation in the only come from the work of Jesus just like our salvation in the only come from the work of Jesus just like our salvation in the 

finished work  of Jesus.finished work  of Jesus.finished work  of Jesus.finished work  of Jesus. 
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Acts- Sunday School 
December 3, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Re-read 4:1-22 

1. What does this event tell us about the role of t he Church in society?  
Is this how you have always seen it?  If not, what has changed your 
perception? 

 
2. Look again at Luke 21:12-15.  What light does th is passage shed on 

what is expected of us as God’s church in the socie ties iin which we 
find ourselves? 

 
3. What principle (s) do we see here for civil diso bedience? The The The The 

Sanhedrin Sanhedrin Sanhedrin Sanhedrin is is is is a church court a church court a church court a church court butbutbutbut also the governing authority as also the governing authority as also the governing authority as also the governing authority as 

well so the question still applies.  See there iwell so the question still applies.  See there iwell so the question still applies.  See there iwell so the question still applies.  See there is a good reason for a s a good reason for a s a good reason for a s a good reason for a 

separation of Church and government as long as that separation separation of Church and government as long as that separation separation of Church and government as long as that separation separation of Church and government as long as that separation 

is not established as a way to oppress believers.  The separation is not established as a way to oppress believers.  The separation is not established as a way to oppress believers.  The separation is not established as a way to oppress believers.  The separation 

envisioned is one where the church has the right to speak into envisioned is one where the church has the right to speak into envisioned is one where the church has the right to speak into envisioned is one where the church has the right to speak into 

the government where and when it side stepthe government where and when it side stepthe government where and when it side stepthe government where and when it side steps the laws of s the laws of s the laws of s the laws of 

God…an accountability and uplifting relationship…being able to God…an accountability and uplifting relationship…being able to God…an accountability and uplifting relationship…being able to God…an accountability and uplifting relationship…being able to 

encourage and support the government placed over us by God.  encourage and support the government placed over us by God.  encourage and support the government placed over us by God.  encourage and support the government placed over us by God.  

A God ordained “checks and balances.”A God ordained “checks and balances.”A God ordained “checks and balances.”A God ordained “checks and balances.” 
 

C. Acts 4:23-31 
 

1.1.1.1. How important is the role of prayer in the life of  these believers?  
Why?  It is evidence of the Spirit at work in His people.It is evidence of the Spirit at work in His people.It is evidence of the Spirit at work in His people.It is evidence of the Spirit at work in His people.        The The The The 

desire to be and stay connected to God and one another is desire to be and stay connected to God and one another is desire to be and stay connected to God and one another is desire to be and stay connected to God and one another is 

evidence of restored creation relationships.  A church that evidence of restored creation relationships.  A church that evidence of restored creation relationships.  A church that evidence of restored creation relationships.  A church that 

prays together naturally iis one that reflects God’s restorative prays together naturally iis one that reflects God’s restorative prays together naturally iis one that reflects God’s restorative prays together naturally iis one that reflects God’s restorative 

power…power…power…power…        Pentecost all the time.Pentecost all the time.Pentecost all the time.Pentecost all the time.    

 
2. How have the opponents of Jesus, Peter and John fulfilled David’s 

prophecy in verses 25-26? (See 27(See 27(See 27(See 27----28)  28)  28)  28)  Why does God use evil men 
and their intentions to fulfill His plans?  

 
3. Where did they learn to pray like this?  There wasn’tThere wasn’tThere wasn’tThere wasn’t    a class that a class that a class that a class that 

we know of…or even a topical sermon series on how to pray, we know of…or even a topical sermon series on how to pray, we know of…or even a topical sermon series on how to pray, we know of…or even a topical sermon series on how to pray, 

the need to pray together, or simply the need to pray.  It is in the need to pray together, or simply the need to pray.  It is in the need to pray together, or simply the need to pray.  It is in the need to pray together, or simply the need to pray.  It is in 

and of itself a sign of the Spirit working in His people to drive and of itself a sign of the Spirit working in His people to drive and of itself a sign of the Spirit working in His people to drive and of itself a sign of the Spirit working in His people to drive 

them to prayer as if it was second nature… many of wthem to prayer as if it was second nature… many of wthem to prayer as if it was second nature… many of wthem to prayer as if it was second nature… many of whom were hom were hom were hom were 

brand new believers.  And not just driving them to prayer but brand new believers.  And not just driving them to prayer but brand new believers.  And not just driving them to prayer but brand new believers.  And not just driving them to prayer but 

driving them to prayer corporately.  (See 2:42driving them to prayer corporately.  (See 2:42driving them to prayer corporately.  (See 2:42driving them to prayer corporately.  (See 2:42----47…the crucible 47…the crucible 47…the crucible 47…the crucible 

of learning how to do Christianity and be a Christian.)of learning how to do Christianity and be a Christian.)of learning how to do Christianity and be a Christian.)of learning how to do Christianity and be a Christian.) 
 

4. What does verse 28 tell us that these new and ol d believers “knew” 
about the nature of God? He predestined these events to occur He predestined these events to occur He predestined these events to occur He predestined these events to occur 

just as they did…He is sovereign over all! Christ’s death was not just as they did…He is sovereign over all! Christ’s death was not just as they did…He is sovereign over all! Christ’s death was not just as they did…He is sovereign over all! Christ’s death was not 
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an after thought.  To believe in the sovereignty of God one MUST an after thought.  To believe in the sovereignty of God one MUST an after thought.  To believe in the sovereignty of God one MUST an after thought.  To believe in the sovereignty of God one MUST 

believe that these actions were predetermined before the believe that these actions were predetermined before the believe that these actions were predetermined before the believe that these actions were predetermined before the 

founfounfounfoundations of the world… part of the eternal plan of God.  dations of the world… part of the eternal plan of God.  dations of the world… part of the eternal plan of God.  dations of the world… part of the eternal plan of God.  

These words do not like the words in Chapter 2 do not even hint These words do not like the words in Chapter 2 do not even hint These words do not like the words in Chapter 2 do not even hint These words do not like the words in Chapter 2 do not even hint 

at the possibility that God was waiting to see if we would need at the possibility that God was waiting to see if we would need at the possibility that God was waiting to see if we would need at the possibility that God was waiting to see if we would need 

to be saved before He determined to send the Savior…or… that to be saved before He determined to send the Savior…or… that to be saved before He determined to send the Savior…or… that to be saved before He determined to send the Savior…or… that 

God merely God merely God merely God merely looked down the proverbial tunnel of time and looked down the proverbial tunnel of time and looked down the proverbial tunnel of time and looked down the proverbial tunnel of time and 

passively saw Jesus crucified for “all” people….which opens the passively saw Jesus crucified for “all” people….which opens the passively saw Jesus crucified for “all” people….which opens the passively saw Jesus crucified for “all” people….which opens the 

door to some not “choosing” to be saved…hence saying that  door to some not “choosing” to be saved…hence saying that  door to some not “choosing” to be saved…hence saying that  door to some not “choosing” to be saved…hence saying that  

Christ’s death and resurrection only makes it possible for those Christ’s death and resurrection only makes it possible for those Christ’s death and resurrection only makes it possible for those Christ’s death and resurrection only makes it possible for those 

who chose to be Christwho chose to be Christwho chose to be Christwho chose to be Christians to become Christians.  Saying that ians to become Christians.  Saying that ians to become Christians.  Saying that ians to become Christians.  Saying that 

His death iis sufficient for all to believe even waters down this His death iis sufficient for all to believe even waters down this His death iis sufficient for all to believe even waters down this His death iis sufficient for all to believe even waters down this 

doctrine which emphatically states that Christ’s death and doctrine which emphatically states that Christ’s death and doctrine which emphatically states that Christ’s death and doctrine which emphatically states that Christ’s death and 

resurrection SECURED life for ALL who are His. resurrection SECURED life for ALL who are His. resurrection SECURED life for ALL who are His. resurrection SECURED life for ALL who are His. How did they 
come by this knowledge of God’s complete sovereignt y?  The The The The 

presence of the Spirit, again and the clear teaching of God’s presence of the Spirit, again and the clear teaching of God’s presence of the Spirit, again and the clear teaching of God’s presence of the Spirit, again and the clear teaching of God’s 

Word by Peter. (See 2:23) Word by Peter. (See 2:23) Word by Peter. (See 2:23) Word by Peter. (See 2:23) If it was so easy for them to see this 
doctrine why do you suppose it is so hard for many in the Church to 
see it today? A practical answer A practical answer A practical answer A practical answer to this could be that they had to this could be that they had to this could be that they had to this could be that they had 

such a “high” view of God already.  An understanding that they such a “high” view of God already.  An understanding that they such a “high” view of God already.  An understanding that they such a “high” view of God already.  An understanding that they 

had been brought up to believe in the absolute authority of God had been brought up to believe in the absolute authority of God had been brought up to believe in the absolute authority of God had been brought up to believe in the absolute authority of God 

or in the case of the pagans…their gods…with a little “g”.  or in the case of the pagans…their gods…with a little “g”.  or in the case of the pagans…their gods…with a little “g”.  or in the case of the pagans…their gods…with a little “g”.  While 
that sounds plausible, what is ultimately wrong wit h that 
conclusion? God or gods simply did not play that big of a place God or gods simply did not play that big of a place God or gods simply did not play that big of a place God or gods simply did not play that big of a place 

in their lives or they would have already been part of the in their lives or they would have already been part of the in their lives or they would have already been part of the in their lives or they would have already been part of the 

remnant/ part of the Church.  They couldn’t simply “get back to remnant/ part of the Church.  They couldn’t simply “get back to remnant/ part of the Church.  They couldn’t simply “get back to remnant/ part of the Church.  They couldn’t simply “get back to 

God” as many would have us do in our nationGod” as many would have us do in our nationGod” as many would have us do in our nationGod” as many would have us do in our nation    today…as if today…as if today…as if today…as if 

people can just choose to get back into a relationship that time people can just choose to get back into a relationship that time people can just choose to get back into a relationship that time people can just choose to get back into a relationship that time 

has shown hasn’t been there for a long time. What was has shown hasn’t been there for a long time. What was has shown hasn’t been there for a long time. What was has shown hasn’t been there for a long time. What was 

happening was a true transformation in these people…in the happening was a true transformation in these people…in the happening was a true transformation in these people…in the happening was a true transformation in these people…in the 

same proportion as a Paul.  Within that transformation the same proportion as a Paul.  Within that transformation the same proportion as a Paul.  Within that transformation the same proportion as a Paul.  Within that transformation the 

“dots “dots “dots “dots were being connected” for the Jews and answers to the were being connected” for the Jews and answers to the were being connected” for the Jews and answers to the were being connected” for the Jews and answers to the 

questions of life were being made clear for the first time too the questions of life were being made clear for the first time too the questions of life were being made clear for the first time too the questions of life were being made clear for the first time too the 

pagan…hearts were changed by God so that eyes and ears were pagan…hearts were changed by God so that eyes and ears were pagan…hearts were changed by God so that eyes and ears were pagan…hearts were changed by God so that eyes and ears were 

opened.opened.opened.opened. 
 

5. What are some interesting characteristics of thi s prayer?  How 
might it be a bit different than you would expect g iven all that Peter 
and John have been through? 

a.a.a.a. It is corporate in nature.It is corporate in nature.It is corporate in nature.It is corporate in nature.    

b.b.b.b. They filled their minds with thoughts of God’s divine They filled their minds with thoughts of God’s divine They filled their minds with thoughts of God’s divine They filled their minds with thoughts of God’s divine 

sovereignty before making a request… God of creation sovereignty before making a request… God of creation sovereignty before making a request… God of creation sovereignty before making a request… God of creation 

vs. 24; He is the God of rvs. 24; He is the God of rvs. 24; He is the God of rvs. 24; He is the God of revelation, who spoke through evelation, who spoke through evelation, who spoke through evelation, who spoke through 

the Holy Spirit through the mouth of David (vs. 25the Holy Spirit through the mouth of David (vs. 25the Holy Spirit through the mouth of David (vs. 25the Holy Spirit through the mouth of David (vs. 25----26; 26; 26; 26; 

Psalm 2); he is the God of history …who caused even his Psalm 2); he is the God of history …who caused even his Psalm 2); he is the God of history …who caused even his Psalm 2); he is the God of history …who caused even his 

enemies to do what His power and will had  decided enemies to do what His power and will had  decided enemies to do what His power and will had  decided enemies to do what His power and will had  decided 

beforehand would happen (vs. 27beforehand would happen (vs. 27beforehand would happen (vs. 27beforehand would happen (vs. 27----28)28)28)28)    

c.c.c.c. It is not spoken in a defeatiIt is not spoken in a defeatiIt is not spoken in a defeatiIt is not spoken in a defeatist way…of “woe is us they st way…of “woe is us they st way…of “woe is us they st way…of “woe is us they 

are on to us”, on the contrary…are on to us”, on the contrary…are on to us”, on the contrary…are on to us”, on the contrary…    

d.d.d.d. It exhibits the boldness they are praying for…It exhibits the boldness they are praying for…It exhibits the boldness they are praying for…It exhibits the boldness they are praying for…    
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e.e.e.e. It is short…long prayers may have their place…but this It is short…long prayers may have their place…but this It is short…long prayers may have their place…but this It is short…long prayers may have their place…but this 

one gets to the point of the matter.one gets to the point of the matter.one gets to the point of the matter.one gets to the point of the matter.    

f.f.f.f. God’s sovereignty can be summed up in 3 words God’s sovereignty can be summed up in 3 words God’s sovereignty can be summed up in 3 words God’s sovereignty can be summed up in 3 words 

according to according to according to according to this prayer... this prayer... this prayer... this prayer... made, spoke and decidedmade, spoke and decidedmade, spoke and decidedmade, spoke and decided… … … … 

Their world revolved around theswe characteristics of Their world revolved around theswe characteristics of Their world revolved around theswe characteristics of Their world revolved around theswe characteristics of 

the One True God…His creation , His revelation and His the One True God…His creation , His revelation and His the One True God…His creation , His revelation and His the One True God…His creation , His revelation and His 

history…history…history…history…    

                    

6. What specifically do they ask God for to enable them to stand 
against the coming persecution in verse 29-30? 

a.a.a.a. Enable your servants to speak God’s Word with  great Enable your servants to speak God’s Word with  great Enable your servants to speak God’s Word with  great Enable your servants to speak God’s Word with  great 

boldness..boldness..boldness..boldness..    

b.b.b.b. That That That That GodGodGodGod    would reveal Himself in healing and in signs would reveal Himself in healing and in signs would reveal Himself in healing and in signs would reveal Himself in healing and in signs 

and wonders through the Name of Jesus.and wonders through the Name of Jesus.and wonders through the Name of Jesus.and wonders through the Name of Jesus.    

    

7. What does this “boldness” look like for these fo lks?  (See4:8(See4:8(See4:8(See4:8----13) 13) 13) 13) 

Where does it come it…the boldness that is? Another sign of the Another sign of the Another sign of the Another sign of the 

Spirit at work in His people… People willing to give an answer Spirit at work in His people… People willing to give an answer Spirit at work in His people… People willing to give an answer Spirit at work in His people… People willing to give an answer 

for the hope that is within them. for the hope that is within them. for the hope that is within them. for the hope that is within them. What does this look like today? 
 
8. What do you suppose is going on in verse 31?  All our All our All our All our 

confirmations of the powconfirmations of the powconfirmations of the powconfirmations of the power of the Spirit at work…shaking of er of the Spirit at work…shaking of er of the Spirit at work…shaking of er of the Spirit at work…shaking of 

the place would be a confirmation from God using something the place would be a confirmation from God using something the place would be a confirmation from God using something the place would be a confirmation from God using something 

familiar to confirm His presence and the power of the Spirit in familiar to confirm His presence and the power of the Spirit in familiar to confirm His presence and the power of the Spirit in familiar to confirm His presence and the power of the Spirit in 

them afresh would be revealed in their witness of word and them afresh would be revealed in their witness of word and them afresh would be revealed in their witness of word and them afresh would be revealed in their witness of word and 

deed. It is an answer to prayer as weldeed. It is an answer to prayer as weldeed. It is an answer to prayer as weldeed. It is an answer to prayer as well…but they are first and l…but they are first and l…but they are first and l…but they are first and 

foremost signs of what god had already confirmed in sending foremost signs of what god had already confirmed in sending foremost signs of what god had already confirmed in sending foremost signs of what god had already confirmed in sending 

His Spirit into these people. What I mean by this is that we have His Spirit into these people. What I mean by this is that we have His Spirit into these people. What I mean by this is that we have His Spirit into these people. What I mean by this is that we have 

to put the first thing first….or… it may appear that we are to put the first thing first….or… it may appear that we are to put the first thing first….or… it may appear that we are to put the first thing first….or… it may appear that we are 

saying that God does what He does because we saying that God does what He does because we saying that God does what He does because we saying that God does what He does because we prayed…is what prayed…is what prayed…is what prayed…is what 

it always sounds like when Christian say God answered my it always sounds like when Christian say God answered my it always sounds like when Christian say God answered my it always sounds like when Christian say God answered my 

prayers because I prayed.  He does answer our prayers but He prayers because I prayed.  He does answer our prayers but He prayers because I prayed.  He does answer our prayers but He prayers because I prayed.  He does answer our prayers but He 

does it from our perspective “when” we pray.  When we are in does it from our perspective “when” we pray.  When we are in does it from our perspective “when” we pray.  When we are in does it from our perspective “when” we pray.  When we are in 

prayer…the Spirit is already revealing Himself because we wentprayer…the Spirit is already revealing Himself because we wentprayer…the Spirit is already revealing Himself because we wentprayer…the Spirit is already revealing Himself because we went    

there…top prayer…in the first place.  We see the Spirit at work there…top prayer…in the first place.  We see the Spirit at work there…top prayer…in the first place.  We see the Spirit at work there…top prayer…in the first place.  We see the Spirit at work 

here in their boldness before they ever prayed for it.  here in their boldness before they ever prayed for it.  here in their boldness before they ever prayed for it.  here in their boldness before they ever prayed for it.  So why 
pray? The big reason is this:The big reason is this:The big reason is this:The big reason is this:    He commands and expects us to He commands and expects us to He commands and expects us to He commands and expects us to 

pray to stay in relationship with Himpray to stay in relationship with Himpray to stay in relationship with Himpray to stay in relationship with Him. But,. But,. But,. But,    itititit    is also the is also the is also the is also the 

methodolomethodolomethodolomethodology that God uses to reveal to us His grace.  When we gy that God uses to reveal to us His grace.  When we gy that God uses to reveal to us His grace.  When we gy that God uses to reveal to us His grace.  When we 

pray we are of a mind to see and experience God’s answers in pray we are of a mind to see and experience God’s answers in pray we are of a mind to see and experience God’s answers in pray we are of a mind to see and experience God’s answers in 

this temporal world.  When we don’t seek Him through His this temporal world.  When we don’t seek Him through His this temporal world.  When we don’t seek Him through His this temporal world.  When we don’t seek Him through His 

Word and prayer we will never fully experience His presence Word and prayer we will never fully experience His presence Word and prayer we will never fully experience His presence Word and prayer we will never fully experience His presence 

and we will always questiand we will always questiand we will always questiand we will always question what God is doing…never being on what God is doing…never being on what God is doing…never being on what God is doing…never being 

able to fully trust Him.  Prayer along with studying and able to fully trust Him.  Prayer along with studying and able to fully trust Him.  Prayer along with studying and able to fully trust Him.  Prayer along with studying and 

implementing His Word along with the sacraments and church implementing His Word along with the sacraments and church implementing His Word along with the sacraments and church implementing His Word along with the sacraments and church 

discipline are ALL the building blocks of the faith.  Neglecting discipline are ALL the building blocks of the faith.  Neglecting discipline are ALL the building blocks of the faith.  Neglecting discipline are ALL the building blocks of the faith.  Neglecting 

any of these put the others in jeopardy ofany of these put the others in jeopardy ofany of these put the others in jeopardy ofany of these put the others in jeopardy of    being shallow at best being shallow at best being shallow at best being shallow at best 

and nonand nonand nonand non----existent at worst.existent at worst.existent at worst.existent at worst. 
 
9. What truths from this passage equip you to face the resistance that 

will come against the Gospel and the Church? 
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Acts- Sunday School 
December 11, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. In the prayer of verses 23-31, they ask for and receive “boldness” 
from God even as they are asking.  What does this b oldness look 
like for these folks? (See4:8(See4:8(See4:8(See4:8----13) 13) 13) 13) Where does it come from…the 
boldness that is? Another sign of the Spirit at work in His Another sign of the Spirit at work in His Another sign of the Spirit at work in His Another sign of the Spirit at work in His 

people… People willing to give an answerpeople… People willing to give an answerpeople… People willing to give an answerpeople… People willing to give an answer    for the hope that is for the hope that is for the hope that is for the hope that is 

within them.within them.within them.within them.    

    

2. What should this boldness look like today for th e church?  Give 
specifics.     

    

C. Read Acts 4:31-37 
1. Something else we need to consider.  Looking back o ver chapter 4 

we see something occurring soon after the Spirit co mes upon the 
church that we need to take heart of as believers t oday.  What is it 
that occurs at the beginning of the chapter?  Peter and John are Peter and John are Peter and John are Peter and John are 

thrown into prison and required to give answers before the thrown into prison and required to give answers before the thrown into prison and required to give answers before the thrown into prison and required to give answers before the 

authorities for preaching and healing.  Satan launches his authorities for preaching and healing.  Satan launches his authorities for preaching and healing.  Satan launches his authorities for preaching and healing.  Satan launches his 

aaaattack on the Church.  He starts through intimidation to hurt ttack on the Church.  He starts through intimidation to hurt ttack on the Church.  He starts through intimidation to hurt ttack on the Church.  He starts through intimidation to hurt 

the church.  Let us not forget that he is always around in one the church.  Let us not forget that he is always around in one the church.  Let us not forget that he is always around in one the church.  Let us not forget that he is always around in one 

way or another seeking to undermine God’s Church.  way or another seeking to undermine God’s Church.  way or another seeking to undermine God’s Church.  way or another seeking to undermine God’s Church.  

Persecution had begun now beyond Jesus’ death.  It started Persecution had begun now beyond Jesus’ death.  It started Persecution had begun now beyond Jesus’ death.  It started Persecution had begun now beyond Jesus’ death.  It started 

slow but it will contislow but it will contislow but it will contislow but it will continue to grow.  In fact over the course of the nue to grow.  In fact over the course of the nue to grow.  In fact over the course of the nue to grow.  In fact over the course of the 

next few chapters we will see him seek to destroy the church next few chapters we will see him seek to destroy the church next few chapters we will see him seek to destroy the church next few chapters we will see him seek to destroy the church 

through persecution from outside the church , through moral through persecution from outside the church , through moral through persecution from outside the church , through moral through persecution from outside the church , through moral 

compromise and corruption within the church, and through compromise and corruption within the church, and through compromise and corruption within the church, and through compromise and corruption within the church, and through 

distraction…placing so many firesdistraction…placing so many firesdistraction…placing so many firesdistraction…placing so many fires    before the leadership that before the leadership that before the leadership that before the leadership that 

they are unable to do their task. In fact, they are unable to do their task. In fact, they are unable to do their task. In fact, they are unable to do their task. In fact, Satan’sSatan’sSatan’sSatan’s    greatest work is greatest work is greatest work is greatest work is 

done from within the church.  Christ stands for unity…done from within the church.  Christ stands for unity…done from within the church.  Christ stands for unity…done from within the church.  Christ stands for unity…SatanSatanSatanSatan    

stands for disunity.  Christ supports His own…stands for disunity.  Christ supports His own…stands for disunity.  Christ supports His own…stands for disunity.  Christ supports His own…SatanSatanSatanSatan    seeks to seeks to seeks to seeks to 

pit us against the other. So these are pit us against the other. So these are pit us against the other. So these are pit us against the other. So these are the tools he always the tools he always the tools he always the tools he always 

uses…he is not very imaginative…persecution, moral uses…he is not very imaginative…persecution, moral uses…he is not very imaginative…persecution, moral uses…he is not very imaginative…persecution, moral 

compromise and distraction.compromise and distraction.compromise and distraction.compromise and distraction. 
 
2. How are verses 31-37 an answer to their prayer of 4 :24-30? What is 

happening that is a clear sign of being filled with  the Holy Spirit? 
They immediately areThey immediately areThey immediately areThey immediately are    speaking the Word of God boldly…how speaking the Word of God boldly…how speaking the Word of God boldly…how speaking the Word of God boldly…how 

did they do this specifically…vs.33…they opposed the did they do this specifically…vs.33…they opposed the did they do this specifically…vs.33…they opposed the did they do this specifically…vs.33…they opposed the 

Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic 

responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring 

towards one another as well.towards one another as well.towards one another as well.towards one another as well. 
 

3. It has been often stated, falsely to be sure, but s tated none the less, 
that these verses along with the verses in Acts 2:4 2-47 make it clear 
that Christians are NOT to own property.  How would  you refute that 
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claim from the text itself?  “…no one said that any of the things “…no one said that any of the things “…no one said that any of the things “…no one said that any of the things 
that bthat bthat bthat belonged to him was his own…” elonged to him was his own…” elonged to him was his own…” elonged to him was his own…”     Obviously they own Obviously they own Obviously they own Obviously they own 

things…we will see this also confirm in the next chapter where things…we will see this also confirm in the next chapter where things…we will see this also confirm in the next chapter where things…we will see this also confirm in the next chapter where 

peter affirms Ananias “right” to own property.  peter affirms Ananias “right” to own property.  peter affirms Ananias “right” to own property.  peter affirms Ananias “right” to own property.  “…from time to “…from time to “…from time to “…from time to 
time those who own lands or houses sold them…”time those who own lands or houses sold them…”time those who own lands or houses sold them…”time those who own lands or houses sold them…”    to be able to to be able to to be able to to be able to 

contribute to the necontribute to the necontribute to the necontribute to the needededed... ... ... ... this was a sacrificial act on their part.  this was a sacrificial act on their part.  this was a sacrificial act on their part.  this was a sacrificial act on their part.  

Was this an early form of spreading the wealth maki ng everyone 
equal…kind of thing?  Show me from the text. The text clearly The text clearly The text clearly The text clearly 

reflects distribution of such moneys were to be proportionate reflects distribution of such moneys were to be proportionate reflects distribution of such moneys were to be proportionate reflects distribution of such moneys were to be proportionate 

to true need…it had to true need…it had to true need…it had to true need…it had nothing to do with everyone being nothing to do with everyone being nothing to do with everyone being nothing to do with everyone being 

economically equal….vs.35 clarifies this.  economically equal….vs.35 clarifies this.  economically equal….vs.35 clarifies this.  economically equal….vs.35 clarifies this.   
 
4. John Calvin wrote these contemporary words in 1555o r so. “ We 

must have hearts that are harder than iron if we ar e not moved by 
the reading of this narrative.  In those days the b elievers gave 
abundantly of what was their own; we in our day are  content not just 
jealously to retain what we possess, but callously to rob others… 
They sold their own possessions in those days; in o ur day it is the 
lust to purchase that reigns supreme.  At that time  love made each 
man’s own possessions common property for those in need; in our 
day such is the inhumanity of many, that they begru dge to the poor 
a common dwelling upon the earth, the common use of  water, air 
and sky.” ( Calvin’s Commentary on The Acts of the Apostles, Vo l. 1)  
So what is Luke saying according to this text are s igns that 
someone is filled with the Holy Spirit? Word and deed.  There was Word and deed.  There was Word and deed.  There was Word and deed.  There was 

a fundamental solidarity of love which the believers a fundamental solidarity of love which the believers a fundamental solidarity of love which the believers a fundamental solidarity of love which the believers 

enjoyed…their economic sharing was simplenjoyed…their economic sharing was simplenjoyed…their economic sharing was simplenjoyed…their economic sharing was simply one expression of y one expression of y one expression of y one expression of 

the union of their hearts and minds through the filling of the the union of their hearts and minds through the filling of the the union of their hearts and minds through the filling of the the union of their hearts and minds through the filling of the 

Spirit.Spirit.Spirit.Spirit. 
 

5. What truths from this passage will equip you to face the resistance 
that will come against the Gospel and the Church? 

 
        
 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
December 18, 2011 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1.1.1.1. How are verses 31-37 and answer to the prayer of v erses 24-30? 
What is happening that is a clear sign of these bel ievers being filled 
by the Spirit?  They immediately are speaking the Word of God They immediately are speaking the Word of God They immediately are speaking the Word of God They immediately are speaking the Word of God 

boldly…how did they do this specificallboldly…how did they do this specificallboldly…how did they do this specificallboldly…how did they do this specifically…vs.33…they opposed y…vs.33…they opposed y…vs.33…they opposed y…vs.33…they opposed 

the Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic the Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic the Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic the Sanhedrin’s command and fulfilled their apostolic 

responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring responsibilities. They were generous and unified and caring 

towards one another as well.towards one another as well.towards one another as well.towards one another as well.    
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2. How are these verses an example for us today? 
 

C. Acts 5:1-11 
1. Generally speaking, why do you think Ananias and  Sapphira’s 

offenses were so grave? Generally speakingGenerally speakingGenerally speakingGenerally speaking,,,,        it went against it went against it went against it went against 

everything that was just displayed in verses 32everything that was just displayed in verses 32everything that was just displayed in verses 32everything that was just displayed in verses 32----37.  Their 37.  Their 37.  Their 37.  Their 

compromise and personal corruption could affect the unity that compromise and personal corruption could affect the unity that compromise and personal corruption could affect the unity that compromise and personal corruption could affect the unity that 

God had put into place.God had put into place.God had put into place.God had put into place. 
 
2. Were Ananias and Sapphira required to sell the land  and lay all the 

money at the apostle’s feet? No their was no mandate…but if the No their was no mandate…but if the No their was no mandate…but if the No their was no mandate…but if the 

piece of property was sold based on verses 32piece of property was sold based on verses 32piece of property was sold based on verses 32piece of property was sold based on verses 32----37 the whole 37 the whole 37 the whole 37 the whole 

amount was to be delivered. amount was to be delivered. amount was to be delivered. amount was to be delivered. What then was their sin? 
Hypocrisy=lying=selfHypocrisy=lying=selfHypocrisy=lying=selfHypocrisy=lying=self----exaltation=exaltation=exaltation=exaltation=wanting to look good in the wanting to look good in the wanting to look good in the wanting to look good in the 

eyes of others =idolatry.  Nothing has hurt the witness and eyes of others =idolatry.  Nothing has hurt the witness and eyes of others =idolatry.  Nothing has hurt the witness and eyes of others =idolatry.  Nothing has hurt the witness and 

work of the church more than hypocrisy…a lack of work of the church more than hypocrisy…a lack of work of the church more than hypocrisy…a lack of work of the church more than hypocrisy…a lack of 

authenticity. G.K. Chesterton once said, authenticity. G.K. Chesterton once said, authenticity. G.K. Chesterton once said, authenticity. G.K. Chesterton once said, “The greatest argument “The greatest argument “The greatest argument “The greatest argument 
against the truth of Christianity is the lives of Chrisagainst the truth of Christianity is the lives of Chrisagainst the truth of Christianity is the lives of Chrisagainst the truth of Christianity is the lives of Christians.”  tians.”  tians.”  tians.”  
There is a story told of Henry There is a story told of Henry There is a story told of Henry There is a story told of Henry VII King of England’sVII King of England’sVII King of England’sVII King of England’s    personal personal personal personal 

physician/chaplain.  It is said that one day this man was talking physician/chaplain.  It is said that one day this man was talking physician/chaplain.  It is said that one day this man was talking physician/chaplain.  It is said that one day this man was talking 

with his priestwith his priestwith his priestwith his priest, his mentor, , his mentor, , his mentor, , his mentor,     and the priest knowing this and the priest knowing this and the priest knowing this and the priest knowing this 

chaplain to be a man who could read, coming from the elite ofchaplain to be a man who could read, coming from the elite ofchaplain to be a man who could read, coming from the elite ofchaplain to be a man who could read, coming from the elite of    

societysocietysocietysociety,,,,    (since most people didn’t read unless they were of a (since most people didn’t read unless they were of a (since most people didn’t read unless they were of a (since most people didn’t read unless they were of a 

higher station) gave him his Greek copies of the Gospels to read.  higher station) gave him his Greek copies of the Gospels to read.  higher station) gave him his Greek copies of the Gospels to read.  higher station) gave him his Greek copies of the Gospels to read.  

After reading them he brought them back to his priest with a After reading them he brought them back to his priest with a After reading them he brought them back to his priest with a After reading them he brought them back to his priest with a 

concerned look on his forehead.  The priest inquired as to the concerned look on his forehead.  The priest inquired as to the concerned look on his forehead.  The priest inquired as to the concerned look on his forehead.  The priest inquired as to the 

prprprproblem with the man, his studentoblem with the man, his studentoblem with the man, his studentoblem with the man, his student, and, and, and, and    the chaplain/physician the chaplain/physician the chaplain/physician the chaplain/physician 

to King Henry saidto King Henry saidto King Henry saidto King Henry said, “, “, “, “Either these are NOTEither these are NOTEither these are NOTEither these are NOT    the gospels or I am the gospels or I am the gospels or I am the gospels or I am 

not a Christian.”not a Christian.”not a Christian.”not a Christian.” 
 

3. What would they gain by lying about the money they received?  He He He He 

would look generous in front of the Apostles and thwould look generous in front of the Apostles and thwould look generous in front of the Apostles and thwould look generous in front of the Apostles and the others.e others.e others.e others. 

They would look sacrificial when in fact they weren’t.  They would look sacrificial when in fact they weren’t.  They would look sacrificial when in fact they weren’t.  They would look sacrificial when in fact they weren’t.  TheyTheyTheyThey    

would look like they cared for the needs of others wwould look like they cared for the needs of others wwould look like they cared for the needs of others wwould look like they cared for the needs of others when they hen they hen they hen they 

were more interested iwere more interested iwere more interested iwere more interested in themselves. n themselves. n themselves. n themselves. They wanted to feel They wanted to feel They wanted to feel They wanted to feel 

important and benevolent. important and benevolent. important and benevolent. important and benevolent.  
 

4. These were all things they determined to do.  So wh at was satan’s 
role in this?  How was he trying to destroy the chu rch? Moral Moral Moral Moral 

compromise and corruption from within the church.  If this compromise and corruption from within the church.  If this compromise and corruption from within the church.  If this compromise and corruption from within the church.  If this 

could happen to people in our midst it could happen to us all could happen to people in our midst it could happen to us all could happen to people in our midst it could happen to us all could happen to people in our midst it could happen to us all 

thus seeking to cause paralysis within the bodythus seeking to cause paralysis within the bodythus seeking to cause paralysis within the bodythus seeking to cause paralysis within the body.  God nipped .  God nipped .  God nipped .  God nipped 

this in the bud early but it would always be a way that satan this in the bud early but it would always be a way that satan this in the bud early but it would always be a way that satan this in the bud early but it would always be a way that satan 

would seek to divide believers. would seek to divide believers. would seek to divide believers. would seek to divide believers.  
 

5. Luke clearly intends for us to see the death of Ana nias and Sapphira 
as a work of divine judgment. Why was the punishmen t so severe?  

a. The gravity oThe gravity oThe gravity oThe gravity of their sinf their sinf their sinf their sin. They had lied noThey had lied noThey had lied noThey had lied not against Pt against Pt against Pt against Peter eter eter eter 

as they had presumed but against the Holy Spirit. as they had presumed but against the Holy Spirit. as they had presumed but against the Holy Spirit. as they had presumed but against the Holy Spirit. Peter Peter Peter Peter 

stressed this by repeatedly saying that their lie was not stressed this by repeatedly saying that their lie was not stressed this by repeatedly saying that their lie was not stressed this by repeatedly saying that their lie was not 
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directed against him , but against God.directed against him , but against God.directed against him , but against God.directed against him , but against God.    God hates liars God hates liars God hates liars God hates liars 

and hypocrites.and hypocrites.and hypocrites.and hypocrites.     
b. They also sought to breaThey also sought to breaThey also sought to breaThey also sought to break down the unity they were all k down the unity they were all k down the unity they were all k down the unity they were all 

exhibiting.  The witness was that they were to act one exhibiting.  The witness was that they were to act one exhibiting.  The witness was that they were to act one exhibiting.  The witness was that they were to act one 

way as a people and A and S were duplicitous. God’s way as a people and A and S were duplicitous. God’s way as a people and A and S were duplicitous. God’s way as a people and A and S were duplicitous. God’s 

people are to live transparent lives before one another.  people are to live transparent lives before one another.  people are to live transparent lives before one another.  people are to live transparent lives before one another.  

We are not to place anything between one another.We are not to place anything between one another.We are not to place anything between one another.We are not to place anything between one another. 
c. It shows tIt shows tIt shows tIt shows the need for church discipline.  Church he need for church discipline.  Church he need for church discipline.  Church he need for church discipline.  Church 

discipline is done not so much because of the sin discipline is done not so much because of the sin discipline is done not so much because of the sin discipline is done not so much because of the sin 

committed but because of the lack of repentance.  There committed but because of the lack of repentance.  There committed but because of the lack of repentance.  There committed but because of the lack of repentance.  There 

was no repentance only hiding the truth ..deception was no repentance only hiding the truth ..deception was no repentance only hiding the truth ..deception was no repentance only hiding the truth ..deception 

comes at a high cost.comes at a high cost.comes at a high cost.comes at a high cost. Christ is exalted by the integrity ofChrist is exalted by the integrity ofChrist is exalted by the integrity ofChrist is exalted by the integrity of    

His church.His church.His church.His church. 
d. Which of these lessons strikes you as something we need 

to learn today?  
 

6. If you had been one of the young men who buried Ana nias and 
Sapphira, how do you think you would have felt?  Tw ice the text tells 
us that “fear struck” the believers. Why?  They knew they were in They knew they were in They knew they were in They knew they were in 

God’s presence. They saw His swift decisive act against one of God’s presence. They saw His swift decisive act against one of God’s presence. They saw His swift decisive act against one of God’s presence. They saw His swift decisive act against one of 

their own. They worried about their own misdeeds.  Knowing their own. They worried about their own misdeeds.  Knowing their own. They worried about their own misdeeds.  Knowing their own. They worried about their own misdeeds.  Knowing 

that God was there did what it had done to others who knew that God was there did what it had done to others who knew that God was there did what it had done to others who knew that God was there did what it had done to others who knew 

they were in God’s presence…caused great fear andthey were in God’s presence…caused great fear andthey were in God’s presence…caused great fear andthey were in God’s presence…caused great fear and    trembling.  trembling.  trembling.  trembling.  

A recognition of their own sinfulness.  A recognition as C.S. A recognition of their own sinfulness.  A recognition as C.S. A recognition of their own sinfulness.  A recognition as C.S. A recognition of their own sinfulness.  A recognition as C.S. 

Lewis stated once…he is not safe…but He is good. Lewis stated once…he is not safe…but He is good. Lewis stated once…he is not safe…but He is good. Lewis stated once…he is not safe…but He is good. How do you 
respond to the severity of God’s judgment?  

 
7. 5:11 states, And great fear came upon the whole church and upon 

all who heard these things.” How would this type of “fear” help the 
church then and now?  This passage testifies, along with the rest This passage testifies, along with the rest This passage testifies, along with the rest This passage testifies, along with the rest 

of Scripture, that there is to be a healthy and appropriate place of Scripture, that there is to be a healthy and appropriate place of Scripture, that there is to be a healthy and appropriate place of Scripture, that there is to be a healthy and appropriate place 

for fear in the life of faith.  We are never to get to comfortable for fear in the life of faith.  We are never to get to comfortable for fear in the life of faith.  We are never to get to comfortable for fear in the life of faith.  We are never to get to comfortable 

wiwiwiwith God.  When we do we will not bring Him glory as the th God.  When we do we will not bring Him glory as the th God.  When we do we will not bring Him glory as the th God.  When we do we will not bring Him glory as the 

Almighty God. This is a holy fear that is not to be watered down Almighty God. This is a holy fear that is not to be watered down Almighty God. This is a holy fear that is not to be watered down Almighty God. This is a holy fear that is not to be watered down 

into mere respect.   Jesus may have said to us, into mere respect.   Jesus may have said to us, into mere respect.   Jesus may have said to us, into mere respect.   Jesus may have said to us, “Fear not!“Fear not!“Fear not!“Fear not!” ” ” ” But But But But 

He also said, He also said, He also said, He also said, I tell you, my friends, do not fear those who kill the I tell you, my friends, do not fear those who kill the I tell you, my friends, do not fear those who kill the I tell you, my friends, do not fear those who kill the 

bodbodbodbody, and after that have nothing more that they can do.  But I y, and after that have nothing more that they can do.  But I y, and after that have nothing more that they can do.  But I y, and after that have nothing more that they can do.  But I 
will warn you whom to fear: fear Him who, after he has killed, will warn you whom to fear: fear Him who, after he has killed, will warn you whom to fear: fear Him who, after he has killed, will warn you whom to fear: fear Him who, after he has killed, 
has authority to cast into hell. Yes, I tell you fear Him!” has authority to cast into hell. Yes, I tell you fear Him!” has authority to cast into hell. Yes, I tell you fear Him!” has authority to cast into hell. Yes, I tell you fear Him!”     Jesus is Jesus is Jesus is Jesus is 

telling us not to waste our fear on anyone less than the telling us not to waste our fear on anyone less than the telling us not to waste our fear on anyone less than the telling us not to waste our fear on anyone less than the 

AlmigAlmigAlmigAlmighty God…for when we fear the Lord we have nothing to hty God…for when we fear the Lord we have nothing to hty God…for when we fear the Lord we have nothing to hty God…for when we fear the Lord we have nothing to 

fear from satan or ourselves.fear from satan or ourselves.fear from satan or ourselves.fear from satan or ourselves.    Many are not comfortable with Many are not comfortable with Many are not comfortable with Many are not comfortable with 

this word “fear”… feeling it too strong, since we relate “fear” to this word “fear”… feeling it too strong, since we relate “fear” to this word “fear”… feeling it too strong, since we relate “fear” to this word “fear”… feeling it too strong, since we relate “fear” to 

horror we can’t apply this term to our relationship with our horror we can’t apply this term to our relationship with our horror we can’t apply this term to our relationship with our horror we can’t apply this term to our relationship with our 

Heavenly FatherHeavenly FatherHeavenly FatherHeavenly Father    after all I John says, after all I John says, after all I John says, after all I John says, “There is no fear in love.  “There is no fear in love.  “There is no fear in love.  “There is no fear in love.  
Perfect love drives out fear.” Perfect love drives out fear.” Perfect love drives out fear.” Perfect love drives out fear.”     But to be honest with the text But to be honest with the text But to be honest with the text But to be honest with the text 

that one doesn’t really speak too the issue at hand.  However, that one doesn’t really speak too the issue at hand.  However, that one doesn’t really speak too the issue at hand.  However, that one doesn’t really speak too the issue at hand.  However, 

we would rather use terms like “awe” or “reverence”.  We say we would rather use terms like “awe” or “reverence”.  We say we would rather use terms like “awe” or “reverence”.  We say we would rather use terms like “awe” or “reverence”.  We say 

this is all the Bthis is all the Bthis is all the Bthis is all the Bible really means when it speaks of the ible really means when it speaks of the ible really means when it speaks of the ible really means when it speaks of the “fear of “fear of “fear of “fear of 
the LORD.”the LORD.”the LORD.”the LORD.”    But in reality it means even more.  Think of those But in reality it means even more.  Think of those But in reality it means even more.  Think of those But in reality it means even more.  Think of those 

who have stood before God and trembled…who have stood before God and trembled…who have stood before God and trembled…who have stood before God and trembled… 
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a. Look at Look at Look at Look at Isaiah 6.Isaiah 6.Isaiah 6.Isaiah 6.    What causes true humbleness if it is What causes true humbleness if it is What causes true humbleness if it is What causes true humbleness if it is 

not a combination of reverence and good ol’ fashionot a combination of reverence and good ol’ fashionot a combination of reverence and good ol’ fashionot a combination of reverence and good ol’ fashioned ned ned ned 

fear?  fear?  fear?  fear?   
b. See Prov. 8:13See Prov. 8:13See Prov. 8:13See Prov. 8:13. . . .     One cannot love righteousness without One cannot love righteousness without One cannot love righteousness without One cannot love righteousness without 

hating sin, especially our own sin.  We fear God for we hating sin, especially our own sin.  We fear God for we hating sin, especially our own sin.  We fear God for we hating sin, especially our own sin.  We fear God for we 

know we are not yet totally purified and completely know we are not yet totally purified and completely know we are not yet totally purified and completely know we are not yet totally purified and completely 

holy yet…so top stand in His presence is a fearful thing holy yet…so top stand in His presence is a fearful thing holy yet…so top stand in His presence is a fearful thing holy yet…so top stand in His presence is a fearful thing 

and should be and we shoand should be and we shoand should be and we shoand should be and we should consider all of life as uld consider all of life as uld consider all of life as uld consider all of life as 

standing in His presence.  standing in His presence.  standing in His presence.  standing in His presence.   
c. Look at Phil. 2:12.Look at Phil. 2:12.Look at Phil. 2:12.Look at Phil. 2:12.        We should not be surprised to find We should not be surprised to find We should not be surprised to find We should not be surprised to find 

our flesh trembling and quaking before our relentless our flesh trembling and quaking before our relentless our flesh trembling and quaking before our relentless our flesh trembling and quaking before our relentless 

God who will not leave us alone, but is constantly God who will not leave us alone, but is constantly God who will not leave us alone, but is constantly God who will not leave us alone, but is constantly 

pushing us beyond what we think we can pushing us beyond what we think we can pushing us beyond what we think we can pushing us beyond what we think we can endureendureendureendure… … … … 

there is always a true and good fear of those who push there is always a true and good fear of those who push there is always a true and good fear of those who push there is always a true and good fear of those who push 

us.us.us.us. 
d. See Prov.See Prov.See Prov.See Prov. 9:109:109:109:10. . . . The fear of the Lord is the BEGINNING of The fear of the Lord is the BEGINNING of The fear of the Lord is the BEGINNING of The fear of the Lord is the BEGINNING of 

wisdom…it is not the end of wisdom for the end of wisdom…it is not the end of wisdom for the end of wisdom…it is not the end of wisdom for the end of wisdom…it is not the end of wisdom for the end of 

wisdom is perfect love in which there is no longer any wisdom is perfect love in which there is no longer any wisdom is perfect love in which there is no longer any wisdom is perfect love in which there is no longer any 

fear…that is the meaning offear…that is the meaning offear…that is the meaning offear…that is the meaning of    the I John passage.  As the the I John passage.  As the the I John passage.  As the the I John passage.  As the 

hymn reminds… “‘Twas grace that taught my heart to hymn reminds… “‘Twas grace that taught my heart to hymn reminds… “‘Twas grace that taught my heart to hymn reminds… “‘Twas grace that taught my heart to 

fear, and grace my fears relieved.”fear, and grace my fears relieved.”fear, and grace my fears relieved.”fear, and grace my fears relieved.”----    Amazing GraceAmazing GraceAmazing GraceAmazing Grace 
 

 
 

 
 

    

 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
January 8, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. How would this type of “fear” still help the chu rch in the 21 st 
Century? 

 
2. How do texts like Prov. 8:13; Prov. 9:10; Isaiah  6:1-7; and Phil. 2:12 

help us in our discussion of this concept? 
 

C. Acts 5:12- 16 
1. Solomon’s Portico or porch was a piece of Solomo n’s temple that 

had been spared by the Babylonians.  It is thought that it was in 
disarray and no one used it much… (Josephus speaks of a work 
order put forward when Herod was rebuilding the tem ple do 
renovate this area but it appears to have been deni ed.)  Jesus 
walked there, it is here that the lame man was heal ed and Peter 
preached his 2 nd sermon in Acts 3, and it is where the early church  
met according to our text. 
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2. Verse 13 is an interesting verse. What is it com municating? 
Interestingly enough, it is communicating that God had placed Interestingly enough, it is communicating that God had placed Interestingly enough, it is communicating that God had placed Interestingly enough, it is communicating that God had placed 

the fear of God into any curious onesthe fear of God into any curious onesthe fear of God into any curious onesthe fear of God into any curious ones…those who were …those who were …those who were …those who were 

insincere…they were not going to be part of such a “scary” insincere…they were not going to be part of such a “scary” insincere…they were not going to be part of such a “scary” insincere…they were not going to be part of such a “scary” 

movement.movement.movement.movement.    However, these early Christian were held in high However, these early Christian were held in high However, these early Christian were held in high However, these early Christian were held in high 

regard. regard. regard. regard. What do you suppose that means? 
 

3. Having said that though we then have verse 14.  What is being 
communicated here? Taking into account these 2 vers es we see the 
on-going paradox of how some are alarmed and even t urned away 
by the Word of God while others are drawn in and ii t is appealing to 
them. 

 
4. What is the purpose for all of these signs and w onders if faith is not 

by sight?  Confirming God’s presence with this “new” Confirming God’s presence with this “new” Confirming God’s presence with this “new” Confirming God’s presence with this “new” 

church…giving them signs and wonders just like He did in the church…giving them signs and wonders just like He did in the church…giving them signs and wonders just like He did in the church…giving them signs and wonders just like He did in the 

OT because He knows of our need to know. Also, and not at all OT because He knows of our need to know. Also, and not at all OT because He knows of our need to know. Also, and not at all OT because He knows of our need to know. Also, and not at all 

least among the reasons…is that He was also confirming the least among the reasons…is that He was also confirming the least among the reasons…is that He was also confirming the least among the reasons…is that He was also confirming the 

Apostles authority to Apostles authority to Apostles authority to Apostles authority to speak and act for Him and that He was not speak and act for Him and that He was not speak and act for Him and that He was not speak and act for Him and that He was not 

with the religious leaders of the day. Remember as we have said with the religious leaders of the day. Remember as we have said with the religious leaders of the day. Remember as we have said with the religious leaders of the day. Remember as we have said 

many times these signs and wonder are given primarily to many times these signs and wonder are given primarily to many times these signs and wonder are given primarily to many times these signs and wonder are given primarily to 

authenticate the message. They back up the Word.authenticate the message. They back up the Word.authenticate the message. They back up the Word.authenticate the message. They back up the Word.    Also, this Also, this Also, this Also, this 

demonstration of these signs and demonstration of these signs and demonstration of these signs and demonstration of these signs and wonders demonstrated God’s wonders demonstrated God’s wonders demonstrated God’s wonders demonstrated God’s 

power in mercy and grace just as He had  demonstrated His power in mercy and grace just as He had  demonstrated His power in mercy and grace just as He had  demonstrated His power in mercy and grace just as He had  demonstrated His 

power in judgment. power in judgment. power in judgment. power in judgment. What is the purpose for this information today 
when we obviously don’t see these things happening like this? 

 
D. Acts 5:17-41 

1. What reasons do you find for the actions that th e high priest and the 
Sadducees took? What do they seem to realize?  They are losing They are losing They are losing They are losing 

control of the people…or that they already had lost control.  control of the people…or that they already had lost control.  control of the people…or that they already had lost control.  control of the people…or that they already had lost control.  

They also realize that they are not the ones God is speaking to They also realize that they are not the ones God is speaking to They also realize that they are not the ones God is speaking to They also realize that they are not the ones God is speaking to 

even if they had  a misguieven if they had  a misguieven if they had  a misguieven if they had  a misguided understanding that they did  now ded understanding that they did  now ded understanding that they did  now ded understanding that they did  now 

they knew God was speaking to these simple men…and they they knew God was speaking to these simple men…and they they knew God was speaking to these simple men…and they they knew God was speaking to these simple men…and they 

were jealous.were jealous.were jealous.were jealous. 
 
2. How does God intervene on behalf of the Apostles  the first time? He He He He 

releases them to preach for Him… to oppose the Sadducees and releases them to preach for Him… to oppose the Sadducees and releases them to preach for Him… to oppose the Sadducees and releases them to preach for Him… to oppose the Sadducees and 

the high priest…to the high priest…to the high priest…to the high priest…to humiliate them.  humiliate them.  humiliate them.  humiliate them.  How does God intervene, at 
least, at the beginning of the 2 nd incarceration? He places the fear He places the fear He places the fear He places the fear 

of the people in the guards…and even the court realizes that the of the people in the guards…and even the court realizes that the of the people in the guards…and even the court realizes that the of the people in the guards…and even the court realizes that the 

teaching of the apostles have “filled “ Jerusalem and that the teaching of the apostles have “filled “ Jerusalem and that the teaching of the apostles have “filled “ Jerusalem and that the teaching of the apostles have “filled “ Jerusalem and that the 

apostles had foapostles had foapostles had foapostles had found “them” guilty of Jesus’ blood…so much for und “them” guilty of Jesus’ blood…so much for und “them” guilty of Jesus’ blood…so much for und “them” guilty of Jesus’ blood…so much for 

their authority and power… the courts that is.their authority and power… the courts that is.their authority and power… the courts that is.their authority and power… the courts that is. 
 

3. How did Peter and the Apostles respond to such q uestioning? What 
does their response teach us for today?   

 
4. Why then was the council enraged/furious with th em?  How does 

God intervene next? Gamaliel’s speech. Gamaliel was actually a Gamaliel’s speech. Gamaliel was actually a Gamaliel’s speech. Gamaliel was actually a Gamaliel’s speech. Gamaliel was actually a 

PhariseePhariseePhariseePharisee    (highly respected because of his being a grandson of (highly respected because of his being a grandson of (highly respected because of his being a grandson of (highly respected because of his being a grandson of 
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Hillel a very prominent Rabbi)Hillel a very prominent Rabbi)Hillel a very prominent Rabbi)Hillel a very prominent Rabbi), a more tolerant group that may , a more tolerant group that may , a more tolerant group that may , a more tolerant group that may 

have sympathized with these new Christiahave sympathized with these new Christiahave sympathized with these new Christiahave sympathized with these new Christians to a certain degrns to a certain degrns to a certain degrns to a certain degree ee ee ee 

because because because because of their stand on resurrection and their uneasiness of their stand on resurrection and their uneasiness of their stand on resurrection and their uneasiness of their stand on resurrection and their uneasiness 

toward the toward the toward the toward the Sadducees.  Interestingly enough that the names and Sadducees.  Interestingly enough that the names and Sadducees.  Interestingly enough that the names and Sadducees.  Interestingly enough that the names and 

information can be loosely confirmed in the writings of information can be loosely confirmed in the writings of information can be loosely confirmed in the writings of information can be loosely confirmed in the writings of 

Josephus.Josephus.Josephus.Josephus. 
 

5. After Gamaliel’s speech the council is quieted a nd they bring the 
men in and have them flogged.  Why do you suppose G od doesn’t 
intervene here but allows them to be flogged? 40 lashes minus 1 as 40 lashes minus 1 as 40 lashes minus 1 as 40 lashes minus 1 as 

the law demanded… but the Jews were not known for the same the law demanded… but the Jews were not known for the same the law demanded… but the Jews were not known for the same the law demanded… but the Jews were not known for the same 

cruelty for which the Romans came to be known with their cruelty for which the Romans came to be known with their cruelty for which the Romans came to be known with their cruelty for which the Romans came to be known with their 

lashingslashingslashingslashings    (no steel or glass pieces placed in the whip like a cats (no steel or glass pieces placed in the whip like a cats (no steel or glass pieces placed in the whip like a cats (no steel or glass pieces placed in the whip like a cats 

claw… “just” a whip.) claw… “just” a whip.) claw… “just” a whip.) claw… “just” a whip.) but all the samebut all the samebut all the samebut all the same,,,,    each of them would each of them would each of them would each of them would 

have come away with their backs lacerated and bleeding.have come away with their backs lacerated and bleeding.have come away with their backs lacerated and bleeding.have come away with their backs lacerated and bleeding.         
 

6. Given everything else we have seen in the chapte r what was God 
communicating with allowing them to be flogged? 

 
7. What was their response? Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount. Matthew Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount. Matthew Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount. Matthew Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount. Matthew 

5: 105: 105: 105: 10----12…they rejoiced in persecution… Look at Hebrews 12: 2.12…they rejoiced in persecution… Look at Hebrews 12: 2.12…they rejoiced in persecution… Look at Hebrews 12: 2.12…they rejoiced in persecution… Look at Hebrews 12: 2. 
What would that have communicated to the people who  knew about 
the judgment on them? 

 
8. Persecution of the church defined by voices from  the past: 

a.a.a.a. “Kill us, torture us, condemn us, grind us to dust…The “Kill us, torture us, condemn us, grind us to dust…The “Kill us, torture us, condemn us, grind us to dust…The “Kill us, torture us, condemn us, grind us to dust…The 
more you mow us down, the more we grow; the seed is more you mow us down, the more we grow; the seed is more you mow us down, the more we grow; the seed is more you mow us down, the more we grow; the seed is 
ININININ    the blood of Christians.”the blood of Christians.”the blood of Christians.”the blood of Christians.”----    TertullianTertullianTertullianTertullian    (160(160(160(160----220 AD)220 AD)220 AD)220 AD)    

    

b.b.b.b. “Without bleeding the church fails to bless.  Pers“Without bleeding the church fails to bless.  Pers“Without bleeding the church fails to bless.  Pers“Without bleeding the church fails to bless.  Persecution ecution ecution ecution 
will refine the church, but not destroy it.  If it leads to will refine the church, but not destroy it.  If it leads to will refine the church, but not destroy it.  If it leads to will refine the church, but not destroy it.  If it leads to 
prayer and praise, to an acknowledgment of the prayer and praise, to an acknowledgment of the prayer and praise, to an acknowledgment of the prayer and praise, to an acknowledgment of the 
sovereignty of God and of solidarity with Christ in His sovereignty of God and of solidarity with Christ in His sovereignty of God and of solidarity with Christ in His sovereignty of God and of solidarity with Christ in His 
sufferings, then…however painful…it may be sufferings, then…however painful…it may be sufferings, then…however painful…it may be sufferings, then…however painful…it may be 
welcome.”welcome.”welcome.”welcome.”----    Bishop Festo Kivengere in FebruBishop Festo Kivengere in FebruBishop Festo Kivengere in FebruBishop Festo Kivengere in February 1979 on ary 1979 on ary 1979 on ary 1979 on 

the 2the 2the 2the 2ndndndnd    anniversary of the martyrdom of Archbishop anniversary of the martyrdom of Archbishop anniversary of the martyrdom of Archbishop anniversary of the martyrdom of Archbishop 

Janani Luwum of UgandaJanani Luwum of UgandaJanani Luwum of UgandaJanani Luwum of Uganda    

    
9. We are so blesses it would be hard to even think  of an answer to 

this question but, what would you be willing to be flogged for?  What 
is it that really matters to you? 
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Acts- Sunday School 
January 15, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. How did Peter and the apostles respond to the af fliction they endured?  
How was that a good witness to those outside watchi ng? 
 

2. Why does God bring persecution upon His Church?-  To strengthen To strengthen To strengthen To strengthen 

our faith in Him…our resolve…our unity with one another.our faith in Him…our resolve…our unity with one another.our faith in Him…our resolve…our unity with one another.our faith in Him…our resolve…our unity with one another. 
 

C. Read Acts 6:1-7 
1. What positive character traits has the early chu rch been exhibiting up to 

this point?  Unity in prayer and ministry…in purpose.  Desire to be Unity in prayer and ministry…in purpose.  Desire to be Unity in prayer and ministry…in purpose.  Desire to be Unity in prayer and ministry…in purpose.  Desire to be 

together and share even suffering togethtogether and share even suffering togethtogether and share even suffering togethtogether and share even suffering together. Maturity in faith, er. Maturity in faith, er. Maturity in faith, er. Maturity in faith, 

giving and growth I numbers as well.…giving and growth I numbers as well.…giving and growth I numbers as well.…giving and growth I numbers as well.… 
 

2. What is going on in this section of the chapter?  Conflict!  Conflict!  Conflict!  Conflict!  How is that 
possible?  They haven’t even been together that long.  Christians in They haven’t even been together that long.  Christians in They haven’t even been together that long.  Christians in They haven’t even been together that long.  Christians in 

conflict…an interesting concept…one that shakes many conflict…an interesting concept…one that shakes many conflict…an interesting concept…one that shakes many conflict…an interesting concept…one that shakes many believers believers believers believers 

worldworldworldworld .  BUT…BUT…BUT…BUT…conflict is normal…it is part and parcel with life conflict is normal…it is part and parcel with life conflict is normal…it is part and parcel with life conflict is normal…it is part and parcel with life 

since we are a fallen people…even when things are “good” conflict since we are a fallen people…even when things are “good” conflict since we are a fallen people…even when things are “good” conflict since we are a fallen people…even when things are “good” conflict 

happens.  That Bible demonstrates that over and over again. happens.  That Bible demonstrates that over and over again. happens.  That Bible demonstrates that over and over again. happens.  That Bible demonstrates that over and over again. Does 
that mean that our salvation is defective?  Why or why not? Conflict is Conflict is Conflict is Conflict is 

one of the “training devises” God uses to strengthen us to cause us one of the “training devises” God uses to strengthen us to cause us one of the “training devises” God uses to strengthen us to cause us one of the “training devises” God uses to strengthen us to cause us 

to rely on Him more and to rely on one another more.  The Word to rely on Him more and to rely on one another more.  The Word to rely on Him more and to rely on one another more.  The Word to rely on Him more and to rely on one another more.  The Word 

tells us to be prepared for it…not to go looking for it.  We are not to tells us to be prepared for it…not to go looking for it.  We are not to tells us to be prepared for it…not to go looking for it.  We are not to tells us to be prepared for it…not to go looking for it.  We are not to 

be surprised by it.be surprised by it.be surprised by it.be surprised by it. 
 
3. What has happened since the people prayed for bo ldness?  

a.a.a.a. 5:15:15:15:1----16161616----    Corruption with the church with Ananias and Corruption with the church with Ananias and Corruption with the church with Ananias and Corruption with the church with Ananias and 

SapphiraSapphiraSapphiraSapphira----    but God judge and that corruption was stopped but God judge and that corruption was stopped but God judge and that corruption was stopped but God judge and that corruption was stopped 

for the moment and the church grew.for the moment and the church grew.for the moment and the church grew.for the moment and the church grew.    

b.b.b.b. 5:175:175:175:17----42424242----    Persecution …not just of the church but of the Persecution …not just of the church but of the Persecution …not just of the church but of the Persecution …not just of the church but of the 

apostles tapostles tapostles tapostles the leaders of the church…but God sent Gamaliel he leaders of the church…but God sent Gamaliel he leaders of the church…but God sent Gamaliel he leaders of the church…but God sent Gamaliel 

to stop the death to stop the death to stop the death to stop the death sentence the Sadducees wanted to carry sentence the Sadducees wanted to carry sentence the Sadducees wanted to carry sentence the Sadducees wanted to carry 

out…they were flogged and the church grew.out…they were flogged and the church grew.out…they were flogged and the church grew.out…they were flogged and the church grew.    

c.c.c.c. 6:16:16:16:1----7777----    Distraction and dissention…the Apostles Distraction and dissention…the Apostles Distraction and dissention…the Apostles Distraction and dissention…the Apostles 

demonstrated leadership and the church grew some more.demonstrated leadership and the church grew some more.demonstrated leadership and the church grew some more.demonstrated leadership and the church grew some more.    

 
4. So to the text specifically.  What conflict aris es here in the midst of 

God’s church? - The Greek speaking widows were being neglected The Greek speaking widows were being neglected The Greek speaking widows were being neglected The Greek speaking widows were being neglected 

as far as one group was concerned.  This was probably a valid as far as one group was concerned.  This was probably a valid as far as one group was concerned.  This was probably a valid as far as one group was concerned.  This was probably a valid 

concern since historically it seems the Jews took care of their concern since historically it seems the Jews took care of their concern since historically it seems the Jews took care of their concern since historically it seems the Jews took care of their 

““““own” first. own” first. own” first. own” first.  
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5. A thought to pursue:  It seems that the Jews wer e giving preferential 
treatment to their “own.” This is wrong by all of G od’s standards.  But 
this is not the only problem or “conflict” at play here.  It seems that 
when dissention occurs in one area it is cultivated  in other areas as 
well.  So while the Christians of Jewish descent we re in the wrong…so 
weren’t the Greeks.  How so you might ask?  Look at  this word 
“complaint”= whispering or quarreling behind the ba cks of the 
leaders…not going to them directly.  It would appea r from the 
construction of the text that this complaint came t o the 12 through other 
sources.  There is no indication that the people ca me to them 
directly…the word also allows for something that go es on in the church 
a lot “secret discussions/complaining” among themse lves…which only 
foster disunity and dissention even more. 

 
6. What leads you to believe that the 12 see this a s a serious issue? When When When When 

they heard about it they got right on it.  they heard about it they got right on it.  they heard about it they got right on it.  they heard about it they got right on it.  What was their solution?  
Does this seem as if they are just shifting the buc k to someone else? 

 
7. What is significant about the fact that at least  5 of the 7 of the early 

“deacons” seem to be Greeks? 
 
8. There seems to be enough to sin to go around…the  Jewish Christians 

not reaching out and caring for their Grecian siste rs in need and then 
the Grecian Christians talking behind the backs of the Apostles causing 
division and dissention.  With this going on and pr obably more why 
weren’t these sins really addressed…they simply mad e sure the need 
was taken care of?  They seem to have determined to concentrate on They seem to have determined to concentrate on They seem to have determined to concentrate on They seem to have determined to concentrate on 

the foundational problem of getting the needs of the widows met the foundational problem of getting the needs of the widows met the foundational problem of getting the needs of the widows met the foundational problem of getting the needs of the widows met 

rather than spend time dealing with the quarreling…showing great rather than spend time dealing with the quarreling…showing great rather than spend time dealing with the quarreling…showing great rather than spend time dealing with the quarreling…showing great 

leadership for they seemed to know once the people were back leadership for they seemed to know once the people were back leadership for they seemed to know once the people were back leadership for they seemed to know once the people were back 

ddddoing for one another the quarreling would stop.  They oing for one another the quarreling would stop.  They oing for one another the quarreling would stop.  They oing for one another the quarreling would stop.  They 

concentrated on the issue at hand then spending all their time concentrated on the issue at hand then spending all their time concentrated on the issue at hand then spending all their time concentrated on the issue at hand then spending all their time 

simply putting out little fires.simply putting out little fires.simply putting out little fires.simply putting out little fires. 
 
9. Why is their solution the right one for the chur ch? If they are If they are If they are If they are 

distracted from their calling …preoccupiedistracted from their calling …preoccupiedistracted from their calling …preoccupiedistracted from their calling …preoccupied with administrative d with administrative d with administrative d with administrative 

type work…neglecting their calling for the tyranny of the urgent type work…neglecting their calling for the tyranny of the urgent type work…neglecting their calling for the tyranny of the urgent type work…neglecting their calling for the tyranny of the urgent 

the church is left defenseless against false doctrine and further the church is left defenseless against false doctrine and further the church is left defenseless against false doctrine and further the church is left defenseless against false doctrine and further 

dissentions.   They didn’t neglect the concerndissentions.   They didn’t neglect the concerndissentions.   They didn’t neglect the concerndissentions.   They didn’t neglect the concern…………    they found a they found a they found a they found a 

solution that was best for the church so tsolution that was best for the church so tsolution that was best for the church so tsolution that was best for the church so they could continue in the hey could continue in the hey could continue in the hey could continue in the 

work they were called towork they were called towork they were called towork they were called to… and the … and the … and the … and the upshotupshotupshotupshot    was the LORD grew the was the LORD grew the was the LORD grew the was the LORD grew the 

church.church.church.church. 
 
10. What principles can we glean from this as to ho w the church should 

function in relationship to problem solving?   In r elationship to 
ministry? 
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Acts- Sunday School 
January 22, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

11. Why was the Apostles solution to the issue that  arose in the early 
church the right one? If they are distracted from their calling If they are distracted from their calling If they are distracted from their calling If they are distracted from their calling 

…preoccupied with administrative type work…neglecting their …preoccupied with administrative type work…neglecting their …preoccupied with administrative type work…neglecting their …preoccupied with administrative type work…neglecting their 

calling for the tyranncalling for the tyranncalling for the tyranncalling for the tyranny of the urgent the church is left defenseless y of the urgent the church is left defenseless y of the urgent the church is left defenseless y of the urgent the church is left defenseless 

against false doctrine and further dissentions.   They didn’t neglect against false doctrine and further dissentions.   They didn’t neglect against false doctrine and further dissentions.   They didn’t neglect against false doctrine and further dissentions.   They didn’t neglect 

the concern… they found a solution that was best for the church so the concern… they found a solution that was best for the church so the concern… they found a solution that was best for the church so the concern… they found a solution that was best for the church so 

they could continue in the work they were called to… and the they could continue in the work they were called to… and the they could continue in the work they were called to… and the they could continue in the work they were called to… and the 

upshot was upshot was upshot was upshot was the LORD grew the church.the LORD grew the church.the LORD grew the church.the LORD grew the church. 
 

12. What principles can we glean from this as to ho w the church should 
function in relationship to problem solving?  In re lationship to ministry 
in general? The church needs boundaries…God’s people need The church needs boundaries…God’s people need The church needs boundaries…God’s people need The church needs boundaries…God’s people need 

structure so that people’s gifstructure so that people’s gifstructure so that people’s gifstructure so that people’s gifts can be utilized to God’s glory.  This ts can be utilized to God’s glory.  This ts can be utilized to God’s glory.  This ts can be utilized to God’s glory.  This 

gives security in Christ that helps us accomplish meaningful gives security in Christ that helps us accomplish meaningful gives security in Christ that helps us accomplish meaningful gives security in Christ that helps us accomplish meaningful 

things.  Structure rather than chaos…everyone doing what is right things.  Structure rather than chaos…everyone doing what is right things.  Structure rather than chaos…everyone doing what is right things.  Structure rather than chaos…everyone doing what is right 

in their own eyes…gives lasting and effective results for God’s in their own eyes…gives lasting and effective results for God’s in their own eyes…gives lasting and effective results for God’s in their own eyes…gives lasting and effective results for God’s 

glory.glory.glory.glory. 
 

C. Read Acts 6:8-15 
1. First Peter and John were hauled before the Sanh edrin, then all the 

disciples, now Stephen.  What is Satan doing? Seeking to scare the Seeking to scare the Seeking to scare the Seeking to scare the 

church even more…obviously persecution has gotten progressively church even more…obviously persecution has gotten progressively church even more…obviously persecution has gotten progressively church even more…obviously persecution has gotten progressively 

worse.  worse.  worse.  worse.  What is God doing? Setting the stage to initiateSetting the stage to initiateSetting the stage to initiateSetting the stage to initiate    His His His His 

worldwide worldwide worldwide worldwide ......preparing to bring in Paul...preparing to bring in Paul...preparing to bring in Paul...preparing to bring in Paul. 
 

2. What are some things we about Stephen in our tex t? 
a.a.a.a. A man full of the Spirit and wisdomA man full of the Spirit and wisdomA man full of the Spirit and wisdomA man full of the Spirit and wisdom. (From Acts 6:3,5). (From Acts 6:3,5). (From Acts 6:3,5). (From Acts 6:3,5)What 

does that statement mean? No one could oppose his No one could oppose his No one could oppose his No one could oppose his 

debating…and the truth of what he said and the wadebating…and the truth of what he said and the wadebating…and the truth of what he said and the wadebating…and the truth of what he said and the way he said y he said y he said y he said 

it…vs. 9.  This fulfilled the Prophesy of Jesus …See Matt. 10:16it…vs. 9.  This fulfilled the Prophesy of Jesus …See Matt. 10:16it…vs. 9.  This fulfilled the Prophesy of Jesus …See Matt. 10:16it…vs. 9.  This fulfilled the Prophesy of Jesus …See Matt. 10:16----

23; Luke 12:12; 21:1523; Luke 12:12; 21:1523; Luke 12:12; 21:1523; Luke 12:12; 21:15 
b.b.b.b. A man full of grace and powerA man full of grace and powerA man full of grace and powerA man full of grace and power.... Again what does this mean in 

modern language? GraciousGraciousGraciousGracious----ChristChristChristChrist----like…lovinglike…lovinglike…lovinglike…loving----    some have some have some have some have 

defined the term as a combination of sweetndefined the term as a combination of sweetndefined the term as a combination of sweetndefined the term as a combination of sweetness and strengthess and strengthess and strengthess and strength----    a a a a 

perfect balance…God did signs and wonders through him.perfect balance…God did signs and wonders through him.perfect balance…God did signs and wonders through him.perfect balance…God did signs and wonders through him. 
c.c.c.c. A man of great conviction in his preachingA man of great conviction in his preachingA man of great conviction in his preachingA man of great conviction in his preaching…………proclamation of the 

Word.     So much so that just like Jesus his words were twisted So much so that just like Jesus his words were twisted So much so that just like Jesus his words were twisted So much so that just like Jesus his words were twisted 

because he was speaking the truth.  A trait that will occbecause he was speaking the truth.  A trait that will occbecause he was speaking the truth.  A trait that will occbecause he was speaking the truth.  A trait that will occur ur ur ur 

with almost everyone who is speaking the truth…your words with almost everyone who is speaking the truth…your words with almost everyone who is speaking the truth…your words with almost everyone who is speaking the truth…your words 

will be twisted by others. will be twisted by others. will be twisted by others. will be twisted by others.  
d.d.d.d. A man who stirred up oppositionA man who stirred up oppositionA man who stirred up oppositionA man who stirred up opposition…like Jesus...especially …like Jesus...especially …like Jesus...especially …like Jesus...especially 

among freed slaves.  The Synagogue of the Freedmen were among freed slaves.  The Synagogue of the Freedmen were among freed slaves.  The Synagogue of the Freedmen were among freed slaves.  The Synagogue of the Freedmen were 

freed slaves and their descendants…but what of the othefreed slaves and their descendants…but what of the othefreed slaves and their descendants…but what of the othefreed slaves and their descendants…but what of the other r r r 

Jews mentioned?  These all had been freed from slavery …had Jews mentioned?  These all had been freed from slavery …had Jews mentioned?  These all had been freed from slavery …had Jews mentioned?  These all had been freed from slavery …had 

suffered for their “faith” and had made the pilgrimage back to suffered for their “faith” and had made the pilgrimage back to suffered for their “faith” and had made the pilgrimage back to suffered for their “faith” and had made the pilgrimage back to 

Jerusalem…they may have been some of the most Jerusalem…they may have been some of the most Jerusalem…they may have been some of the most Jerusalem…they may have been some of the most 
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zealous/legalistic of the Jews…so they would also be among zealous/legalistic of the Jews…so they would also be among zealous/legalistic of the Jews…so they would also be among zealous/legalistic of the Jews…so they would also be among 

the most outspoken againstthe most outspoken againstthe most outspoken againstthe most outspoken against    any Jew who converted…it is any Jew who converted…it is any Jew who converted…it is any Jew who converted…it is 

supposed that Saul of Tarsus may have been from the group supposed that Saul of Tarsus may have been from the group supposed that Saul of Tarsus may have been from the group supposed that Saul of Tarsus may have been from the group 

from the region of Cilicia.  Since they could thwart him in from the region of Cilicia.  Since they could thwart him in from the region of Cilicia.  Since they could thwart him in from the region of Cilicia.  Since they could thwart him in 

open debate they did the next “best” thing…start a smear open debate they did the next “best” thing…start a smear open debate they did the next “best” thing…start a smear open debate they did the next “best” thing…start a smear 

campaign full of lies. Vs. 11campaign full of lies. Vs. 11campaign full of lies. Vs. 11campaign full of lies. Vs. 11----13.13.13.13. 
 

3. What were the charges levels against him in vers e 13-14? How would 
these stir up the people against him? The charge went from The charge went from The charge went from The charge went from 

blaspheming against Moses and God and then the lies were blaspheming against Moses and God and then the lies were blaspheming against Moses and God and then the lies were blaspheming against Moses and God and then the lies were 

elaborated on by bribed witnesses to include that he never stops elaborated on by bribed witnesses to include that he never stops elaborated on by bribed witnesses to include that he never stops elaborated on by bribed witnesses to include that he never stops 

speaking against the holyspeaking against the holyspeaking against the holyspeaking against the holy    place and the law. Nothing was more place and the law. Nothing was more place and the law. Nothing was more place and the law. Nothing was more 

sacred  to the Jew, especially these “radical” Jews, than the Law sacred  to the Jew, especially these “radical” Jews, than the Law sacred  to the Jew, especially these “radical” Jews, than the Law sacred  to the Jew, especially these “radical” Jews, than the Law 

and the temple.  Moses and God were of course associated with the and the temple.  Moses and God were of course associated with the and the temple.  Moses and God were of course associated with the and the temple.  Moses and God were of course associated with the 

Law.  When speaking of the temple they always had in mind the Law.  When speaking of the temple they always had in mind the Law.  When speaking of the temple they always had in mind the Law.  When speaking of the temple they always had in mind the 

“holy of holies”… God’s p“holy of holies”… God’s p“holy of holies”… God’s p“holy of holies”… God’s personal room from their perspective… so ersonal room from their perspective… so ersonal room from their perspective… so ersonal room from their perspective… so 

to speak against either was to be blasphemous!  Just like the to speak against either was to be blasphemous!  Just like the to speak against either was to be blasphemous!  Just like the to speak against either was to be blasphemous!  Just like the 

charge against Jesus.charge against Jesus.charge against Jesus.charge against Jesus. 
 

4. However, in what sense did Stephen speak against  the temple and the 
law? Answer…vs. 14!  Answer…vs. 14!  Answer…vs. 14!  Answer…vs. 14!  Who else had been accused of saying the same 
thing? So Stephen was certainly repeating what he had heard Jesus So Stephen was certainly repeating what he had heard Jesus So Stephen was certainly repeating what he had heard Jesus So Stephen was certainly repeating what he had heard Jesus 

say. Matt. 12:6; John 2:19say. Matt. 12:6; John 2:19say. Matt. 12:6; John 2:19say. Matt. 12:6; John 2:19----21.  What Jesus taught was that the 21.  What Jesus taught was that the 21.  What Jesus taught was that the 21.  What Jesus taught was that the 

temple and the law  would find their Godtemple and the law  would find their Godtemple and the law  would find their Godtemple and the law  would find their God----intended fulfillment in intended fulfillment in intended fulfillment in intended fulfillment in 

Him.  Jesus replaces the need for a temple…the reason thereHim.  Jesus replaces the need for a temple…the reason thereHim.  Jesus replaces the need for a temple…the reason thereHim.  Jesus replaces the need for a temple…the reason there    won’t won’t won’t won’t 

be one in the New Heaven and the New Earth and He fulfills the be one in the New Heaven and the New Earth and He fulfills the be one in the New Heaven and the New Earth and He fulfills the be one in the New Heaven and the New Earth and He fulfills the 

law. They misunderstood Jesus so they would naturally law. They misunderstood Jesus so they would naturally law. They misunderstood Jesus so they would naturally law. They misunderstood Jesus so they would naturally 

misunderstand Stephen. misunderstand Stephen. misunderstand Stephen. misunderstand Stephen.  
 
5. This section closes with an interesting statemen t, “And gazing at him, 

all who sat in the council saw that his face was li ke the face of an 
angel.” See Ex. 34:29-30.  What would be significant even i ronic, 
perhaps, about this statement? Here they have just accused him of Here they have just accused him of Here they have just accused him of Here they have just accused him of 

blaspheming Moses and what do these physically see?  They see his blaspheming Moses and what do these physically see?  They see his blaspheming Moses and what do these physically see?  They see his blaspheming Moses and what do these physically see?  They see his 

face shining like an angeface shining like an angeface shining like an angeface shining like an angel’s…exactly what happened to Moses after l’s…exactly what happened to Moses after l’s…exactly what happened to Moses after l’s…exactly what happened to Moses after 

receiving the 10 Commandments.  receiving the 10 Commandments.  receiving the 10 Commandments.  receiving the 10 Commandments.  So what is God doing through this 
miracle? God is doing something interesting here before these God is doing something interesting here before these God is doing something interesting here before these God is doing something interesting here before these 

men…it seems that He deliberately was showing that both Moses’ men…it seems that He deliberately was showing that both Moses’ men…it seems that He deliberately was showing that both Moses’ men…it seems that He deliberately was showing that both Moses’ 

ministry of the law and ministry of the law and ministry of the law and ministry of the law and Stephen’s interpretation of the law had His Stephen’s interpretation of the law had His Stephen’s interpretation of the law had His Stephen’s interpretation of the law had His 

approval.  Stephen’s grace and power, his irresistible wisdom and approval.  Stephen’s grace and power, his irresistible wisdom and approval.  Stephen’s grace and power, his irresistible wisdom and approval.  Stephen’s grace and power, his irresistible wisdom and 

the shining face were all God’s way of revealing to any who were the shining face were all God’s way of revealing to any who were the shining face were all God’s way of revealing to any who were the shining face were all God’s way of revealing to any who were 

paying attention…those that He was calling to himself… that He paying attention…those that He was calling to himself… that He paying attention…those that He was calling to himself… that He paying attention…those that He was calling to himself… that He 

was in fact WITH Swas in fact WITH Swas in fact WITH Swas in fact WITH Stephen in all respects. tephen in all respects. tephen in all respects. tephen in all respects.  
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Acts- Sunday School 
January 29, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What was Stephen being accused of and why did it  get these Jews so 
upset? 
 

2. What is Satan trying to do in this story?  What is God doing? 
 

3. Why are these event even important 2000 years la ter? 
 

C. Read Acts 7: 1-53…long read but it is the whole thing!!! 
1. You gotta love this man…when confronted with the  charges against him 

what does he do? Preaches a sermon!!! Preaches a sermon!!! Preaches a sermon!!! Preaches a sermon!!! What was significant about this 
sermon? He did not simply rehearse key He did not simply rehearse key He did not simply rehearse key He did not simply rehearse key features of the OT that the features of the OT that the features of the OT that the features of the OT that the 

Sanhedrin would have been familiar with, but he draws lessons Sanhedrin would have been familiar with, but he draws lessons Sanhedrin would have been familiar with, but he draws lessons Sanhedrin would have been familiar with, but he draws lessons 

from these sections that had been missed, forgotten or from these sections that had been missed, forgotten or from these sections that had been missed, forgotten or from these sections that had been missed, forgotten or 

purposefully overlooked overtime.  He was in fact, proving the purposefully overlooked overtime.  He was in fact, proving the purposefully overlooked overtime.  He was in fact, proving the purposefully overlooked overtime.  He was in fact, proving the 

purpose of the Messiah to do exactly what he andpurpose of the Messiah to do exactly what he andpurpose of the Messiah to do exactly what he andpurpose of the Messiah to do exactly what he and    Jesus said it Jesus said it Jesus said it Jesus said it 

would be to replace the temple and fulfill the law as the OT clearly would be to replace the temple and fulfill the law as the OT clearly would be to replace the temple and fulfill the law as the OT clearly would be to replace the temple and fulfill the law as the OT clearly 

taught…going so far as to implicate their rejection of the true taught…going so far as to implicate their rejection of the true taught…going so far as to implicate their rejection of the true taught…going so far as to implicate their rejection of the true 

meanings of God’s Word and their disregard for the law. meanings of God’s Word and their disregard for the law. meanings of God’s Word and their disregard for the law. meanings of God’s Word and their disregard for the law.  
 
2. Now let’s look at the particulars of Stephen’s s ermon/defense. What do 

we see in these first verses that tell us how Steph en feels and knows 
about God? “the God of Glory” communicates that Stephen fully “the God of Glory” communicates that Stephen fully “the God of Glory” communicates that Stephen fully “the God of Glory” communicates that Stephen fully 

understands who God is and his immense respect and faith in Him.understands who God is and his immense respect and faith in Him.understands who God is and his immense respect and faith in Him.understands who God is and his immense respect and faith in Him. 
…speaks to God’s sovereignty. Providence and electi on. 

 
3. What was God’s promise to Abraham and how did He  fulfill this 

promise? See Gen. 12:1See Gen. 12:1See Gen. 12:1See Gen. 12:1----3; 15:123; 15:123; 15:123; 15:12----21212121God chose to speak to a pagan and God chose to speak to a pagan and God chose to speak to a pagan and God chose to speak to a pagan and 

call him out of his pagan beliefs into the true faith.  call him out of his pagan beliefs into the true faith.  call him out of his pagan beliefs into the true faith.  call him out of his pagan beliefs into the true faith.   Verses 3Verses 3Verses 3Verses 3----5, 17.   5, 17.   5, 17.   5, 17.   

A seed too numerous to be countedA seed too numerous to be countedA seed too numerous to be countedA seed too numerous to be counted    and a land…of His choosing. So and a land…of His choosing. So and a land…of His choosing. So and a land…of His choosing. So 

long before long before long before long before theretheretherethere    was a “holy place” there was a “holy place” there was a “holy place” there was a “holy place” there werewerewerewere    a holy people to a holy people to a holy people to a holy people to 

whom God had pledged Himself by covenant. whom God had pledged Himself by covenant. whom God had pledged Himself by covenant. whom God had pledged Himself by covenant.  
 
4. What point is he making concerning Joseph in ver ses 9-19?  

a. First, the patriarch rejected their own brothers messageFirst, the patriarch rejected their own brothers messageFirst, the patriarch rejected their own brothers messageFirst, the patriarch rejected their own brothers message    

from God. Vs. 9.from God. Vs. 9.from God. Vs. 9.from God. Vs. 9. 
b. Egypt is named at least 6 times in 7 verses showing the Egypt is named at least 6 times in 7 verses showing the Egypt is named at least 6 times in 7 verses showing the Egypt is named at least 6 times in 7 verses showing the 

connection between what was promised to Abraham about connection between what was promised to Abraham about connection between what was promised to Abraham about connection between what was promised to Abraham about 

God’s people being in a land where they would be God’s people being in a land where they would be God’s people being in a land where they would be God’s people being in a land where they would be 

strangers and slaves for 400 years…strangers and slaves for 400 years…strangers and slaves for 400 years…strangers and slaves for 400 years… 
c. And the people died along ways away from thAnd the people died along ways away from thAnd the people died along ways away from thAnd the people died along ways away from the “promised e “promised e “promised e “promised 

land” and yet God was with them before there was a land” and yet God was with them before there was a land” and yet God was with them before there was a land” and yet God was with them before there was a 

temple.temple.temple.temple. 
 
5.5.5.5. How does Stephen communicate his respect for Moses ? The largest The largest The largest The largest 

section of his sermon seems to be devoted to Moses. See verses 20section of his sermon seems to be devoted to Moses. See verses 20section of his sermon seems to be devoted to Moses. See verses 20section of his sermon seems to be devoted to Moses. See verses 20----

22, 38.  22, 38.  22, 38.  22, 38.  What is his point concerning how the people respond ed to 
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Moses? (Verses 39(Verses 39(Verses 39(Verses 39----43) They in turn refused to listen to the will and 43) They in turn refused to listen to the will and 43) They in turn refused to listen to the will and 43) They in turn refused to listen to the will and 

Word of God but rather turn to their own understanding… Word of God but rather turn to their own understanding… Word of God but rather turn to their own understanding… Word of God but rather turn to their own understanding… What 
would have been especially significant and cogent t o the conversation 
about his references in vs. 33, “Take off the sandals from your feet, for 
the place you are standing is holy ground.”  And then the reference of 
vs.48, “Yet the Most high does not dwell in houses made by  hands…”  
and then referring to Isaiah 61:1? Wherever God is… is holy Wherever God is… is holy Wherever God is… is holy Wherever God is… is holy 

ground…and God is everywhere,ground…and God is everywhere,ground…and God is everywhere,ground…and God is everywhere,    especially wherever His people especially wherever His people especially wherever His people especially wherever His people 

are. So if He has a home anywhere on earth , it is with His people are. So if He has a home anywhere on earth , it is with His people are. So if He has a home anywhere on earth , it is with His people are. So if He has a home anywhere on earth , it is with His people 

but He cannot be contained in a simple or elaborate building.  but He cannot be contained in a simple or elaborate building.  but He cannot be contained in a simple or elaborate building.  but He cannot be contained in a simple or elaborate building.  

According to His covenant…wherever His people are, He is there According to His covenant…wherever His people are, He is there According to His covenant…wherever His people are, He is there According to His covenant…wherever His people are, He is there 

also. also. also. also.     

    

6.6.6.6. What is Stephen’s particular accusation in verses 51-53 and does it 
relate to the previous 50 verses? How are Stephen’s  accusers guilty of 
that which they accused him of according to Acts 7: 51-53?     

    

7.7.7.7. So to wrap up, how did Stephen’s sermon speak to t he accusations 
against him?      

    

D. Read Acts 7:54-8:4 
1.1.1.1. Why would the Sanhedrin be so upset with Stephen s ermonizing? They They They They 

were wanting to kill him anyway because of the influence of his were wanting to kill him anyway because of the influence of his were wanting to kill him anyway because of the influence of his were wanting to kill him anyway because of the influence of his 

words…they put him on the same level with Jesus since he could so words…they put him on the same level with Jesus since he could so words…they put him on the same level with Jesus since he could so words…they put him on the same level with Jesus since he could so 

effectively interpret the Word of God…heffectively interpret the Word of God…heffectively interpret the Word of God…heffectively interpret the Word of God…he accused them of e accused them of e accused them of e accused them of 

murder…and perhaps he had convinced many of them of that murder…and perhaps he had convinced many of them of that murder…and perhaps he had convinced many of them of that murder…and perhaps he had convinced many of them of that 

fact…much to their shame so he must be dealt with.fact…much to their shame so he must be dealt with.fact…much to their shame so he must be dealt with.fact…much to their shame so he must be dealt with.    

    

2.2.2.2. What else do we learn of Stephen’s character here in this section?     

    

3.3.3.3. How is the death of this true influential servant of God good for the 
cause?  The thousands of other martyrs as well…how do their deaths 
help the cause?     

    

4.4.4.4. How does Stephen promote the mission and life of t he church? What What What What 

interests many people is that Stephen was the first Christian interests many people is that Stephen was the first Christian interests many people is that Stephen was the first Christian interests many people is that Stephen was the first Christian 

martyr.  But Luke’s main concern lmartyr.  But Luke’s main concern lmartyr.  But Luke’s main concern lmartyr.  But Luke’s main concern lies elsewhere.  He would rather ies elsewhere.  He would rather ies elsewhere.  He would rather ies elsewhere.  He would rather 

show more about Stephen’s witness and ministry than about his show more about Stephen’s witness and ministry than about his show more about Stephen’s witness and ministry than about his show more about Stephen’s witness and ministry than about his 

death…emphasizing the role that God was having him play in the death…emphasizing the role that God was having him play in the death…emphasizing the role that God was having him play in the death…emphasizing the role that God was having him play in the 

worldwide mission and growth of the church throughout his worldwide mission and growth of the church throughout his worldwide mission and growth of the church throughout his worldwide mission and growth of the church throughout his 

teaching and is death. Stephen’s martyrdoteaching and is death. Stephen’s martyrdoteaching and is death. Stephen’s martyrdoteaching and is death. Stephen’s martyrdom supplemented the m supplemented the m supplemented the m supplemented the 

influence of his teaching. …for it shocked and stunned the church influence of his teaching. …for it shocked and stunned the church influence of his teaching. …for it shocked and stunned the church influence of his teaching. …for it shocked and stunned the church 

and the church was scattered… all but the apostles.  The scattering and the church was scattered… all but the apostles.  The scattering and the church was scattered… all but the apostles.  The scattering and the church was scattered… all but the apostles.  The scattering 

of Christians was followed by the scattering of the good news of of Christians was followed by the scattering of the good news of of Christians was followed by the scattering of the good news of of Christians was followed by the scattering of the good news of 

the gospel…wherever they went they prothe gospel…wherever they went they prothe gospel…wherever they went they prothe gospel…wherever they went they proclaimed Christ.claimed Christ.claimed Christ.claimed Christ.    
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Acts- Sunday School 
February 5, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What seems to be the main purposes for God havin g Luke tell us about 
Stephen? 
 

2. According to verse 4 what was the result of Step hen’s death?  
 

3. Why does the text inform us that the Apostles di d not leave Jerusalem? 
What is significant about this for us today? 

 
C. Acts 8:1-25 

 
1. What else seems to have been going on on the day  of Stephen’s death? 

The text says… “And there arose on that day a great persecution…”  The text says… “And there arose on that day a great persecution…”  The text says… “And there arose on that day a great persecution…”  The text says… “And there arose on that day a great persecution…”  

There seems to have begun a wThere seems to have begun a wThere seems to have begun a wThere seems to have begun a wellellellell----engineered engineered engineered engineered “house to house “house to house “house to house “house to house 
search” search” search” search” beginning of the persecution of the whole church on the beginning of the persecution of the whole church on the beginning of the persecution of the whole church on the beginning of the persecution of the whole church on the 

day of Stephen’s death…his death was not an isolated event.day of Stephen’s death…his death was not an isolated event.day of Stephen’s death…his death was not an isolated event.day of Stephen’s death…his death was not an isolated event. 
 

2. What according to this text is Saul’s desire? Wh y? Why do you suppose 
that God chose to do things this way? “A great persecution”=“A great persecution”=“A great persecution”=“A great persecution”=    

“Ravaging/destroying”= a brutal and sadistic cruelty…according to “Ravaging/destroying”= a brutal and sadistic cruelty…according to “Ravaging/destroying”= a brutal and sadistic cruelty…according to “Ravaging/destroying”= a brutal and sadistic cruelty…according to 

9:1; 22:4 Stephen was not the only death that Saul facilitated. He 9:1; 22:4 Stephen was not the only death that Saul facilitated. He 9:1; 22:4 Stephen was not the only death that Saul facilitated. He 9:1; 22:4 Stephen was not the only death that Saul facilitated. He 

had much blood on his hand.had much blood on his hand.had much blood on his hand.had much blood on his hand.     
 

3. After reading this section, how would you say th at we are seeing Acts 
1:8 being fulfilled? The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in 

Judaism among the people groups that the Jews went into…now a Judaism among the people groups that the Jews went into…now a Judaism among the people groups that the Jews went into…now a Judaism among the people groups that the Jews went into…now a 

similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the 

proclamation of the gospel among different people groupsproclamation of the gospel among different people groupsproclamation of the gospel among different people groupsproclamation of the gospel among different people groups. . . .  
    

4. What is significant about Philip, a Jew, going t o Samaria and the 
Samaritans actually listening to him?  We definitely see the power of We definitely see the power of We definitely see the power of We definitely see the power of 

the gospel to overcome even hardthe gospel to overcome even hardthe gospel to overcome even hardthe gospel to overcome even hard----core prejudicecore prejudicecore prejudicecore prejudice    herehereherehere.  Hostility .  Hostility .  Hostility .  Hostility 

between the Jews and the Samaritans had lasted for between the Jews and the Samaritans had lasted for between the Jews and the Samaritans had lasted for between the Jews and the Samaritans had lasted for a 1000 years. a 1000 years. a 1000 years. a 1000 years. 

It began with the monarchy in the 10It began with the monarchy in the 10It began with the monarchy in the 10It began with the monarchy in the 10thththth    Cent. BC when the tribes Cent. BC when the tribes Cent. BC when the tribes Cent. BC when the tribes 

defected, making Samaria their capital, leaving only 2 tribes loyal defected, making Samaria their capital, leaving only 2 tribes loyal defected, making Samaria their capital, leaving only 2 tribes loyal defected, making Samaria their capital, leaving only 2 tribes loyal 

to Jerusalem…(The Northern Kingdom and Southern Kingdom to Jerusalem…(The Northern Kingdom and Southern Kingdom to Jerusalem…(The Northern Kingdom and Southern Kingdom to Jerusalem…(The Northern Kingdom and Southern Kingdom 

split)…Things got steadily worse when Samaria was captsplit)…Things got steadily worse when Samaria was captsplit)…Things got steadily worse when Samaria was captsplit)…Things got steadily worse when Samaria was captured by ured by ured by ured by 

Assyria in 722 BC. Thousands of its inhabitants were deported and Assyria in 722 BC. Thousands of its inhabitants were deported and Assyria in 722 BC. Thousands of its inhabitants were deported and Assyria in 722 BC. Thousands of its inhabitants were deported and 

repopulated by foreigners.  In the 6repopulated by foreigners.  In the 6repopulated by foreigners.  In the 6repopulated by foreigners.  In the 6thththth    Cent. BC, when the Jews Cent. BC, when the Jews Cent. BC, when the Jews Cent. BC, when the Jews 

returned to their land, they refused to help the Samaritans rebuild returned to their land, they refused to help the Samaritans rebuild returned to their land, they refused to help the Samaritans rebuild returned to their land, they refused to help the Samaritans rebuild 

their temple.  Things went along for a couple of hutheir temple.  Things went along for a couple of hutheir temple.  Things went along for a couple of hutheir temple.  Things went along for a couple of hundred years ndred years ndred years ndred years 

until the 4until the 4until the 4until the 4thththth    cent. BC when relationships hardened between the cent. BC when relationships hardened between the cent. BC when relationships hardened between the cent. BC when relationships hardened between the 

Jews and the Samaritans when they completed their rival temple Jews and the Samaritans when they completed their rival temple Jews and the Samaritans when they completed their rival temple Jews and the Samaritans when they completed their rival temple 

on Mt. Gerizim and they rejected all the OT with the exception of on Mt. Gerizim and they rejected all the OT with the exception of on Mt. Gerizim and they rejected all the OT with the exception of on Mt. Gerizim and they rejected all the OT with the exception of 

the Pentateuch.  The Samaritan were so despised by tthe Pentateuch.  The Samaritan were so despised by tthe Pentateuch.  The Samaritan were so despised by tthe Pentateuch.  The Samaritan were so despised by the Jews for he Jews for he Jews for he Jews for 

their blasphemy and their intertheir blasphemy and their intertheir blasphemy and their intertheir blasphemy and their inter----marriage that they set up trade marriage that they set up trade marriage that they set up trade marriage that they set up trade 

routes around Samaria and no reasonable Jew would go there even routes around Samaria and no reasonable Jew would go there even routes around Samaria and no reasonable Jew would go there even routes around Samaria and no reasonable Jew would go there even 
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if it would save time to cut through Samaria on a trip North or if it would save time to cut through Samaria on a trip North or if it would save time to cut through Samaria on a trip North or if it would save time to cut through Samaria on a trip North or 

home.home.home.home.        In John’s gospel we see the relationship illuIn John’s gospel we see the relationship illuIn John’s gospel we see the relationship illuIn John’s gospel we see the relationship illustrated by the strated by the strated by the strated by the 

words, words, words, words, “For Jews had no dealing with Samaritans.”“For Jews had no dealing with Samaritans.”“For Jews had no dealing with Samaritans.”“For Jews had no dealing with Samaritans.”        But…what 
does Jesus reveal in His association with the Samar itan woman that 
foreshadows this event?  His heart went out to her and them by His heart went out to her and them by His heart went out to her and them by His heart went out to her and them by 

virtue of His association and His trip through theivirtue of His association and His trip through theivirtue of His association and His trip through theivirtue of His association and His trip through their “airspace”.  r “airspace”.  r “airspace”.  r “airspace”.  

Jesus has a heart for “all” His people wherever they are found. Jesus has a heart for “all” His people wherever they are found. Jesus has a heart for “all” His people wherever they are found. Jesus has a heart for “all” His people wherever they are found.  
 

5. What comparisons can be made between Simon the S orcerer and Philip 
in verses 5-13? What contrasts?  Simon was doing things to make Simon was doing things to make Simon was doing things to make Simon was doing things to make 

himself look like a “god” and be held in suchimself look like a “god” and be held in suchimself look like a “god” and be held in suchimself look like a “god” and be held in such high esteem by the h high esteem by the h high esteem by the h high esteem by the 

people…all that he did was based on the people being able to people…all that he did was based on the people being able to people…all that he did was based on the people being able to people…all that he did was based on the people being able to 

see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into 

believing he had some great power…believing he had some great power…believing he had some great power…believing he had some great power…    Greek Language the word for Greek Language the word for Greek Language the word for Greek Language the word for 

“great” and the word for “magic” are the sam“great” and the word for “magic” are the sam“great” and the word for “magic” are the sam“great” and the word for “magic” are the same word, interestingly e word, interestingly e word, interestingly e word, interestingly 

enough…so we see a little play on words here. enough…so we see a little play on words here. enough…so we see a little play on words here. enough…so we see a little play on words here.     Justin Martyr…who Justin Martyr…who Justin Martyr…who Justin Martyr…who 

was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a 

man of many heresies and considered to be a godman of many heresies and considered to be a godman of many heresies and considered to be a godman of many heresies and considered to be a god    among the people. among the people. among the people. among the people.     

Philip on the other hand was preached thPhilip on the other hand was preached thPhilip on the other hand was preached thPhilip on the other hand was preached the good news of the gospel e good news of the gospel e good news of the gospel e good news of the gospel 

and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name.and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name.and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name.and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name. 
 
6.6.6.6. Why do you think it was important for the Jerusale m church to send 

Peter and John to minister to these new believers i n Samaria in verses 
14-25? Interesting side nInteresting side nInteresting side nInteresting side note that Jote that Jote that Jote that John would be one of the Apostles ohn would be one of the Apostles ohn would be one of the Apostles ohn would be one of the Apostles 

to be sent to Samaria to check out this.  It seems that his prejudice to be sent to Samaria to check out this.  It seems that his prejudice to be sent to Samaria to check out this.  It seems that his prejudice to be sent to Samaria to check out this.  It seems that his prejudice 

against the Samaritans was well known…see Luke 9:51against the Samaritans was well known…see Luke 9:51against the Samaritans was well known…see Luke 9:51against the Samaritans was well known…see Luke 9:51----56565656....    Why do 
you suppose that God would withhold from these beli evers…for we are 
told that they…. “…had only been baptized into the name (into the 
allegiance or the ownership of) of the Lord Jesus.”  … the Holy Spirit 
until the apostles arrived? The gospel had obviously changed people The gospel had obviously changed people The gospel had obviously changed people The gospel had obviously changed people 

here as all could see by the reports but the question remained here as all could see by the reports but the question remained here as all could see by the reports but the question remained here as all could see by the reports but the question remained 

wwwwould the Samaritan Christians be accepted into the fold? Would ould the Samaritan Christians be accepted into the fold? Would ould the Samaritan Christians be accepted into the fold? Would ould the Samaritan Christians be accepted into the fold? Would 

they be welcomed by the Jewish Christians or would there need to they be welcomed by the Jewish Christians or would there need to they be welcomed by the Jewish Christians or would there need to they be welcomed by the Jewish Christians or would there need to 

be a separate faction of Jewish Christians and Samaritan be a separate faction of Jewish Christians and Samaritan be a separate faction of Jewish Christians and Samaritan be a separate faction of Jewish Christians and Samaritan 

Christians in the Church of Jesus Christ? Of course, this would not Christians in the Church of Jesus Christ? Of course, this would not Christians in the Church of Jesus Christ? Of course, this would not Christians in the Church of Jesus Christ? Of course, this would not 

do.do.do.do.        Remember just as Pentecost was unique so isn’t this work in Remember just as Pentecost was unique so isn’t this work in Remember just as Pentecost was unique so isn’t this work in Remember just as Pentecost was unique so isn’t this work in 

Samaria and is not to be equated with the way god works in every Samaria and is not to be equated with the way god works in every Samaria and is not to be equated with the way god works in every Samaria and is not to be equated with the way god works in every 

generation…in fact we don’t see this type of thing again.generation…in fact we don’t see this type of thing again.generation…in fact we don’t see this type of thing again.generation…in fact we don’t see this type of thing again.    The rest of The rest of The rest of The rest of 

the Scriptures Old and New tell us that the Scriptures Old and New tell us that the Scriptures Old and New tell us that the Scriptures Old and New tell us that regeneration is an regeneration is an regeneration is an regeneration is an 

experience of the Holy Spirit, just as the belief of these Samaritans experience of the Holy Spirit, just as the belief of these Samaritans experience of the Holy Spirit, just as the belief of these Samaritans experience of the Holy Spirit, just as the belief of these Samaritans 

was an experience of the Holy Spiritwas an experience of the Holy Spiritwas an experience of the Holy Spiritwas an experience of the Holy Spirit————because we cannot believe because we cannot believe because we cannot believe because we cannot believe 

apart from the Holy Spirit. Faith is a gift of God, created in us by apart from the Holy Spirit. Faith is a gift of God, created in us by apart from the Holy Spirit. Faith is a gift of God, created in us by apart from the Holy Spirit. Faith is a gift of God, created in us by 

the Holy Spirit, and just as the apostles believed havthe Holy Spirit, and just as the apostles believed havthe Holy Spirit, and just as the apostles believed havthe Holy Spirit, and just as the apostles believed having ing ing ing 

experienced the Holy Spirit in that way, they then subsequently experienced the Holy Spirit in that way, they then subsequently experienced the Holy Spirit in that way, they then subsequently experienced the Holy Spirit in that way, they then subsequently 

experienced the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost.experienced the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost.experienced the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost.experienced the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost.        So God in His So God in His So God in His So God in His 

wisdom waited for the outpouringwisdom waited for the outpouringwisdom waited for the outpouringwisdom waited for the outpouring    oooof the Spirit on these so that all f the Spirit on these so that all f the Spirit on these so that all f the Spirit on these so that all 

would see that God had in fact brought them into thewould see that God had in fact brought them into thewould see that God had in fact brought them into thewould see that God had in fact brought them into the    whole church whole church whole church whole church 

. . . . The laying on of hands was a specific act by the Apostles as a sign The laying on of hands was a specific act by the Apostles as a sign The laying on of hands was a specific act by the Apostles as a sign The laying on of hands was a specific act by the Apostles as a sign 

of their inclusion publicly. of their inclusion publicly. of their inclusion publicly. of their inclusion publicly.     They were to be They were to be They were to be They were to be consideredconsideredconsideredconsidered    BONA FIDE BONA FIDE BONA FIDE BONA FIDE 

Christians to be incorporated into the community of the redeemed Christians to be incorporated into the community of the redeemed Christians to be incorporated into the community of the redeemed Christians to be incorporated into the community of the redeemed 

on precisely the same terms as Jewish coon precisely the same terms as Jewish coon precisely the same terms as Jewish coon precisely the same terms as Jewish converts.nverts.nverts.nverts.        
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                                 Acts- Sunday Schoo l    
February 12, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What comparisons can be made between Simon the S orcerer and Philip 
in verses 5-13? What contrasts?  Simon was doing things to make Simon was doing things to make Simon was doing things to make Simon was doing things to make 

himself look like a “god” andhimself look like a “god” andhimself look like a “god” andhimself look like a “god” and    be held in such high esteem by the be held in such high esteem by the be held in such high esteem by the be held in such high esteem by the 

people…all that he did was based on the people being able to people…all that he did was based on the people being able to people…all that he did was based on the people being able to people…all that he did was based on the people being able to 

see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into see…belief by sight and yet they were being deceived by Simon into 

believing he had some great power… Greek Language the word for believing he had some great power… Greek Language the word for believing he had some great power… Greek Language the word for believing he had some great power… Greek Language the word for 

“great” and the word for “mag“great” and the word for “mag“great” and the word for “mag“great” and the word for “magic” are the same word, interestingly ic” are the same word, interestingly ic” are the same word, interestingly ic” are the same word, interestingly 

enough…so we see a little play on words here.  Justin Martyr…who enough…so we see a little play on words here.  Justin Martyr…who enough…so we see a little play on words here.  Justin Martyr…who enough…so we see a little play on words here.  Justin Martyr…who 

was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a was from Samaria…and Irenaeus both report this man as being a 

man of many heresies and considered to be a god among the people.  man of many heresies and considered to be a god among the people.  man of many heresies and considered to be a god among the people.  man of many heresies and considered to be a god among the people.  

Philip on the other hand Philip on the other hand Philip on the other hand Philip on the other hand was preached the good news of the gospel was preached the good news of the gospel was preached the good news of the gospel was preached the good news of the gospel 

and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name.and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name.and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name.and did all that he did in the name of Jesus Christ…not his name. 
 

2. After reading this section, how would you say th at we are seeing Acts 
1:8 being fulfilled? The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in The Jewish diaspora…exile… led to the growth in 

Judaism aJudaism aJudaism aJudaism among the people groups that the Jews went into…now a mong the people groups that the Jews went into…now a mong the people groups that the Jews went into…now a mong the people groups that the Jews went into…now a 

similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the similar Christian diaspora was taking place which led to the 

proclamation of the gospel among different people groups. proclamation of the gospel among different people groups. proclamation of the gospel among different people groups. proclamation of the gospel among different people groups.  
 
3. Now… what is up with Simon the Sorcerer?  He see ms to have made the 

same conversion as the others before the Holy Spiri t had come upon 
them.  But here in our text (vs. 18-24) we see that  he obviously hadn’t. 
So what is it we see here that we need to be aware of in the church 
today? There are those who make profession and are even baptizThere are those who make profession and are even baptizThere are those who make profession and are even baptizThere are those who make profession and are even baptized ed ed ed 

but are not of the fold.  You see, there are only believers and nonbut are not of the fold.  You see, there are only believers and nonbut are not of the fold.  You see, there are only believers and nonbut are not of the fold.  You see, there are only believers and non----

believers in God’s economy not Jew and Samaritan.  believers in God’s economy not Jew and Samaritan.  believers in God’s economy not Jew and Samaritan.  believers in God’s economy not Jew and Samaritan.  How did Peter 
know that Simon was not a believer? Simon had not repented of his Simon had not repented of his Simon had not repented of his Simon had not repented of his 

past life and was instead still seeking to “use” whatepast life and was instead still seeking to “use” whatepast life and was instead still seeking to “use” whatepast life and was instead still seeking to “use” whatever he could to ver he could to ver he could to ver he could to 

his advantage. his advantage. his advantage. his advantage. The Greek in verse 20 is much clearer. Peter The Greek in verse 20 is much clearer. Peter The Greek in verse 20 is much clearer. Peter The Greek in verse 20 is much clearer. Peter 

says is “To hell with you and your money!”  And he says it says is “To hell with you and your money!”  And he says it says is “To hell with you and your money!”  And he says it says is “To hell with you and your money!”  And he says it 

that way because he’s picking up, by the language that he that way because he’s picking up, by the language that he that way because he’s picking up, by the language that he that way because he’s picking up, by the language that he 

goes on to say about being goes on to say about being goes on to say about being goes on to say about being “in the gall of bitterness and in th“in the gall of bitterness and in th“in the gall of bitterness and in th“in the gall of bitterness and in the e e e 
bond of iniquity,”bond of iniquity,”bond of iniquity,”bond of iniquity,”    he’s using the language of Deuteronomy 29, he’s using the language of Deuteronomy 29, he’s using the language of Deuteronomy 29, he’s using the language of Deuteronomy 29, 

the language of covenantal cursing. In other words, what the language of covenantal cursing. In other words, what the language of covenantal cursing. In other words, what the language of covenantal cursing. In other words, what 

Peter is doing is pronouncing a covenantal curse on what Peter is doing is pronouncing a covenantal curse on what Peter is doing is pronouncing a covenantal curse on what Peter is doing is pronouncing a covenantal curse on what 

Simon the magician has actually said, because it is totally out Simon the magician has actually said, because it is totally out Simon the magician has actually said, because it is totally out Simon the magician has actually said, because it is totally out 

of accord withof accord withof accord withof accord with    the language of someone who believes in Jesus the language of someone who believes in Jesus the language of someone who believes in Jesus the language of someone who believes in Jesus 

Christ. And what Peter is saying is that Simon the magician Christ. And what Peter is saying is that Simon the magician Christ. And what Peter is saying is that Simon the magician Christ. And what Peter is saying is that Simon the magician 

has no share in the blessings of the gospel, but rather is under has no share in the blessings of the gospel, but rather is under has no share in the blessings of the gospel, but rather is under has no share in the blessings of the gospel, but rather is under 

the umbrella of the curses of the covenant of God.the umbrella of the curses of the covenant of God.the umbrella of the curses of the covenant of God.the umbrella of the curses of the covenant of God. 
 

4. What is Simon’s response to Peter’s judgment? It is not as It is not as It is not as It is not as 

encouraging as it might appear…remember Simon has made a living encouraging as it might appear…remember Simon has made a living encouraging as it might appear…remember Simon has made a living encouraging as it might appear…remember Simon has made a living 

in deceit.  Peter had commanded Simon to repent and pray to in deceit.  Peter had commanded Simon to repent and pray to in deceit.  Peter had commanded Simon to repent and pray to in deceit.  Peter had commanded Simon to repent and pray to 

Lord…perhaps then the Lord might forgive the intent of his Lord…perhaps then the Lord might forgive the intent of his Lord…perhaps then the Lord might forgive the intent of his Lord…perhaps then the Lord might forgive the intent of his 
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heart…note he was not saying that HE would be heart…note he was not saying that HE would be heart…note he was not saying that HE would be heart…note he was not saying that HE would be forgiven…in fact, forgiven…in fact, forgiven…in fact, forgiven…in fact, 

he had just condemned him.  So instead of praying for forgiveness he had just condemned him.  So instead of praying for forgiveness he had just condemned him.  So instead of praying for forgiveness he had just condemned him.  So instead of praying for forgiveness 

and repenting he ask Peter to do it for him.  What seems to concern and repenting he ask Peter to do it for him.  What seems to concern and repenting he ask Peter to do it for him.  What seems to concern and repenting he ask Peter to do it for him.  What seems to concern 

him most was not to receive pardon from God in salvation but to him most was not to receive pardon from God in salvation but to him most was not to receive pardon from God in salvation but to him most was not to receive pardon from God in salvation but to 

escape God’s judgment.escape God’s judgment.escape God’s judgment.escape God’s judgment. 
 
5. How does verse 25 once again confirm the role th at the apostles had 

defined for themselves in Acts 6? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
February 19, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Recount for me what has gone on in chapter 5 up to this point.  
  

2. What has point the overriding point that Luke ha s been seeking to 
communicate? 

 
C. Read Acts 8:26-40 

1. We have talked about Philip, now lets consider f or a moment the 
Ethiopian…he was a eunuch which was common for most  
courtiers…especially those working for the royal wo men.  He was also a 
treasurer for Candace the text tells us.  Candace w as actually a 
royal/dynastic title for the Queen Mother. Why woul d an Ethiopian travel 
to Jerusalem to worship? It seems that he may have been born into It seems that he may have been born into It seems that he may have been born into It seems that he may have been born into 

Judaism and it was important to make the pilgrimage to Judaism and it was important to make the pilgrimage to Judaism and it was important to make the pilgrimage to Judaism and it was important to make the pilgrimage to 

JeJeJeJerusalem.  The reason I say this is that Luke seems to indicate that rusalem.  The reason I say this is that Luke seems to indicate that rusalem.  The reason I say this is that Luke seems to indicate that rusalem.  The reason I say this is that Luke seems to indicate that 

Cornelius was the “first” Gentile convert.  So we see how God is Cornelius was the “first” Gentile convert.  So we see how God is Cornelius was the “first” Gentile convert.  So we see how God is Cornelius was the “first” Gentile convert.  So we see how God is 

converting His people even from among the Jews…in this case…one converting His people even from among the Jews…in this case…one converting His people even from among the Jews…in this case…one converting His people even from among the Jews…in this case…one 

who is removed from the formality of day to day life in Jerwho is removed from the formality of day to day life in Jerwho is removed from the formality of day to day life in Jerwho is removed from the formality of day to day life in Jerusalem usalem usalem usalem 

and has only the Scriptures to influence his thinking…which are and has only the Scriptures to influence his thinking…which are and has only the Scriptures to influence his thinking…which are and has only the Scriptures to influence his thinking…which are 

the power of salvation.the power of salvation.the power of salvation.the power of salvation.  
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2. Where is Philip when the Ethiopian is reading th e book of Isaiah? 
Running alongside the chariot.  Anyone else running alongside a Running alongside the chariot.  Anyone else running alongside a Running alongside the chariot.  Anyone else running alongside a Running alongside the chariot.  Anyone else running alongside a 

chariot come to mind?  Elijahchariot come to mind?  Elijahchariot come to mind?  Elijahchariot come to mind?  Elijah, perhaps?!?  And he is running , perhaps?!?  And he is running , perhaps?!?  And he is running , perhaps?!?  And he is running 

alongside close enough to hear what the man is reading out loud alongside close enough to hear what the man is reading out loud alongside close enough to hear what the man is reading out loud alongside close enough to hear what the man is reading out loud 

and close enough to ask the Ethiopian a question, “and close enough to ask the Ethiopian a question, “and close enough to ask the Ethiopian a question, “and close enough to ask the Ethiopian a question, “Do you Do you Do you Do you 
understand what you are reading?” How can I , unless someone understand what you are reading?” How can I , unless someone understand what you are reading?” How can I , unless someone understand what you are reading?” How can I , unless someone 
guides me?” guides me?” guides me?” guides me?” If only all evangelistic encoIf only all evangelistic encoIf only all evangelistic encoIf only all evangelistic encounters would be so easy!!!  unters would be so easy!!!  unters would be so easy!!!  unters would be so easy!!!  

Calvin contrast the Ethiopian’s modesty and humility in Calvin contrast the Ethiopian’s modesty and humility in Calvin contrast the Ethiopian’s modesty and humility in Calvin contrast the Ethiopian’s modesty and humility in 

acknowledging his inability to understand with the person who is acknowledging his inability to understand with the person who is acknowledging his inability to understand with the person who is acknowledging his inability to understand with the person who is 

“swollen“swollen“swollen“swollen----headed with too many confidences in his own headed with too many confidences in his own headed with too many confidences in his own headed with too many confidences in his own 

ability”…someone who think too highly of himself.  Calability”…someone who think too highly of himself.  Calability”…someone who think too highly of himself.  Calability”…someone who think too highly of himself.  Calvin goes on vin goes on vin goes on vin goes on 

to say: “This is also why practically the reading of Scripture bears to say: “This is also why practically the reading of Scripture bears to say: “This is also why practically the reading of Scripture bears to say: “This is also why practically the reading of Scripture bears 

fruit with such a few people today, because scarcely one in a fruit with such a few people today, because scarcely one in a fruit with such a few people today, because scarcely one in a fruit with such a few people today, because scarcely one in a 

hundred is to be found who gladly submits himself to hundred is to be found who gladly submits himself to hundred is to be found who gladly submits himself to hundred is to be found who gladly submits himself to 

teaching…any teaching.teaching…any teaching.teaching…any teaching.teaching…any teaching. 
 
3. What divine providences do we see at work here i n the life of this 

Ethiopian?   
a.a.a.a. Worshiping in Jerusalem…Worshiping in Jerusalem…Worshiping in Jerusalem…Worshiping in Jerusalem…How would this prepare him to 

receive the teaching of God truly?  What might have  been some 
of the natural impediments to his hearing the Gospe l? He would He would He would He would 

have been taught about a Messiah have been taught about a Messiah have been taught about a Messiah have been taught about a Messiah that would be triumphant that would be triumphant that would be triumphant that would be triumphant 

over the oppressors of Israel…he would have been taught over the oppressors of Israel…he would have been taught over the oppressors of Israel…he would have been taught over the oppressors of Israel…he would have been taught 

what he did in worship is what might cause God to show what he did in worship is what might cause God to show what he did in worship is what might cause God to show what he did in worship is what might cause God to show 

Him favor…He wouldn’t have any assurance except in his Him favor…He wouldn’t have any assurance except in his Him favor…He wouldn’t have any assurance except in his Him favor…He wouldn’t have any assurance except in his 

religion…being a Jew that is…to the exclusion of everyone religion…being a Jew that is…to the exclusion of everyone religion…being a Jew that is…to the exclusion of everyone religion…being a Jew that is…to the exclusion of everyone 

else. else. else. else.     

b.b.b.b. enabling him to obtain a copy of the scroll of Isaiahenabling him to obtain a copy of the scroll of Isaiahenabling him to obtain a copy of the scroll of Isaiahenabling him to obtain a copy of the scroll of Isaiah    

c.c.c.c. giving him a clear mind prepared to want to giving him a clear mind prepared to want to giving him a clear mind prepared to want to giving him a clear mind prepared to want to 

understand…which requires a humble spirit before God…a understand…which requires a humble spirit before God…a understand…which requires a humble spirit before God…a understand…which requires a humble spirit before God…a 

repentant heart…repentant heart…repentant heart…repentant heart…    

d.d.d.d. then sending to him Philip to teach him what the words then sending to him Philip to teach him what the words then sending to him Philip to teach him what the words then sending to him Philip to teach him what the words 

meant…Interesting how this is smeant…Interesting how this is smeant…Interesting how this is smeant…Interesting how this is similar to the events on the imilar to the events on the imilar to the events on the imilar to the events on the 

road to Emmaus right after Jesus’ resurrection. road to Emmaus right after Jesus’ resurrection. road to Emmaus right after Jesus’ resurrection. road to Emmaus right after Jesus’ resurrection.     

    

4. What is the passage that the traveler is stuck o n? Isaiah 53:3Isaiah 53:3Isaiah 53:3Isaiah 53:3----5.  5.  5.  5.  Who is 
the passage about?  
 

5. What happens next in verse 36? So well prepared by the Spirit was So well prepared by the Spirit was So well prepared by the Spirit was So well prepared by the Spirit was 

the Ethiopian’s hthe Ethiopian’s hthe Ethiopian’s hthe Ethiopian’s heart that it seems he believe immediately and eart that it seems he believe immediately and eart that it seems he believe immediately and eart that it seems he believe immediately and 

wishes to be baptized. wishes to be baptized. wishes to be baptized. wishes to be baptized. What “good news” does Philip actually tell the 
Ethiopian? Jesus used this passage to describe Himself. (cf. Mk. Jesus used this passage to describe Himself. (cf. Mk. Jesus used this passage to describe Himself. (cf. Mk. Jesus used this passage to describe Himself. (cf. Mk. 

10:45, 14:24ff; Luke 22:37)  10:45, 14:24ff; Luke 22:37)  10:45, 14:24ff; Luke 22:37)  10:45, 14:24ff; Luke 22:37)   
 
6. This guy makes things so easy for Philip.  Or I should say the Spirit was 

making it easy for Philip. Wait where is verse 37? See note.  These See note.  These See note.  These See note.  These 

were side notes in later copies of the original.  They seem to have were side notes in later copies of the original.  They seem to have were side notes in later copies of the original.  They seem to have were side notes in later copies of the original.  They seem to have 

been used in early baptismal liturgies for adults.  It is felt that they been used in early baptismal liturgies for adults.  It is felt that they been used in early baptismal liturgies for adults.  It is felt that they been used in early baptismal liturgies for adults.  It is felt that they 

were inserted intwere inserted intwere inserted intwere inserted into the text by a later scribe who figured that Philip o the text by a later scribe who figured that Philip o the text by a later scribe who figured that Philip o the text by a later scribe who figured that Philip 

would certainly want to make sure the Ethiopian made a public would certainly want to make sure the Ethiopian made a public would certainly want to make sure the Ethiopian made a public would certainly want to make sure the Ethiopian made a public 

profession of faith which would have revealed his heart… as profession of faith which would have revealed his heart… as profession of faith which would have revealed his heart… as profession of faith which would have revealed his heart… as 
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opposed to Simon the magician whose heart was not right before opposed to Simon the magician whose heart was not right before opposed to Simon the magician whose heart was not right before opposed to Simon the magician whose heart was not right before 

God.  It sounds goGod.  It sounds goGod.  It sounds goGod.  It sounds good but it is not in the original. It would seem that od but it is not in the original. It would seem that od but it is not in the original. It would seem that od but it is not in the original. It would seem that 

it was consider profession enough the a lifeit was consider profession enough the a lifeit was consider profession enough the a lifeit was consider profession enough the a life----long Jew who was long Jew who was long Jew who was long Jew who was 

willing to give up his Judaism …leaving behind his past life of willing to give up his Judaism …leaving behind his past life of willing to give up his Judaism …leaving behind his past life of willing to give up his Judaism …leaving behind his past life of 

unbelief was sufficient “evidence for Philip.  The other would be a unbelief was sufficient “evidence for Philip.  The other would be a unbelief was sufficient “evidence for Philip.  The other would be a unbelief was sufficient “evidence for Philip.  The other would be a 

work whicwork whicwork whicwork which is what Judaism taught was necessary to receive h is what Judaism taught was necessary to receive h is what Judaism taught was necessary to receive h is what Judaism taught was necessary to receive 

God’s favor… not what Christianity teaches.God’s favor… not what Christianity teaches.God’s favor… not what Christianity teaches.God’s favor… not what Christianity teaches. 
    

7. Just for fun, what do you suppose is being taugh t about the mode of 
baptism in the text?  Not much really…it can’t support total Not much really…it can’t support total Not much really…it can’t support total Not much really…it can’t support total 

immersion as many have tried…simimmersion as many have tried…simimmersion as many have tried…simimmersion as many have tried…simply because the grammar is ply because the grammar is ply because the grammar is ply because the grammar is 

clear that if one was immersed both would have to be clear that if one was immersed both would have to be clear that if one was immersed both would have to be clear that if one was immersed both would have to be 

immersed…and it is rather hard  to baptize someone if the one immersed…and it is rather hard  to baptize someone if the one immersed…and it is rather hard  to baptize someone if the one immersed…and it is rather hard  to baptize someone if the one 

doing the baptizing is under that water too. “went down into the doing the baptizing is under that water too. “went down into the doing the baptizing is under that water too. “went down into the doing the baptizing is under that water too. “went down into the 

water” proves nothing as to the depth of water fowater” proves nothing as to the depth of water fowater” proves nothing as to the depth of water fowater” proves nothing as to the depth of water for we go down r we go down r we go down r we go down 

into the water when we walk along the shoreline and our feet get into the water when we walk along the shoreline and our feet get into the water when we walk along the shoreline and our feet get into the water when we walk along the shoreline and our feet get 

wet…so the mode may suggest that they went down into the water wet…so the mode may suggest that they went down into the water wet…so the mode may suggest that they went down into the water wet…so the mode may suggest that they went down into the water 

together …whatever the depth…and were baptized by pouring together …whatever the depth…and were baptized by pouring together …whatever the depth…and were baptized by pouring together …whatever the depth…and were baptized by pouring 

water scooped up from the water probably out of a containwater scooped up from the water probably out of a containwater scooped up from the water probably out of a containwater scooped up from the water probably out of a container of er of er of er of 

some kind but could have been done with hands.some kind but could have been done with hands.some kind but could have been done with hands.some kind but could have been done with hands. 
 

8. How does this passage fulfill the prophesy of Ac ts 1:8? Ethiopia was Ethiopia was Ethiopia was Ethiopia was 

the “furthest south “ the extreme boundary of the habitable world the “furthest south “ the extreme boundary of the habitable world the “furthest south “ the extreme boundary of the habitable world the “furthest south “ the extreme boundary of the habitable world 

as far they knew….so this would begin to fulfill the part of the as far they knew….so this would begin to fulfill the part of the as far they knew….so this would begin to fulfill the part of the as far they knew….so this would begin to fulfill the part of the 

prprprprophecy that stated ophecy that stated ophecy that stated ophecy that stated “to the ends of the earth.”  “to the ends of the earth.”  “to the ends of the earth.”  “to the ends of the earth.”  Philip was next Philip was next Philip was next Philip was next 

called to Azotus or the Ashdod of the OT (see I Sam. 5:1) and he was called to Azotus or the Ashdod of the OT (see I Sam. 5:1) and he was called to Azotus or the Ashdod of the OT (see I Sam. 5:1) and he was called to Azotus or the Ashdod of the OT (see I Sam. 5:1) and he was 

called to evangelize up the Philistine coast.  called to evangelize up the Philistine coast.  called to evangelize up the Philistine coast.  called to evangelize up the Philistine coast.  What do we know about 
the relationship between the Jews and the Philistin es? The Jews were The Jews were The Jews were The Jews were 

supposed to have annihilated them when commanded by God and supposed to have annihilated them when commanded by God and supposed to have annihilated them when commanded by God and supposed to have annihilated them when commanded by God and 

they didn’t.  So God made them a serve thorn I their flash ever they didn’t.  So God made them a serve thorn I their flash ever they didn’t.  So God made them a serve thorn I their flash ever they didn’t.  So God made them a serve thorn I their flash ever 

since.  But God…sent Philip to the Philistines as well. By msince.  But God…sent Philip to the Philistines as well. By msince.  But God…sent Philip to the Philistines as well. By msince.  But God…sent Philip to the Philistines as well. By miracle or iracle or iracle or iracle or 

notnotnotnot…………    snatch up  and deliveredsnatch up  and deliveredsnatch up  and deliveredsnatch up  and delivered    on the “wind”on the “wind”on the “wind”on the “wind”    or or or or simply that was his simply that was his simply that was his simply that was his 

next next next next port of call port of call port of call port of call     just like the one that brought him to the just like the one that brought him to the just like the one that brought him to the just like the one that brought him to the 

EthiopianEthiopianEthiopianEthiopian    it doesn’t seem to really matterit doesn’t seem to really matterit doesn’t seem to really matterit doesn’t seem to really matter…interestingly enough …interestingly enough …interestingly enough …interestingly enough 

there are no recorded conversions.  This doesn’t mean there there are no recorded conversions.  This doesn’t mean there there are no recorded conversions.  This doesn’t mean there there are no recorded conversions.  This doesn’t mean there 

weren’t any but we can’t read into the text that thweren’t any but we can’t read into the text that thweren’t any but we can’t read into the text that thweren’t any but we can’t read into the text that there were…we ere were…we ere were…we ere were…we 

only know that Philip did what the Spirit directed and the results only know that Philip did what the Spirit directed and the results only know that Philip did what the Spirit directed and the results only know that Philip did what the Spirit directed and the results 

were up too God.  were up too God.  were up too God.  were up too God.   
 
9. Luke has brought us 2 examples of evangelism in this chapter.  So let’s 

compare and contrast them.  
a.a.a.a. Comparisons:Comparisons:Comparisons:Comparisons:    

(1)(1)(1)(1) The same pioneer spirit…or cold calling typeThe same pioneer spirit…or cold calling typeThe same pioneer spirit…or cold calling typeThe same pioneer spirit…or cold calling type    of of of of 

evangelism was seen…he didn’t know them in evangelism was seen…he didn’t know them in evangelism was seen…he didn’t know them in evangelism was seen…he didn’t know them in 

anyway...simply went where he was led anyway...simply went where he was led anyway...simply went where he was led anyway...simply went where he was led 

Samaritans and Ethiopian.Samaritans and Ethiopian.Samaritans and Ethiopian.Samaritans and Ethiopian.    

(2)(2)(2)(2) They both had a similar foundation of at least the They both had a similar foundation of at least the They both had a similar foundation of at least the They both had a similar foundation of at least the 

first 5 Books of the scriptures.first 5 Books of the scriptures.first 5 Books of the scriptures.first 5 Books of the scriptures.    

(3)(3)(3)(3) He proclaimed the same message…the good news of He proclaimed the same message…the good news of He proclaimed the same message…the good news of He proclaimed the same message…the good news of 

Jesus Christ.Jesus Christ.Jesus Christ.Jesus Christ.    (12, 35)…for there is only one gospel.(12, 35)…for there is only one gospel.(12, 35)…for there is only one gospel.(12, 35)…for there is only one gospel.    
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(4)(4)(4)(4) In both there the same response…belief and In both there the same response…belief and In both there the same response…belief and In both there the same response…belief and 

baptism…(12, 36baptism…(12, 36baptism…(12, 36baptism…(12, 36----38).38).38).38).    

(5)(5)(5)(5) In both the same result…joy…(8, 39)In both the same result…joy…(8, 39)In both the same result…joy…(8, 39)In both the same result…joy…(8, 39)    

b.b.b.b. Differences:Differences:Differences:Differences:    

(1)(1)(1)(1) The Spirit was received differently..The Spirit was received differently..The Spirit was received differently..The Spirit was received differently..    

(2)(2)(2)(2) There is no apostolic delegation sent to teach the There is no apostolic delegation sent to teach the There is no apostolic delegation sent to teach the There is no apostolic delegation sent to teach the 

Ethiopian…Ethiopian…Ethiopian…Ethiopian…    

(3)(3)(3)(3) TheTheTheThe    people were different in race, rank and people were different in race, rank and people were different in race, rank and people were different in race, rank and 

religion. The Samaritans were mixed at best…1/2 religion. The Samaritans were mixed at best…1/2 religion. The Samaritans were mixed at best…1/2 religion. The Samaritans were mixed at best…1/2 

Jew and ½ Gentile while the Ethiopian was Jew and ½ Gentile while the Ethiopian was Jew and ½ Gentile while the Ethiopian was Jew and ½ Gentile while the Ethiopian was 

African, though probably a Jew by birth.  African, though probably a Jew by birth.  African, though probably a Jew by birth.  African, though probably a Jew by birth.  

Samaritans were ordinary citizens, the Ethiopian Samaritans were ordinary citizens, the Ethiopian Samaritans were ordinary citizens, the Ethiopian Samaritans were ordinary citizens, the Ethiopian 

was a distinguished public servantwas a distinguished public servantwas a distinguished public servantwas a distinguished public servant.  The .  The .  The .  The 

Samaritans did not hold to the prophets, while the Samaritans did not hold to the prophets, while the Samaritans did not hold to the prophets, while the Samaritans did not hold to the prophets, while the 

Ethiopian is seeking truth from the prophets.Ethiopian is seeking truth from the prophets.Ethiopian is seeking truth from the prophets.Ethiopian is seeking truth from the prophets.    

c.c.c.c. Methods employed:Methods employed:Methods employed:Methods employed:    

(1)(1)(1)(1) For the Samaritans you could say he employed For the Samaritans you could say he employed For the Samaritans you could say he employed For the Samaritans you could say he employed 

“mass evangelism”“mass evangelism”“mass evangelism”“mass evangelism”------------the Billy Graham the Billy Graham the Billy Graham the Billy Graham 

approach…with a few sigs and wonders thrown in approach…with a few sigs and wonders thrown in approach…with a few sigs and wonders thrown in approach…with a few sigs and wonders thrown in 

for gfor gfor gfor good measure…to prove the message he was ood measure…to prove the message he was ood measure…to prove the message he was ood measure…to prove the message he was 

proclaiming.proclaiming.proclaiming.proclaiming.    

(2)(2)(2)(2) For the Ethiopian we see  “personal…oneFor the Ethiopian we see  “personal…oneFor the Ethiopian we see  “personal…oneFor the Ethiopian we see  “personal…one----onononon----

one…cold calling evangelism” one…cold calling evangelism” one…cold calling evangelism” one…cold calling evangelism”     

(3)(3)(3)(3) Though he could alter his methods the message Though he could alter his methods the message Though he could alter his methods the message Though he could alter his methods the message 

remained the same.remained the same.remained the same.remained the same.    

10. What would you say is missing from this evangel istic presentation of 
those who were saved? Where is the call to repentan ce from Philip? 
OnlyOnlyOnlyOnly 6 times in Acts is the word repent or repentance used.  6 times in Acts is the word repent or repentance used.  6 times in Acts is the word repent or repentance used.  6 times in Acts is the word repent or repentance used.   

a. Acts 2:38Acts 2:38Acts 2:38Acts 2:38----    Peter preaches to the Jews at Pentecost…Peter preaches to the Jews at Pentecost…Peter preaches to the Jews at Pentecost…Peter preaches to the Jews at Pentecost… 
b. 5:315:315:315:31----    “repentance of Israel” before the Sanhedrin…“repentance of Israel” before the Sanhedrin…“repentance of Israel” before the Sanhedrin…“repentance of Israel” before the Sanhedrin… 
c. 11:18 Peter explaini11:18 Peter explaini11:18 Peter explaini11:18 Peter explaining what God has done…He grants ng what God has done…He grants ng what God has done…He grants ng what God has done…He grants 

repentance and people respond accordingly…it is not repentance and people respond accordingly…it is not repentance and people respond accordingly…it is not repentance and people respond accordingly…it is not 

something they can do on their own.something they can do on their own.something they can do on their own.something they can do on their own. 
d. 17:3017:3017:3017:30----    Paul before the Greeks…God is revealed and all Paul before the Greeks…God is revealed and all Paul before the Greeks…God is revealed and all Paul before the Greeks…God is revealed and all 

people are required to repent…people are required to repent…people are required to repent…people are required to repent… 
e. 20:2120:2120:2120:21----    Paul explaining his style of preaching…what wPaul explaining his style of preaching…what wPaul explaining his style of preaching…what wPaul explaining his style of preaching…what was in as in as in as in 

his messagehis messagehis messagehis message 
f. 26:2026:2026:2026:20----    Paul doing the same thing as above with emphasis Paul doing the same thing as above with emphasis Paul doing the same thing as above with emphasis Paul doing the same thing as above with emphasis 

on the fact that true repentance is witnessed in faithful on the fact that true repentance is witnessed in faithful on the fact that true repentance is witnessed in faithful on the fact that true repentance is witnessed in faithful 

works. So we have a standard to know if one is truly works. So we have a standard to know if one is truly works. So we have a standard to know if one is truly works. So we have a standard to know if one is truly 

saved.saved.saved.saved. 
g. What might this lack of mentioning of repentance  say to us 

today? Obviously a call to repentance is to be part of Obviously a call to repentance is to be part of Obviously a call to repentance is to be part of Obviously a call to repentance is to be part of 

evangelism but it doesn’t appear to be absolutely evangelism but it doesn’t appear to be absolutely evangelism but it doesn’t appear to be absolutely evangelism but it doesn’t appear to be absolutely 

necessary…or as necessary as many would leave us to necessary…or as necessary as many would leave us to necessary…or as necessary as many would leave us to necessary…or as necessary as many would leave us to 

believe.  It is God that works repentance…we need to believe.  It is God that works repentance…we need to believe.  It is God that works repentance…we need to believe.  It is God that works repentance…we need to 

remember that.  The most important aspect of the remember that.  The most important aspect of the remember that.  The most important aspect of the remember that.  The most important aspect of the 

prprprpresentation is the correct teaching of the Scriptures…the esentation is the correct teaching of the Scriptures…the esentation is the correct teaching of the Scriptures…the esentation is the correct teaching of the Scriptures…the 

good news.good news.good news.good news. 
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Acts- Sunday School 
February 26, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. How does chapter 8 begin to fulfill the prophecy  and command of Acts 
1:8? 
 

2. What divine providences do we see at work here i n the life of this 
Ethiopian? 

 
C. Acts 9:1-9- Saul’s Conversion 

1. What motivates Paul to act as he has and does ba sed on Acts 7:58; 8:1-
3 and 9:1-2? His absolute belief in his belief system…not the God of His absolute belief in his belief system…not the God of His absolute belief in his belief system…not the God of His absolute belief in his belief system…not the God of 

the Biblthe Biblthe Biblthe Bible or the Hebrew e or the Hebrew e or the Hebrew e or the Hebrew Tanakh…the Jewish Bible…the Tanakh…the Jewish Bible…the Tanakh…the Jewish Bible…the Tanakh…the Jewish Bible…the 

Midrash…the TaMidrash…the TaMidrash…the TaMidrash…the Tanakh is a composite of the 3 main sections of the nakh is a composite of the 3 main sections of the nakh is a composite of the 3 main sections of the nakh is a composite of the 3 main sections of the 

Jewish Bible. Torah (The Pentateuch)…Nevi’im (the Jewish Bible. Torah (The Pentateuch)…Nevi’im (the Jewish Bible. Torah (The Pentateuch)…Nevi’im (the Jewish Bible. Torah (The Pentateuch)…Nevi’im (the 

Prophets)…and the Ketuvim (the Writings).Prophets)…and the Ketuvim (the Writings).Prophets)…and the Ketuvim (the Writings).Prophets)…and the Ketuvim (the Writings).    Saul approved of Saul approved of Saul approved of Saul approved of 

Stephen’s brutal death and then set out almost singlehandedly to Stephen’s brutal death and then set out almost singlehandedly to Stephen’s brutal death and then set out almost singlehandedly to Stephen’s brutal death and then set out almost singlehandedly to 

destroy…the Greek word here is tdestroy…the Greek word here is tdestroy…the Greek word here is tdestroy…the Greek word here is the word used to describe “wild he word used to describe “wild he word used to describe “wild he word used to describe “wild 

and ferocious beasts that tear their prey limb from limb”  the and ferocious beasts that tear their prey limb from limb”  the and ferocious beasts that tear their prey limb from limb”  the and ferocious beasts that tear their prey limb from limb”  the 

church going house to house dragging believers off to prison and to church going house to house dragging believers off to prison and to church going house to house dragging believers off to prison and to church going house to house dragging believers off to prison and to 

their deaths. The picture is more of a wild beast in the way he their deaths. The picture is more of a wild beast in the way he their deaths. The picture is more of a wild beast in the way he their deaths. The picture is more of a wild beast in the way he 

treated Christians than a resptreated Christians than a resptreated Christians than a resptreated Christians than a respected man of the temple. Some ected man of the temple. Some ected man of the temple. Some ected man of the temple. Some 

speculate that Saul may have actually met Him and heard Him speculate that Saul may have actually met Him and heard Him speculate that Saul may have actually met Him and heard Him speculate that Saul may have actually met Him and heard Him 

speak and he was so moved by Jesus… and so conflicted by his own speak and he was so moved by Jesus… and so conflicted by his own speak and he was so moved by Jesus… and so conflicted by his own speak and he was so moved by Jesus… and so conflicted by his own 

worldview that he went almost completely mad “against” worldview that he went almost completely mad “against” worldview that he went almost completely mad “against” worldview that he went almost completely mad “against” 

Jesus…running in a sense until he couldn’t runJesus…running in a sense until he couldn’t runJesus…running in a sense until he couldn’t runJesus…running in a sense until he couldn’t run    any more. Then he any more. Then he any more. Then he any more. Then he 

met with Jesus. ..again?!?  met with Jesus. ..again?!?  met with Jesus. ..again?!?  met with Jesus. ..again?!?      

    

2. What was this new “religion” being called at thi s time? The The The The 

Way=disciples of the Lord. They wouldn’t be called Christians until Way=disciples of the Lord. They wouldn’t be called Christians until Way=disciples of the Lord. They wouldn’t be called Christians until Way=disciples of the Lord. They wouldn’t be called Christians until 

Antioch.Antioch.Antioch.Antioch. What is ironic about this name that has obviously been given 
by the Jewish officials?  

    

3. Why do you suppose that Luke has given us these 3 pictures of Saul, 
each seemingly getting worse? He has been mentioned each time as a He has been mentioned each time as a He has been mentioned each time as a He has been mentioned each time as a 

bitter opponent of Christ and His church…each time his bitter opponent of Christ and His church…each time his bitter opponent of Christ and His church…each time his bitter opponent of Christ and His church…each time his 

description reveals more evil intent of Saul.  Ldescription reveals more evil intent of Saul.  Ldescription reveals more evil intent of Saul.  Ldescription reveals more evil intent of Saul.  Luke now says the uke now says the uke now says the uke now says the 

Saul is STILL in the same mental condition of hatred and hostility. Saul is STILL in the same mental condition of hatred and hostility. Saul is STILL in the same mental condition of hatred and hostility. Saul is STILL in the same mental condition of hatred and hostility. 

He himself says of himself in Acts 26:11 that he persecuted them He himself says of himself in Acts 26:11 that he persecuted them He himself says of himself in Acts 26:11 that he persecuted them He himself says of himself in Acts 26:11 that he persecuted them 

with a “raging fury”.  In other words, he was in no mood to with a “raging fury”.  In other words, he was in no mood to with a “raging fury”.  In other words, he was in no mood to with a “raging fury”.  In other words, he was in no mood to 

consider the faith claims of Christ any other consider the faith claims of Christ any other consider the faith claims of Christ any other consider the faith claims of Christ any other way but as extreme way but as extreme way but as extreme way but as extreme 

heresy… a threat to his very way of life. (this gives us some heresy… a threat to his very way of life. (this gives us some heresy… a threat to his very way of life. (this gives us some heresy… a threat to his very way of life. (this gives us some 

understanding why many oppose Christianity so vehemently…it is understanding why many oppose Christianity so vehemently…it is understanding why many oppose Christianity so vehemently…it is understanding why many oppose Christianity so vehemently…it is 

a threat to the way they wish to look at life.) a threat to the way they wish to look at life.) a threat to the way they wish to look at life.) a threat to the way they wish to look at life.) This was not a man This was not a man This was not a man This was not a man 

who was seeking…he was not who was seeking…he was not who was seeking…he was not who was seeking…he was not like thelike thelike thelike the    EthiopianEthiopianEthiopianEthiopian    who was seeking who was seeking who was seeking who was seeking 

to know.to know.to know.to know.        Consider Isaiah 8:11Consider Isaiah 8:11Consider Isaiah 8:11Consider Isaiah 8:11----22 as another possible reason for 22 as another possible reason for 22 as another possible reason for 22 as another possible reason for 

Saul’s anger.  We remember that Jeus generated anger pretty much Saul’s anger.  We remember that Jeus generated anger pretty much Saul’s anger.  We remember that Jeus generated anger pretty much Saul’s anger.  We remember that Jeus generated anger pretty much 

wherever He went especially from the religious elites.  When He wherever He went especially from the religious elites.  When He wherever He went especially from the religious elites.  When He wherever He went especially from the religious elites.  When He 

was speaking the truth the truth was repulsivwas speaking the truth the truth was repulsivwas speaking the truth the truth was repulsivwas speaking the truth the truth was repulsive to those who e to those who e to those who e to those who 
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should have known it best … but the problem seems to be that it should have known it best … but the problem seems to be that it should have known it best … but the problem seems to be that it should have known it best … but the problem seems to be that it 

was this same truth that was exposing their falsehoods and sins was this same truth that was exposing their falsehoods and sins was this same truth that was exposing their falsehoods and sins was this same truth that was exposing their falsehoods and sins 

and He didn’t even need to speak always…just His mere presence and He didn’t even need to speak always…just His mere presence and He didn’t even need to speak always…just His mere presence and He didn’t even need to speak always…just His mere presence 

caused great hatred.  So Saul was being exposed alcaused great hatred.  So Saul was being exposed alcaused great hatred.  So Saul was being exposed alcaused great hatred.  So Saul was being exposed along the way by ong the way by ong the way by ong the way by 

the truth that he held in such high esteem and it was making him the truth that he held in such high esteem and it was making him the truth that he held in such high esteem and it was making him the truth that he held in such high esteem and it was making him 

uncomfortable as the Spirit engaged him causing this tension.  And uncomfortable as the Spirit engaged him causing this tension.  And uncomfortable as the Spirit engaged him causing this tension.  And uncomfortable as the Spirit engaged him causing this tension.  And 

he would soon be a believer…this is sort of a trial by fire or like he would soon be a believer…this is sort of a trial by fire or like he would soon be a believer…this is sort of a trial by fire or like he would soon be a believer…this is sort of a trial by fire or like 

being born as he later relates as it beinbeing born as he later relates as it beinbeing born as he later relates as it beinbeing born as he later relates as it being a violent birth which most g a violent birth which most g a violent birth which most g a violent birth which most 

births are.births are.births are.births are.    

    

    

    

 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
March 4, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1.1.1.1. Describe in a few words Saul’s conversion experien ce on the road to 
Damascus.  Talk about how it happened as well.  The sovereign grace The sovereign grace The sovereign grace The sovereign grace 

of God through Jesus Chrof God through Jesus Chrof God through Jesus Chrof God through Jesus Christ…the same things that causes our ist…the same things that causes our ist…the same things that causes our ist…the same things that causes our 

conversion. The answers seems to be to tell men for all time that conversion. The answers seems to be to tell men for all time that conversion. The answers seems to be to tell men for all time that conversion. The answers seems to be to tell men for all time that 

faith is NOT something that we can choose….it is not something we faith is NOT something that we can choose….it is not something we faith is NOT something that we can choose….it is not something we faith is NOT something that we can choose….it is not something we 

decide to do…Saul is a picture of all men without Christ  none of decide to do…Saul is a picture of all men without Christ  none of decide to do…Saul is a picture of all men without Christ  none of decide to do…Saul is a picture of all men without Christ  none of 

whom are NOT able to cwhom are NOT able to cwhom are NOT able to cwhom are NOT able to choose Christ…It is Christ that decided for hoose Christ…It is Christ that decided for hoose Christ…It is Christ that decided for hoose Christ…It is Christ that decided for 

him before the foundation of the world. It is Christ that intervened him before the foundation of the world. It is Christ that intervened him before the foundation of the world. It is Christ that intervened him before the foundation of the world. It is Christ that intervened 

in his life. It is Christ who changes this wild beast…the evidence is in his life. It is Christ who changes this wild beast…the evidence is in his life. It is Christ who changes this wild beast…the evidence is in his life. It is Christ who changes this wild beast…the evidence is 

undisputable.  Paul would not and could not have chosen Christ undisputable.  Paul would not and could not have chosen Christ undisputable.  Paul would not and could not have chosen Christ undisputable.  Paul would not and could not have chosen Christ 

even if he even if he even if he even if he wanted to which , of course, he didn’t. God arrested Saul, wanted to which , of course, he didn’t. God arrested Saul, wanted to which , of course, he didn’t. God arrested Saul, wanted to which , of course, he didn’t. God arrested Saul, 

if you will, at the moment he had murder on his mind.if you will, at the moment he had murder on his mind.if you will, at the moment he had murder on his mind.if you will, at the moment he had murder on his mind.    

    

2.2.2.2. Why is it important that God through Luke gives us  such a clear picture 
of God’s work in our salvation?     

    

C.C.C.C. Let’s look specifically for a moment at the conver sion….verse 3-9.     

1.  What is Jesus communicating to Saul when He say s, “Saul, Saul, why 
are you persecuting me? He links Himself with His people He links Himself with His people He links Himself with His people He links Himself with His people 

completely.completely.completely.completely.    

    

2. Why do you think God would want to use such a ma n as Saul? What 
character traits does he possess that might be usef ul to God’s calling ? 

Look at his compassion and his conviction!  Look at his knowledge Look at his compassion and his conviction!  Look at his knowledge Look at his compassion and his conviction!  Look at his knowledge Look at his compassion and his conviction!  Look at his knowledge 

of the Scriptures… he didn’t understand them the way they were of the Scriptures… he didn’t understand them the way they were of the Scriptures… he didn’t understand them the way they were of the Scriptures… he didn’t understand them the way they were 

meant to be understood but he probably had at least the meant to be understood but he probably had at least the meant to be understood but he probably had at least the meant to be understood but he probably had at least the 

Pentateuch memorized, Pentateuch memorized, Pentateuch memorized, Pentateuch memorized, if not the whole Tanakh.  if not the whole Tanakh.  if not the whole Tanakh.  if not the whole Tanakh.      
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3. Does Luke intend for us to regard Saul’s convers ion experience as 
typical of all Christian conversions or as the exce ption?  Why or Why 
not?  Obviously, we don’t need to be struck by lightning, fall of a Obviously, we don’t need to be struck by lightning, fall of a Obviously, we don’t need to be struck by lightning, fall of a Obviously, we don’t need to be struck by lightning, fall of a 

donkey, or hear our name donkey, or hear our name donkey, or hear our name donkey, or hear our name called out in Aramaic…and we certainly called out in Aramaic…and we certainly called out in Aramaic…and we certainly called out in Aramaic…and we certainly 

don’t need to go on some religious pilgrimage along the Damascus don’t need to go on some religious pilgrimage along the Damascus don’t need to go on some religious pilgrimage along the Damascus don’t need to go on some religious pilgrimage along the Damascus 

or Emmaus roads in  order to be converted.  Nor is it possible to or Emmaus roads in  order to be converted.  Nor is it possible to or Emmaus roads in  order to be converted.  Nor is it possible to or Emmaus roads in  order to be converted.  Nor is it possible to 

have a resurrection experience or a call to apostleship…. So not have a resurrection experience or a call to apostleship…. So not have a resurrection experience or a call to apostleship…. So not have a resurrection experience or a call to apostleship…. So not 

everything is going teverything is going teverything is going teverything is going to happen like Paul’s Damascus Rd experience.o happen like Paul’s Damascus Rd experience.o happen like Paul’s Damascus Rd experience.o happen like Paul’s Damascus Rd experience.  
But what things are applicable to us today?     

a.a.a.a. We must experience a personal encounter with Jesus as We must experience a personal encounter with Jesus as We must experience a personal encounter with Jesus as We must experience a personal encounter with Jesus as 

He comes to us; He comes to us; He comes to us; He comes to us;     

b.b.b.b. Which enables us to receive faith from God and repent of Which enables us to receive faith from God and repent of Which enables us to receive faith from God and repent of Which enables us to receive faith from God and repent of 

our sins;our sins;our sins;our sins;    

c.c.c.c. This enables us to recognizeThis enables us to recognizeThis enables us to recognizeThis enables us to recognize    His call on our lives into His His call on our lives into His His call on our lives into His His call on our lives into His 

service.service.service.service.    

d.d.d.d. We cannot choose for Christ…Christ must have chosen us.We cannot choose for Christ…Christ must have chosen us.We cannot choose for Christ…Christ must have chosen us.We cannot choose for Christ…Christ must have chosen us.    

                

4. Why do you suppose God used such a dramatic mean s to get Saul’s 
attention?  He literally had to break him.  He had to stop him He literally had to break him.  He had to stop him He literally had to break him.  He had to stop him He literally had to break him.  He had to stop him 

cold…so Paul would be able tocold…so Paul would be able tocold…so Paul would be able tocold…so Paul would be able to    witness to the way God loved him. witness to the way God loved him. witness to the way God loved him. witness to the way God loved him. 

In Gal. 1 he writes, in so many words, “It pleased God to reveal His In Gal. 1 he writes, in so many words, “It pleased God to reveal His In Gal. 1 he writes, in so many words, “It pleased God to reveal His In Gal. 1 he writes, in so many words, “It pleased God to reveal His 

Son to me.”  This way Saul would never be able to take any credit… Son to me.”  This way Saul would never be able to take any credit… Son to me.”  This way Saul would never be able to take any credit… Son to me.”  This way Saul would never be able to take any credit… 

for he knows what he was going to do...he knew what he had been for he knows what he was going to do...he knew what he had been for he knows what he was going to do...he knew what he had been for he knows what he was going to do...he knew what he had been 

doing…becoming a folldoing…becoming a folldoing…becoming a folldoing…becoming a follower of Christ was not in any way on his list ower of Christ was not in any way on his list ower of Christ was not in any way on his list ower of Christ was not in any way on his list 

of things to want to do. Remembering, perhaps,  what Jesus had of things to want to do. Remembering, perhaps,  what Jesus had of things to want to do. Remembering, perhaps,  what Jesus had of things to want to do. Remembering, perhaps,  what Jesus had 

said and the way He had said it… in Acts 26:14, and here in some said and the way He had said it… in Acts 26:14, and here in some said and the way He had said it… in Acts 26:14, and here in some said and the way He had said it… in Acts 26:14, and here in some 

versions, there is this proverb offered in the conversation, “It is versions, there is this proverb offered in the conversation, “It is versions, there is this proverb offered in the conversation, “It is versions, there is this proverb offered in the conversation, “It is 

hard for you thard for you thard for you thard for you to kick against the goads.” God was bringing Saul to o kick against the goads.” God was bringing Saul to o kick against the goads.” God was bringing Saul to o kick against the goads.” God was bringing Saul to 

himself and He was teaching Him along the way things that he himself and He was teaching Him along the way things that he himself and He was teaching Him along the way things that he himself and He was teaching Him along the way things that he 

would latter realize after his conversion. … and this Pharisee would latter realize after his conversion. … and this Pharisee would latter realize after his conversion. … and this Pharisee would latter realize after his conversion. … and this Pharisee 

bowed.  God uses whatever method necessary to get us off our high bowed.  God uses whatever method necessary to get us off our high bowed.  God uses whatever method necessary to get us off our high bowed.  God uses whatever method necessary to get us off our high 

horse…or in thhorse…or in thhorse…or in thhorse…or in this case donkey!is case donkey!is case donkey!is case donkey! 
 

5. Could Saul have denied Christ at this point? Doe s God “make” him 
convert?  Is there any evidence that Saul wanted to  deny Christ working 
in his life? Why are questions like this important when considering this 
man especially… but us as well?   If it was his choice…where was the If it was his choice…where was the If it was his choice…where was the If it was his choice…where was the 

NO, I don’t want to ? He had a voice.  He asks, “Who are you , Lord?” NO, I don’t want to ? He had a voice.  He asks, “Who are you , Lord?” NO, I don’t want to ? He had a voice.  He asks, “Who are you , Lord?” NO, I don’t want to ? He had a voice.  He asks, “Who are you , Lord?” 

So he could speak and he could still wonder…but by the time he got So he could speak and he could still wonder…but by the time he got So he could speak and he could still wonder…but by the time he got So he could speak and he could still wonder…but by the time he got 

out the title of Jesus there seems to be some recognition of whom out the title of Jesus there seems to be some recognition of whom out the title of Jesus there seems to be some recognition of whom out the title of Jesus there seems to be some recognition of whom 

he was messinghe was messinghe was messinghe was messing    with.  His response was free and rational. When with.  His response was free and rational. When with.  His response was free and rational. When with.  His response was free and rational. When 

does he become a Christian? Luke does not seems to be caught up in does he become a Christian? Luke does not seems to be caught up in does he become a Christian? Luke does not seems to be caught up in does he become a Christian? Luke does not seems to be caught up in 

the science of conversion.  We simply know that somewhere in this the science of conversion.  We simply know that somewhere in this the science of conversion.  We simply know that somewhere in this the science of conversion.  We simply know that somewhere in this 

encounter he becomes a believer.encounter he becomes a believer.encounter he becomes a believer.encounter he becomes a believer. 
 
6. In verses 10-19, we find Ananias…a popular name obviously.  What is 

the significance of Ananias’ ministry to Saul? What  does this 
communicate for us 2000 years later? 

 
7. What evidences do we have that Saul did in fact become a Christian? 

a.a.a.a. Vs. 1oVs. 1oVs. 1oVs. 1o----    he is fasting…not enoughhe is fasting…not enoughhe is fasting…not enoughhe is fasting…not enough    
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b.b.b.b. Vs.11Vs.11Vs.11Vs.11----    he is prayinghe is prayinghe is prayinghe is praying----    Luke Luke Luke Luke offers this up as a way to show offers this up as a way to show offers this up as a way to show offers this up as a way to show 

Ananias that Saul was truly a convert..Ananias that Saul was truly a convert..Ananias that Saul was truly a convert..Ananias that Saul was truly a convert..    

c.c.c.c. Vs. 17Vs. 17Vs. 17Vs. 17----his faith is confirmed by other believers and he his faith is confirmed by other believers and he his faith is confirmed by other believers and he his faith is confirmed by other believers and he 

receives the Holy Spirit…presumably a leader in the church receives the Holy Spirit…presumably a leader in the church receives the Holy Spirit…presumably a leader in the church receives the Holy Spirit…presumably a leader in the church 

there just like the apostles coming to Samaria…there just like the apostles coming to Samaria…there just like the apostles coming to Samaria…there just like the apostles coming to Samaria…    

d.d.d.d. Vs. 19Vs. 19Vs. 19Vs. 19----    he is baptizehe is baptizehe is baptizehe is baptized in the Way, physically identifying with d in the Way, physically identifying with d in the Way, physically identifying with d in the Way, physically identifying with 

the followers of Christ…which also symbolizes union with the followers of Christ…which also symbolizes union with the followers of Christ…which also symbolizes union with the followers of Christ…which also symbolizes union with 

Christ…Christ…Christ…Christ…    

e.e.e.e. Vs. 19Vs. 19Vs. 19Vs. 19----    he was received into the fellowship of the Way.he was received into the fellowship of the Way.he was received into the fellowship of the Way.he was received into the fellowship of the Way.    

    

8. Interesting side note, in verse 2 he came to Dam ascus, “…so that if he 
found any belonging to the Way…he might bring them bound to 
Jerusalem.” Here in verse 19 we see that he did in fact find followers of 
the way and now he is bound to them. “For some days  he was with the 
disciples at Damascus.” 

    

    

 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
March 11, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. In what ways does Saul’s conversion demonstrate the marvelous grace 
of God?  Why is this important for us today?  

 
2. What is the significance of Ananias’ ministry to  Saul?  

 
3. What does this communicate for us 2000 years lat er?  
 

C. Read Acts 9:19-31 
1. How does Saul reveal that he is a changed man ri ght away?  

a.a.a.a. He freely associates with them immediately…He freely associates with them immediately…He freely associates with them immediately…He freely associates with them immediately… 
b.b.b.b. He begins to preach and teach “proving” the Jesus was the He begins to preach and teach “proving” the Jesus was the He begins to preach and teach “proving” the Jesus was the He begins to preach and teach “proving” the Jesus was the 

Messiah Messiah Messiah Messiah  
c.c.c.c. He begins to be persecuted himself…interesting change of He begins to be persecuted himself…interesting change of He begins to be persecuted himself…interesting change of He begins to be persecuted himself…interesting change of 

station.station.station.station. 
d.d.d.d. Acts 26:16 tells us of Saul’s cActs 26:16 tells us of Saul’s cActs 26:16 tells us of Saul’s cActs 26:16 tells us of Saul’s commissioning, ommissioning, ommissioning, ommissioning, ““““BBBBut rise and stand ut rise and stand ut rise and stand ut rise and stand 

upon your feet, for I have appeared to you for this purpose, to upon your feet, for I have appeared to you for this purpose, to upon your feet, for I have appeared to you for this purpose, to upon your feet, for I have appeared to you for this purpose, to 
appoint you as a servant and witness to the things in  which you appoint you as a servant and witness to the things in  which you appoint you as a servant and witness to the things in  which you appoint you as a servant and witness to the things in  which you 
have seen me…I am sending you to the Gentiles , to open their have seen me…I am sending you to the Gentiles , to open their have seen me…I am sending you to the Gentiles , to open their have seen me…I am sending you to the Gentiles , to open their 
eyes, so that they may turn froeyes, so that they may turn froeyes, so that they may turn froeyes, so that they may turn from darkness to light from the m darkness to light from the m darkness to light from the m darkness to light from the 
power of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins power of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins power of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins power of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins 

and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.”and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.”and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.”and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.”    All All All All 

of the above shows us he is following Christ’s command and of the above shows us he is following Christ’s command and of the above shows us he is following Christ’s command and of the above shows us he is following Christ’s command and 

appointment.  appointment.  appointment.  appointment.   
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2. Just an aside, for a moment…Saul was commissione d to be a servant 
and a witness to Christ by Christ…The divine eterna l and holy God…His 
commission is very similar to the prophets of old… rise and stand firm 
or upon your feet …Typical commissioning language which he would 
have understood…part of his life experience as well  as his biblical 
knowledge.  I wouldn’t be surprised if something si milar wasn’t said to 
him when he was commissioned to go and bring back b ound followers 
of the Way.  He is no longer a servant of the Sanhe drin but now a 
servant of the Way…of Christ.  Then there is the wh ole meaning of the 
word “witness” which is the Greek word “martys” whi ch of course, is 
where the word “martyr” comes from.  From the very beginning it is 
communicated to Paul that his life is required to d o the work God is 
calling him to…whether that be his actual physical life or everything he 
has and is is to be focused on God and His message.  Verse 16 stated 
clearly to this point , “For I will show him how much he must suffer for 
the sake of my name.”  And, of course, as we know, it did mean 
ultimately giving up his physical life.  Total comm itment.  I wonder how 
many of us understand this calling on our life?!? 

 
  

3. Practically speaking how is it that Saul is able  to “prove” that Jesus is 
the Christ/Messiah? He knew the OT like the back of his hand and He knew the OT like the back of his hand and He knew the OT like the back of his hand and He knew the OT like the back of his hand and 

now all the passages began to make sense. now all the passages began to make sense. now all the passages began to make sense. now all the passages began to make sense. What does that reveal for 
us…the Church… 2000 years later? 

 
4. How long was it before Saul actually went to Jer usalem? Turn to Gal. 

1:11-18. 3 years… pe3 years… pe3 years… pe3 years… perhaps the rhaps the rhaps the rhaps the “when“when“when“when    many days had passed” many days had passed” many days had passed” many days had passed” 

passage of Acts 9:23… passage of Acts 9:23… passage of Acts 9:23… passage of Acts 9:23… of Bible School if you wilof Bible School if you wilof Bible School if you wilof Bible School if you will and seminary all l and seminary all l and seminary all l and seminary all 

wrapped up iwrapped up iwrapped up iwrapped up in his time in the desert.n his time in the desert.n his time in the desert.n his time in the desert.        The Apostles presumably had The Apostles presumably had The Apostles presumably had The Apostles presumably had 

not heard anything about him during this time.  I am sure they not heard anything about him during this time.  I am sure they not heard anything about him during this time.  I am sure they not heard anything about him during this time.  I am sure they 

knew of him from repoknew of him from repoknew of him from repoknew of him from reports but 3 years is a long time without rts but 3 years is a long time without rts but 3 years is a long time without rts but 3 years is a long time without 

hearing from him they probably moved on to other things.  He hearing from him they probably moved on to other things.  He hearing from him they probably moved on to other things.  He hearing from him they probably moved on to other things.  He 

meets with Cephas/Peter and James, the brother of Jesus, and All meets with Cephas/Peter and James, the brother of Jesus, and All meets with Cephas/Peter and James, the brother of Jesus, and All meets with Cephas/Peter and James, the brother of Jesus, and All 

things go well after that.things go well after that.things go well after that.things go well after that. 
 

5. Turn to Isaiah 19:16-25. Listen to these words c losely.  How are these 
words finding their fulfillment even in the Acts pa ssages to this point? 
God bringing in His people from all nations, tongues and tribes…the God bringing in His people from all nations, tongues and tribes…the God bringing in His people from all nations, tongues and tribes…the God bringing in His people from all nations, tongues and tribes…the 

Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were 

once enemies over coming old prejudices…evonce enemies over coming old prejudices…evonce enemies over coming old prejudices…evonce enemies over coming old prejudices…even deep seated en deep seated en deep seated en deep seated 

ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious 

elite .elite .elite .elite .        this passage is yet another OT passage that speaks clearly of this passage is yet another OT passage that speaks clearly of this passage is yet another OT passage that speaks clearly of this passage is yet another OT passage that speaks clearly of 

God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of 

Israel…Israel forgets this to their deIsrael…Israel forgets this to their deIsrael…Israel forgets this to their deIsrael…Israel forgets this to their detriment.triment.triment.triment. 
 

6. How does Barnabas take over where Ananias left o ff? What might that 
communicate to us? We will be called upon to have our “We will be called upon to have our “We will be called upon to have our “We will be called upon to have our “brothers brothers brothers brothers 

backsbacksbacksbacks”…even the new brother or sister.  We are not to hold over ”…even the new brother or sister.  We are not to hold over ”…even the new brother or sister.  We are not to hold over ”…even the new brother or sister.  We are not to hold over 

them their past life…we are to move forward with wthem their past life…we are to move forward with wthem their past life…we are to move forward with wthem their past life…we are to move forward with what we know.  hat we know.  hat we know.  hat we know.  

But we are not to move ahead blindly… But we are not to move ahead blindly… But we are not to move ahead blindly… But we are not to move ahead blindly… What can I possibly mean by 
this statement? Just because someone calls themselves a Christian Just because someone calls themselves a Christian Just because someone calls themselves a Christian Just because someone calls themselves a Christian 
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doesn’t mean they are…look at what Barnabas “knows” about doesn’t mean they are…look at what Barnabas “knows” about doesn’t mean they are…look at what Barnabas “knows” about doesn’t mean they are…look at what Barnabas “knows” about 

Saul…and based on what he knows he presents Saul befSaul…and based on what he knows he presents Saul befSaul…and based on what he knows he presents Saul befSaul…and based on what he knows he presents Saul before the ore the ore the ore the 

brothers. He stands in for Saul…placing his reputation on the brothers. He stands in for Saul…placing his reputation on the brothers. He stands in for Saul…placing his reputation on the brothers. He stands in for Saul…placing his reputation on the 

line…based on what he knows and what he has been told by other line…based on what he knows and what he has been told by other line…based on what he knows and what he has been told by other line…based on what he knows and what he has been told by other 

trusted leaders in the church.  Saul was not accepted blindly on a trusted leaders in the church.  Saul was not accepted blindly on a trusted leaders in the church.  Saul was not accepted blindly on a trusted leaders in the church.  Saul was not accepted blindly on a 

simple profession.  simple profession.  simple profession.  simple profession.  How might this type of discernment be helpful in 
your life and in the church today?  An example of why the elders of An example of why the elders of An example of why the elders of An example of why the elders of 

the church seek to hear a credible profession of faith from someone the church seek to hear a credible profession of faith from someone the church seek to hear a credible profession of faith from someone the church seek to hear a credible profession of faith from someone 

and why the leadership should not rush to allow people to join in and why the leadership should not rush to allow people to join in and why the leadership should not rush to allow people to join in and why the leadership should not rush to allow people to join in 

membership of the church.  True conversiomembership of the church.  True conversiomembership of the church.  True conversiomembership of the church.  True conversion always is seen in n always is seen in n always is seen in n always is seen in 

desiring church membership as well…wanting to actively join desiring church membership as well…wanting to actively join desiring church membership as well…wanting to actively join desiring church membership as well…wanting to actively join 

publically is a sign of true conversion. Actually, it would be easy if publically is a sign of true conversion. Actually, it would be easy if publically is a sign of true conversion. Actually, it would be easy if publically is a sign of true conversion. Actually, it would be easy if 

God would give us so many “proofs” as He gave to Saul’s true God would give us so many “proofs” as He gave to Saul’s true God would give us so many “proofs” as He gave to Saul’s true God would give us so many “proofs” as He gave to Saul’s true 

conversion.conversion.conversion.conversion.        But then on the other hand…He dBut then on the other hand…He dBut then on the other hand…He dBut then on the other hand…He does give us, especially oes give us, especially oes give us, especially oes give us, especially 

those of us vested with looking closely signs to look for…Every those of us vested with looking closely signs to look for…Every those of us vested with looking closely signs to look for…Every those of us vested with looking closely signs to look for…Every 

new convert becomes a changed person, and has new titles to prove new convert becomes a changed person, and has new titles to prove new convert becomes a changed person, and has new titles to prove new convert becomes a changed person, and has new titles to prove 

it, namely:it, namely:it, namely:it, namely: 
a. “disciple”  vs. 26 or “saint” vs. 13 as related to God; or a “disciple”  vs. 26 or “saint” vs. 13 as related to God; or a “disciple”  vs. 26 or “saint” vs. 13 as related to God; or a “disciple”  vs. 26 or “saint” vs. 13 as related to God; or a  
b. “brother/sister” related to “brother/sister” related to “brother/sister” related to “brother/sister” related to the church ;the church ;the church ;the church ; 
c. “Witness” as in 26:16“Witness” as in 26:16“Witness” as in 26:16“Witness” as in 26:16 
d.d.d.d. If these 3 are not “seen”… made known… in professed If these 3 are not “seen”… made known… in professed If these 3 are not “seen”… made known… in professed If these 3 are not “seen”… made known… in professed 

Christians, we have good reason to question the reality of Christians, we have good reason to question the reality of Christians, we have good reason to question the reality of Christians, we have good reason to question the reality of 

their conversion.  But when they are visible, we have good their conversion.  But when they are visible, we have good their conversion.  But when they are visible, we have good their conversion.  But when they are visible, we have good 

reason to praise God and include them into the foldreason to praise God and include them into the foldreason to praise God and include them into the foldreason to praise God and include them into the fold....    

    

7. What do you suppose that Peter and James, the br other of Jesus, might 
have been talking to Saul about? The word for “visit”The word for “visit”The word for “visit”The word for “visit”    iiiin Galatians is n Galatians is n Galatians is n Galatians is 

the word used to describe visit with a purpose to receive the word used to describe visit with a purpose to receive the word used to describe visit with a purpose to receive the word used to describe visit with a purpose to receive 

informationinformationinformationinformation    from the main Apostles.from the main Apostles.from the main Apostles.from the main Apostles. 
 

8. What connection do you see between Saul’s conver sion and the church 
throughout Judea, Galilee, and Samaria enjoying a t ime of peace?  

 
9. What 5 characteristics are seen in this church t hat should be seen in 

ours? 
a.a.a.a. PeacePeacePeacePeace    

b.b.b.b. StrengthStrengthStrengthStrength    

c.c.c.c. Godliness…walking in the fear of the LordGodliness…walking in the fear of the LordGodliness…walking in the fear of the LordGodliness…walking in the fear of the Lord    

d.d.d.d. ComforComforComforComfort…enjoying “paraklesis”… the special ministry of t…enjoying “paraklesis”… the special ministry of t…enjoying “paraklesis”… the special ministry of t…enjoying “paraklesis”… the special ministry of 

the Holy Spirit in their midstthe Holy Spirit in their midstthe Holy Spirit in their midstthe Holy Spirit in their midst    

e.e.e.e. Growth…multiplying numericallyGrowth…multiplying numericallyGrowth…multiplying numericallyGrowth…multiplying numerically    

    

10. Look back at Acts 4:23-31.  How does Saul’s con version fit into this 
prayer? Luke alludes to his boldness Luke alludes to his boldness Luke alludes to his boldness Luke alludes to his boldness in the face of persecution in the face of persecution in the face of persecution in the face of persecution once once once once 

in verin verin verin verse 20 and then clearly attests to his boldness in vs. 27 and 28.  se 20 and then clearly attests to his boldness in vs. 27 and 28.  se 20 and then clearly attests to his boldness in vs. 27 and 28.  se 20 and then clearly attests to his boldness in vs. 27 and 28.  

Interesting in this prayer they don’t pray for God to remove the Interesting in this prayer they don’t pray for God to remove the Interesting in this prayer they don’t pray for God to remove the Interesting in this prayer they don’t pray for God to remove the 

threats but rather they prayed for boldness to preach while all of threats but rather they prayed for boldness to preach while all of threats but rather they prayed for boldness to preach while all of threats but rather they prayed for boldness to preach while all of 

the the the the persecutionpersecutionpersecutionpersecution    was going on. was going on. was going on. was going on. He also openly debated with He also openly debated with He also openly debated with He also openly debated with the the the the 

Grecian Jews.Grecian Jews.Grecian Jews.Grecian Jews.    Saul was healed miraculously. Power of the Holy Saul was healed miraculously. Power of the Holy Saul was healed miraculously. Power of the Holy Saul was healed miraculously. Power of the Holy 

Spirit was upon him vs. 17 and 22Spirit was upon him vs. 17 and 22Spirit was upon him vs. 17 and 22Spirit was upon him vs. 17 and 22. 
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11. What can we learn from this chapter that can be  incorporated into the 
life and ministry of our church?  

 
    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Acts- Sunday School 
March 18, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What connection do we see between Saul’s convers ion and the peace 
that the “whole” church was experiencing at this ti me?  Literally an Literally an Literally an Literally an 

enemy was subdued…showing everyone God power to grow His enemy was subdued…showing everyone God power to grow His enemy was subdued…showing everyone God power to grow His enemy was subdued…showing everyone God power to grow His 

church…to preserve His church…to fulfill His promise to church…to preserve His church…to fulfill His promise to church…to preserve His church…to fulfill His promise to church…to preserve His church…to fulfill His promise to redeem redeem redeem redeem 

His church. What is there then “really” to be afraid of? His church. What is there then “really” to be afraid of? His church. What is there then “really” to be afraid of? His church. What is there then “really” to be afraid of?  
 

2. How does Saul’s conversion and ministry fit into  the prayer of the 
believers from Acts 4:23-31? 

 
C. Acts 9:32-43 

1.1.1.1. What was Peter doing? Preaching and Preaching and Preaching and Preaching and 

teaching…visiting/shepherding the saints.  teaching…visiting/shepherding the saints.  teaching…visiting/shepherding the saints.  teaching…visiting/shepherding the saints.  Before, the Apostles 
remained in Jerusalem with one outing to Samaria bu t now Peter seems 
to walk freely.  What has happened? Vs.31.Vs.31.Vs.31.Vs.31.    

    

2. Why do you suppose that Luke tells us of these m iracles?  What are 
they for?  How are they linked? 

 
3. How was the power of God demonstrated in this te xt? And what were 

the results? 
 
4. What do you suppose is significant about Luke te lling us that Peter 

stayed with Simon the tanner? Tanners worked with dead animals, Tanners worked with dead animals, Tanners worked with dead animals, Tanners worked with dead animals, 

in order to convert the skins into leather so they were regarded asin order to convert the skins into leather so they were regarded asin order to convert the skins into leather so they were regarded asin order to convert the skins into leather so they were regarded as    

ceremonially unclean much of the time.  Not a profession for most ceremonially unclean much of the time.  Not a profession for most ceremonially unclean much of the time.  Not a profession for most ceremonially unclean much of the time.  Not a profession for most 

Jews but some did get into the trade because there was good money Jews but some did get into the trade because there was good money Jews but some did get into the trade because there was good money Jews but some did get into the trade because there was good money 

to be made. Peter disregards this station in life which seems to to be made. Peter disregards this station in life which seems to to be made. Peter disregards this station in life which seems to to be made. Peter disregards this station in life which seems to 

show that he was already in a state of mind that would fitshow that he was already in a state of mind that would fitshow that he was already in a state of mind that would fitshow that he was already in a state of mind that would fit    him for him for him for him for 

the vision he is about to have.the vision he is about to have.the vision he is about to have.the vision he is about to have. 
 

D. Acts 10:1-9 
1. As we move into this chapter, we know that Peter  was given “the keys 

to the kingdom” by Jesus.  How has the used the key s effectively up to 
this point? Opening up the kingdom to the Jews on the day of Opening up the kingdom to the Jews on the day of Opening up the kingdom to the Jews on the day of Opening up the kingdom to the Jews on the day of 
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PPPPentecost and then to the Samaritans soon afterwards…now he is entecost and then to the Samaritans soon afterwards…now he is entecost and then to the Samaritans soon afterwards…now he is entecost and then to the Samaritans soon afterwards…now he is 

using them to open the kingdom to the Gentiles.using them to open the kingdom to the Gentiles.using them to open the kingdom to the Gentiles.using them to open the kingdom to the Gentiles. 
 

2. Cornelius was a centurion of the Italian Cohort.  As a centurion he would 
be in charge of a century/or company of men 100 plu s strong. All 
centurions must be literate, have letters of recomm endation and 
commendation, be at least 30 years old be expert in  all forms of warfare 
and weaponry…the best of the best…and a strict disc iplinarian of 
Roman standards for cleanliness, care of weapon and  military strategy. 
He would be a Captain or a Major in our modern Army . A Cohort 
consisted of 6 centuries of at least 100 men each w ith its own centurion.  
10 cohorts made up a legion=1000 to 5000 men depend ing upon the 
decree of the Emperor. The Italian Cohort or Regime n was probably one 
of the Roman auxiliaries establish by Caesar August us to supplement 
the Roman legions who were normally only made up of  Roman citizens 
and they were not usually stationed in places like Judea during peace 
times.  These auxiliaries were made up of most volu nteers and some 
conscripts who would remain in the service for a mi nimum of 25 years.  
At the end of this time they would have conferred o n them complete 
Roman citizenship which then could be handed down t o all their family 
into perpetuity.  Who saw the movie King Arthur  with his Sarmatian 
warriors/Knights?  At the end of their service they  received their Roman 
citizenship…that is if they lived. 

 
3. What evidence was there in the character of Corneli us that the Spirit 

was already at work in him? God got his attention for a purpose that God got his attention for a purpose that God got his attention for a purpose that God got his attention for a purpose that 
would fulfill God’s will.  He and his family were devout…Godwould fulfill God’s will.  He and his family were devout…Godwould fulfill God’s will.  He and his family were devout…Godwould fulfill God’s will.  He and his family were devout…God----
fearer= one who would almost be Jewish in religion but had not fearer= one who would almost be Jewish in religion but had not fearer= one who would almost be Jewish in religion but had not fearer= one who would almost be Jewish in religion but had not 
undergone circumcision... he was after all a centurion.  He had undergone circumcision... he was after all a centurion.  He had undergone circumcision... he was after all a centurion.  He had undergone circumcision... he was after all a centurion.  He had 
accepted monotheaccepted monotheaccepted monotheaccepted monotheism and the ethical standards of Judaism and ism and the ethical standards of Judaism and ism and the ethical standards of Judaism and ism and the ethical standards of Judaism and 
attended synagogue services of such type of followers.  Without attended synagogue services of such type of followers.  Without attended synagogue services of such type of followers.  Without attended synagogue services of such type of followers.  Without 
circumcision he was still a Gentle.  No pious Jew would sit down at circumcision he was still a Gentle.  No pious Jew would sit down at circumcision he was still a Gentle.  No pious Jew would sit down at circumcision he was still a Gentle.  No pious Jew would sit down at 
the table with a Gentile no matter how well liked they were in the the table with a Gentile no matter how well liked they were in the the table with a Gentile no matter how well liked they were in the the table with a Gentile no matter how well liked they were in the 
community focommunity focommunity focommunity for it was forbidden to be familiar with a Gentile. The r it was forbidden to be familiar with a Gentile. The r it was forbidden to be familiar with a Gentile. The r it was forbidden to be familiar with a Gentile. The 
Jews were convinced that election meant God’s favoritism toward Jews were convinced that election meant God’s favoritism toward Jews were convinced that election meant God’s favoritism toward Jews were convinced that election meant God’s favoritism toward 
them alone.them alone.them alone.them alone.  So they became filled with racial pride and hatred of So they became filled with racial pride and hatred of So they became filled with racial pride and hatred of So they became filled with racial pride and hatred of 
the Gentiles just like the Samaritans…and they developedthe Gentiles just like the Samaritans…and they developedthe Gentiles just like the Samaritans…and they developedthe Gentiles just like the Samaritans…and they developed    

traditions thatraditions thatraditions thatraditions that actually kept them apart….t actually kept them apart….t actually kept them apart….t actually kept them apart…. 
  

4. What are some similarities between the Lord comi ng to Cornelius and 
how he came to Saul? 
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A. Prayer  
B. Review  

1.1.1.1. Read 10:9-23 gain. How did God prepare Peter for t he meeting with 
Cornelius?  SSSSpeaking to him 3 times…would have probably shaken peaking to him 3 times…would have probably shaken peaking to him 3 times…would have probably shaken peaking to him 3 times…would have probably shaken 

him up to be sure and he wouldn’t have been able in the least to him up to be sure and he wouldn’t have been able in the least to him up to be sure and he wouldn’t have been able in the least to him up to be sure and he wouldn’t have been able in the least to 

dismiss this event.dismiss this event.dismiss this event.dismiss this event. 

 
2.2.2.2. What would have the command of verse 15 meant to P eter?  He hadHe hadHe hadHe had    

heard this before. Jesus had made it clear in all of His heard this before. Jesus had made it clear in all of His heard this before. Jesus had made it clear in all of His heard this before. Jesus had made it clear in all of His teaching that teaching that teaching that teaching that 

it is not goes in a man’s mouth that is the problem but what comes it is not goes in a man’s mouth that is the problem but what comes it is not goes in a man’s mouth that is the problem but what comes it is not goes in a man’s mouth that is the problem but what comes 

out.  Peter is fighting this for a couple of reasons…1.  he doesn’t out.  Peter is fighting this for a couple of reasons…1.  he doesn’t out.  Peter is fighting this for a couple of reasons…1.  he doesn’t out.  Peter is fighting this for a couple of reasons…1.  he doesn’t 

want to do it…2. He may be concerned with how this will make want to do it…2. He may be concerned with how this will make want to do it…2. He may be concerned with how this will make want to do it…2. He may be concerned with how this will make 

him look to the Jewish believers.  Old prejudihim look to the Jewish believers.  Old prejudihim look to the Jewish believers.  Old prejudihim look to the Jewish believers.  Old prejudices die hard.  Maybe a ces die hard.  Maybe a ces die hard.  Maybe a ces die hard.  Maybe a 

third reason….that old voice within our heads that keep taking us third reason….that old voice within our heads that keep taking us third reason….that old voice within our heads that keep taking us third reason….that old voice within our heads that keep taking us 

to our default when we are in crisis.to our default when we are in crisis.to our default when we are in crisis.to our default when we are in crisis.    

    

3. When you read a statement like the one the Spiri t said to Peter, “Rise 
and go down and accompany them without hesitation, for I have sent 
them.”… what do you think is being communicated?  The Greek phrase The Greek phrase The Greek phrase The Greek phrase 

has a natural meaning of without hesitation or without has a natural meaning of without hesitation or without has a natural meaning of without hesitation or without has a natural meaning of without hesitation or without 

misgivings…but interesting enough it could also mean “making no misgivings…but interesting enough it could also mean “making no misgivings…but interesting enough it could also mean “making no misgivings…but interesting enough it could also mean “making no 

distinctions”… that is “making no gratuitous distinction betwdistinctions”… that is “making no gratuitous distinction betwdistinctions”… that is “making no gratuitous distinction betwdistinctions”… that is “making no gratuitous distinction between een een een 

Jew and Gentile.” This seems to fit the context of the whole Jew and Gentile.” This seems to fit the context of the whole Jew and Gentile.” This seems to fit the context of the whole Jew and Gentile.” This seems to fit the context of the whole 

chapter much better given the cultural and racial problems that chapter much better given the cultural and racial problems that chapter much better given the cultural and racial problems that chapter much better given the cultural and racial problems that 

would be stretching the church in the days to come. So though the would be stretching the church in the days to come. So though the would be stretching the church in the days to come. So though the would be stretching the church in the days to come. So though the 

vision seems to be making a distinction between clean and uncvision seems to be making a distinction between clean and uncvision seems to be making a distinction between clean and uncvision seems to be making a distinction between clean and unclean lean lean lean 

food the Spirit defines this as really a distinction between clean food the Spirit defines this as really a distinction between clean food the Spirit defines this as really a distinction between clean food the Spirit defines this as really a distinction between clean 

and unclean people and is basically telling him to stop making such and unclean people and is basically telling him to stop making such and unclean people and is basically telling him to stop making such and unclean people and is basically telling him to stop making such 

distinctions…Peter gets it as well…vs. 23 by inviting them into distinctions…Peter gets it as well…vs. 23 by inviting them into distinctions…Peter gets it as well…vs. 23 by inviting them into distinctions…Peter gets it as well…vs. 23 by inviting them into 

Simon’s house to stay the night…also his words of vsSimon’s house to stay the night…also his words of vsSimon’s house to stay the night…also his words of vsSimon’s house to stay the night…also his words of vs. 28.. 28.. 28.. 28. 
 
4. Who would you say is the main character in this chapter?  Why? While While While While 

much time is devoted to Cornelius…the main character is actually much time is devoted to Cornelius…the main character is actually much time is devoted to Cornelius…the main character is actually much time is devoted to Cornelius…the main character is actually 

Peter.  He needs to learn something.  Peter.  He needs to learn something.  Peter.  He needs to learn something.  Peter.  He needs to learn something.  Again what was it that Peter 
needed to learn? He needed to have his deepHe needed to have his deepHe needed to have his deepHe needed to have his deep----seatseatseatseated racial ed racial ed racial ed racial 

intolerance broken down.  So it is not so much the conversion of intolerance broken down.  So it is not so much the conversion of intolerance broken down.  So it is not so much the conversion of intolerance broken down.  So it is not so much the conversion of 

Cornelius that was the reason for Luke’s writing but rather the Cornelius that was the reason for Luke’s writing but rather the Cornelius that was the reason for Luke’s writing but rather the Cornelius that was the reason for Luke’s writing but rather the 

conversion… the opening the heart and mind of… Peter. This whole conversion… the opening the heart and mind of… Peter. This whole conversion… the opening the heart and mind of… Peter. This whole conversion… the opening the heart and mind of… Peter. This whole 

thing emphasizes to Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did thing emphasizes to Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did thing emphasizes to Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did thing emphasizes to Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did in fact fulfill the in fact fulfill the in fact fulfill the in fact fulfill the 

law…something that a Jew would have a problem with fully law…something that a Jew would have a problem with fully law…something that a Jew would have a problem with fully law…something that a Jew would have a problem with fully 

comprehending because of their upbringing.  The Law was what comprehending because of their upbringing.  The Law was what comprehending because of their upbringing.  The Law was what comprehending because of their upbringing.  The Law was what 

defined them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to defined them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to defined them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to defined them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to 

come face to face with a worldview change…for this come face to face with a worldview change…for this come face to face with a worldview change…for this come face to face with a worldview change…for this whole story whole story whole story whole story 

makes what Jesus had said the Gospels even more true…what goes makes what Jesus had said the Gospels even more true…what goes makes what Jesus had said the Gospels even more true…what goes makes what Jesus had said the Gospels even more true…what goes 

into a man’s mouth does defile him but rather what comes out.  So into a man’s mouth does defile him but rather what comes out.  So into a man’s mouth does defile him but rather what comes out.  So into a man’s mouth does defile him but rather what comes out.  So 

the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in 

Jesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial lJesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial lJesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial lJesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial laws any more…see aws any more…see aws any more…see aws any more…see 

also the argument supporting this in Hebrews.also the argument supporting this in Hebrews.also the argument supporting this in Hebrews.also the argument supporting this in Hebrews. 
 
5. What does this have to say to us today? 
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C. Acts 10:24-48 

1. We looked a little at how the Spirit had been wo rking on Cornelius back 
in the first part of this chapter. What more do we see here in this section 
between verses 24-33? verses 24verses 24verses 24verses 24----25 tells us that Cornelius was 25 tells us that Cornelius was 25 tells us that Cornelius was 25 tells us that Cornelius was 

expecting something wonderful to happen…he had called all his expecting something wonderful to happen…he had called all his expecting something wonderful to happen…he had called all his expecting something wonderful to happen…he had called all his 

family and closest friends for knew of Peter’s stature/position family and closest friends for knew of Peter’s stature/position family and closest friends for knew of Peter’s stature/position family and closest friends for knew of Peter’s stature/position 

before God and sought to honor him and be prepared to hebefore God and sought to honor him and be prepared to hebefore God and sought to honor him and be prepared to hebefore God and sought to honor him and be prepared to hear him ar him ar him ar him 

and his words.  In verses 33 we see him saying that he had called all and his words.  In verses 33 we see him saying that he had called all and his words.  In verses 33 we see him saying that he had called all and his words.  In verses 33 we see him saying that he had called all 

these people together…. these people together…. these people together…. these people together…. “in the presence of God…” “in the presence of God…” “in the presence of God…” “in the presence of God…” to hear the to hear the to hear the to hear the 

word of God that Peter would bring to them…ready and open to word of God that Peter would bring to them…ready and open to word of God that Peter would bring to them…ready and open to word of God that Peter would bring to them…ready and open to 

listen.listen.listen.listen. 
 

2. So, even though Peter is the main character in t his drama of chapter 10 
God does have a message for Cornelius, what is it f rom vss. 33-43? He He He He 

is included in God’s family and he doesn’t have to do anything to is included in God’s family and he doesn’t have to do anything to is included in God’s family and he doesn’t have to do anything to is included in God’s family and he doesn’t have to do anything to 

gain God’s favor…he already has it.  God’s grace is not based on race gain God’s favor…he already has it.  God’s grace is not based on race gain God’s favor…he already has it.  God’s grace is not based on race gain God’s favor…he already has it.  God’s grace is not based on race 

nationality or class.  nationality or class.  nationality or class.  nationality or class.  Was the message to the Gentiles different from 
the one for the Jew? Why or why not? The message was simple it was The message was simple it was The message was simple it was The message was simple it was 

the gospel that centered around the message of the life, death, and the gospel that centered around the message of the life, death, and the gospel that centered around the message of the life, death, and the gospel that centered around the message of the life, death, and 

resurrection of Jesus Christ and how this gospel is to be proclaim resurrection of Jesus Christ and how this gospel is to be proclaim resurrection of Jesus Christ and how this gospel is to be proclaim resurrection of Jesus Christ and how this gospel is to be proclaim 

universaluniversaluniversaluniversally so that His people from all nations, tongue and tribes ly so that His people from all nations, tongue and tribes ly so that His people from all nations, tongue and tribes ly so that His people from all nations, tongue and tribes 

can hear and be brought in in God’s time…and that can hear and be brought in in God’s time…and that can hear and be brought in in God’s time…and that can hear and be brought in in God’s time…and that “everyone who “everyone who “everyone who “everyone who 
believes in Him receives forgiveness of sins through His name.”believes in Him receives forgiveness of sins through His name.”believes in Him receives forgiveness of sins through His name.”believes in Him receives forgiveness of sins through His name.” 

 
3. Why would the pouring out of the Spirit on these  Gentiles and their 

response which was very similar to Pentecost with t he Jews have 
astonished these Jews who were with Peter? Proved again just like Proved again just like Proved again just like Proved again just like 

the same message being preached that everyone is equal before God the same message being preached that everyone is equal before God the same message being preached that everyone is equal before God the same message being preached that everyone is equal before God 

and the old prejudices needed to go away…otherwise they wouldand the old prejudices needed to go away…otherwise they wouldand the old prejudices needed to go away…otherwise they wouldand the old prejudices needed to go away…otherwise they would    

be denying God’s power and work.be denying God’s power and work.be denying God’s power and work.be denying God’s power and work. 
 

4. Just a question here as we conclude this chapter .  If these believers had 
the Spirit why did they need Peter to stay to teach  them? (That is what 
is being implied by the grammar of the statement.  He was asked to stay 
for a purpose that had to do with his stature of ap ostle.)  Unlike many Unlike many Unlike many Unlike many 

churches the gift of the Spirit is NOT proven ineffective if we allow  churches the gift of the Spirit is NOT proven ineffective if we allow  churches the gift of the Spirit is NOT proven ineffective if we allow  churches the gift of the Spirit is NOT proven ineffective if we allow  

earthly trained teachers to pass on their knowledge to others.  earthly trained teachers to pass on their knowledge to others.  earthly trained teachers to pass on their knowledge to others.  earthly trained teachers to pass on their knowledge to others.  

Some church’s teach that we are left to the mercy ofSome church’s teach that we are left to the mercy ofSome church’s teach that we are left to the mercy ofSome church’s teach that we are left to the mercy of    the Spirit to the Spirit to the Spirit to the Spirit to 

give us all the words that are needed to tell others the gospel.  That give us all the words that are needed to tell others the gospel.  That give us all the words that are needed to tell others the gospel.  That give us all the words that are needed to tell others the gospel.  That 

it is almost anathema if you want to go and get specialized training it is almost anathema if you want to go and get specialized training it is almost anathema if you want to go and get specialized training it is almost anathema if you want to go and get specialized training 

of any kind.  But God trains as has been seen in the last couple of of any kind.  But God trains as has been seen in the last couple of of any kind.  But God trains as has been seen in the last couple of of any kind.  But God trains as has been seen in the last couple of 

chapters so that all have the samchapters so that all have the samchapters so that all have the samchapters so that all have the same message not opinion but a e message not opinion but a e message not opinion but a e message not opinion but a 

certainty of one message…His message!certainty of one message…His message!certainty of one message…His message!certainty of one message…His message! 
 
5. Turn to Isaiah 19:16-25. Listen to these words c losely.  How are these 

words finding their fulfillment even in the Acts pa ssages to this point? 
God bringing in His people from all nations, God bringing in His people from all nations, God bringing in His people from all nations, God bringing in His people from all nations, tongues and tribes…the tongues and tribes…the tongues and tribes…the tongues and tribes…the 

Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were Gospel going into all the world bringing unity to those who were 

once enemies over coming old prejudices…even deep seated once enemies over coming old prejudices…even deep seated once enemies over coming old prejudices…even deep seated once enemies over coming old prejudices…even deep seated 

ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious ones…whether that be from old oppressors or from the religious 
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elite .  this passage is yet another OT passage elite .  this passage is yet another OT passage elite .  this passage is yet another OT passage elite .  this passage is yet another OT passage that speaks clearly of that speaks clearly of that speaks clearly of that speaks clearly of 

God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of God’s deliverance going out to all the nations beyond the borders of 

Israel…Israel forgets this to their detriment.Israel…Israel forgets this to their detriment.Israel…Israel forgets this to their detriment.Israel…Israel forgets this to their detriment. 
 

D.  Acts 11:1-18 
1. Why do you suppose the brothers in Jerusalem wou ld be so concerned 

about Peter’s actions among the Gentiles?   
a.a.a.a. Just like with the Samaritans they needed to confirm the Just like with the Samaritans they needed to confirm the Just like with the Samaritans they needed to confirm the Just like with the Samaritans they needed to confirm the 

work of God….the apostles needed to endorse the Samaritans work of God….the apostles needed to endorse the Samaritans work of God….the apostles needed to endorse the Samaritans work of God….the apostles needed to endorse the Samaritans 

conversion so there wouldn’t be any questions in the church conversion so there wouldn’t be any questions in the church conversion so there wouldn’t be any questions in the church conversion so there wouldn’t be any questions in the church 

so too here.so too here.so too here.so too here. 
b.b.b.b. It could be a “called to the principle” moment where the mIt could be a “called to the principle” moment where the mIt could be a “called to the principle” moment where the mIt could be a “called to the principle” moment where the more ore ore ore 

legalistic believers were wanting to call into question what legalistic believers were wanting to call into question what legalistic believers were wanting to call into question what legalistic believers were wanting to call into question what 

Peter had done based on the reports/rumors they had been Peter had done based on the reports/rumors they had been Peter had done based on the reports/rumors they had been Peter had done based on the reports/rumors they had been 

told.  However, Peter went up to Jerusalem on his own told.  However, Peter went up to Jerusalem on his own told.  However, Peter went up to Jerusalem on his own told.  However, Peter went up to Jerusalem on his own 

accord … accord … accord … accord … “So when Peter went up to Jerusalem…”“So when Peter went up to Jerusalem…”“So when Peter went up to Jerusalem…”“So when Peter went up to Jerusalem…”    

communicates he determined to do communicates he determined to do communicates he determined to do communicates he determined to do this probably to report this probably to report this probably to report this probably to report 

the wonders of God and the circumcised party jumped on him the wonders of God and the circumcised party jumped on him the wonders of God and the circumcised party jumped on him the wonders of God and the circumcised party jumped on him 

first.  These could be the people that paul will have to first.  These could be the people that paul will have to first.  These could be the people that paul will have to first.  These could be the people that paul will have to 

eventually cast out of the Church or they simply could be eventually cast out of the Church or they simply could be eventually cast out of the Church or they simply could be eventually cast out of the Church or they simply could be 

people who had previously been Jews and they were people who had previously been Jews and they were people who had previously been Jews and they were people who had previously been Jews and they were 

concerneconcerneconcerneconcerned with the reports since they weren’t there. d with the reports since they weren’t there. d with the reports since they weren’t there. d with the reports since they weren’t there.  
c.c.c.c. Whenever believers seek to do God’s will there will always be Whenever believers seek to do God’s will there will always be Whenever believers seek to do God’s will there will always be Whenever believers seek to do God’s will there will always be 

opposition from within the church because it is not how they opposition from within the church because it is not how they opposition from within the church because it is not how they opposition from within the church because it is not how they 

would have done it…or in this case they wouldn’t have would have done it…or in this case they wouldn’t have would have done it…or in this case they wouldn’t have would have done it…or in this case they wouldn’t have 

bothered to go to the Gentiles bebothered to go to the Gentiles bebothered to go to the Gentiles bebothered to go to the Gentiles because they were so bound to cause they were so bound to cause they were so bound to cause they were so bound to 

the law…they were not free…God was freeing Peter up to the law…they were not free…God was freeing Peter up to the law…they were not free…God was freeing Peter up to the law…they were not free…God was freeing Peter up to 

bring Himself glory.bring Himself glory.bring Himself glory.bring Himself glory. 
 

2. The differences between Saul and Cornelius aboun d, to be sure, but 
once again how were their conversions similar?  

a.a.a.a. Both were converted by the grace of Both were converted by the grace of Both were converted by the grace of Both were converted by the grace of God in Christ;God in Christ;God in Christ;God in Christ; 
b.b.b.b.     both received forgiveness of sins and the gift of the Holy both received forgiveness of sins and the gift of the Holy both received forgiveness of sins and the gift of the Holy both received forgiveness of sins and the gift of the Holy 

Spirit; Spirit; Spirit; Spirit;  
c.c.c.c. both were baptized and welcomed into the Christian both were baptized and welcomed into the Christian both were baptized and welcomed into the Christian both were baptized and welcomed into the Christian 

family on equal terms; family on equal terms; family on equal terms; family on equal terms;  
d.d.d.d. This is a singular testimony to the power and impartiality This is a singular testimony to the power and impartiality This is a singular testimony to the power and impartiality This is a singular testimony to the power and impartiality 

of the gospel of Jesus Christ, which iof the gospel of Jesus Christ, which iof the gospel of Jesus Christ, which iof the gospel of Jesus Christ, which is still, s still, s still, s still, “the power of “the power of “the power of “the power of 
God for the salvation of everyone who believes; first to the God for the salvation of everyone who believes; first to the God for the salvation of everyone who believes; first to the God for the salvation of everyone who believes; first to the 
Jew and then for the gentile.” (Rom. 1:16)Jew and then for the gentile.” (Rom. 1:16)Jew and then for the gentile.” (Rom. 1:16)Jew and then for the gentile.” (Rom. 1:16) 

 
3. What lessons does this ancient story teach us to day? 

a.a.a.a. It teaches that God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, It teaches that God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, It teaches that God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, It teaches that God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, 

and we are not atand we are not atand we are not atand we are not at    liberty to make them either.  But as we liberty to make them either.  But as we liberty to make them either.  But as we liberty to make them either.  But as we 

look at these Jewish believers we need to see ourselves all look at these Jewish believers we need to see ourselves all look at these Jewish believers we need to see ourselves all look at these Jewish believers we need to see ourselves all 

too often.  too often.  too often.  too often.      

b.b.b.b. It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the 

Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned 

yet the definition of uyet the definition of uyet the definition of uyet the definition of unity or equality in its members and nity or equality in its members and nity or equality in its members and nity or equality in its members and 

this doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but this doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but this doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but this doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but 

also among ourselves already  within the church.  also among ourselves already  within the church.  also among ourselves already  within the church.  also among ourselves already  within the church.      
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c.c.c.c. Factions still rise against leaders they themselves voted Factions still rise against leaders they themselves voted Factions still rise against leaders they themselves voted Factions still rise against leaders they themselves voted 

into position…affirming God’s call on the lives of into position…affirming God’s call on the lives of into position…affirming God’s call on the lives of into position…affirming God’s call on the lives of people… people… people… people… 

people take sides against brothers and sisters in the fold people take sides against brothers and sisters in the fold people take sides against brothers and sisters in the fold people take sides against brothers and sisters in the fold 

rather than seeking what is best for the whole. And like rather than seeking what is best for the whole. And like rather than seeking what is best for the whole. And like rather than seeking what is best for the whole. And like 

Peter in just a little while we can’t seem to separate Peter in just a little while we can’t seem to separate Peter in just a little while we can’t seem to separate Peter in just a little while we can’t seem to separate 

ourselves from our prejudices completely. (Gal. 2:11ourselves from our prejudices completely. (Gal. 2:11ourselves from our prejudices completely. (Gal. 2:11ourselves from our prejudices completely. (Gal. 2:11----14)14)14)14)    

d.d.d.d. We need to take seriWe need to take seriWe need to take seriWe need to take seriously the true work of the Spirit in ously the true work of the Spirit in ously the true work of the Spirit in ously the true work of the Spirit in 

conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal 

Christian blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the Christian blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the Christian blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the Christian blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the 

events of Cornelius receiving the Spirit counteracts the events of Cornelius receiving the Spirit counteracts the events of Cornelius receiving the Spirit counteracts the events of Cornelius receiving the Spirit counteracts the 

argument for a 2argument for a 2argument for a 2argument for a 2----stage application of the Spirit…it stage application of the Spirit…it stage application of the Spirit…it stage application of the Spirit…it all all all all 

happens at the time of his repentance and believing. happens at the time of his repentance and believing. happens at the time of his repentance and believing. happens at the time of his repentance and believing.     

e.e.e.e. Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to 

remain humble so that we remain teachable.remain humble so that we remain teachable.remain humble so that we remain teachable.remain humble so that we remain teachable.    

f.f.f.f. Faith comes from God alone by God’s choice alone.  No Faith comes from God alone by God’s choice alone.  No Faith comes from God alone by God’s choice alone.  No Faith comes from God alone by God’s choice alone.  No 

matter how “good” you are in the eyes of the womatter how “good” you are in the eyes of the womatter how “good” you are in the eyes of the womatter how “good” you are in the eyes of the world…no rld…no rld…no rld…no 

matter how many “good” things you do this is not what matter how many “good” things you do this is not what matter how many “good” things you do this is not what matter how many “good” things you do this is not what 

earns you favor with God.  God grants that favor to His earns you favor with God.  God grants that favor to His earns you favor with God.  God grants that favor to His earns you favor with God.  God grants that favor to His 

elect alone.elect alone.elect alone.elect alone.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
April 1, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What do these historical events teach us for tod ay? 
a. It teaches that It teaches that It teaches that It teaches that God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, and God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, and God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, and God makes no distinctions in His kingdom, and 

we are not at liberty to make them either.  we are not at liberty to make them either.  we are not at liberty to make them either.  we are not at liberty to make them either.   
b. It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the It teaches us of the need for true unity. The history of the 

Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned yet Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned yet Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned yet Church is full of prejudice and hatred…it has not learned yet 

the definition of unity or equality in itsthe definition of unity or equality in itsthe definition of unity or equality in itsthe definition of unity or equality in its    members and this members and this members and this members and this 

doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but also doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but also doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but also doesn’t just mean people of other races and colors but also 

among ourselves already  within the church.among ourselves already  within the church.among ourselves already  within the church.among ourselves already  within the church. 
c. It teaches us to trust our leaders and to be willing to submit to It teaches us to trust our leaders and to be willing to submit to It teaches us to trust our leaders and to be willing to submit to It teaches us to trust our leaders and to be willing to submit to 

those God has placed over us. Factions still rise against leaders those God has placed over us. Factions still rise against leaders those God has placed over us. Factions still rise against leaders those God has placed over us. Factions still rise against leaders 

ththththey themselves voted into positioney themselves voted into positioney themselves voted into positioney themselves voted into position 
d.d.d.d. We need to take seriously the true work of the Spirit in We need to take seriously the true work of the Spirit in We need to take seriously the true work of the Spirit in We need to take seriously the true work of the Spirit in 

conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal Christian conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal Christian conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal Christian conversion.  The gift of tongue is NOT a universal Christian 

blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the events of Cornelius blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the events of Cornelius blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the events of Cornelius blessing but the gift of the Spirit is!  And the events of Cornelius 

receiving the Spirit counteracts threceiving the Spirit counteracts threceiving the Spirit counteracts threceiving the Spirit counteracts the argument for a 2e argument for a 2e argument for a 2e argument for a 2----stage stage stage stage 

application of the Spirit…it all happens at the time of his application of the Spirit…it all happens at the time of his application of the Spirit…it all happens at the time of his application of the Spirit…it all happens at the time of his 

repentance and believing. repentance and believing. repentance and believing. repentance and believing.     
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e.e.e.e. Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to remain Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to remain Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to remain Growth doesn’t stop with conversion. We are always to remain 

humble so that we remain teachable.humble so that we remain teachable.humble so that we remain teachable.humble so that we remain teachable.    

f.f.f.f. Faith comes from God alone by God’s choice alonFaith comes from God alone by God’s choice alonFaith comes from God alone by God’s choice alonFaith comes from God alone by God’s choice alone.  God grants e.  God grants e.  God grants e.  God grants 

that favor to His elect alone.that favor to His elect alone.that favor to His elect alone.that favor to His elect alone.    

                
2. Once again, who is the main player in this event  in Chapter 10 and 

Why? What did he need to learn? This whole thing emphasizes to This whole thing emphasizes to This whole thing emphasizes to This whole thing emphasizes to 

Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did in fact fulfill the law…something Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did in fact fulfill the law…something Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did in fact fulfill the law…something Peter that Jesus’ sacrifice did in fact fulfill the law…something 

that a that a that a that a Jew would have a problem with fully comprehending Jew would have a problem with fully comprehending Jew would have a problem with fully comprehending Jew would have a problem with fully comprehending 

because of their upbringing.  The Law was what defined because of their upbringing.  The Law was what defined because of their upbringing.  The Law was what defined because of their upbringing.  The Law was what defined 

them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to come them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to come them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to come them…every part of their lives…and here Peter is having to come 

face to face with a worldview change…for this whole story makes face to face with a worldview change…for this whole story makes face to face with a worldview change…for this whole story makes face to face with a worldview change…for this whole story makes 

what Jesus had said in what Jesus had said in what Jesus had said in what Jesus had said in     the Gospels even more true…what goes into the Gospels even more true…what goes into the Gospels even more true…what goes into the Gospels even more true…what goes into 

a man’s mouth does NOT defile him but rather what comes out.  So a man’s mouth does NOT defile him but rather what comes out.  So a man’s mouth does NOT defile him but rather what comes out.  So a man’s mouth does NOT defile him but rather what comes out.  So 

the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in the bottom line for the Jewish believers is this…if you believe in 

Jesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial laws any more…see Jesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial laws any more…see Jesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial laws any more…see Jesus then you can’t hold on to the ceremonial laws any more…see 

also the argumenalso the argumenalso the argumenalso the argument supporting this in the epistle to the Hebrews.t supporting this in the epistle to the Hebrews.t supporting this in the epistle to the Hebrews.t supporting this in the epistle to the Hebrews. 
 

3. What does this have to say to us today? 
 

C. Acts 11:19-30 
1. Luke ended the previous section with these words  by the brothers,  

“And they glorified God saying, ‘Then to the Gentil es also God has 
granted repentance that leads to life.’” What does this declaration 
reveal about what the brothers in Jerusalem have be gun to realize? 
God’s plan, God’s reconciliation and God’s power to overcome all God’s plan, God’s reconciliation and God’s power to overcome all God’s plan, God’s reconciliation and God’s power to overcome all God’s plan, God’s reconciliation and God’s power to overcome all 

barriers for the sake of the Gospel…especially to the Gentiles…the barriers for the sake of the Gospel…especially to the Gentiles…the barriers for the sake of the Gospel…especially to the Gentiles…the barriers for the sake of the Gospel…especially to the Gentiles…the 

very pvery pvery pvery people that they had been taught to avoid like the plague. eople that they had been taught to avoid like the plague. eople that they had been taught to avoid like the plague. eople that they had been taught to avoid like the plague. In 
verse 20 we read, “to the Greeks/Hellenists also…”   The connection 
between verses 18 and 20 seems purposeful.  Can you  imagine why? 
The word “also” or “kia” in the Greek tells us that the The word “also” or “kia” in the Greek tells us that the The word “also” or “kia” in the Greek tells us that the The word “also” or “kia” in the Greek tells us that the 

evangelevangelevangelevangelization of the Gentiles must (divine directive) begin.  As ization of the Gentiles must (divine directive) begin.  As ization of the Gentiles must (divine directive) begin.  As ization of the Gentiles must (divine directive) begin.  As 

Paul will write later almost as a refrain in some places the gospel is Paul will write later almost as a refrain in some places the gospel is Paul will write later almost as a refrain in some places the gospel is Paul will write later almost as a refrain in some places the gospel is 

intended intended intended intended “first for the Jews, and then also for the Gentile.”  “first for the Jews, and then also for the Gentile.”  “first for the Jews, and then also for the Gentile.”  “first for the Jews, and then also for the Gentile.”  Just an Just an Just an Just an 

aside: Don’t get caught up in who the Hellenists are.  aside: Don’t get caught up in who the Hellenists are.  aside: Don’t get caught up in who the Hellenists are.  aside: Don’t get caught up in who the Hellenists are.  This term is This term is This term is This term is 

only used 3 places in all of Scripture and not in the greater only used 3 places in all of Scripture and not in the greater only used 3 places in all of Scripture and not in the greater only used 3 places in all of Scripture and not in the greater 

literature of the day.  It seems to speak not so much of nationality literature of the day.  It seems to speak not so much of nationality literature of the day.  It seems to speak not so much of nationality literature of the day.  It seems to speak not so much of nationality 

as a word used to describe the influencing culture.as a word used to describe the influencing culture.as a word used to describe the influencing culture.as a word used to describe the influencing culture. 
 

2. Just when it would seem that it would be a good time for the church to 
be together for growth and maturity they are scatte red all over by 
persecution according to verse 19.  Why does God sc atter His church? 
God scatters His church for the purpose of growing His Church.  God scatters His church for the purpose of growing His Church.  God scatters His church for the purpose of growing His Church.  God scatters His church for the purpose of growing His Church.  

This was referring to preThis was referring to preThis was referring to preThis was referring to pre----Saul conversion daSaul conversion daSaul conversion daSaul conversion days was persecution ys was persecution ys was persecution ys was persecution 

was rampant.was rampant.was rampant.was rampant. The Scripture is clear that this was the scattering The Scripture is clear that this was the scattering The Scripture is clear that this was the scattering The Scripture is clear that this was the scattering 

that took place at the time of Stephen’s death where Saul was that took place at the time of Stephen’s death where Saul was that took place at the time of Stephen’s death where Saul was that took place at the time of Stephen’s death where Saul was 

watching and waiting to go to Damascus to arrest believers before watching and waiting to go to Damascus to arrest believers before watching and waiting to go to Damascus to arrest believers before watching and waiting to go to Damascus to arrest believers before 

his conversion. The spread of the Gospel!  Ahis conversion. The spread of the Gospel!  Ahis conversion. The spread of the Gospel!  Ahis conversion. The spread of the Gospel!  After Saul’s conversion fter Saul’s conversion fter Saul’s conversion fter Saul’s conversion 

the Jewish persecution seemed to settle down for a time…hence the Jewish persecution seemed to settle down for a time…hence the Jewish persecution seemed to settle down for a time…hence the Jewish persecution seemed to settle down for a time…hence 

Peter and the other apostle’s ability to move around “freely” to Peter and the other apostle’s ability to move around “freely” to Peter and the other apostle’s ability to move around “freely” to Peter and the other apostle’s ability to move around “freely” to 

meet with the believers. meet with the believers. meet with the believers. meet with the believers.  
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3. According to these first few verses who was doin g the ministry of 

spreading the Word? The people…those who had been scattered.  The people…those who had been scattered.  The people…those who had been scattered.  The people…those who had been scattered.  

Then with the help of Barnabas and Saul as they were trained. Then with the help of Barnabas and Saul as they were trained. Then with the help of Barnabas and Saul as they were trained. Then with the help of Barnabas and Saul as they were trained. What 
is significant about this answer? The people are the ministers and the The people are the ministers and the The people are the ministers and the The people are the ministers and the 

proclaimers of the Word…you don’t have to specially trained to proclaimers of the Word…you don’t have to specially trained to proclaimers of the Word…you don’t have to specially trained to proclaimers of the Word…you don’t have to specially trained to 

spreadspreadspreadspread    the gospel…this is not a profession…we are expected to live the gospel…this is not a profession…we are expected to live the gospel…this is not a profession…we are expected to live the gospel…this is not a profession…we are expected to live 

and speak from the heart of God’s truth.and speak from the heart of God’s truth.and speak from the heart of God’s truth.and speak from the heart of God’s truth. 
 
4. Look at verse 23.  What would you say that it would  take to “remain 

faithful to the Lord with steadfast purpose with al l their hearts” ? 
perseverance and perseverance and perseverance and perseverance and wholeheartedness…in fact Luke tells us what wholeheartedness…in fact Luke tells us what wholeheartedness…in fact Luke tells us what wholeheartedness…in fact Luke tells us what 

that should look like when he describes for us Barnabas’s that should look like when he describes for us Barnabas’s that should look like when he describes for us Barnabas’s that should look like when he describes for us Barnabas’s 

character.character.character.character. 
 
5. What different efforts were made to nurture the new  believers at 

Antioch? Barnabas was sent to train and then Barnabas sent for Barnabas was sent to train and then Barnabas sent for Barnabas was sent to train and then Barnabas sent for Barnabas was sent to train and then Barnabas sent for 

Saul and they Saul and they Saul and they Saul and they remained there a year to train these new believers. remained there a year to train these new believers. remained there a year to train these new believers. remained there a year to train these new believers. 

What does this say to us about the importance of di scipling young 
Christians? What evidences do we see of this church ’s maturity?  

a.  It was here that the disciples were first called It was here that the disciples were first called It was here that the disciples were first called It was here that the disciples were first called 

Christians…which could mChristians…which could mChristians…which could mChristians…which could mean that they so lived their life ean that they so lived their life ean that they so lived their life ean that they so lived their life 

and proclaimed the Word of Christ they the term and proclaimed the Word of Christ they the term and proclaimed the Word of Christ they the term and proclaimed the Word of Christ they the term 

stuck…whether a positive term of a negative term…they stuck…whether a positive term of a negative term…they stuck…whether a positive term of a negative term…they stuck…whether a positive term of a negative term…they 

were obviously exhibiting the life of Jesus the Christ before were obviously exhibiting the life of Jesus the Christ before were obviously exhibiting the life of Jesus the Christ before were obviously exhibiting the life of Jesus the Christ before 

people. The Greek structure of the word makes it clear thapeople. The Greek structure of the word makes it clear thapeople. The Greek structure of the word makes it clear thapeople. The Greek structure of the word makes it clear that t t t 

the general populace saw them as people belonging the general populace saw them as people belonging the general populace saw them as people belonging the general populace saw them as people belonging 

to…following the teaching of Jesus Christ as if Christ was a to…following the teaching of Jesus Christ as if Christ was a to…following the teaching of Jesus Christ as if Christ was a to…following the teaching of Jesus Christ as if Christ was a 

name. Think Herodname. Think Herodname. Think Herodname. Think Herodians. ians. ians. ians.  
b. The sending of Saul and Barnabas back with aid to the The sending of Saul and Barnabas back with aid to the The sending of Saul and Barnabas back with aid to the The sending of Saul and Barnabas back with aid to the 

churches in Judea….they understood churches in Judea….they understood churches in Judea….they understood churches in Judea….they understood 

family…connection…and the needfamily…connection…and the needfamily…connection…and the needfamily…connection…and the need    to be unified.to be unified.to be unified.to be unified. 
             

6. What does the reference here in verse 30 to the elders of Judea 
communicate to us today? This indicates a particular structure/ This indicates a particular structure/ This indicates a particular structure/ This indicates a particular structure/ 

polity that had arisen within the church…that is being elder led in polity that had arisen within the church…that is being elder led in polity that had arisen within the church…that is being elder led in polity that had arisen within the church…that is being elder led in 

the true fashion of the Scriptuthe true fashion of the Scriptuthe true fashion of the Scriptuthe true fashion of the Scriptures.  Elders were considered to be the res.  Elders were considered to be the res.  Elders were considered to be the res.  Elders were considered to be the 

spiritual and judicial leaders of the people in the OT…the spiritual and judicial leaders of the people in the OT…the spiritual and judicial leaders of the people in the OT…the spiritual and judicial leaders of the people in the OT…the 

shepherds of God’s people.  This role had obviously devolved over shepherds of God’s people.  This role had obviously devolved over shepherds of God’s people.  This role had obviously devolved over shepherds of God’s people.  This role had obviously devolved over 

time to where this had become a joke because of such abuses being time to where this had become a joke because of such abuses being time to where this had become a joke because of such abuses being time to where this had become a joke because of such abuses being 

done in the name of the podone in the name of the podone in the name of the podone in the name of the position.  But they knew enough not to sition.  But they knew enough not to sition.  But they knew enough not to sition.  But they knew enough not to 

throw the baby out with the “dirty” bath water…so what we have throw the baby out with the “dirty” bath water…so what we have throw the baby out with the “dirty” bath water…so what we have throw the baby out with the “dirty” bath water…so what we have 

here is a renewal of the biblical position from the perspective of its here is a renewal of the biblical position from the perspective of its here is a renewal of the biblical position from the perspective of its here is a renewal of the biblical position from the perspective of its 

original intent.original intent.original intent.original intent. 
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Acts- Sunday School 
April 8, 2012 

 
D. Prayer 

 
E. Acts 12:1-19 

1. What do we learn about King Herod Agrippa I (thi s one was the 
grandson of Herod the Great.  He shared many of his  grandfather’s 
unstable characteristics. He had been given the tit le of King by Emperor 
Caligula and it was reaffirmed under Claudius.  He was despised by the 
Jews because of his relationship with the Romans an d because like his 
grandfather he was an Edomite…a sworn enemy of Jewi sh people.) in 
these first 4 verses? Why would it be important for  him to please the 
Jews?  His main task was to keep the peHis main task was to keep the peHis main task was to keep the peHis main task was to keep the peace and so he would do ace and so he would do ace and so he would do ace and so he would do 

whatever it would take to be on the good side of the Jews to keep whatever it would take to be on the good side of the Jews to keep whatever it would take to be on the good side of the Jews to keep whatever it would take to be on the good side of the Jews to keep 

uprisings down.  This James was the Apostle John’s brother…the uprisings down.  This James was the Apostle John’s brother…the uprisings down.  This James was the Apostle John’s brother…the uprisings down.  This James was the Apostle John’s brother…the 

same one Jesus had said  that they both would drink His same one Jesus had said  that they both would drink His same one Jesus had said  that they both would drink His same one Jesus had said  that they both would drink His 

cup…which meant death for James and exile for Jocup…which meant death for James and exile for Jocup…which meant death for James and exile for Jocup…which meant death for James and exile for John. He also hn. He also hn. He also hn. He also 

seizes Peter and the plan was to have him executed as well after the seizes Peter and the plan was to have him executed as well after the seizes Peter and the plan was to have him executed as well after the seizes Peter and the plan was to have him executed as well after the 

Passover.Passover.Passover.Passover. 
 

2.2.2.2. What could this little community of Jesus do, in i ts powerlessness, 
against the armed might of Rome? Pray! Verse 5 uses the word Pray! Verse 5 uses the word Pray! Verse 5 uses the word Pray! Verse 5 uses the word 

“earnest” in the ESV.  NIV “earnest“earnest” in the ESV.  NIV “earnest“earnest” in the ESV.  NIV “earnest“earnest” in the ESV.  NIV “earnestly”.  NKJV= “constant”.  NASB= ly”.  NKJV= “constant”.  NASB= ly”.  NKJV= “constant”.  NASB= ly”.  NKJV= “constant”.  NASB= 

“fervently.” Or “most strenuously” in some other translations.  “fervently.” Or “most strenuously” in some other translations.  “fervently.” Or “most strenuously” in some other translations.  “fervently.” Or “most strenuously” in some other translations.  

Luke uses the word “ekentos”Luke uses the word “ekentos”Luke uses the word “ekentos”Luke uses the word “ekentos”----    fervently… strenuously… in fervently… strenuously… in fervently… strenuously… in fervently… strenuously… in 

earnest…this word was used previously to describe the intense earnest…this word was used previously to describe the intense earnest…this word was used previously to describe the intense earnest…this word was used previously to describe the intense 

agony of Jesus in Gethsemane.   Prayer is agony of Jesus in Gethsemane.   Prayer is agony of Jesus in Gethsemane.   Prayer is agony of Jesus in Gethsemane.   Prayer is the power that enables us the power that enables us the power that enables us the power that enables us 

to use the armor of God effectively. This was not the defeated type to use the armor of God effectively. This was not the defeated type to use the armor of God effectively. This was not the defeated type to use the armor of God effectively. This was not the defeated type 

of prayers prayed today…these were prayers of boldness and of prayers prayed today…these were prayers of boldness and of prayers prayed today…these were prayers of boldness and of prayers prayed today…these were prayers of boldness and 

certainty that God was doing something even if they didn’t know certainty that God was doing something even if they didn’t know certainty that God was doing something even if they didn’t know certainty that God was doing something even if they didn’t know 

what.what.what.what.      
    

3. Why do you suppose Herod Agrippa had Peter bound  so securely? 
Chapter 5:19Chapter 5:19Chapter 5:19Chapter 5:19----25. ..regarded him as an escape artist!? 25. ..regarded him as an escape artist!? 25. ..regarded him as an escape artist!? 25. ..regarded him as an escape artist!? ☺☺☺☺    Or that Or that Or that Or that 

someone might come and rescue him.  Normally it was enough to someone might come and rescue him.  Normally it was enough to someone might come and rescue him.  Normally it was enough to someone might come and rescue him.  Normally it was enough to 

handcuff a prisoner to one guard…but Peter was so “dangerous” handcuff a prisoner to one guard…but Peter was so “dangerous” handcuff a prisoner to one guard…but Peter was so “dangerous” handcuff a prisoner to one guard…but Peter was so “dangerous” 

that he had a guard handcuffed on bothat he had a guard handcuffed on bothat he had a guard handcuffed on bothat he had a guard handcuffed on both sides… “two chains” th sides… “two chains” th sides… “two chains” th sides… “two chains” 

reference.reference.reference.reference. 
 
4. How is it that Peter could sleep when his world might end on the next 

day? The great 4th century preacher Chrysostom said this; The great 4th century preacher Chrysostom said this; The great 4th century preacher Chrysostom said this; The great 4th century preacher Chrysostom said this; “Peter “Peter “Peter “Peter 
and Paul showed themselves equally defiant of death”and Paul showed themselves equally defiant of death”and Paul showed themselves equally defiant of death”and Paul showed themselves equally defiant of death”…it held no …it held no …it held no …it held no 

control over them.  Hecontrol over them.  Hecontrol over them.  Hecontrol over them.  He    is confident that death is not the end…and if is confident that death is not the end…and if is confident that death is not the end…and if is confident that death is not the end…and if 

it be God’s will that he die here…after all Jesus had prophesied it be God’s will that he die here…after all Jesus had prophesied it be God’s will that he die here…after all Jesus had prophesied it be God’s will that he die here…after all Jesus had prophesied 

that he would die a martyrs death…then so be it.  How would the that he would die a martyrs death…then so be it.  How would the that he would die a martyrs death…then so be it.  How would the that he would die a martyrs death…then so be it.  How would the 

church be if we had such an attitude about death as this? church be if we had such an attitude about death as this? church be if we had such an attitude about death as this? church be if we had such an attitude about death as this? You gotta’ 
love verse 7!  Peter is sleeping so soundly on the night before his death 
that the angel has to “strike” him on the side to w ake him up. He was 
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sleeping so hard that his head is not clear until a  little while later.  We 
know what waking up in the middle of REM sleep is l ike. ☺☺☺☺ 

 
5.5.5.5. What is Luke communicating about Peter when he use s the phrases; 

When Peter came to himself…” and “When he realized this…” ? 
Obviously he is fully awake at this point.  He had been awaken Obviously he is fully awake at this point.  He had been awaken Obviously he is fully awake at this point.  He had been awaken Obviously he is fully awake at this point.  He had been awaken 

from REM sleep and was walking around in a fog… we have afrom REM sleep and was walking around in a fog… we have afrom REM sleep and was walking around in a fog… we have afrom REM sleep and was walking around in a fog… we have all been ll been ll been ll been 

there.  BUT…the first reference is reminiscent of another event there.  BUT…the first reference is reminiscent of another event there.  BUT…the first reference is reminiscent of another event there.  BUT…the first reference is reminiscent of another event 

where the prodigal son came to himself in the pig sty.  He is at once where the prodigal son came to himself in the pig sty.  He is at once where the prodigal son came to himself in the pig sty.  He is at once where the prodigal son came to himself in the pig sty.  He is at once 

aware of the power and presence of the Lord in a way he has not aware of the power and presence of the Lord in a way he has not aware of the power and presence of the Lord in a way he has not aware of the power and presence of the Lord in a way he has not 

been made aware to that point. This is not a dreambeen made aware to that point. This is not a dreambeen made aware to that point. This is not a dreambeen made aware to that point. This is not a dream…it is really …it is really …it is really …it is really 

happening…WOW!!!happening…WOW!!!happening…WOW!!!happening…WOW!!!    

    

6. How did the Christians who had gathered to ferve ntly pray with so 
much certainty in their prayers respond when Peter appeared at the 
door in verses     12-17? They may have thought that the secret police They may have thought that the secret police They may have thought that the secret police They may have thought that the secret police 

had found them…so perhaphad found them…so perhaphad found them…so perhaphad found them…so perhaps they waited in suspense to see what s they waited in suspense to see what s they waited in suspense to see what s they waited in suspense to see what 

would happen next.  They sent a servant girl…which would have would happen next.  They sent a servant girl…which would have would happen next.  They sent a servant girl…which would have would happen next.  They sent a servant girl…which would have 

been appropriate and would not have caused suspicion. So their been appropriate and would not have caused suspicion. So their been appropriate and would not have caused suspicion. So their been appropriate and would not have caused suspicion. So their 

response was one of “Shock” …interesting …even with praying response was one of “Shock” …interesting …even with praying response was one of “Shock” …interesting …even with praying response was one of “Shock” …interesting …even with praying 

with all the boldness and assuranwith all the boldness and assuranwith all the boldness and assuranwith all the boldness and assurance they could muster. ce they could muster. ce they could muster. ce they could muster. What is 
going on here? It was customary in those days that when someone It was customary in those days that when someone It was customary in those days that when someone It was customary in those days that when someone 

came to the house that the visitor would knock and call out.  But came to the house that the visitor would knock and call out.  But came to the house that the visitor would knock and call out.  But came to the house that the visitor would knock and call out.  But 

rather than believe her after her insistence that it was in fact Peter rather than believe her after her insistence that it was in fact Peter rather than believe her after her insistence that it was in fact Peter rather than believe her after her insistence that it was in fact Peter 

they say it must be “his they say it must be “his they say it must be “his they say it must be “his angel.”  Now just so we are all clear they do angel.”  Now just so we are all clear they do angel.”  Now just so we are all clear they do angel.”  Now just so we are all clear they do 

not think he was dead yet…his death was going to happen in the not think he was dead yet…his death was going to happen in the not think he was dead yet…his death was going to happen in the not think he was dead yet…his death was going to happen in the 

morning…and you didn’t mess with the schedulemorning…and you didn’t mess with the schedulemorning…and you didn’t mess with the schedulemorning…and you didn’t mess with the schedule☺☺☺☺    ☺☺☺☺… What the … What the … What the … What the 

text is referring to is an angel that “corresponds to Peter” rather text is referring to is an angel that “corresponds to Peter” rather text is referring to is an angel that “corresponds to Peter” rather text is referring to is an angel that “corresponds to Peter” rather 

loosely thought of aloosely thought of aloosely thought of aloosely thought of as a guardian angel.  F. F. Bruce says,  s a guardian angel.  F. F. Bruce says,  s a guardian angel.  F. F. Bruce says,  s a guardian angel.  F. F. Bruce says,  “that the “that the “that the “that the 
angel here is conceived of as a man’s spiritual counterpart.”angel here is conceived of as a man’s spiritual counterpart.”angel here is conceived of as a man’s spiritual counterpart.”angel here is conceived of as a man’s spiritual counterpart.”     What 
do you see in Rhoda’s behavior that may be reminisc ent of your own 
sometimes?  It is not as if they hadn’t seen God wo rk before 
miraculously? 
 

7. Why are we so surprised by God answering prayers , especially the 
impossible ones? What does that say about our faith ?  

 
8.8.8.8. Verse 17b tells us, “Tell these things to James and to the brothers. Th en 

he departed and went to another place.”  Where did Peter go? What if 
anything have you heard or been taught about this t rip? Obviously, he Obviously, he Obviously, he Obviously, he 

simply went into hiding for a time.  However, there are sources simply went into hiding for a time.  However, there are sources simply went into hiding for a time.  However, there are sources simply went into hiding for a time.  However, there are sources 

such as the Acts of Petersuch as the Acts of Petersuch as the Acts of Petersuch as the Acts of Peter,,,,    an apocryphal book written approx. at an apocryphal book written approx. at an apocryphal book written approx. at an apocryphal book written approx. at 

the end of the 2the end of the 2the end of the 2the end of the 2ndndndnd    Century. ..that stated thaCentury. ..that stated thaCentury. ..that stated thaCentury. ..that stated that Peter went to Rome t Peter went to Rome t Peter went to Rome t Peter went to Rome 

and he stayed there for 25 years as the 1and he stayed there for 25 years as the 1and he stayed there for 25 years as the 1and he stayed there for 25 years as the 1stststst    pope.  What we do know pope.  What we do know pope.  What we do know pope.  What we do know 

for sure is that maybe a year or 2 later we see Peter in Antioch for sure is that maybe a year or 2 later we see Peter in Antioch for sure is that maybe a year or 2 later we see Peter in Antioch for sure is that maybe a year or 2 later we see Peter in Antioch 

…Gal. 2:11…and then back in Jerusalem for the meeting of the …Gal. 2:11…and then back in Jerusalem for the meeting of the …Gal. 2:11…and then back in Jerusalem for the meeting of the …Gal. 2:11…and then back in Jerusalem for the meeting of the 

Council in Acts 15. Council in Acts 15. Council in Acts 15. Council in Acts 15.     

    

9.9.9.9. The death of the soldiers was typical of Roman law .  A jailer and the 
guards were liable to the same charge as the prison er they had charge 
over if that prisoner escaped.     
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F. Acts 12:20-24 

1. What was the cause of Herod’s death? Why? Let’s see…he just lost his Let’s see…he just lost his Let’s see…he just lost his Let’s see…he just lost his 

number one prisoner…number one prisoner…number one prisoner…number one prisoner…he had the guards killed…he is wondering he had the guards killed…he is wondering he had the guards killed…he is wondering he had the guards killed…he is wondering 

what the report from Rome would look like…he is wondering what the report from Rome would look like…he is wondering what the report from Rome would look like…he is wondering what the report from Rome would look like…he is wondering 

what the Jews will do…he seems to have been quarreling with the what the Jews will do…he seems to have been quarreling with the what the Jews will do…he seems to have been quarreling with the what the Jews will do…he seems to have been quarreling with the 

people of Tyre and Sidon…or the text says in the Greek… he people of Tyre and Sidon…or the text says in the Greek… he people of Tyre and Sidon…or the text says in the Greek… he people of Tyre and Sidon…or the text says in the Greek… he “was “was “was “was 
furiously angry”furiously angry”furiously angry”furiously angry”        with them…twith them…twith them…twith them…they came to see him in a Honda hey came to see him in a Honda hey came to see him in a Honda hey came to see him in a Honda 

Accord…didn’t bring the limo…he was probably aware that they Accord…didn’t bring the limo…he was probably aware that they Accord…didn’t bring the limo…he was probably aware that they Accord…didn’t bring the limo…he was probably aware that they 

had bribed the king’s trusted personal servant/chamberlain  for an had bribed the king’s trusted personal servant/chamberlain  for an had bribed the king’s trusted personal servant/chamberlain  for an had bribed the king’s trusted personal servant/chamberlain  for an 

audience…You talk about being under intense stress.  The people audience…You talk about being under intense stress.  The people audience…You talk about being under intense stress.  The people audience…You talk about being under intense stress.  The people 

knowing of all his stress and whaknowing of all his stress and whaknowing of all his stress and whaknowing of all his stress and what he was capable of when under t he was capable of when under t he was capable of when under t he was capable of when under 

stress listened intently to his oration…which some say the Greek stress listened intently to his oration…which some say the Greek stress listened intently to his oration…which some say the Greek stress listened intently to his oration…which some say the Greek 

here is the word “harangued them”  or yelling at them with threats here is the word “harangued them”  or yelling at them with threats here is the word “harangued them”  or yelling at them with threats here is the word “harangued them”  or yelling at them with threats 

and condescension… then shouted, and condescension… then shouted, and condescension… then shouted, and condescension… then shouted, The voice of a god, and not of a The voice of a god, and not of a The voice of a god, and not of a The voice of a god, and not of a 
man!  man!  man!  man!  …to make him feel bet…to make him feel bet…to make him feel bet…to make him feel better…then ter…then ter…then ter…then “Immediately an angel of the “Immediately an angel of the “Immediately an angel of the “Immediately an angel of the 
LORD struck him down, because he did not give God the glory, LORD struck him down, because he did not give God the glory, LORD struck him down, because he did not give God the glory, LORD struck him down, because he did not give God the glory, 
(…or he usurped the honor due God…)(…or he usurped the honor due God…)(…or he usurped the honor due God…)(…or he usurped the honor due God…)    and he was eaten by worms and he was eaten by worms and he was eaten by worms and he was eaten by worms 
and breathed his last.”  and breathed his last.”  and breathed his last.”  and breathed his last.”  Josephus describes Herod’s death by saying Josephus describes Herod’s death by saying Josephus describes Herod’s death by saying Josephus describes Herod’s death by saying 

it was God’s judgment for hit was God’s judgment for hit was God’s judgment for hit was God’s judgment for his glorifying himself rather than God is glorifying himself rather than God is glorifying himself rather than God is glorifying himself rather than God 

but rather than speaking of being eaten by worms he says, “ a but rather than speaking of being eaten by worms he says, “ a but rather than speaking of being eaten by worms he says, “ a but rather than speaking of being eaten by worms he says, “ a 

severe pain arose in his belly which became so violent that he was severe pain arose in his belly which became so violent that he was severe pain arose in his belly which became so violent that he was severe pain arose in his belly which became so violent that he was 

carried back into his palace where he died 5 days later.”… bleeding carried back into his palace where he died 5 days later.”… bleeding carried back into his palace where he died 5 days later.”… bleeding carried back into his palace where he died 5 days later.”… bleeding 

ulcer?? Or intestinalulcer?? Or intestinalulcer?? Or intestinalulcer?? Or intestinal    worms which seemed to be common in those worms which seemed to be common in those worms which seemed to be common in those worms which seemed to be common in those 

days…still today sometimes.  Either way he was eaten up inside to days…still today sometimes.  Either way he was eaten up inside to days…still today sometimes.  Either way he was eaten up inside to days…still today sometimes.  Either way he was eaten up inside to 

be sure.  Antiochus Epiphanies was said to have died such a violent be sure.  Antiochus Epiphanies was said to have died such a violent be sure.  Antiochus Epiphanies was said to have died such a violent be sure.  Antiochus Epiphanies was said to have died such a violent 

way with an incurable pain in his bowels with excruciating way with an incurable pain in his bowels with excruciating way with an incurable pain in his bowels with excruciating way with an incurable pain in his bowels with excruciating 

internal torture. internal torture. internal torture. internal torture.  
 

2. If you were to tell me based on Acts alone what would you say is the 
purpose for God’s angels?  They are His servants to do His bidding They are His servants to do His bidding They are His servants to do His bidding They are His servants to do His bidding 

whatever that may be.whatever that may be.whatever that may be.whatever that may be. 
 

3. What does Herod’s death tell you about God?  How  is this death similar 
to Ananias and Sapphira’s death?   

 
4. What are some of the ironies in this chapter tha t are there to encourage 

His people then and now?  
a.a.a.a. The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by 

the powerlessness of a small ragthe powerlessness of a small ragthe powerlessness of a small ragthe powerlessness of a small rag----tag group of people …praying tag group of people …praying tag group of people …praying tag group of people …praying 

of all things.of all things.of all things.of all things.    

b. The most pThe most pThe most pThe most powerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by owerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by owerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by owerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by 

God the most powerful.God the most powerful.God the most powerful.God the most powerful. 
c. When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the 

darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in 

prison and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, prison and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, prison and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, prison and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, 

Peter free and the WordPeter free and the WordPeter free and the WordPeter free and the Word    of God triumphing.of God triumphing.of God triumphing.of God triumphing. 
d. Herod/man plans and God follows through with His.Herod/man plans and God follows through with His.Herod/man plans and God follows through with His.Herod/man plans and God follows through with His. 

 
5. According to this passage and passages like it, how  does God use 

suffering to extend His kingdom? Strengthen the chu rch?  
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Acts- Sunday School 
April 15, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What are some of the ironies of the last chapter ? 
a. The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by The most powerful force on the earth seems to be disarmed by 

the powerlessness of a small ragthe powerlessness of a small ragthe powerlessness of a small ragthe powerlessness of a small rag----tag group of people …praying tag group of people …praying tag group of people …praying tag group of people …praying 

of all things.of all things.of all things.of all things.    

b. The most powerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by The most powerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by The most powerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by The most powerful army was disarmed of their prisoner by 

God the most powerful.God the most powerful.God the most powerful.God the most powerful. 
c. When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the When things seemed bleakest a Light shined in the 

darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in prison darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in prison darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in prison darkness…The chapter opens with James dead, Peter in prison 

and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, Peter and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, Peter and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, Peter and Herod triumphing and its closes with Herod dead, Peter 

free and the Word of God triumphing.free and the Word of God triumphing.free and the Word of God triumphing.free and the Word of God triumphing. 
d. Herod/man plans and God follows through with His.Herod/man plans and God follows through with His.Herod/man plans and God follows through with His.Herod/man plans and God follows through with His. 

 
2. Read Acts 12: 24. According to this chapter and chapters like it, how 

does God use suffering to extend His Kingdom?  Stre ngthen the 
Church? 

 
C. Acts 12:25-13:4 

1. What do you think would be most difficult about being a missionary? 
 

2. The Acts of the Apostles recounts for us the way  in which the ascended 
Christ marches across Europe. Having ascended up to  heaven, He 
pours forth His Holy Spirit and equips, and commiss ions, and sends out 
His ambassadors to take the gospel from Jerusalem, Judea, and 
Samaria, and to the end of the earth. These are the  acts of the Holy 
Spirit. Three times in verses 1-12 Luke will refer to the Holy Spirit. These 
are the acts of the Holy Spirit, the acts of the ri sen, ascended Christ; 
they are the acts of God fulfilling His word and pu rpose: that He intends 
that the seed of the woman will crush the very head  of Satan. And He 
will build His church, the church of His dear Son, Jesus Christ, and the 
gates of hell will not prevail against it. And we s ee a macrocosm –  we 
see a big picture of the purposes of God, of the de cree of God being 
fulfilled before our very eyes as we turn the pages  of The Acts of the 
Apostles, and the church expands forth into Europe.   The scene here is 
in Antioch. This is Antioch in Syria. Antioch is th e third largest strategic 
city in the Roman Empire, after Rome and Alexandria  in North Africa. It 
has this marvelous port city close by of Seleucia, from which they will 
sail to Cyprus. 

 
3. A couple of side notes here: 

a.a.a.a. “prophets and teachers”“prophets and teachers”“prophets and teachers”“prophets and teachers”----Luke does not explain how he Luke does not explain how he Luke does not explain how he Luke does not explain how he 

undundundunderstands these distinctions…may simply be early erstands these distinctions…may simply be early erstands these distinctions…may simply be early erstands these distinctions…may simply be early 

attempts to distinguish between the offices of elder…like attempts to distinguish between the offices of elder…like attempts to distinguish between the offices of elder…like attempts to distinguish between the offices of elder…like 

us Teaching Elder and Ruling elders…but this is pure us Teaching Elder and Ruling elders…but this is pure us Teaching Elder and Ruling elders…but this is pure us Teaching Elder and Ruling elders…but this is pure 
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speculation on my part.  For he gives no particular speculation on my part.  For he gives no particular speculation on my part.  For he gives no particular speculation on my part.  For he gives no particular 

“powers” to these men. “powers” to these men. “powers” to these men. “powers” to these men.     

(1)(1)(1)(1) BarnabasBarnabasBarnabasBarnabas————we’ve seen Bwe’ve seen Bwe’ve seen Bwe’ve seen Barnabas already. Barnabas, arnabas already. Barnabas, arnabas already. Barnabas, arnabas already. Barnabas, 

whose real name is Joseph...they call him whose real name is Joseph...they call him whose real name is Joseph...they call him whose real name is Joseph...they call him 

Barnabas...it’s a nickname. It means Barnabas...it’s a nickname. It means Barnabas...it’s a nickname. It means Barnabas...it’s a nickname. It means son of son of son of son of 
encouragementencouragementencouragementencouragement. We’ve seen him as he brings Saul of . We’ve seen him as he brings Saul of . We’ve seen him as he brings Saul of . We’ve seen him as he brings Saul of 

Tarsus to Jerusalem that very first time. We’ve seen Tarsus to Jerusalem that very first time. We’ve seen Tarsus to Jerusalem that very first time. We’ve seen Tarsus to Jerusalem that very first time. We’ve seen 

him as he is sent as the delegate from him as he is sent as the delegate from him as he is sent as the delegate from him as he is sent as the delegate from Jerusalem to Jerusalem to Jerusalem to Jerusalem to 

Antioch to investigate Gentile inclusion in the church. Antioch to investigate Gentile inclusion in the church. Antioch to investigate Gentile inclusion in the church. Antioch to investigate Gentile inclusion in the church. 

We’ve seen him as he goes off to Tarsus to find Saul and We’ve seen him as he goes off to Tarsus to find Saul and We’ve seen him as he goes off to Tarsus to find Saul and We’ve seen him as he goes off to Tarsus to find Saul and 

bring him back to Antioch and Jerusalem. Every bring him back to Antioch and Jerusalem. Every bring him back to Antioch and Jerusalem. Every bring him back to Antioch and Jerusalem. Every 

church should have a Barnabas with a great heart, a church should have a Barnabas with a great heart, a church should have a Barnabas with a great heart, a church should have a Barnabas with a great heart, a 

heart that beat for the things heart that beat for the things heart that beat for the things heart that beat for the things of God and a personality of God and a personality of God and a personality of God and a personality 

that went with it. that went with it. that went with it. that went with it.     

(2)(2)(2)(2) Simeon, or Niger, an AfricanSimeon, or Niger, an AfricanSimeon, or Niger, an AfricanSimeon, or Niger, an African. Probably a black African. . Probably a black African. . Probably a black African. . Probably a black African. 

There’s a conjecture that he might be Simon of Cyrene There’s a conjecture that he might be Simon of Cyrene There’s a conjecture that he might be Simon of Cyrene There’s a conjecture that he might be Simon of Cyrene 

who carried the cross of Jesus, and whose sons were who carried the cross of Jesus, and whose sons were who carried the cross of Jesus, and whose sons were who carried the cross of Jesus, and whose sons were 

Rufus and Alexander.Rufus and Alexander.Rufus and Alexander.Rufus and Alexander.    (Mk 15:21; Rom. 16:13)(Mk 15:21; Rom. 16:13)(Mk 15:21; Rom. 16:13)(Mk 15:21; Rom. 16:13)    No grNo grNo grNo great eat eat eat 

evidence to support that, but there’s this nagging evidence to support that, but there’s this nagging evidence to support that, but there’s this nagging evidence to support that, but there’s this nagging 

tradition that says he’s Simon of Cyrene.tradition that says he’s Simon of Cyrene.tradition that says he’s Simon of Cyrene.tradition that says he’s Simon of Cyrene.    

(3)(3)(3)(3) Lucius of Cyrene, from LibyaLucius of Cyrene, from LibyaLucius of Cyrene, from LibyaLucius of Cyrene, from Libya————North Africa, again.North Africa, again.North Africa, again.North Africa, again.    

(4)(4)(4)(4) Then there is Then there is Then there is Then there is     Manaen. Luke calls him a Manaen. Luke calls him a Manaen. Luke calls him a Manaen. Luke calls him a syntrophussyntrophussyntrophussyntrophus, , , , 

meaning a companion; meaning someone who was meaning a companion; meaning someone who was meaning a companion; meaning someone who was meaning a companion; meaning someone who was 

raised in thraised in thraised in thraised in the same house as Herod. This is not the Herod e same house as Herod. This is not the Herod e same house as Herod. This is not the Herod e same house as Herod. This is not the Herod 

who died in the previous chapter. This is the Herod who died in the previous chapter. This is the Herod who died in the previous chapter. This is the Herod who died in the previous chapter. This is the Herod 

before that, the Herod Antipas, the son of Herod the before that, the Herod Antipas, the son of Herod the before that, the Herod Antipas, the son of Herod the before that, the Herod Antipas, the son of Herod the 

Great. The Herod Antipas whom Jesus called a fox; the Great. The Herod Antipas whom Jesus called a fox; the Great. The Herod Antipas whom Jesus called a fox; the Great. The Herod Antipas whom Jesus called a fox; the 

Herod of Jesus’ execution. That Herod. Isn’t that Herod of Jesus’ execution. That Herod. Isn’t that Herod of Jesus’ execution. That Herod. Isn’t that Herod of Jesus’ execution. That Herod. Isn’t that 

exexexextraordinary, by the way? That a man raised in traordinary, by the way? That a man raised in traordinary, by the way? That a man raised in traordinary, by the way? That a man raised in 

Herod’s household, Manaen, as a Herod’s household, Manaen, as a Herod’s household, Manaen, as a Herod’s household, Manaen, as a syntrophussyntrophussyntrophussyntrophus, which is a , which is a , which is a , which is a 

pretty close relationshippretty close relationshippretty close relationshippretty close relationship————God has saved him. God has God has saved him. God has God has saved him. God has God has saved him. God has 

brought this man into the kingdom, and he’s there in brought this man into the kingdom, and he’s there in brought this man into the kingdom, and he’s there in brought this man into the kingdom, and he’s there in 

the church in Antioch.the church in Antioch.the church in Antioch.the church in Antioch.    

(5)(5)(5)(5) And there are some other cAnd there are some other cAnd there are some other cAnd there are some other companions, and we know ompanions, and we know ompanions, and we know ompanions, and we know 

that John Mark is there somewhere.that John Mark is there somewhere.that John Mark is there somewhere.that John Mark is there somewhere.    

b.b.b.b. Luke tells us that they were woLuke tells us that they were woLuke tells us that they were woLuke tells us that they were worshiping, in verse 2 and 3rshiping, in verse 2 and 3rshiping, in verse 2 and 3rshiping, in verse 2 and 3, , , , 

he says that they were praying or ministering together, he says that they were praying or ministering together, he says that they were praying or ministering together, he says that they were praying or ministering together, 

and they were also fasting. They were seeking the face of and they were also fasting. They were seeking the face of and they were also fasting. They were seeking the face of and they were also fasting. They were seeking the face of 

God. They needed guidanceGod. They needed guidanceGod. They needed guidanceGod. They needed guidance. They needed direction. And . They needed direction. And . They needed direction. And . They needed direction. And 

because this was an extraordinary moment in the history because this was an extraordinary moment in the history because this was an extraordinary moment in the history because this was an extraordinary moment in the history 

of the church needing divine guidance and direction, they of the church needing divine guidance and direction, they of the church needing divine guidance and direction, they of the church needing divine guidance and direction, they 

spent time fasting.spent time fasting.spent time fasting.spent time fasting.    

 
4. What if anything do you find interesting in the way this church sends off 

the 1 st missionaries? It seems thatIt seems thatIt seems thatIt seems that they have these enormously they have these enormously they have these enormously they have these enormously 

talented people in leadership and among them are Saul of Tarsus talented people in leadership and among them are Saul of Tarsus talented people in leadership and among them are Saul of Tarsus talented people in leadership and among them are Saul of Tarsus 

and Barnabas. Then the Holy Spirit said ‘I will chose  the two best and Barnabas. Then the Holy Spirit said ‘I will chose  the two best and Barnabas. Then the Holy Spirit said ‘I will chose  the two best and Barnabas. Then the Holy Spirit said ‘I will chose  the two best 

ones there, the two most gifted ones there: Barnabas and Saul. And ones there, the two most gifted ones there: Barnabas and Saul. And ones there, the two most gifted ones there: Barnabas and Saul. And ones there, the two most gifted ones there: Barnabas and Saul. And 

I will send I will send I will send I will send them.’ Then the leadership and the church confirmed them.’ Then the leadership and the church confirmed them.’ Then the leadership and the church confirmed them.’ Then the leadership and the church confirmed 

this with more prayer and fasting and “sent them off.”  The Greek this with more prayer and fasting and “sent them off.”  The Greek this with more prayer and fasting and “sent them off.”  The Greek this with more prayer and fasting and “sent them off.”  The Greek 

word here could easily be translated “let them go” as in discharging word here could easily be translated “let them go” as in discharging word here could easily be translated “let them go” as in discharging word here could easily be translated “let them go” as in discharging 
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them from their teaching responsibilities at Antioch in order for them from their teaching responsibilities at Antioch in order for them from their teaching responsibilities at Antioch in order for them from their teaching responsibilities at Antioch in order for 

thethethethem to have a wider/ missionary ministry…they were being sent m to have a wider/ missionary ministry…they were being sent m to have a wider/ missionary ministry…they were being sent m to have a wider/ missionary ministry…they were being sent 

out from the church.  I wouldn’t want Barnabas to leave my out from the church.  I wouldn’t want Barnabas to leave my out from the church.  I wouldn’t want Barnabas to leave my out from the church.  I wouldn’t want Barnabas to leave my 

church! I want to keep Barnabas in my church. And then there is church! I want to keep Barnabas in my church. And then there is church! I want to keep Barnabas in my church. And then there is church! I want to keep Barnabas in my church. And then there is 

Saul…look at how the Lord has used him to grow the church in Saul…look at how the Lord has used him to grow the church in Saul…look at how the Lord has used him to grow the church in Saul…look at how the Lord has used him to grow the church in 

Antioch. TheAntioch. TheAntioch. TheAntioch. The    question this event brings me to is this, “This church question this event brings me to is this, “This church question this event brings me to is this, “This church question this event brings me to is this, “This church 

sent out the best they had, without a fight…so are we sending out sent out the best they had, without a fight…so are we sending out sent out the best they had, without a fight…so are we sending out sent out the best they had, without a fight…so are we sending out 

the best that we have?” Are we prepared to forego the very best for the best that we have?” Are we prepared to forego the very best for the best that we have?” Are we prepared to forego the very best for the best that we have?” Are we prepared to forego the very best for 

the purposes of the advancement of the kingdom of God? the purposes of the advancement of the kingdom of God? the purposes of the advancement of the kingdom of God? the purposes of the advancement of the kingdom of God?  
 

5. Is there anything here that the 21 st century Church should learn or re-
learn concerning how we send off missionaries? Would it not be true Would it not be true Would it not be true Would it not be true 

to say that the Spirit sent them out, by instructing the church to do to say that the Spirit sent them out, by instructing the church to do to say that the Spirit sent them out, by instructing the church to do to say that the Spirit sent them out, by instructing the church to do 

so, and that the church sent them out, having been direcso, and that the church sent them out, having been direcso, and that the church sent them out, having been direcso, and that the church sent them out, having been directed by the ted by the ted by the ted by the 

Spirit to do so? This balance would be a healthy corrective to Spirit to do so? This balance would be a healthy corrective to Spirit to do so? This balance would be a healthy corrective to Spirit to do so? This balance would be a healthy corrective to 

opposite extremes that seem to plague our missionary endeavors.  opposite extremes that seem to plague our missionary endeavors.  opposite extremes that seem to plague our missionary endeavors.  opposite extremes that seem to plague our missionary endeavors.   
    

a. First extreme is individualism, by which a Christian claims First extreme is individualism, by which a Christian claims First extreme is individualism, by which a Christian claims First extreme is individualism, by which a Christian claims 

direct personal guidance by the Spirit without any direct personal guidance by the Spirit without any direct personal guidance by the Spirit without any direct personal guidance by the Spirit without any 

refereferefereference to the church.  This one is hard to judge.  Do they rence to the church.  This one is hard to judge.  Do they rence to the church.  This one is hard to judge.  Do they rence to the church.  This one is hard to judge.  Do they 

have a personal call or not?  We may not be at liberty on have a personal call or not?  We may not be at liberty on have a personal call or not?  We may not be at liberty on have a personal call or not?  We may not be at liberty on 

the face of this alone to deny any validity but for the face of this alone to deny any validity but for the face of this alone to deny any validity but for the face of this alone to deny any validity but for 

everyone’s sake it is healthy and safe to proceed in the everyone’s sake it is healthy and safe to proceed in the everyone’s sake it is healthy and safe to proceed in the everyone’s sake it is healthy and safe to proceed in the 

relationship between the Spiritrelationship between the Spiritrelationship between the Spiritrelationship between the Spirit    and the church. and the church. and the church. and the church.  
b. Second, is the tendency to institutionalism, by which all Second, is the tendency to institutionalism, by which all Second, is the tendency to institutionalism, by which all Second, is the tendency to institutionalism, by which all 

decisions are made by the church without any reference to decisions are made by the church without any reference to decisions are made by the church without any reference to decisions are made by the church without any reference to 

the Spirit. the Spirit. the Spirit. the Spirit.  
c. A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a 

personal call must be in place as well as that call bpersonal call must be in place as well as that call bpersonal call must be in place as well as that call bpersonal call must be in place as well as that call being eing eing eing 

confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of 

a paraa paraa paraa para----church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will 

is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this 

call…all are involved in this way.call…all are involved in this way.call…all are involved in this way.call…all are involved in this way. 
d. It is the responsibility of the elder/leadIt is the responsibility of the elder/leadIt is the responsibility of the elder/leadIt is the responsibility of the elder/leadership of the ership of the ership of the ership of the 

church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the 

one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership.one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership.one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership.one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership. 
e. Also, is the pattern of sending with the missionaries an Also, is the pattern of sending with the missionaries an Also, is the pattern of sending with the missionaries an Also, is the pattern of sending with the missionaries an 

“apprentice” part of this equation?  Vs. 25 John Mark will “apprentice” part of this equation?  Vs. 25 John Mark will “apprentice” part of this equation?  Vs. 25 John Mark will “apprentice” part of this equation?  Vs. 25 John Mark will 

be going withbe going withbe going withbe going with    them as well.them as well.them as well.them as well. 
 

D. Acts 13: 4-12 
1. Once again who all went out on to the missionary  field? Barnabas and Barnabas and Barnabas and Barnabas and 

Saul and John Mark. Saul and John Mark. Saul and John Mark. Saul and John Mark. What were they doing?  Where did they go first to 
proclaim the gospel? Why? Where did they have an im mediate impact? 
Not with the Jews buNot with the Jews buNot with the Jews buNot with the Jews but with a Greek proconsul.  Their first t with a Greek proconsul.  Their first t with a Greek proconsul.  Their first t with a Greek proconsul.  Their first 

ordained ministry is preaching to the Jews and their first convert ordained ministry is preaching to the Jews and their first convert ordained ministry is preaching to the Jews and their first convert ordained ministry is preaching to the Jews and their first convert 

is a Gentile. I think it is somewhat interesting the Paul the is a Gentile. I think it is somewhat interesting the Paul the is a Gentile. I think it is somewhat interesting the Paul the is a Gentile. I think it is somewhat interesting the Paul the 

Christian is found preaching to Paul the Gentile the good news of Christian is found preaching to Paul the Gentile the good news of Christian is found preaching to Paul the Gentile the good news of Christian is found preaching to Paul the Gentile the good news of 

Jesus Christ.Jesus Christ.Jesus Christ.Jesus Christ. 
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2.2.2.2. Compare and contrast Segius Paulus and Bar-Jesus. Sergius Paulus Sergius Paulus Sergius Paulus Sergius Paulus 

was obviously superstitious and curious at the same time.  Barwas obviously superstitious and curious at the same time.  Barwas obviously superstitious and curious at the same time.  Barwas obviously superstitious and curious at the same time.  Bar----

Jesus/ ElymasJesus/ ElymasJesus/ ElymasJesus/ Elymas    seem to have beenseem to have beenseem to have beenseem to have been    the court wizard/counselor of the the court wizard/counselor of the the court wizard/counselor of the the court wizard/counselor of the 

proconsul and he proproconsul and he proproconsul and he proproconsul and he provided for the proconsul a way ofvided for the proconsul a way ofvided for the proconsul a way ofvided for the proconsul a way of    

entertainment peentertainment peentertainment peentertainment perhaps.rhaps.rhaps.rhaps.        Sergius, like the Greeks that Paul would Sergius, like the Greeks that Paul would Sergius, like the Greeks that Paul would Sergius, like the Greeks that Paul would 

encounter later was a true seeker of knowledge…so the Word of encounter later was a true seeker of knowledge…so the Word of encounter later was a true seeker of knowledge…so the Word of encounter later was a true seeker of knowledge…so the Word of 

God was a new thing and He wanted to hear it.  Elymas was a God was a new thing and He wanted to hear it.  Elymas was a God was a new thing and He wanted to hear it.  Elymas was a God was a new thing and He wanted to hear it.  Elymas was a 

fraud…didn’t want to lose his job…was a manipulator and false fraud…didn’t want to lose his job…was a manipulator and false fraud…didn’t want to lose his job…was a manipulator and false fraud…didn’t want to lose his job…was a manipulator and false 

prophet…he didn’t want prophet…he didn’t want prophet…he didn’t want prophet…he didn’t want to be exposed.  Sin hates to be exposed and to be exposed.  Sin hates to be exposed and to be exposed.  Sin hates to be exposed and to be exposed.  Sin hates to be exposed and 

will do everything in its limited power to keep that from will do everything in its limited power to keep that from will do everything in its limited power to keep that from will do everything in its limited power to keep that from 

happening.happening.happening.happening.    

    

3.3.3.3. Why now do we see Saul being called Paul? As he moves into more As he moves into more As he moves into more As he moves into more 

Greek and roman areas this name will serve him best.  Paul is no Greek and roman areas this name will serve him best.  Paul is no Greek and roman areas this name will serve him best.  Paul is no Greek and roman areas this name will serve him best.  Paul is no 

longer calledlonger calledlonger calledlonger called    Saul in Luke after this point. Saul in Luke after this point. Saul in Luke after this point. Saul in Luke after this point.     

    

4.4.4.4. Why does Paul need to so severely reprimand Elymas  at this point? 
The Apostle sees this a serious attack upon the evil one and it must The Apostle sees this a serious attack upon the evil one and it must The Apostle sees this a serious attack upon the evil one and it must The Apostle sees this a serious attack upon the evil one and it must 

be dealt with quickly and surely. So Paul confronts this magician be dealt with quickly and surely. So Paul confronts this magician be dealt with quickly and surely. So Paul confronts this magician be dealt with quickly and surely. So Paul confronts this magician 

the way Peter did in the way Peter did in the way Peter did in the way Peter did in Chapter 8. The gospel will Not be hindered in Chapter 8. The gospel will Not be hindered in Chapter 8. The gospel will Not be hindered in Chapter 8. The gospel will Not be hindered in 

any way.any way.any way.any way.    

    

5.5.5.5. Why does Luke also tell us at the juncture that Pa ul is filled with the 
Holy Spirit? To show us that all Paul’s boldness, all his To show us that all Paul’s boldness, all his To show us that all Paul’s boldness, all his To show us that all Paul’s boldness, all his 

outspokenness and power come from the Spirit not from outspokenness and power come from the Spirit not from outspokenness and power come from the Spirit not from outspokenness and power come from the Spirit not from 

Paul…which will Paul…which will Paul…which will Paul…which will be the cornerstone of Paul’s testimony.be the cornerstone of Paul’s testimony.be the cornerstone of Paul’s testimony.be the cornerstone of Paul’s testimony.    

    

6. What was the proconsul most impressed with? “Astonished” = deeply “Astonished” = deeply “Astonished” = deeply “Astonished” = deeply 

impressed or shaken to the core by the teaching of the Lord…the impressed or shaken to the core by the teaching of the Lord…the impressed or shaken to the core by the teaching of the Lord…the impressed or shaken to the core by the teaching of the Lord…the 

sign confirms the teaching again.sign confirms the teaching again.sign confirms the teaching again.sign confirms the teaching again. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
April 22, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. The first part of chapter 13 talks about the beg inning of Pauls’ 1 st 
missionary journey.  What did we learn that would h elp us better send 
out missionaries the way God expects? 

a.a.a.a. A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a A balance would be how we do it…at least in principle…a 

personal call muspersonal call muspersonal call muspersonal call must be in place as well as that call being t be in place as well as that call being t be in place as well as that call being t be in place as well as that call being 

confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of confirmed by the church…or sending agency in the case of 

a Paraa Paraa Paraa Para----church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will church organization.  The church’s “job” if you will 

is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this is to seek God’s leading and then confirm or affirm this 

call…all are involved in this way.call…all are involved in this way.call…all are involved in this way.call…all are involved in this way. 
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b.b.b.b. It is It is It is It is the responsibility of the elder/leadership of the the responsibility of the elder/leadership of the the responsibility of the elder/leadership of the the responsibility of the elder/leadership of the 

church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the church to confirm such calls and the responsibility of the 

one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership.one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership.one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership.one seeking affirmation to submit to this leadership. 
c.c.c.c. The Church itself needs to be participating in this process The Church itself needs to be participating in this process The Church itself needs to be participating in this process The Church itself needs to be participating in this process 

always praying that God would raialways praying that God would raialways praying that God would raialways praying that God would raise up people who could se up people who could se up people who could se up people who could 

be sent out from its midst…church planting/missionary be sent out from its midst…church planting/missionary be sent out from its midst…church planting/missionary be sent out from its midst…church planting/missionary 

service.service.service.service. 
     

2. What was the proconsul most impressed with accor ding to 13:12? 
“Astonished” = deeply impressed or shaken to the core by the “Astonished” = deeply impressed or shaken to the core by the “Astonished” = deeply impressed or shaken to the core by the “Astonished” = deeply impressed or shaken to the core by the 

teaching of the Lord…the sign confirms thteaching of the Lord…the sign confirms thteaching of the Lord…the sign confirms thteaching of the Lord…the sign confirms the teaching again.e teaching again.e teaching again.e teaching again.    What 
does this tell us today that is significant?   

a. How important it is for us to be people of the Word…so we How important it is for us to be people of the Word…so we How important it is for us to be people of the Word…so we How important it is for us to be people of the Word…so we 

can:can:can:can: 
(1)(1)(1)(1) Not be soNot be soNot be soNot be so    focusfocusfocusfocusedededed    on the signon the signon the signon the sign    and wonderand wonderand wonderand wonder    but to focus but to focus but to focus but to focus 

on the Word….for it is the Word that is the power on the Word….for it is the Word that is the power on the Word….for it is the Word that is the power on the Word….for it is the Word that is the power 

unto salvation.unto salvation.unto salvation.unto salvation. 
(2)(2)(2)(2)  CCCCoooombat false teachingmbat false teachingmbat false teachingmbat false teaching,,,,    

(3)(3)(3)(3) Willingly be able to stand for the truth…stand up Willingly be able to stand for the truth…stand up Willingly be able to stand for the truth…stand up Willingly be able to stand for the truth…stand up 

against evil,against evil,against evil,against evil,    

(4)(4)(4)(4) Not put so much emphasis on methodsNot put so much emphasis on methodsNot put so much emphasis on methodsNot put so much emphasis on methods    

(5)(5)(5)(5) Live the life prescribes as well as proclaim the truth Live the life prescribes as well as proclaim the truth Live the life prescribes as well as proclaim the truth Live the life prescribes as well as proclaim the truth 

in the face of untruth,in the face of untruth,in the face of untruth,in the face of untruth,    

b.b.b.b. Being people of the Word we can be who God wants us to Being people of the Word we can be who God wants us to Being people of the Word we can be who God wants us to Being people of the Word we can be who God wants us to 

bbbbe…His children that bring Him glory and impact the e…His children that bring Him glory and impact the e…His children that bring Him glory and impact the e…His children that bring Him glory and impact the 

culture around us with His truth.culture around us with His truth.culture around us with His truth.culture around us with His truth.    

 
C. Acts 13:13-52 

1.  Some things to think about as we move into this  section verse 13-15.  
a. They crossed from Barnabas’s native island…Cypru s…to enter the 

south coast of Paul’s native land, Asia Minor...the  roman providence 
called Galatia.   They probably landed at Attalia a nd then walked 12 
miles or so to Perga. 

b. In Perga John Mark leaves them.  Luke simply men tions it with no 
commentary but in Acts 15:38 Paul sees John Mark as  having 
deserted them.  Why would he have done this?  We do n’t know but 
men being men there is conjecture put forth…homesic k, missing his 
mother and the servants that served him.  He may ha ve resented the 
partnership between Paul and Barnabas. Or did he no t like the fact 
that Paul seems to take over for Barnabas as Paul i s taking the lead.  
Did he disagree with evangelizing to the gentiles? Or was it that he 
looked at the mountains knowing that there be “band its’ in them 
thar’ hills (the route to Antioch in Pisidia would take them up a trek 
of 3600 feet above sea level and then a foot trek o f approx.. 100 
miles after that.) With that before him maybe he sa id, “Nope, not 
going there…see ya!” 

c. The text says that on the Sabbath day they enter ed the synagogue 
and sat down… the service would have opened with th e call to 
worship…the Shema… “Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God, the LORD 
is One. You shall the love the Lord your God with a ll your heart and 
with all your soul and with all your might…”  Deut. 6:4-5), then some 
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prayers, followed by 2 readings by members of the c ongregation 
…one from the Pentateuch and one from the Prophets,  followed by 
an expository sermon (the most important part of a synagogue 
service), and concluded with the Aaronic Blessing f rom Numbers 
6:24-27. 

d. After the reading from the Law and the Prophets,  the rulers of the 
synagogue sent a message to them saying, Brother, i f you have any 
word of exhortation for the people, say it.” In other words do you 
want to give the expositional sermon?  Interesting for this was a 
Jewish audience...not a believing audience…so the q uestion comes 
to mind ...do they know who he is?  Saul of Tarsus or Paul the 
Christian? In these synagogues in gentile communiti es such as this 
they became like community centers for learning, me eting 
community needs, a place for general meetings and a  court of 
justice.  The laws of cleanness and uncleanness wer e as observed 
as say in Jerusalem.   There would be at least 4 gr oups of people in 
the synagogue worshiping together on that Sabbath:  Jews born in 
Israel or in the dispersion, converts to Judaism, G od-fearers 
(uncircumcised followers), and Gentiles who display ed an interest 
but had not made a commitment. In these local synag ogues of the 
dispersion it was customary to ask visitors to brin g a message.  So 
we begin to see why it was so “easy” for Paul to ha ve access to 
speaking in synagogues.  

 
 

 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
April 29, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. How is God fulfilling the prophesy of Acts 1:8 u p to this point? 
 

2. What are some reasons that this is important for  us to see this today? 
 
3. What if anything has been “eye” opening up to th is point in our study?  

Something you have not seen before…something that h as been made 
clearer to you…something that has confused you? 

 
C. Acts 13:16-41 

1. How do we see God’s grace emphasized in Paul’s h istory of Israel?  
 

2. Paul jumps from David to the promised Messiah/Sa vior…Jesus.  What 
truth about Jesus does he proclaim? He speaks of Jesus as the One He speaks of Jesus as the One He speaks of Jesus as the One He speaks of Jesus as the One 

referred to in Psalm 16 that did not see decay in death for He was referred to in Psalm 16 that did not see decay in death for He was referred to in Psalm 16 that did not see decay in death for He was referred to in Psalm 16 that did not see decay in death for He was 

rerereresurrected just as God said. Because of this Jesus IS the surrected just as God said. Because of this Jesus IS the surrected just as God said. Because of this Jesus IS the surrected just as God said. Because of this Jesus IS the 

forgiveness of sins for those who have been justified…declared forgiveness of sins for those who have been justified…declared forgiveness of sins for those who have been justified…declared forgiveness of sins for those who have been justified…declared 

righteous by God before God.  There is no salvation through the righteous by God before God.  There is no salvation through the righteous by God before God.  There is no salvation through the righteous by God before God.  There is no salvation through the 
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Law of Moses. Law of Moses. Law of Moses. Law of Moses. How does Paul show that each of the people he 
mentions in his sermon point to Jesus? 

 
D. Now let’s look at Acts 13:42-52 

1. What are the consequences of Paul’s sermon in ve rses 42-52? At first At first At first At first 

everyone is amenable to their continuing on…but when they got everyone is amenable to their continuing on…but when they got everyone is amenable to their continuing on…but when they got everyone is amenable to their continuing on…but when they got 

bigger crowds than the church leaders the leaders get jealous andbigger crowds than the church leaders the leaders get jealous andbigger crowds than the church leaders the leaders get jealous andbigger crowds than the church leaders the leaders get jealous and    

begin to talk against them ...to contradict them.  The Jews rejected begin to talk against them ...to contradict them.  The Jews rejected begin to talk against them ...to contradict them.  The Jews rejected begin to talk against them ...to contradict them.  The Jews rejected 

but the Gentiles accepted ...and all who were appointed to eternal but the Gentiles accepted ...and all who were appointed to eternal but the Gentiles accepted ...and all who were appointed to eternal but the Gentiles accepted ...and all who were appointed to eternal 

life believed. life believed. life believed. life believed. What does that last statement say to us and to the rest of 
the church today? Many commentators have trieMany commentators have trieMany commentators have trieMany commentators have tried to soften what d to soften what d to soften what d to soften what 

they call “extreme predestinarianism” (used by John Stott in they call “extreme predestinarianism” (used by John Stott in they call “extreme predestinarianism” (used by John Stott in they call “extreme predestinarianism” (used by John Stott in The The The The 

Spirit, The Church, and the World) Spirit, The Church, and the World) Spirit, The Church, and the World) Spirit, The Church, and the World) Interesting to me since the Interesting to me since the Interesting to me since the Interesting to me since the 

Greek word here “tasso” means to “obtain or appoint” as in the Greek word here “tasso” means to “obtain or appoint” as in the Greek word here “tasso” means to “obtain or appoint” as in the Greek word here “tasso” means to “obtain or appoint” as in the 

sense of assigning someone to a certain classifisense of assigning someone to a certain classifisense of assigning someone to a certain classifisense of assigning someone to a certain classification. Other uses cation. Other uses cation. Other uses cation. Other uses 

have been translated as “enroll” or “inscribe” as in the case of have been translated as “enroll” or “inscribe” as in the case of have been translated as “enroll” or “inscribe” as in the case of have been translated as “enroll” or “inscribe” as in the case of 

referring to the Book of Life.  So either way this is something done referring to the Book of Life.  So either way this is something done referring to the Book of Life.  So either way this is something done referring to the Book of Life.  So either way this is something done 

by someone in authority to someone else.  It is not by the power of by someone in authority to someone else.  It is not by the power of by someone in authority to someone else.  It is not by the power of by someone in authority to someone else.  It is not by the power of 

the individual but the one who is athe individual but the one who is athe individual but the one who is athe individual but the one who is assigning them or inscribing ssigning them or inscribing ssigning them or inscribing ssigning them or inscribing 

them in the book of Life. them in the book of Life. them in the book of Life. them in the book of Life.  
 

2. What is the relationship between the influence o f God’s Word and 
opposition to it?  Remember what happened when Jesus espoused Remember what happened when Jesus espoused Remember what happened when Jesus espoused Remember what happened when Jesus espoused 

the doctrines of grace in John 6.  When He made it clear that people the doctrines of grace in John 6.  When He made it clear that people the doctrines of grace in John 6.  When He made it clear that people the doctrines of grace in John 6.  When He made it clear that people 

don’don’don’don’t choose to be save and that their salvation is not based on how t choose to be save and that their salvation is not based on how t choose to be save and that their salvation is not based on how t choose to be save and that their salvation is not based on how 

“good” they are or what “ethnic” background they are…thousands “good” they are or what “ethnic” background they are…thousands “good” they are or what “ethnic” background they are…thousands “good” they are or what “ethnic” background they are…thousands 

left Him…even to the point of asking His disciples if they too were left Him…even to the point of asking His disciples if they too were left Him…even to the point of asking His disciples if they too were left Him…even to the point of asking His disciples if they too were 

going to leave…but Peter …on point that day said, Where woulgoing to leave…but Peter …on point that day said, Where woulgoing to leave…but Peter …on point that day said, Where woulgoing to leave…but Peter …on point that day said, Where would we d we d we d we 

go…you have the Words of life?go…you have the Words of life?go…you have the Words of life?go…you have the Words of life? 
 
3. What can we learn from Paul and Barnabas about i nteracting with those 

who are hostile to the gospel?  Where do we see the  whole, “…they 
shook off the dust from their feet against them…” c ome from? Jesus Jesus Jesus Jesus 

example and commexample and commexample and commexample and command against those who are not His.and against those who are not His.and against those who are not His.and against those who are not His. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Acts- Sunday School 

May 6, 2012 
 

A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. In Paul’s sermon in Acts 13: 16-41 he gives an e xcellent overview of 
redemptive history. Why is the history lesson impor tant to these folks 
and to us today? 
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2. Look closely at verse 48 before we leave this ch apter. What is being 
communicated here? Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely 

believe and be saved! See also Amos 9:11believe and be saved! See also Amos 9:11believe and be saved! See also Amos 9:11believe and be saved! See also Amos 9:11----15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. 15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. 15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. 15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. 

What is it about this text that makes it so “scary”  for many today? We We We We 

have no “control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make have no “control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make have no “control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make have no “control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make 

sense since because “everything” else in life requires us to do sense since because “everything” else in life requires us to do sense since because “everything” else in life requires us to do sense since because “everything” else in life requires us to do 

something to get something!... something to get something!... something to get something!... something to get something!... Is that really true? Can you think of 
things that don’t require us to do anything to get them? (Think (Think (Think (Think 

gifts...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are gifts...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are gifts...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are gifts...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are 

“payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the year “payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the year “payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the year “payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the year 

are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary is are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary is are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary is are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary is 

payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may be a payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may be a payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may be a payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may be a 

wwwway to look at these as gifts but that really is confusing the line a ay to look at these as gifts but that really is confusing the line a ay to look at these as gifts but that really is confusing the line a ay to look at these as gifts but that really is confusing the line a 

bit.) bit.) bit.) bit.) What is Paul teaching the church here? Paul knew something Paul knew something Paul knew something Paul knew something 

that many in the church fear today…that the truth of divine that many in the church fear today…that the truth of divine that many in the church fear today…that the truth of divine that many in the church fear today…that the truth of divine 

election isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing soverelection isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing soverelection isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing soverelection isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing sovereign eign eign eign 

grace as the central truth of the success of the gospel.  grace as the central truth of the success of the gospel.  grace as the central truth of the success of the gospel.  grace as the central truth of the success of the gospel.  

“Appointed”= to inscribe or to enroll”…in other words, those who “Appointed”= to inscribe or to enroll”…in other words, those who “Appointed”= to inscribe or to enroll”…in other words, those who “Appointed”= to inscribe or to enroll”…in other words, those who 

believe have been enrolled (think adopted) by God before the believe have been enrolled (think adopted) by God before the believe have been enrolled (think adopted) by God before the believe have been enrolled (think adopted) by God before the 

foundation of the earth into His family tree. foundation of the earth into His family tree. foundation of the earth into His family tree. foundation of the earth into His family tree. Appointed is in the Appointed is in the Appointed is in the Appointed is in the 

pppperfect tense in the Greekerfect tense in the Greekerfect tense in the Greekerfect tense in the Greek    which means an action in the past with which means an action in the past with which means an action in the past with which means an action in the past with 

continual relevance in the future.  A.W. Pink explains it this way: continual relevance in the future.  A.W. Pink explains it this way: continual relevance in the future.  A.W. Pink explains it this way: continual relevance in the future.  A.W. Pink explains it this way: 

“Here we learn 4 things: First, that believing is a consequence and “Here we learn 4 things: First, that believing is a consequence and “Here we learn 4 things: First, that believing is a consequence and “Here we learn 4 things: First, that believing is a consequence and 
not the cause of God’s decree.  Second, that a limited not the cause of God’s decree.  Second, that a limited not the cause of God’s decree.  Second, that a limited not the cause of God’s decree.  Second, that a limited number only number only number only number only 
are ‘ordained to eternal life’, for if all men without exception were are ‘ordained to eternal life’, for if all men without exception were are ‘ordained to eternal life’, for if all men without exception were are ‘ordained to eternal life’, for if all men without exception were 
thus ordained by God, then the words ‘as many as’ would be thus ordained by God, then the words ‘as many as’ would be thus ordained by God, then the words ‘as many as’ would be thus ordained by God, then the words ‘as many as’ would be 
grammatically meaningless. Third, that this ‘ordination’ of God is grammatically meaningless. Third, that this ‘ordination’ of God is grammatically meaningless. Third, that this ‘ordination’ of God is grammatically meaningless. Third, that this ‘ordination’ of God is 
not mere external privileges but to ‘eternal lifnot mere external privileges but to ‘eternal lifnot mere external privileges but to ‘eternal lifnot mere external privileges but to ‘eternal life’, not to service but e’, not to service but e’, not to service but e’, not to service but 
to salvation itself. Fourth, that all…namely “as many as” and not to salvation itself. Fourth, that all…namely “as many as” and not to salvation itself. Fourth, that all…namely “as many as” and not to salvation itself. Fourth, that all…namely “as many as” and not 
one less…who are thus ordained by God to eternal life will most one less…who are thus ordained by God to eternal life will most one less…who are thus ordained by God to eternal life will most one less…who are thus ordained by God to eternal life will most 
certainly believe.”  certainly believe.”  certainly believe.”  certainly believe.”  This, of course, also supports Jesus’ own words This, of course, also supports Jesus’ own words This, of course, also supports Jesus’ own words This, of course, also supports Jesus’ own words 

when he spoke that He would raise when he spoke that He would raise when he spoke that He would raise when he spoke that He would raise up all that the Father had given up all that the Father had given up all that the Father had given up all that the Father had given 

Him.  John Calvin says, Him.  John Calvin says, Him.  John Calvin says, Him.  John Calvin says, “This verse teaches that faith depends on “This verse teaches that faith depends on “This verse teaches that faith depends on “This verse teaches that faith depends on 
God’s choice…He does not begin to choose us after we believe, but God’s choice…He does not begin to choose us after we believe, but God’s choice…He does not begin to choose us after we believe, but God’s choice…He does not begin to choose us after we believe, but 
by the gift of faith He seals the adoption that was hidden in our by the gift of faith He seals the adoption that was hidden in our by the gift of faith He seals the adoption that was hidden in our by the gift of faith He seals the adoption that was hidden in our 
hearts and makes it manifhearts and makes it manifhearts and makes it manifhearts and makes it manifest and sure.”est and sure.”est and sure.”est and sure.” 

        
C. Acts 14:1-28  

1. As we look at verse 1-7, how does Paul and Barna bas’ experience in 
Iconium differ from their experience in Pisidian An tioch? How was it 
similar? 
 

2. Now let’s look at verses 8-20. What was the resu lt of the lame man’s 
faith?  He sprang up and began walking. He sprang up and began walking. He sprang up and began walking. He sprang up and began walking. Does this support the whole 
“name it and claim it” mentality in the church toda y?  Why or why not?  

 
3.3.3.3. How do Paul and Barnabas react to being perceived as gods in verses 

14-18?  Why? A little historical perspective will heA little historical perspective will heA little historical perspective will heA little historical perspective will help in lp in lp in lp in 

understanding why the people did what they did. 50 years previous understanding why the people did what they did. 50 years previous understanding why the people did what they did. 50 years previous understanding why the people did what they did. 50 years previous 

the Latin Poet Ovid had narrated a local legend in one of his works.  the Latin Poet Ovid had narrated a local legend in one of his works.  the Latin Poet Ovid had narrated a local legend in one of his works.  the Latin Poet Ovid had narrated a local legend in one of his works.  

Supposedly in this legend Jupiter (Zeus to the Greeks) and his son Supposedly in this legend Jupiter (Zeus to the Greeks) and his son Supposedly in this legend Jupiter (Zeus to the Greeks) and his son Supposedly in this legend Jupiter (Zeus to the Greeks) and his son 
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Mercury (Hermes to the Greeks) visited this hilMercury (Hermes to the Greeks) visited this hilMercury (Hermes to the Greeks) visited this hilMercury (Hermes to the Greeks) visited this hill country disguised l country disguised l country disguised l country disguised 

as mortal men.  In disguise they sought hospitality from the people as mortal men.  In disguise they sought hospitality from the people as mortal men.  In disguise they sought hospitality from the people as mortal men.  In disguise they sought hospitality from the people 

but were turned away a thousand times.  At last, they were offered but were turned away a thousand times.  At last, they were offered but were turned away a thousand times.  At last, they were offered but were turned away a thousand times.  At last, they were offered 

lodging in a tiny cottage put together by products from the marsh lodging in a tiny cottage put together by products from the marsh lodging in a tiny cottage put together by products from the marsh lodging in a tiny cottage put together by products from the marsh 

so it was an extremely poor family so it was an extremely poor family so it was an extremely poor family so it was an extremely poor family that had given them shelter. that had given them shelter. that had given them shelter. that had given them shelter. 

Later the gods rewarded them by turning their home into a lush Later the gods rewarded them by turning their home into a lush Later the gods rewarded them by turning their home into a lush Later the gods rewarded them by turning their home into a lush 

temple to the gods, but destroyed all the homes of those who had temple to the gods, but destroyed all the homes of those who had temple to the gods, but destroyed all the homes of those who had temple to the gods, but destroyed all the homes of those who had 

turned them away.  The people of Lystra would have known this turned them away.  The people of Lystra would have known this turned them away.  The people of Lystra would have known this turned them away.  The people of Lystra would have known this 

story so they wouldn’t want to make tstory so they wouldn’t want to make tstory so they wouldn’t want to make tstory so they wouldn’t want to make the same mistake again if he same mistake again if he same mistake again if he same mistake again if 

these be gods.these be gods.these be gods.these be gods. Interesting enough a stone alter and inscription Interesting enough a stone alter and inscription Interesting enough a stone alter and inscription Interesting enough a stone alter and inscription 

found at Lystra in an archeological dig indicates that Zeus and found at Lystra in an archeological dig indicates that Zeus and found at Lystra in an archeological dig indicates that Zeus and found at Lystra in an archeological dig indicates that Zeus and 

Hermes were both worshiped as local patron deities.Hermes were both worshiped as local patron deities.Hermes were both worshiped as local patron deities.Hermes were both worshiped as local patron deities.    

    

 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
May 13, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 

B. Review 

1. Look closely at verse 13:48 again. What is being co mmunicated 
here? Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely believe and be Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely believe and be Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely believe and be Every one of God’s chosen ones will surely believe and be 

saved! See also Amos 9:11saved! See also Amos 9:11saved! See also Amos 9:11saved! See also Amos 9:11----15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. 15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. 15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. 15; Chapter 15:7 and 17. What is it 
about this text that makes it so “scary” for many t oday? We have no We have no We have no We have no 

“control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make sense “control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make sense “control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make sense “control”…our “free will” is hindered… it doesn’t make sense 

since because “everything” else in life requires us to do since because “everything” else in life requires us to do since because “everything” else in life requires us to do since because “everything” else in life requires us to do 

something to get something!... something to get something!... something to get something!... something to get something!... Is that really true? Can you think of 
things that don’t require us to do anything to get them? (Think (Think (Think (Think 

giftgiftgiftgifts...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are s...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are s...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are s...in fact if we have to do something to get them they are 

“payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the “payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the “payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the “payment” for work rendered… “bonuses” at the end of the 

year are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary year are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary year are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary year are just that bonuses…supplement to your salary …a salary 

is payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may is payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may is payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may is payment for work rendered…not a gift….really…There may 

be a way to look abe a way to look abe a way to look abe a way to look at these as gifts but that really is confusing the t these as gifts but that really is confusing the t these as gifts but that really is confusing the t these as gifts but that really is confusing the 

line a bit.) line a bit.) line a bit.) line a bit.) What is Paul teaching the church here? Paul knew Paul knew Paul knew Paul knew 

something that many in the church fear today…that the truth of something that many in the church fear today…that the truth of something that many in the church fear today…that the truth of something that many in the church fear today…that the truth of 

divine election isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing divine election isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing divine election isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing divine election isn’t really a hindrance to his outreach seeing 

sovereign grace asovereign grace asovereign grace asovereign grace as the central truth of the success of the gospel.  s the central truth of the success of the gospel.  s the central truth of the success of the gospel.  s the central truth of the success of the gospel.   
 

2. Now let’s visit verses 14:8-11 again. What was the result of the lame 
man’s faith?  He sprang up and began walking. He sprang up and began walking. He sprang up and began walking. He sprang up and began walking. Why is this 
significant?  

 
3. We know what was wrong about what the people sai d in verse 11 in 

reaction to what God had done through Paul and Barn abas…but just 
for fun, what is it that is correct about their sta tement? 

 
C. Acts 14:19-23 

1. Persecution raises its ugly head again vs. 19, viol ently to be sure with 
the stoning of Paul. Where does this persecution co me from and how 
does it aid in the growth of the kingdom? There were disciples from There were disciples from There were disciples from There were disciples from 
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the city of Lystra…vs.20…so there were some who believed.  We see the city of Lystra…vs.20…so there were some who believed.  We see the city of Lystra…vs.20…so there were some who believed.  We see the city of Lystra…vs.20…so there were some who believed.  We see 

at least 4 churches (possibly 6 if you include Perga and Attalia)  at least 4 churches (possibly 6 if you include Perga and Attalia)  at least 4 churches (possibly 6 if you include Perga and Attalia)  at least 4 churches (possibly 6 if you include Perga and Attalia)  

being founded Lystra, Derbe being founded Lystra, Derbe being founded Lystra, Derbe being founded Lystra, Derbe where many became disciples, where many became disciples, where many became disciples, where many became disciples, 

Iconium, and Pisidian Antioch…with elders being chosen for each Iconium, and Pisidian Antioch…with elders being chosen for each Iconium, and Pisidian Antioch…with elders being chosen for each Iconium, and Pisidian Antioch…with elders being chosen for each 

church plant. Paul’s steadfastness in carrying out God’s will …like church plant. Paul’s steadfastness in carrying out God’s will …like church plant. Paul’s steadfastness in carrying out God’s will …like church plant. Paul’s steadfastness in carrying out God’s will …like 

Jesus… was not distracted by either flattery or opposition.  Jesus… was not distracted by either flattery or opposition.  Jesus… was not distracted by either flattery or opposition.  Jesus… was not distracted by either flattery or opposition.   
 

2. What do you suppose would have been going through P aul’s head as 
he is being stoned? Stephen’s death…which he attended.  Would he Stephen’s death…which he attended.  Would he Stephen’s death…which he attended.  Would he Stephen’s death…which he attended.  Would he 

have prayed the same prayer?  have prayed the same prayer?  have prayed the same prayer?  have prayed the same prayer?  What other event comes to mind when 
you read of the reaction of this crowd from healing  of the lame man to 
the stoning? Jesus waJesus waJesus waJesus was hails hails hails hailedededed    as He came into Jerusalem only to be as He came into Jerusalem only to be as He came into Jerusalem only to be as He came into Jerusalem only to be 

the brunt of an angry mob a few days later wanting His death.  Paul the brunt of an angry mob a few days later wanting His death.  Paul the brunt of an angry mob a few days later wanting His death.  Paul the brunt of an angry mob a few days later wanting His death.  Paul 

would say to the Galatianwould say to the Galatianwould say to the Galatianwould say to the Galatianssss    in his letter soon in his letter soon in his letter soon in his letter soon “I bear on my body the “I bear on my body the “I bear on my body the “I bear on my body the 
marks of Jesus…”marks of Jesus…”marks of Jesus…”marks of Jesus…” 

 
3. What did Paul and Barnabas do to ensure that the ch urches they left 

behind had a solid foundation on which to grow?  
a.a.a.a. Cool stuff…After Paul recovered from the stoningCool stuff…After Paul recovered from the stoningCool stuff…After Paul recovered from the stoningCool stuff…After Paul recovered from the stoningthey they they they 

went back into the city…What kind of affect do you went back into the city…What kind of affect do you went back into the city…What kind of affect do you went back into the city…What kind of affect do you 

imagine that would have had on the people. Given who imagine that would have had on the people. Given who imagine that would have had on the people. Given who imagine that would have had on the people. Given who 

they thought paul was can you imaginethey thought paul was can you imaginethey thought paul was can you imaginethey thought paul was can you imagine    to see a “dead man” to see a “dead man” to see a “dead man” to see a “dead man” 

walking around…you have to love God’s sense of walking around…you have to love God’s sense of walking around…you have to love God’s sense of walking around…you have to love God’s sense of 

humor…leaving them in their ignorance and fear for the humor…leaving them in their ignorance and fear for the humor…leaving them in their ignorance and fear for the humor…leaving them in their ignorance and fear for the 

moment.moment.moment.moment.     
b.b.b.b. Leaving Lystra and going on in the mission…perseverance Leaving Lystra and going on in the mission…perseverance Leaving Lystra and going on in the mission…perseverance Leaving Lystra and going on in the mission…perseverance 

under tremendous persecution…under tremendous persecution…under tremendous persecution…under tremendous persecution…RemainRemainRemainRemaininginginging    true to the true to the true to the true to the 

faith…in other wofaith…in other wofaith…in other wofaith…in other words to remain true to the teaching of the rds to remain true to the teaching of the rds to remain true to the teaching of the rds to remain true to the teaching of the 

Prophets and the  Prophets and the  Prophets and the  Prophets and the  ApostlesApostlesApostlesApostles…God’s Word…God’s Word…God’s Word…God’s Word, that walking this , that walking this , that walking this , that walking this 

walk will bring tribulations and struggles…it won’t be walk will bring tribulations and struggles…it won’t be walk will bring tribulations and struggles…it won’t be walk will bring tribulations and struggles…it won’t be 

easy...persecution is part of the identity of God’s church, easy...persecution is part of the identity of God’s church, easy...persecution is part of the identity of God’s church, easy...persecution is part of the identity of God’s church, 

but they are not alone…the Spirit is withibut they are not alone…the Spirit is withibut they are not alone…the Spirit is withibut they are not alone…the Spirit is within them,n them,n them,n them,… … … … “to “to “to “to 
continue in the faith…continue in the faith…continue in the faith…continue in the faith…” means  ” means  ” means  ” means  “…that through many “…that through many “…that through many “…that through many 
tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God.tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God.tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God.tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God.”””” 

c.c.c.c. They preached the Gospel and many were saved by the They preached the Gospel and many were saved by the They preached the Gospel and many were saved by the They preached the Gospel and many were saved by the 

power of God’s word…even in Lystra, Iconium and power of God’s word…even in Lystra, Iconium and power of God’s word…even in Lystra, Iconium and power of God’s word…even in Lystra, Iconium and 

Antioch… Antioch… Antioch… Antioch…  
d.d.d.d. Paul and Barnabas appointed/establPaul and Barnabas appointed/establPaul and Barnabas appointed/establPaul and Barnabas appointed/established elders …a ished elders …a ished elders …a ished elders …a 

plurality of elders…to teach , encourage and to discipline plurality of elders…to teach , encourage and to discipline plurality of elders…to teach , encourage and to discipline plurality of elders…to teach , encourage and to discipline 

which will enable the church to grow well…No which will enable the church to grow well…No which will enable the church to grow well…No which will enable the church to grow well…No 

autonomous/independent or Lone Ranger churches…no autonomous/independent or Lone Ranger churches…no autonomous/independent or Lone Ranger churches…no autonomous/independent or Lone Ranger churches…no 

single elder/pastor churches…this concept is unknown in single elder/pastor churches…this concept is unknown in single elder/pastor churches…this concept is unknown in single elder/pastor churches…this concept is unknown in 

the Bible…then…the Bible…then…the Bible…then…the Bible…then… 
e.e.e.e. Paul and BarnaPaul and BarnaPaul and BarnaPaul and Barnabas bas bas bas “commit them to the Lord…” “commit them to the Lord…” “commit them to the Lord…” “commit them to the Lord…” …Since the …Since the …Since the …Since the 

church belongs to the church belongs to the church belongs to the church belongs to the Lord He will take care of them.Lord He will take care of them.Lord He will take care of them.Lord He will take care of them. 
 

4.4.4.4. In verse 24-28 why do the missionaries return home ?  Why not just 
continue on? What principles do we see here for tod ay’s church? This This This This 

was there sending churchwas there sending churchwas there sending churchwas there sending church…and they needed to give an answer for …and they needed to give an answer for …and they needed to give an answer for …and they needed to give an answer for 

the things God had sent them to do.  It was their responsibility to the things God had sent them to do.  It was their responsibility to the things God had sent them to do.  It was their responsibility to the things God had sent them to do.  It was their responsibility to 
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stay connected to the church that had commended them to the stay connected to the church that had commended them to the stay connected to the church that had commended them to the stay connected to the church that had commended them to the 

grace of God. Reporting has become a significant part of missionary grace of God. Reporting has become a significant part of missionary grace of God. Reporting has become a significant part of missionary grace of God. Reporting has become a significant part of missionary 

service and obviouslyservice and obviouslyservice and obviouslyservice and obviously    there is a time for needed rest and relaxation there is a time for needed rest and relaxation there is a time for needed rest and relaxation there is a time for needed rest and relaxation 

among brothers and sisters in Christ built into God’s plan for among brothers and sisters in Christ built into God’s plan for among brothers and sisters in Christ built into God’s plan for among brothers and sisters in Christ built into God’s plan for 

missionary service. But it seems to be part of the plan that the missionary service. But it seems to be part of the plan that the missionary service. But it seems to be part of the plan that the missionary service. But it seems to be part of the plan that the 

missionaries only stay as long as God wants them theremissionaries only stay as long as God wants them theremissionaries only stay as long as God wants them theremissionaries only stay as long as God wants them there….so the ….so the ….so the ….so the 

church does not bchurch does not bchurch does not bchurch does not becoecoecoecome dependent upon these groundbme dependent upon these groundbme dependent upon these groundbme dependent upon these groundbrererereakers or akers or akers or akers or 

beach beach beach beach stormersstormersstormersstormers…the church needs to be left the way Paul and …the church needs to be left the way Paul and …the church needs to be left the way Paul and …the church needs to be left the way Paul and 

Barnabas left these churches so that their dependence is upon God.Barnabas left these churches so that their dependence is upon God.Barnabas left these churches so that their dependence is upon God.Barnabas left these churches so that their dependence is upon God.    

 
5. When these missionaries return to their home church  what did they do?     

Reported to Reported to Reported to Reported to the whole church all that God had done with them.  the whole church all that God had done with them.  the whole church all that God had done with them.  the whole church all that God had done with them.  

“With them” is an interesting word in the Greek. Literally “in “With them” is an interesting word in the Greek. Literally “in “With them” is an interesting word in the Greek. Literally “in “With them” is an interesting word in the Greek. Literally “in 

conjunction with them, as His instruments, His agents, His coconjunction with them, as His instruments, His agents, His coconjunction with them, as His instruments, His agents, His coconjunction with them, as His instruments, His agents, His co----

workers.”…but they took no credit upon themselves they gave all workers.”…but they took no credit upon themselves they gave all workers.”…but they took no credit upon themselves they gave all workers.”…but they took no credit upon themselves they gave all 

the glory to Godthe glory to Godthe glory to Godthe glory to God    the Father.  They had been gone for close to 2 years the Father.  They had been gone for close to 2 years the Father.  They had been gone for close to 2 years the Father.  They had been gone for close to 2 years 

so they stayed awhile with the brothers in their home church.so they stayed awhile with the brothers in their home church.so they stayed awhile with the brothers in their home church.so they stayed awhile with the brothers in their home church. 
 
6. What are some reasons that it was important to incl ude these events 

here… not just for the people in Antioch but also f or us today?  
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 

May 20, 2012 

 

A. Prayer 

B. Review 

1. Why was it important for the missionaries to return home? 

 

2. What were some reasons that it was important to include these events here in 

chapter 14… not just for the people in Antioch but also for us today? 

 
C. Acts 15- The Jerusalem Council –the First General Assembly  

1. The Bible is never silent concerning conflict wi th in the church…conflict 
in general…between believers…non-believers…worldvie ws…political 
systems…you name it it is dealt with in the Bible.  There are those 
among us whose whole outlook on Christianity has be en drastically 
affected as a result of a church split/ conflict.  

2. What does this tell us about what God wishes to communicate to us?  

a.a.a.a. There will always be conflict in this life,There will always be conflict in this life,There will always be conflict in this life,There will always be conflict in this life, 

b.b.b.b. There is a standard toThere is a standard toThere is a standard toThere is a standard to    deal with conflict,deal with conflict,deal with conflict,deal with conflict,    

c.c.c.c. We are required to deal with conflict,We are required to deal with conflict,We are required to deal with conflict,We are required to deal with conflict, 

d.d.d.d. We are not allowed to deny its presence even with in the We are not allowed to deny its presence even with in the We are not allowed to deny its presence even with in the We are not allowed to deny its presence even with in the 

church,church,church,church, 

e.e.e.e. We are specifically gifted to be peaceWe are specifically gifted to be peaceWe are specifically gifted to be peaceWe are specifically gifted to be peace----makers in conflict…not makers in conflict…not makers in conflict…not makers in conflict…not 

peacekeepers…for we have God’s standard.peacekeepers…for we have God’s standard.peacekeepers…for we have God’s standard.peacekeepers…for we have God’s standard. 
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3. How do we usually deal with conflict in the church?  Why is dealing with conflict 

“correctly”(that is, by God’s standards) important to the continued unity, peace, 

and purity of the Church as well as our witness in the world? 

 

4. Let’s look at verses 1-5. What is the main issue that has caused this council to be 

called? How the Gentile believers would be incorporated into the How the Gentile believers would be incorporated into the How the Gentile believers would be incorporated into the How the Gentile believers would be incorporated into the 

Church…the place of the Law…the acceptance of Gentiles at all.  Church…the place of the Law…the acceptance of Gentiles at all.  Church…the place of the Law…the acceptance of Gentiles at all.  Church…the place of the Law…the acceptance of Gentiles at all.  

Why is this issue so important? The decisions made The decisions made The decisions made The decisions made here would lay the here would lay the here would lay the here would lay the 

foundation forfoundation forfoundation forfoundation for    admittance toadmittance toadmittance toadmittance to    God’s church either byGod’s church either byGod’s church either byGod’s church either by    God’s God’s God’s God’s 

standards or by man’s.  Tstandards or by man’s.  Tstandards or by man’s.  Tstandards or by man’s.  This meeting was also the 1his meeting was also the 1his meeting was also the 1his meeting was also the 1stststst    council of the council of the council of the council of the 

church seeking to achieve doctrinal clarity  on issues like God’s church seeking to achieve doctrinal clarity  on issues like God’s church seeking to achieve doctrinal clarity  on issues like God’s church seeking to achieve doctrinal clarity  on issues like God’s 

grace and the law.grace and the law.grace and the law.grace and the law. 

 

5. What might be some compatible issues that are causing conflict in today’s church? 

 

6. Describe the process that the leaders of the church use in verses 6-21 to seek to 

resolve this conflict.  

a.a.a.a. Prayer:Prayer:Prayer:Prayer:    these were men of prayer, while it may not have these were men of prayer, while it may not have these were men of prayer, while it may not have these were men of prayer, while it may not have 

been said this had been their practice up to this point and it been said this had been their practice up to this point and it been said this had been their practice up to this point and it been said this had been their practice up to this point and it 

would have most likwould have most likwould have most likwould have most likely been their practice here as well ely been their practice here as well ely been their practice here as well ely been their practice here as well 

before, during and after their discussion they would have before, during and after their discussion they would have before, during and after their discussion they would have before, during and after their discussion they would have 

sought the direction of the Holy Spirit, believing the He sought the direction of the Holy Spirit, believing the He sought the direction of the Holy Spirit, believing the He sought the direction of the Holy Spirit, believing the He 

would give them an answer (How can I speculate this would give them an answer (How can I speculate this would give them an answer (How can I speculate this would give them an answer (How can I speculate this 

argument out of silence from the text?  As I said iargument out of silence from the text?  As I said iargument out of silence from the text?  As I said iargument out of silence from the text?  As I said it was t was t was t was 

their practice up to this point; also God seems to bless this their practice up to this point; also God seems to bless this their practice up to this point; also God seems to bless this their practice up to this point; also God seems to bless this 

decision. Other places when men seemingly do not seek decision. Other places when men seemingly do not seek decision. Other places when men seemingly do not seek decision. Other places when men seemingly do not seek 

God he judges them soGod he judges them soGod he judges them soGod he judges them some way for their lack…not here)me way for their lack…not here)me way for their lack…not here)me way for their lack…not here) 

b.b.b.b. Discussion:Discussion:Discussion:Discussion:    focused onfocused onfocused onfocused on    what God had done and is doingwhat God had done and is doingwhat God had done and is doingwhat God had done and is doing 

c.c.c.c. Approval by the church leadApproval by the church leadApproval by the church leadApproval by the church leadership.ership.ership.ership.        Where is the vote of Where is the vote of Where is the vote of Where is the vote of 

the people? This is no warrant in Scripture for the people? This is no warrant in Scripture for the people? This is no warrant in Scripture for the people? This is no warrant in Scripture for 

congregational form of government…or congregational form of government…or congregational form of government…or congregational form of government…or 

hierarchical/episcopal either. (While this is better perhaps hierarchical/episcopal either. (While this is better perhaps hierarchical/episcopal either. (While this is better perhaps hierarchical/episcopal either. (While this is better perhaps 

than congregational…Peter himself made it clear that all than congregational…Peter himself made it clear that all than congregational…Peter himself made it clear that all than congregational…Peter himself made it clear that all 

elders stand before Godelders stand before Godelders stand before Godelders stand before God    equal in authority and power…equal in authority and power…equal in authority and power…equal in authority and power…not not not not 

one is higher than another.)one is higher than another.)one is higher than another.)one is higher than another.) 

 

7. So according to what we have seen up to this point, what decisions concerning 

church polity (government and governing) have the people been directly involved 

in? Choosing Deacons.  Choosing Deacons.  Choosing Deacons.  Choosing Deacons.  What about elders? Who had chosen them up to this 

point? Paul and Barnabas appointed elders wherever they went. Paul and Barnabas appointed elders wherever they went. Paul and Barnabas appointed elders wherever they went. Paul and Barnabas appointed elders wherever they went. .  .  .  .  

Why? The people were not spiritually mature enough…they had not The people were not spiritually mature enough…they had not The people were not spiritually mature enough…they had not The people were not spiritually mature enough…they had not 

been taught what to look for…they were not ready to choose their been taught what to look for…they were not ready to choose their been taught what to look for…they were not ready to choose their been taught what to look for…they were not ready to choose their 

own leaders.own leaders.own leaders.own leaders.    Who choses now? The people chose their own leaders by The people chose their own leaders by The people chose their own leaders by The people chose their own leaders by 

confirming God’s call on the life of the man who “senses” a call to confirming God’s call on the life of the man who “senses” a call to confirming God’s call on the life of the man who “senses” a call to confirming God’s call on the life of the man who “senses” a call to 

this office.  this office.  this office.  this office.  How are we able to do this today? God has given us a God has given us a God has given us a God has given us a 

standard for these men…He has defines the calling…He has defined standard for these men…He has defines the calling…He has defined standard for these men…He has defines the calling…He has defined standard for these men…He has defines the calling…He has defined 

how this manhow this manhow this manhow this man    should be living before they sense the calling… He should be living before they sense the calling… He should be living before they sense the calling… He should be living before they sense the calling… He 

gives the criteria the Church should use in judging the man’s gives the criteria the Church should use in judging the man’s gives the criteria the Church should use in judging the man’s gives the criteria the Church should use in judging the man’s 

call…and He expects that we will pray about and over these men call…and He expects that we will pray about and over these men call…and He expects that we will pray about and over these men call…and He expects that we will pray about and over these men 

who are called upon to lead us. who are called upon to lead us. who are called upon to lead us. who are called upon to lead us.  
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8. Once again, look at verse 7-11. What is Peter speaking about here to these Jewish 

believers? Peter is saying very clearly that God not only chose Jews Peter is saying very clearly that God not only chose Jews Peter is saying very clearly that God not only chose Jews Peter is saying very clearly that God not only chose Jews 

to be in His kingdom but also Gentiles.  Addressing the Jerusalem to be in His kingdom but also Gentiles.  Addressing the Jerusalem to be in His kingdom but also Gentiles.  Addressing the Jerusalem to be in His kingdom but also Gentiles.  Addressing the Jerusalem 

Council, peter argued for salvation by grace alone on the basis of Council, peter argued for salvation by grace alone on the basis of Council, peter argued for salvation by grace alone on the basis of Council, peter argued for salvation by grace alone on the basis of 

the doctrine of dthe doctrine of dthe doctrine of dthe doctrine of divine election.  The salvation of the Jews and ivine election.  The salvation of the Jews and ivine election.  The salvation of the Jews and ivine election.  The salvation of the Jews and 

Gentiles is not conditioned by circumcision, but by grace alone, Gentiles is not conditioned by circumcision, but by grace alone, Gentiles is not conditioned by circumcision, but by grace alone, Gentiles is not conditioned by circumcision, but by grace alone, 

rooted and grounded in God’s election. He is moving away from the rooted and grounded in God’s election. He is moving away from the rooted and grounded in God’s election. He is moving away from the rooted and grounded in God’s election. He is moving away from the 

Law which has been misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat Law which has been misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat Law which has been misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat Law which has been misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat 

new concept to tnew concept to tnew concept to tnew concept to them…and the grace of God which He has spoken hem…and the grace of God which He has spoken hem…and the grace of God which He has spoken hem…and the grace of God which He has spoken 

about from the beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to about from the beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to about from the beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to about from the beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to 

include the Gentiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church.include the Gentiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church.include the Gentiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church.include the Gentiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church. 

 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
May 27, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Why does God seem to highlight conflict in the B ible? 
a.a.a.a. To tell us that there always will be conflict in our lives..To tell us that there always will be conflict in our lives..To tell us that there always will be conflict in our lives..To tell us that there always will be conflict in our lives..    

b.b.b.b. To show us that there is a standard with which to deal with To show us that there is a standard with which to deal with To show us that there is a standard with which to deal with To show us that there is a standard with which to deal with 

conflict…His!conflict…His!conflict…His!conflict…His!    

c.c.c.c. To remind us that we are to deal with conflictTo remind us that we are to deal with conflictTo remind us that we are to deal with conflictTo remind us that we are to deal with conflict    

d.d.d.d. To help us understand that we are not at liberty to deny To help us understand that we are not at liberty to deny To help us understand that we are not at liberty to deny To help us understand that we are not at liberty to deny 

confliconfliconfliconflicts existence or that it is our responsibility to do cts existence or that it is our responsibility to do cts existence or that it is our responsibility to do cts existence or that it is our responsibility to do 

something about it.something about it.something about it.something about it.    

e.e.e.e. To encourage us to use our role as peacemakers in conflict To encourage us to use our role as peacemakers in conflict To encourage us to use our role as peacemakers in conflict To encourage us to use our role as peacemakers in conflict 

holding both sides to the same standard…God’s!  holding both sides to the same standard…God’s!  holding both sides to the same standard…God’s!  holding both sides to the same standard…God’s!      

    

2. So according to what we have seen up to this poi nt, what decisions 
concerning church polity (government and governing)  have the people 
been directly involved in?  Choosing Deacons.  Choosing Deacons.  Choosing Deacons.  Choosing Deacons.  What about elders? Who 
had chosen them up to this point?  Paul and Barnabas appointed Paul and Barnabas appointed Paul and Barnabas appointed Paul and Barnabas appointed 

elders wherever they went.  elders wherever they went.  elders wherever they went.  elders wherever they went.  Why? The people were not spirituallyThe people were not spirituallyThe people were not spirituallyThe people were not spiritually    

mature enough…they had not been taught what to look for…they mature enough…they had not been taught what to look for…they mature enough…they had not been taught what to look for…they mature enough…they had not been taught what to look for…they 

were not ready to choose their own leaders.  were not ready to choose their own leaders.  were not ready to choose their own leaders.  were not ready to choose their own leaders.  Who choses now?  The The The The 

people chose their own leaders by confirming God’s call on the life people chose their own leaders by confirming God’s call on the life people chose their own leaders by confirming God’s call on the life people chose their own leaders by confirming God’s call on the life 

of the man who “senses” a call to this office.  of the man who “senses” a call to this office.  of the man who “senses” a call to this office.  of the man who “senses” a call to this office.  How are we able to do 
this today?  God has given us a standard for these men…He has God has given us a standard for these men…He has God has given us a standard for these men…He has God has given us a standard for these men…He has 

defines the calling…He has defined how this man should be living defines the calling…He has defined how this man should be living defines the calling…He has defined how this man should be living defines the calling…He has defined how this man should be living 

before they sense the calling… He gives the criteria the Church before they sense the calling… He gives the criteria the Church before they sense the calling… He gives the criteria the Church before they sense the calling… He gives the criteria the Church 

should use in judging the man’s call…and He expects that should use in judging the man’s call…and He expects that should use in judging the man’s call…and He expects that should use in judging the man’s call…and He expects that we will we will we will we will 

pray about and over these men who are called upon to lead us. pray about and over these men who are called upon to lead us. pray about and over these men who are called upon to lead us. pray about and over these men who are called upon to lead us.  
 

    

3. In review a moment let’s look at 15:7-11.  What is Peter speaking about 
here to these Jewish believers?  Peter is saying very clearly that God Peter is saying very clearly that God Peter is saying very clearly that God Peter is saying very clearly that God 
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not only chose Jews to be in His kingdomnot only chose Jews to be in His kingdomnot only chose Jews to be in His kingdomnot only chose Jews to be in His kingdom    but also Gentiles.  but also Gentiles.  but also Gentiles.  but also Gentiles.  

Addressing the Jerusalem Council, Peter argued for salvation by Addressing the Jerusalem Council, Peter argued for salvation by Addressing the Jerusalem Council, Peter argued for salvation by Addressing the Jerusalem Council, Peter argued for salvation by 

grace alone on the basis of the doctrine of divine election.  The grace alone on the basis of the doctrine of divine election.  The grace alone on the basis of the doctrine of divine election.  The grace alone on the basis of the doctrine of divine election.  The 

salvation of the Jews and Gentiles is not conditioned by salvation of the Jews and Gentiles is not conditioned by salvation of the Jews and Gentiles is not conditioned by salvation of the Jews and Gentiles is not conditioned by 

circumcision, but by grace alone, rooted and grocircumcision, but by grace alone, rooted and grocircumcision, but by grace alone, rooted and grocircumcision, but by grace alone, rooted and grounded in God’s unded in God’s unded in God’s unded in God’s 

election.  He is moving away from the Law which has been election.  He is moving away from the Law which has been election.  He is moving away from the Law which has been election.  He is moving away from the Law which has been 

misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat new concept to misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat new concept to misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat new concept to misunderstood to grace which is a somewhat new concept to 

them…and the grace of God which He has spoken about from the them…and the grace of God which He has spoken about from the them…and the grace of God which He has spoken about from the them…and the grace of God which He has spoken about from the 

beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to include the beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to include the beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to include the beginning enables them to see God’s greater plan to include the 

GGGGentiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church.entiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church.entiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church.entiles…it is NOT a Jewish Church. 
 

C. Acts 15: 19-21. 
1. What is the basis for James’ (the half-brother of Jesus) declaration?  

God’s divine election of these Gentiles…just like them by God’s own God’s divine election of these Gentiles…just like them by God’s own God’s divine election of these Gentiles…just like them by God’s own God’s divine election of these Gentiles…just like them by God’s own 

grace alone…hence the Church should not burden men with more grace alone…hence the Church should not burden men with more grace alone…hence the Church should not burden men with more grace alone…hence the Church should not burden men with more 

stuffstuffstuffstuff.  James was showing the different “sects” within the church .  James was showing the different “sects” within the church .  James was showing the different “sects” within the church .  James was showing the different “sects” within the church 

by using the Amos passage (Amos 9:11by using the Amos passage (Amos 9:11by using the Amos passage (Amos 9:11by using the Amos passage (Amos 9:11----12) (and he could have used 12) (and he could have used 12) (and he could have used 12) (and he could have used 

many others from Isaiah to Jeremiah to Haggai) that the inclusion many others from Isaiah to Jeremiah to Haggai) that the inclusion many others from Isaiah to Jeremiah to Haggai) that the inclusion many others from Isaiah to Jeremiah to Haggai) that the inclusion 

of the Gentiles was not an afterthought on God’s part but one thof the Gentiles was not an afterthought on God’s part but one thof the Gentiles was not an afterthought on God’s part but one thof the Gentiles was not an afterthought on God’s part but one that at at at 

had full prophetic support.had full prophetic support.had full prophetic support.had full prophetic support. 

 
2. Having said that the church shouldn’t burden the  Gentiles, why does 

James now say what they should NOT do?   
a.a.a.a. Abstain from the things polluted by idols,Abstain from the things polluted by idols,Abstain from the things polluted by idols,Abstain from the things polluted by idols,    

b.b.b.b. Abstain from sexual immorality,Abstain from sexual immorality,Abstain from sexual immorality,Abstain from sexual immorality,    

c.c.c.c. Abstain from the meat of what has been sAbstain from the meat of what has been sAbstain from the meat of what has been sAbstain from the meat of what has been strangled,trangled,trangled,trangled,    

d.d.d.d. Abstain from the consumption of blood.Abstain from the consumption of blood.Abstain from the consumption of blood.Abstain from the consumption of blood.    

e.e.e.e. What was the purpose for these “rules’?     James and the James and the James and the James and the 

council was saying to the Gentile believers that they did council was saying to the Gentile believers that they did council was saying to the Gentile believers that they did council was saying to the Gentile believers that they did 

not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements 

of the law namely circumcision. of the law namely circumcision. of the law namely circumcision. of the law namely circumcision.  BBBBut these things are ut these things are ut these things are ut these things are 

crucial for the Churchcrucial for the Churchcrucial for the Churchcrucial for the Church harmony, unity…not offending one harmony, unity…not offending one harmony, unity…not offending one harmony, unity…not offending one 

another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the 

Scriptures and things that might offend their brothers and Scriptures and things that might offend their brothers and Scriptures and things that might offend their brothers and Scriptures and things that might offend their brothers and 

sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the 

princprincprincprinciple of concession established.  iple of concession established.  iple of concession established.  iple of concession established.      

    

D. 15:22-35 
1. In these verses what do the leaders do to make sure  the Church hears 

and understands the decision of the council?     They sent out They sent out They sent out They sent out 

representatives of the council and they sent a letter directly from representatives of the council and they sent a letter directly from representatives of the council and they sent a letter directly from representatives of the council and they sent a letter directly from 

them to be read them to be read them to be read them to be read and clearly explainedand clearly explainedand clearly explainedand clearly explained by the representatives. by the representatives. by the representatives. by the representatives. Why?  
a. Because they needed a physical presence before the people Because they needed a physical presence before the people Because they needed a physical presence before the people Because they needed a physical presence before the people 

just like those who were attempting to stir up the church.  just like those who were attempting to stir up the church.  just like those who were attempting to stir up the church.  just like those who were attempting to stir up the church.   
b. They wanted to make sure the message was clear and face to They wanted to make sure the message was clear and face to They wanted to make sure the message was clear and face to They wanted to make sure the message was clear and face to 

face is the best so that wface is the best so that wface is the best so that wface is the best so that when questions arise you can deal hen questions arise you can deal hen questions arise you can deal hen questions arise you can deal 

with them right away.with them right away.with them right away.with them right away. 
c. By disassociating themselves with these folks they are also By disassociating themselves with these folks they are also By disassociating themselves with these folks they are also By disassociating themselves with these folks they are also 

disassociating themselves with the requirement of disassociating themselves with the requirement of disassociating themselves with the requirement of disassociating themselves with the requirement of 

circumcision as a sign of the covenant.circumcision as a sign of the covenant.circumcision as a sign of the covenant.circumcision as a sign of the covenant. 
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2. Why are they quick to disassociate themselves with those with stirred 
up the church over this matter?  

a. The circumcision party stands on the Law as the means to The circumcision party stands on the Law as the means to The circumcision party stands on the Law as the means to The circumcision party stands on the Law as the means to 

salvation and the Apostles stand on the grace of God alone. salvation and the Apostles stand on the grace of God alone. salvation and the Apostles stand on the grace of God alone. salvation and the Apostles stand on the grace of God alone.  
b. A form of discipline against these professed brothersA form of discipline against these professed brothersA form of discipline against these professed brothersA form of discipline against these professed brothers----    They They They They 

said clearly, said clearly, said clearly, said clearly, “…some pers“…some pers“…some pers“…some persons have gone out from us and ons have gone out from us and ons have gone out from us and ons have gone out from us and 
troubled you…or with the purpose of troubling troubled you…or with the purpose of troubling troubled you…or with the purpose of troubling troubled you…or with the purpose of troubling 
you…without our authorization…we gave them no you…without our authorization…we gave them no you…without our authorization…we gave them no you…without our authorization…we gave them no 
instruction.”  instruction.”  instruction.”  instruction.”  … in others words They do not speak for the … in others words They do not speak for the … in others words They do not speak for the … in others words They do not speak for the 

Church or the Gospel….harsh language but false teachers Church or the Gospel….harsh language but false teachers Church or the Gospel….harsh language but false teachers Church or the Gospel….harsh language but false teachers 

must be exposed formust be exposed formust be exposed formust be exposed for    what they are.  Paul will speak of what they are.  Paul will speak of what they are.  Paul will speak of what they are.  Paul will speak of 

these people again in Galatians. these people again in Galatians. these people again in Galatians. these people again in Galatians.  
    

3. At the end of the letter we read, “If you keep yourselves from these, you 
will do well.” This might sound obvious, but what are they 
communicating here to the Gentiles and the rest of the church? Since Since Since Since 

this is NOT placed in the form of a command they are NOT this is NOT placed in the form of a command they are NOT this is NOT placed in the form of a command they are NOT this is NOT placed in the form of a command they are NOT 

burdening these new believers or any others by that matter with burdening these new believers or any others by that matter with burdening these new believers or any others by that matter with burdening these new believers or any others by that matter with 

stuff you must do to PROVE you are a Christian.  They are simply stuff you must do to PROVE you are a Christian.  They are simply stuff you must do to PROVE you are a Christian.  They are simply stuff you must do to PROVE you are a Christian.  They are simply 

saying to them by recommendation that in order to maisaying to them by recommendation that in order to maisaying to them by recommendation that in order to maisaying to them by recommendation that in order to maintain unity ntain unity ntain unity ntain unity 

with other believers you might want to be careful not to cause with other believers you might want to be careful not to cause with other believers you might want to be careful not to cause with other believers you might want to be careful not to cause 

your brothers to fall in their liberty.your brothers to fall in their liberty.your brothers to fall in their liberty.your brothers to fall in their liberty. 
 

4. How important to God is clear communication? What c an we learn from 
this practice today?  

 
E. 15:36-41 

1. As we finish up this chapter, what was the disag reement between Paul 
and Barnabas? Paul judges John Mark unworthy because of his Paul judges John Mark unworthy because of his Paul judges John Mark unworthy because of his Paul judges John Mark unworthy because of his 

previous desertion of Paul and Barnabas when they went through previous desertion of Paul and Barnabas when they went through previous desertion of Paul and Barnabas when they went through previous desertion of Paul and Barnabas when they went through 

the area at first. the area at first. the area at first. the area at first.  How did they deal with their disagreement? They They They They 

didn’t agree and they separated and wdidn’t agree and they separated and wdidn’t agree and they separated and wdidn’t agree and they separated and went on to God’s calling in ent on to God’s calling in ent on to God’s calling in ent on to God’s calling in 

their life. their life. their life. their life. What are we to learn from this conflict today?  
a. That there are times that we will agree to disagree…That there are times that we will agree to disagree…That there are times that we will agree to disagree…That there are times that we will agree to disagree… 
b. That we must hold our ground sometimes even when we That we must hold our ground sometimes even when we That we must hold our ground sometimes even when we That we must hold our ground sometimes even when we 

disagree with a fellow Christian..disagree with a fellow Christian..disagree with a fellow Christian..disagree with a fellow Christian.. 
c. Sometimes brothers won’t agreSometimes brothers won’t agreSometimes brothers won’t agreSometimes brothers won’t agree but it should not hinder the e but it should not hinder the e but it should not hinder the e but it should not hinder the 

work of the LORD.work of the LORD.work of the LORD.work of the LORD. 
d. How does the church seem to react to this disagr eement?  What 

does that tells us about how Paul and Barnabas must  have 
separated?  It was amiable…they disagreed but no one sinned It was amiable…they disagreed but no one sinned It was amiable…they disagreed but no one sinned It was amiable…they disagreed but no one sinned 

in the process so the churchin the process so the churchin the process so the churchin the process so the church    could commend them to do more could commend them to do more could commend them to do more could commend them to do more 

ministry.ministry.ministry.ministry. 
 

2. What have you learned about conflict management and resolution from 
this chapter?   
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Acts- Sunday School 
June 3, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What are some of the things we learned about con flict management and 
resolution from this chapter? 
 

2. I want to re-visit a section of chapter 15:19-21 , for a moment…the 
abstentions. What were they again? 

f.f.f.f. Abstain from the things polluted by idols,Abstain from the things polluted by idols,Abstain from the things polluted by idols,Abstain from the things polluted by idols,    

g.g.g.g. Abstain from sexual immorality,Abstain from sexual immorality,Abstain from sexual immorality,Abstain from sexual immorality,    

h.h.h.h. Abstain from the meat of what has been strangled,Abstain from the meat of what has been strangled,Abstain from the meat of what has been strangled,Abstain from the meat of what has been strangled,    

i.i.i.i. AbstainAbstainAbstainAbstain    from the consumption of blood.from the consumption of blood.from the consumption of blood.from the consumption of blood.    

j.j.j.j.  Having said that the church shouldn’t burden (“not trouble”)  
the Gentiles, why does James now say what they shou ld NOT 
do?  What was the purpose for these “rules’?     James and the James and the James and the James and the 

council was saying to the Gentile believers tcouncil was saying to the Gentile believers tcouncil was saying to the Gentile believers tcouncil was saying to the Gentile believers that they did hat they did hat they did hat they did 

not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements not expect them to “add” to their faith all the requirements 

of the law namely circumcision. of the law namely circumcision. of the law namely circumcision. of the law namely circumcision.  But these things are But these things are But these things are But these things are 

crucial for the Churchcrucial for the Churchcrucial for the Churchcrucial for the Church harmony, unity…not offending one harmony, unity…not offending one harmony, unity…not offending one harmony, unity…not offending one 

another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the another.  Please abstain from practices forbidden by the 

Scriptures and Scriptures and Scriptures and Scriptures and things that might offend their brothers and things that might offend their brothers and things that might offend their brothers and things that might offend their brothers and 

sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the sisters.  The truth of the gospel had been secured and the 

principle of concession established. principle of concession established. principle of concession established. principle of concession established.     

k.k.k.k.     3 of these seem to be ceremonial law oriented…one s eems to 
deal with the moral law. Sexual immorality seems to be Sexual immorality seems to be Sexual immorality seems to be Sexual immorality seems to be the the the the 

moral law. moral law. moral law. moral law.  Why do you suppose it is amongst these others? 
Christian chastity is a sign of obedience… commanded by Christian chastity is a sign of obedience… commanded by Christian chastity is a sign of obedience… commanded by Christian chastity is a sign of obedience… commanded by 

Scripture for all of God’s children. So the Apostles would Scripture for all of God’s children. So the Apostles would Scripture for all of God’s children. So the Apostles would Scripture for all of God’s children. So the Apostles would 

not have to break this out separately…it would have been not have to break this out separately…it would have been not have to break this out separately…it would have been not have to break this out separately…it would have been 

taught and expected. taught and expected. taught and expected. taught and expected.     The 3 main sins in Jewish eyes were The 3 main sins in Jewish eyes were The 3 main sins in Jewish eyes were The 3 main sins in Jewish eyes were 

“idolatry, immorality, and murder”.  I think it is “idolatry, immorality, and murder”.  I think it is “idolatry, immorality, and murder”.  I think it is “idolatry, immorality, and murder”.  I think it is 

interesting, because the Roman Catholics have 7 mortal interesting, because the Roman Catholics have 7 mortal interesting, because the Roman Catholics have 7 mortal interesting, because the Roman Catholics have 7 mortal 

sins.  With these “3” being highlighted this begs the sins.  With these “3” being highlighted this begs the sins.  With these “3” being highlighted this begs the sins.  With these “3” being highlighted this begs the 

questions if the other 10 Commandments are open for questions if the other 10 Commandments are open for questions if the other 10 Commandments are open for questions if the other 10 Commandments are open for 

debate.debate.debate.debate.        The Greek word here is “porneia” = every kind of The Greek word here is “porneia” = every kind of The Greek word here is “porneia” = every kind of The Greek word here is “porneia” = every kind of 

unlawful sexual intercourse.  Okay so how does this fit unlawful sexual intercourse.  Okay so how does this fit unlawful sexual intercourse.  Okay so how does this fit unlawful sexual intercourse.  Okay so how does this fit 

with the others…Well since the others come from the with the others…Well since the others come from the with the others…Well since the others come from the with the others…Well since the others come from the 

ceremonial and civil laws found in Leviticus there is also ceremonial and civil laws found in Leviticus there is also ceremonial and civil laws found in Leviticus there is also ceremonial and civil laws found in Leviticus there is also 

found legislation against irregular anfound legislation against irregular anfound legislation against irregular anfound legislation against irregular and unlawful marriages. d unlawful marriages. d unlawful marriages. d unlawful marriages. 

So it would seem to fit in the context that this is referring So it would seem to fit in the context that this is referring So it would seem to fit in the context that this is referring So it would seem to fit in the context that this is referring 

to all the irregular marriages listed in Leviticus 18, in to all the irregular marriages listed in Leviticus 18, in to all the irregular marriages listed in Leviticus 18, in to all the irregular marriages listed in Leviticus 18, in 

particular but not the only, marriage within the degree of particular but not the only, marriage within the degree of particular but not the only, marriage within the degree of particular but not the only, marriage within the degree of 

bloodbloodbloodblood----relationships.  If this be correct, then all 4 farelationships.  If this be correct, then all 4 farelationships.  If this be correct, then all 4 farelationships.  If this be correct, then all 4 fall into ll into ll into ll into 

the category of ceremonial laws laid down in Leviticus 17 the category of ceremonial laws laid down in Leviticus 17 the category of ceremonial laws laid down in Leviticus 17 the category of ceremonial laws laid down in Leviticus 17 

and 18.  3 of which deal with dietary requirements that the and 18.  3 of which deal with dietary requirements that the and 18.  3 of which deal with dietary requirements that the and 18.  3 of which deal with dietary requirements that the 

Gentile believers are being asked to consider so as not to Gentile believers are being asked to consider so as not to Gentile believers are being asked to consider so as not to Gentile believers are being asked to consider so as not to 

offend their Jewish brothers still tied to these laws…these offend their Jewish brothers still tied to these laws…these offend their Jewish brothers still tied to these laws…these offend their Jewish brothers still tied to these laws…these 

would be cowould be cowould be cowould be courteous and temporary, hopefully as the urteous and temporary, hopefully as the urteous and temporary, hopefully as the urteous and temporary, hopefully as the 

Jewish brothers moved farther and farther way from the Jewish brothers moved farther and farther way from the Jewish brothers moved farther and farther way from the Jewish brothers moved farther and farther way from the 
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restrictions of the law.  The 4restrictions of the law.  The 4restrictions of the law.  The 4restrictions of the law.  The 4thththth    would become selfwould become selfwould become selfwould become self----evident evident evident evident 

in time to be prudent as grace and law will clearly coin time to be prudent as grace and law will clearly coin time to be prudent as grace and law will clearly coin time to be prudent as grace and law will clearly co----exist  exist  exist  exist  

all people will see the principles thatall people will see the principles thatall people will see the principles thatall people will see the principles that    still remain in the still remain in the still remain in the still remain in the 

ceremonial laws even though Christ fulfilled them.ceremonial laws even though Christ fulfilled them.ceremonial laws even though Christ fulfilled them.ceremonial laws even though Christ fulfilled them.    

C. Chapter 16 
1. Let’s look at Acts 16:1-5. Thinking about all of  the conflict management 

and resolution of the last chapters…and after all t he discussion at the 
Jerusalem council about Gentiles not having to be c ircumcised, why do 
you think Paul circumcises Timothy before taking hi m on the journey 
with Silas and himself? Paul was all about removing (pun intended) Paul was all about removing (pun intended) Paul was all about removing (pun intended) Paul was all about removing (pun intended) 

any obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  any obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  any obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  any obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  

Paul’s convictioPaul’s convictioPaul’s convictioPaul’s convictions are based in the gospel  and he was willing to ns are based in the gospel  and he was willing to ns are based in the gospel  and he was willing to ns are based in the gospel  and he was willing to 

make concessions  when they did not necessarily strike at the heart make concessions  when they did not necessarily strike at the heart make concessions  when they did not necessarily strike at the heart make concessions  when they did not necessarily strike at the heart 

of doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a of doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a of doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a of doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a 

culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were 

in nein nein nein need of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek ed of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek ed of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek ed of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek 

believers who whole beginning was founded in the doctrines of believers who whole beginning was founded in the doctrines of believers who whole beginning was founded in the doctrines of believers who whole beginning was founded in the doctrines of 

grace.  Paul was willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to grace.  Paul was willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to grace.  Paul was willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to grace.  Paul was willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to 

this because he was free… John Newton wrote of Paul here, this because he was free… John Newton wrote of Paul here, this because he was free… John Newton wrote of Paul here, this because he was free… John Newton wrote of Paul here, “Paul “Paul “Paul “Paul 
was a reewas a reewas a reewas a reed in the nond in the nond in the nond in the non----essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.” essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.” essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.” essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.”     
Martin Luther wrote in explaining this text, “Martin Luther wrote in explaining this text, “Martin Luther wrote in explaining this text, “Martin Luther wrote in explaining this text, “A Christian is A Christian is A Christian is A Christian is 
perfectly free of all, subject to none. A Christian is a perfectly perfectly free of all, subject to none. A Christian is a perfectly perfectly free of all, subject to none. A Christian is a perfectly perfectly free of all, subject to none. A Christian is a perfectly 
dutiful servant of all, subject to all.”  dutiful servant of all, subject to all.”  dutiful servant of all, subject to all.”  dutiful servant of all, subject to all.”  How does Luther’s quote shed 
light on this text? 
 

2.2.2.2. Vs. 4 says, “As they went on their way through the cities. They  
delivered to them for observance the decisions that  had been reached 
by the apostles and elders who were in Jerusalem.”  What does the 
word “observance” communicate here? This term speaks of the This term speaks of the This term speaks of the This term speaks of the 

authority of the council and the binding nature these decisions had authority of the council and the binding nature these decisions had authority of the council and the binding nature these decisions had authority of the council and the binding nature these decisions had 

on the churches at that time. on the churches at that time. on the churches at that time. on the churches at that time.     

 
3. Based on all that we have seen up to this point,  how would you evaluate 

the spiritual health of the Church at this time? TheyTheyTheyThey    are just are just are just are just 

babes…the Jews were uncertain how much of the Law they could babes…the Jews were uncertain how much of the Law they could babes…the Jews were uncertain how much of the Law they could babes…the Jews were uncertain how much of the Law they could 

let go of to make God happy…the Gentiles were still learning how let go of to make God happy…the Gentiles were still learning how let go of to make God happy…the Gentiles were still learning how let go of to make God happy…the Gentiles were still learning how 

much liberty they had so as to not offend their brothers in the much liberty they had so as to not offend their brothers in the much liberty they had so as to not offend their brothers in the much liberty they had so as to not offend their brothers in the 

Lord.  Both sides still learning what the doctrines of gLord.  Both sides still learning what the doctrines of gLord.  Both sides still learning what the doctrines of gLord.  Both sides still learning what the doctrines of grace really race really race really race really 

meant in building up…strengthening  the faith of all believers.meant in building up…strengthening  the faith of all believers.meant in building up…strengthening  the faith of all believers.meant in building up…strengthening  the faith of all believers. 
 

4. What would you say is the connection between bei ng “strengthened in 
the faith and they increased in numbers daily” ?  What does this mean 
for us today? Correct teaching linked withCorrect teaching linked withCorrect teaching linked withCorrect teaching linked with    a willing heart makes a willing heart makes a willing heart makes a willing heart makes 

for glorifying God in all we do which then communicates to for glorifying God in all we do which then communicates to for glorifying God in all we do which then communicates to for glorifying God in all we do which then communicates to 

everyone around us what God is doing. (See Matt. 5:13everyone around us what God is doing. (See Matt. 5:13everyone around us what God is doing. (See Matt. 5:13everyone around us what God is doing. (See Matt. 5:13----16.) When 16.) When 16.) When 16.) When 

God’s people are convicted by the Gospel we naturally live the way God’s people are convicted by the Gospel we naturally live the way God’s people are convicted by the Gospel we naturally live the way God’s people are convicted by the Gospel we naturally live the way 

God prescribes… We have been saved, our natGod prescribes… We have been saved, our natGod prescribes… We have been saved, our natGod prescribes… We have been saved, our natures HAVE been ures HAVE been ures HAVE been ures HAVE been 

changed to where sin is not the first thing we think or do… and changed to where sin is not the first thing we think or do… and changed to where sin is not the first thing we think or do… and changed to where sin is not the first thing we think or do… and 

that being the case, we want to do God’s will.  It is God’s grace that that being the case, we want to do God’s will.  It is God’s grace that that being the case, we want to do God’s will.  It is God’s grace that that being the case, we want to do God’s will.  It is God’s grace that 

changed our heart to be willing… it is the Word and the Spirit that changed our heart to be willing… it is the Word and the Spirit that changed our heart to be willing… it is the Word and the Spirit that changed our heart to be willing… it is the Word and the Spirit that 

empowers/enables us to actually do whaempowers/enables us to actually do whaempowers/enables us to actually do whaempowers/enables us to actually do what God says to do.  Oh, we t God says to do.  Oh, we t God says to do.  Oh, we t God says to do.  Oh, we 
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still battle but the issue of control has been accomplished…sin no still battle but the issue of control has been accomplished…sin no still battle but the issue of control has been accomplished…sin no still battle but the issue of control has been accomplished…sin no 

longer controls us as it did… it influences us but it no longer longer controls us as it did… it influences us but it no longer longer controls us as it did… it influences us but it no longer longer controls us as it did… it influences us but it no longer 

controls us because victory has been won by Christ. controls us because victory has been won by Christ. controls us because victory has been won by Christ. controls us because victory has been won by Christ.  
 

5.5.5.5. Now let’s read 16:6-15.  How involved is God in di recting the journey of 
Paul and his companions in these verses?  The Holy Spirit directsThe Holy Spirit directsThe Holy Spirit directsThe Holy Spirit directs 
right down to telling them where to go and where not to go and right down to telling them where to go and where not to go and right down to telling them where to go and where not to go and right down to telling them where to go and where not to go and 

then to whom they will go.  God had prearranged appointments set then to whom they will go.  God had prearranged appointments set then to whom they will go.  God had prearranged appointments set then to whom they will go.  God had prearranged appointments set 

up that Paul had to get to at God’up that Paul had to get to at God’up that Paul had to get to at God’up that Paul had to get to at God’s set time.  He has them for us as s set time.  He has them for us as s set time.  He has them for us as s set time.  He has them for us as 

well. well. well. well.   How is this a proof text in a way for what we wer e just saying 
about the connection between growing/ strengthening / maturing in the 
faith and the numerical growth of the church? We do not have to beg We do not have to beg We do not have to beg We do not have to beg 

the Spirit tothe Spirit tothe Spirit tothe Spirit to    guide us, like Paul we simply need to seek the truth of guide us, like Paul we simply need to seek the truth of guide us, like Paul we simply need to seek the truth of guide us, like Paul we simply need to seek the truth of 

God’s Word and to be faithful to what God has already revealed in God’s Word and to be faithful to what God has already revealed in God’s Word and to be faithful to what God has already revealed in God’s Word and to be faithful to what God has already revealed in 

His Word to be His will and the Spirit will reveal to us who to go to His Word to be His will and the Spirit will reveal to us who to go to His Word to be His will and the Spirit will reveal to us who to go to His Word to be His will and the Spirit will reveal to us who to go to 

and what we are to do.  In other words;and what we are to do.  In other words;and what we are to do.  In other words;and what we are to do.  In other words; if we are focused on Goif we are focused on Goif we are focused on Goif we are focused on God d d d 

and His revealed will…our specific task will be revealed to us in His and His revealed will…our specific task will be revealed to us in His and His revealed will…our specific task will be revealed to us in His and His revealed will…our specific task will be revealed to us in His 

time…and by the way…nothing will be late….everything happens time…and by the way…nothing will be late….everything happens time…and by the way…nothing will be late….everything happens time…and by the way…nothing will be late….everything happens 

right on time!right on time!right on time!right on time!    

 
6. How do we see the Holy Spirit honor and work thr ough their obedience 

in this passage?  
 

7. How does Lydia come to faith? By the grace of God… By the grace of God… By the grace of God… By the grace of God… “The Lord “The Lord “The Lord “The Lord 
opened her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”opened her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”opened her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”opened her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”    The The The The 

message came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the message came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the message came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the message came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the 

saving initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’s preaching/ saving initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’s preaching/ saving initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’s preaching/ saving initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’s preaching/ 

proclamation was not affeproclamation was not affeproclamation was not affeproclamation was not affective unto salvation, but the Lord ctive unto salvation, but the Lord ctive unto salvation, but the Lord ctive unto salvation, but the Lord 

worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation.worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation.worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation.worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation. 
 
 
 
 

 
    

Acts- Sunday School 
June 10, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Why did Paul believe it was necessary to circumc ises Timothy after he 
had just made such a big deal about the Gentiles  n ot HAVING to be 
circumcised?  Paul was all about removing (pun intended) any Paul was all about removing (pun intended) any Paul was all about removing (pun intended) any Paul was all about removing (pun intended) any 

obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  Paul’s obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  Paul’s obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  Paul’s obstacle to the gospel that didn’t compromise the Gospel.  Paul’s 

convictions are based in the gospel and he was willing to make convictions are based in the gospel and he was willing to make convictions are based in the gospel and he was willing to make convictions are based in the gospel and he was willing to make 

concessions when they did not necessconcessions when they did not necessconcessions when they did not necessconcessions when they did not necessarily strike at the heart of arily strike at the heart of arily strike at the heart of arily strike at the heart of 

doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a doctrine. He was about preserving Christian solidarity among a 

culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were culturally diverse group like the Jewish believers …who still were 

in need of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek in need of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek in need of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek in need of understanding the doctrines of grace…and the Greek 

believers who whole beginning was fbelievers who whole beginning was fbelievers who whole beginning was fbelievers who whole beginning was founded in the doctrines of ounded in the doctrines of ounded in the doctrines of ounded in the doctrines of 

grace ...needing to learn restrain in their “liberty”.  Paul was grace ...needing to learn restrain in their “liberty”.  Paul was grace ...needing to learn restrain in their “liberty”.  Paul was grace ...needing to learn restrain in their “liberty”.  Paul was 
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willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to this because he was willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to this because he was willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to this because he was willing to make himself and Timothy a slave to this because he was 

free…  Also, a more practical reason that would have not set well free…  Also, a more practical reason that would have not set well free…  Also, a more practical reason that would have not set well free…  Also, a more practical reason that would have not set well 

was the fact that timothy was fwas the fact that timothy was fwas the fact that timothy was fwas the fact that timothy was from a Jewish mother and had not rom a Jewish mother and had not rom a Jewish mother and had not rom a Jewish mother and had not 

been circumcised and they might have taken that as an affront. been circumcised and they might have taken that as an affront. been circumcised and they might have taken that as an affront. been circumcised and they might have taken that as an affront. 

John Newton wrote of Paul here, John Newton wrote of Paul here, John Newton wrote of Paul here, John Newton wrote of Paul here, “Paul was a reed in the non“Paul was a reed in the non“Paul was a reed in the non“Paul was a reed in the non----
essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.” essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.” essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.” essentials and an iron pillar in the essentials.”      
 

2. How does Lydia come to faith according to 16:14?   Why is the “right” 
answer to this significant? By the grace of God… By the grace of God… By the grace of God… By the grace of God… “The Lord opened “The Lord opened “The Lord opened “The Lord opened 

her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”    The message The message The message The message 

came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the saving came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the saving came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the saving came from Paul…but it was God’s Word…and it was the saving 

initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’initiative of God to change her heart. Paul’s preaching/ s preaching/ s preaching/ s preaching/ 

proclamation was not affective unto salvation, but the Lord proclamation was not affective unto salvation, but the Lord proclamation was not affective unto salvation, but the Lord proclamation was not affective unto salvation, but the Lord 

worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation.worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation.worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation.worked through it to accomplish His purpose of salvation. 
 

C. Now onto 16:16-40 
1. What was Paul and Silas’ response to the mockery , flogging and being 

thrown into jail according to 16:25? How could they  be so joyful?  The The The The 

order was to the jailer to order was to the jailer to order was to the jailer to order was to the jailer to “keep the prisoners safely.”“keep the prisoners safely.”“keep the prisoners safely.”“keep the prisoners safely.”    Just so you Just so you Just so you Just so you 

know their situation…they were to be placed in the innermost cell know their situation…they were to be placed in the innermost cell know their situation…they were to be placed in the innermost cell know their situation…they were to be placed in the innermost cell 

of the prison and locked in stocks. So with lacerated back and of the prison and locked in stocks. So with lacerated back and of the prison and locked in stocks. So with lacerated back and of the prison and locked in stocks. So with lacerated back and 

limbs locked up in the stlimbs locked up in the stlimbs locked up in the stlimbs locked up in the stocks…obviously in great pain…they were ocks…obviously in great pain…they were ocks…obviously in great pain…they were ocks…obviously in great pain…they were 

praying and singing hymns to God….no wonder the other prisoners praying and singing hymns to God….no wonder the other prisoners praying and singing hymns to God….no wonder the other prisoners praying and singing hymns to God….no wonder the other prisoners 

were listening twere listening twere listening twere listening to them.o them.o them.o them. 
 

2. Why would God do such a thing to them after they ha ve had such 
wonderful success up to this point? He had another appointment foHe had another appointment foHe had another appointment foHe had another appointment for r r r 

them that included a jailer…how best to reach a jailer than at his them that included a jailer…how best to reach a jailer than at his them that included a jailer…how best to reach a jailer than at his them that included a jailer…how best to reach a jailer than at his 

place of work?  You have to love God’s sense of humor though it place of work?  You have to love God’s sense of humor though it place of work?  You have to love God’s sense of humor though it place of work?  You have to love God’s sense of humor though it 

can be painful as well.can be painful as well.can be painful as well.can be painful as well. 
 

3. Why do you think the jailer asked the question , “What must I do to be 
saved’?  Practically speakingPractically speakingPractically speakingPractically speaking    he may have been thinking he was he may have been thinking he was he may have been thinking he was he may have been thinking he was 

going to die and he wanted Paul to give him an out to save him from going to die and he wanted Paul to give him an out to save him from going to die and he wanted Paul to give him an out to save him from going to die and he wanted Paul to give him an out to save him from 

an eminent death… “Tell, the authorities that I didn’t fail in my an eminent death… “Tell, the authorities that I didn’t fail in my an eminent death… “Tell, the authorities that I didn’t fail in my an eminent death… “Tell, the authorities that I didn’t fail in my 

position…Tell them, everyone is still here…then maybe they position…Tell them, everyone is still here…then maybe they position…Tell them, everyone is still here…then maybe they position…Tell them, everyone is still here…then maybe they 

wouldn’t kill me as if I had wouldn’t kill me as if I had wouldn’t kill me as if I had wouldn’t kill me as if I had lost all the prisoners that I have sworn lost all the prisoners that I have sworn lost all the prisoners that I have sworn lost all the prisoners that I have sworn 

with my life to keep.” The Spirit seems to also be working on his with my life to keep.” The Spirit seems to also be working on his with my life to keep.” The Spirit seems to also be working on his with my life to keep.” The Spirit seems to also be working on his 

heart to cry out to the Apostle but it is not until the Jailer hears heart to cry out to the Apostle but it is not until the Jailer hears heart to cry out to the Apostle but it is not until the Jailer hears heart to cry out to the Apostle but it is not until the Jailer hears 

the word preached that he comes to faith…. him and his whole the word preached that he comes to faith…. him and his whole the word preached that he comes to faith…. him and his whole the word preached that he comes to faith…. him and his whole 

household…he may hahousehold…he may hahousehold…he may hahousehold…he may have been asking for a physical salvation of ve been asking for a physical salvation of ve been asking for a physical salvation of ve been asking for a physical salvation of 

some kind and Paul knowing his greater need pointed him to the some kind and Paul knowing his greater need pointed him to the some kind and Paul knowing his greater need pointed him to the some kind and Paul knowing his greater need pointed him to the 

one need that mattered most and in that moment his heart was at a one need that mattered most and in that moment his heart was at a one need that mattered most and in that moment his heart was at a one need that mattered most and in that moment his heart was at a 

place that he could receive what Paul was offering.  place that he could receive what Paul was offering.  place that he could receive what Paul was offering.  place that he could receive what Paul was offering.  How is his 
coming to salvation similar to Lydia’s? Well, Scripture teaches that Well, Scripture teaches that Well, Scripture teaches that Well, Scripture teaches that 

man cannot come to the Lord on His own…so God Himself opened man cannot come to the Lord on His own…so God Himself opened man cannot come to the Lord on His own…so God Himself opened man cannot come to the Lord on His own…so God Himself opened 

up the heart of the jailer to believe and he did.  No one who is up the heart of the jailer to believe and he did.  No one who is up the heart of the jailer to believe and he did.  No one who is up the heart of the jailer to believe and he did.  No one who is 

appointed to life will be left behind! appointed to life will be left behind! appointed to life will be left behind! appointed to life will be left behind! How does the response of the 
jailer compare to Lydia’s response to the gospel.   
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4. How would you answer the same question?  What does all of this tell us 
about the nature of the gospel?  

 
5. Why do you suppose Paul made a “fuss” about having been mistreated 

to the point of invoking his Roman citizenship? He refused to move He refused to move He refused to move He refused to move 

until the Roman officials themselves came themselves and until the Roman officials themselves came themselves and until the Roman officials themselves came themselves and until the Roman officials themselves came themselves and 

apologized.  He wanted the officials to recognize and fulfill their apologized.  He wanted the officials to recognize and fulfill their apologized.  He wanted the officials to recognize and fulfill their apologized.  He wanted the officials to recognize and fulfill their 

GodGodGodGod----appointed task.  They had made a mistake and they needed to appointed task.  They had made a mistake and they needed to appointed task.  They had made a mistake and they needed to appointed task.  They had made a mistake and they needed to 

fess up publically.  An injustice had been perfess up publically.  An injustice had been perfess up publically.  An injustice had been perfess up publically.  An injustice had been performed in the name of formed in the name of formed in the name of formed in the name of 

profit…they were Roman citizens and as such they were not to be profit…they were Roman citizens and as such they were not to be profit…they were Roman citizens and as such they were not to be profit…they were Roman citizens and as such they were not to be 

treated as common criminals.  treated as common criminals.  treated as common criminals.  treated as common criminals.  How do you suppose a stand of this 
type based in Roman law would help the church that was left behind by 
Paul?  

 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
June 17, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Why do you think the jailer asked the question, “What must I do to be 
saved?”  Remember this probably had one meaning for the jailer Remember this probably had one meaning for the jailer Remember this probably had one meaning for the jailer Remember this probably had one meaning for the jailer 

and another for Paul…the jailer at first may have been seeking and another for Paul…the jailer at first may have been seeking and another for Paul…the jailer at first may have been seeking and another for Paul…the jailer at first may have been seeking 

something of a physical salvation …something of a physical salvation …something of a physical salvation …something of a physical salvation …in the form of Paul speaking on in the form of Paul speaking on in the form of Paul speaking on in the form of Paul speaking on 

behalf of the jailer doing his job correctly…Paul knew his greater behalf of the jailer doing his job correctly…Paul knew his greater behalf of the jailer doing his job correctly…Paul knew his greater behalf of the jailer doing his job correctly…Paul knew his greater 

need and presented him with the gospel and he was saved for need and presented him with the gospel and he was saved for need and presented him with the gospel and he was saved for need and presented him with the gospel and he was saved for 

eternity.  The jailer was seeking temporary salvation and God eternity.  The jailer was seeking temporary salvation and God eternity.  The jailer was seeking temporary salvation and God eternity.  The jailer was seeking temporary salvation and God 

granted him eternal life.  The Spirgranted him eternal life.  The Spirgranted him eternal life.  The Spirgranted him eternal life.  The Spirit had changed his heart already it had changed his heart already it had changed his heart already it had changed his heart already 

to bring himself to cry out to a prisoner in the first place…why to bring himself to cry out to a prisoner in the first place…why to bring himself to cry out to a prisoner in the first place…why to bring himself to cry out to a prisoner in the first place…why 

would he have done that unless God was in it?would he have done that unless God was in it?would he have done that unless God was in it?would he have done that unless God was in it? 
 

2. Why do you suppose Paul made a “fuss” about havi ng been mistreated 
to the point of invoking his Roman citizenship?  An d how might this 
stand help the church that was left behind by Paul?  

 
C. Acts 17:1-15 

1. It was a 100 mile trip from Philippi to Thessalo nica.  They passed 
through Amphipolis and Apollonia maybe stopping for  lodging but that 
is all.  Their destination was Thessalonica, the ca pital of the province of 
Macedonia. It was a harbor town, commanding trade b y sea across the 
Aegean and by land along the east=west route Via Egnatia … the Way of 
Knowledge  …this major highway in the Roman Empire was a flow o f  
sources of energy and the information for the Empir e. Paul and his 
friends seemed to have stayed in Thessalonica for s everal months as 
we read the letters I and II Thessalonians. 
 

2. How would you describe Paul’s strategy in Thessa lonica…first with 
Jews and then later with the Greeks? Aggressive?  For 3 weeks he Aggressive?  For 3 weeks he Aggressive?  For 3 weeks he Aggressive?  For 3 weeks he 
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preached the gospel to them. preached the gospel to them. preached the gospel to them. preached the gospel to them. What verbs describe Paul’s approach to 
the Thessalonians and their response in verses 1-4?   

a.a.a.a. Reasoned…explaining…provingReasoned…explaining…provingReasoned…explaining…provingReasoned…explaining…proving    that the Christ had to that the Christ had to that the Christ had to that the Christ had to 

suffer and rise from the dead. … suffer and rise from the dead. … suffer and rise from the dead. … suffer and rise from the dead. …  
b.b.b.b. ThiThiThiThis was the standard apologetic towards Jewish s was the standard apologetic towards Jewish s was the standard apologetic towards Jewish s was the standard apologetic towards Jewish 

people…Interesting this was Jesus’ own people…Interesting this was Jesus’ own people…Interesting this was Jesus’ own people…Interesting this was Jesus’ own 

methodology…Luke 9:22, 24:25methodology…Luke 9:22, 24:25methodology…Luke 9:22, 24:25methodology…Luke 9:22, 24:25----27, 4427, 4427, 4427, 44----46.46.46.46. 
c.c.c.c. ProclaimingProclaimingProclaimingProclaiming    Jesus …Jesus …Jesus …Jesus …is the Christis the Christis the Christis the Christ....––––    that is he told the story that is he told the story that is he told the story that is he told the story 

of Jesus of Nazareth: his birth, life and ministry, His death of Jesus of Nazareth: his birth, life and ministry, His death of Jesus of Nazareth: his birth, life and ministry, His death of Jesus of Nazareth: his birth, life and ministry, His death 

and resurand resurand resurand resurrection, His exaltation and the gift of the Spirit, rection, His exaltation and the gift of the Spirit, rection, His exaltation and the gift of the Spirit, rection, His exaltation and the gift of the Spirit, 

his present reign and future return, His offer of salvation his present reign and future return, His offer of salvation his present reign and future return, His offer of salvation his present reign and future return, His offer of salvation 

and warning of judgment.   Jesus is the Messiah…they have and warning of judgment.   Jesus is the Messiah…they have and warning of judgment.   Jesus is the Messiah…they have and warning of judgment.   Jesus is the Messiah…they have 

awaited.awaited.awaited.awaited. 
d.d.d.d. And some were And some were And some were And some were persuaded and joinedpersuaded and joinedpersuaded and joinedpersuaded and joined… $ groups of … $ groups of … $ groups of … $ groups of 

influenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluence----Jews, Greeks, GodJews, Greeks, GodJews, Greeks, GodJews, Greeks, God----ffffearers and wellearers and wellearers and wellearers and well----known known known known 

womenwomenwomenwomen 
                        

3. What were some of the other unfolding responses to Paul’s preaching 
and teaching in verse 5-9? Jews were jealous…of Paul’s/the gospels Jews were jealous…of Paul’s/the gospels Jews were jealous…of Paul’s/the gospels Jews were jealous…of Paul’s/the gospels 

influence over the influential…the Jews pulled together the influence over the influential…the Jews pulled together the influence over the influential…the Jews pulled together the influence over the influential…the Jews pulled together the 

“rabble”/ troublemakers and“rabble”/ troublemakers and“rabble”/ troublemakers and“rabble”/ troublemakers and    formed a riot to bring them out to the formed a riot to bring them out to the formed a riot to bring them out to the formed a riot to bring them out to the 

crowd.  The word “crowd” is the word “deemos” (where we get crowd.  The word “crowd” is the word “deemos” (where we get crowd.  The word “crowd” is the word “deemos” (where we get crowd.  The word “crowd” is the word “deemos” (where we get 

our word demonstration) for “the People assembly” or a citizen our word demonstration) for “the People assembly” or a citizen our word demonstration) for “the People assembly” or a citizen our word demonstration) for “the People assembly” or a citizen 

council. Attacked Jason at his house and drugged him before the council. Attacked Jason at his house and drugged him before the council. Attacked Jason at his house and drugged him before the council. Attacked Jason at his house and drugged him before the 

authorities. authorities. authorities. authorities.  
 

4. What is really cool about the phrase, “ These men who have turned the 
world upside down have come here also…” ?  What are they admitting 
without thinking about it ? They were charging them with “high ? They were charging them with “high ? They were charging them with “high ? They were charging them with “high 

treason” judicially but they were also acknowledging the power of treason” judicially but they were also acknowledging the power of treason” judicially but they were also acknowledging the power of treason” judicially but they were also acknowledging the power of 

the gosthe gosthe gosthe gospel.  I see this as another form of God revealing to nonpel.  I see this as another form of God revealing to nonpel.  I see this as another form of God revealing to nonpel.  I see this as another form of God revealing to non----

believers that they have someone special.  Even in their anger they believers that they have someone special.  Even in their anger they believers that they have someone special.  Even in their anger they believers that they have someone special.  Even in their anger they 

recognize God is doing something and they are praising Him recognize God is doing something and they are praising Him recognize God is doing something and they are praising Him recognize God is doing something and they are praising Him 

without even knowing it consciously…God will be praised…even without even knowing it consciously…God will be praised…even without even knowing it consciously…God will be praised…even without even knowing it consciously…God will be praised…even 

the “atheisthe “atheisthe “atheisthe “atheists” of today do it by keeping God’s name in the public ts” of today do it by keeping God’s name in the public ts” of today do it by keeping God’s name in the public ts” of today do it by keeping God’s name in the public 

eye so much…just like the rulers in Acts 4, eye so much…just like the rulers in Acts 4, eye so much…just like the rulers in Acts 4, eye so much…just like the rulers in Acts 4, “Now when they saw “Now when they saw “Now when they saw “Now when they saw 
the boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that they were the boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that they were the boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that they were the boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that they were 
uneducated, common men, they were astonished.  And they uneducated, common men, they were astonished.  And they uneducated, common men, they were astonished.  And they uneducated, common men, they were astonished.  And they 
recognized that they recognized that they recognized that they recognized that they had been with Jesus.”had been with Jesus.”had been with Jesus.”had been with Jesus.” 

 
5. Could Paul have changed his strategy to prevent the riots?  How might 

a change in strategy have affected the more positiv e results of Paul’s 
preaching? What can we learn from this? 

a.a.a.a. Paul has had believers oppose him and his message…Paul has had believers oppose him and his message…Paul has had believers oppose him and his message…Paul has had believers oppose him and his message…    

b.b.b.b. PPPPaul has had Jews oppose him and his message…aul has had Jews oppose him and his message…aul has had Jews oppose him and his message…aul has had Jews oppose him and his message…    

c.c.c.c. Paul has had Greeks oppose him and his message…Paul has had Greeks oppose him and his message…Paul has had Greeks oppose him and his message…Paul has had Greeks oppose him and his message…    

d.d.d.d. Paul keeps on proclaiming the same message!Paul keeps on proclaiming the same message!Paul keeps on proclaiming the same message!Paul keeps on proclaiming the same message!    

e.e.e.e. We are to proclaim the same message…no matter the We are to proclaim the same message…no matter the We are to proclaim the same message…no matter the We are to proclaim the same message…no matter the 

consequences.consequences.consequences.consequences.    
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6. How are the Bereans different from the Thessalon ians in verses 10-15? 
What things set them apart? Jews of more noble character= “openJews of more noble character= “openJews of more noble character= “openJews of more noble character= “open----

minded”.  They met with Paul on a daily basis not a weekly basis as minded”.  They met with Paul on a daily basis not a weekly basis as minded”.  They met with Paul on a daily basis not a weekly basis as minded”.  They met with Paul on a daily basis not a weekly basis as 

the Jews in Thessalonica.  They examined the Scriptures daily to the Jews in Thessalonica.  They examined the Scriptures daily to the Jews in Thessalonica.  They examined the Scriptures daily to the Jews in Thessalonica.  They examined the Scriptures daily to 

see if what Paul was saying was true.  It asee if what Paul was saying was true.  It asee if what Paul was saying was true.  It asee if what Paul was saying was true.  It appears Luke is trying to ppears Luke is trying to ppears Luke is trying to ppears Luke is trying to 

communicate to us that they willingly set aside their communicate to us that they willingly set aside their communicate to us that they willingly set aside their communicate to us that they willingly set aside their 

presuppositions concerning the accepted interpretations to presuppositions concerning the accepted interpretations to presuppositions concerning the accepted interpretations to presuppositions concerning the accepted interpretations to 

examine the “truth” of what Paul was saying.   “Examine” is the examine the “truth” of what Paul was saying.   “Examine” is the examine the “truth” of what Paul was saying.   “Examine” is the examine the “truth” of what Paul was saying.   “Examine” is the 

Greek word used for judicial investigation so they werGreek word used for judicial investigation so they werGreek word used for judicial investigation so they werGreek word used for judicial investigation so they were using e using e using e using 

critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  Ever since critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  Ever since critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  Ever since critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  Ever since 

this time the term Berean has been applied to people who study the this time the term Berean has been applied to people who study the this time the term Berean has been applied to people who study the this time the term Berean has been applied to people who study the 

scriptures with impartiality and great care. scriptures with impartiality and great care. scriptures with impartiality and great care. scriptures with impartiality and great care.  
 

 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
June 24, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Read Acts 17:10-15. 

1. How are the Bereans different from the Thessalon ians in verses 10-15? 
What things set them apart? Jews of more nJews of more nJews of more nJews of more noble character= “openoble character= “openoble character= “openoble character= “open----

minded”minded”minded”minded”----    willing to step past their traditions to look at willing to step past their traditions to look at willing to step past their traditions to look at willing to step past their traditions to look at 

scripture…they were not content to simply be told.  This is an scripture…they were not content to simply be told.  This is an scripture…they were not content to simply be told.  This is an scripture…they were not content to simply be told.  This is an 

amazing position. They understood how important it was to search amazing position. They understood how important it was to search amazing position. They understood how important it was to search amazing position. They understood how important it was to search 

the Scriptures even before the Reformation made that a central the Scriptures even before the Reformation made that a central the Scriptures even before the Reformation made that a central the Scriptures even before the Reformation made that a central 

issue for believers.  They had access to the “scrolls” as well it issue for believers.  They had access to the “scrolls” as well it issue for believers.  They had access to the “scrolls” as well it issue for believers.  They had access to the “scrolls” as well it 

seems.  That fact that many of the traditions had already beenseems.  That fact that many of the traditions had already beenseems.  That fact that many of the traditions had already beenseems.  That fact that many of the traditions had already been    

broken down made Paul’s job a little easier.  God was preparing the broken down made Paul’s job a little easier.  God was preparing the broken down made Paul’s job a little easier.  God was preparing the broken down made Paul’s job a little easier.  God was preparing the 

way by the way these people were doing church differently than way by the way these people were doing church differently than way by the way these people were doing church differently than way by the way these people were doing church differently than 

say those in Jerusalem at the time.  Already by their actions more say those in Jerusalem at the time.  Already by their actions more say those in Jerusalem at the time.  Already by their actions more say those in Jerusalem at the time.  Already by their actions more 

“open” in a good and positive way. “open” in a good and positive way. “open” in a good and positive way. “open” in a good and positive way. They met with Paul on They met with Paul on They met with Paul on They met with Paul on a daily a daily a daily a daily 

basis not a weekly basis as the Jews in Thessalonica.  They basis not a weekly basis as the Jews in Thessalonica.  They basis not a weekly basis as the Jews in Thessalonica.  They basis not a weekly basis as the Jews in Thessalonica.  They 

examined the Scriptures daily to see if what Paul was saying was examined the Scriptures daily to see if what Paul was saying was examined the Scriptures daily to see if what Paul was saying was examined the Scriptures daily to see if what Paul was saying was 

true.  It appears Luke is trying to communicate to us that they true.  It appears Luke is trying to communicate to us that they true.  It appears Luke is trying to communicate to us that they true.  It appears Luke is trying to communicate to us that they 

willingly set aside their presuppositions concerning the acwillingly set aside their presuppositions concerning the acwillingly set aside their presuppositions concerning the acwillingly set aside their presuppositions concerning the accepted cepted cepted cepted 

interpretations to examine the “truth” of what Paul was sayinginterpretations to examine the “truth” of what Paul was sayinginterpretations to examine the “truth” of what Paul was sayinginterpretations to examine the “truth” of what Paul was saying.   .   .   .   

“Examine”“Examine”“Examine”“Examine”    is the Greek word used for judicial investigation so they is the Greek word used for judicial investigation so they is the Greek word used for judicial investigation so they is the Greek word used for judicial investigation so they 

were using critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  were using critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  were using critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  were using critical questions to get to the heart of the teachings.  

Ever since this time the term Berean has been Ever since this time the term Berean has been Ever since this time the term Berean has been Ever since this time the term Berean has been applied to people applied to people applied to people applied to people 

who study the scriptures with impartiality and great care. who study the scriptures with impartiality and great care. who study the scriptures with impartiality and great care. who study the scriptures with impartiality and great care.  
 

2. What was the response of the Bereans? Not a unanimous Not a unanimous Not a unanimous Not a unanimous 

acceptance…there was division just like at Thessalonica.  Those acceptance…there was division just like at Thessalonica.  Those acceptance…there was division just like at Thessalonica.  Those acceptance…there was division just like at Thessalonica.  Those 

who believed were again Jews, prominent Greek women and manwho believed were again Jews, prominent Greek women and manwho believed were again Jews, prominent Greek women and manwho believed were again Jews, prominent Greek women and many y y y 

Greek men…Jews from Thessalonica came and agitated the nonGreek men…Jews from Thessalonica came and agitated the nonGreek men…Jews from Thessalonica came and agitated the nonGreek men…Jews from Thessalonica came and agitated the non----

believers. believers. believers. believers.  
 

3. John Stott describes this interchange this way… ”It was inevitable in 
Jewish evangelism that the OT Scriptures should be both the textbook 
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and the court of appeal. What is impressive is that  neither speaker nor 
hearers used Scripture in a superficial way. On the  contrary Paul 
“argues” out of the scriptures and the Bereans “exa mined” them to see 
if his arguments were cogent.  And we can be sure t hat Paul welcomed 
and encouraged this type of response.” I know I do!!! ☺☺☺☺  

 
4. What is Paul teaching us about how we should eva ngelize/ tell others 

about Jesus? 
 

5. What do you appreciate the most at this point ab out the ministry of 
Paul, Silas and the others in the midst of difficul ty?  What are they 
saying to us today? 

 
C. Acts 17:16-34 

1. What is an idol?  A God substitute is a good short answer. Any A God substitute is a good short answer. Any A God substitute is a good short answer. Any A God substitute is a good short answer. Any 

person or thing that occupies the place God should have is an idol. person or thing that occupies the place God should have is an idol. person or thing that occupies the place God should have is an idol. person or thing that occupies the place God should have is an idol. 

With this definition in place what idols would Paul  see in our day and 
age?     Covetousness,Covetousness,Covetousness,Covetousness,    ideologies, fame, wealth, youthfulness, power, ideologies, fame, wealth, youthfulness, power, ideologies, fame, wealth, youthfulness, power, ideologies, fame, wealth, youthfulness, power, 

sex, food, alcohol, drugs, family and friends….work, recreation, sex, food, alcohol, drugs, family and friends….work, recreation, sex, food, alcohol, drugs, family and friends….work, recreation, sex, food, alcohol, drugs, family and friends….work, recreation, 

Internet, possessions. Internet, possessions. Internet, possessions. Internet, possessions.  
 

2. What caught Paul’s eye immediately about the cit y of Athens…the 
cultural capital of the world? Idols…and he was greatlIdols…and he was greatlIdols…and he was greatlIdols…and he was greatly distressed/ y distressed/ y distressed/ y distressed/ 

provoked/ indignant/ grieved/ irritated/ exasperated… provoked/ indignant/ grieved/ irritated/ exasperated… provoked/ indignant/ grieved/ irritated/ exasperated… provoked/ indignant/ grieved/ irritated/ exasperated… 

interestingly, this word in the Greek here interestingly, this word in the Greek here interestingly, this word in the Greek here interestingly, this word in the Greek here “paroxyno”“paroxyno”“paroxyno”“paroxyno”    is the verb is the verb is the verb is the verb 

regularly used in the Septuagint (LXX…Greek OT) to describe The regularly used in the Septuagint (LXX…Greek OT) to describe The regularly used in the Septuagint (LXX…Greek OT) to describe The regularly used in the Septuagint (LXX…Greek OT) to describe The 

Holy One of Israel’s reaction to idolatry!  So Paul found Holy One of Israel’s reaction to idolatry!  So Paul found Holy One of Israel’s reaction to idolatry!  So Paul found Holy One of Israel’s reaction to idolatry!  So Paul found their their their their 

actions… “inexcusable” (as one of the people from Sunday School actions… “inexcusable” (as one of the people from Sunday School actions… “inexcusable” (as one of the people from Sunday School actions… “inexcusable” (as one of the people from Sunday School 

class put it)…they had been given so much like a bright class put it)…they had been given so much like a bright class put it)…they had been given so much like a bright class put it)…they had been given so much like a bright 

intellect…they should have known better… but it clearly displays intellect…they should have known better… but it clearly displays intellect…they should have known better… but it clearly displays intellect…they should have known better… but it clearly displays 

how “depravity” blind people to even what makes sense! So he was how “depravity” blind people to even what makes sense! So he was how “depravity” blind people to even what makes sense! So he was how “depravity” blind people to even what makes sense! So he was 

personally and internally upset over such displays by those created personally and internally upset over such displays by those created personally and internally upset over such displays by those created personally and internally upset over such displays by those created 

in the image of God…those who have been so gifted to be able to in the image of God…those who have been so gifted to be able to in the image of God…those who have been so gifted to be able to in the image of God…those who have been so gifted to be able to 

create such aesthetically pleasing architecture and sculptures create such aesthetically pleasing architecture and sculptures create such aesthetically pleasing architecture and sculptures create such aesthetically pleasing architecture and sculptures 

along those who strove for intellectual perfection… to see thalong those who strove for intellectual perfection… to see thalong those who strove for intellectual perfection… to see thalong those who strove for intellectual perfection… to see that the at the at the at the 

city was given over to idolatry. The idolatrous use of these gifts city was given over to idolatry. The idolatrous use of these gifts city was given over to idolatry. The idolatrous use of these gifts city was given over to idolatry. The idolatrous use of these gifts 

made Paul indignant over the waste of the gifts God had gifted made Paul indignant over the waste of the gifts God had gifted made Paul indignant over the waste of the gifts God had gifted made Paul indignant over the waste of the gifts God had gifted 

these people with.  Idolatry…not the other things is what defined these people with.  Idolatry…not the other things is what defined these people with.  Idolatry…not the other things is what defined these people with.  Idolatry…not the other things is what defined 

this great city! That was a waste... we look back andthis great city! That was a waste... we look back andthis great city! That was a waste... we look back andthis great city! That was a waste... we look back and    define the city define the city define the city define the city 

and its people by their “great intellect”, their architecture, their and its people by their “great intellect”, their architecture, their and its people by their “great intellect”, their architecture, their and its people by their “great intellect”, their architecture, their 

art, their politics and yet sees that the city really is defined by the art, their politics and yet sees that the city really is defined by the art, their politics and yet sees that the city really is defined by the art, their politics and yet sees that the city really is defined by the 

idolatry. Idolatry was everywhere. The word Paul uses here to idolatry. Idolatry was everywhere. The word Paul uses here to idolatry. Idolatry was everywhere. The word Paul uses here to idolatry. Idolatry was everywhere. The word Paul uses here to 

describe this is used no place else describe this is used no place else describe this is used no place else describe this is used no place else in Greek literature… in Greek literature… in Greek literature… in Greek literature… “kateidolos”“kateidolos”“kateidolos”“kateidolos”    

what is normally translated “full of idols”… can be better what is normally translated “full of idols”… can be better what is normally translated “full of idols”… can be better what is normally translated “full of idols”… can be better 

translated as “given over to idols” in the sense that the city is translated as “given over to idols” in the sense that the city is translated as “given over to idols” in the sense that the city is translated as “given over to idols” in the sense that the city is 

“under them”…smothered in idols…a “veritable forest of idols.” So “under them”…smothered in idols…a “veritable forest of idols.” So “under them”…smothered in idols…a “veritable forest of idols.” So “under them”…smothered in idols…a “veritable forest of idols.” So 

Paul was not upset in a sinful Paul was not upset in a sinful Paul was not upset in a sinful Paul was not upset in a sinful way as some have tried to argue but way as some have tried to argue but way as some have tried to argue but way as some have tried to argue but 

rather in a righteous way because of his hatred of idolatry.  rather in a righteous way because of his hatred of idolatry.  rather in a righteous way because of his hatred of idolatry.  rather in a righteous way because of his hatred of idolatry.  What 
can we learn from Pauls’ attitude and reaction?  
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3. Now what did Paul do in response to what he saw?  You have to love You have to love You have to love You have to love 

this…He didn’t go into a foreign citythis…He didn’t go into a foreign citythis…He didn’t go into a foreign citythis…He didn’t go into a foreign city    and start bad mouthing all the and start bad mouthing all the and start bad mouthing all the and start bad mouthing all the 

idols or throw up his hands in despair or simply leave thinking idols or throw up his hands in despair or simply leave thinking idols or throw up his hands in despair or simply leave thinking idols or throw up his hands in despair or simply leave thinking 

that these people were a lost cause…rather according to verse that these people were a lost cause…rather according to verse that these people were a lost cause…rather according to verse that these people were a lost cause…rather according to verse 

17…he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and with devout 17…he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and with devout 17…he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and with devout 17…he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and with devout 

persons (Godpersons (Godpersons (Godpersons (God----fearers), and in the mafearers), and in the mafearers), and in the mafearers), and in the marketplace every day….He rketplace every day….He rketplace every day….He rketplace every day….He 

shared with them the gospel…the good news of Jesus Christ.  His shared with them the gospel…the good news of Jesus Christ.  His shared with them the gospel…the good news of Jesus Christ.  His shared with them the gospel…the good news of Jesus Christ.  His 

righteous indignation opened his mouth to give testimony righteous indignation opened his mouth to give testimony righteous indignation opened his mouth to give testimony righteous indignation opened his mouth to give testimony 

concerning life rather than offering up what he thought of all the concerning life rather than offering up what he thought of all the concerning life rather than offering up what he thought of all the concerning life rather than offering up what he thought of all the 

idolatry.  His heart was so open to these peidolatry.  His heart was so open to these peidolatry.  His heart was so open to these peidolatry.  His heart was so open to these people knowing how badly ople knowing how badly ople knowing how badly ople knowing how badly 

they needed to hear the gospel he was compelled to proclaim they needed to hear the gospel he was compelled to proclaim they needed to hear the gospel he was compelled to proclaim they needed to hear the gospel he was compelled to proclaim 

Christ.  He did some street preaching day by day in the agora/ Christ.  He did some street preaching day by day in the agora/ Christ.  He did some street preaching day by day in the agora/ Christ.  He did some street preaching day by day in the agora/ 

marketplace… the center of public life.marketplace… the center of public life.marketplace… the center of public life.marketplace… the center of public life. 
 

4. It is interesting as a side note that the philosoph ers said, “He seems to 
be a preacher of foreign divinities…”.  What/who were they talking 
about? Jesus and Anastasia (?).Who was Anastasia? …The feminine Jesus and Anastasia (?).Who was Anastasia? …The feminine Jesus and Anastasia (?).Who was Anastasia? …The feminine Jesus and Anastasia (?).Who was Anastasia? …The feminine 

form of the word for resurrection.  Paul was speaking of Jesus and form of the word for resurrection.  Paul was speaking of Jesus and form of the word for resurrection.  Paul was speaking of Jesus and form of the word for resurrection.  Paul was speaking of Jesus and 

the resurrection and they thought he was talking aboutthe resurrection and they thought he was talking aboutthe resurrection and they thought he was talking aboutthe resurrection and they thought he was talking about    2 separate 2 separate 2 separate 2 separate 

deities…2 more gods for them to consider.deities…2 more gods for them to consider.deities…2 more gods for them to consider.deities…2 more gods for them to consider. 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
July 1, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What did Paul see when he came into Athens? Idols literally Idols literally Idols literally Idols literally 

everywhere.  From his perspective it was the idols that defined the everywhere.  From his perspective it was the idols that defined the everywhere.  From his perspective it was the idols that defined the everywhere.  From his perspective it was the idols that defined the 

city taking away fromcity taking away fromcity taking away fromcity taking away from    all the other accomplishments of these all the other accomplishments of these all the other accomplishments of these all the other accomplishments of these 

gifted imagegifted imagegifted imagegifted image----bearers of the true God. bearers of the true God. bearers of the true God. bearers of the true God.  
 

2.  What were his responses? Indignation…he saw their activity about Indignation…he saw their activity about Indignation…he saw their activity about Indignation…he saw their activity about 

these gods as inexcusable given all that had been “revealed” to these gods as inexcusable given all that had been “revealed” to these gods as inexcusable given all that had been “revealed” to these gods as inexcusable given all that had been “revealed” to 

them…but his heart went out to them because hethem…but his heart went out to them because hethem…but his heart went out to them because hethem…but his heart went out to them because he    knew they knew they knew they knew they 

needed to hear the truth. needed to hear the truth. needed to hear the truth. needed to hear the truth.  
 

C. Acts 17:22-33- Paul in the Areopagus 
1. It should be impressive to us that Paul was equa lly conversant with the 

religious people in the synagogue as he was with th e casual passer-by 
in the marketplace and the highly sophisticated phi losophers. Look at 
verses 22-23. How does Paul open his message at the  Areopagus- (the 
hill of Ares or Mars)- Mar’s Hill and how does this  type of opening 
prepare his listeners to accept what he has to say about the true God?  

a.a.a.a. First it shows hFirst it shows hFirst it shows hFirst it shows he knows them…understands their e knows them…understands their e knows them…understands their e knows them…understands their 

thinking and their ways… thinking and their ways… thinking and their ways… thinking and their ways…     

b.b.b.b. Also shows he knows there methods of debate, Also shows he knows there methods of debate, Also shows he knows there methods of debate, Also shows he knows there methods of debate, 

which would have impressed them,which would have impressed them,which would have impressed them,which would have impressed them,    
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c.c.c.c. So he contextualized the gospel for this crowd to So he contextualized the gospel for this crowd to So he contextualized the gospel for this crowd to So he contextualized the gospel for this crowd to 

hear it…hear it…hear it…hear it…    

              
2. What 5 things does Paul say about God to these A thenians in verses 24-

31? 
a.a.a.a. God is the creator of the universe…vs. 24God is the creator of the universe…vs. 24God is the creator of the universe…vs. 24God is the creator of the universe…vs. 24. . . . Why 

would this have been significant? This is very This is very This is very This is very 

different from their worldview. .. the Epicureans different from their worldview. .. the Epicureans different from their worldview. .. the Epicureans different from their worldview. .. the Epicureans 

emphasis on a chance combinations of atoms for emphasis on a chance combinations of atoms for emphasis on a chance combinations of atoms for emphasis on a chance combinations of atoms for 

creation for they believed that the godcreation for they believed that the godcreation for they believed that the godcreation for they believed that the gods were so s were so s were so s were so 

remote that they didn’t even really take an remote that they didn’t even really take an remote that they didn’t even really take an remote that they didn’t even really take an 

interest in the affairs of men…so everything was interest in the affairs of men…so everything was interest in the affairs of men…so everything was interest in the affairs of men…so everything was 

based on chance and a random course of actions based on chance and a random course of actions based on chance and a random course of actions based on chance and a random course of actions 

making the pursuit of pleasure (the most making the pursuit of pleasure (the most making the pursuit of pleasure (the most making the pursuit of pleasure (the most 

important  thing in life) seeking utopia…seeking a important  thing in life) seeking utopia…seeking a important  thing in life) seeking utopia…seeking a important  thing in life) seeking utopia…seeking a 

life detached life detached life detached life detached from pain, passion and fear.…to the from pain, passion and fear.…to the from pain, passion and fear.…to the from pain, passion and fear.…to the 

Stoics who believed in a supreme god but in a Stoics who believed in a supreme god but in a Stoics who believed in a supreme god but in a Stoics who believed in a supreme god but in a 

pantheistic way...in other words we need to live pantheistic way...in other words we need to live pantheistic way...in other words we need to live pantheistic way...in other words we need to live 

in harmony with nature and reason developing in harmony with nature and reason developing in harmony with nature and reason developing in harmony with nature and reason developing 

our own selfour own selfour own selfour own self----sufficiency as we endure pain and sufficiency as we endure pain and sufficiency as we endure pain and sufficiency as we endure pain and 

suppress desires. The idea of a psuppress desires. The idea of a psuppress desires. The idea of a psuppress desires. The idea of a personal ersonal ersonal ersonal 

creator…would have been offensive to some and creator…would have been offensive to some and creator…would have been offensive to some and creator…would have been offensive to some and 

intriguing to others. intriguing to others. intriguing to others. intriguing to others.     

b.b.b.b. God is the sustainer of life…vs. 25.God is the sustainer of life…vs. 25.God is the sustainer of life…vs. 25.God is the sustainer of life…vs. 25.    More personal More personal More personal More personal 

involvement with His creation….we depend upon involvement with His creation….we depend upon involvement with His creation….we depend upon involvement with His creation….we depend upon 

God but He does not depend upon us.God but He does not depend upon us.God but He does not depend upon us.God but He does not depend upon us.    

c.c.c.c. God is the ruler of all nations their place/tiGod is the ruler of all nations their place/tiGod is the ruler of all nations their place/tiGod is the ruler of all nations their place/time in me in me in me in 

history and the limits of their territory…history and the limits of their territory…history and the limits of their territory…history and the limits of their territory…vss. 26vss. 26vss. 26vss. 26----

28a..interesting to note that Paul quotes in 28a 28a..interesting to note that Paul quotes in 28a 28a..interesting to note that Paul quotes in 28a 28a..interesting to note that Paul quotes in 28a 

from the poet Epimenides a 6from the poet Epimenides a 6from the poet Epimenides a 6from the poet Epimenides a 6thththth    century BC author century BC author century BC author century BC author 

from Crete. Sounds extremely biblical don’t you from Crete. Sounds extremely biblical don’t you from Crete. Sounds extremely biblical don’t you from Crete. Sounds extremely biblical don’t you 

think?think?think?think?    

d.d.d.d. God is the Father of all human beings…vss. 28bGod is the Father of all human beings…vss. 28bGod is the Father of all human beings…vss. 28bGod is the Father of all human beings…vss. 28b----29 29 29 29 

Paul quotes from the Stoic author Aratus. Paul quotes from the Stoic author Aratus. Paul quotes from the Stoic author Aratus. Paul quotes from the Stoic author Aratus. Why 
would Paul so freely quote these pagan poets to 
make his point? And what can we learn from his 
strategy of evangelism here?     

e.e.e.e. God is the Judge of the world…God is the Judge of the world…God is the Judge of the world…God is the Judge of the world…    vss 30vss 30vss 30vss 30----31. 31. 31. 31. How does 
Paul seemingly “get away” with calling these 
folks…the best minds of the day “ignorant”? The The The The 

Athenians had acknowledged in their alter Athenians had acknowledged in their alter Athenians had acknowledged in their alter Athenians had acknowledged in their alter 

inscription to an “unknown god” that they are inscription to an “unknown god” that they are inscription to an “unknown god” that they are inscription to an “unknown god” that they are 

ignorant of God and Paul has been giving them ignorant of God and Paul has been giving them ignorant of God and Paul has been giving them ignorant of God and Paul has been giving them 

evidence of this ignorance…the now Paul goes step evidence of this ignorance…the now Paul goes step evidence of this ignorance…the now Paul goes step evidence of this ignorance…the now Paul goes step 

further to further to further to further to tell them they know the truth and that tell them they know the truth and that tell them they know the truth and that tell them they know the truth and that 

they need to repent of their ways that they are they need to repent of their ways that they are they need to repent of their ways that they are they need to repent of their ways that they are 

accountable and responsible for.  And this accountable and responsible for.  And this accountable and responsible for.  And this accountable and responsible for.  And this 

command is present because of the certainty of the command is present because of the certainty of the command is present because of the certainty of the command is present because of the certainty of the 

coming judgment. coming judgment. coming judgment. coming judgment.     
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3. Compare and contrast the responses to Paul’s mes sage about Jesus to 
the responses you see today.  Many still questioned…some believed. Many still questioned…some believed. Many still questioned…some believed. Many still questioned…some believed.  
 

4. I wonder, considering all the teaching and preac hing and the fact that 
so many claim to be followers of Christ today, why is it that this seems 
to make little difference in our world today? Do people see the message Do people see the message Do people see the message Do people see the message 

as false OR…and this is where I am for the most part, do they see as false OR…and this is where I am for the most part, do they see as false OR…and this is where I am for the most part, do they see as false OR…and this is where I am for the most part, do they see 

the message to be trivial? the message to be trivial? the message to be trivial? the message to be trivial?  
a.a.a.a. People want to see an authentic faith that is integrated People want to see an authentic faith that is integrated People want to see an authentic faith that is integrated People want to see an authentic faith that is integrated 

into our lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel into our lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel into our lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel into our lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel 

of God of God of God of God does in fact give people an authentic look at does in fact give people an authentic look at does in fact give people an authentic look at does in fact give people an authentic look at 

something real…that speaks to their condition.something real…that speaks to their condition.something real…that speaks to their condition.something real…that speaks to their condition. 
b.b.b.b. People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and 

convicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the convicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the convicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the convicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the 

gospel as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are gospel as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are gospel as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are gospel as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are not really not really not really not really 

stirred up about the idolatry in our culture to the point of stirred up about the idolatry in our culture to the point of stirred up about the idolatry in our culture to the point of stirred up about the idolatry in our culture to the point of 

our hearts breaking for those who need to hear the truth. our hearts breaking for those who need to hear the truth. our hearts breaking for those who need to hear the truth. our hearts breaking for those who need to hear the truth.  
c.c.c.c. People want to love or hate genuine people of faith.  If we People want to love or hate genuine people of faith.  If we People want to love or hate genuine people of faith.  If we People want to love or hate genuine people of faith.  If we 

are nonare nonare nonare non----genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat 

we are uwe are uwe are uwe are unimportant…so God becomes unimportant. nimportant…so God becomes unimportant. nimportant…so God becomes unimportant. nimportant…so God becomes unimportant.  
d.d.d.d. Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big 

picture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and so picture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and so picture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and so picture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and so 

he spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying he spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying he spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying he spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying 

without a cure.without a cure.without a cure.without a cure. 
 

 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
July 8, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. I am sure Paul was upset that the synagogue in t he city of Athens had 
not made any more of a dent in the culture than it had.  What would Paul 
think of our culture today? What would he think abo ut how little the 
church seems to be impacting the culture around it?   In other words, 
why is it that the Church seems to make so little o f a difference in our 
world today?  
   

2. I posted this question last time. Does the cultu re see the message of 
Christ as false or trivial? Why?  
a.a.a.a. People want to sePeople want to sePeople want to sePeople want to see an authentic faith that is integrated into our e an authentic faith that is integrated into our e an authentic faith that is integrated into our e an authentic faith that is integrated into our 

lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel of God does in lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel of God does in lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel of God does in lives which makes sense.  And the whole counsel of God does in 

fact give people an authentic look at something real…that fact give people an authentic look at something real…that fact give people an authentic look at something real…that fact give people an authentic look at something real…that 

speaks to their condition.speaks to their condition.speaks to their condition.speaks to their condition.    

b.b.b.b. People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and People also want to see “believers” who are convinced and 

cccconvicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the gospel onvicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the gospel onvicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the gospel onvicted...WE don’t have many today that feel about the gospel 

as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are not really stirred up as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are not really stirred up as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are not really stirred up as Paul… they don’t speak as Paul…we are not really stirred up 

about the idolatry in our culture to the point of our hearts about the idolatry in our culture to the point of our hearts about the idolatry in our culture to the point of our hearts about the idolatry in our culture to the point of our hearts 

breaking for those who need to hear the truth. breaking for those who need to hear the truth. breaking for those who need to hear the truth. breaking for those who need to hear the truth.     
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c.c.c.c. People want to love oPeople want to love oPeople want to love oPeople want to love or hate genuine people of faith.  If we are r hate genuine people of faith.  If we are r hate genuine people of faith.  If we are r hate genuine people of faith.  If we are 

nonnonnonnon----genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat we are genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat we are genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat we are genuine we are no threat and if we are no threat we are 

unimportant…so God becomes unimportant. unimportant…so God becomes unimportant. unimportant…so God becomes unimportant. unimportant…so God becomes unimportant.     

d.d.d.d. Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big Because Paul was a student of God’s Word he saw the big 

picture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and spicture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and spicture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and spicture, he felt the depth and urgency of the Word and so he o he o he o he 

spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying without a spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying without a spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying without a spoke as one who has a cure to those who are dying without a 

cure.cure.cure.cure.    

      
3. What distresses you spiritually about the city o f Victoria?  What specific 

needs do you see?  How can we meet those needs? 
 

C. Acts 18:1-18 
1. The city of Corinth was at the very narrow bridg e of land (only 3 and a 

half miles wide) that connected the Peloponnese pen insula with the 
mainland of Greece to the north. It not only was at  the center of the 
north-south trade route, but also of the east-west route. Goods could be 
brought to a port just to the east of Corinth and t ransported over land a 
few miles to a port to the west — this saved a 200 mile journey by ship 
around the south of the peninsula. As result, Corin th was a major 
commercial and finance center. Like many urban cent ers based on 
business and wealth — Corinth became famous for a d egree of 
corruption and immorality that was remarkable even for the ancient 
world. In classical Greek korintheazdo (literally, to “Corintheanize”) 
became a synonym for sexual promiscuity/fornication . At the center of 
Corinth was the temple of Aphrodite, which employed  thousands of 
female slave/priestesses who roamed the city as pro stitutes. This city 
was immense, especially by the standards of the tim e. In 1850 there 
were only four cities in the world with over 1,000, 000 inhabitants, yet in 
Paul’s day, we believe that Corinth was nearly 750, 000, and Rome over a 
million. To put things in perspective, it may be he lpful to think of Athens 
as the intellectual center of the empire (like Bost on in the U.S.), of 
Corinth as the commercial center (like New York Cit y), and of Rome as 
the political power center (like Washington, DC). 
 

2. What is something new we learn about Paul from v erses 1-4? He was a He was a He was a He was a 

tent maker.  tent maker.  tent maker.  tent maker.  What were/may have been some of Paul’s reasons for 
doing this?  
a.a.a.a. Because he had a need for money to liveBecause he had a need for money to liveBecause he had a need for money to liveBecause he had a need for money to live    

b.b.b.b. He didn’t want to be a burden on the small struggling churchesHe didn’t want to be a burden on the small struggling churchesHe didn’t want to be a burden on the small struggling churchesHe didn’t want to be a burden on the small struggling churches----I I I I 

Thess. 2:9Thess. 2:9Thess. 2:9Thess. 2:9    

c.c.c.c. Acts 20:33Acts 20:33Acts 20:33Acts 20:33----34 will tell us to avoid the appearance of greed.34 will tell us to avoid the appearance of greed.34 will tell us to avoid the appearance of greed.34 will tell us to avoid the appearance of greed.    

    

3. In verses 5 we seem to see Paul setting aside hi s tenting making work 
to be “occupied with the word.” (The Greek could re ad… “Paul devoted 
himself exclusively to preaching the word, testifyi ng…” ) What would 
cause him to do this?  
a.a.a.a. His friends and fellow workers were back with him so now he His friends and fellow workers were back with him so now he His friends and fellow workers were back with him so now he His friends and fellow workers were back with him so now he 

could concentrate on what God hcould concentrate on what God hcould concentrate on what God hcould concentrate on what God has commanded him to do,as commanded him to do,as commanded him to do,as commanded him to do,    

b.b.b.b. Phil. 4 and II Cor. 11 seem to indicate that an offering had been Phil. 4 and II Cor. 11 seem to indicate that an offering had been Phil. 4 and II Cor. 11 seem to indicate that an offering had been Phil. 4 and II Cor. 11 seem to indicate that an offering had been 

taken up to help allow him to preach and teach,taken up to help allow him to preach and teach,taken up to help allow him to preach and teach,taken up to help allow him to preach and teach,    
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c.c.c.c. I Thess. 3 seems to indicate as well that at least some of the I Thess. 3 seems to indicate as well that at least some of the I Thess. 3 seems to indicate as well that at least some of the I Thess. 3 seems to indicate as well that at least some of the 

churches were doing well enough financially that they wchurches were doing well enough financially that they wchurches were doing well enough financially that they wchurches were doing well enough financially that they were ere ere ere 

sending him funds to maintain the ministry.sending him funds to maintain the ministry.sending him funds to maintain the ministry.sending him funds to maintain the ministry.    

    

4. What drastic action does Paul take with the Jew in verses 6-7? What is 
he communicating to them? (See Ezekiel 18:10-13, 33 :4) 
 

5. With all the “good things that have just happene d why do you suppose 
God needed to remind Paul of such basic stuff in ve rses 9-10? He like He like He like He like 

us needed the encouragement.  It is extremely taxing work to us needed the encouragement.  It is extremely taxing work to us needed the encouragement.  It is extremely taxing work to us needed the encouragement.  It is extremely taxing work to 

handle God’s word and in his case be God’s mouth piece to the handle God’s word and in his case be God’s mouth piece to the handle God’s word and in his case be God’s mouth piece to the handle God’s word and in his case be God’s mouth piece to the 

people. He is tired, afraid…perhaps for his people and the ministry, people. He is tired, afraid…perhaps for his people and the ministry, people. He is tired, afraid…perhaps for his people and the ministry, people. He is tired, afraid…perhaps for his people and the ministry, 

dissodissodissodissolutioned to the point of thinking of giving up…these are the lutioned to the point of thinking of giving up…these are the lutioned to the point of thinking of giving up…these are the lutioned to the point of thinking of giving up…these are the 

type of emotions that all preachers of the Word deal with from type of emotions that all preachers of the Word deal with from type of emotions that all preachers of the Word deal with from type of emotions that all preachers of the Word deal with from 

time to time.  time to time.  time to time.  time to time.   
 

6. Why would Paul be discouraged? 
a.a.a.a. Paul tells us in I Cor.2:2Paul tells us in I Cor.2:2Paul tells us in I Cor.2:2Paul tells us in I Cor.2:2----3 that he came to Corinth with an 3 that he came to Corinth with an 3 that he came to Corinth with an 3 that he came to Corinth with an 

unusual amount of unusual amount of unusual amount of unusual amount of “fear“fear“fear“fear    and trembling”and trembling”and trembling”and trembling”. This was probably . This was probably . This was probably . This was probably 

because of the reputation Corinth had for spiritual darkness. because of the reputation Corinth had for spiritual darkness. because of the reputation Corinth had for spiritual darkness. because of the reputation Corinth had for spiritual darkness. 

Like New York City, it was filled with very proud, confident, Like New York City, it was filled with very proud, confident, Like New York City, it was filled with very proud, confident, Like New York City, it was filled with very proud, confident, 

tough, hard, sophisticated, and immoral people who were quite tough, hard, sophisticated, and immoral people who were quite tough, hard, sophisticated, and immoral people who were quite tough, hard, sophisticated, and immoral people who were quite 

proud of being everything on that lproud of being everything on that lproud of being everything on that lproud of being everything on that list! There was no place in the ist! There was no place in the ist! There was no place in the ist! There was no place in the 

Empire, not even Rome, where there was more baldEmpire, not even Rome, where there was more baldEmpire, not even Rome, where there was more baldEmpire, not even Rome, where there was more bald----faced faced faced faced 

corruption. corruption. corruption. corruption.     

b.b.b.b. Second, overwork and or not enough rest, a person becomes Second, overwork and or not enough rest, a person becomes Second, overwork and or not enough rest, a person becomes Second, overwork and or not enough rest, a person becomes 

drained of any real satisfaction in what he or she is doing. Often drained of any real satisfaction in what he or she is doing. Often drained of any real satisfaction in what he or she is doing. Often drained of any real satisfaction in what he or she is doing. Often 

when “success” comes, the personwhen “success” comes, the personwhen “success” comes, the personwhen “success” comes, the person    suddenly realizes that he/she suddenly realizes that he/she suddenly realizes that he/she suddenly realizes that he/she 

is too tired, numb, and hardened to enjoy it. is too tired, numb, and hardened to enjoy it. is too tired, numb, and hardened to enjoy it. is too tired, numb, and hardened to enjoy it.     

c.c.c.c. He needed the reminder just like Joshua in Joshua 1 to keep up He needed the reminder just like Joshua in Joshua 1 to keep up He needed the reminder just like Joshua in Joshua 1 to keep up He needed the reminder just like Joshua in Joshua 1 to keep up 

the fight.the fight.the fight.the fight.    

 
7. What is God communicating specifically too Paul with this “vision”?   

a.a.a.a. Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I am with you.” Is as old as the am with you.” Is as old as the am with you.” Is as old as the am with you.” Is as old as the 

hills. hills. hills. hills. ☺☺☺☺    

b.b.b.b. God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is true God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is true God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is true God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is true 

since even he has begun to question it.since even he has begun to question it.since even he has begun to question it.since even he has begun to question it.    

c.c.c.c. This encouragement from God told him that there would be This encouragement from God told him that there would be This encouragement from God told him that there would be This encouragement from God told him that there would be 

“success” even in this city.  The phrase “success” even in this city.  The phrase “success” even in this city.  The phrase “success” even in this city.  The phrase “for I have many in“for I have many in“for I have many in“for I have many in    the the the the 
city who are my people”city who are my people”city who are my people”city who are my people”    seems to have a triple meaning… seems to have a triple meaning… seems to have a triple meaning… seems to have a triple meaning…     

(1)(1)(1)(1) there are those who have been saved already and there are those who have been saved already and there are those who have been saved already and there are those who have been saved already and     

(2)(2)(2)(2) there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, those there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, those there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, those there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, those 

purposed/predestined to believe…who simply have not purposed/predestined to believe…who simply have not purposed/predestined to believe…who simply have not purposed/predestined to believe…who simply have not 

responded yet…responded yet…responded yet…responded yet…    

(3)(3)(3)(3) And lastly, Paul And lastly, Paul And lastly, Paul And lastly, Paul is told not to look at Corinth as a city full of is told not to look at Corinth as a city full of is told not to look at Corinth as a city full of is told not to look at Corinth as a city full of 

enemies, but rather full of friends.enemies, but rather full of friends.enemies, but rather full of friends.enemies, but rather full of friends.    

 
8. As Paul travels around we see a pattern in his m inistry.  What is it?  

a. He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on the He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on the He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on the He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on the 

Sabbath, reasoning from the ScriptureSabbath, reasoning from the ScriptureSabbath, reasoning from the ScriptureSabbath, reasoning from the Scriptures…s…s…s… 
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b. He He He He hopedhopedhopedhoped    to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note the to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note the to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note the to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note the 

word word word word “tried”“tried”“tried”“tried”    in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at the same in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at the same in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at the same in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at the same 

approach.approach.approach.approach. 
c. The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees 

conversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “godconversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “godconversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “godconversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “god----fearer”…and he fearer”…and he fearer”…and he fearer”…and he 

obviobviobviobviously invited family and friends to this home Bible study ously invited family and friends to this home Bible study ously invited family and friends to this home Bible study ously invited family and friends to this home Bible study 

where Crispus, his household and many other Corinthians where Crispus, his household and many other Corinthians where Crispus, his household and many other Corinthians where Crispus, his household and many other Corinthians 

believed and were baptized.believed and were baptized.believed and were baptized.believed and were baptized. 
d. There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there will There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there will There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there will There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there will 

always be trouble from those who oppose the gospel.  Talways be trouble from those who oppose the gospel.  Talways be trouble from those who oppose the gospel.  Talways be trouble from those who oppose the gospel.  The he he he 

enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition is enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition is enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition is enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition is 

continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12----17.17.17.17. 
e. He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 ½ He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 ½ He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 ½ He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 ½ 

years teaching them the word of God.  This word means years teaching them the word of God.  This word means years teaching them the word of God.  This word means years teaching them the word of God.  This word means 

teaching them how to teaching them how to teaching them how to teaching them how to understand and apply it to their lives understand and apply it to their lives understand and apply it to their lives understand and apply it to their lives 

…hence discipleship.…hence discipleship.…hence discipleship.…hence discipleship. 
 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
July 15, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What is God communicating to Paul by giving him the vision that 
He does in 18:9-10? 
a.a.a.a. Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I am with you.” Is as old Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I am with you.” Is as old Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I am with you.” Is as old Nothing new. “Do not be afraid…I am with you.” Is as old 

aaaas the hills. s the hills. s the hills. s the hills. ☺☺☺☺    

b.b.b.b. God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is God preaches to the preacher…reminding him of what is 

true since even he has begun to question it.true since even he has begun to question it.true since even he has begun to question it.true since even he has begun to question it.    

c.c.c.c. This encouragement from God told him that there would This encouragement from God told him that there would This encouragement from God told him that there would This encouragement from God told him that there would 

be “success” even in this city.  The phrase be “success” even in this city.  The phrase be “success” even in this city.  The phrase be “success” even in this city.  The phrase “for I have many “for I have many “for I have many “for I have many 
in the city who are my peopin the city who are my peopin the city who are my peopin the city who are my people”le”le”le”    seems to have a triple seems to have a triple seems to have a triple seems to have a triple 

meaning… meaning… meaning… meaning…     

(1)(1)(1)(1) there are those who have been saved already and there are those who have been saved already and there are those who have been saved already and there are those who have been saved already and     

(2)(2)(2)(2) there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, there are still others who will be saved…God’s chosen, 

those purposed/predestined to believe…who simply those purposed/predestined to believe…who simply those purposed/predestined to believe…who simply those purposed/predestined to believe…who simply 

have not responded yet…have not responded yet…have not responded yet…have not responded yet…    

(3)(3)(3)(3) And lastly, Paul is told not to look at CoAnd lastly, Paul is told not to look at CoAnd lastly, Paul is told not to look at CoAnd lastly, Paul is told not to look at Corinth as a city rinth as a city rinth as a city rinth as a city 

full of enemies, but rather full of friends.full of enemies, but rather full of friends.full of enemies, but rather full of friends.full of enemies, but rather full of friends.    

     
2. As Paul travels around we see a pattern to his m inistry. What 

does that patern look like for the most part? 
a. He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on He begins proclaiming the Good News in the synagogues on 

the Sabbath, reasoning frthe Sabbath, reasoning frthe Sabbath, reasoning frthe Sabbath, reasoning from the Scriptures…om the Scriptures…om the Scriptures…om the Scriptures… 
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b. He hoped to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note He hoped to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note He hoped to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note He hoped to persuade them of the Truth and prayer. Note 

the word the word the word the word “tried”“tried”“tried”“tried”    in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at in v.4.He simply persisted faithfully at 

the same approach.the same approach.the same approach.the same approach. 
c. The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees The he goes to the Gentiles, preaches, prays and sees 

conversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “godconversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “godconversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “godconversions.  Meets with Titius Justus, a “god----feafeafeafearer”…and rer”…and rer”…and rer”…and 

he obviously invited family and friends to this home Bible he obviously invited family and friends to this home Bible he obviously invited family and friends to this home Bible he obviously invited family and friends to this home Bible 

study where Crispus, his household and many other study where Crispus, his household and many other study where Crispus, his household and many other study where Crispus, his household and many other 

Corinthians believed and were baptized.Corinthians believed and were baptized.Corinthians believed and were baptized.Corinthians believed and were baptized. 
d. There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there There is trouble from the Jews and/or the Greeks…there 

will always be trouble from those who opposwill always be trouble from those who opposwill always be trouble from those who opposwill always be trouble from those who oppose the gospel.  e the gospel.  e the gospel.  e the gospel.  

The enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition The enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition The enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition The enemies of the gospel are all around us…the opposition 

is continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12is continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12is continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12is continual…just not as hard as at other times. Vss. 12----17.17.17.17. 
e. He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 He has a long term discipleship ministry as he stays here 1 

½ years teaching them the word of God.  This word means ½ years teaching them the word of God.  This word means ½ years teaching them the word of God.  This word means ½ years teaching them the word of God.  This word means 

teachteachteachteaching them how to understand and apply it to their ing them how to understand and apply it to their ing them how to understand and apply it to their ing them how to understand and apply it to their 

lives …hence discipleship.lives …hence discipleship.lives …hence discipleship.lives …hence discipleship. 
    

C. Verses 18-23—Paul leaves Corinth with Priscilla and Aquila and goes 
to Ephesus, leaving Priscilla and Aquila there he t ravels on 
throughout the area where he had gone on his 1 st  Missionary journey 
to encourage and strengthen the brothers. 
 
1. Now let’s read vs. 24-28. What things do we lear n about Apollos 

here in these verses?  
a. Apollos is admired by Paul for being both Apollos is admired by Paul for being both Apollos is admired by Paul for being both Apollos is admired by Paul for being both eloquenteloquenteloquenteloquent    (man of (man of (man of (man of 

words) words) words) words) and and and and competentcompetentcompetentcompetent    ((((a thorough knowledge of…wela thorough knowledge of…wela thorough knowledge of…wela thorough knowledge of…well l l l 
versed) in the Scriptures. versed) in the Scriptures. versed) in the Scriptures. versed) in the Scriptures. (v.24) Apollos(v.24) Apollos(v.24) Apollos(v.24) Apollos    was very much a was very much a was very much a was very much a 

man of the world man of the world man of the world man of the world ————    he did not only read and study books he did not only read and study books he did not only read and study books he did not only read and study books 

andandandand    thinkers who agreed with true religion he also had a thinkers who agreed with true religion he also had a thinkers who agreed with true religion he also had a thinkers who agreed with true religion he also had a 

mastery ofmastery ofmastery ofmastery of    the Bible. This is a balance we need.the Bible. This is a balance we need.the Bible. This is a balance we need.the Bible. This is a balance we need.        

b. Apollos Apollos Apollos Apollos had been discipledhad been discipledhad been discipledhad been discipled    by somby somby somby someone…it seems the eone…it seems the eone…it seems the eone…it seems the 

disciples of John the Baptist taught him in the ways of the disciples of John the Baptist taught him in the ways of the disciples of John the Baptist taught him in the ways of the disciples of John the Baptist taught him in the ways of the 

Lord, that is from what they knew…John pointed to Jesus Lord, that is from what they knew…John pointed to Jesus Lord, that is from what they knew…John pointed to Jesus Lord, that is from what they knew…John pointed to Jesus 

so their testimony would have been limited at best…vs. so their testimony would have been limited at best…vs. so their testimony would have been limited at best…vs. so their testimony would have been limited at best…vs. 

25a, 25c25a, 25c25a, 25c25a, 25c    

c. Apollos also Apollos also Apollos also Apollos also combined “combined “combined “combined “fervent in spirit” = enthusiasticfervent in spirit” = enthusiasticfervent in spirit” = enthusiasticfervent in spirit” = enthusiastic----    a a a a 
heart full of devotion heart full of devotion heart full of devotion heart full of devotion and an “and an “and an “and an “accuracy (strictness, accuracy (strictness, accuracy (strictness, accuracy (strictness, 
exactness) in the things pertaining to Jesus” exactness) in the things pertaining to Jesus” exactness) in the things pertaining to Jesus” exactness) in the things pertaining to Jesus” (v.25).(v.25).(v.25).(v.25).    This This This This 

too is something of a rare combination. Many Christians too is something of a rare combination. Many Christians too is something of a rare combination. Many Christians too is something of a rare combination. Many Christians 

who putwho putwho putwho put    emphasis on doctrinal accuracy and cognition are emphasis on doctrinal accuracy and cognition are emphasis on doctrinal accuracy and cognition are emphasis on doctrinal accuracy and cognition are 

lacking is spiritual andlacking is spiritual andlacking is spiritual andlacking is spiritual and    emotemotemotemotional fervor, warmth and ional fervor, warmth and ional fervor, warmth and ional fervor, warmth and 

action. Our churches are very often divided intoaction. Our churches are very often divided intoaction. Our churches are very often divided intoaction. Our churches are very often divided into    
“teaching” churches on the one hand, where education is “teaching” churches on the one hand, where education is “teaching” churches on the one hand, where education is “teaching” churches on the one hand, where education is 

important butimportant butimportant butimportant but    worship/prayer/witnessing is stagnant, or worship/prayer/witnessing is stagnant, or worship/prayer/witnessing is stagnant, or worship/prayer/witnessing is stagnant, or 

fervent, emotional churches whichfervent, emotional churches whichfervent, emotional churches whichfervent, emotional churches which    are just the reverse.are just the reverse.are just the reverse.are just the reverse.    
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d.     Apollos finalApollos finalApollos finalApollos finally, was a ly, was a ly, was a ly, was a teachable man.teachable man.teachable man.teachable man.    On the one hand,On the one hand,On the one hand,On the one hand,    
Luke says that he taught about Jesus accurately (v.25), Luke says that he taught about Jesus accurately (v.25), Luke says that he taught about Jesus accurately (v.25), Luke says that he taught about Jesus accurately (v.25), 

but he knew only Johnbut he knew only Johnbut he knew only Johnbut he knew only John    the Baptist’s teaching and baptism the Baptist’s teaching and baptism the Baptist’s teaching and baptism the Baptist’s teaching and baptism 

and therefore needed to know the way ofand therefore needed to know the way ofand therefore needed to know the way ofand therefore needed to know the way of    God God God God “more “more “more “more 
accurately” accurately” accurately” accurately” (v.26). We know that John the Baptist (v.26). We know that John the Baptist (v.26). We know that John the Baptist (v.26). We know that John the Baptist 

ppppointed to Jesus,ointed to Jesus,ointed to Jesus,ointed to Jesus,    and therefore Apollos, having learned and therefore Apollos, having learned and therefore Apollos, having learned and therefore Apollos, having learned 

about the Messiah through John’sabout the Messiah through John’sabout the Messiah through John’sabout the Messiah through John’s    disciples would have disciples would have disciples would have disciples would have 

known much, but not all he needed to understand.  See known much, but not all he needed to understand.  See known much, but not all he needed to understand.  See known much, but not all he needed to understand.  See 

Acts 19:1Acts 19:1Acts 19:1Acts 19:1----7…this seems to be what Apollos was teaching at 7…this seems to be what Apollos was teaching at 7…this seems to be what Apollos was teaching at 7…this seems to be what Apollos was teaching at 

first in Ephesus. Yetfirst in Ephesus. Yetfirst in Ephesus. Yetfirst in Ephesus. Yet    despite the fdespite the fdespite the fdespite the fact that he had obviously act that he had obviously act that he had obviously act that he had obviously 

been called to proclaim Christ and debate…be the upfront been called to proclaim Christ and debate…be the upfront been called to proclaim Christ and debate…be the upfront been called to proclaim Christ and debate…be the upfront 

person…he was willing to listenperson…he was willing to listenperson…he was willing to listenperson…he was willing to listen    to two Christian brethren to two Christian brethren to two Christian brethren to two Christian brethren 

who knew better than he at certain specific points.who knew better than he at certain specific points.who knew better than he at certain specific points.who knew better than he at certain specific points.    This is This is This is This is 

remarkable and rare. He even listened to a remarkable and rare. He even listened to a remarkable and rare. He even listened to a remarkable and rare. He even listened to a 

woman….recogwoman….recogwoman….recogwoman….recognizing the equality in the Lord.  nizing the equality in the Lord.  nizing the equality in the Lord.  nizing the equality in the Lord.      

    

2. What do we learn about Priscilla and Aquila in t hese texts?     

Priscilla and Aquila were both bold and gentle in their Priscilla and Aquila were both bold and gentle in their Priscilla and Aquila were both bold and gentle in their Priscilla and Aquila were both bold and gentle in their 

approach. They spoke to him privately, in their home, rather approach. They spoke to him privately, in their home, rather approach. They spoke to him privately, in their home, rather approach. They spoke to him privately, in their home, rather 

than confronting him in a public place (v.2than confronting him in a public place (v.2than confronting him in a public place (v.2than confronting him in a public place (v.26). There’s the 6). There’s the 6). There’s the 6). There’s the 

gentleness. Yet it took real boldness togentleness. Yet it took real boldness togentleness. Yet it took real boldness togentleness. Yet it took real boldness to    speak to such a speak to such a speak to such a speak to such a 

formidable preacher about anything in his preaching.  formidable preacher about anything in his preaching.  formidable preacher about anything in his preaching.  formidable preacher about anything in his preaching.  How 
might their response to this powerful preacher be a n example to 
us? 

 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
July 29, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What are some things we learned about Apollos la st time? 
a.a.a.a. EloquentEloquentEloquentEloquent----    a man of wordsa man of wordsa man of wordsa man of words    

b.b.b.b. CompetentCompetentCompetentCompetent----    a thorough knowledge of or well versed in the a thorough knowledge of or well versed in the a thorough knowledge of or well versed in the a thorough knowledge of or well versed in the 

ScripturesScripturesScripturesScriptures    

c.c.c.c. Been discipled by John the Baptists’ guys so understanding Been discipled by John the Baptists’ guys so understanding Been discipled by John the Baptists’ guys so understanding Been discipled by John the Baptists’ guys so understanding 

incomplete…incomplete…incomplete…incomplete…    

d.d.d.d. He serves as an OT prophet type…the type He serves as an OT prophet type…the type He serves as an OT prophet type…the type He serves as an OT prophet type…the type who explain the who explain the who explain the who explain the 

scriptures not the type who receive revelation. scriptures not the type who receive revelation. scriptures not the type who receive revelation. scriptures not the type who receive revelation.     

e.e.e.e. Enthusiastic= fervent in spirit Enthusiastic= fervent in spirit Enthusiastic= fervent in spirit Enthusiastic= fervent in spirit     

f.f.f.f. Given to accuracyGiven to accuracyGiven to accuracyGiven to accuracy————strictness and exactness about what he strictness and exactness about what he strictness and exactness about what he strictness and exactness about what he 

knowsknowsknowsknows    

g.g.g.g. TeachableTeachableTeachableTeachable----    from men or a woman.from men or a woman.from men or a woman.from men or a woman.    

h.h.h.h. It was mentioned in class this morning that: “It was It was mentioned in class this morning that: “It was It was mentioned in class this morning that: “It was It was mentioned in class this morning that: “It was 

interestininterestininterestininteresting that Apollos did not seem to feel the need to g that Apollos did not seem to feel the need to g that Apollos did not seem to feel the need to g that Apollos did not seem to feel the need to 

change his name…God redeems all things.”change his name…God redeems all things.”change his name…God redeems all things.”change his name…God redeems all things.”    
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2. What did we learn about Priscilla and Aquila? 
a.a.a.a. Respectful, honoringRespectful, honoringRespectful, honoringRespectful, honoring----    did not confront Apollos in public did not confront Apollos in public did not confront Apollos in public did not confront Apollos in public 

but in the quiet and privacy of their own home…but in the quiet and privacy of their own home…but in the quiet and privacy of their own home…but in the quiet and privacy of their own home…    

b.b.b.b. Gentle in theirGentle in theirGentle in theirGentle in their    approachapproachapproachapproach    

c.c.c.c. Bold in the devotion to the truth even in the face of this Bold in the devotion to the truth even in the face of this Bold in the devotion to the truth even in the face of this Bold in the devotion to the truth even in the face of this 

preacher.preacher.preacher.preacher.    

    

C. Acts 19:1-22 
1. The city of Ephesus was the principle city, the capital of Asia 

Minor, the area that Paul was originally forbidden by the Spirit to 
enter (16:6). Though Ephesus was a commercial cente r as well, it 
was pre-eminently a center of pagan religions and o ccult 
practices. The Imperial cult flourished there, with  three temples 
dedicated to the practice. But the pride of the cit y was the Temple 
of Artemis (Diana) whose building was four times th e size of the 
Parthenon and called one of the Seven Wonders of th e World. The 
temple was such an attraction that it drew huge num bers of 
people from all over the world. As a result, the te mple became an 
enormous economic boon to the city, generating a gr eat deal of 
income from “tourism”, and serving as a banking ins titution in its 
own right. Because of the prominence of those two c ults, a 
tremendous variety of occult groups and practices f lourished in 
Ephesus. 
 

2. When we consider verses 1-7 there are a few ques tions we need 
to consider.  
a. How is John’s baptism different than being bapti zed in to the 

name of Jesus Christ?  
b. Why is the Holy Spirit important in this process ?  
c. What is significant about the fact that they spo ke in tongues 

and prophesied? This is a physical connection to This is a physical connection to This is a physical connection to This is a physical connection to 

Pentecost… a mini one if you will… 12 men, interesting Pentecost… a mini one if you will… 12 men, interesting Pentecost… a mini one if you will… 12 men, interesting Pentecost… a mini one if you will… 12 men, interesting 

number.  Note: this does not happen again so all the more number.  Note: this does not happen again so all the more number.  Note: this does not happen again so all the more number.  Note: this does not happen again so all the more 

reason NOT to think that this behavior is normative for reason NOT to think that this behavior is normative for reason NOT to think that this behavior is normative for reason NOT to think that this behavior is normative for 

the church. the church. the church. the church.  
 

3. Now as we look at 8-10. What was Paul’s main met hod of 
“evangelism/discipleship” here in Ephesus and how d id it 
compare and contrast with his methods in Corinth an d Athens?  
 

a.a.a.a. Similarities: Similarities: Similarities: Similarities:     

(1)(1)(1)(1) He began again with the synagogue, where he He began again with the synagogue, where he He began again with the synagogue, where he He began again with the synagogue, where he 

always can get two things done: (1) discharge his always can get two things done: (1) discharge his always can get two things done: (1) discharge his always can get two things done: (1) discharge his 

passpasspasspassionate obligation to win his own people to ionate obligation to win his own people to ionate obligation to win his own people to ionate obligation to win his own people to 

Christ (cf. Rom.10:1), and (2) to win the Christ (cf. Rom.10:1), and (2) to win the Christ (cf. Rom.10:1), and (2) to win the Christ (cf. Rom.10:1), and (2) to win the 

strategic people, the “Godstrategic people, the “Godstrategic people, the “Godstrategic people, the “God----fearers” who are the fearers” who are the fearers” who are the fearers” who are the 
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natural bridges to the broader pagan society. natural bridges to the broader pagan society. natural bridges to the broader pagan society. natural bridges to the broader pagan society. 

This he did both in Athens and in Corinth.This he did both in Athens and in Corinth.This he did both in Athens and in Corinth.This he did both in Athens and in Corinth.     
    

(2)(2)(2)(2) After winning some After winning some After winning some After winning some “disciples” “disciples” “disciples” “disciples” tttthere (v.9b) he here (v.9b) he here (v.9b) he here (v.9b) he 

took them into a new venue to reach the Gentile took them into a new venue to reach the Gentile took them into a new venue to reach the Gentile took them into a new venue to reach the Gentile 

public, by going into the public, by going into the public, by going into the public, by going into the “lecture hall of “lecture hall of “lecture hall of “lecture hall of 
Tyrannus” Tyrannus” Tyrannus” Tyrannus” (v.9). (Interesting name “Tyrannus.” (v.9). (Interesting name “Tyrannus.” (v.9). (Interesting name “Tyrannus.” (v.9). (Interesting name “Tyrannus.” 

It has been speculated that this surely wasn’t It has been speculated that this surely wasn’t It has been speculated that this surely wasn’t It has been speculated that this surely wasn’t 

someonesomeonesomeonesomeone’s name’s name’s name’s name    because it means “tyrant or because it means “tyrant or because it means “tyrant or because it means “tyrant or 

despot”. Maybdespot”. Maybdespot”. Maybdespot”. Maybeeee,,,,    some  have saidsome  have saidsome  have saidsome  have said,,,,    that this was the that this was the that this was the that this was the 

“ Since like today many of these halls were “ Since like today many of these halls were “ Since like today many of these halls were “ Since like today many of these halls were 

named after a prominent teacher it has been named after a prominent teacher it has been named after a prominent teacher it has been named after a prominent teacher it has been 

speculated that this might have been  the nick speculated that this might have been  the nick speculated that this might have been  the nick speculated that this might have been  the nick 

name of a professor/teacher  givenname of a professor/teacher  givenname of a professor/teacher  givenname of a professor/teacher  given    the manthe manthe manthe man    by his by his by his by his 

pupils because of apupils because of apupils because of apupils because of a    less than comless than comless than comless than compassionate passionate passionate passionate 

approach to training and debate…approach to training and debate…approach to training and debate…approach to training and debate…☺☺☺☺    ☺☺☺☺        Paul did Paul did Paul did Paul did 

something similar something similar something similar something similar     in Athens (by going into the in Athens (by going into the in Athens (by going into the in Athens (by going into the 

public marketplace) and in Corinth (by going public marketplace) and in Corinth (by going public marketplace) and in Corinth (by going public marketplace) and in Corinth (by going 

into the home of Titius Justus)into the home of Titius Justus)into the home of Titius Justus)into the home of Titius Justus)    but in this case but in this case but in this case but in this case 

this was a more academic setting than the othersthis was a more academic setting than the othersthis was a more academic setting than the othersthis was a more academic setting than the others. . . .     

What would be an equivalent today to this type of 
“evangelism”?  Francis Schaeffer held studies in Francis Schaeffer held studies in Francis Schaeffer held studies in Francis Schaeffer held studies in 

his home.  But also in the local coffee shops and his home.  But also in the local coffee shops and his home.  But also in the local coffee shops and his home.  But also in the local coffee shops and 

meeting areas in Switzerland and then in meeting areas in Switzerland and then in meeting areas in Switzerland and then in meeting areas in Switzerland and then in 

England and then in the US with the growth of England and then in the US with the growth of England and then in the US with the growth of England and then in the US with the growth of 

their retreat centers.  Ththeir retreat centers.  Ththeir retreat centers.  Ththeir retreat centers.  The Francis Schaeffer e Francis Schaeffer e Francis Schaeffer e Francis Schaeffer 

Institute at Covenant Seminary has been hosting Institute at Covenant Seminary has been hosting Institute at Covenant Seminary has been hosting Institute at Covenant Seminary has been hosting 

a monthly discussion at the Barnes and Nobles a monthly discussion at the Barnes and Nobles a monthly discussion at the Barnes and Nobles a monthly discussion at the Barnes and Nobles 

called Friday Nights at the Institutes to talk called Friday Nights at the Institutes to talk called Friday Nights at the Institutes to talk called Friday Nights at the Institutes to talk 

about everything from “ants to sexual about everything from “ants to sexual about everything from “ants to sexual about everything from “ants to sexual 

orientation” and what the Bible has to say about orientation” and what the Bible has to say about orientation” and what the Bible has to say about orientation” and what the Bible has to say about 

each topeach topeach topeach topic.ic.ic.ic.    

    

(3)(3)(3)(3) Finally, his teaching resulted in an uproar, the Finally, his teaching resulted in an uproar, the Finally, his teaching resulted in an uproar, the Finally, his teaching resulted in an uproar, the 

riot of vv.23riot of vv.23riot of vv.23riot of vv.23----    20:1a. In Athens, the uproar was 20:1a. In Athens, the uproar was 20:1a. In Athens, the uproar was 20:1a. In Athens, the uproar was 

very mild, it took the form of mockery and very mild, it took the form of mockery and very mild, it took the form of mockery and very mild, it took the form of mockery and 

intellectual scorn by the Areopagus. In Corinth, intellectual scorn by the Areopagus. In Corinth, intellectual scorn by the Areopagus. In Corinth, intellectual scorn by the Areopagus. In Corinth, 

it was more serious, with the Jewish leaders it was more serious, with the Jewish leaders it was more serious, with the Jewish leaders it was more serious, with the Jewish leaders 

making a lawsuit making a lawsuit making a lawsuit making a lawsuit against Paul to stop his against Paul to stop his against Paul to stop his against Paul to stop his 

ministry. Here we have a riot by a pagan mob. ministry. Here we have a riot by a pagan mob. ministry. Here we have a riot by a pagan mob. ministry. Here we have a riot by a pagan mob. 

But in every case, there was some sort of strong But in every case, there was some sort of strong But in every case, there was some sort of strong But in every case, there was some sort of strong 

public resistance to the work of the gospel that public resistance to the work of the gospel that public resistance to the work of the gospel that public resistance to the work of the gospel that 

Paul had to respond to. Paul had to respond to. Paul had to respond to. Paul had to respond to.     

        

b.b.b.b. the dissimilarities: the dissimilarities: the dissimilarities: the dissimilarities:     

(1)(1)(1)(1) The lecture hall ministry was a first The lecture hall ministry was a first The lecture hall ministry was a first The lecture hall ministry was a first for Paul, for Paul, for Paul, for Paul, 

though it was something like the marketplace though it was something like the marketplace though it was something like the marketplace though it was something like the marketplace 
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ministry in Athens. This was a public meeting ministry in Athens. This was a public meeting ministry in Athens. This was a public meeting ministry in Athens. This was a public meeting 

place, a school, a more academic setting. place, a school, a more academic setting. place, a school, a more academic setting. place, a school, a more academic setting.     

    

(2)(2)(2)(2) It is important to see that this was It is important to see that this was It is important to see that this was It is important to see that this was NOT NOT NOT NOT 

preaching, but rather was preaching, but rather was preaching, but rather was preaching, but rather was “reasoning daily“reasoning daily“reasoning daily“reasoning daily”. ”. ”. ”. The The The The 

Greek word is Greek word is Greek word is Greek word is dialegodialegodialegodialegomenos menos menos menos ————“to dialogue”. We “to dialogue”. We “to dialogue”. We “to dialogue”. We 

would consider this like a forum todaywould consider this like a forum todaywould consider this like a forum todaywould consider this like a forum today…teaching …teaching …teaching …teaching 

through debatethrough debatethrough debatethrough debate. This is very daring, because it . This is very daring, because it . This is very daring, because it . This is very daring, because it 

allows the nonbelieving listener to partially set allows the nonbelieving listener to partially set allows the nonbelieving listener to partially set allows the nonbelieving listener to partially set 

the agenda, to raise questions and respond. It is the agenda, to raise questions and respond. It is the agenda, to raise questions and respond. It is the agenda, to raise questions and respond. It is 

not like either a sermon or a “gospnot like either a sermon or a “gospnot like either a sermon or a “gospnot like either a sermon or a “gospel el el el 

presentation”, it allows give and take.  It is presentation”, it allows give and take.  It is presentation”, it allows give and take.  It is presentation”, it allows give and take.  It is 

mostly like a class. So this “dialogue” evangelism mostly like a class. So this “dialogue” evangelism mostly like a class. So this “dialogue” evangelism mostly like a class. So this “dialogue” evangelism 

in a public place with all comers is different than in a public place with all comers is different than in a public place with all comers is different than in a public place with all comers is different than 

“preaching evangelism” in the synagogue, the “preaching evangelism” in the synagogue, the “preaching evangelism” in the synagogue, the “preaching evangelism” in the synagogue, the 

“contact evangelism” of the marketplace and the “contact evangelism” of the marketplace and the “contact evangelism” of the marketplace and the “contact evangelism” of the marketplace and the 

“friendshi“friendshi“friendshi“friendship evangelism” in homes and the p evangelism” in homes and the p evangelism” in homes and the p evangelism” in homes and the     

“apologetic or didactic evangelism” of the “apologetic or didactic evangelism” of the “apologetic or didactic evangelism” of the “apologetic or didactic evangelism” of the 

Areopagus. Areopagus. Areopagus. Areopagus.     

    

4. What seems to be the signal throughout Acts for Paul to stop 
teaching in the synagogue? Open opposition.  A lack of Open opposition.  A lack of Open opposition.  A lack of Open opposition.  A lack of 

willingness to look at the Scriptures. willingness to look at the Scriptures. willingness to look at the Scriptures. willingness to look at the Scriptures. What was the criterion 
that Jesus gave to His disciples concerning meeting  people and 
then moving on?  And what can this teach us about m inistry in 
general? 
 

5. What drove Paul to keep doing what he was doing?   It was a lot It was a lot It was a lot It was a lot 

of things…of things…of things…of things… 
a.a.a.a. his sense of call…his sense of call…his sense of call…his sense of call… 
b.b.b.b. his sense of duty…his sense of duty…his sense of duty…his sense of duty… 
c.c.c.c. his passion…his passion…his passion…his passion… 
d.d.d.d. his desire for his people to come to a correct his desire for his people to come to a correct his desire for his people to come to a correct his desire for his people to come to a correct 

understanding…understanding…understanding…understanding… 
e.e.e.e. God had brought him to an understanding of his own God had brought him to an understanding of his own God had brought him to an understanding of his own God had brought him to an understanding of his own 

depravity and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw depravity and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw depravity and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw depravity and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw 

all the people around him falling into that same category all the people around him falling into that same category all the people around him falling into that same category all the people around him falling into that same category 

and his heart wenand his heart wenand his heart wenand his heart went out to them…t out to them…t out to them…t out to them… 
f.f.f.f. Before he was angry and wanted Before he was angry and wanted Before he was angry and wanted Before he was angry and wanted to do away with the WAY to do away with the WAY to do away with the WAY to do away with the WAY 

for he thought that they were standing in the way of the for he thought that they were standing in the way of the for he thought that they were standing in the way of the for he thought that they were standing in the way of the 

pure understanding of Scripture as taught by the pure understanding of Scripture as taught by the pure understanding of Scripture as taught by the pure understanding of Scripture as taught by the 

Pharisees…now his desire is to grow the WAY…to grow Pharisees…now his desire is to grow the WAY…to grow Pharisees…now his desire is to grow the WAY…to grow Pharisees…now his desire is to grow the WAY…to grow 

God’s kingdom…God’s kingdom…God’s kingdom…God’s kingdom… 
g.g.g.g. His mission iHis mission iHis mission iHis mission is guided by the sheer numbers who are lost s guided by the sheer numbers who are lost s guided by the sheer numbers who are lost s guided by the sheer numbers who are lost 

and dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same and dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same and dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same and dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same 

time he knows he must tell them the truth time he knows he must tell them the truth time he knows he must tell them the truth time he knows he must tell them the truth  
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Acts- Sunday School 

August 5, 2012 
 

A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What seems to be the signal throughout Acts for Paul to stop teaching 
in the synagogue? Open opposition.  A lack of willingness to look at Open opposition.  A lack of willingness to look at Open opposition.  A lack of willingness to look at Open opposition.  A lack of willingness to look at 

the Scriptures. the Scriptures. the Scriptures. the Scriptures.  What was the criterion that Jesus gave to His disc iples 
concerning meeting people and then moving on?  And what can this 
teach us about ministry in general? Having said thi s… 
 

2. What drove Paul to keep doing what he was doing?   It was a lot of 
things… 
a.a.a.a. his sense of call…his sense of call…his sense of call…his sense of call… 
b.b.b.b. his sense of duty…his sense of duty…his sense of duty…his sense of duty… 
c.c.c.c. his passion…his passion…his passion…his passion… 
d.d.d.d. his desire for his people to come to a correct understanding…his desire for his people to come to a correct understanding…his desire for his people to come to a correct understanding…his desire for his people to come to a correct understanding… 
e.e.e.e. God had brought him to an understanding of his own depraGod had brought him to an understanding of his own depraGod had brought him to an understanding of his own depraGod had brought him to an understanding of his own depravity vity vity vity 

and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw all the people and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw all the people and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw all the people and rescued him from his sin…and now he saw all the people 

around him falling into that same category and his heart went around him falling into that same category and his heart went around him falling into that same category and his heart went around him falling into that same category and his heart went 

out to them…out to them…out to them…out to them… 
f.f.f.f. Before he was angry and wanted to do away with the WAY for Before he was angry and wanted to do away with the WAY for Before he was angry and wanted to do away with the WAY for Before he was angry and wanted to do away with the WAY for 

he thought that they were standing in the way of the pure he thought that they were standing in the way of the pure he thought that they were standing in the way of the pure he thought that they were standing in the way of the pure 

understanding of Scripture as taught by the Pharisees…now his understanding of Scripture as taught by the Pharisees…now his understanding of Scripture as taught by the Pharisees…now his understanding of Scripture as taught by the Pharisees…now his 

desire is to grow the WAY…to grow God’s kingdom…desire is to grow the WAY…to grow God’s kingdom…desire is to grow the WAY…to grow God’s kingdom…desire is to grow the WAY…to grow God’s kingdom… 
g.g.g.g. His mission is guided by the sheer numbers who are lost and His mission is guided by the sheer numbers who are lost and His mission is guided by the sheer numbers who are lost and His mission is guided by the sheer numbers who are lost and 

dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same time he dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same time he dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same time he dying…he knows he can’t save them but at the same time he 

knows he must tell them theknows he must tell them theknows he must tell them theknows he must tell them the    truth truth truth truth  
 

C. What kind of man has Paul become since his conve rsion back in chapter 
9?  If he was preaching and teaching today how do y ou think he would be 
looked at given all that he has been through up to this point? After After After After 

discussion handout Dear Abby letter…discussion handout Dear Abby letter…discussion handout Dear Abby letter…discussion handout Dear Abby letter… 
 

D. Now let’s read vss. 11-22 
1. What was the purpose for the miracles and the over powering of the 

sons of Sceva?  

a. To authenticate the message of the power of the gospel…to To authenticate the message of the power of the gospel…to To authenticate the message of the power of the gospel…to To authenticate the message of the power of the gospel…to 

show that the pagan gods were impotent just like God did with show that the pagan gods were impotent just like God did with show that the pagan gods were impotent just like God did with show that the pagan gods were impotent just like God did with 

the gods of Egypt. the gods of Egypt. the gods of Egypt. the gods of Egypt.  

b. “Extrao“Extrao“Extrao“Extraordinary miracles”rdinary miracles”rdinary miracles”rdinary miracles”----    blessed handkerchiefs and aprons blessed handkerchiefs and aprons blessed handkerchiefs and aprons blessed handkerchiefs and aprons 

touched by Paul= healed sickness and drive out demons…this touched by Paul= healed sickness and drive out demons…this touched by Paul= healed sickness and drive out demons…this touched by Paul= healed sickness and drive out demons…this 

was obviously not typical behavior since we don’t see it again… was obviously not typical behavior since we don’t see it again… was obviously not typical behavior since we don’t see it again… was obviously not typical behavior since we don’t see it again… 

to assert Apostolic credentials (see II Cor. 12:12)…since there to assert Apostolic credentials (see II Cor. 12:12)…since there to assert Apostolic credentials (see II Cor. 12:12)…since there to assert Apostolic credentials (see II Cor. 12:12)…since there 

are no true Apostare no true Apostare no true Apostare no true Apostles today this is not something that mere men les today this is not something that mere men les today this is not something that mere men les today this is not something that mere men 

ought to dabble in see Sons of Sceva story next… (used to get ought to dabble in see Sons of Sceva story next… (used to get ought to dabble in see Sons of Sceva story next… (used to get ought to dabble in see Sons of Sceva story next… (used to get 

these in the mail in the 70’s and early 80’s sent by one charlatan these in the mail in the 70’s and early 80’s sent by one charlatan these in the mail in the 70’s and early 80’s sent by one charlatan these in the mail in the 70’s and early 80’s sent by one charlatan 

or another …the way they would be activated is when you sent or another …the way they would be activated is when you sent or another …the way they would be activated is when you sent or another …the way they would be activated is when you sent 

the money in to the the money in to the the money in to the the money in to the ministry then they would miraculously be ministry then they would miraculously be ministry then they would miraculously be ministry then they would miraculously be 

“activated” or better yet when you were watching the TV “activated” or better yet when you were watching the TV “activated” or better yet when you were watching the TV “activated” or better yet when you were watching the TV 
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preachers show AND you had sent in the money he would say preachers show AND you had sent in the money he would say preachers show AND you had sent in the money he would say preachers show AND you had sent in the money he would say 

the “magic” words and the pieces of cloth would be activated….the “magic” words and the pieces of cloth would be activated….the “magic” words and the pieces of cloth would be activated….the “magic” words and the pieces of cloth would be activated…. 

c.  A sad but funny story here. A sad but funny story here. A sad but funny story here. A sad but funny story here.     Did you Did you Did you Did you hear the one about the hear the one about the hear the one about the hear the one about the 

Seven Jewish exorcists who had heard that there was “power Seven Jewish exorcists who had heard that there was “power Seven Jewish exorcists who had heard that there was “power Seven Jewish exorcists who had heard that there was “power 

in Jesus name”, and decided to “try it out”.in Jesus name”, and decided to “try it out”.in Jesus name”, and decided to “try it out”.in Jesus name”, and decided to “try it out”.    They clearly don’t They clearly don’t They clearly don’t They clearly don’t 

understand the gospel for themselves. They say, “I command understand the gospel for themselves. They say, “I command understand the gospel for themselves. They say, “I command understand the gospel for themselves. They say, “I command 

you in the name of Jesus, who Paul preaches” (v.13)you in the name of Jesus, who Paul preaches” (v.13)you in the name of Jesus, who Paul preaches” (v.13)you in the name of Jesus, who Paul preaches” (v.13)    because because because because 

they themselves do not preach or present Jesus. The demon they themselves do not preach or present Jesus. The demon they themselves do not preach or present Jesus. The demon they themselves do not preach or present Jesus. The demon 

says, in effect: “I know Jesus and Paul says, in effect: “I know Jesus and Paul says, in effect: “I know Jesus and Paul says, in effect: “I know Jesus and Paul ————    but who the heck do but who the heck do but who the heck do but who the heck do 

you guys think you are?” and jumps them! The point is the there you guys think you are?” and jumps them! The point is the there you guys think you are?” and jumps them! The point is the there you guys think you are?” and jumps them! The point is the there 

is nothing mechanically or automatically powerful about the is nothing mechanically or automatically powerful about the is nothing mechanically or automatically powerful about the is nothing mechanically or automatically powerful about the 

sousousousound “Jesus” made when the breath passes through the voice nd “Jesus” made when the breath passes through the voice nd “Jesus” made when the breath passes through the voice nd “Jesus” made when the breath passes through the voice 

box in a particular way. The efficacy of Jesus “name” lies only box in a particular way. The efficacy of Jesus “name” lies only box in a particular way. The efficacy of Jesus “name” lies only box in a particular way. The efficacy of Jesus “name” lies only 

in the understanding of what Jesus came to do in the understanding of what Jesus came to do in the understanding of what Jesus came to do in the understanding of what Jesus came to do ————    it’s the gospel it’s the gospel it’s the gospel it’s the gospel 

of Jesus which is powerful. When we use the gospel of Jesus on of Jesus which is powerful. When we use the gospel of Jesus on of Jesus which is powerful. When we use the gospel of Jesus on of Jesus which is powerful. When we use the gospel of Jesus on 

our liveour liveour liveour lives, it cleanses and transforms and heals. But therefore s, it cleanses and transforms and heals. But therefore s, it cleanses and transforms and heals. But therefore s, it cleanses and transforms and heals. But therefore 

Jesus’ name has no secondJesus’ name has no secondJesus’ name has no secondJesus’ name has no second----hand power hand power hand power hand power ————    it only works first it only works first it only works first it only works first 

hand, when appropriated through personal understanding and hand, when appropriated through personal understanding and hand, when appropriated through personal understanding and hand, when appropriated through personal understanding and 

commitment. commitment. commitment. commitment.  

d. What was the result of the display of God’s power?  Many came Many came Many came Many came 

believingbelievingbelievingbelieving    and confessing burning their evil  books of great and confessing burning their evil  books of great and confessing burning their evil  books of great and confessing burning their evil  books of great 

worth.worth.worth.worth. 

 

2. What spiritual counterfeits do you notice in our  culture today? How do 
you distinguish the true from the false, especially  when some seem to 
come in Jesus’ name…at least calling themselves Chr istian? 

             
3. Now 23-41.  What were the stated reasons and wha t were the real 

reasons for such explosive opposition (23-34)?  Whi ch was more 
important to Demetrius?   What can we learn about h uman nature from 
this? Think Unions today…at least those who hThink Unions today…at least those who hThink Unions today…at least those who hThink Unions today…at least those who have become more ave become more ave become more ave become more 

and more corrupt and political. and more corrupt and political. and more corrupt and political. and more corrupt and political.  
 

4. Why do you suppose the talk about Artemis (Diana = Roman goddess) 
aroused the people so much? The main goddess of the city…even The main goddess of the city…even The main goddess of the city…even The main goddess of the city…even 

bigger than the Imperial worship.bigger than the Imperial worship.bigger than the Imperial worship.bigger than the Imperial worship. 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
August 12, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Back to verses 19:23-41 a minute.  What were the  stated reasons and 
what were the real reasons for such explosive oppos ition (23-34)?  
Which was more important to Demetrius?    
 

2. What can we learn about human nature from this? Think Unions Think Unions Think Unions Think Unions 

today…atoday…atoday…atoday…at least those who have become more and more corrupt and t least those who have become more and more corrupt and t least those who have become more and more corrupt and t least those who have become more and more corrupt and 

political. political. political. political.  
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3. What do we learn about crowds in general in vers e 32?  Why is that 

important? 
 

4. What is the main concern of the city clerk? How does his concerns 
clash with that of the craftsman…(think unions toda y)? What is the 
ultimate cause of the failure of the craftsmen plan ? Being reminded of Being reminded of Being reminded of Being reminded of 

the lawthe lawthe lawthe law----    PAX ROMANA was the law of the land that gave religious PAX ROMANA was the law of the land that gave religious PAX ROMANA was the law of the land that gave religious PAX ROMANA was the law of the land that gave religious 

freedom, of sorts, to worship as individuals saw fit as long as it did freedom, of sorts, to worship as individuals saw fit as long as it did freedom, of sorts, to worship as individuals saw fit as long as it did freedom, of sorts, to worship as individuals saw fit as long as it did 

not interfere with their not interfere with their not interfere with their not interfere with their citizenship to the Empire.  citizenship to the Empire.  citizenship to the Empire.  citizenship to the Empire.  Why is this story 
important in the grand scheme of the gospel expansi on? But Luke But Luke But Luke But Luke 

wants to show us ultimately that God is in control of all the events wants to show us ultimately that God is in control of all the events wants to show us ultimately that God is in control of all the events wants to show us ultimately that God is in control of all the events 

of men!of men!of men!of men! 
 

5. What is the significant about the fact that this  is the 3 rd time that Roman 
law has protected Paul in the ministry?   
a.a.a.a. First in Philippi the officials were embarrassed and afraid that First in Philippi the officials were embarrassed and afraid that First in Philippi the officials were embarrassed and afraid that First in Philippi the officials were embarrassed and afraid that 

they had unlawfully imprisoned a Roman citizen, they had unlawfully imprisoned a Roman citizen, they had unlawfully imprisoned a Roman citizen, they had unlawfully imprisoned a Roman citizen,  

b.b.b.b. then in Corinth the proconsul had refused to even hear the then in Corinth the proconsul had refused to even hear the then in Corinth the proconsul had refused to even hear the then in Corinth the proconsul had refused to even hear the 

complaints of the Jews, complaints of the Jews, complaints of the Jews, complaints of the Jews,  

c.c.c.c. now in Epnow in Epnow in Epnow in Ephesus the town clerk implies that the opposition is hesus the town clerk implies that the opposition is hesus the town clerk implies that the opposition is hesus the town clerk implies that the opposition is 

purely emotional.  purely emotional.  purely emotional.  purely emotional.   

d.d.d.d. Thus the fear of the officials in Philippi, the impartiality of the Thus the fear of the officials in Philippi, the impartiality of the Thus the fear of the officials in Philippi, the impartiality of the Thus the fear of the officials in Philippi, the impartiality of the 

proconsul in Corinth and the friendship, of a sort from the proconsul in Corinth and the friendship, of a sort from the proconsul in Corinth and the friendship, of a sort from the proconsul in Corinth and the friendship, of a sort from the 

town clerk in Ephesus all combine to give the gospel fretown clerk in Ephesus all combine to give the gospel fretown clerk in Ephesus all combine to give the gospel fretown clerk in Ephesus all combine to give the gospel freedom.  edom.  edom.  edom.  

Or as John Stott says of Luke’s reasons for telling us these Or as John Stott says of Luke’s reasons for telling us these Or as John Stott says of Luke’s reasons for telling us these Or as John Stott says of Luke’s reasons for telling us these 

things, things, things, things, “Luke wanted to show that“Luke wanted to show that“Luke wanted to show that“Luke wanted to show that    Rome had no case and no Rome had no case and no Rome had no case and no Rome had no case and no 
power against Christianity in general and Paul in particular.”power against Christianity in general and Paul in particular.”power against Christianity in general and Paul in particular.”power against Christianity in general and Paul in particular.”        

God is in charge and nothing will keep His kingdom from God is in charge and nothing will keep His kingdom from God is in charge and nothing will keep His kingdom from God is in charge and nothing will keep His kingdom from 

growing.growing.growing.growing. 

 

6.6.6.6. Now with this information we need to ask ourselves  a couple of 
questions as a church.      

a. From what do you need to protect your spiritual leaders today?  
Why?  How? 

b. From what do you need protection?  Why How? 
 

7. What lessons can we learn from Paul’s ministry i n Corinth and in 
Ephesus about how best to evangelize the masses?  
a.a.a.a. Studies have shown that 70 to 80 % of people come to church Studies have shown that 70 to 80 % of people come to church Studies have shown that 70 to 80 % of people come to church Studies have shown that 70 to 80 % of people come to church 

because a friend or a family member asks them to come and the because a friend or a family member asks them to come and the because a friend or a family member asks them to come and the because a friend or a family member asks them to come and the 

same studies say that the same number 70same studies say that the same number 70same studies say that the same number 70same studies say that the same number 70----80% of people come to 80% of people come to 80% of people come to 80% of people come to 

knowknowknowknow    the Lord through a one on one encounter with the Word the Lord through a one on one encounter with the Word the Lord through a one on one encounter with the Word the Lord through a one on one encounter with the Word 

of God. Most people do not  come to know the Lord through a of God. Most people do not  come to know the Lord through a of God. Most people do not  come to know the Lord through a of God. Most people do not  come to know the Lord through a 

church service…irregardless of alter calls which, by the way, church service…irregardless of alter calls which, by the way, church service…irregardless of alter calls which, by the way, church service…irregardless of alter calls which, by the way, 

we have none of those in Scripture.  we have none of those in Scripture.  we have none of those in Scripture.  we have none of those in Scripture.  Let’s say that we agree with 
these studies, what do they reveal to us? How might  they cause us 
to change the way we do things?  

 

b.b.b.b. John Stott said, John Stott said, John Stott said, John Stott said, “Because Paul believed the gospel to be true, he “Because Paul believed the gospel to be true, he “Because Paul believed the gospel to be true, he “Because Paul believed the gospel to be true, he 
was not afraid to engage the minds of his hearers. He did not was not afraid to engage the minds of his hearers. He did not was not afraid to engage the minds of his hearers. He did not was not afraid to engage the minds of his hearers. He did not 
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simply proclaim his message in a ‘take it simply proclaim his message in a ‘take it simply proclaim his message in a ‘take it simply proclaim his message in a ‘take it or leave it’ fashion; or leave it’ fashion; or leave it’ fashion; or leave it’ fashion; 
instead he marshaled arguments to support and demonstrate instead he marshaled arguments to support and demonstrate instead he marshaled arguments to support and demonstrate instead he marshaled arguments to support and demonstrate 
his case…When we contrast contemporary evangelism with his case…When we contrast contemporary evangelism with his case…When we contrast contemporary evangelism with his case…When we contrast contemporary evangelism with 
Paul’s its shallowness is immediately shown up.  Our Paul’s its shallowness is immediately shown up.  Our Paul’s its shallowness is immediately shown up.  Our Paul’s its shallowness is immediately shown up.  Our 

evangelism tends to be limited to inviting people to church or evangelism tends to be limited to inviting people to church or evangelism tends to be limited to inviting people to church or evangelism tends to be limited to inviting people to church or 
too etoo etoo etoo emotional appealing for people to make a decision for Christ motional appealing for people to make a decision for Christ motional appealing for people to make a decision for Christ motional appealing for people to make a decision for Christ 
without a fundamental basis for understanding…no real without a fundamental basis for understanding…no real without a fundamental basis for understanding…no real without a fundamental basis for understanding…no real 
teaching or proclamation only insistence… our evangelism is too teaching or proclamation only insistence… our evangelism is too teaching or proclamation only insistence… our evangelism is too teaching or proclamation only insistence… our evangelism is too 
superficial, making brief encounters and expecting quick superficial, making brief encounters and expecting quick superficial, making brief encounters and expecting quick superficial, making brief encounters and expecting quick 
results…whereas Paul results…whereas Paul results…whereas Paul results…whereas Paul taught, reasoned and tried to persuade taught, reasoned and tried to persuade taught, reasoned and tried to persuade taught, reasoned and tried to persuade 
(persist(persist(persist(persisted in teachinged in teachinged in teachinged in teaching);and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 );and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 );and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 );and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 
years faithfully sowing gospel seed and in due time reaping  a years faithfully sowing gospel seed and in due time reaping  a years faithfully sowing gospel seed and in due time reaping  a years faithfully sowing gospel seed and in due time reaping  a 
harvest.harvest.harvest.harvest. 

 
8. Considering all that we saw over the last few mo nths, what is God 

communicating to us about all of the troubles that Paul is 
encountering? 
a.a.a.a. Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there 

will be opposition;will be opposition;will be opposition;will be opposition;    

b.b.b.b. That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an 

offense especially to the unbeliever;offense especially to the unbeliever;offense especially to the unbeliever;offense especially to the unbeliever;    

c.c.c.c. To expect trTo expect trTo expect trTo expect troubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for oubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for oubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for oubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for 

the Word;the Word;the Word;the Word;    

d.d.d.d. To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of 

trouble.trouble.trouble.trouble.    

    

 
 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
September 2, 1012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What lessons can we learn from Paul’s ministry i n Corinth and in 
Ephesus about how best to evangelize the masses?  
a.a.a.a. There are many methods to reach people with the Gospel..There are many methods to reach people with the Gospel..There are many methods to reach people with the Gospel..There are many methods to reach people with the Gospel..    

b.b.b.b. We need to know the people we are around…We need to know the people we are around…We need to know the people we are around…We need to know the people we are around…    

(1)(1)(1)(1) Know their real needKnow their real needKnow their real needKnow their real need------------the Gospelthe Gospelthe Gospelthe Gospel    

(2)(2)(2)(2) Know their perceived needs as well as we are ableKnow their perceived needs as well as we are ableKnow their perceived needs as well as we are ableKnow their perceived needs as well as we are able    

(3)(3)(3)(3) Listen, watch and tListen, watch and tListen, watch and tListen, watch and then speak the truth…hen speak the truth…hen speak the truth…hen speak the truth…    

(4)(4)(4)(4) Be people of IssacharBe people of IssacharBe people of IssacharBe people of Issachar----    “who had understanding of the times “who had understanding of the times “who had understanding of the times “who had understanding of the times 
to know what Israel /the Church might do…”  to know what Israel /the Church might do…”  to know what Israel /the Church might do…”  to know what Israel /the Church might do…”  then with then with then with then with 

wisdom be able to speak into the culture…wisdom be able to speak into the culture…wisdom be able to speak into the culture…wisdom be able to speak into the culture…    

(5)(5)(5)(5) Remember what John Stott said,Remember what John Stott said,Remember what John Stott said,Remember what John Stott said,    “Because Paul believed the “Because Paul believed the “Because Paul believed the “Because Paul believed the 
gospel to be true, he gospel to be true, he gospel to be true, he gospel to be true, he was not afraid to engage the minds of was not afraid to engage the minds of was not afraid to engage the minds of was not afraid to engage the minds of 
his hearers. He did not simply proclaim his message in a his hearers. He did not simply proclaim his message in a his hearers. He did not simply proclaim his message in a his hearers. He did not simply proclaim his message in a 
‘take it or leave it’ fashion; instead he marshaled arguments ‘take it or leave it’ fashion; instead he marshaled arguments ‘take it or leave it’ fashion; instead he marshaled arguments ‘take it or leave it’ fashion; instead he marshaled arguments 
to support and demonstrate his case…When we contrast to support and demonstrate his case…When we contrast to support and demonstrate his case…When we contrast to support and demonstrate his case…When we contrast 
contemporary evangelism with Paul’s its shallocontemporary evangelism with Paul’s its shallocontemporary evangelism with Paul’s its shallocontemporary evangelism with Paul’s its shallowness is wness is wness is wness is 
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immediately shown up.  Our evangelism tends to be limited immediately shown up.  Our evangelism tends to be limited immediately shown up.  Our evangelism tends to be limited immediately shown up.  Our evangelism tends to be limited 
to inviting people to church or too emotional appealing for to inviting people to church or too emotional appealing for to inviting people to church or too emotional appealing for to inviting people to church or too emotional appealing for 
people to make a decision for Christ without a fundamental people to make a decision for Christ without a fundamental people to make a decision for Christ without a fundamental people to make a decision for Christ without a fundamental 
basis for understanding…no real teaching or proclamation basis for understanding…no real teaching or proclamation basis for understanding…no real teaching or proclamation basis for understanding…no real teaching or proclamation 

only insistenonly insistenonly insistenonly insistence… our evangelism is too superficial, making ce… our evangelism is too superficial, making ce… our evangelism is too superficial, making ce… our evangelism is too superficial, making 
brief encounters and expecting quick results…whereas Paul brief encounters and expecting quick results…whereas Paul brief encounters and expecting quick results…whereas Paul brief encounters and expecting quick results…whereas Paul 
taught, reasoned and tried to persuade (persisted in taught, reasoned and tried to persuade (persisted in taught, reasoned and tried to persuade (persisted in taught, reasoned and tried to persuade (persisted in 
teaching);and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 years teaching);and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 years teaching);and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 years teaching);and stayed in Corinth and Ephesus for 5 years 
faithfully sowing gospel seed and in due tifaithfully sowing gospel seed and in due tifaithfully sowing gospel seed and in due tifaithfully sowing gospel seed and in due time reaping  a me reaping  a me reaping  a me reaping  a 
harvest.harvest.harvest.harvest.    
    

2. Studies have shown that 70 to 80 % of people com e to church because 
a friend or a family member asks them to come and t he same studies 
say that the same number 70-80% of people come to k now the Lord 
through a one on one encounter with the Word of God . Most people do 
not  come to know the Lord through a church service …irregardless of 
alter calls which, by the way, we have none of thos e in Scripture.  Let’s 
say that we agree with these studies, what do they reveal to us? How 
might they cause us to change the way we do things?  
 

3. Considering all that we saw over the last few mo nths, what is God 
communicating to us about all of the troubles that Paul is 
encountering? 
a.a.a.a. Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there Just like David, in the psalms…if you are called to lead there 

will be oppwill be oppwill be oppwill be opposition;osition;osition;osition;    

b.b.b.b. That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an That the Word does in fact divide people…it is as Jesus said an 

offense especially to the unbeliever;offense especially to the unbeliever;offense especially to the unbeliever;offense especially to the unbeliever;    

c.c.c.c. To expect troubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for To expect troubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for To expect troubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for To expect troubles, trials, and hardship when standing firm for 

the Word;the Word;the Word;the Word;    

d.d.d.d. To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of To know He is with us and to be able to seek Him out in times of 

troubltroubltroubltrouble.e.e.e.    

    

    

C. Acts 20 
1. In 20:1-5 what characteristics of Paul’s ministr y do you see? 

a.a.a.a. UproarUproarUproarUproar----    Jews plotting against himJews plotting against himJews plotting against himJews plotting against him    

b.b.b.b. A ministry of encouragement to the churchesA ministry of encouragement to the churchesA ministry of encouragement to the churchesA ministry of encouragement to the churches    

c.c.c.c. He never travels alone He never travels alone He never travels alone He never travels alone     

d.d.d.d. He favored human companionshipHe favored human companionshipHe favored human companionshipHe favored human companionship    

e.e.e.e. He favored teamwork in the work of ministry…he hHe favored teamwork in the work of ministry…he hHe favored teamwork in the work of ministry…he hHe favored teamwork in the work of ministry…he has placed a as placed a as placed a as placed a 

team together that reflects each of the areas he had ministered team together that reflects each of the areas he had ministered team together that reflects each of the areas he had ministered team together that reflects each of the areas he had ministered 

to and would be visiting.to and would be visiting.to and would be visiting.to and would be visiting.    

    

2. Why people of different ethnicities? 
a.a.a.a. People of different languages and cultures to help in ministry in People of different languages and cultures to help in ministry in People of different languages and cultures to help in ministry in People of different languages and cultures to help in ministry in 

this area.this area.this area.this area.    

b.b.b.b. Declares physically the promises of GodDeclares physically the promises of GodDeclares physically the promises of GodDeclares physically the promises of God    that peoples from every that peoples from every that peoples from every that peoples from every 

nation, tribe and language will be brought into God’s family.nation, tribe and language will be brought into God’s family.nation, tribe and language will be brought into God’s family.nation, tribe and language will be brought into God’s family.    

    

3. What is Luke communicating to us in verses 7-12?  What are the 
purposes of Paul here? 
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a.a.a.a. Luke wants us to know that this is an eyewitness account… Luke wants us to know that this is an eyewitness account… Luke wants us to know that this is an eyewitness account… Luke wants us to know that this is an eyewitness account… “we “we “we “we 
were gathered togethewere gathered togethewere gathered togethewere gathered together…”r…”r…”r…”    

b.b.b.b. Vs. 7 tells us of the practice of worshiping on the 1Vs. 7 tells us of the practice of worshiping on the 1Vs. 7 tells us of the practice of worshiping on the 1Vs. 7 tells us of the practice of worshiping on the 1stststst    day of the day of the day of the day of the 

week…Sundayweek…Sundayweek…Sundayweek…Sunday    

c.c.c.c. This was an evening service after everyone was finished with This was an evening service after everyone was finished with This was an evening service after everyone was finished with This was an evening service after everyone was finished with 

their day at worktheir day at worktheir day at worktheir day at work    

d.d.d.d. More over the purpose was to “break bread” ...which Luke More over the purpose was to “break bread” ...which Luke More over the purpose was to “break bread” ...which Luke More over the purpose was to “break bread” ...which Luke 

understood as the Lord’s Supper…understood as the Lord’s Supper…understood as the Lord’s Supper…understood as the Lord’s Supper…    

e.e.e.e. PaulPaulPaulPaul    wants them to worship the Lord and to learn from His wants them to worship the Lord and to learn from His wants them to worship the Lord and to learn from His wants them to worship the Lord and to learn from His 

Word Word Word Word     

f.f.f.f. Paul does what needs to be done and then goes back to his other Paul does what needs to be done and then goes back to his other Paul does what needs to be done and then goes back to his other Paul does what needs to be done and then goes back to his other 

duties as if this was just one more piece of his sermon… duties as if this was just one more piece of his sermon… duties as if this was just one more piece of his sermon… duties as if this was just one more piece of his sermon… So then 
what was the purpose for Eutychus’ death and resurr ection if Paul 
didn’t make much of it?     

(1)(1)(1)(1) Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and 

what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of 

Paul. Paul. Paul. Paul.      
(2)(2)(2)(2) He was sitting in a window because of all the lamps in the He was sitting in a window because of all the lamps in the He was sitting in a window because of all the lamps in the He was sitting in a window because of all the lamps in the 

rooms it would have been very stuffy…but even with trooms it would have been very stuffy…but even with trooms it would have been very stuffy…but even with trooms it would have been very stuffy…but even with the he he he 

window as aid he was having a hard time according to the window as aid he was having a hard time according to the window as aid he was having a hard time according to the window as aid he was having a hard time according to the 

text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this occur…he text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this occur…he text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this occur…he text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this occur…he 

may have been near the boy at the time…NIV and ESV may have been near the boy at the time…NIV and ESV may have been near the boy at the time…NIV and ESV may have been near the boy at the time…NIV and ESV 

capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 stories capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 stories capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 stories capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 stories 

and was killed immediatelyand was killed immediatelyand was killed immediatelyand was killed immediately    from the fall.  Paul went and in from the fall.  Paul went and in from the fall.  Paul went and in from the fall.  Paul went and in 

the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions fell the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions fell the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions fell the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions fell 

upon the boy and God brought life back to them…the upon the boy and God brought life back to them…the upon the boy and God brought life back to them…the upon the boy and God brought life back to them…the 

statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the 

boy was not dead but rather he is made alive byboy was not dead but rather he is made alive byboy was not dead but rather he is made alive byboy was not dead but rather he is made alive by    the fact that the fact that the fact that the fact that 

Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.  Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.  Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.  Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.      

(3)(3)(3)(3) Paul doesn’t seem to take this incident as a rebuke for his Paul doesn’t seem to take this incident as a rebuke for his Paul doesn’t seem to take this incident as a rebuke for his Paul doesn’t seem to take this incident as a rebuke for his 

long speaking…long speaking…long speaking…long speaking…    

 
4. What can we learn about Christian worship from t his Sunday evening 

worship service in Troas? 
a.a.a.a. People have alwaysPeople have alwaysPeople have alwaysPeople have always    fallen asleep in worship…fallen asleep in worship…fallen asleep in worship…fallen asleep in worship…☺☺☺☺    ☺☺☺☺    

b.b.b.b. It is okay for pastor’s to be long winded…as long as you are not It is okay for pastor’s to be long winded…as long as you are not It is okay for pastor’s to be long winded…as long as you are not It is okay for pastor’s to be long winded…as long as you are not 

in a crowded 3 story room with only one window! in a crowded 3 story room with only one window! in a crowded 3 story room with only one window! in a crowded 3 story room with only one window! ☺☺☺☺    ☺☺☺☺        

c.c.c.c. Vs. 7 seems to signal a normal practice in worship of meeting Vs. 7 seems to signal a normal practice in worship of meeting Vs. 7 seems to signal a normal practice in worship of meeting Vs. 7 seems to signal a normal practice in worship of meeting 

and receiving together the Lord’s Supper…at leand receiving together the Lord’s Supper…at leand receiving together the Lord’s Supper…at leand receiving together the Lord’s Supper…at least the normal ast the normal ast the normal ast the normal 

practice of the church in Troas.practice of the church in Troas.practice of the church in Troas.practice of the church in Troas.    

d.d.d.d. There is a sermon (homileo) in the service…a long one to be There is a sermon (homileo) in the service…a long one to be There is a sermon (homileo) in the service…a long one to be There is a sermon (homileo) in the service…a long one to be 

sure…1sure…1sure…1sure…1stststst    half from sundown to midnight and 2half from sundown to midnight and 2half from sundown to midnight and 2half from sundown to midnight and 2ndndndnd    half from half from half from half from 

midnight to sunrisemidnight to sunrisemidnight to sunrisemidnight to sunrise    

e.e.e.e. Teaching time as well…dialegomai= discussion Teaching time as well…dialegomai= discussion Teaching time as well…dialegomai= discussion Teaching time as well…dialegomai= discussion     

f.f.f.f. So, the Word and the sacrSo, the Word and the sacrSo, the Word and the sacrSo, the Word and the sacrament have been a part of the ament have been a part of the ament have been a part of the ament have been a part of the 

universal church since the NT times….God’s gospel in universal church since the NT times….God’s gospel in universal church since the NT times….God’s gospel in universal church since the NT times….God’s gospel in 

communicated through these mediums…communicated through these mediums…communicated through these mediums…communicated through these mediums…    

    

5.  How do you think you would have been affected b y the worship service 
at Troas in these verses?  What is the truth you ta ke away from this 
event? 
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a.a.a.a. Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has 

defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these 

people worshiped what was most important to them was THAT people worshiped what was most important to them was THAT people worshiped what was most important to them was THAT people worshiped what was most important to them was THAT 

they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were 

together atogether atogether atogether and the word and sacrament were there…they would nd the word and sacrament were there…they would nd the word and sacrament were there…they would nd the word and sacrament were there…they would 

be there.be there.be there.be there.    

Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the 

resurrection to be true!resurrection to be true!resurrection to be true!resurrection to be true!    

    

    

    
Acts- Sunday School 
September 16, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. So what was the purpose for Eutychus’ death and resurrection if Paul 
didn’t make much of it?  

(4)(4)(4)(4) It validated the message and the messenger…after all his It validated the message and the messenger…after all his It validated the message and the messenger…after all his It validated the message and the messenger…after all his 

message always dealt with the resurrection of Christ.message always dealt with the resurrection of Christ.message always dealt with the resurrection of Christ.message always dealt with the resurrection of Christ.    

(5)(5)(5)(5) Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and Mainly because…it wasn’t about Paul but about God and 

what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of what He would do to affirm and substantiate the message of 

PaulPaulPaulPaul. . . .      
(6)(6)(6)(6) Background: He was sitting in a window because of all the Background: He was sitting in a window because of all the Background: He was sitting in a window because of all the Background: He was sitting in a window because of all the 

lamps in the rooms it would have been very stuffy…but even lamps in the rooms it would have been very stuffy…but even lamps in the rooms it would have been very stuffy…but even lamps in the rooms it would have been very stuffy…but even 

with the window as aid he was having a hard time according with the window as aid he was having a hard time according with the window as aid he was having a hard time according with the window as aid he was having a hard time according 

to the text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this to the text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this to the text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this to the text of staying awake…Luke is watching all of this 

occur…he may have occur…he may have occur…he may have occur…he may have been near the boy at the time…NIV and been near the boy at the time…NIV and been near the boy at the time…NIV and been near the boy at the time…NIV and 

ESV capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 ESV capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 ESV capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 ESV capture what Luke wants to proclaim…the boy fell 3 

stories and was killed immediately from the fall.  Paul went stories and was killed immediately from the fall.  Paul went stories and was killed immediately from the fall.  Paul went stories and was killed immediately from the fall.  Paul went 

and in the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions and in the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions and in the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions and in the fashion of Elijah and Elisha on different occasions 

fell upon the boy and God brought life fell upon the boy and God brought life fell upon the boy and God brought life fell upon the boy and God brought life back to them…the back to them…the back to them…the back to them…the 

statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the statement that Paul makes is not one of clarification that the 

boy was not dead but rather he is made alive by the fact that boy was not dead but rather he is made alive by the fact that boy was not dead but rather he is made alive by the fact that boy was not dead but rather he is made alive by the fact that 

Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.  Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.  Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.  Paul embraced him and God gave the boy back breath.      

    

2. How do you think you would have been affected by  the worship service 
at Troas in these verses?  What is the truth you ta ke away from this 
event? 
b.b.b.b. Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has Worship is not a matter of convenience or preference…God has 

defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these defined how he is to be worshiped and given the place these 

people worshiped what was most important to them people worshiped what was most important to them people worshiped what was most important to them people worshiped what was most important to them was THAT was THAT was THAT was THAT 

they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were they were able to worship somewhere as long as they were 

together and the word and sacrament were there…they would together and the word and sacrament were there…they would together and the word and sacrament were there…they would together and the word and sacrament were there…they would 

be there.be there.be there.be there.    

c.c.c.c. Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the Also…in a real way everyone came away KNOWING the 

resurrection to be true!resurrection to be true!resurrection to be true!resurrection to be true!    

    

C.C.C.C. Read Acts 20:17-35.     

1.  What are some of the unique features of this sp eech?     
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a.a.a.a. There is a finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere There is a finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere There is a finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere There is a finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere 

else.else.else.else.    

b.b.b.b. This is the 1This is the 1This is the 1This is the 1stststst    speech to a solely Christian audience; all the speech to a solely Christian audience; all the speech to a solely Christian audience; all the speech to a solely Christian audience; all the 

others were evangelistic in some nature or speeches before others were evangelistic in some nature or speeches before others were evangelistic in some nature or speeches before others were evangelistic in some nature or speeches before 

Roman authorities that can also be Roman authorities that can also be Roman authorities that can also be Roman authorities that can also be looked at as evangelism in a looked at as evangelism in a looked at as evangelism in a looked at as evangelism in a 

way. way. way. way.     

c.c.c.c. This speech is specifically given to “elders” (17), This speech is specifically given to “elders” (17), This speech is specifically given to “elders” (17), This speech is specifically given to “elders” (17), 

“overseers/bishops” (28a) “shepherd/pastor” (28b) and it is “overseers/bishops” (28a) “shepherd/pastor” (28b) and it is “overseers/bishops” (28a) “shepherd/pastor” (28b) and it is “overseers/bishops” (28a) “shepherd/pastor” (28b) and it is 

evident that Paul considers these titles to be for the entire evident that Paul considers these titles to be for the entire evident that Paul considers these titles to be for the entire evident that Paul considers these titles to be for the entire 

leaderleaderleaderleadership ofship ofship ofship of    Ephesus.  Shepherds/pastors seem Ephesus.  Shepherds/pastors seem Ephesus.  Shepherds/pastors seem Ephesus.  Shepherds/pastors seem to be the to be the to be the to be the 

“generic” term for these men…they were each called to tend, “generic” term for these men…they were each called to tend, “generic” term for these men…they were each called to tend, “generic” term for these men…they were each called to tend, 

feed and protect the flock.feed and protect the flock.feed and protect the flock.feed and protect the flock.    

d.d.d.d. There was a plurality of elders at this church…setting the stage There was a plurality of elders at this church…setting the stage There was a plurality of elders at this church…setting the stage There was a plurality of elders at this church…setting the stage 

for ours position for a plurality of elders not simply “one” elder for ours position for a plurality of elders not simply “one” elder for ours position for a plurality of elders not simply “one” elder for ours position for a plurality of elders not simply “one” elder 

but 2 or more…there is no but 2 or more…there is no but 2 or more…there is no but 2 or more…there is no biblical warrant for a Lone ranger or biblical warrant for a Lone ranger or biblical warrant for a Lone ranger or biblical warrant for a Lone ranger or 

One man band pastorate…or for a hierarchical structure of One man band pastorate…or for a hierarchical structure of One man band pastorate…or for a hierarchical structure of One man band pastorate…or for a hierarchical structure of 

church government as well.  There is no indication as some have church government as well.  There is no indication as some have church government as well.  There is no indication as some have church government as well.  There is no indication as some have 

suggested that each elder had a house church of their own…the suggested that each elder had a house church of their own…the suggested that each elder had a house church of their own…the suggested that each elder had a house church of their own…the 

text does not in any way confirm ttext does not in any way confirm ttext does not in any way confirm ttext does not in any way confirm thathathathat…………    rather the weight seems rather the weight seems rather the weight seems rather the weight seems 

to bend toward a plurality or team approach to leadership.to bend toward a plurality or team approach to leadership.to bend toward a plurality or team approach to leadership.to bend toward a plurality or team approach to leadership.    

e.e.e.e. Luke writes as an eye witness of all that occurs.Luke writes as an eye witness of all that occurs.Luke writes as an eye witness of all that occurs.Luke writes as an eye witness of all that occurs.    

    

2. What do we learn from this section about how the  church was 
governed? 
a.a.a.a. Plurality of elders/leadersPlurality of elders/leadersPlurality of elders/leadersPlurality of elders/leaders----    “elders” “elders” “elders” “elders” and and and and “over“over“over“overseers” seers” seers” seers”     are plural are plural are plural are plural 

words, John Stott words, John Stott words, John Stott words, John Stott (who wa(who wa(who wa(who was an Episcopalian)s an Episcopalian)s an Episcopalian)s an Episcopalian)    infers from this infers from this infers from this infers from this 

that that that that “there is no Biblical warrant either for the one“there is no Biblical warrant either for the one“there is no Biblical warrant either for the one“there is no Biblical warrant either for the one----manmanmanman----band band band band 
(a single pastor playing all the instruments of the orchestra), or (a single pastor playing all the instruments of the orchestra), or (a single pastor playing all the instruments of the orchestra), or (a single pastor playing all the instruments of the orchestra), or 
for a hierarchical or pyramidal structure in tfor a hierarchical or pyramidal structure in tfor a hierarchical or pyramidal structure in tfor a hierarchical or pyramidal structure in the local church (a he local church (a he local church (a he local church (a 
single pastor perched at the apex of the pyramid). It is not even single pastor perched at the apex of the pyramid). It is not even single pastor perched at the apex of the pyramid). It is not even single pastor perched at the apex of the pyramid). It is not even 
clear that each of the elders was in charge of an individual clear that each of the elders was in charge of an individual clear that each of the elders was in charge of an individual clear that each of the elders was in charge of an individual 
househousehousehouse----church. It is better to think of them as a team, some church. It is better to think of them as a team, some church. It is better to think of them as a team, some church. It is better to think of them as a team, some 
perhaps with the overperhaps with the overperhaps with the overperhaps with the over----sight of house churches, butsight of house churches, butsight of house churches, butsight of house churches, but    others with others with others with others with 
specialist ministries according to their gifts, and all sharing the specialist ministries according to their gifts, and all sharing the specialist ministries according to their gifts, and all sharing the specialist ministries according to their gifts, and all sharing the 
pastoral care of Christ’s flock. We need today to recover this pastoral care of Christ’s flock. We need today to recover this pastoral care of Christ’s flock. We need today to recover this pastoral care of Christ’s flock. We need today to recover this 
concept of a pastoral team in the church.”concept of a pastoral team in the church.”concept of a pastoral team in the church.”concept of a pastoral team in the church.”    

b.b.b.b. We see a nonWe see a nonWe see a nonWe see a non----hierarchical form of early church government;hierarchical form of early church government;hierarchical form of early church government;hierarchical form of early church government;    There There There There 

are are are are three important words that all equally refer to the leaders three important words that all equally refer to the leaders three important words that all equally refer to the leaders three important words that all equally refer to the leaders 

of the Ephesian church of the Ephesian church of the Ephesian church of the Ephesian church ————    the word the word the word the word presbyteroi presbyteroi presbyteroi presbyteroi (v.17), (v.17), (v.17), (v.17), 

episkopoi episkopoi episkopoi episkopoi (v.28) and (v.28) and (v.28) and (v.28) and poimenoi poimenoi poimenoi poimenoi (v.28). The word (v.28). The word (v.28). The word (v.28). The word presbyteroi, presbyteroi, presbyteroi, presbyteroi, 
from which the word “Presbyterian” comes, means “elders” from which the word “Presbyterian” comes, means “elders” from which the word “Presbyterian” comes, means “elders” from which the word “Presbyterian” comes, means “elders” ————    

mature and wise. The NImature and wise. The NImature and wise. The NImature and wise. The NIV translation of the word V translation of the word V translation of the word V translation of the word “episkopoi” “episkopoi” “episkopoi” “episkopoi” 
in v.28 isin v.28 isin v.28 isin v.28 is“overseers”  “overseers”  “overseers”  “overseers”  supervisors in authority. But the word supervisors in authority. But the word supervisors in authority. But the word supervisors in authority. But the word 

“overseers” masks the“overseers” masks the“overseers” masks the“overseers” masks the    import of the phrase. “Episkopoi”, from import of the phrase. “Episkopoi”, from import of the phrase. “Episkopoi”, from import of the phrase. “Episkopoi”, from 

which the word Episcopalian comes,which the word Episcopalian comes,which the word Episcopalian comes,which the word Episcopalian comes,    means “bishops”. Lastly, means “bishops”. Lastly, means “bishops”. Lastly, means “bishops”. Lastly, 

the word the word the word the word ““““poimenaspoimenaspoimenaspoimenas””””    which is transwhich is transwhich is transwhich is translated lated lated lated “shepherd”“shepherd”“shepherd”“shepherd”    means means means means 

“pastor”. Now what does this mean? It means that in this “pastor”. Now what does this mean? It means that in this “pastor”. Now what does this mean? It means that in this “pastor”. Now what does this mean? It means that in this 

church thechurch thechurch thechurch the    bishops, the elders, and the pastors were all the bishops, the elders, and the pastors were all the bishops, the elders, and the pastors were all the bishops, the elders, and the pastors were all the 

same group. There is nosame group. There is nosame group. There is nosame group. There is no    concept of elders who sit as a kind of concept of elders who sit as a kind of concept of elders who sit as a kind of concept of elders who sit as a kind of 

overseeing board but who don’t pastoroverseeing board but who don’t pastoroverseeing board but who don’t pastoroverseeing board but who don’t pastor    people. Nor ispeople. Nor ispeople. Nor ispeople. Nor is    there the there the there the there the 

concept of one pastor who is paid by the elders to doconcept of one pastor who is paid by the elders to doconcept of one pastor who is paid by the elders to doconcept of one pastor who is paid by the elders to do    all their all their all their all their 
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ministry. Nor is there any indication that bishops were a ministry. Nor is there any indication that bishops were a ministry. Nor is there any indication that bishops were a ministry. Nor is there any indication that bishops were a 

“higher rank”“higher rank”“higher rank”“higher rank”    than pastors who are a higher rank than elders.than pastors who are a higher rank than elders.than pastors who are a higher rank than elders.than pastors who are a higher rank than elders.    

    

3. How does Paul describe himself and his ministry among the Ephesians 
in verses 18-28 and 33-35?      

a. As Bold…proclaiming the whole counsel of God…As Bold…proclaiming the whole counsel of God…As Bold…proclaiming the whole counsel of God…As Bold…proclaiming the whole counsel of God…    

b. He had been thorough in his teaching and caring for God’s He had been thorough in his teaching and caring for God’s He had been thorough in his teaching and caring for God’s He had been thorough in his teaching and caring for God’s 

church…church…church…church…    

c. He also, realized that his whole ministry was guided by the Holy He also, realized that his whole ministry was guided by the Holy He also, realized that his whole ministry was guided by the Holy He also, realized that his whole ministry was guided by the Holy 

Spirit (19:21 and 20:22) even the call to Spirit (19:21 and 20:22) even the call to Spirit (19:21 and 20:22) even the call to Spirit (19:21 and 20:22) even the call to go to Jerusalem when so go to Jerusalem when so go to Jerusalem when so go to Jerusalem when so 

many would tell him that it wasn’t a “good” idea.….many would tell him that it wasn’t a “good” idea.….many would tell him that it wasn’t a “good” idea.….many would tell him that it wasn’t a “good” idea.….    

d. He was thorough in his mission to reach the lost in the city…He was thorough in his mission to reach the lost in the city…He was thorough in his mission to reach the lost in the city…He was thorough in his mission to reach the lost in the city…and and and and 

he expected that these men would do the same…he expected that these men would do the same…he expected that these men would do the same…he expected that these men would do the same…    

e. He also sees this as the way of his Master…suffering did not and He also sees this as the way of his Master…suffering did not and He also sees this as the way of his Master…suffering did not and He also sees this as the way of his Master…suffering did not and 

woulwoulwoulwould not deter him in his ministry just like it had not deterred d not deter him in his ministry just like it had not deterred d not deter him in his ministry just like it had not deterred d not deter him in his ministry just like it had not deterred 

Jesus in His…Jesus in His…Jesus in His…Jesus in His…     
f. Why? Because he is making clear to them what their ministry Because he is making clear to them what their ministry Because he is making clear to them what their ministry Because he is making clear to them what their ministry 

should look like after he is gone.should look like after he is gone.should look like after he is gone.should look like after he is gone.    

    

    

 
4. What does Paul say to these leaders that are jus t as important for 

leaders of the church today in verses 28-32? 
a.a.a.a. We are all to keep watch over each other and ourselves…which We are all to keep watch over each other and ourselves…which We are all to keep watch over each other and ourselves…which We are all to keep watch over each other and ourselves…which 

requires:requires:requires:requires:    

(1)(1)(1)(1) Plurality of leaders…Plurality of leaders…Plurality of leaders…Plurality of leaders…    

(2)(2)(2)(2) The elder to have each other’s back… not only to care for The elder to have each other’s back… not only to care for The elder to have each other’s back… not only to care for The elder to have each other’s back… not only to care for 

but also to hold one another accountable…for their care of but also to hold one another accountable…for their care of but also to hold one another accountable…for their care of but also to hold one another accountable…for their care of 

themselves befothemselves befothemselves befothemselves before the Lord and care of the people…re the Lord and care of the people…re the Lord and care of the people…re the Lord and care of the people…    

(3)(3)(3)(3) Only then, do we do the same for the flock over which we Only then, do we do the same for the flock over which we Only then, do we do the same for the flock over which we Only then, do we do the same for the flock over which we 

are overseers..are overseers..are overseers..are overseers..    

b.b.b.b. Take care of their spiritual, emotional, and physical selves…as Take care of their spiritual, emotional, and physical selves…as Take care of their spiritual, emotional, and physical selves…as Take care of their spiritual, emotional, and physical selves…as 

well as take care of each other…well as take care of each other…well as take care of each other…well as take care of each other…    

c.c.c.c. To consider themselves shepherds first and foremosTo consider themselves shepherds first and foremosTo consider themselves shepherds first and foremosTo consider themselves shepherds first and foremost t t t 

(poimaino= to tend and lead a flock to pasture so it can eat (poimaino= to tend and lead a flock to pasture so it can eat (poimaino= to tend and lead a flock to pasture so it can eat (poimaino= to tend and lead a flock to pasture so it can eat 

“good grass” and lie in green pastures) Ezek. 34:2…not “good grass” and lie in green pastures) Ezek. 34:2…not “good grass” and lie in green pastures) Ezek. 34:2…not “good grass” and lie in green pastures) Ezek. 34:2…not 

administrators…not board members…but shepherds with our administrators…not board members…but shepherds with our administrators…not board members…but shepherds with our administrators…not board members…but shepherds with our 

primary role being the care, tending and feeding of God’s flock.primary role being the care, tending and feeding of God’s flock.primary role being the care, tending and feeding of God’s flock.primary role being the care, tending and feeding of God’s flock.    

d.d.d.d. ““““Shepherds of theShepherds of theShepherds of theShepherds of the    Church of God which Christ obtained with Church of God which Christ obtained with Church of God which Christ obtained with Church of God which Christ obtained with 
His own bloodHis own bloodHis own bloodHis own blood””””…not “my or our” church but God’s church …not “my or our” church but God’s church …not “my or our” church but God’s church …not “my or our” church but God’s church 

which we have been called to care for, manage, and oversee, in which we have been called to care for, manage, and oversee, in which we have been called to care for, manage, and oversee, in which we have been called to care for, manage, and oversee, in 

God’s name…God’s name…God’s name…God’s name…    

e.e.e.e. The elders must be on their guard as a sheep dog and shepherd The elders must be on their guard as a sheep dog and shepherd The elders must be on their guard as a sheep dog and shepherd The elders must be on their guard as a sheep dog and shepherd 

because there be wolvebecause there be wolvebecause there be wolvebecause there be wolves within the church and without…false s within the church and without…false s within the church and without…false s within the church and without…false 

teachers…false leaders who set themselves up as authorities teachers…false leaders who set themselves up as authorities teachers…false leaders who set themselves up as authorities teachers…false leaders who set themselves up as authorities 

without being recognized as such…some will rise within the without being recognized as such…some will rise within the without being recognized as such…some will rise within the without being recognized as such…some will rise within the 

church distorting the truth to lead sheep away from the leaders church distorting the truth to lead sheep away from the leaders church distorting the truth to lead sheep away from the leaders church distorting the truth to lead sheep away from the leaders 

they have sworn to follow…so like tthey have sworn to follow…so like tthey have sworn to follow…so like tthey have sworn to follow…so like the Ephesians elders they are he Ephesians elders they are he Ephesians elders they are he Ephesians elders they are 

to stand guard to watch over and protect.  It is not matter of to stand guard to watch over and protect.  It is not matter of to stand guard to watch over and protect.  It is not matter of to stand guard to watch over and protect.  It is not matter of 

“if” but “when”.  The letter to the Church of Ephesus in “if” but “when”.  The letter to the Church of Ephesus in “if” but “when”.  The letter to the Church of Ephesus in “if” but “when”.  The letter to the Church of Ephesus in 
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Revelation and the history of the church proves Paul’s point to Revelation and the history of the church proves Paul’s point to Revelation and the history of the church proves Paul’s point to Revelation and the history of the church proves Paul’s point to 

have been true.have been true.have been true.have been true.    

            

5. What specific character traits does Paul talk ab out in verses 18-36 that 
every elder/leader needs to lead affectively God’s church? 
a. They need to be selflessThey need to be selflessThey need to be selflessThey need to be selfless----    vs. 19vs. 19vs. 19vs. 19----    the cost of our redemption…the the cost of our redemption…the the cost of our redemption…the the cost of our redemption…the 

cost of purchasing the church is that God sent His Son to die for cost of purchasing the church is that God sent His Son to die for cost of purchasing the church is that God sent His Son to die for cost of purchasing the church is that God sent His Son to die for 

us and shed His bus and shed His bus and shed His bus and shed His blood for us. That’s the cost. lood for us. That’s the cost. lood for us. That’s the cost. lood for us. That’s the cost. The elders are to be The elders are to be The elders are to be The elders are to be 

prepared to give up everything for the flock.  Because the prepared to give up everything for the flock.  Because the prepared to give up everything for the flock.  Because the prepared to give up everything for the flock.  Because the 

example is this: that Christ did not spare Himself. He shed His example is this: that Christ did not spare Himself. He shed His example is this: that Christ did not spare Himself. He shed His example is this: that Christ did not spare Himself. He shed His 

blood blood blood blood for us. for us. for us. for us.  
b.b.b.b. They need to be alert…They need to be alert…They need to be alert…They need to be alert…always watchfulalways watchfulalways watchfulalways watchful    of themselves and the of themselves and the of themselves and the of themselves and the 

flockflockflockflock....    

c. They need to beThey need to beThey need to beThey need to be    BOLD…BOLD…BOLD…BOLD…    never afraid to proclaim the whole never afraid to proclaim the whole never afraid to proclaim the whole never afraid to proclaim the whole 

counsel of God (vs. 27)…counsel of God (vs. 27)…counsel of God (vs. 27)…counsel of God (vs. 27)… The word The word The word The word counselcounselcounselcounsel    or or or or purposepurposepurposepurpose    is one of is one of is one of is one of 

those Greek words…a cluster of words…that revolves around those Greek words…a cluster of words…that revolves around those Greek words…a cluster of words…that revolves around those Greek words…a cluster of words…that revolves around 

the notion of election and predestination, and the eternal plan, the notion of election and predestination, and the eternal plan, the notion of election and predestination, and the eternal plan, the notion of election and predestination, and the eternal plan, 

and the eternand the eternand the eternand the eternal purpose of Godal purpose of Godal purpose of Godal purpose of God…………twice he says he does not twice he says he does not twice he says he does not twice he says he does not 

“hesitate” “hesitate” “hesitate” “hesitate” totototo minister the word (v.20 and v.27) even though he minister the word (v.20 and v.27) even though he minister the word (v.20 and v.27) even though he minister the word (v.20 and v.27) even though he 

knows that he is bound for death…he makes it clear that they knows that he is bound for death…he makes it clear that they knows that he is bound for death…he makes it clear that they knows that he is bound for death…he makes it clear that they 

will have to stand against even their own …false will have to stand against even their own …false will have to stand against even their own …false will have to stand against even their own …false 

teachers/elders…and the world’s persecuteachers/elders…and the world’s persecuteachers/elders…and the world’s persecuteachers/elders…and the world’s persecution…tion…tion…tion…     
d. They need to be humble… Paul speaks of his tears…these leaders They need to be humble… Paul speaks of his tears…these leaders They need to be humble… Paul speaks of his tears…these leaders They need to be humble… Paul speaks of his tears…these leaders 

are to be men who can show their emotions…are to be men who can show their emotions…are to be men who can show their emotions…are to be men who can show their emotions… 
e. A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness 

portrayed in its own eldershipportrayed in its own eldershipportrayed in its own eldershipportrayed in its own eldership.  And the continuing eldership is .  And the continuing eldership is .  And the continuing eldership is .  And the continuing eldership is 

also based on the groalso based on the groalso based on the groalso based on the growth and maturity of the previous wth and maturity of the previous wth and maturity of the previous wth and maturity of the previous 

eldership. (Vs. 29)eldership. (Vs. 29)eldership. (Vs. 29)eldership. (Vs. 29) 
f. They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses 

33333333----34.34.34.34. 
g. How can they live this way? He directs them to grow through the He directs them to grow through the He directs them to grow through the He directs them to grow through the 

Word of God. He tells them to grow through Word of God. He tells them to grow through Word of God. He tells them to grow through Word of God. He tells them to grow through the word of grace the word of grace the word of grace the word of grace 
which is awhich is awhich is awhich is able to build you up ble to build you up ble to build you up ble to build you up (v.32). (v.32). (v.32). (v.32).     When we go to the Bible, When we go to the Bible, When we go to the Bible, When we go to the Bible, 

we see a) it is all about grace as a central theme, and b) it has a we see a) it is all about grace as a central theme, and b) it has a we see a) it is all about grace as a central theme, and b) it has a we see a) it is all about grace as a central theme, and b) it has a 

vitality to grow and build us up spiritually.vitality to grow and build us up spiritually.vitality to grow and build us up spiritually.vitality to grow and build us up spiritually. 
    

 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
September 23, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. In Chapter 20: 17-35, what was specifically uniq ue about this message 
in comparison with his others?      
a. There is finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere There is finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere There is finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere There is finality to this message that we don’t see anywhere 

else.else.else.else. 
b.b.b.b. This is the 1This is the 1This is the 1This is the 1stststst    speech to a solely Christian audience; all the speech to a solely Christian audience; all the speech to a solely Christian audience; all the speech to a solely Christian audience; all the 

others were evangelistic in some nature …others were evangelistic in some nature …others were evangelistic in some nature …others were evangelistic in some nature …    
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c.c.c.c. This speech This speech This speech This speech is specifically given to “elders” …Shepherds/pastors is specifically given to “elders” …Shepherds/pastors is specifically given to “elders” …Shepherds/pastors is specifically given to “elders” …Shepherds/pastors 

seem to be the “generic” term for these men…they were each seem to be the “generic” term for these men…they were each seem to be the “generic” term for these men…they were each seem to be the “generic” term for these men…they were each 

called to tend, feed and protect the flock.called to tend, feed and protect the flock.called to tend, feed and protect the flock.called to tend, feed and protect the flock.    

d. There was a plurality of elders at this church…There was a plurality of elders at this church…There was a plurality of elders at this church…There was a plurality of elders at this church… 
            

2. What specific character traits does Paul talk ab out in verses 18-35 that 
every elder/leader needs to lead affectively God’s church? 
a. They need to be selflessThey need to be selflessThey need to be selflessThey need to be selfless----    vs. 19vs. 19vs. 19vs. 19----     
b. They need to be alert…always watchful of themselves and the They need to be alert…always watchful of themselves and the They need to be alert…always watchful of themselves and the They need to be alert…always watchful of themselves and the 

flock.flock.flock.flock. 
c. They need to be BOLD… They need to be BOLD… They need to be BOLD… They need to be BOLD… never afraid to proclaim the whole never afraid to proclaim the whole never afraid to proclaim the whole never afraid to proclaim the whole 

counsel of Godcounsel of Godcounsel of Godcounsel of God    (vs. 27)…(vs. 27)…(vs. 27)…(vs. 27)…  
d. They need to be humble… They need to be humble… They need to be humble… They need to be humble…  
e. They need to be submissive to authority…They need to be submissive to authority…They need to be submissive to authority…They need to be submissive to authority… 
f. CompassionateCompassionateCompassionateCompassionate----    Paul speaks of tears…Paul speaks of tears…Paul speaks of tears…Paul speaks of tears… 
g. They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses They are not to be greedy…Paul’s own example again in verses 

33333333----34.34.34.34. 
h. A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness A congregation rarely rises above the level of godliness 

portrayed in itsportrayed in itsportrayed in itsportrayed in its    own eldershipown eldershipown eldershipown eldership.  And the continuing eldership is .  And the continuing eldership is .  And the continuing eldership is .  And the continuing eldership is 

also based on the growth and maturity of the previous also based on the growth and maturity of the previous also based on the growth and maturity of the previous also based on the growth and maturity of the previous 

eldership. (Vs. 29)eldership. (Vs. 29)eldership. (Vs. 29)eldership. (Vs. 29) 
i. How can they live this way? He directs them to grow through the He directs them to grow through the He directs them to grow through the He directs them to grow through the 

Word of God. He tells them to grow through Word of God. He tells them to grow through Word of God. He tells them to grow through Word of God. He tells them to grow through the word of grace the word of grace the word of grace the word of grace 
which iswhich iswhich iswhich is    able to build you up able to build you up able to build you up able to build you up (v.32).  (v.32).  (v.32).  (v.32).   

 
C. Chapter 20: 36-38. 

1. Why was Paul not afraid to leave the church in E phesus in the hands of 
these leaders/elders?  
a. They are God’s men for the most part…called by God’s Spirit to They are God’s men for the most part…called by God’s Spirit to They are God’s men for the most part…called by God’s Spirit to They are God’s men for the most part…called by God’s Spirit to 

oversee, God’s own church…oversee, God’s own church…oversee, God’s own church…oversee, God’s own church… 
b.     God promises to watGod promises to watGod promises to watGod promises to watch over His Church even if His men don’t ch over His Church even if His men don’t ch over His Church even if His men don’t ch over His Church even if His men don’t 

do a great job.do a great job.do a great job.do a great job. 
c. He had worked with these men for a long time…he chose them, He had worked with these men for a long time…he chose them, He had worked with these men for a long time…he chose them, He had worked with these men for a long time…he chose them, 

trained them, and appointed them…so even knowing their trained them, and appointed them…so even knowing their trained them, and appointed them…so even knowing their trained them, and appointed them…so even knowing their 

weaknesses he still has trust in them as long as they keep weaknesses he still has trust in them as long as they keep weaknesses he still has trust in them as long as they keep weaknesses he still has trust in them as long as they keep 

growing in God’s Word…thegrowing in God’s Word…thegrowing in God’s Word…thegrowing in God’s Word…the    same thing God told to Joshua in so same thing God told to Joshua in so same thing God told to Joshua in so same thing God told to Joshua in so 

many words.  He had been trained by Moses; he had watched many words.  He had been trained by Moses; he had watched many words.  He had been trained by Moses; he had watched many words.  He had been trained by Moses; he had watched 

Moses…so God could now remind Joshua what He expected of Moses…so God could now remind Joshua what He expected of Moses…so God could now remind Joshua what He expected of Moses…so God could now remind Joshua what He expected of 

him and how Joshua could actually sustain God’s requirements.him and how Joshua could actually sustain God’s requirements.him and how Joshua could actually sustain God’s requirements.him and how Joshua could actually sustain God’s requirements. 
 

2. John Stott in his book, The Spirit, The Church a nd The World says this: 
“Each of the 3 persons of the Trinity has a share i n overseeing the 
church.  To begin with, the church is “God’s church .”  Next, we read 
that He bought it with His own blood…the blood of C hrist.  And over the 
church the Holy Spirit appoints overseers/elders.  This splendid 
Trinitarian affirmation should humble us to remembe r that the church is 
not ours, but God’s.  And it should inspire us to f aithfulness .  The 
people of the church are the flock of God the Fathe r, purchased by the 
precious blood of God the Son, and supervised by ov erseers appointed 
by God the Holy Spirit.  If the 3 persons of the Tr inity are thus 
committed to the welfare of the people, should we n ot be also?”  
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3. What was the result of this charge and challenge  given to these men?  

a.a.a.a. Knelt together in prayer…Knelt together in prayer…Knelt together in prayer…Knelt together in prayer… 
b.b.b.b. Tears over his leaving…”weeping” the text says…so not simply a Tears over his leaving…”weeping” the text says…so not simply a Tears over his leaving…”weeping” the text says…so not simply a Tears over his leaving…”weeping” the text says…so not simply a 

few…they were going to miss their pastor and friend…one that few…they were going to miss their pastor and friend…one that few…they were going to miss their pastor and friend…one that few…they were going to miss their pastor and friend…one that 

they would probably not see again…their wasn’t a dry eye in the they would probably not see again…their wasn’t a dry eye in the they would probably not see again…their wasn’t a dry eye in the they would probably not see again…their wasn’t a dry eye in the 

house or at the dock…house or at the dock…house or at the dock…house or at the dock… 
c.c.c.c. TTTThey embraced and kissed him goodbye…hey embraced and kissed him goodbye…hey embraced and kissed him goodbye…hey embraced and kissed him goodbye… 
d.d.d.d. They followed him to the boat…they wished to remain in his They followed him to the boat…they wished to remain in his They followed him to the boat…they wished to remain in his They followed him to the boat…they wished to remain in his 

presence as long as they could…presence as long as they could…presence as long as they could…presence as long as they could… 
e.e.e.e. They didn’t take his words as a rebuke but rather as a challenge They didn’t take his words as a rebuke but rather as a challenge They didn’t take his words as a rebuke but rather as a challenge They didn’t take his words as a rebuke but rather as a challenge 

and a charge for the work that lay ahead…and a charge for the work that lay ahead…and a charge for the work that lay ahead…and a charge for the work that lay ahead… 
    

4. In Chapter 20 what part do personal example, fel lowship, and 
instruction play in the strengthening and encouragi ng of the young 
churches? 

 
D. Acts 21:1-17. Paul’s journey to Jerusalem. 

1. What continued warnings did Paul receive about g oing to Jerusalem? 
Vs. 4 and 10.  Vs. 4 and 10.  Vs. 4 and 10.  Vs. 4 and 10.   
 

2. What is going on in verse 4? Is there a contradi ction in process here? 
The text says the disciples in Tyre were speaking t o Paul through the 
Spirit and telling him not to go to Jerusalem.  Is Paul being 
disobedient? How would you support your answer usin g the text? 
Given the full context of these events we can know that Paul is not Given the full context of these events we can know that Paul is not Given the full context of these events we can know that Paul is not Given the full context of these events we can know that Paul is not 

rejecting the Spirit’s wisdom through the disciples at Tyre. Based rejecting the Spirit’s wisdom through the disciples at Tyre. Based rejecting the Spirit’s wisdom through the disciples at Tyre. Based rejecting the Spirit’s wisdom through the disciples at Tyre. Based 

on the account of Agabus we know that because of what the Spirit on the account of Agabus we know that because of what the Spirit on the account of Agabus we know that because of what the Spirit on the account of Agabus we know that because of what the Spirit 

had revealed to them and to Paul about what was going tohad revealed to them and to Paul about what was going tohad revealed to them and to Paul about what was going tohad revealed to them and to Paul about what was going to    happen happen happen happen 

to Paul they resisted his going to Jerusalem…just like when Jesus to Paul they resisted his going to Jerusalem…just like when Jesus to Paul they resisted his going to Jerusalem…just like when Jesus to Paul they resisted his going to Jerusalem…just like when Jesus 

was counseled not to go to Jerusalem.was counseled not to go to Jerusalem.was counseled not to go to Jerusalem.was counseled not to go to Jerusalem. 
 

3. How did Paul respond to those warnings?     With singularity of focus.  With singularity of focus.  With singularity of focus.  With singularity of focus.  

He had been instructed by the Spirit to go to Jerusalem in 19:21 He had been instructed by the Spirit to go to Jerusalem in 19:21 He had been instructed by the Spirit to go to Jerusalem in 19:21 He had been instructed by the Spirit to go to Jerusalem in 19:21 

and 20:22 and 20:22 and 20:22 and 20:22 and so he must go. and so he must go. and so he must go. and so he must go.  
 

E. Acts 21:18-26. 
1. In your own words tell me what is going on betwe en Paul and the 

brothers in Jerusalem? 
 

2. Things that should be noted about this meeting: 
a.a.a.a. Not the first time these men have met…at least 4 times so far… Not the first time these men have met…at least 4 times so far… Not the first time these men have met…at least 4 times so far… Not the first time these men have met…at least 4 times so far… 

Gal. 1:18Gal. 1:18Gal. 1:18Gal. 1:18----19; 2:1,9; 19; 2:1,9; 19; 2:1,9; 19; 2:1,9; Acts 15:22ff and here.Acts 15:22ff and here.Acts 15:22ff and here.Acts 15:22ff and here.    

b.b.b.b. Both were Apostles…equal in authority and prominence…both Both were Apostles…equal in authority and prominence…both Both were Apostles…equal in authority and prominence…both Both were Apostles…equal in authority and prominence…both 

were also on the same page doctrinally…proven at the Acts 15 were also on the same page doctrinally…proven at the Acts 15 were also on the same page doctrinally…proven at the Acts 15 were also on the same page doctrinally…proven at the Acts 15 

Council.Council.Council.Council.    

c.c.c.c. James and Paul meet as the representative leaders of 2 parts of James and Paul meet as the representative leaders of 2 parts of James and Paul meet as the representative leaders of 2 parts of James and Paul meet as the representative leaders of 2 parts of 

Christianity… James is the head of  JewisChristianity… James is the head of  JewisChristianity… James is the head of  JewisChristianity… James is the head of  Jewish Christianity and h Christianity and h Christianity and h Christianity and 

Paul the Gentile branchPaul the Gentile branchPaul the Gentile branchPaul the Gentile branch    
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Acts- Sunday School 
September 30, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. Why did Paul have such confidence in these men a t Ephesus? (Chapter 
20:17-38) 
 

2. Was there any contradiction between Paul’s missi on to go to Jerusalem 
and the warnings he kept getting from the people? W hy or why not? 
a.a.a.a.     There are not contradictions in Scripture …only things we may There are not contradictions in Scripture …only things we may There are not contradictions in Scripture …only things we may There are not contradictions in Scripture …only things we may 

be confused about…there is no confusion in the Word.be confused about…there is no confusion in the Word.be confused about…there is no confusion in the Word.be confused about…there is no confusion in the Word.    

b.b.b.b. Based on the wider context of chapter 21:1Based on the wider context of chapter 21:1Based on the wider context of chapter 21:1Based on the wider context of chapter 21:1----17 we see that 17 we see that 17 we see that 17 we see that 

because of what was rebecause of what was rebecause of what was rebecause of what was revealed by the Spirit to the people and to vealed by the Spirit to the people and to vealed by the Spirit to the people and to vealed by the Spirit to the people and to 

Paul about what was going to happen to Paul… the people Paul about what was going to happen to Paul… the people Paul about what was going to happen to Paul… the people Paul about what was going to happen to Paul… the people 

resisted Paul’s going to Jerusalem while Paul embraced the will resisted Paul’s going to Jerusalem while Paul embraced the will resisted Paul’s going to Jerusalem while Paul embraced the will resisted Paul’s going to Jerusalem while Paul embraced the will 

of God.of God.of God.of God.    

 
C. Acts 21:17-26 

3. Considering the text before us and the approach of James and Paul, to 
what extent were both men willing to go for the sak e of Jewish- Gentile 
solidarity? Ceremonial cleansing even to the extent of shaving of the Ceremonial cleansing even to the extent of shaving of the Ceremonial cleansing even to the extent of shaving of the Ceremonial cleansing even to the extent of shaving of the 

hair which showed that Paul was a law abiding Jew. Just like hair which showed that Paul was a law abiding Jew. Just like hair which showed that Paul was a law abiding Jew. Just like hair which showed that Paul was a law abiding Jew. Just like 

when he willingly had Timothy circumcised. when he willingly had Timothy circumcised. when he willingly had Timothy circumcised. when he willingly had Timothy circumcised.  
 

4. Why was it “necessary” for Paul to do this? It wasn’t “necessary” in It wasn’t “necessary” in It wasn’t “necessary” in It wasn’t “necessary” in 

the sense that he was compelled to do so by the council as if he was the sense that he was compelled to do so by the council as if he was the sense that he was compelled to do so by the council as if he was the sense that he was compelled to do so by the council as if he was 

in trouble with them…for he was not…it was about Christian in trouble with them…for he was not…it was about Christian in trouble with them…for he was not…it was about Christian in trouble with them…for he was not…it was about Christian 

charity… having concern for the weaker brethren in this charity… having concern for the weaker brethren in this charity… having concern for the weaker brethren in this charity… having concern for the weaker brethren in this 

case…withoutcase…withoutcase…withoutcase…without    compromising the grace of the gospel.   Paul was compromising the grace of the gospel.   Paul was compromising the grace of the gospel.   Paul was compromising the grace of the gospel.   Paul was 

balancing what was essential with that which was not essential for balancing what was essential with that which was not essential for balancing what was essential with that which was not essential for balancing what was essential with that which was not essential for 

the good of his brothers…had it been a doctrinal issue we would be the good of his brothers…had it been a doctrinal issue we would be the good of his brothers…had it been a doctrinal issue we would be the good of his brothers…had it been a doctrinal issue we would be 

having a different discussion but as it was it was simply a cultural having a different discussion but as it was it was simply a cultural having a different discussion but as it was it was simply a cultural having a different discussion but as it was it was simply a cultural 

andandandand    traditional practice. traditional practice. traditional practice. traditional practice.  
 

5.5.5.5. Though both men were obviously willing to make con cessions when it 
came to the cultural and traditional practices, was  there any difference 
between them doctrinally and ethically? How do we k now?     

a.a.a.a. All the brothers received PaulAll the brothers received PaulAll the brothers received PaulAll the brothers received Paul    gladgladgladgladly/ly/ly/ly/joyfullyjoyfullyjoyfullyjoyfully. James along with James along with James along with James along with 

the other elders equally praised the work among the Gentiles the other elders equally praised the work among the Gentiles the other elders equally praised the work among the Gentiles the other elders equally praised the work among the Gentiles 

(all the things that had occurred since Acts 15)…they glorified (all the things that had occurred since Acts 15)…they glorified (all the things that had occurred since Acts 15)…they glorified (all the things that had occurred since Acts 15)…they glorified 

God because of this work.   God because of this work.   God because of this work.   God because of this work.       

b.b.b.b. They called him “brother” acknowledging his position among They called him “brother” acknowledging his position among They called him “brother” acknowledging his position among They called him “brother” acknowledging his position among 

them…not simpthem…not simpthem…not simpthem…not simply an affectionate term.ly an affectionate term.ly an affectionate term.ly an affectionate term.    

c.c.c.c. James reiterates the letter sent by the Jerusalem Council to the James reiterates the letter sent by the Jerusalem Council to the James reiterates the letter sent by the Jerusalem Council to the James reiterates the letter sent by the Jerusalem Council to the 

Gentiles as a way of making it clear that the 2 churches are Gentiles as a way of making it clear that the 2 churches are Gentiles as a way of making it clear that the 2 churches are Gentiles as a way of making it clear that the 2 churches are 

united in doctrine, the Council had already affirmed the same united in doctrine, the Council had already affirmed the same united in doctrine, the Council had already affirmed the same united in doctrine, the Council had already affirmed the same 

doctrinal positions as Paul …doctrinal positions as Paul …doctrinal positions as Paul …doctrinal positions as Paul …    
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d.d.d.d. Both also affBoth also affBoth also affBoth also affirmed the place of the moral law… civil practice is irmed the place of the moral law… civil practice is irmed the place of the moral law… civil practice is irmed the place of the moral law… civil practice is 

separate as long as the practice does not become equal to the separate as long as the practice does not become equal to the separate as long as the practice does not become equal to the separate as long as the practice does not become equal to the 

moral law.  Individual Jews were free to practice the “old moral law.  Individual Jews were free to practice the “old moral law.  Individual Jews were free to practice the “old moral law.  Individual Jews were free to practice the “old 

ways” as long as those did not get in the way of correct ways” as long as those did not get in the way of correct ways” as long as those did not get in the way of correct ways” as long as those did not get in the way of correct 

doctrine…that salvation isdoctrine…that salvation isdoctrine…that salvation isdoctrine…that salvation is    by grace alone…the law does not and by grace alone…the law does not and by grace alone…the law does not and by grace alone…the law does not and 

cannot save anyone.cannot save anyone.cannot save anyone.cannot save anyone. According to 24:17 the Jerusalem church According to 24:17 the Jerusalem church According to 24:17 the Jerusalem church According to 24:17 the Jerusalem church 

also received the offering from the Gentile churches in support also received the offering from the Gentile churches in support also received the offering from the Gentile churches in support also received the offering from the Gentile churches in support 

of the church’s needs…it is likely that Paul would have of the church’s needs…it is likely that Paul would have of the church’s needs…it is likely that Paul would have of the church’s needs…it is likely that Paul would have 

presented this when he arrived which prpresented this when he arrived which prpresented this when he arrived which prpresented this when he arrived which probably added to the obably added to the obably added to the obably added to the 

Jerusalem’s church warm greeting, as well. I mean, everyone Jerusalem’s church warm greeting, as well. I mean, everyone Jerusalem’s church warm greeting, as well. I mean, everyone Jerusalem’s church warm greeting, as well. I mean, everyone 

likes extra cash…right?  By receiving this offering the likes extra cash…right?  By receiving this offering the likes extra cash…right?  By receiving this offering the likes extra cash…right?  By receiving this offering the 

Jerusalem church was also acknowledging what the offering Jerusalem church was also acknowledging what the offering Jerusalem church was also acknowledging what the offering Jerusalem church was also acknowledging what the offering 

symbolized …unity and solidarity between them and the Jewish symbolized …unity and solidarity between them and the Jewish symbolized …unity and solidarity between them and the Jewish symbolized …unity and solidarity between them and the Jewish 

CCCChristians.hristians.hristians.hristians.    

e.e.e.e. Mutual submission one to another. PCA elders take vows to be Mutual submission one to another. PCA elders take vows to be Mutual submission one to another. PCA elders take vows to be Mutual submission one to another. PCA elders take vows to be 

submissive to their brothers… other elders.submissive to their brothers… other elders.submissive to their brothers… other elders.submissive to their brothers… other elders.    

    

6.6.6.6. We can see the grace in this position towards a we aker brother…but 
what about the weakness in carrying this position t oo far? The letter toThe letter toThe letter toThe letter to    

the Hebrews reflects how the Jerusalem church seems to have the Hebrews reflects how the Jerusalem church seems to have the Hebrews reflects how the Jerusalem church seems to have the Hebrews reflects how the Jerusalem church seems to have 

denied the stronger teachings of doctrine for the people were denied the stronger teachings of doctrine for the people were denied the stronger teachings of doctrine for the people were denied the stronger teachings of doctrine for the people were 

reverting back to the works righteousness of Judaism. Interesting reverting back to the works righteousness of Judaism. Interesting reverting back to the works righteousness of Judaism. Interesting reverting back to the works righteousness of Judaism. Interesting 

how the letter to the Galatians and the letter to the Hebrews has how the letter to the Galatians and the letter to the Hebrews has how the letter to the Galatians and the letter to the Hebrews has how the letter to the Galatians and the letter to the Hebrews has 

mmmmuch to say to us today and the Pelagian views the Church is uch to say to us today and the Pelagian views the Church is uch to say to us today and the Pelagian views the Church is uch to say to us today and the Pelagian views the Church is 

espousing all over again.  When the church leaves the simple espousing all over again.  When the church leaves the simple espousing all over again.  When the church leaves the simple espousing all over again.  When the church leaves the simple 

doctrines of grace the church is weakened to the point of doctrines of grace the church is weakened to the point of doctrines of grace the church is weakened to the point of doctrines of grace the church is weakened to the point of 

ineffectiveness and it lacks authenticity because our doctrine can ineffectiveness and it lacks authenticity because our doctrine can ineffectiveness and it lacks authenticity because our doctrine can ineffectiveness and it lacks authenticity because our doctrine can 

so easily so easily so easily so easily be picked apart by even nonbe picked apart by even nonbe picked apart by even nonbe picked apart by even non----believers.believers.believers.believers.    

    

7. So what is the issue that the people have with P aul according to 
James? It is just like in Chapter 15 at the Council ...it was all It is just like in Chapter 15 at the Council ...it was all It is just like in Chapter 15 at the Council ...it was all It is just like in Chapter 15 at the Council ...it was all 

ceremonial or cultural practices that might lead to offense between ceremonial or cultural practices that might lead to offense between ceremonial or cultural practices that might lead to offense between ceremonial or cultural practices that might lead to offense between 

Gentile and Jew.Gentile and Jew.Gentile and Jew.Gentile and Jew. It is NOT about salvation at this point (that will It is NOT about salvation at this point (that will It is NOT about salvation at this point (that will It is NOT about salvation at this point (that will 

come later)…but rather about how Paul is discipling the come later)…but rather about how Paul is discipling the come later)…but rather about how Paul is discipling the come later)…but rather about how Paul is discipling the 

people…specifically the Jews that lived among the Gentiles…vs. 20.  people…specifically the Jews that lived among the Gentiles…vs. 20.  people…specifically the Jews that lived among the Gentiles…vs. 20.  people…specifically the Jews that lived among the Gentiles…vs. 20.  

The Council had said the circumcision was unnecessary for The Council had said the circumcision was unnecessary for The Council had said the circumcision was unnecessary for The Council had said the circumcision was unnecessary for 

salvation and that the salvation and that the salvation and that the salvation and that the law cannot save but the Jews in Jerusalem law cannot save but the Jews in Jerusalem law cannot save but the Jews in Jerusalem law cannot save but the Jews in Jerusalem 

did not want the “old ways” to go untaught to the Jews living did not want the “old ways” to go untaught to the Jews living did not want the “old ways” to go untaught to the Jews living did not want the “old ways” to go untaught to the Jews living 

among the Gentiles.  The “rumor” was that Paul was NOT teaching among the Gentiles.  The “rumor” was that Paul was NOT teaching among the Gentiles.  The “rumor” was that Paul was NOT teaching among the Gentiles.  The “rumor” was that Paul was NOT teaching 

the Jews to observe Jewish cultural practices.  And the reality was the Jews to observe Jewish cultural practices.  And the reality was the Jews to observe Jewish cultural practices.  And the reality was the Jews to observe Jewish cultural practices.  And the reality was 

that their claims wethat their claims wethat their claims wethat their claims were probably right.re probably right.re probably right.re probably right. 
 

8. Reformed believers have been falsely accused of not having a heart 
when it comes to the weaknesses of other believers.  I say falsely, 
because very often simply standing for the true gos pel as opposed to 
an Arminian or Pelagian understanding often looks a nd feels 
judgmental…and sometimes is. However, we DO NOT hav e all the 
answers and we certainly don’t live any differently  than our Pelagian or 
semi-pelagian brothers sometime…so with this in min d what are some 
ways that we can better show grace to our brothers and sisters in Christ 
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that do not hold the same understanding of what we teach that 
Scripture teaches? Let this chapter up to this poin t be your guide! 
a.a.a.a.     First of all we should probably remove as often as we can labels First of all we should probably remove as often as we can labels First of all we should probably remove as often as we can labels First of all we should probably remove as often as we can labels 

like the ones Ilike the ones Ilike the ones Ilike the ones I    was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians 

then we should not label them with anything other than then we should not label them with anything other than then we should not label them with anything other than then we should not label them with anything other than 

brother and sister…brother and sister…brother and sister…brother and sister…    

b.b.b.b. Also, with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…not to Also, with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…not to Also, with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…not to Also, with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…not to 

make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a 

desiredesiredesiredesire    to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a 

Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so 

versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in 

mind….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of mind….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of mind….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of mind….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of 

Calvinism”. Calvinism”. Calvinism”. Calvinism”. are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to 

live by.  The live by.  The live by.  The live by.  The ““““5 Points5 Points5 Points5 Points””””    are good in illustrating what the Bible are good in illustrating what the Bible are good in illustrating what the Bible are good in illustrating what the Bible 

teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as 

God’God’God’God’s Word iss Word iss Word iss Word is    our our our our only only only only foundation for faith and practice.foundation for faith and practice.foundation for faith and practice.foundation for faith and practice.    

    

D. Acts 21:27-36 
1. What 2 accusations are made against Paul by the angry crowd? See See See See 

verse 27verse 27verse 27verse 27----28.  28.  28.  28.   
a. Paul was teaching AGAINST Judaism…Paul was teaching AGAINST Judaism…Paul was teaching AGAINST Judaism…Paul was teaching AGAINST Judaism… 
b.b.b.b. Paul brought Greeks into the Temple area where only Jews Paul brought Greeks into the Temple area where only Jews Paul brought Greeks into the Temple area where only Jews Paul brought Greeks into the Temple area where only Jews 

could go.could go.could go.could go.    

    

2. How are these accusations both inaccurate and ir onical?  
a.a.a.a. The Jews misunderstThe Jews misunderstThe Jews misunderstThe Jews misunderstood Paul they way they had ood Paul they way they had ood Paul they way they had ood Paul they way they had 

misunderstood Jesus and even Stephen…Paul was not speaking misunderstood Jesus and even Stephen…Paul was not speaking misunderstood Jesus and even Stephen…Paul was not speaking misunderstood Jesus and even Stephen…Paul was not speaking 

against the Law but he was speaking about the fulfillment of against the Law but he was speaking about the fulfillment of against the Law but he was speaking about the fulfillment of against the Law but he was speaking about the fulfillment of 

the law in Jesus…and also that the moral law should still be the law in Jesus…and also that the moral law should still be the law in Jesus…and also that the moral law should still be the law in Jesus…and also that the moral law should still be 

kept by all believers… through the work of the Hkept by all believers… through the work of the Hkept by all believers… through the work of the Hkept by all believers… through the work of the Holy Spirit.oly Spirit.oly Spirit.oly Spirit. 
b.b.b.b. An irony is that this is what Paul used to do…arrest the An irony is that this is what Paul used to do…arrest the An irony is that this is what Paul used to do…arrest the An irony is that this is what Paul used to do…arrest the 

Christians…those of The Way… for the same thing…the same Christians…those of The Way… for the same thing…the same Christians…those of The Way… for the same thing…the same Christians…those of The Way… for the same thing…the same 

“misunderstanding”.“misunderstanding”.“misunderstanding”.“misunderstanding”. 
c.c.c.c. One irony is that this should have been a charge at all since he One irony is that this should have been a charge at all since he One irony is that this should have been a charge at all since he One irony is that this should have been a charge at all since he 

himself was undergoing purification so that hhimself was undergoing purification so that hhimself was undergoing purification so that hhimself was undergoing purification so that he would not defile e would not defile e would not defile e would not defile 

the temple.the temple.the temple.the temple.    

d.d.d.d. The Greek believer never went The Greek believer never went The Greek believer never went The Greek believer never went ininininto the temple as far as we can to the temple as far as we can to the temple as far as we can to the temple as far as we can 

tell…the text says that “tell…the text says that “tell…the text says that “tell…the text says that “they supposed Paul had brought him they supposed Paul had brought him they supposed Paul had brought him they supposed Paul had brought him 
into the temple…”into the temple…”into the temple…”into the temple…”    

e.e.e.e. So they were willing to lie to stir up the crowd rather than to So they were willing to lie to stir up the crowd rather than to So they were willing to lie to stir up the crowd rather than to So they were willing to lie to stir up the crowd rather than to 

listen to the truth…listen to the truth…listen to the truth…listen to the truth…for the truth is not important to those bent for the truth is not important to those bent for the truth is not important to those bent for the truth is not important to those bent 

on tearing down someone else… (Gentiles were permitted to on tearing down someone else… (Gentiles were permitted to on tearing down someone else… (Gentiles were permitted to on tearing down someone else… (Gentiles were permitted to 

enter only the outer court …the Court of the Gentiles…of the enter only the outer court …the Court of the Gentiles…of the enter only the outer court …the Court of the Gentiles…of the enter only the outer court …the Court of the Gentiles…of the 

temple.  There was a stone wall of partition about 4 ½ feet high temple.  There was a stone wall of partition about 4 ½ feet high temple.  There was a stone wall of partition about 4 ½ feet high temple.  There was a stone wall of partition about 4 ½ feet high 

with an inscription that fowith an inscription that fowith an inscription that fowith an inscription that forbid any nonrbid any nonrbid any nonrbid any non----Jew from going any Jew from going any Jew from going any Jew from going any 

further under the penalty of death.  Rome had given the Jews further under the penalty of death.  Rome had given the Jews further under the penalty of death.  Rome had given the Jews further under the penalty of death.  Rome had given the Jews 

the permission to kill any nonthe permission to kill any nonthe permission to kill any nonthe permission to kill any non----Jew for in desecrating their Jew for in desecrating their Jew for in desecrating their Jew for in desecrating their 

temple by going beyond the barricade…even a Roman citizen.)temple by going beyond the barricade…even a Roman citizen.)temple by going beyond the barricade…even a Roman citizen.)temple by going beyond the barricade…even a Roman citizen.)    

f.f.f.f. Another irony perhaps is the way Paul was “Another irony perhaps is the way Paul was “Another irony perhaps is the way Paul was “Another irony perhaps is the way Paul was “cared” for by the cared” for by the cared” for by the cared” for by the 

Roman consulate/tribune by taking him into protective custody Roman consulate/tribune by taking him into protective custody Roman consulate/tribune by taking him into protective custody Roman consulate/tribune by taking him into protective custody 

to get him away from such a lynch mob…and then we hear them to get him away from such a lynch mob…and then we hear them to get him away from such a lynch mob…and then we hear them to get him away from such a lynch mob…and then we hear them 
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saying… “Away with him.” Or could that have been, “Crucify saying… “Away with him.” Or could that have been, “Crucify saying… “Away with him.” Or could that have been, “Crucify saying… “Away with him.” Or could that have been, “Crucify 

him!?!”  Not to go to far with this but the similarities him!?!”  Not to go to far with this but the similarities him!?!”  Not to go to far with this but the similarities him!?!”  Not to go to far with this but the similarities are are are are 

striking to be sure. striking to be sure. striking to be sure. striking to be sure.     

 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
October 7, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. We saw last week how Paul and James were willing  to make some 
concessions without compromising the faith for the good of the peace 
and unity in the church that comprised Jews and Gen tiles. As we were 
applying some of what we learned last week to our d ay to day life, I 
talked about how Reformed people historically have often acted without 
a heart…so consumed with doctrine that we miss the need of the 
person we are talking to. In our opposition to Armi nianism and 
Pelagianism we have sometimes forgot that while the y maybe perusing 
the wrong path they indeed may be brothers and sist ers in Christ and 
we have a mandate to treat one-another with love, h onor and respect as 
we are able.    
 

2. With this in mind I posed this question: Since i t is certain that we DON’T 
have all the answers, what are some ways that we ca n better show 
grace to our brothers and sisters in Christ who do not hold the same 
understanding of Scripture as we do? 
a.a.a.a. First oFirst oFirst oFirst of all, we should probably remove as often as we can labels f all, we should probably remove as often as we can labels f all, we should probably remove as often as we can labels f all, we should probably remove as often as we can labels 

like the ones I was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians like the ones I was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians like the ones I was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians like the ones I was just using.  IF we believe they are Christians 

then we should not label them with anything other than then we should not label them with anything other than then we should not label them with anything other than then we should not label them with anything other than 

brother and sister…brother and sister…brother and sister…brother and sister…    

b.b.b.b. Also with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…noAlso with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…noAlso with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…noAlso with this in mind, we approach them accordingly…not to t to t to t to 

make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a make them feel inferior…for we are sinners as well…but with a 

desire to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a desire to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a desire to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a desire to see them come to God’s point of view. It is not a 

Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so Reformed view against the rest of the views…we need to be so 

versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in versed on the Bible that it is always the Bible’s view we have in 

mimimimind….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of nd….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of nd….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of nd….the doctrines of grace…rather than say, “the 5 points of 

Calvinism”...are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to Calvinism”...are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to Calvinism”...are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to Calvinism”...are God’s doctrines that He expects His church to 

live by.  The “5 Points” are good in illustrating what the Bible live by.  The “5 Points” are good in illustrating what the Bible live by.  The “5 Points” are good in illustrating what the Bible live by.  The “5 Points” are good in illustrating what the Bible 

teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as teaches but they can never be our foundation. The Bible alone as 

GoGoGoGod’s Word is our only foundation for faith and practice.d’s Word is our only foundation for faith and practice.d’s Word is our only foundation for faith and practice.d’s Word is our only foundation for faith and practice.    

c.c.c.c. READ Conversation between Charles Simeon a Reformed READ Conversation between Charles Simeon a Reformed READ Conversation between Charles Simeon a Reformed READ Conversation between Charles Simeon a Reformed 

Anglican pastor with John Wesley…Anglican pastor with John Wesley…Anglican pastor with John Wesley…Anglican pastor with John Wesley… This is a conversation between 

Charles Simeon and the aging John Wesley.  Simeon was a stout Calvinist as a 

minister in the Anglican church but he preferred to be called biblical but he 

chose to be charitable to Christian with different understanding like John 

Wesley’s apparent Arminianism.  This is a conversation he had with the aging 

Wesley to show his approach:     

“Sir, I understand that you are called an Arminian; and I have been sometimes 

called a Calvinist; and therefore I suppose we are to draw daggers? But before 

I consent to begin such combat, with your permission I will ask you a few 
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questions. Pray, Sir, do you feel yourself a depraved creature, so depraved 

that you would never have thought of turning to God, if God had not first put 

it into your heart? Yes, I do indeed. Wesley responded.  

 

And do you utterly despair of recommending yourself to God by anything you 

can do; and look for salvation solely through the blood and righteousness of 

Christ? Yes, solely through Christ; was Wesley’s response again. 

 

But Sir, supposing you were first saved by Christ, are you not somehow or 

other to save yourself afterwards by your own works? No, I must be saved by 

Christ from first to last, demanded Wesley. 

 

Allowing, then, that you were first turned by the grace of God, are you not in 

some way or other to keep yourself by your own power? No! 

 

What then, are you to be upheld every hour and every moment by God, as 

much as an infant in it mother’s arms?  Yes, altogether, Wesley responded 

again. 

 

And is all your hope in the grace and mercy of God to preserve you unto His 

heavenly kingdom? Yes, I have no hope but n Him. 

 

Then, Sir, with your leave I will put up my dagger again; for this is all my 

Calvinism; this is my election, my justification by faith, my final perseverance: 

it is in substance all that I hold, and as I hold it; therefore, if you please, 

instead of searching out terms and phrases to be a ground of contention 

between us, we will cordially unite in those things wherein we agree.” 

(Reprinted from the book The Roots of Endurance by John Piper. Pg. 87-88) 

    

3. Considering the talk we have made about the conc ession being for the 
peace and unity of the church…let’s consider togeth er now a side 
issue.  What would be “good” reasons for leaving a church/fellowship 
of believers?  
a.a.a.a. A trick question on one handA trick question on one handA trick question on one handA trick question on one hand----    no “good” reasons…save perhaps no “good” reasons…save perhaps no “good” reasons…save perhaps no “good” reasons…save perhaps 

death or moving.death or moving.death or moving.death or moving. 
b.b.b.b. God hates us to break “vGod hates us to break “vGod hates us to break “vGod hates us to break “vows”…it would be better that we never ows”…it would be better that we never ows”…it would be better that we never ows”…it would be better that we never 

make them on one hand, but on the other vows are crucial in make them on one hand, but on the other vows are crucial in make them on one hand, but on the other vows are crucial in make them on one hand, but on the other vows are crucial in 

our life as well. (Number 30:2)our life as well. (Number 30:2)our life as well. (Number 30:2)our life as well. (Number 30:2) 
c.c.c.c. But there are reasons to consider leaving.  Calvin gave us only 3.But there are reasons to consider leaving.  Calvin gave us only 3.But there are reasons to consider leaving.  Calvin gave us only 3.But there are reasons to consider leaving.  Calvin gave us only 3. 

(1)(1)(1)(1) Wrongful preaching of the Word of God;Wrongful preaching of the Word of God;Wrongful preaching of the Word of God;Wrongful preaching of the Word of God; 
(2)(2)(2)(2) Inappropriate undersInappropriate undersInappropriate undersInappropriate understanding and administration/practice tanding and administration/practice tanding and administration/practice tanding and administration/practice 

of the sacraments;of the sacraments;of the sacraments;of the sacraments; 
(3)(3)(3)(3) No oversight and/or discipline of membership…of God’s No oversight and/or discipline of membership…of God’s No oversight and/or discipline of membership…of God’s No oversight and/or discipline of membership…of God’s 

flock. flock. flock. flock.  
(4)(4)(4)(4) If you can’t submit to the leadership because they exhibit If you can’t submit to the leadership because they exhibit If you can’t submit to the leadership because they exhibit If you can’t submit to the leadership because they exhibit 

these or other nonthese or other nonthese or other nonthese or other non----biblical tendencies it is time to discuss biblical tendencies it is time to discuss biblical tendencies it is time to discuss biblical tendencies it is time to discuss 

this with your leadthis with your leadthis with your leadthis with your leadership before you simply up and leave in ership before you simply up and leave in ership before you simply up and leave in ership before you simply up and leave in 

a huff…In fact, I would submit that as believers we do not a huff…In fact, I would submit that as believers we do not a huff…In fact, I would submit that as believers we do not a huff…In fact, I would submit that as believers we do not 

have the right to ever leave a fellowship of God’s people in a have the right to ever leave a fellowship of God’s people in a have the right to ever leave a fellowship of God’s people in a have the right to ever leave a fellowship of God’s people in a 
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huff …(It is sinful on our part. For the Body is denied and we huff …(It is sinful on our part. For the Body is denied and we huff …(It is sinful on our part. For the Body is denied and we huff …(It is sinful on our part. For the Body is denied and we 

treat everyone in that body witreat everyone in that body witreat everyone in that body witreat everyone in that body with the same distain by simply th the same distain by simply th the same distain by simply th the same distain by simply 

leaving)…without first approaching those that offend and leaving)…without first approaching those that offend and leaving)…without first approaching those that offend and leaving)…without first approaching those that offend and 

going through appropriate channels of the leadership before going through appropriate channels of the leadership before going through appropriate channels of the leadership before going through appropriate channels of the leadership before 

determining what God is calling you to.determining what God is calling you to.determining what God is calling you to.determining what God is calling you to. 
    

C. Acts 21:37-22:29 
1. In what ways did Paul demonstrate his sensitivit y to the crowd as he 

boldly gave his testimony in verses 21:40-22:21?  
a.a.a.a. Addressed them in the Hebrew language…not the trade Addressed them in the Hebrew language…not the trade Addressed them in the Hebrew language…not the trade Addressed them in the Hebrew language…not the trade 

language…Greek…but their own language…and because he used language…Greek…but their own language…and because he used language…Greek…but their own language…and because he used language…Greek…but their own language…and because he used 

this language …they listened.this language …they listened.this language …they listened.this language …they listened.    

b.b.b.b. He spoke of his Jewish heritage and education evHe spoke of his Jewish heritage and education evHe spoke of his Jewish heritage and education evHe spoke of his Jewish heritage and education even with the en with the en with the en with the 

great Gamaliel…well known and respected in Jewish law and great Gamaliel…well known and respected in Jewish law and great Gamaliel…well known and respected in Jewish law and great Gamaliel…well known and respected in Jewish law and 

logic….and how he had been trained logic….and how he had been trained logic….and how he had been trained logic….and how he had been trained “according to the strict “according to the strict “according to the strict “according to the strict 
manner of the law of our fathers…”manner of the law of our fathers…”manner of the law of our fathers…”manner of the law of our fathers…”…memorization of the whole …memorization of the whole …memorization of the whole …memorization of the whole 

text…retext…retext…retext…re----writing the text…even to persecuting those who seem writing the text…even to persecuting those who seem writing the text…even to persecuting those who seem writing the text…even to persecuting those who seem 

to stto stto stto stray from the text…ray from the text…ray from the text…ray from the text…    
c.c.c.c. He speaks of “our fathers”…speaking of the patriarchs… the He speaks of “our fathers”…speaking of the patriarchs… the He speaks of “our fathers”…speaking of the patriarchs… the He speaks of “our fathers”…speaking of the patriarchs… the 

Law of Moses and then the God of our father’s …Abraham, Isaac Law of Moses and then the God of our father’s …Abraham, Isaac Law of Moses and then the God of our father’s …Abraham, Isaac Law of Moses and then the God of our father’s …Abraham, Isaac 

and Jacob…and Jacob…and Jacob…and Jacob…    
d.d.d.d. He spoke of how he persecuted Christian…those of the Way…He spoke of how he persecuted Christian…those of the Way…He spoke of how he persecuted Christian…those of the Way…He spoke of how he persecuted Christian…those of the Way…    
e.e.e.e. Even spoke of Ananias as a devout followers of Even spoke of Ananias as a devout followers of Even spoke of Ananias as a devout followers of Even spoke of Ananias as a devout followers of the traditions …the traditions …the traditions …the traditions …    
f.f.f.f. He spoke of Jerusalem and the temple..He spoke of Jerusalem and the temple..He spoke of Jerusalem and the temple..He spoke of Jerusalem and the temple..    
g.g.g.g. Then he spoke of being sent to the Gentiles…and of course he Then he spoke of being sent to the Gentiles…and of course he Then he spoke of being sent to the Gentiles…and of course he Then he spoke of being sent to the Gentiles…and of course he 

was now right back to where he was before He spoke…for the was now right back to where he was before He spoke…for the was now right back to where he was before He spoke…for the was now right back to where he was before He spoke…for the 

people were unwilling and unable to accept that even though it people were unwilling and unable to accept that even though it people were unwilling and unable to accept that even though it people were unwilling and unable to accept that even though it 

had also been prohad also been prohad also been prohad also been prophesied by their own prophets of old.phesied by their own prophets of old.phesied by their own prophets of old.phesied by their own prophets of old.    
 

2. Why does Paul seem to be giving a testimony rather than a defense or a 
sermon? He is seeking to show that he is still a Jew, though now he He is seeking to show that he is still a Jew, though now he He is seeking to show that he is still a Jew, though now he He is seeking to show that he is still a Jew, though now he 

is a Christian. is a Christian. is a Christian. is a Christian. Why would you think that personal testimonies may b e 
more effective sometimes than preaching or designed  apologetics?  
 

3. What was the heart of Paul’s message in this testim ony? Faith is Faith is Faith is Faith is 

through Christ alone and that there is hope in the resurrection. through Christ alone and that there is hope in the resurrection. through Christ alone and that there is hope in the resurrection. through Christ alone and that there is hope in the resurrection. 

(see Acts 23:7) (see Acts 23:7) (see Acts 23:7) (see Acts 23:7) How is Paul’s testimony different from the way we o ften 
give our testimonies today? Paul confesses who he was and he Paul confesses who he was and he Paul confesses who he was and he Paul confesses who he was and he 

emphasizes what Christ did for him….today most men speak of emphasizes what Christ did for him….today most men speak of emphasizes what Christ did for him….today most men speak of emphasizes what Christ did for him….today most men speak of 

who they were and then how they chose Christ…what they who they were and then how they chose Christ…what they who they were and then how they chose Christ…what they who they were and then how they chose Christ…what they 

decided…and how that now helps them individually.decided…and how that now helps them individually.decided…and how that now helps them individually.decided…and how that now helps them individually. 
 

4. How do Roman law and justice come to Paul’s aid aga in in verses 22-
29?  Why did he do it? Simple…it was not time for his death…there Simple…it was not time for his death…there Simple…it was not time for his death…there Simple…it was not time for his death…there 

was still work for him to do. God had granted him this privilege was still work for him to do. God had granted him this privilege was still work for him to do. God had granted him this privilege was still work for him to do. God had granted him this privilege 

for times such as these.  It is not that he shunned suffering as we do for times such as these.  It is not that he shunned suffering as we do for times such as these.  It is not that he shunned suffering as we do for times such as these.  It is not that he shunned suffering as we do 

today…but he today…but he today…but he today…but he knew by virtue o the Spirit’s leading when to suffer knew by virtue o the Spirit’s leading when to suffer knew by virtue o the Spirit’s leading when to suffer knew by virtue o the Spirit’s leading when to suffer 

and when it wasn’t necessary beyond measure.and when it wasn’t necessary beyond measure.and when it wasn’t necessary beyond measure.and when it wasn’t necessary beyond measure. 
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Acts- Sunday School 
October 14, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Acts 22:30-23:11 

1. Paul is facing death at any minute. What do we s ee here is one of the 
secrets of his boldness? Paul says that “I have fulfilled my duty to Paul says that “I have fulfilled my duty to Paul says that “I have fulfilled my duty to Paul says that “I have fulfilled my duty to 

God in all good conscience” (23:1).This is an important theme for God in all good conscience” (23:1).This is an important theme for God in all good conscience” (23:1).This is an important theme for God in all good conscience” (23:1).This is an important theme for 

Paul …see how he appeals to it again in Acts24:16 and II Timothy Paul …see how he appeals to it again in Acts24:16 and II Timothy Paul …see how he appeals to it again in Acts24:16 and II Timothy Paul …see how he appeals to it again in Acts24:16 and II Timothy 

1:3. Here we see that the secret of confidence before1:3. Here we see that the secret of confidence before1:3. Here we see that the secret of confidence before1:3. Here we see that the secret of confidence before    human beings human beings human beings human beings 

is confidenis confidenis confidenis confidence before God. He has not been as concerned toce before God. He has not been as concerned toce before God. He has not been as concerned toce before God. He has not been as concerned to    please please please please 

people as to please God and fulfill his obligations to the Lord. As apeople as to please God and fulfill his obligations to the Lord. As apeople as to please God and fulfill his obligations to the Lord. As apeople as to please God and fulfill his obligations to the Lord. As a    

result, there is a boresult, there is a boresult, there is a boresult, there is a boldness. As Paul says elsewhere,ldness. As Paul says elsewhere,ldness. As Paul says elsewhere,ldness. As Paul says elsewhere,    ““““if God is for us, if God is for us, if God is for us, if God is for us, 

whowhowhowho can be against us?” (Rom.8:31)can be against us?” (Rom.8:31)can be against us?” (Rom.8:31)can be against us?” (Rom.8:31) 
 

2. Why would Paul’s statement in 23:1 anger the Hig h Priest so? 
a.a.a.a. Paul had made it clear that he was now a Christian …a follower Paul had made it clear that he was now a Christian …a follower Paul had made it clear that he was now a Christian …a follower Paul had made it clear that he was now a Christian …a follower 

of the Way himself…BUT…he was also saying that he was still a of the Way himself…BUT…he was also saying that he was still a of the Way himself…BUT…he was also saying that he was still a of the Way himself…BUT…he was also saying that he was still a 

“good” Jew, having served God with a good conscience since his “good” Jew, having served God with a good conscience since his “good” Jew, having served God with a good conscience since his “good” Jew, having served God with a good conscience since his 

conversion… conversion… conversion… conversion… “even to this day.”“even to this day.”“even to this day.”“even to this day.”        A “good” Jew in Paul’s mind A “good” Jew in Paul’s mind A “good” Jew in Paul’s mind A “good” Jew in Paul’s mind 

was being linked with the likes of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and was being linked with the likes of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and was being linked with the likes of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and was being linked with the likes of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and 

David…not the likes of this High Priest. Josephus speaks of this David…not the likes of this High Priest. Josephus speaks of this David…not the likes of this High Priest. Josephus speaks of this David…not the likes of this High Priest. Josephus speaks of this 

High Priest this way; “High Priest this way; “High Priest this way; “High Priest this way; “a great hoarder of money, he even took a great hoarder of money, he even took a great hoarder of money, he even took a great hoarder of money, he even took 
away the tithes and offerings that belaway the tithes and offerings that belaway the tithes and offerings that belaway the tithes and offerings that belonged to the priest by onged to the priest by onged to the priest by onged to the priest by 
force.”force.”force.”force.”     

b.b.b.b. So PaulSo PaulSo PaulSo Paul, in a sense, was saying that, in a sense, was saying that, in a sense, was saying that, in a sense, was saying that    he was a “true” Jew in he was a “true” Jew in he was a “true” Jew in he was a “true” Jew in 

contrast to contrast to contrast to contrast to the high priest who was a false Jew and worldly. the high priest who was a false Jew and worldly. the high priest who was a false Jew and worldly. the high priest who was a false Jew and worldly. 

Just like in the time of Jesus the priest got exactly what was Just like in the time of Jesus the priest got exactly what was Just like in the time of Jesus the priest got exactly what was Just like in the time of Jesus the priest got exactly what was 

being said. So to Ananias Paul was blaspbeing said. So to Ananias Paul was blaspbeing said. So to Ananias Paul was blaspbeing said. So to Ananias Paul was blaspheming. heming. heming. heming.  
c.c.c.c. He was purposefully making a contrast…he was appropriately He was purposefully making a contrast…he was appropriately He was purposefully making a contrast…he was appropriately He was purposefully making a contrast…he was appropriately 

qualified to do so given his past life and the life he now lives in qualified to do so given his past life and the life he now lives in qualified to do so given his past life and the life he now lives in qualified to do so given his past life and the life he now lives in 

the Spirit with complete understanding of God’s Word.the Spirit with complete understanding of God’s Word.the Spirit with complete understanding of God’s Word.the Spirit with complete understanding of God’s Word. 
 

3. How can we have a good conscience when we know w e are sinners? 
HeHeHeHeb.9:14b.9:14b.9:14b.9:14        says, “How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, says, “How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, says, “How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, says, “How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, 
who through the eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished to who through the eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished to who through the eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished to who through the eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished to 
God, cleanse our consciences from acts that lead to death, so that God, cleanse our consciences from acts that lead to death, so that God, cleanse our consciences from acts that lead to death, so that God, cleanse our consciences from acts that lead to death, so that 
we may serve the living God!”we may serve the living God!”we may serve the living God!”we may serve the living God!”.  If he didn’t believe the gospel, .  If he didn’t believe the gospel, .  If he didn’t believe the gospel, .  If he didn’t believe the gospel, 

Paul’s statement would be totally terrifying! But because of the Paul’s statement would be totally terrifying! But because of the Paul’s statement would be totally terrifying! But because of the Paul’s statement would be totally terrifying! But because of the 

gospel, Paul can turn to God’s assessment of him, rather than to his gospel, Paul can turn to God’s assessment of him, rather than to his gospel, Paul can turn to God’s assessment of him, rather than to his gospel, Paul can turn to God’s assessment of him, rather than to his 

own feelings or to the opinions of others. And as long as we are a) own feelings or to the opinions of others. And as long as we are a) own feelings or to the opinions of others. And as long as we are a) own feelings or to the opinions of others. And as long as we are a) 

obeying the will of God and b) serving with our gifts obeying the will of God and b) serving with our gifts obeying the will of God and b) serving with our gifts obeying the will of God and b) serving with our gifts enough to enough to enough to enough to 

evidence that we are really his evidence that we are really his evidence that we are really his evidence that we are really his ————    then our consciences stay clear, then our consciences stay clear, then our consciences stay clear, then our consciences stay clear, 

not because we are being perfect, but because our behavior not because we are being perfect, but because our behavior not because we are being perfect, but because our behavior not because we are being perfect, but because our behavior 

confirms that we are his adopted children, pardoned and loved. confirms that we are his adopted children, pardoned and loved. confirms that we are his adopted children, pardoned and loved. confirms that we are his adopted children, pardoned and loved. 

Let’s take inventory! In order to have a clear conscienceLet’s take inventory! In order to have a clear conscienceLet’s take inventory! In order to have a clear conscienceLet’s take inventory! In order to have a clear conscience:::: 
a.a.a.a.     You must not be living in contradiction to what you know is You must not be living in contradiction to what you know is You must not be living in contradiction to what you know is You must not be living in contradiction to what you know is 

God’s will. Of course we disobey God, but are you living in a God’s will. Of course we disobey God, but are you living in a God’s will. Of course we disobey God, but are you living in a God’s will. Of course we disobey God, but are you living in a 

pattern of disobedience in any area(s)?pattern of disobedience in any area(s)?pattern of disobedience in any area(s)?pattern of disobedience in any area(s)? 
b.b.b.b. You must be using your gifts and opportunities to serve him. You must be using your gifts and opportunities to serve him. You must be using your gifts and opportunities to serve him. You must be using your gifts and opportunities to serve him. 

Are you willing to be identifiAre you willing to be identifiAre you willing to be identifiAre you willing to be identified as a Christian to those around ed as a Christian to those around ed as a Christian to those around ed as a Christian to those around 
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you? Are you giving time to ministry that fits your you? Are you giving time to ministry that fits your you? Are you giving time to ministry that fits your you? Are you giving time to ministry that fits your 

temperament and gifts?temperament and gifts?temperament and gifts?temperament and gifts? 
c.c.c.c. You must know that a) and b) cannot ever make you right with You must know that a) and b) cannot ever make you right with You must know that a) and b) cannot ever make you right with You must know that a) and b) cannot ever make you right with 

God, but can only provide evidence that you are really an God, but can only provide evidence that you are really an God, but can only provide evidence that you are really an God, but can only provide evidence that you are really an 

adopted child, saved by gracadopted child, saved by gracadopted child, saved by gracadopted child, saved by grace, and now completely accepted by e, and now completely accepted by e, and now completely accepted by e, and now completely accepted by 

God. God. God. God.  Do we understand this?Do we understand this?Do we understand this?Do we understand this?    

 
4. What was the purpose of Paul’s apparent anger in  verses 2 &3? He was He was He was He was 

ordered to be struck and then he was struck…a breach of protocol  ordered to be struck and then he was struck…a breach of protocol  ordered to be struck and then he was struck…a breach of protocol  ordered to be struck and then he was struck…a breach of protocol  

in Jewish law…you had to be tried before you were sentencin Jewish law…you had to be tried before you were sentencin Jewish law…you had to be tried before you were sentencin Jewish law…you had to be tried before you were sentenced and ed and ed and ed and 

punished.  So Paul spoke the truth. punished.  So Paul spoke the truth. punished.  So Paul spoke the truth. punished.  So Paul spoke the truth.     Was Paul’s anger justified or was 
it wrong? Why? 
a.a.a.a. 1111stststst, there is no reason why Luke could not show us Paul sinning. , there is no reason why Luke could not show us Paul sinning. , there is no reason why Luke could not show us Paul sinning. , there is no reason why Luke could not show us Paul sinning. 

After all, the Bible shows us Abraham, Moses, David, PeterAfter all, the Bible shows us Abraham, Moses, David, PeterAfter all, the Bible shows us Abraham, Moses, David, PeterAfter all, the Bible shows us Abraham, Moses, David, Peter————all all all all 

sinning badly. But I don’t think thsinning badly. But I don’t think thsinning badly. But I don’t think thsinning badly. But I don’t think that Paul’s anger is unjustified. at Paul’s anger is unjustified. at Paul’s anger is unjustified. at Paul’s anger is unjustified.     

b.b.b.b. 2222ndndndnd, it was illegal to strike and punish a man who has not even , it was illegal to strike and punish a man who has not even , it was illegal to strike and punish a man who has not even , it was illegal to strike and punish a man who has not even 

been convicted of a charge. The rights of defendants were safebeen convicted of a charge. The rights of defendants were safebeen convicted of a charge. The rights of defendants were safebeen convicted of a charge. The rights of defendants were safe----

guarded by both Jewish and Roman law. This was a complete guarded by both Jewish and Roman law. This was a complete guarded by both Jewish and Roman law. This was a complete guarded by both Jewish and Roman law. This was a complete 

disregard of them both.disregard of them both.disregard of them both.disregard of them both.    

c.c.c.c. 3333rdrdrdrd, Paul’s ch, Paul’s ch, Paul’s ch, Paul’s characterization of the offender as a “whitearacterization of the offender as a “whitearacterization of the offender as a “whitearacterization of the offender as a “white----washed washed washed washed 

wall” (v.3) is very fair. The metaphor refers to a wall which wall” (v.3) is very fair. The metaphor refers to a wall which wall” (v.3) is very fair. The metaphor refers to a wall which wall” (v.3) is very fair. The metaphor refers to a wall which 

was rotten and ready to fall but which had its condition hidden was rotten and ready to fall but which had its condition hidden was rotten and ready to fall but which had its condition hidden was rotten and ready to fall but which had its condition hidden 

by a coat oby a coat oby a coat oby a coat of whitewash. If f whitewash. If f whitewash. If f whitewash. If Paul really did not realize that it was Paul really did not realize that it was Paul really did not realize that it was Paul really did not realize that it was 

the High Priethe High Priethe High Priethe High Priest who gave the order, he was thinking that some st who gave the order, he was thinking that some st who gave the order, he was thinking that some st who gave the order, he was thinking that some 

religious leader had done it. Whoever it was, that was a person religious leader had done it. Whoever it was, that was a person religious leader had done it. Whoever it was, that was a person religious leader had done it. Whoever it was, that was a person 

who on the outside was “whitewashed” (appearing religious who on the outside was “whitewashed” (appearing religious who on the outside was “whitewashed” (appearing religious who on the outside was “whitewashed” (appearing religious 

and holy) but who internally was proud and cruel.and holy) but who internally was proud and cruel.and holy) but who internally was proud and cruel.and holy) but who internally was proud and cruel.    

d.d.d.d. The text seems to show us one who hThe text seems to show us one who hThe text seems to show us one who hThe text seems to show us one who has great self as great self as great self as great self ––––control not control not control not control not 

really anger above pointing out where they were wrong and really anger above pointing out where they were wrong and really anger above pointing out where they were wrong and really anger above pointing out where they were wrong and 

condemning them for their hypocrisy.condemning them for their hypocrisy.condemning them for their hypocrisy.condemning them for their hypocrisy.    

e.e.e.e. So if this be true then where does Paul get his se lf-control?     

(1)(1)(1)(1) He was an avid debater…so his skills were well honed?!?He was an avid debater…so his skills were well honed?!?He was an avid debater…so his skills were well honed?!?He was an avid debater…so his skills were well honed?!?    

(2)(2)(2)(2) What is remarkaWhat is remarkaWhat is remarkaWhat is remarkable is Paul’ble is Paul’ble is Paul’ble is Paul’s mastery of the s mastery of the s mastery of the s mastery of the Scripture. In Scripture. In Scripture. In Scripture. In 

such a highlysuch a highlysuch a highlysuch a highly----charged situation,charged situation,charged situation,charged situation,    he knows the Scripture so he knows the Scripture so he knows the Scripture so he knows the Scripture so 

well well well well that relevant texts jump to mind! This is hthat relevant texts jump to mind! This is hthat relevant texts jump to mind! This is hthat relevant texts jump to mind! This is how he gets ow he gets ow he gets ow he gets 

control. He uses the control. He uses the control. He uses the control. He uses the Word of God on himself.Word of God on himself.Word of God on himself.Word of God on himself.    Paul was able Paul was able Paul was able Paul was able 

to use Scriptto use Scriptto use Scriptto use Scripture to “hear his Masterure to “hear his Masterure to “hear his Masterure to “hear his Master’s voice’s voice’s voice’s voice....    

(3)(3)(3)(3) John SandersonJohn SandersonJohn SandersonJohn Sanderson    a PCA pastor and scholar says this about a PCA pastor and scholar says this about a PCA pastor and scholar says this about a PCA pastor and scholar says this about 
Paul here, “What impresses us about Paul is the Paul here, “What impresses us about Paul is the Paul here, “What impresses us about Paul is the Paul here, “What impresses us about Paul is the 
instantaneous submission to the law of God, once he was instantaneous submission to the law of God, once he was instantaneous submission to the law of God, once he was instantaneous submission to the law of God, once he was 
made aware that the speaker who so unlawfully ordered made aware that the speaker who so unlawfully ordered made aware that the speaker who so unlawfully ordered made aware that the speaker who so unlawfully ordered 
him to be struck was the high prhim to be struck was the high prhim to be struck was the high prhim to be struck was the high priest With all the pressures iest With all the pressures iest With all the pressures iest With all the pressures 
flooding in upon him flooding in upon him flooding in upon him flooding in upon him ————    the threats of the mob to lynch him, the threats of the mob to lynch him, the threats of the mob to lynch him, the threats of the mob to lynch him, 
the feeling that he could not get a fair trial, the injustice of the feeling that he could not get a fair trial, the injustice of the feeling that he could not get a fair trial, the injustice of the feeling that he could not get a fair trial, the injustice of 
the command to hit him the command to hit him the command to hit him the command to hit him ————    Paul had the presence of mind to Paul had the presence of mind to Paul had the presence of mind to Paul had the presence of mind to 
recall the Exodus command… [As Jesus said], ‘recall the Exodus command… [As Jesus said], ‘recall the Exodus command… [As Jesus said], ‘recall the Exodus command… [As Jesus said], ‘My sheep hear My sheep hear My sheep hear My sheep hear 
my voice’. As soon as Paul heard the voice, every faculty was my voice’. As soon as Paul heard the voice, every faculty was my voice’. As soon as Paul heard the voice, every faculty was my voice’. As soon as Paul heard the voice, every faculty was 
called into obedience…”called into obedience…”called into obedience…”called into obedience…”    ––––, , , , The Fruit of the Spirit, The Fruit of the Spirit, The Fruit of the Spirit, The Fruit of the Spirit,             

 
5. (We talked at length about his issue last week b ut here it is in the form 

we discussed.)The question that has confounded many  through the 
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ages is how is it that Paul would not have known wh o this was that gave 
the orders to slap him? There have beThere have beThere have beThere have been many speculative answers en many speculative answers en many speculative answers en many speculative answers 

put put put put forth :forth :forth :forth : 
a.a.a.a. He may have lost his temper and by the doctrines of the gospel He may have lost his temper and by the doctrines of the gospel He may have lost his temper and by the doctrines of the gospel He may have lost his temper and by the doctrines of the gospel 

he would need to apologize forhe would need to apologize forhe would need to apologize forhe would need to apologize for    losing control and responding losing control and responding losing control and responding losing control and responding 

inappropriately to the High Priest an office that deserved inappropriately to the High Priest an office that deserved inappropriately to the High Priest an office that deserved inappropriately to the High Priest an office that deserved 

respect even if the person did not;respect even if the person did not;respect even if the person did not;respect even if the person did not;    

b.b.b.b. It could have been an informal meeting of the Sanhedrin and It could have been an informal meeting of the Sanhedrin and It could have been an informal meeting of the Sanhedrin and It could have been an informal meeting of the Sanhedrin and 

thing as had not yet settled down when he was confronted with thing as had not yet settled down when he was confronted with thing as had not yet settled down when he was confronted with thing as had not yet settled down when he was confronted with 

the firsthe firsthe firsthe first question and having answered and been slapped did t question and having answered and been slapped did t question and having answered and been slapped did t question and having answered and been slapped did 

not know who it was that gave the command;not know who it was that gave the command;not know who it was that gave the command;not know who it was that gave the command;    

c.c.c.c. Or maybe it was so loud that he didn’t know where the Or maybe it was so loud that he didn’t know where the Or maybe it was so loud that he didn’t know where the Or maybe it was so loud that he didn’t know where the 

command came from;command came from;command came from;command came from;    

d.d.d.d. Augustine and Calvin agree that because of the possible Augustine and Calvin agree that because of the possible Augustine and Calvin agree that because of the possible Augustine and Calvin agree that because of the possible 

grammar Paul was saying, grammar Paul was saying, grammar Paul was saying, grammar Paul was saying, “I brot“I brot“I brot“I brothers, recognize nothing hers, recognize nothing hers, recognize nothing hers, recognize nothing 
priestly about this man” priestly about this man” priestly about this man” priestly about this man” …in other words according to them …in other words according to them …in other words according to them …in other words according to them 

Paul was denying Ananias’s right and claim to be regarded as a Paul was denying Ananias’s right and claim to be regarded as a Paul was denying Ananias’s right and claim to be regarded as a Paul was denying Ananias’s right and claim to be regarded as a 

priest of God;priest of God;priest of God;priest of God;    
e.e.e.e. Or maybe even more probable is that he couldn’t see clearly Or maybe even more probable is that he couldn’t see clearly Or maybe even more probable is that he couldn’t see clearly Or maybe even more probable is that he couldn’t see clearly 

enough by this time to know…any of enough by this time to know…any of enough by this time to know…any of enough by this time to know…any of these are plausible.these are plausible.these are plausible.these are plausible.    

    

6. Of what import does Paul seemingly give to the l aw in verse 5?  How 
does this disprove the claim of the High Priest and  the Jews? Paul Paul Paul Paul 

holds the Law in high regard as he quotes it in his apparent apology holds the Law in high regard as he quotes it in his apparent apology holds the Law in high regard as he quotes it in his apparent apology holds the Law in high regard as he quotes it in his apparent apology 

but no one seems to pick up onbut no one seems to pick up onbut no one seems to pick up onbut no one seems to pick up on    that…another reason to possibly that…another reason to possibly that…another reason to possibly that…another reason to possibly 

support the conjecture that there was so much confusion in the support the conjecture that there was so much confusion in the support the conjecture that there was so much confusion in the support the conjecture that there was so much confusion in the 

hall that Paul may not have known who his punisher was.hall that Paul may not have known who his punisher was.hall that Paul may not have known who his punisher was.hall that Paul may not have known who his punisher was. 
 

7.7.7.7. What was the source of the conflict between the Ph arisees and the 
Sadducees? Paul’s claim to be a PhariPaul’s claim to be a PhariPaul’s claim to be a PhariPaul’s claim to be a Pharisee and his alliance with them see and his alliance with them see and his alliance with them see and his alliance with them 

on the doctrine of the resurrection from the dead.on the doctrine of the resurrection from the dead.on the doctrine of the resurrection from the dead.on the doctrine of the resurrection from the dead.    Was Paul justified 
in deliberately setting the Pharisees and the Saddu cees against one 
another?  Why or why not?     

a.a.a.a.  Paul certainly saw the resurrection as the central tenet of Paul certainly saw the resurrection as the central tenet of Paul certainly saw the resurrection as the central tenet of Paul certainly saw the resurrection as the central tenet of the the the the 

gospel and he saw a way just like with the use of his Roman gospel and he saw a way just like with the use of his Roman gospel and he saw a way just like with the use of his Roman gospel and he saw a way just like with the use of his Roman 

citizenship to keep on doing what God had called him to do.  The citizenship to keep on doing what God had called him to do.  The citizenship to keep on doing what God had called him to do.  The citizenship to keep on doing what God had called him to do.  The 

only motive from Paul was the ability to be used of God until only motive from Paul was the ability to be used of God until only motive from Paul was the ability to be used of God until only motive from Paul was the ability to be used of God until 

God called him home…God called him home…God called him home…God called him home…    

b.b.b.b. “A Sadducee could not become a Christian wit“A Sadducee could not become a Christian wit“A Sadducee could not become a Christian wit“A Sadducee could not become a Christian without abandoning hout abandoning hout abandoning hout abandoning 
the distinctive theological position of his party; a Pharisee could the distinctive theological position of his party; a Pharisee could the distinctive theological position of his party; a Pharisee could the distinctive theological position of his party; a Pharisee could 
become a Christian and remain a Pharisee become a Christian and remain a Pharisee become a Christian and remain a Pharisee become a Christian and remain a Pharisee ————    in the early decades in the early decades in the early decades in the early decades 
of Christianity at least. It was not until 90 A.D. or thereby that of Christianity at least. It was not until 90 A.D. or thereby that of Christianity at least. It was not until 90 A.D. or thereby that of Christianity at least. It was not until 90 A.D. or thereby that 
steps were taken to exclude Jewish Christsteps were taken to exclude Jewish Christsteps were taken to exclude Jewish Christsteps were taken to exclude Jewish Christians from ians from ians from ians from 
participation in synagogue worship.”participation in synagogue worship.”participation in synagogue worship.”participation in synagogue worship.”    ((((F.F. F.F. F.F. F.F. Bruce, p.453).Bruce, p.453).Bruce, p.453).Bruce, p.453).    

c.c.c.c. So Paul’s statement was not only savvy, it waSo Paul’s statement was not only savvy, it waSo Paul’s statement was not only savvy, it waSo Paul’s statement was not only savvy, it was a witness for the s a witness for the s a witness for the s a witness for the 

truth. Paul truth. Paul truth. Paul truth. Paul was genuinely concerned with true doctrine, and was genuinely concerned with true doctrine, and was genuinely concerned with true doctrine, and was genuinely concerned with true doctrine, and 

the antithe antithe antithe anti----supersupersupersuper----naturalist stance of the Sadducees was hostilenaturalist stance of the Sadducees was hostilenaturalist stance of the Sadducees was hostilenaturalist stance of the Sadducees was hostile    

ttttoooowardwardwardward    the gospel.the gospel.the gospel.the gospel.    

    

8. What does Paul teach us here about how to take o n apostasy within the 
church? 
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a.a.a.a. 1111stststst, we need to not fear to speak the truth…, we need to not fear to speak the truth…, we need to not fear to speak the truth…, we need to not fear to speak the truth…    

b.b.b.b. 2222ndndndnd, we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well , we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well , we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well , we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well 

so that it empowers us..so that it empowers us..so that it empowers us..so that it empowers us..    

c.c.c.c. 3333rdrdrdrd, it is okay to hold a, it is okay to hold a, it is okay to hold a, it is okay to hold accountable those who claim to be ccountable those who claim to be ccountable those who claim to be ccountable those who claim to be 

believers but aren’t living that way…believers but aren’t living that way…believers but aren’t living that way…believers but aren’t living that way…    

d.d.d.d.     

 
    

    

9. If you had been Claudius Lysias, the tribune, wh at would you conclude 
after this meeting as to the reason why Paul was be ing so accused? 
Remember this is his 3Remember this is his 3Remember this is his 3Remember this is his 3rdrdrdrd    attempt to get to tattempt to get to tattempt to get to tattempt to get to the bottom of this…he he bottom of this…he he bottom of this…he he bottom of this…he 

had even kept Paul in jail to find out, though I am sure he would had even kept Paul in jail to find out, though I am sure he would had even kept Paul in jail to find out, though I am sure he would had even kept Paul in jail to find out, though I am sure he would 

say he kept Paul there for Paul’s own safety.  say he kept Paul there for Paul’s own safety.  say he kept Paul there for Paul’s own safety.  say he kept Paul there for Paul’s own safety.   
a.a.a.a. Just like with Pilate…everyone seemed to have a separate Just like with Pilate…everyone seemed to have a separate Just like with Pilate…everyone seemed to have a separate Just like with Pilate…everyone seemed to have a separate 

reason to accuse Paul;reason to accuse Paul;reason to accuse Paul;reason to accuse Paul; 
b.b.b.b. Since the Romans were pretty much convincSince the Romans were pretty much convincSince the Romans were pretty much convincSince the Romans were pretty much convinced that ed that ed that ed that 

Christianity or The Way was simply an off shoot of Judaism , he Christianity or The Way was simply an off shoot of Judaism , he Christianity or The Way was simply an off shoot of Judaism , he Christianity or The Way was simply an off shoot of Judaism , he 

probably walked away in confusion saying…if this is how this probably walked away in confusion saying…if this is how this probably walked away in confusion saying…if this is how this probably walked away in confusion saying…if this is how this 

religion works then  Rome need not fear anything of this for it religion works then  Rome need not fear anything of this for it religion works then  Rome need not fear anything of this for it religion works then  Rome need not fear anything of this for it 

will soon kill itself off…literally.will soon kill itself off…literally.will soon kill itself off…literally.will soon kill itself off…literally. 
c.c.c.c. This is what congregatThis is what congregatThis is what congregatThis is what congregational form of government looks like? ional form of government looks like? ional form of government looks like? ional form of government looks like? ☺☺☺☺    ☺☺☺☺ 

 
 

10. What effect do you think the Lord’s appearance and message had on 
Paul in verse 11? All that Paul had experienced the last couple of All that Paul had experienced the last couple of All that Paul had experienced the last couple of All that Paul had experienced the last couple of 

days certainly had to leave him wondering how in the world he days certainly had to leave him wondering how in the world he days certainly had to leave him wondering how in the world he days certainly had to leave him wondering how in the world he 

was going to get owas going to get owas going to get owas going to get out of this alive…or that the warnings might have ut of this alive…or that the warnings might have ut of this alive…or that the warnings might have ut of this alive…or that the warnings might have 

been true that his end was near. Even though he was prepared for been true that his end was near. Even though he was prepared for been true that his end was near. Even though he was prepared for been true that his end was near. Even though he was prepared for 

this if this be God’s will…this if this be God’s will…this if this be God’s will…this if this be God’s will…he was human so Ihe was human so Ihe was human so Ihe was human so I    am sure he probably am sure he probably am sure he probably am sure he probably 

wondered.wondered.wondered.wondered.  The Spirit had sent him to Jerusalem to bear The Spirit had sent him to Jerusalem to bear The Spirit had sent him to Jerusalem to bear The Spirit had sent him to Jerusalem to bear 

witness/testify aboutwitness/testify aboutwitness/testify aboutwitness/testify about    Him to the people…and He has done that.  Him to the people…and He has done that.  Him to the people…and He has done that.  Him to the people…and He has done that.  

Now Jesus will be sending him to Rome to do the same thing. Now Jesus will be sending him to Rome to do the same thing. Now Jesus will be sending him to Rome to do the same thing. Now Jesus will be sending him to Rome to do the same thing.  
a.a.a.a. The Lord’s appearance definitely confirmed the fact the God is The Lord’s appearance definitely confirmed the fact the God is The Lord’s appearance definitely confirmed the fact the God is The Lord’s appearance definitely confirmed the fact the God is 

always with us;always with us;always with us;always with us;    

b.b.b.b. It confirms God’s promise to be near the needy and that He It confirms God’s promise to be near the needy and that He It confirms God’s promise to be near the needy and that He It confirms God’s promise to be near the needy and that He 

hears our prayehears our prayehears our prayehears our prayers;rs;rs;rs;    

c.c.c.c. It confirmed that Paul wouldn’t die…at least not now for Jesus It confirmed that Paul wouldn’t die…at least not now for Jesus It confirmed that Paul wouldn’t die…at least not now for Jesus It confirmed that Paul wouldn’t die…at least not now for Jesus 

still had more work for him;still had more work for him;still had more work for him;still had more work for him;    

d.d.d.d. It confirmed that he was right where God wanted him to be It confirmed that he was right where God wanted him to be It confirmed that he was right where God wanted him to be It confirmed that he was right where God wanted him to be 

doing exactly what he was supposed to be doing and that God doing exactly what he was supposed to be doing and that God doing exactly what he was supposed to be doing and that God doing exactly what he was supposed to be doing and that God 

was pleased; was pleased; was pleased; was pleased;     

e.e.e.e. And if Paul was thinking cleAnd if Paul was thinking cleAnd if Paul was thinking cleAnd if Paul was thinking clearly, arly, arly, arly, and he probably was since his and he probably was since his and he probably was since his and he probably was since his 

death seems to have been on his mind a lot…not in a morbid death seems to have been on his mind a lot…not in a morbid death seems to have been on his mind a lot…not in a morbid death seems to have been on his mind a lot…not in a morbid 

sense but in a real one knowing that when he was finished with sense but in a real one knowing that when he was finished with sense but in a real one knowing that when he was finished with sense but in a real one knowing that when he was finished with 

what God had for him to do God would call him home and so he what God had for him to do God would call him home and so he what God had for him to do God would call him home and so he what God had for him to do God would call him home and so he 

was always ready…for he said it best,was always ready…for he said it best,was always ready…for he said it best,was always ready…for he said it best,    “…Christ will be honored “…Christ will be honored “…Christ will be honored “…Christ will be honored 
in my body, whether by life or by death. For to me to live is in my body, whether by life or by death. For to me to live is in my body, whether by life or by death. For to me to live is in my body, whether by life or by death. For to me to live is 
Christ, and to die is gain.”Christ, and to die is gain.”Christ, and to die is gain.”Christ, and to die is gain.”    …………As I said if he was thinking clearly As I said if he was thinking clearly As I said if he was thinking clearly As I said if he was thinking clearly 

he would know that his trials were not over yet…Jesus came to he would know that his trials were not over yet…Jesus came to he would know that his trials were not over yet…Jesus came to he would know that his trials were not over yet…Jesus came to 
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minister to him as the angels came to mminister to him as the angels came to mminister to him as the angels came to mminister to him as the angels came to minster to Jesus just inster to Jesus just inster to Jesus just inster to Jesus just 

before Jesus went to the cross.before Jesus went to the cross.before Jesus went to the cross.before Jesus went to the cross.    

    

 

Acts- Sunday School 
October 21, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. What are some general principles that Paul teach  us here about how to 
take on apostasy within the church? 
a.a.a.a. 1111stststst, we need to not fear to speak the truth, we need to not fear to speak the truth, we need to not fear to speak the truth, we need to not fear to speak the truth…………    

b.b.b.b. 2222ndndndnd, we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well , we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well , we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well , we need to not only know the Word but be living it as well 

so that it empowers us..so that it empowers us..so that it empowers us..so that it empowers us..    

c.c.c.c. 3333rdrdrdrd, it is okay to hold accountable those who claim to be , it is okay to hold accountable those who claim to be , it is okay to hold accountable those who claim to be , it is okay to hold accountable those who claim to be 

believers but aren’t living that way…believers but aren’t living that way…believers but aren’t living that way…believers but aren’t living that way…    

    

C. Acts 23:11-35 
1. Let’s take a minute and look at verse 11 again. What does v.11 

guarantee fpor Paul? Do we have anything like the s ame guarantee or 
promise that Paul was given? It guarantees only that Paul will be an It guarantees only that Paul will be an It guarantees only that Paul will be an It guarantees only that Paul will be an 

effective witness. He knew that no one had any power over him effective witness. He knew that no one had any power over him effective witness. He knew that no one had any power over him effective witness. He knew that no one had any power over him 

except that which was lent to them by his Lord, except that which was lent to them by his Lord, except that which was lent to them by his Lord, except that which was lent to them by his Lord, for his purposes. for his purposes. for his purposes. for his purposes. 

(Cf. John 19:11 (Cf. John 19:11 (Cf. John 19:11 (Cf. John 19:11 ––––“You would have no power over me if it were not “You would have no power over me if it were not “You would have no power over me if it were not “You would have no power over me if it were not 
given to you from above.”given to you from above.”given to you from above.”given to you from above.”))))    Notice, by virtue of inference, that Notice, by virtue of inference, that Notice, by virtue of inference, that Notice, by virtue of inference, that 

Jesus does  assure him that he will not escape captivity or suffering Jesus does  assure him that he will not escape captivity or suffering Jesus does  assure him that he will not escape captivity or suffering Jesus does  assure him that he will not escape captivity or suffering 

or injustice or even death. He is not por injustice or even death. He is not por injustice or even death. He is not por injustice or even death. He is not promised freedom or security romised freedom or security romised freedom or security romised freedom or security 

or safety or safety or safety or safety ————    As far as our “guarantee”…we may not have anything As far as our “guarantee”…we may not have anything As far as our “guarantee”…we may not have anything As far as our “guarantee”…we may not have anything 

quite this specific…or do we? quite this specific…or do we? quite this specific…or do we? quite this specific…or do we?  
a.a.a.a. First, we have the assertion in Eph.1:11 that God First, we have the assertion in Eph.1:11 that God First, we have the assertion in Eph.1:11 that God First, we have the assertion in Eph.1:11 that God “works out “works out “works out “works out 

everything in conformity with the purpose of His will”.everything in conformity with the purpose of His will”.everything in conformity with the purpose of His will”.everything in conformity with the purpose of His will”.    Thus Thus Thus Thus 

we see that we see that we see that we see that the circumstances of life the circumstances of life the circumstances of life the circumstances of life ————    every one of them every one of them every one of them every one of them ————    are are are are 

being influenced by Him so that they follow His plan. being influenced by Him so that they follow His plan. being influenced by Him so that they follow His plan. being influenced by Him so that they follow His plan.     

b.b.b.b. Second, this bare fact becomes a remarkable assurance in Second, this bare fact becomes a remarkable assurance in Second, this bare fact becomes a remarkable assurance in Second, this bare fact becomes a remarkable assurance in 

Romans 8:28. There we are told that God Romans 8:28. There we are told that God Romans 8:28. There we are told that God Romans 8:28. There we are told that God “works”“works”“works”“works”    (controls, (controls, (controls, (controls, 

directs) directs) directs) directs) “in all things”“in all things”“in all things”“in all things”    (every s(every s(every s(every single circumstance and event) ingle circumstance and event) ingle circumstance and event) ingle circumstance and event) 

“for the good of those who love Him, who have been called “for the good of those who love Him, who have been called “for the good of those who love Him, who have been called “for the good of those who love Him, who have been called 
according to His purpose”according to His purpose”according to His purpose”according to His purpose”    (Romans 8:28). This is a guarantee (Romans 8:28). This is a guarantee (Romans 8:28). This is a guarantee (Romans 8:28). This is a guarantee 

that God’s plan isthat God’s plan isthat God’s plan isthat God’s plan is    for our good, and nothing can thwart it.for our good, and nothing can thwart it.for our good, and nothing can thwart it.for our good, and nothing can thwart it.    This This This This 

profound and comprehensive promise should profound and comprehensive promise should profound and comprehensive promise should profound and comprehensive promise should have the same have the same have the same have the same 

effect on useffect on useffect on useffect on us    as the Acts 23:11 promise had on Paul.as the Acts 23:11 promise had on Paul.as the Acts 23:11 promise had on Paul.as the Acts 23:11 promise had on Paul.    

c.c.c.c. Third, we too will suffer for Christ.Third, we too will suffer for Christ.Third, we too will suffer for Christ.Third, we too will suffer for Christ.    

d.d.d.d. “Everything is necessary that He sends; nothing can be “Everything is necessary that He sends; nothing can be “Everything is necessary that He sends; nothing can be “Everything is necessary that He sends; nothing can be 
necessary that He withholds.”necessary that He withholds.”necessary that He withholds.”necessary that He withholds.”    ( John Newton)( John Newton)( John Newton)( John Newton)    

 
2. What caused such a pitched fever against Paul th is time? No one could No one could No one could No one could 

or would put Paul to death so they felt like it was a miscarriage of or would put Paul to death so they felt like it was a miscarriage of or would put Paul to death so they felt like it was a miscarriage of or would put Paul to death so they felt like it was a miscarriage of 

justice and so the only answer to that is to resort to vigilantism justice and so the only answer to that is to resort to vigilantism justice and so the only answer to that is to resort to vigilantism justice and so the only answer to that is to resort to vigilantism 

knowing that the High Priest would condone such action. Paul was knowing that the High Priest would condone such action. Paul was knowing that the High Priest would condone such action. Paul was knowing that the High Priest would condone such action. Paul was 
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such an affront to these Jews that hsuch an affront to these Jews that hsuch an affront to these Jews that hsuch an affront to these Jews that he must die. Nothing new for e must die. Nothing new for e must die. Nothing new for e must die. Nothing new for 

Paul or even this budding Christian religion. Paul or even this budding Christian religion. Paul or even this budding Christian religion. Paul or even this budding Christian religion.  
 

3. How do you think Paul felt after hearing of this  latest plot to kill him?  
Interesting that this came after Jesus had come to minister to Paul Interesting that this came after Jesus had come to minister to Paul Interesting that this came after Jesus had come to minister to Paul Interesting that this came after Jesus had come to minister to Paul 

giving Paul his traveling orders to ggiving Paul his traveling orders to ggiving Paul his traveling orders to ggiving Paul his traveling orders to go and witness to Him in o and witness to Him in o and witness to Him in o and witness to Him in 

Rome…so it is doubtful that Paul worried much…at least not at this Rome…so it is doubtful that Paul worried much…at least not at this Rome…so it is doubtful that Paul worried much…at least not at this Rome…so it is doubtful that Paul worried much…at least not at this 

point. Jesus tells us we can all have this confidence Matt. 10:28point. Jesus tells us we can all have this confidence Matt. 10:28point. Jesus tells us we can all have this confidence Matt. 10:28point. Jesus tells us we can all have this confidence Matt. 10:28----32… 32… 32… 32… 

but it does require us to trust Him that He will ultimately do as He but it does require us to trust Him that He will ultimately do as He but it does require us to trust Him that He will ultimately do as He but it does require us to trust Him that He will ultimately do as He 

promises.promises.promises.promises. 
 

4. John Stott writes: “the most… cunning of human p lans cannot succeed 
if God opposes them.” How does this passage show th at God is in 
control and that nothing happens outside of His con trol? (Trace the 
“coincidences!) 
a.a.a.a. 1111stststst, the plot itself…God engineered the hearts of these, the plot itself…God engineered the hearts of these, the plot itself…God engineered the hearts of these, the plot itself…God engineered the hearts of these    men to men to men to men to 

make it necessary for Paul to be sent to Rome…make it necessary for Paul to be sent to Rome…make it necessary for Paul to be sent to Rome…make it necessary for Paul to be sent to Rome…    

b.b.b.b. 2nd2nd2nd2ndstststst, the plotters were so prideful they didn’t keep their plans , the plotters were so prideful they didn’t keep their plans , the plotters were so prideful they didn’t keep their plans , the plotters were so prideful they didn’t keep their plans 

silent. They immediately told the High Priest of their plans who silent. They immediately told the High Priest of their plans who silent. They immediately told the High Priest of their plans who silent. They immediately told the High Priest of their plans who 

would have sided with them…but there is always politics would have sided with them…but there is always politics would have sided with them…but there is always politics would have sided with them…but there is always politics 

involved so otinvolved so otinvolved so otinvolved so others may have heard that shouldn’t of…Like hers may have heard that shouldn’t of…Like hers may have heard that shouldn’t of…Like hers may have heard that shouldn’t of…Like 

Paul’s nephew…as the word spread as to what was happening Paul’s nephew…as the word spread as to what was happening Paul’s nephew…as the word spread as to what was happening Paul’s nephew…as the word spread as to what was happening 

Paul’s nephew over hears the plot went and told Paul of what Paul’s nephew over hears the plot went and told Paul of what Paul’s nephew over hears the plot went and told Paul of what Paul’s nephew over hears the plot went and told Paul of what 

was being planned.was being planned.was being planned.was being planned.    

c.c.c.c. 3333rdrdrdrd, Paul’s nephew had to have courage to be able to tell a Roman , Paul’s nephew had to have courage to be able to tell a Roman , Paul’s nephew had to have courage to be able to tell a Roman , Paul’s nephew had to have courage to be able to tell a Roman 

tribune stribune stribune stribune such information…willingly turning in his own people.  uch information…willingly turning in his own people.  uch information…willingly turning in his own people.  uch information…willingly turning in his own people.  

God’s hand was on his heart. If the assassins had gotten word God’s hand was on his heart. If the assassins had gotten word God’s hand was on his heart. If the assassins had gotten word God’s hand was on his heart. If the assassins had gotten word 

that he was talking to the Romans he could have been killed as that he was talking to the Romans he could have been killed as that he was talking to the Romans he could have been killed as that he was talking to the Romans he could have been killed as 

well.well.well.well.    

d.d.d.d. 4444thththth, the commander had to make the right choice. Surely it was a , the commander had to make the right choice. Surely it was a , the commander had to make the right choice. Surely it was a , the commander had to make the right choice. Surely it was a 

great great great great deal of trouble and bother to send out such a large deal of trouble and bother to send out such a large deal of trouble and bother to send out such a large deal of trouble and bother to send out such a large 

entourage of soldiers and cavalry just to save one prisoner. But entourage of soldiers and cavalry just to save one prisoner. But entourage of soldiers and cavalry just to save one prisoner. But entourage of soldiers and cavalry just to save one prisoner. But 

we see that: we see that: we see that: we see that:     

(1)(1)(1)(1) Claudius Lysias was a man with a basic sense of justice (cf. Claudius Lysias was a man with a basic sense of justice (cf. Claudius Lysias was a man with a basic sense of justice (cf. Claudius Lysias was a man with a basic sense of justice (cf. 

v.29 v.29 v.29 v.29 “there was no charge against him that deserved death “there was no charge against him that deserved death “there was no charge against him that deserved death “there was no charge against him that deserved death 
and imand imand imand imprisonment”).prisonment”).prisonment”).prisonment”).        

(2)(2)(2)(2) And in addition, he probably felt that it was time to simply And in addition, he probably felt that it was time to simply And in addition, he probably felt that it was time to simply And in addition, he probably felt that it was time to simply 

be rid of the potential political trouble that Paul would be rid of the potential political trouble that Paul would be rid of the potential political trouble that Paul would be rid of the potential political trouble that Paul would 

continue to bring him. After all continue to bring him. After all continue to bring him. After all continue to bring him. After all ————    what would be next? what would be next? what would be next? what would be next?     

    

5. Concerning the letter sent by Claudius to Tiberi us Antonio Felix, a 
former slave now governor of Judea (just as an asid e Felix and his 
brother were personal friends to Emperor Claudius…F elix’s brother was 
we might say extremely close to Emperor Claudius); what things does 
Claudius assert and what things does he leave out?   
a.a.a.a. He asserts that he “rescued” Paul because He knew he was a He asserts that he “rescued” Paul because He knew he was a He asserts that he “rescued” Paul because He knew he was a He asserts that he “rescued” Paul because He knew he was a 

Roman citizen. He knew nothing of the sort at the time.Roman citizen. He knew nothing of the sort at the time.Roman citizen. He knew nothing of the sort at the time.Roman citizen. He knew nothing of the sort at the time.    

b.b.b.b. He didn’t bother to tell how he got his intel.He didn’t bother to tell how he got his intel.He didn’t bother to tell how he got his intel.He didn’t bother to tell how he got his intel.    

c.c.c.c. There is interestingly no mention that he almost had Paul There is interestingly no mention that he almost had Paul There is interestingly no mention that he almost had Paul There is interestingly no mention that he almost had Paul 

flogged.flogged.flogged.flogged.     
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d.d.d.d. He speaks of the plotHe speaks of the plotHe speaks of the plotHe speaks of the plot    against Paul’s life, but he doesn’t speak of against Paul’s life, but he doesn’t speak of against Paul’s life, but he doesn’t speak of against Paul’s life, but he doesn’t speak of 

how large it was how far it extended and the number of troops how large it was how far it extended and the number of troops how large it was how far it extended and the number of troops how large it was how far it extended and the number of troops 

he sent with Paul to ensure his safety….by the time they get to he sent with Paul to ensure his safety….by the time they get to he sent with Paul to ensure his safety….by the time they get to he sent with Paul to ensure his safety….by the time they get to 

Caesarea there are only 70 horsemen with Paul.Caesarea there are only 70 horsemen with Paul.Caesarea there are only 70 horsemen with Paul.Caesarea there are only 70 horsemen with Paul.    

e. Why?  
(1)(1)(1)(1) He had to make himself look gooHe had to make himself look gooHe had to make himself look gooHe had to make himself look good before Felix because of d before Felix because of d before Felix because of d before Felix because of 

Felix’s close connection to Caesar’s family. Felix’s close connection to Caesar’s family. Felix’s close connection to Caesar’s family. Felix’s close connection to Caesar’s family.  
(2)(2)(2)(2) Remember the tribune had had to pay for his citizenship Remember the tribune had had to pay for his citizenship Remember the tribune had had to pay for his citizenship Remember the tribune had had to pay for his citizenship 

probably taking on the name of the Emperor in his loyalty… probably taking on the name of the Emperor in his loyalty… probably taking on the name of the Emperor in his loyalty… probably taking on the name of the Emperor in his loyalty…  
(3)(3)(3)(3) Making things look right might win him favor with the Making things look right might win him favor with the Making things look right might win him favor with the Making things look right might win him favor with the 

governor and tgovernor and tgovernor and tgovernor and the Emperor …so anything he could do to he Emperor …so anything he could do to he Emperor …so anything he could do to he Emperor …so anything he could do to 

work his way up the latter…well why not?work his way up the latter…well why not?work his way up the latter…well why not?work his way up the latter…well why not? 
 

6. How extensive an operation does the commander or ganize to protect 
Paul on his trip to see Felix, the governor? 470 soldiers I all…over ¾ 470 soldiers I all…over ¾ 470 soldiers I all…over ¾ 470 soldiers I all…over ¾ 

of the whole garrison stationed in Jerof the whole garrison stationed in Jerof the whole garrison stationed in Jerof the whole garrison stationed in Jerusalem which would be usalem which would be usalem which would be usalem which would be 

approximately 600 men in total.approximately 600 men in total.approximately 600 men in total.approximately 600 men in total.  Caesarea was the military Caesarea was the military Caesarea was the military Caesarea was the military 

headquarters for Rome in Judea.headquarters for Rome in Judea.headquarters for Rome in Judea.headquarters for Rome in Judea. They also provide Paul with They also provide Paul with They also provide Paul with They also provide Paul with 

multiple mounts for the trip…to carry books, companions and multiple mounts for the trip…to carry books, companions and multiple mounts for the trip…to carry books, companions and multiple mounts for the trip…to carry books, companions and 

stuff???stuff???stuff???stuff??? Why? If something happened to Paul it would beIf something happened to Paul it would beIf something happened to Paul it would beIf something happened to Paul it would be    his head his head his head his head 

and he understood this…but if God had not been directing matters and he understood this…but if God had not been directing matters and he understood this…but if God had not been directing matters and he understood this…but if God had not been directing matters 

it could have been different.it could have been different.it could have been different.it could have been different. 
 

7. What if anything is significant about Paul being  “held” in Herod’s 
praetorium? This had been one of Herod’s palaces so it was overdone This had been one of Herod’s palaces so it was overdone This had been one of Herod’s palaces so it was overdone This had been one of Herod’s palaces so it was overdone 

in luxury to bein luxury to bein luxury to bein luxury to be    sure. It was not the governor’s mansion and it had sure. It was not the governor’s mansion and it had sure. It was not the governor’s mansion and it had sure. It was not the governor’s mansion and it had 

“cells” in it to hold prisoners but having no charge against him and “cells” in it to hold prisoners but having no charge against him and “cells” in it to hold prisoners but having no charge against him and “cells” in it to hold prisoners but having no charge against him and 

being a Roman citizen Paul was more than likely treated extremely being a Roman citizen Paul was more than likely treated extremely being a Roman citizen Paul was more than likely treated extremely being a Roman citizen Paul was more than likely treated extremely 

well…a respite …an oasis from all the turmoil that he had been well…a respite …an oasis from all the turmoil that he had been well…a respite …an oasis from all the turmoil that he had been well…a respite …an oasis from all the turmoil that he had been 

througthrougthrougthrough the last few days. God provides for His children in the time h the last few days. God provides for His children in the time h the last few days. God provides for His children in the time h the last few days. God provides for His children in the time 

of need.of need.of need.of need. 
 

8. Once again, how important is Roman justice to th e spread of the 
gospel? 
 

9. Luke is always interesting in what he leaves out  of an account.  
a.a.a.a. There is interestingly no mention of them in There is interestingly no mention of them in There is interestingly no mention of them in There is interestingly no mention of them in anyway coming to anyway coming to anyway coming to anyway coming to 

Paul’s aide and he had been in their midst just one week beforePaul’s aide and he had been in their midst just one week beforePaul’s aide and he had been in their midst just one week beforePaul’s aide and he had been in their midst just one week before. 
Where is the church of Caesarea? Why haven’t they showed Where is the church of Caesarea? Why haven’t they showed Where is the church of Caesarea? Why haven’t they showed Where is the church of Caesarea? Why haven’t they showed 

their faces? Are they afraid of something? Are they saying to their faces? Are they afraid of something? Are they saying to their faces? Are they afraid of something? Are they saying to their faces? Are they afraid of something? Are they saying to 

themselves, “We told you so?”! themselves, “We told you so?”! themselves, “We told you so?”! themselves, “We told you so?”!  
b.b.b.b. Nothing concerning whatNothing concerning whatNothing concerning whatNothing concerning what    Paul was thinking.  No reflection by Paul was thinking.  No reflection by Paul was thinking.  No reflection by Paul was thinking.  No reflection by 

Paul on all that had happened in such a short period of time. Paul on all that had happened in such a short period of time. Paul on all that had happened in such a short period of time. Paul on all that had happened in such a short period of time. 

Nothing about what he was looking forward to. Nothing about what he was looking forward to. Nothing about what he was looking forward to. Nothing about what he was looking forward to.     

c.c.c.c. God is in charge and His hand has been evident in the activity God is in charge and His hand has been evident in the activity God is in charge and His hand has been evident in the activity God is in charge and His hand has been evident in the activity 

but there is no specific mention of God’s contbut there is no specific mention of God’s contbut there is no specific mention of God’s contbut there is no specific mention of God’s control in this text.  He rol in this text.  He rol in this text.  He rol in this text.  He 

is in charge of every event to get Paul thus far and he will get is in charge of every event to get Paul thus far and he will get is in charge of every event to get Paul thus far and he will get is in charge of every event to get Paul thus far and he will get 

Paul onto Rome though it will be 2 more years before Paul Paul onto Rome though it will be 2 more years before Paul Paul onto Rome though it will be 2 more years before Paul Paul onto Rome though it will be 2 more years before Paul 

actually makes it. Every detail, every circumstance, every set of actually makes it. Every detail, every circumstance, every set of actually makes it. Every detail, every circumstance, every set of actually makes it. Every detail, every circumstance, every set of 

contingencies, big things and little things; contingencies, big things and little things; contingencies, big things and little things; contingencies, big things and little things; God is working His God is working His God is working His God is working His 

plan. God is fulfilling His purpose.plan. God is fulfilling His purpose.plan. God is fulfilling His purpose.plan. God is fulfilling His purpose.    
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10. Let us recap…What do verses 12-35 tell us about  God and His 
character?  
a.a.a.a.     God promises to protect and deliver…in this case using a youth God promises to protect and deliver…in this case using a youth God promises to protect and deliver…in this case using a youth God promises to protect and deliver…in this case using a youth 

and a Roman tribune to do these for Him…and a Roman tribune to do these for Him…and a Roman tribune to do these for Him…and a Roman tribune to do these for Him…    

b.b.b.b. God does what He says God does what He says God does what He says God does what He says He will do…provided away for Paul to go He will do…provided away for Paul to go He will do…provided away for Paul to go He will do…provided away for Paul to go 

free and begin the first leg of his journey to Rome…free and begin the first leg of his journey to Rome…free and begin the first leg of his journey to Rome…free and begin the first leg of his journey to Rome…    

c.c.c.c. Provides for us abundantly more than we can imagine…look at Provides for us abundantly more than we can imagine…look at Provides for us abundantly more than we can imagine…look at Provides for us abundantly more than we can imagine…look at 

where he is staying at a palace built for Herod the great being where he is staying at a palace built for Herod the great being where he is staying at a palace built for Herod the great being where he is staying at a palace built for Herod the great being 

used as the governors official residencused as the governors official residencused as the governors official residencused as the governors official residence…the praetorium. Since e…the praetorium. Since e…the praetorium. Since e…the praetorium. Since 

Paul was a Roman citizen and was facing no charges he would Paul was a Roman citizen and was facing no charges he would Paul was a Roman citizen and was facing no charges he would Paul was a Roman citizen and was facing no charges he would 

have been treated well… “under guard” may have been a have been treated well… “under guard” may have been a have been treated well… “under guard” may have been a have been treated well… “under guard” may have been a 

euphemism for having a servant…probably a lesser guard… euphemism for having a servant…probably a lesser guard… euphemism for having a servant…probably a lesser guard… euphemism for having a servant…probably a lesser guard… 

with him to attend him.with him to attend him.with him to attend him.with him to attend him.    

 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
October 28, 2012 

 
A.  Prayer 
B. Review 

1. If you were to describe Paul based on the first 23 chapters what words 
would you use? Bold, interestingly different than his counterparts, Bold, interestingly different than his counterparts, Bold, interestingly different than his counterparts, Bold, interestingly different than his counterparts, 

not much even like todays preachers!not much even like todays preachers!not much even like todays preachers!not much even like todays preachers! 
 

C. Chapter 24 
1. Read 24:1-9. What was Tertullus seeking to do in  his opening remarks 

before he got to the charges? Soften up the judge by extolling him as Soften up the judge by extolling him as Soften up the judge by extolling him as Soften up the judge by extolling him as 

a great ruler when in fact the opposite was true. Tertullus spoke of a great ruler when in fact the opposite was true. Tertullus spoke of a great ruler when in fact the opposite was true. Tertullus spoke of a great ruler when in fact the opposite was true. Tertullus spoke of 

the “peace and reforms” that had come under Felix’s reign and the the “peace and reforms” that had come under Felix’s reign and the the “peace and reforms” that had come under Felix’s reign and the the “peace and reforms” that had come under Felix’s reign and the 

truth was that he had violently truth was that he had violently truth was that he had violently truth was that he had violently put down several insurrections put down several insurrections put down several insurrections put down several insurrections 

that plagued his kingdom.  He was so violent that his nature was that plagued his kingdom.  He was so violent that his nature was that plagued his kingdom.  He was so violent that his nature was that plagued his kingdom.  He was so violent that his nature was 

compared to that of Herod the Great…one to be feared by the compared to that of Herod the Great…one to be feared by the compared to that of Herod the Great…one to be feared by the compared to that of Herod the Great…one to be feared by the 

Jewish population and all others for that matter depending upon Jewish population and all others for that matter depending upon Jewish population and all others for that matter depending upon Jewish population and all others for that matter depending upon 

his mood.his mood.his mood.his mood. 
 

2. What 3 charges did Tertullus make against Paul i n verses 5-6? 
a.a.a.a. Found this man to be a plague/troublemaker…(a perfect Found this man to be a plague/troublemaker…(a perfect Found this man to be a plague/troublemaker…(a perfect Found this man to be a plague/troublemaker…(a perfect 

pest)…stirring up the Jews all over the world… interesting pest)…stirring up the Jews all over the world… interesting pest)…stirring up the Jews all over the world… interesting pest)…stirring up the Jews all over the world… interesting 

what this says about Paul’s influence…contrasting to the king…what this says about Paul’s influence…contrasting to the king…what this says about Paul’s influence…contrasting to the king…what this says about Paul’s influence…contrasting to the king…    

b.b.b.b. He is a ringleader of the Nazarene sect.  tHe is a ringleader of the Nazarene sect.  tHe is a ringleader of the Nazarene sect.  tHe is a ringleader of the Nazarene sect.  the use of the word he use of the word he use of the word he use of the word 

“sect” makes it sound like another part of Judaism…the “sect” makes it sound like another part of Judaism…the “sect” makes it sound like another part of Judaism…the “sect” makes it sound like another part of Judaism…the 

Sadducee party and the Pharisee party were also called “sects” Sadducee party and the Pharisee party were also called “sects” Sadducee party and the Pharisee party were also called “sects” Sadducee party and the Pharisee party were also called “sects” 

in their own language…it would only come to possibly heretical in their own language…it would only come to possibly heretical in their own language…it would only come to possibly heretical in their own language…it would only come to possibly heretical 

sect later starting perhaps with 28:22 and there it is osect later starting perhaps with 28:22 and there it is osect later starting perhaps with 28:22 and there it is osect later starting perhaps with 28:22 and there it is only nly nly nly 

implied.implied.implied.implied.    

c.c.c.c. He tried to desecrate the temple...this was the belief that Paul He tried to desecrate the temple...this was the belief that Paul He tried to desecrate the temple...this was the belief that Paul He tried to desecrate the temple...this was the belief that Paul 

had brought into the Temple Trophimus, the Ephesian (see had brought into the Temple Trophimus, the Ephesian (see had brought into the Temple Trophimus, the Ephesian (see had brought into the Temple Trophimus, the Ephesian (see 
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21:29)…no evidence to this fact was available of course.  The 21:29)…no evidence to this fact was available of course.  The 21:29)…no evidence to this fact was available of course.  The 21:29)…no evidence to this fact was available of course.  The 

Romans had given the Jews wide powers in dealing with Romans had given the Jews wide powers in dealing with Romans had given the Jews wide powers in dealing with Romans had given the Jews wide powers in dealing with 

offenoffenoffenoffenses against the temple even death if the temple was ses against the temple even death if the temple was ses against the temple even death if the temple was ses against the temple even death if the temple was 

desecrated by a Gentile or in any other way even by a Roman desecrated by a Gentile or in any other way even by a Roman desecrated by a Gentile or in any other way even by a Roman desecrated by a Gentile or in any other way even by a Roman 

citizen.citizen.citizen.citizen.    

d.d.d.d. Then they also may have accused Claudius of interference of Then they also may have accused Claudius of interference of Then they also may have accused Claudius of interference of Then they also may have accused Claudius of interference of 

justice if the side note is any indicator to what else may have justice if the side note is any indicator to what else may have justice if the side note is any indicator to what else may have justice if the side note is any indicator to what else may have 

been said. been said. been said. been said.     This would completely reverse the facts making the This would completely reverse the facts making the This would completely reverse the facts making the This would completely reverse the facts making the 

riots Claudius’ fault not theirs.riots Claudius’ fault not theirs.riots Claudius’ fault not theirs.riots Claudius’ fault not theirs.    

    

3. Now read 10-21.How did Paul speak to each of the  accusations? 
a.a.a.a. He was emphatically not a troublemaker…and his accusers He was emphatically not a troublemaker…and his accusers He was emphatically not a troublemaker…and his accusers He was emphatically not a troublemaker…and his accusers 

could produce no evidence that he had …for he had ocould produce no evidence that he had …for he had ocould produce no evidence that he had …for he had ocould produce no evidence that he had …for he had only come to nly come to nly come to nly come to 

Jerusalem 12 days before then (remember he had spent at least Jerusalem 12 days before then (remember he had spent at least Jerusalem 12 days before then (remember he had spent at least Jerusalem 12 days before then (remember he had spent at least 

5 days in Caesarea…a couple of nights in Claudius’ jail) which 5 days in Caesarea…a couple of nights in Claudius’ jail) which 5 days in Caesarea…a couple of nights in Claudius’ jail) which 5 days in Caesarea…a couple of nights in Claudius’ jail) which 

means he had less than 5 days to incite a riot when he had come means he had less than 5 days to incite a riot when he had come means he had less than 5 days to incite a riot when he had come means he had less than 5 days to incite a riot when he had come 

only to worship.only to worship.only to worship.only to worship.    

b.b.b.b. He was a follower of the WAY but this He was a follower of the WAY but this He was a follower of the WAY but this He was a follower of the WAY but this was not a sect as they was not a sect as they was not a sect as they was not a sect as they 

referred to it because he worshiped the God of their fathers and referred to it because he worshiped the God of their fathers and referred to it because he worshiped the God of their fathers and referred to it because he worshiped the God of their fathers and 

believed the teaching of the Scriptures.  In other words he was believed the teaching of the Scriptures.  In other words he was believed the teaching of the Scriptures.  In other words he was believed the teaching of the Scriptures.  In other words he was 

saying that he was following the true religion established by saying that he was following the true religion established by saying that he was following the true religion established by saying that he was following the true religion established by 

God.God.God.God.    

c.c.c.c. He denied desecrating the temple …in He denied desecrating the temple …in He denied desecrating the temple …in He denied desecrating the temple …in fact he was going through fact he was going through fact he was going through fact he was going through 

a ceremony of consecration when they sought to take him.  Why a ceremony of consecration when they sought to take him.  Why a ceremony of consecration when they sought to take him.  Why a ceremony of consecration when they sought to take him.  Why 

were not Paul’s accusers in court to make their case against him were not Paul’s accusers in court to make their case against him were not Paul’s accusers in court to make their case against him were not Paul’s accusers in court to make their case against him 

if such a case could be made? And since his accusers weren’t if such a case could be made? And since his accusers weren’t if such a case could be made? And since his accusers weren’t if such a case could be made? And since his accusers weren’t 

there they should state what crime he had there they should state what crime he had there they should state what crime he had there they should state what crime he had been convicted of been convicted of been convicted of been convicted of 

before the Sanhedrin…which of course, they had not convicted before the Sanhedrin…which of course, they had not convicted before the Sanhedrin…which of course, they had not convicted before the Sanhedrin…which of course, they had not convicted 

him of anything….In fact, the Pharisees had declared him him of anything….In fact, the Pharisees had declared him him of anything….In fact, the Pharisees had declared him him of anything….In fact, the Pharisees had declared him 

innocent of any crime.innocent of any crime.innocent of any crime.innocent of any crime.    

    

4. In verses 14-16, what confessions/affirmations d oes Paul make before 
Felix and his accusers? 
a.a.a.a. I cI cI cI confess…I worship the God of our fathers…onfess…I worship the God of our fathers…onfess…I worship the God of our fathers…onfess…I worship the God of our fathers…    

b.b.b.b. I believe everything that agrees with the Law and the I believe everything that agrees with the Law and the I believe everything that agrees with the Law and the I believe everything that agrees with the Law and the 

Prophets… Prophets… Prophets… Prophets…     

c.c.c.c. I have a hope in God that these men (Pharisees) accept in the I have a hope in God that these men (Pharisees) accept in the I have a hope in God that these men (Pharisees) accept in the I have a hope in God that these men (Pharisees) accept in the 

resurrection of the just and the unjust…resurrection of the just and the unjust…resurrection of the just and the unjust…resurrection of the just and the unjust…    

d.d.d.d. I take pains/ strive in earnest to have a clearI take pains/ strive in earnest to have a clearI take pains/ strive in earnest to have a clearI take pains/ strive in earnest to have a clear    conscience before conscience before conscience before conscience before 

God and men.God and men.God and men.God and men.    

e.e.e.e. Why does he make these affirmations?     

(1)(1)(1)(1) A personal declaration of faith…A personal declaration of faith…A personal declaration of faith…A personal declaration of faith…    

(2)(2)(2)(2) But also so that he stood with all who hold these views to be But also so that he stood with all who hold these views to be But also so that he stood with all who hold these views to be But also so that he stood with all who hold these views to be 

evident from Scripture…that this is the historical/ancestral evident from Scripture…that this is the historical/ancestral evident from Scripture…that this is the historical/ancestral evident from Scripture…that this is the historical/ancestral 

faith…not a sectarian but he sfaith…not a sectarian but he sfaith…not a sectarian but he sfaith…not a sectarian but he stood in the mainstream of tood in the mainstream of tood in the mainstream of tood in the mainstream of 

Judaism…Christianity came from its connection with the OT Judaism…Christianity came from its connection with the OT Judaism…Christianity came from its connection with the OT Judaism…Christianity came from its connection with the OT 

teachings fulfilled in Christ…the WAY.teachings fulfilled in Christ…the WAY.teachings fulfilled in Christ…the WAY.teachings fulfilled in Christ…the WAY.    

    

5. Read 22-27. Why did Felix not come to any decisi on about Paul? 
a.a.a.a. He had a rather accurate knowledge of The Way…which means He had a rather accurate knowledge of The Way…which means He had a rather accurate knowledge of The Way…which means He had a rather accurate knowledge of The Way…which means 

that he maythat he maythat he maythat he may    have known the truth of what Paul spoke…have known the truth of what Paul spoke…have known the truth of what Paul spoke…have known the truth of what Paul spoke…    
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b.b.b.b. He found himself in a dilemma…Claudius Lysias had found no He found himself in a dilemma…Claudius Lysias had found no He found himself in a dilemma…Claudius Lysias had found no He found himself in a dilemma…Claudius Lysias had found no 

fault in Paul, nor had the Sanhedrin convicted him of anything, fault in Paul, nor had the Sanhedrin convicted him of anything, fault in Paul, nor had the Sanhedrin convicted him of anything, fault in Paul, nor had the Sanhedrin convicted him of anything, 

and Tertullus brought no evidence to support his claims…so he and Tertullus brought no evidence to support his claims…so he and Tertullus brought no evidence to support his claims…so he and Tertullus brought no evidence to support his claims…so he 

could not convict a Roman citcould not convict a Roman citcould not convict a Roman citcould not convict a Roman citizen.izen.izen.izen.    

c.c.c.c. He needed Claudius’ advice which apparently he never He needed Claudius’ advice which apparently he never He needed Claudius’ advice which apparently he never He needed Claudius’ advice which apparently he never 

summoned…summoned…summoned…summoned…    

d.d.d.d. He and his wife Drusilla, the daughter of Heron Agrippa I the He and his wife Drusilla, the daughter of Heron Agrippa I the He and his wife Drusilla, the daughter of Heron Agrippa I the He and his wife Drusilla, the daughter of Heron Agrippa I the 

sister of King Agrippa II that we will see in Chapter 25, seems to sister of King Agrippa II that we will see in Chapter 25, seems to sister of King Agrippa II that we will see in Chapter 25, seems to sister of King Agrippa II that we will see in Chapter 25, seems to 

be genuinely interested in what Paul had to say…or at leasbe genuinely interested in what Paul had to say…or at leasbe genuinely interested in what Paul had to say…or at leasbe genuinely interested in what Paul had to say…or at least t t t 

Felix was interested in keeping his wife happy…it is possible Felix was interested in keeping his wife happy…it is possible Felix was interested in keeping his wife happy…it is possible Felix was interested in keeping his wife happy…it is possible 

that his conscience was troubled by his actions and his rejection that his conscience was troubled by his actions and his rejection that his conscience was troubled by his actions and his rejection that his conscience was troubled by his actions and his rejection 

of  the God of his people as well so he sent for Paul often even of  the God of his people as well so he sent for Paul often even of  the God of his people as well so he sent for Paul often even of  the God of his people as well so he sent for Paul often even 

after it became evident that no one would pay a bribe…in the after it became evident that no one would pay a bribe…in the after it became evident that no one would pay a bribe…in the after it became evident that no one would pay a bribe…in the 

same way King Saul was soothed by David’s playing…same way King Saul was soothed by David’s playing…same way King Saul was soothed by David’s playing…same way King Saul was soothed by David’s playing…    

e.e.e.e. Felix was hoping for a bribe from Paul…Paul, I am sure was Felix was hoping for a bribe from Paul…Paul, I am sure was Felix was hoping for a bribe from Paul…Paul, I am sure was Felix was hoping for a bribe from Paul…Paul, I am sure was 

seeking above all else to convince them of their need for seeking above all else to convince them of their need for seeking above all else to convince them of their need for seeking above all else to convince them of their need for 

Christ…that was probably more important that his own release.Christ…that was probably more important that his own release.Christ…that was probably more important that his own release.Christ…that was probably more important that his own release.    

f.f.f.f. He wanted to use this inteHe wanted to use this inteHe wanted to use this inteHe wanted to use this internment to placate the Jews for a rnment to placate the Jews for a rnment to placate the Jews for a rnment to placate the Jews for a 

while…Paul was left in “prison” longer than Roman law while…Paul was left in “prison” longer than Roman law while…Paul was left in “prison” longer than Roman law while…Paul was left in “prison” longer than Roman law 

allowed…allowed…allowed…allowed…    

    

D. Chapter 25 
1. According to Josephus, Felix was recalled to Rom e in order to explain 

his brutality against the Jewish people that Rome w as at peace with 
even though they ruled them.  He would have been se verely punished, if 
not executed for his mishandling of many issues exc ept for his brother 
Pallas’ appeal to Nero the current Caesar.  Not muc h is known of 
Porcius Festus other than the fact that history wri tes him in as more 
just and moderate ruler towards his subjects than F elix. 
 

2. Read verses 1-27.  What kind of person do you th ink Festus is based on 
the description and his actions in these verses?  
a.a.a.a. He is punctual…He is punctual…He is punctual…He is punctual…☺☺☺☺    

b.b.b.b. He seems to want to get to know his people and waHe seems to want to get to know his people and waHe seems to want to get to know his people and waHe seems to want to get to know his people and waste no time in ste no time in ste no time in ste no time in 

going into the nest of them…going into the nest of them…going into the nest of them…going into the nest of them…    

c.c.c.c. He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…    

d.d.d.d. He is just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…He is just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…He is just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…He is just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…    

e.e.e.e. He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King 

Agrippa II when they met simply tAgrippa II when they met simply tAgrippa II when they met simply tAgrippa II when they met simply telling him the facts…elling him the facts…elling him the facts…elling him the facts…    

f.f.f.f. But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even 

though he had no evidence of guilt on the part of Paul...so he though he had no evidence of guilt on the part of Paul...so he though he had no evidence of guilt on the part of Paul...so he though he had no evidence of guilt on the part of Paul...so he 

sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not 

convict Paul in a Roman court but he also wanted tconvict Paul in a Roman court but he also wanted tconvict Paul in a Roman court but he also wanted tconvict Paul in a Roman court but he also wanted to keep the o keep the o keep the o keep the 

Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen 

since being given the post so he was hoping that Agrippa II since being given the post so he was hoping that Agrippa II since being given the post so he was hoping that Agrippa II since being given the post so he was hoping that Agrippa II 

would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar. would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar. would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar. would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar.     
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Acts- Sunday School 

November 4, 2012 

 

A.  Prayer 

B. Review 

1. According to Josephus, Felix was recalled to Rome in order to explain his brutality 

against the Jewish people that Rome was at peace with even though they ruled 

them.  He would have been severely punished, if not executed for his mishandling 

of many issues except for his brother Pallas’ appeal to Nero the current Caesar.  

Not much is known of Porcius Festus other than the fact that history writes him in 

as more just and moderate ruler towards his subjects than Felix. 

 

2. Read verses 1-27.  What kind of person do you think Festus is based on the 

description and his actions in these verses?  

g.g.g.g. He is punctual…He is punctual…He is punctual…He is punctual…☺☺☺☺    

h.h.h.h. He seems to want to get to know his people and waste no time in He seems to want to get to know his people and waste no time in He seems to want to get to know his people and waste no time in He seems to want to get to know his people and waste no time in 

going into the nest of them…going into the nest of them…going into the nest of them…going into the nest of them…    

i.i.i.i. He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…He seems wise enough to see through the Jews desires for Paul…    

j.j.j.j. He isHe isHe isHe is    just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…just and knows Roman law and how it is to be used…    

k.k.k.k. He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King He was truthful and consistent…not seeking favor from King 

Agrippa II when they met simply telling him the facts…Agrippa II when they met simply telling him the facts…Agrippa II when they met simply telling him the facts…Agrippa II when they met simply telling him the facts…    

l.l.l.l. But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even But he lacked courage or desire to declare Paul innocent even 

though he had no evidence ofthough he had no evidence ofthough he had no evidence ofthough he had no evidence of    guilt on the part of Paul...so he guilt on the part of Paul...so he guilt on the part of Paul...so he guilt on the part of Paul...so he 

sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not sought to walk the center of the road knowing he could not 

convict Paul in a roman court but he also wanted to keep the convict Paul in a roman court but he also wanted to keep the convict Paul in a roman court but he also wanted to keep the convict Paul in a roman court but he also wanted to keep the 

Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen Jews happy after all this was the first issue that had arisen 

since being given the post so he was hosince being given the post so he was hosince being given the post so he was hosince being given the post so he was hoping that Agrippa II ping that Agrippa II ping that Agrippa II ping that Agrippa II 

would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar. would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar. would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar. would deal with this this and send his report before Caesar.     

    

C. Now let’s break the text down. 
1. Let’s look closer at Acts 25:1-12. How do the charges differ this time?  

a.a.a.a. They obviously added the charge against Caesar since Paul then They obviously added the charge against Caesar since Paul then They obviously added the charge against Caesar since Paul then They obviously added the charge against Caesar since Paul then 

defendefendefendefends himself against that one, for the first time, as well. ds himself against that one, for the first time, as well. ds himself against that one, for the first time, as well. ds himself against that one, for the first time, as well.  

b.b.b.b. It seems that they may not have brought up the charge of being It seems that they may not have brought up the charge of being It seems that they may not have brought up the charge of being It seems that they may not have brought up the charge of being 

a trouble maker since Paul does not answer to that one again.a trouble maker since Paul does not answer to that one again.a trouble maker since Paul does not answer to that one again.a trouble maker since Paul does not answer to that one again. 

 

2. Why did Festus offer Paul a trial in Jerusalem? To placate the Jews. To placate the Jews. To placate the Jews. To placate the Jews.  Why did 

Paul refuse Festus’ offer of a trial in Jerusalem and claim his right to appeal to 

Caesar? Safer and surer avenue for justice.Safer and surer avenue for justice.Safer and surer avenue for justice.Safer and surer avenue for justice. 

 

3. Why would Paul want to be tried before Caesar rather than being tried before 

Festus again in Jerusalem?  

a.a.a.a. He knows he is sHe knows he is sHe knows he is sHe knows he is supposed to go to Rome and he knows this is upposed to go to Rome and he knows this is upposed to go to Rome and he knows this is upposed to go to Rome and he knows this is 

how God had engineered his passage to Rome. how God had engineered his passage to Rome. how God had engineered his passage to Rome. how God had engineered his passage to Rome.  

b.b.b.b.     He was not as many have said afraid to go back to Jerusalem.  It He was not as many have said afraid to go back to Jerusalem.  It He was not as many have said afraid to go back to Jerusalem.  It He was not as many have said afraid to go back to Jerusalem.  It 

is true he knew what lie there to be sure but that was not his is true he knew what lie there to be sure but that was not his is true he knew what lie there to be sure but that was not his is true he knew what lie there to be sure but that was not his 

reasons...He had been given a mission nreasons...He had been given a mission nreasons...He had been given a mission nreasons...He had been given a mission now he knew how it ow he knew how it ow he knew how it ow he knew how it 

would be fulfilled.would be fulfilled.would be fulfilled.would be fulfilled. 
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c.c.c.c. Appealing to Caesar was an ancient but still acceptable Roman Appealing to Caesar was an ancient but still acceptable Roman Appealing to Caesar was an ancient but still acceptable Roman Appealing to Caesar was an ancient but still acceptable Roman 

right which protected Paul from, “right which protected Paul from, “right which protected Paul from, “right which protected Paul from, “summary punishment, summary punishment, summary punishment, summary punishment, 
execution, and from an actual trial from magistrates outside of execution, and from an actual trial from magistrates outside of execution, and from an actual trial from magistrates outside of execution, and from an actual trial from magistrates outside of 
Italy.”Italy.”Italy.”Italy.”    (A.N. Sherwin(A.N. Sherwin(A.N. Sherwin(A.N. Sherwin----White’s discussiWhite’s discussiWhite’s discussiWhite’s discussion found in on found in on found in on found in Roman Roman Roman Roman 

Society and Roman Law in the New Testament Society and Roman Law in the New Testament Society and Roman Law in the New Testament Society and Roman Law in the New Testament pg. 58)pg. 58)pg. 58)pg. 58) 

    

4. Now look at 25:13-27. What do Paul’s actions tea ch us about our 
relationship to civil authority? 
a.a.a.a. Paul’s action show we must respect civil authority as Paul’s action show we must respect civil authority as Paul’s action show we must respect civil authority as Paul’s action show we must respect civil authority as 

reflecting God’s will in a limited reflecting God’s will in a limited reflecting God’s will in a limited reflecting God’s will in a limited way...see Rom. 13:1way...see Rom. 13:1way...see Rom. 13:1way...see Rom. 13:1----4ff4ff4ff4ff    

b.b.b.b. Paul’s actions show that we do not have to fear even bad Paul’s actions show that we do not have to fear even bad Paul’s actions show that we do not have to fear even bad Paul’s actions show that we do not have to fear even bad 

magistrates. God is in charge and He has historically used magistrates. God is in charge and He has historically used magistrates. God is in charge and He has historically used magistrates. God is in charge and He has historically used 

nonnonnonnon----believers to meter out His justice.believers to meter out His justice.believers to meter out His justice.believers to meter out His justice.    

c.c.c.c. Paul’s actions show that we must not just blindly or Paul’s actions show that we must not just blindly or Paul’s actions show that we must not just blindly or Paul’s actions show that we must not just blindly or 

passively accept the acpassively accept the acpassively accept the acpassively accept the actions of civil magistrates. Paul is tions of civil magistrates. Paul is tions of civil magistrates. Paul is tions of civil magistrates. Paul is 

extremely proextremely proextremely proextremely pro----active. He does not just give in, but rather active. He does not just give in, but rather active. He does not just give in, but rather active. He does not just give in, but rather 

protests injustice vigorously and “goes over the head” of protests injustice vigorously and “goes over the head” of protests injustice vigorously and “goes over the head” of protests injustice vigorously and “goes over the head” of 

Festus to save himself. In the same way, Christians can Festus to save himself. In the same way, Christians can Festus to save himself. In the same way, Christians can Festus to save himself. In the same way, Christians can 

only give “qualified” respect to civil authoritonly give “qualified” respect to civil authoritonly give “qualified” respect to civil authoritonly give “qualified” respect to civil authority. We have a y. We have a y. We have a y. We have a 

higher standard higher standard higher standard higher standard ————    the moral law of God the moral law of God the moral law of God the moral law of God ————    by which to by which to by which to by which to 

judge civil authority. We can and must protest and resist judge civil authority. We can and must protest and resist judge civil authority. We can and must protest and resist judge civil authority. We can and must protest and resist 

injustice.injustice.injustice.injustice.    

    

5.  How does Festus’s “spin” on the case to Agrippa  reveal how 
Paul is a problem for Festus? Festus has two problems, one Festus has two problems, one Festus has two problems, one Festus has two problems, one 

oooobvious and one less obvious. bvious and one less obvious. bvious and one less obvious. bvious and one less obvious.  
a.a.a.a.     The obvious problem is the one he mentions The obvious problem is the one he mentions The obvious problem is the one he mentions The obvious problem is the one he mentions ————    he does not he does not he does not he does not 

know how to discern”such matters” (v.20). He seems to know how to discern”such matters” (v.20). He seems to know how to discern”such matters” (v.20). He seems to know how to discern”such matters” (v.20). He seems to 

realize that the Jewish leaders have lodged the civil realize that the Jewish leaders have lodged the civil realize that the Jewish leaders have lodged the civil realize that the Jewish leaders have lodged the civil 

charges as mere excuses to get at Paul for what they charges as mere excuses to get at Paul for what they charges as mere excuses to get at Paul for what they charges as mere excuses to get at Paul for what they 

consideconsideconsideconsidered his real transgression red his real transgression red his real transgression red his real transgression ————    the preaching of Jesus. the preaching of Jesus. the preaching of Jesus. the preaching of Jesus. 

Festus rightly discerns that the theological issue is the real Festus rightly discerns that the theological issue is the real Festus rightly discerns that the theological issue is the real Festus rightly discerns that the theological issue is the real 

issue…issue…issue…issue… 
b.b.b.b. The less obvious problem is indicated by the fact that The less obvious problem is indicated by the fact that The less obvious problem is indicated by the fact that The less obvious problem is indicated by the fact that 

Festus needs to sendFestus needs to sendFestus needs to sendFestus needs to send    along to Rome some statement of along to Rome some statement of along to Rome some statement of along to Rome some statement of 

charges (v.27). The civilcharges (v.27). The civilcharges (v.27). The civilcharges (v.27). The civil    charges before thecharges before thecharges before thecharges before the    governor (of governor (of governor (of governor (of 

violating temple rules and creating riots) simply were not violating temple rules and creating riots) simply were not violating temple rules and creating riots) simply were not violating temple rules and creating riots) simply were not 

substantiated at all by Paul’s accusers. There was no substantiated at all by Paul’s accusers. There was no substantiated at all by Paul’s accusers. There was no substantiated at all by Paul’s accusers. There was no 

evidence that Paul had defiled the temple or had instigated evidence that Paul had defiled the temple or had instigated evidence that Paul had defiled the temple or had instigated evidence that Paul had defiled the temple or had instigated 

riots.riots.riots.riots.    

c.c.c.c. Why is Agrippa a help for him? Agrippa II Agrippa II Agrippa II Agrippa II ““““had a reputation had a reputation had a reputation had a reputation 
of being an authority on the Jewish religion [see 26:3], and of being an authority on the Jewish religion [see 26:3], and of being an authority on the Jewish religion [see 26:3], and of being an authority on the Jewish religion [see 26:3], and 
Festus decided that he was the man who could best help Festus decided that he was the man who could best help Festus decided that he was the man who could best help Festus decided that he was the man who could best help 
him to frame the report which he had to remit to Rome in him to frame the report which he had to remit to Rome in him to frame the report which he had to remit to Rome in him to frame the report which he had to remit to Rome in 
connection with Paul’s appeal…”connection with Paul’s appeal…”connection with Paul’s appeal…”connection with Paul’s appeal…”    (F.F.Bruce, p.482) Festus (F.F.Bruce, p.482) Festus (F.F.Bruce, p.482) Festus (F.F.Bruce, p.482) Festus 

hoped thhoped thhoped thhoped that Agrippa could listen to Paul and help him at Agrippa could listen to Paul and help him at Agrippa could listen to Paul and help him at Agrippa could listen to Paul and help him 

discover what about Paul was so disruptive of the peace. discover what about Paul was so disruptive of the peace. discover what about Paul was so disruptive of the peace. discover what about Paul was so disruptive of the peace. 
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Probably, Festus hoped that Agrippa could provide some Probably, Festus hoped that Agrippa could provide some Probably, Festus hoped that Agrippa could provide some Probably, Festus hoped that Agrippa could provide some 

insights about why this case warranted a trial. Festus may insights about why this case warranted a trial. Festus may insights about why this case warranted a trial. Festus may insights about why this case warranted a trial. Festus may 

have reasoned, have reasoned, have reasoned, have reasoned, “this man must be doing s“this man must be doing s“this man must be doing s“this man must be doing something terribly omething terribly omething terribly omething terribly 
bad or wrong to provoke such furious opposition”bad or wrong to provoke such furious opposition”bad or wrong to provoke such furious opposition”bad or wrong to provoke such furious opposition”. He . He . He . He 

hoped Agrippa could show him what it was.hoped Agrippa could show him what it was.hoped Agrippa could show him what it was.hoped Agrippa could show him what it was.    

 
6. Why was this meeting such a tremendous opportunity to proclaim the gospel?  

a.a.a.a. First, this is a very strategic opportunity for the gospel becauseFirst, this is a very strategic opportunity for the gospel becauseFirst, this is a very strategic opportunity for the gospel becauseFirst, this is a very strategic opportunity for the gospel because    

“the chief captains and the principal men of the city” were “the chief captains and the principal men of the city” were “the chief captains and the principal men of the city” were “the chief captains and the principal men of the city” were 

assembled to hear Paul (v.23). Why? It was an social and assembled to hear Paul (v.23). Why? It was an social and assembled to hear Paul (v.23). Why? It was an social and assembled to hear Paul (v.23). Why? It was an social and 

political occasion political occasion political occasion political occasion ————    it was a way for the elite of the imperial it was a way for the elite of the imperial it was a way for the elite of the imperial it was a way for the elite of the imperial 

capital to maintain cordial relations with the head of the capital to maintain cordial relations with the head of the capital to maintain cordial relations with the head of the capital to maintain cordial relations with the head of the 

nation. This isnation. This isnation. This isnation. This is    why there was “great pomp”. But what an why there was “great pomp”. But what an why there was “great pomp”. But what an why there was “great pomp”. But what an 

opening for the gospel! Here is Caesarea, the royal capital in the opening for the gospel! Here is Caesarea, the royal capital in the opening for the gospel! Here is Caesarea, the royal capital in the opening for the gospel! Here is Caesarea, the royal capital in the 

part of the world, and all the leaders of the city are assembled to part of the world, and all the leaders of the city are assembled to part of the world, and all the leaders of the city are assembled to part of the world, and all the leaders of the city are assembled to 

hear Paul’s testimony and message. Imagine any major city in hear Paul’s testimony and message. Imagine any major city in hear Paul’s testimony and message. Imagine any major city in hear Paul’s testimony and message. Imagine any major city in 

the U.S. or the worthe U.S. or the worthe U.S. or the worthe U.S. or the world having all the leading business and ld having all the leading business and ld having all the leading business and ld having all the leading business and 

political leaders assembling to hear a preacher of the gospel. It political leaders assembling to hear a preacher of the gospel. It political leaders assembling to hear a preacher of the gospel. It political leaders assembling to hear a preacher of the gospel. It 

hasn’t happened (if it has ever happened) in centuries. The hasn’t happened (if it has ever happened) in centuries. The hasn’t happened (if it has ever happened) in centuries. The hasn’t happened (if it has ever happened) in centuries. The 

strategic nature of the moment is better appreciated when we strategic nature of the moment is better appreciated when we strategic nature of the moment is better appreciated when we strategic nature of the moment is better appreciated when we 

remember that up until this poremember that up until this poremember that up until this poremember that up until this point the spread of Christianity int the spread of Christianity int the spread of Christianity int the spread of Christianity 

had been mainly among the working class and the poor. In a had been mainly among the working class and the poor. In a had been mainly among the working class and the poor. In a had been mainly among the working class and the poor. In a 

highly classhighly classhighly classhighly class----stratified society, it was very difficult for the lower stratified society, it was very difficult for the lower stratified society, it was very difficult for the lower stratified society, it was very difficult for the lower 

classes to share their faith with people of the upper classes. classes to share their faith with people of the upper classes. classes to share their faith with people of the upper classes. classes to share their faith with people of the upper classes. 

Thus an opportunity like this is wThus an opportunity like this is wThus an opportunity like this is wThus an opportunity like this is worth its weight in gold.orth its weight in gold.orth its weight in gold.orth its weight in gold.    

b.b.b.b. Second, this is a very dramatic opportunity for the gospel, Second, this is a very dramatic opportunity for the gospel, Second, this is a very dramatic opportunity for the gospel, Second, this is a very dramatic opportunity for the gospel, 

because here we see a face to face confrontation with the because here we see a face to face confrontation with the because here we see a face to face confrontation with the because here we see a face to face confrontation with the 

leaders of two completely opposed spiritual “kingdoms”. The leaders of two completely opposed spiritual “kingdoms”. The leaders of two completely opposed spiritual “kingdoms”. The leaders of two completely opposed spiritual “kingdoms”. The 

Herods were the powerful royal family who, though proHerods were the powerful royal family who, though proHerods were the powerful royal family who, though proHerods were the powerful royal family who, though professing fessing fessing fessing 

the Biblical faith, had lived lives of violence and corruption for the Biblical faith, had lived lives of violence and corruption for the Biblical faith, had lived lives of violence and corruption for the Biblical faith, had lived lives of violence and corruption for 

generations, mimicking the ways of the ruling classes of the generations, mimicking the ways of the ruling classes of the generations, mimicking the ways of the ruling classes of the generations, mimicking the ways of the ruling classes of the 

world.world.world.world.    

c.c.c.c. Consider how many things God had to work together for this to occur. Refer to 

the last few chapters.    

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Acts- Sunday School 

November 11, 2012 

 

A.  Prayer 

B. Review 

1. As we considered chapter 25 last time and we ended with Paul being brought 

before King Agrippa II by Festus just before sending Paul off to Rome we noticed 
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that Festus was frustrated by this case.  Why? (Just as a reminder of some of his 

frustration re-read 25:13-27.) 

 

2. As Paul was brought before all the upwardly mobile leaders of the area why was 

this meeting such a tremendous opportunity to proclaim the gospel?  

 

3. What may be ironic, so far, about Paul’s trial before King Agrippa II in verses?  

a.a.a.a. Herod Agrippa II was the greatHerod Agrippa II was the greatHerod Agrippa II was the greatHerod Agrippa II was the great----grandson of Herod the Great grandson of Herod the Great grandson of Herod the Great grandson of Herod the Great 

who had tried to destroy the infant Jesus.  Agrippa II’s great who had tried to destroy the infant Jesus.  Agrippa II’s great who had tried to destroy the infant Jesus.  Agrippa II’s great who had tried to destroy the infant Jesus.  Agrippa II’s great 

uncle Antipas had beheaded John the Baptist.  Agrippa’s father, uncle Antipas had beheaded John the Baptist.  Agrippa’s father, uncle Antipas had beheaded John the Baptist.  Agrippa’s father, uncle Antipas had beheaded John the Baptist.  Agrippa’s father, 

Agrippa I had James the son of ZAgrippa I had James the son of ZAgrippa I had James the son of ZAgrippa I had James the son of Zebedee killed with a sword… ebedee killed with a sword… ebedee killed with a sword… ebedee killed with a sword… 

All of them were of Edomite heritage.  All of them were of Edomite heritage.  All of them were of Edomite heritage.  All of them were of Edomite heritage.  Why was that significant as 

well? 

b.b.b.b. And now Paul stands before this great family who has a long And now Paul stands before this great family who has a long And now Paul stands before this great family who has a long And now Paul stands before this great family who has a long 

history of opposition to truth and righteousness.  And on top of history of opposition to truth and righteousness.  And on top of history of opposition to truth and righteousness.  And on top of history of opposition to truth and righteousness.  And on top of 

that Agrippa II seems to have that Agrippa II seems to have that Agrippa II seems to have that Agrippa II seems to have been married to his sister Bernice.  been married to his sister Bernice.  been married to his sister Bernice.  been married to his sister Bernice.  

Bernice was always seen with the king.  History seems to Bernice was always seen with the king.  History seems to Bernice was always seen with the king.  History seems to Bernice was always seen with the king.  History seems to 

indicate that he could do nothing without her consent…much indicate that he could do nothing without her consent…much indicate that he could do nothing without her consent…much indicate that he could do nothing without her consent…much 

like Ahab and Jezebel.like Ahab and Jezebel.like Ahab and Jezebel.like Ahab and Jezebel. 

c.c.c.c. In his explanation of the charges Festus speaks of Paul being a In his explanation of the charges Festus speaks of Paul being a In his explanation of the charges Festus speaks of Paul being a In his explanation of the charges Festus speaks of Paul being a 

follower of Jesufollower of Jesufollower of Jesufollower of Jesus who was said to be dead by the Jews and alive s who was said to be dead by the Jews and alive s who was said to be dead by the Jews and alive s who was said to be dead by the Jews and alive 

by Paul…at the name of Jesus the family history would have by Paul…at the name of Jesus the family history would have by Paul…at the name of Jesus the family history would have by Paul…at the name of Jesus the family history would have 

come to mind.come to mind.come to mind.come to mind. 

d.d.d.d. It had to be an interesting moment for Paul to stand before this It had to be an interesting moment for Paul to stand before this It had to be an interesting moment for Paul to stand before this It had to be an interesting moment for Paul to stand before this 

family apparently not intimidated by who he was in front of. family apparently not intimidated by who he was in front of. family apparently not intimidated by who he was in front of. family apparently not intimidated by who he was in front of.  

 

4. Again, why would Paul not be shaken by this meeting? He had a mission to go He had a mission to go He had a mission to go He had a mission to go 

to Rome. He served a greater King and he had His promise that He to Rome. He served a greater King and he had His promise that He to Rome. He served a greater King and he had His promise that He to Rome. He served a greater King and he had His promise that He 

was with Paul. was with Paul. was with Paul. was with Paul. What should this say to us about adversity? 

 

C. Chapter 26 

1. Read verses 1-11.  Why does Paul say he is on trial? Because he believes in Because he believes in Because he believes in Because he believes in 

the resurrection.  the resurrection.  the resurrection.  the resurrection.  What is significant about Paul saying why he is on trial?  

a.a.a.a. No one else has made a charge that will stick for anything else No one else has made a charge that will stick for anything else No one else has made a charge that will stick for anything else No one else has made a charge that will stick for anything else 

because they were trying to move the discussion from religion because they were trying to move the discussion from religion because they were trying to move the discussion from religion because they were trying to move the discussion from religion 

to treason.  This is not abto treason.  This is not abto treason.  This is not abto treason.  This is not about his being against Caesar this is out his being against Caesar this is out his being against Caesar this is out his being against Caesar this is 

about religious interpretation.  A charge by the way that he had about religious interpretation.  A charge by the way that he had about religious interpretation.  A charge by the way that he had about religious interpretation.  A charge by the way that he had 

been found “notbeen found “notbeen found “notbeen found “not----guilty” of by the Pharisees.guilty” of by the Pharisees.guilty” of by the Pharisees.guilty” of by the Pharisees. 

b.b.b.b. Besides Paul was the first to speak so he is able to set the stage Besides Paul was the first to speak so he is able to set the stage Besides Paul was the first to speak so he is able to set the stage Besides Paul was the first to speak so he is able to set the stage 

by which the discussion will be had by theby which the discussion will be had by theby which the discussion will be had by theby which the discussion will be had by the    parties which was parties which was parties which was parties which was 

his right as a Roman citizen.his right as a Roman citizen.his right as a Roman citizen.his right as a Roman citizen. 

 

2. What are the main points about himself that Paul wished to make for King Agrippa 

in this section of verses? 

a.a.a.a. A strict believer ;A strict believer ;A strict believer ;A strict believer ;    

b.b.b.b. A familiar and strict Pharisee…he was known by many in the A familiar and strict Pharisee…he was known by many in the A familiar and strict Pharisee…he was known by many in the A familiar and strict Pharisee…he was known by many in the 

Sanhedrin and in thSanhedrin and in thSanhedrin and in thSanhedrin and in the Way as the great leader among the scribes e Way as the great leader among the scribes e Way as the great leader among the scribes e Way as the great leader among the scribes 

and Pharisees having been trained by Gamaliel .and Pharisees having been trained by Gamaliel .and Pharisees having been trained by Gamaliel .and Pharisees having been trained by Gamaliel .    

c.c.c.c. A fanatical persecutor of the WayA fanatical persecutor of the WayA fanatical persecutor of the WayA fanatical persecutor of the Way    
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3. Read verses 12-18.  What more does the King learn about Paul from these verses?  
a.a.a.a. He is on a “Mission from God”. He is on a “Mission from God”. He is on a “Mission from God”. He is on a “Mission from God”.     

b.b.b.b. That Jesus persoThat Jesus persoThat Jesus persoThat Jesus personally intervened to stop Paul’s persecution and nally intervened to stop Paul’s persecution and nally intervened to stop Paul’s persecution and nally intervened to stop Paul’s persecution and 

to redeem Paul…this one that Paul had thought dead was now to redeem Paul…this one that Paul had thought dead was now to redeem Paul…this one that Paul had thought dead was now to redeem Paul…this one that Paul had thought dead was now 

talking to him and saving him of all people…talking to him and saving him of all people…talking to him and saving him of all people…talking to him and saving him of all people…    

c.c.c.c. Then this same Jesus commissioned Him as an apostle…Then this same Jesus commissioned Him as an apostle…Then this same Jesus commissioned Him as an apostle…Then this same Jesus commissioned Him as an apostle…    

    

4.4.4.4. Now what about this commissioning?  What does Paul tell King Agrippa that 

would have sounded all too familiar?    

a.a.a.a. the sequence of his commissioning would have been familiar the sequence of his commissioning would have been familiar the sequence of his commissioning would have been familiar the sequence of his commissioning would have been familiar 

and reminded the King of one being called to the office of and reminded the King of one being called to the office of and reminded the King of one being called to the office of and reminded the King of one being called to the office of 

Prophet…Jesus command to Paul was, Prophet…Jesus command to Paul was, Prophet…Jesus command to Paul was, Prophet…Jesus command to Paul was, “Rise and stand upon “Rise and stand upon “Rise and stand upon “Rise and stand upon 
your feet…”…your feet…”…your feet…”…your feet…”…This typeThis typeThis typeThis type    of phrasing was used with the prophets of phrasing was used with the prophets of phrasing was used with the prophets of phrasing was used with the prophets 

once they fell upon their faces before the LORD the LORD would once they fell upon their faces before the LORD the LORD would once they fell upon their faces before the LORD the LORD would once they fell upon their faces before the LORD the LORD would 

say “Rise and stand” as He then prepared to give them their say “Rise and stand” as He then prepared to give them their say “Rise and stand” as He then prepared to give them their say “Rise and stand” as He then prepared to give them their 

commissioning. Paul’s calling seems to have deliberately similar commissioning. Paul’s calling seems to have deliberately similar commissioning. Paul’s calling seems to have deliberately similar commissioning. Paul’s calling seems to have deliberately similar 

to Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiahto Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiahto Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiahto Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah    and others so that the Jews would and others so that the Jews would and others so that the Jews would and others so that the Jews would 

not miss his authority but also…that Jesus was God!not miss his authority but also…that Jesus was God!not miss his authority but also…that Jesus was God!not miss his authority but also…that Jesus was God!    

b.b.b.b. Jesus said further to Paul, Jesus said further to Paul, Jesus said further to Paul, Jesus said further to Paul, “I have appeared to you for this “I have appeared to you for this “I have appeared to you for this “I have appeared to you for this 
purpose to appoint you as a servant and a witness…”purpose to appoint you as a servant and a witness…”purpose to appoint you as a servant and a witness…”purpose to appoint you as a servant and a witness…”    The The The The 

Apostles tells the King of the specific purpose he iApostles tells the King of the specific purpose he iApostles tells the King of the specific purpose he iApostles tells the King of the specific purpose he is called as an s called as an s called as an s called as an 

Apostle is to be an eyewitness of ChristApostle is to be an eyewitness of ChristApostle is to be an eyewitness of ChristApostle is to be an eyewitness of Christ    

c.c.c.c. Next he tells the King, Next he tells the King, Next he tells the King, Next he tells the King, “…delivering you from your people and “…delivering you from your people and “…delivering you from your people and “…delivering you from your people and 
from the Gentiles…” from the Gentiles…” from the Gentiles…” from the Gentiles…” A similar promise of rescue was given to A similar promise of rescue was given to A similar promise of rescue was given to A similar promise of rescue was given to 

Jeremiah (1:8). No one will stop them from delivering the Jeremiah (1:8). No one will stop them from delivering the Jeremiah (1:8). No one will stop them from delivering the Jeremiah (1:8). No one will stop them from delivering the 

message of God.message of God.message of God.message of God.    
d.d.d.d. “I “I “I “I am sending you…” am sending you…” am sending you…” am sending you…” This could be read, “I myself apostle you” This could be read, “I myself apostle you” This could be read, “I myself apostle you” This could be read, “I myself apostle you” 

he was called to be sent to the Gentiles by the God of the OT.  he was called to be sent to the Gentiles by the God of the OT.  he was called to be sent to the Gentiles by the God of the OT.  he was called to be sent to the Gentiles by the God of the OT.  

The wording here is the same wording the Lord Jesus gave the The wording here is the same wording the Lord Jesus gave the The wording here is the same wording the Lord Jesus gave the The wording here is the same wording the Lord Jesus gave the 

original 12 on the first Easter day…In John 20:21 Jesus says, original 12 on the first Easter day…In John 20:21 Jesus says, original 12 on the first Easter day…In John 20:21 Jesus says, original 12 on the first Easter day…In John 20:21 Jesus says, “I “I “I “I 
am senam senam senam sending you.” ding you.” ding you.” ding you.”     Paul was sent to open the eyes of faith to the Paul was sent to open the eyes of faith to the Paul was sent to open the eyes of faith to the Paul was sent to open the eyes of faith to the 

unseeing Gentiles. unseeing Gentiles. unseeing Gentiles. unseeing Gentiles.     
e.e.e.e. Once again these are all concepts that King Agrippa II would be Once again these are all concepts that King Agrippa II would be Once again these are all concepts that King Agrippa II would be Once again these are all concepts that King Agrippa II would be 

familiar with as he was charged with picking the High Priest he familiar with as he was charged with picking the High Priest he familiar with as he was charged with picking the High Priest he familiar with as he was charged with picking the High Priest he 

had to know the Law and the traditions well.had to know the Law and the traditions well.had to know the Law and the traditions well.had to know the Law and the traditions well.    

    

5. Read 19-29. In the earlier passages Paul supports the fact that he was a familiar 

and strict Pharisee.  What in these passages does he say about his commitment to 

the Word of God in support of the faith in verses 19-23? 
a.a.a.a. He could not be disobedient to God direHe could not be disobedient to God direHe could not be disobedient to God direHe could not be disobedient to God direct call…ct call…ct call…ct call…    

b. Paul said, Paul said, Paul said, Paul said, “so here I stand testifying …”…“so here I stand testifying …”…“so here I stand testifying …”…“so here I stand testifying …”…similar words to similar words to similar words to similar words to 

another great witness for the faith Martin Luther, another great witness for the faith Martin Luther, another great witness for the faith Martin Luther, another great witness for the faith Martin Luther, “Unless I am 

convinced by the testimony of the Scriptures or by clear reason (for I do not 

trust either in the pope or in councils alone, since it is well known that they 

have often erred and contradicted themselves), I am bound by the Scriptures I 

have quoted and my conscience is captive to the Word of God. I cannot and 

will not recant anything, since it is neither safe nor right to go against 

conscience. Here I stand. I can do no other.  May God help me. Amen.” 
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c.c.c.c. He speaks nothing that hasn’t been said before by the prophets He speaks nothing that hasn’t been said before by the prophets He speaks nothing that hasn’t been said before by the prophets He speaks nothing that hasn’t been said before by the prophets 

and Moses…again just like Luther…he was charged with new and Moses…again just like Luther…he was charged with new and Moses…again just like Luther…he was charged with new and Moses…again just like Luther…he was charged with new 

ideas about the faith and Luther countered by saying, ideas about the faith and Luther countered by saying, ideas about the faith and Luther countered by saying, ideas about the faith and Luther countered by saying, “We tea“We tea“We tea“We teach ch ch ch 
no new thing, but we repeat and establish old things, which the no new thing, but we repeat and establish old things, which the no new thing, but we repeat and establish old things, which the no new thing, but we repeat and establish old things, which the 

apostles and all the godly teachers, like Augustine, have taught apostles and all the godly teachers, like Augustine, have taught apostles and all the godly teachers, like Augustine, have taught apostles and all the godly teachers, like Augustine, have taught 
before us.” before us.” before us.” before us.”         

d.d.d.d. What was it that the prophets and Moses said would happen?    

(1)(1)(1)(1) That the Christ…the Messiah would suffer (specificaThat the Christ…the Messiah would suffer (specificaThat the Christ…the Messiah would suffer (specificaThat the Christ…the Messiah would suffer (specifically lly lly lly 

Isaiah 53;4ff);Isaiah 53;4ff);Isaiah 53;4ff);Isaiah 53;4ff);    

(2)(2)(2)(2) That He would be the first to rise from the dead specifically That He would be the first to rise from the dead specifically That He would be the first to rise from the dead specifically That He would be the first to rise from the dead specifically 

Isaiah again Is. 52:13, 53:12Isaiah again Is. 52:13, 53:12Isaiah again Is. 52:13, 53:12Isaiah again Is. 52:13, 53:12    

(3)(3)(3)(3) That He would proclaim light both to our people and the That He would proclaim light both to our people and the That He would proclaim light both to our people and the That He would proclaim light both to our people and the 

Gentiles specifically Is. 9,42:6, 49:6Gentiles specifically Is. 9,42:6, 49:6Gentiles specifically Is. 9,42:6, 49:6Gentiles specifically Is. 9,42:6, 49:6    

    

 
 

Acts-Sunday School 

November 25, 2012 

 

A. Prayer 

B. Review 

1. How is Paul’s heart’s desire and commitment to his commission revealed again as 

he brings his defense to a close with King Agrippa? 

a.a.a.a. He was not intimidated by the King’s comeback and command He was not intimidated by the King’s comeback and command He was not intimidated by the King’s comeback and command He was not intimidated by the King’s comeback and command 

of the language with his question…and he came back equally of the language with his question…and he came back equally of the language with his question…and he came back equally of the language with his question…and he came back equally 

wwwwith boldness and power,ith boldness and power,ith boldness and power,ith boldness and power,    

b.b.b.b. He wished that the King and all in his hearing would believe and He wished that the King and all in his hearing would believe and He wished that the King and all in his hearing would believe and He wished that the King and all in his hearing would believe and 

be set free from the bondage of sin.be set free from the bondage of sin.be set free from the bondage of sin.be set free from the bondage of sin.    

    

2. Paul had great confidence in God, and many others were profoundly affected by 

it.  What promises from God was the foundation for Paul’s great confidence that 

they would all arrive safely in Rome?  
a.a.a.a. He had been promised in a dream that he would testify in Rome He had been promised in a dream that he would testify in Rome He had been promised in a dream that he would testify in Rome He had been promised in a dream that he would testify in Rome 

prior to all of this…Acts 23:11prior to all of this…Acts 23:11prior to all of this…Acts 23:11prior to all of this…Acts 23:11    

b.b.b.b. He had had a dream in verses 23 from God stating they would all He had had a dream in verses 23 from God stating they would all He had had a dream in verses 23 from God stating they would all He had had a dream in verses 23 from God stating they would all 

be alright if they all stay tobe alright if they all stay tobe alright if they all stay tobe alright if they all stay together but that they must run the gether but that they must run the gether but that they must run the gether but that they must run the 

ship aground.ship aground.ship aground.ship aground.    

    

3. To what degree is Paul’s commission from Jesus Christ your own? 
    

C. Chapter 28 
1. Read verses 1-10. What do we come to know of the first people Paul and the lot 

encounter in verses 1-6?  

a.a.a.a. The term “native people” hThe term “native people” hThe term “native people” hThe term “native people” has often been translated as islandersas often been translated as islandersas often been translated as islandersas often been translated as islanders----    

(NIV) or natives/barbarians(NIV) or natives/barbarians(NIV) or natives/barbarians(NIV) or natives/barbarians----(NKJV, NLT and others) which (NKJV, NLT and others) which (NKJV, NLT and others) which (NKJV, NLT and others) which 

were used to speak of people who did not speak Greek… only were used to speak of people who did not speak Greek… only were used to speak of people who did not speak Greek… only were used to speak of people who did not speak Greek… only 

their own language.their own language.their own language.their own language.  

b.b.b.b. They were friendly and hospitable. They were friendly and hospitable. They were friendly and hospitable. They were friendly and hospitable. “…unusual kindness…”“…unusual kindness…”“…unusual kindness…”“…unusual kindness…” = = = = 

reveals that they werereveals that they werereveals that they werereveals that they were    the opposite of barbarians. the opposite of barbarians. the opposite of barbarians. the opposite of barbarians.  
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c.c.c.c. They were superstitious folk and had strange customs and They were superstitious folk and had strange customs and They were superstitious folk and had strange customs and They were superstitious folk and had strange customs and 

beliefs.  Believing Paul to have been bitten they concluded that beliefs.  Believing Paul to have been bitten they concluded that beliefs.  Believing Paul to have been bitten they concluded that beliefs.  Believing Paul to have been bitten they concluded that 

he must be a murderer and now after missing out on his he must be a murderer and now after missing out on his he must be a murderer and now after missing out on his he must be a murderer and now after missing out on his 

judgment by drowning would now receive his just pjudgment by drowning would now receive his just pjudgment by drowning would now receive his just pjudgment by drowning would now receive his just punishment unishment unishment unishment 

…death by viper. However, the wording merely implies that …death by viper. However, the wording merely implies that …death by viper. However, the wording merely implies that …death by viper. However, the wording merely implies that 

Paul may have been bitten, it never explicitly states that he was Paul may have been bitten, it never explicitly states that he was Paul may have been bitten, it never explicitly states that he was Paul may have been bitten, it never explicitly states that he was 

bitten...the snake could have easily coiled itself around Paul’s bitten...the snake could have easily coiled itself around Paul’s bitten...the snake could have easily coiled itself around Paul’s bitten...the snake could have easily coiled itself around Paul’s 

hand/arm after being exposed to the fire with parts of ithand/arm after being exposed to the fire with parts of ithand/arm after being exposed to the fire with parts of ithand/arm after being exposed to the fire with parts of it    

hanging from his hand/arm as snakes are prone to do and Paul hanging from his hand/arm as snakes are prone to do and Paul hanging from his hand/arm as snakes are prone to do and Paul hanging from his hand/arm as snakes are prone to do and Paul 

simply shakes it off before it strikes…or it could have been a simply shakes it off before it strikes…or it could have been a simply shakes it off before it strikes…or it could have been a simply shakes it off before it strikes…or it could have been a 

miracle but there is really not much to support that here.  See miracle but there is really not much to support that here.  See miracle but there is really not much to support that here.  See miracle but there is really not much to support that here.  See 

Luke 10:19, Mark 16:17Luke 10:19, Mark 16:17Luke 10:19, Mark 16:17Luke 10:19, Mark 16:17----18 as a possible support for how Christ 18 as a possible support for how Christ 18 as a possible support for how Christ 18 as a possible support for how Christ 

had had had had protected and given Paul authority which leads to simply protected and given Paul authority which leads to simply protected and given Paul authority which leads to simply protected and given Paul authority which leads to simply 

not fearing and dealing with them accordingly.not fearing and dealing with them accordingly.not fearing and dealing with them accordingly.not fearing and dealing with them accordingly. 

 

2. Paul dealt with many fickle crowds in his journey. How is the fickleness of the 

crowd in verses 1-6 displayed? First, they call him a murderer then theFirst, they call him a murderer then theFirst, they call him a murderer then theFirst, they call him a murderer then they y y y 

refer to him as a god after he is seemingly unscathed by the refer to him as a god after he is seemingly unscathed by the refer to him as a god after he is seemingly unscathed by the refer to him as a god after he is seemingly unscathed by the 

viper….Just like the crowd in Lystra who first worshipped Paul viper….Just like the crowd in Lystra who first worshipped Paul viper….Just like the crowd in Lystra who first worshipped Paul viper….Just like the crowd in Lystra who first worshipped Paul 

and then later stoned him(14:11and then later stoned him(14:11and then later stoned him(14:11and then later stoned him(14:11----19)19)19)19) 

 

 

3. What do we learn about the group’s next encounter? 

a.a.a.a. Next they meet PubliusNext they meet PubliusNext they meet PubliusNext they meet Publius----    the chief man of the chief man of the chief man of the chief man of the island…the main the island…the main the island…the main the island…the main 

man on the island…perhaps governor. man on the island…perhaps governor. man on the island…perhaps governor. man on the island…perhaps governor.     

b.b.b.b. He too was extremely hospitable. He too was extremely hospitable. He too was extremely hospitable. He too was extremely hospitable. Why would these people be so 

hospitable? Caesar’s Roman guard…better to be friendly than Caesar’s Roman guard…better to be friendly than Caesar’s Roman guard…better to be friendly than Caesar’s Roman guard…better to be friendly than 

enemies! Because word had gotten around that Paul had enemies! Because word had gotten around that Paul had enemies! Because word had gotten around that Paul had enemies! Because word had gotten around that Paul had 

survived a viper’s bitesurvived a viper’s bitesurvived a viper’s bitesurvived a viper’s bite    and was a god.  I am not sure which of and was a god.  I am not sure which of and was a god.  I am not sure which of and was a god.  I am not sure which of 

these 2 would cause this lavish of treatment… probably the these 2 would cause this lavish of treatment… probably the these 2 would cause this lavish of treatment… probably the these 2 would cause this lavish of treatment… probably the 

latter more than the first.latter more than the first.latter more than the first.latter more than the first.    

    

4. Miracles authenticate the message.  There was no verbal message given in this 

section, so what are the miracles there for? 
a.a.a.a. ApostApostApostApostleship verification…II Cor. 12:12leship verification…II Cor. 12:12leship verification…II Cor. 12:12leship verification…II Cor. 12:12    

b.b.b.b. Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of 

his own…his own…his own…his own…    

c.c.c.c. That wherever His people are things are better for everyone…That wherever His people are things are better for everyone…That wherever His people are things are better for everyone…That wherever His people are things are better for everyone…    

d.d.d.d. God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…    

e.e.e.e. A witness of God’s power to A witness of God’s power to A witness of God’s power to A witness of God’s power to the people of Malta but also to the the people of Malta but also to the the people of Malta but also to the the people of Malta but also to the 

Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…    

f.f.f.f. They are the message…They are the message…They are the message…They are the message…    

g.g.g.g. Just as a side not: the  ailment of Publius’ father has been Just as a side not: the  ailment of Publius’ father has been Just as a side not: the  ailment of Publius’ father has been Just as a side not: the  ailment of Publius’ father has been 

identified as the Malta fever which was traced to the milk of the identified as the Malta fever which was traced to the milk of the identified as the Malta fever which was traced to the milk of the identified as the Malta fever which was traced to the milk of the 

Maltese goats in Maltese goats in Maltese goats in Maltese goats in the late 1800’s.the late 1800’s.the late 1800’s.the late 1800’s.    
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Acts-Sunday School 

December 2, 2012 

 

A. Prayer 

B. Review 

1.1.1.1. In verses 1-10 what is being portrayed and what import is it for us today? The facts 

are important.  They are factual and historical and so they are true.They are factual and historical and so they are true.They are factual and historical and so they are true.They are factual and historical and so they are true.    

 
2. Miracles authenticate the message.  There was no verbal message given in this 

section, so what are the miracles there for? 

h.h.h.h. Apostleship verification…II Cor. 12:12Apostleship verification…II Cor. 12:12Apostleship verification…II Cor. 12:12Apostleship verification…II Cor. 12:12    

i.i.i.i. Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of Verification of God’s Word to all people that God takes care of 

his own…his own…his own…his own…    

j.j.j.j. That wherever His people are things are better fThat wherever His people are things are better fThat wherever His people are things are better fThat wherever His people are things are better for everyone…or everyone…or everyone…or everyone…    

k.k.k.k. God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…God’s common grace extends to all people believers and non…    

l.l.l.l. A witness of God’s power to the people of Malta but also to the A witness of God’s power to the people of Malta but also to the A witness of God’s power to the people of Malta but also to the A witness of God’s power to the people of Malta but also to the 

Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…Roman guard who had seen many such signs and wonders…    

m.m.m.m. They are the message…They are the message…They are the message…They are the message…    

    

3.3.3.3. Again, why do you think so much time is placed on the details of this voyage and 

Paul getting to Rome? God is in the details…To show the relationship God is in the details…To show the relationship God is in the details…To show the relationship God is in the details…To show the relationship 

between God’s providential control of history and the witness and between God’s providential control of history and the witness and between God’s providential control of history and the witness and between God’s providential control of history and the witness and 

mission of the church. mission of the church. mission of the church. mission of the church. Why is this such an important truth? Reveals God Reveals God Reveals God Reveals God 

intimate iintimate iintimate iintimate involvement with the acts of His people…He is NOT nvolvement with the acts of His people…He is NOT nvolvement with the acts of His people…He is NOT nvolvement with the acts of His people…He is NOT 

somebody who got this stared and left us to fend for ourselves…He somebody who got this stared and left us to fend for ourselves…He somebody who got this stared and left us to fend for ourselves…He somebody who got this stared and left us to fend for ourselves…He 

is not some mythical God looking down from on high being amused is not some mythical God looking down from on high being amused is not some mythical God looking down from on high being amused is not some mythical God looking down from on high being amused 

or angered as one is by watching a TV show…He is our God and we or angered as one is by watching a TV show…He is our God and we or angered as one is by watching a TV show…He is our God and we or angered as one is by watching a TV show…He is our God and we 

are His peoplare His peoplare His peoplare His people and He is involved…His presence is real just as He has e and He is involved…His presence is real just as He has e and He is involved…His presence is real just as He has e and He is involved…His presence is real just as He has 

promised…these promises are crucial for us today they go right to promised…these promises are crucial for us today they go right to promised…these promises are crucial for us today they go right to promised…these promises are crucial for us today they go right to 

the heart of hope and assurance.the heart of hope and assurance.the heart of hope and assurance.the heart of hope and assurance.    

    

C. Chapter 28 continued: 
1. Pauls’ arrival in Rome verses 11-16. How would Paul have been encouraged by 

meeting with fellow Christians, first in Puteoli and then with the Christian in 

Rome? Being with one’s own people even if they did not know one Being with one’s own people even if they did not know one Being with one’s own people even if they did not know one Being with one’s own people even if they did not know one 

another would be of great strength to him.  To experience Christian another would be of great strength to him.  To experience Christian another would be of great strength to him.  To experience Christian another would be of great strength to him.  To experience Christian 

fellowship would have strengthened him as thefellowship would have strengthened him as thefellowship would have strengthened him as thefellowship would have strengthened him as there is much strength re is much strength re is much strength re is much strength 

in the fellowship of believers. To see the church to which he had in the fellowship of believers. To see the church to which he had in the fellowship of believers. To see the church to which he had in the fellowship of believers. To see the church to which he had 

written his treatise/letter to Rome he would have given thanks for written his treatise/letter to Rome he would have given thanks for written his treatise/letter to Rome he would have given thanks for written his treatise/letter to Rome he would have given thanks for 

they have persevered.they have persevered.they have persevered.they have persevered. 

 

2. Paul is allowed to rent himself a place or one is rented for him but he must stay 

chained to one of the guards. Why? Not all things are easy for the people Not all things are easy for the people Not all things are easy for the people Not all things are easy for the people 

of God…he is still under house arrest for no charge…he is truly a of God…he is still under house arrest for no charge…he is truly a of God…he is still under house arrest for no charge…he is truly a of God…he is still under house arrest for no charge…he is truly a 

persecuted witness for the faith. He continues in spreading the persecuted witness for the faith. He continues in spreading the persecuted witness for the faith. He continues in spreading the persecuted witness for the faith. He continues in spreading the 

gospel among the Imperial Guard…even though he is gospel among the Imperial Guard…even though he is gospel among the Imperial Guard…even though he is gospel among the Imperial Guard…even though he is chained to the chained to the chained to the chained to the 

guard by the right wrist.guard by the right wrist.guard by the right wrist.guard by the right wrist. 
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3. Read verses 17-31. Why do you think Paul calls this meeting of the Roman Jews in 

verses 17-22?  

a.a.a.a. It was his custom and desire to go to the Jews…It was his custom and desire to go to the Jews…It was his custom and desire to go to the Jews…It was his custom and desire to go to the Jews…    

b.b.b.b. To inform them he was in the city and see if there was any To inform them he was in the city and see if there was any To inform them he was in the city and see if there was any To inform them he was in the city and see if there was any 

animosity tanimosity tanimosity tanimosity to be found in Rome against him…o be found in Rome against him…o be found in Rome against him…o be found in Rome against him…    

c.c.c.c. To size up his audience to see how receptive they would be to To size up his audience to see how receptive they would be to To size up his audience to see how receptive they would be to To size up his audience to see how receptive they would be to 

the message and how to give the message…the message and how to give the message…the message and how to give the message…the message and how to give the message…    

d.d.d.d. To tell them he had done nothing against the Jewish people or To tell them he had done nothing against the Jewish people or To tell them he had done nothing against the Jewish people or To tell them he had done nothing against the Jewish people or 

their customs, that the Romans wanted to set him free becautheir customs, that the Romans wanted to set him free becautheir customs, that the Romans wanted to set him free becautheir customs, that the Romans wanted to set him free because se se se 

they could find no fault in him, but it was because the Jews in they could find no fault in him, but it was because the Jews in they could find no fault in him, but it was because the Jews in they could find no fault in him, but it was because the Jews in 

Jerusalem had such an objection that he was compelled to Jerusalem had such an objection that he was compelled to Jerusalem had such an objection that he was compelled to Jerusalem had such an objection that he was compelled to 

appeal to Caesar.appeal to Caesar.appeal to Caesar.appeal to Caesar.    

e.e.e.e. That it was because of his position concerning the hope of That it was because of his position concerning the hope of That it was because of his position concerning the hope of That it was because of his position concerning the hope of 

Israel…the Messianic Hope that was fulfilled in Jesus oIsrael…the Messianic Hope that was fulfilled in Jesus oIsrael…the Messianic Hope that was fulfilled in Jesus oIsrael…the Messianic Hope that was fulfilled in Jesus of f f f 

Nazareth…it was for this reason he was a prisoner.Nazareth…it was for this reason he was a prisoner.Nazareth…it was for this reason he was a prisoner.Nazareth…it was for this reason he was a prisoner.    

f.f.f.f. Having found none he is fulfilling his mandate to go to the Jew Having found none he is fulfilling his mandate to go to the Jew Having found none he is fulfilling his mandate to go to the Jew Having found none he is fulfilling his mandate to go to the Jew 

first and then the Gentile even in the Gentile capital of the first and then the Gentile even in the Gentile capital of the first and then the Gentile even in the Gentile capital of the first and then the Gentile even in the Gentile capital of the 

world.world.world.world.    

g.g.g.g. How did the Jews respond? They were curious!They were curious!They were curious!They were curious! They had not heard They had not heard They had not heard They had not heard 

about about about about him in particular but were aware of the WAY…this sect him in particular but were aware of the WAY…this sect him in particular but were aware of the WAY…this sect him in particular but were aware of the WAY…this sect 

that they had heard no good of and very much would like to that they had heard no good of and very much would like to that they had heard no good of and very much would like to that they had heard no good of and very much would like to 

hear him speak about it.hear him speak about it.hear him speak about it.hear him speak about it.    

    

4. What do Paul’s movements in these verses tell you about his ministry strategy?  
a.a.a.a. He is a patient man. He is a patient man. He is a patient man. He is a patient man. Sizing up or getSizing up or getSizing up or getSizing up or getting to know his audience so ting to know his audience so ting to know his audience so ting to know his audience so 

that he knows how to proceed with the gospel.that he knows how to proceed with the gospel.that he knows how to proceed with the gospel.that he knows how to proceed with the gospel.    

b.b.b.b. He’s a man of consistencyHe’s a man of consistencyHe’s a man of consistencyHe’s a man of consistency. He continues to go to the Jews first . He continues to go to the Jews first . He continues to go to the Jews first . He continues to go to the Jews first 

with his message (see Romans 1:16with his message (see Romans 1:16with his message (see Romans 1:16with his message (see Romans 1:16----17).17).17).17).    

c.c.c.c. He’s a man of integrity.He’s a man of integrity.He’s a man of integrity.He’s a man of integrity.    It is amazing that, considering what the It is amazing that, considering what the It is amazing that, considering what the It is amazing that, considering what the 

Jewish leadeJewish leadeJewish leadeJewish leaders in Jerusalem had done to him, that he was rs in Jerusalem had done to him, that he was rs in Jerusalem had done to him, that he was rs in Jerusalem had done to him, that he was 

willing to call the Jews of Rome together and tell them of the willing to call the Jews of Rome together and tell them of the willing to call the Jews of Rome together and tell them of the willing to call the Jews of Rome together and tell them of the 

charges against him! This shows that Paulcharges against him! This shows that Paulcharges against him! This shows that Paulcharges against him! This shows that Paul    did not deceive; he did not deceive; he did not deceive; he did not deceive; he 

was a man who operated “up front”.was a man who operated “up front”.was a man who operated “up front”.was a man who operated “up front”.    

d.d.d.d. He is a man of the Word. He is a man of the Word. He is a man of the Word. He is a man of the Word. He uses the Law and the prHe uses the Law and the prHe uses the Law and the prHe uses the Law and the prophets to ophets to ophets to ophets to 

make his case for the true meaning of the kingdom and the true make his case for the true meaning of the kingdom and the true make his case for the true meaning of the kingdom and the true make his case for the true meaning of the kingdom and the true 

Messiah.Messiah.Messiah.Messiah.    

e.e.e.e. He is a man of words.He is a man of words.He is a man of words.He is a man of words.    He knew his material so well that he could He knew his material so well that he could He knew his material so well that he could He knew his material so well that he could 

reason …he could testify clearly with God’s words about the reason …he could testify clearly with God’s words about the reason …he could testify clearly with God’s words about the reason …he could testify clearly with God’s words about the 

kingdom and the Messiah as one with authority.kingdom and the Messiah as one with authority.kingdom and the Messiah as one with authority.kingdom and the Messiah as one with authority.    

f.f.f.f. HeHeHeHe    is a man of forgiveness and compassionis a man of forgiveness and compassionis a man of forgiveness and compassionis a man of forgiveness and compassion. He says, “not that I . He says, “not that I . He says, “not that I . He says, “not that I 

had any charge to bring against my own people”. Despite the had any charge to bring against my own people”. Despite the had any charge to bring against my own people”. Despite the had any charge to bring against my own people”. Despite the 

great abuse Paul received, he says that he has “nothing against” great abuse Paul received, he says that he has “nothing against” great abuse Paul received, he says that he has “nothing against” great abuse Paul received, he says that he has “nothing against” 

his people’s leaders.his people’s leaders.his people’s leaders.his people’s leaders.    

g.g.g.g. He’s a man of incredible relentlessnessHe’s a man of incredible relentlessnessHe’s a man of incredible relentlessnessHe’s a man of incredible relentlessness. Again . Again . Again . Again and again he has and again he has and again he has and again he has 

seen that his preaching to Jews divides them and brings many seen that his preaching to Jews divides them and brings many seen that his preaching to Jews divides them and brings many seen that his preaching to Jews divides them and brings many 

to persecute him. Yet he does so again and the same thing to persecute him. Yet he does so again and the same thing to persecute him. Yet he does so again and the same thing to persecute him. Yet he does so again and the same thing 

happens (v.24happens (v.24happens (v.24happens (v.24----25). He doesn’t give up.25). He doesn’t give up.25). He doesn’t give up.25). He doesn’t give up.    

h.h.h.h. Why does he keep this up? Because of his calling, his consistency, his Because of his calling, his consistency, his Because of his calling, his consistency, his Because of his calling, his consistency, his 

integrity,integrity,integrity,integrity,    and his compassion. If we are not patient and longand his compassion. If we are not patient and longand his compassion. If we are not patient and longand his compassion. If we are not patient and long----

suffering with people, it is because we lack one or more of suffering with people, it is because we lack one or more of suffering with people, it is because we lack one or more of suffering with people, it is because we lack one or more of 

these.these.these.these.    
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5. Now in verses 23-28 we see a large group meeting with Paul preaching and 

teaching these Jews about the WAY.  What was Paul seeking to show these Jews? 

a.a.a.a. He testified to the kingdom of God…he preached from the He testified to the kingdom of God…he preached from the He testified to the kingdom of God…he preached from the He testified to the kingdom of God…he preached from the 

Scriptures about God, His Covenant and His intention in Scriptures about God, His Covenant and His intention in Scriptures about God, His Covenant and His intention in Scriptures about God, His Covenant and His intention in 

fulfilling that covenant…fulfilling that covenant…fulfilling that covenant…fulfilling that covenant… 

b.b.b.b. He sought to convince them that the covenant was fulfilled in He sought to convince them that the covenant was fulfilled in He sought to convince them that the covenant was fulfilled in He sought to convince them that the covenant was fulfilled in 

Jesus of Nazareth…in other words that JesJesus of Nazareth…in other words that JesJesus of Nazareth…in other words that JesJesus of Nazareth…in other words that Jesus is the Christ that us is the Christ that us is the Christ that us is the Christ that 

they have awaited. they have awaited. they have awaited. they have awaited.  

 

6. What was their response? Some believed…most did not! They Some believed…most did not! They Some believed…most did not! They Some believed…most did not! They 

“disbelieved”…in other words they rejected /refused to believe as “disbelieved”…in other words they rejected /refused to believe as “disbelieved”…in other words they rejected /refused to believe as “disbelieved”…in other words they rejected /refused to believe as 

they were intended to…what Paul was saying here…they were intended to…what Paul was saying here…they were intended to…what Paul was saying here…they were intended to…what Paul was saying here… 

  

7. And what is Paul response to their response…at least to the ones who did not 

believe? By quoting this section from Isaiah (Is. 6) he is clearly By quoting this section from Isaiah (Is. 6) he is clearly By quoting this section from Isaiah (Is. 6) he is clearly By quoting this section from Isaiah (Is. 6) he is clearly 

telling that these who rejected God’s Word were rejecting God just telling that these who rejected God’s Word were rejecting God just telling that these who rejected God’s Word were rejecting God just telling that these who rejected God’s Word were rejecting God just 

as it had been ordained by God to be. And not only this but those as it had been ordained by God to be. And not only this but those as it had been ordained by God to be. And not only this but those as it had been ordained by God to be. And not only this but those 

you consider dogsyou consider dogsyou consider dogsyou consider dogs…Gentiles that is…the truth of salvation is going …Gentiles that is…the truth of salvation is going …Gentiles that is…the truth of salvation is going …Gentiles that is…the truth of salvation is going 

to them and they will listen by God’s decree, in contrast to the ones to them and they will listen by God’s decree, in contrast to the ones to them and they will listen by God’s decree, in contrast to the ones to them and they will listen by God’s decree, in contrast to the ones 

who will not hear nor understand, God’s doing of hardening their who will not hear nor understand, God’s doing of hardening their who will not hear nor understand, God’s doing of hardening their who will not hear nor understand, God’s doing of hardening their 

hearts…their hearts has grown dull by God’s hand…not all but hearts…their hearts has grown dull by God’s hand…not all but hearts…their hearts has grown dull by God’s hand…not all but hearts…their hearts has grown dull by God’s hand…not all but 

those to wthose to wthose to wthose to whom it is given just like it had been in the Older hom it is given just like it had been in the Older hom it is given just like it had been in the Older hom it is given just like it had been in the Older 

Testament…but only those who were God’s own would hear while Testament…but only those who were God’s own would hear while Testament…but only those who were God’s own would hear while Testament…but only those who were God’s own would hear while 

everyone else would not.everyone else would not.everyone else would not.everyone else would not. Does this seem harsh to you? Why or why not? 

Jesus had spoken these words as well in Matt. 13:14Jesus had spoken these words as well in Matt. 13:14Jesus had spoken these words as well in Matt. 13:14Jesus had spoken these words as well in Matt. 13:14----15…and john 15…and john 15…and john 15…and john 

had spokenhad spokenhad spokenhad spoken    of this as well in John 12:37of this as well in John 12:37of this as well in John 12:37of this as well in John 12:37----43.43.43.43. 

 

8. In what ways are the words of Isaiah found here in verses 26-27 an accurate 

description of Jewish response to Christianity? The Jew has been rejected by The Jew has been rejected by The Jew has been rejected by The Jew has been rejected by 

God…however, having said that there will be those from among the God…however, having said that there will be those from among the God…however, having said that there will be those from among the God…however, having said that there will be those from among the 

JeJeJeJews who will believe but at that time as now those who are not ws who will believe but at that time as now those who are not ws who will believe but at that time as now those who are not ws who will believe but at that time as now those who are not 

meant to hear/understand/be changed will NOT!  It is not about a meant to hear/understand/be changed will NOT!  It is not about a meant to hear/understand/be changed will NOT!  It is not about a meant to hear/understand/be changed will NOT!  It is not about a 

particular political people but it iis about the true people of God.particular political people but it iis about the true people of God.particular political people but it iis about the true people of God.particular political people but it iis about the true people of God.  

 

9. In what way is verse 28 an accurate description of the controversy and conflict 

found in the entire book of Acts? Would this prophecy concerning salvation going 

to the Gentiles be something new to these people? Perhaps since they had Perhaps since they had Perhaps since they had Perhaps since they had 

not been being taught appropriately from God’s word for some not been being taught appropriately from God’s word for some not been being taught appropriately from God’s word for some not been being taught appropriately from God’s word for some 

time…the priest woutime…the priest woutime…the priest woutime…the priest would have conveniently left the portions out that ld have conveniently left the portions out that ld have conveniently left the portions out that ld have conveniently left the portions out that 

spoke of the inclusion of the Gentiles into the covenant.spoke of the inclusion of the Gentiles into the covenant.spoke of the inclusion of the Gentiles into the covenant.spoke of the inclusion of the Gentiles into the covenant. 

 

10. Now where is verse 29? This verse is not found in the earliest copies of This verse is not found in the earliest copies of This verse is not found in the earliest copies of This verse is not found in the earliest copies of 

the Bible it shows up after the 2the Bible it shows up after the 2the Bible it shows up after the 2the Bible it shows up after the 2ndndndnd    Century in what is called the Century in what is called the Century in what is called the Century in what is called the 

Western teWestern teWestern teWestern text which was prone to assertions…though history xt which was prone to assertions…though history xt which was prone to assertions…though history xt which was prone to assertions…though history 

supports that it could have happened this way…it wouldn’t have supports that it could have happened this way…it wouldn’t have supports that it could have happened this way…it wouldn’t have supports that it could have happened this way…it wouldn’t have 

been the 1been the 1been the 1been the 1stststst    group of Jews to leave Paul’s presence, group of Jews to leave Paul’s presence, group of Jews to leave Paul’s presence, group of Jews to leave Paul’s presence, “arguing hotly “arguing hotly “arguing hotly “arguing hotly 
between themselves.”between themselves.”between themselves.”between themselves.” 
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11. Verse 30 states that Paul, “lived there 2 years at his own expense…” This is the 

same location as in verse 16 probably…his own rental house…hired dwelling.  

 

12. The letter ends with Paul, “…proclaiming the kingdom of God and teaching about 

the Lord Jesus Christ with all boldness and without hindrance.” How does this 

properly sum up the message of the whole book of Acts? (See also Acts 4:29)  

a.a.a.a. “with all boldness”“with all boldness”“with all boldness”“with all boldness”    reflects the message and the power of the reflects the message and the power of the reflects the message and the power of the reflects the message and the power of the 

Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.    

b.b.b.b. “Unhindered/ without hindrance”“Unhindered/ without hindrance”“Unhindered/ without hindrance”“Unhindered/ without hindrance”    is an interestingis an interestingis an interestingis an interesting    word. word. word. word.     

(1)(1)(1)(1) There is a play on the word “with” …the first “with” speaks There is a play on the word “with” …the first “with” speaks There is a play on the word “with” …the first “with” speaks There is a play on the word “with” …the first “with” speaks 

of what we have with power and boldness given to us…of what we have with power and boldness given to us…of what we have with power and boldness given to us…of what we have with power and boldness given to us…    

(2)(2)(2)(2) The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering 

the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be 

hindered it is not…God’s hindered it is not…God’s hindered it is not…God’s hindered it is not…God’s power overcomes even when our power overcomes even when our power overcomes even when our power overcomes even when our 

perspective doesn’t see it…perspective doesn’t see it…perspective doesn’t see it…perspective doesn’t see it…    

(3)(3)(3)(3) Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we 

have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where 

it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace 

that God had set unthat God had set unthat God had set unthat God had set unhindered!hindered!hindered!hindered!    

c.c.c.c. The statement “boldly and without hindrance” is more The statement “boldly and without hindrance” is more The statement “boldly and without hindrance” is more The statement “boldly and without hindrance” is more 

significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the 

leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister 

with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye 

PauPauPauPaul worked. The gospel arrived in the heart of the empire and l worked. The gospel arrived in the heart of the empire and l worked. The gospel arrived in the heart of the empire and l worked. The gospel arrived in the heart of the empire and 

took deep roots.took deep roots.took deep roots.took deep roots.    

    

 
 
 

Acts- Sunday School 
December 9, 2012 

 
A. Prayer 
B. Review 

1. I want to revisit some things we talked about la st time and some things 
that we didn’t.  Look back with me to Chapter 28:24  and let’s begin here. 
What does Luke say was the response of the Jews aft er Paul has 
presented to them the truth concerning the kingdom of God and Jesus?  

Some believed…most did not! They “disbelieved”…in other words Some believed…most did not! They “disbelieved”…in other words Some believed…most did not! They “disbelieved”…in other words Some believed…most did not! They “disbelieved”…in other words 

they rejected /refused to believe as they were intthey rejected /refused to believe as they were intthey rejected /refused to believe as they were intthey rejected /refused to believe as they were intended to…Paul ended to…Paul ended to…Paul ended to…Paul 

gives an irrefutable argument here…so interesting enough the Jews gives an irrefutable argument here…so interesting enough the Jews gives an irrefutable argument here…so interesting enough the Jews gives an irrefutable argument here…so interesting enough the Jews 

don’t take issue with Paul…but rather with one another.  God has don’t take issue with Paul…but rather with one another.  God has don’t take issue with Paul…but rather with one another.  God has don’t take issue with Paul…but rather with one another.  God has 

placed this confusion in their hearts so that they want to debate placed this confusion in their hearts so that they want to debate placed this confusion in their hearts so that they want to debate placed this confusion in their hearts so that they want to debate 

rather than believe.  rather than believe.  rather than believe.  rather than believe.  What is the difference between “unbelief and 
disbelief”?  Unbelief can be describe as a state of mind and the Unbelief can be describe as a state of mind and the Unbelief can be describe as a state of mind and the Unbelief can be describe as a state of mind and the 

possibility remains open to belief… whereas with disbelief the possibility remains open to belief… whereas with disbelief the possibility remains open to belief… whereas with disbelief the possibility remains open to belief… whereas with disbelief the 

evidence is “irrefutable” and yet the person chooses not to believe evidence is “irrefutable” and yet the person chooses not to believe evidence is “irrefutable” and yet the person chooses not to believe evidence is “irrefutable” and yet the person chooses not to believe 

it and no matter how hard you make the it and no matter how hard you make the it and no matter how hard you make the it and no matter how hard you make the case they will not believe case they will not believe case they will not believe case they will not believe 

it because God has hardened their heart to the facts…that is why it because God has hardened their heart to the facts…that is why it because God has hardened their heart to the facts…that is why it because God has hardened their heart to the facts…that is why 

Paul quotes the Isaiah 6 passage…that is why Jesus quotes it as Paul quotes the Isaiah 6 passage…that is why Jesus quotes it as Paul quotes the Isaiah 6 passage…that is why Jesus quotes it as Paul quotes the Isaiah 6 passage…that is why Jesus quotes it as 
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well in Matt. 13:14well in Matt. 13:14well in Matt. 13:14well in Matt. 13:14----15 and John speaks of it in John 12:3715 and John speaks of it in John 12:3715 and John speaks of it in John 12:3715 and John speaks of it in John 12:37----43 when 43 when 43 when 43 when 

explaining the hardheartedness ofexplaining the hardheartedness ofexplaining the hardheartedness ofexplaining the hardheartedness of    the Jews to Jesus’ message… and the Jews to Jesus’ message… and the Jews to Jesus’ message… and the Jews to Jesus’ message… and 

this is the condition the Paul speaks of in Romans 11 as well.  This this is the condition the Paul speaks of in Romans 11 as well.  This this is the condition the Paul speaks of in Romans 11 as well.  This this is the condition the Paul speaks of in Romans 11 as well.  This 

disbelief is saying that the people’s nondisbelief is saying that the people’s nondisbelief is saying that the people’s nondisbelief is saying that the people’s non----comprehension is actually comprehension is actually comprehension is actually comprehension is actually 

attributed to their deliberately hard hearts, deaf ears and closed attributed to their deliberately hard hearts, deaf ears and closed attributed to their deliberately hard hearts, deaf ears and closed attributed to their deliberately hard hearts, deaf ears and closed 

eyes…for otherwise eyes…for otherwise eyes…for otherwise eyes…for otherwise they might see and believe. they might see and believe. they might see and believe. they might see and believe. What is going on 
here, I thought as many in the church would teach u s, that God would 
that all be saved?  After all that passage comes di rectly from Scripture.  
So what is going on here and how can God hold these  people 
accountable for a work that He has done on their he arts? He did the 
hardening but they are blamed for having hard heart s?  How does that 
work?  
 

2. These people had the problem of disbelief or mor e simply they “refused 
to believe”. How do we exhibit this same quality to day as God’s 
children? What can we do to combat this “disease”? 

 

3. The letter ends with Paul, “…proclaiming the kingdom of God and 
teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ with all boldn ess and without 
hindrance.” How does this properly sum up the message of the wh ole 
book of Acts? (See also Acts 4:29)  
d.d.d.d. “with all boldness”“with all boldness”“with all boldness”“with all boldness”    reflects the message and the power of the reflects the message and the power of the reflects the message and the power of the reflects the message and the power of the 

Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.Spirit resident within His people to spread the gospel message.    

e.e.e.e. “Unhindered/ without hindrance”“Unhindered/ without hindrance”“Unhindered/ without hindrance”“Unhindered/ without hindrance”    is an interesting word. is an interesting word. is an interesting word. is an interesting word.     

(4)(4)(4)(4) There is a play on the wordThere is a play on the wordThere is a play on the wordThere is a play on the word    “with” …the first “with” speaks “with” …the first “with” speaks “with” …the first “with” speaks “with” …the first “with” speaks 

of what we have with power and boldness given to us…of what we have with power and boldness given to us…of what we have with power and boldness given to us…of what we have with power and boldness given to us…    

(5)(5)(5)(5) The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering The second “without” speaks clearly of nothing hindering 

the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be the growth of the gospel… even when it appears to be 

hindered it is not…God’s power overcomes even when our hindered it is not…God’s power overcomes even when our hindered it is not…God’s power overcomes even when our hindered it is not…God’s power overcomes even when our 

perspperspperspperspective doesn’t see it…ective doesn’t see it…ective doesn’t see it…ective doesn’t see it…    

(6)(6)(6)(6) Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we Given all the road blocks to the spread of the gospel that we 

have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where have seen in this book we see that it has gone exactly where 

it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace it was supposed to go virtually unhindered… at the pace 

that God had set unhindered!that God had set unhindered!that God had set unhindered!that God had set unhindered!    

f.f.f.f. The statement “boldly andThe statement “boldly andThe statement “boldly andThe statement “boldly and    without hindrance” is more without hindrance” is more without hindrance” is more without hindrance” is more 

significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the significant than it looks. It means that there in the capital, the 

leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister leading proponent of the Christian gospel was able to minister 

with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye with the full awareness of Roman authority, under whose eye 

Paul worked. The gospel arrived in thePaul worked. The gospel arrived in thePaul worked. The gospel arrived in thePaul worked. The gospel arrived in the    heart of the empire and heart of the empire and heart of the empire and heart of the empire and 

took deep roots.took deep roots.took deep roots.took deep roots.    

 

4. When you see that Paul was able to proclaim the ki ngdom of God and 
teaching continually about the Lord Jesus Christ wi th all boldness and 
without hindrance what does that communicate to us today about how 
we are to live since so few of us are called to the  life of a preacher? 
Though his hands are bound, his mouth was not.  Though he was Though his hands are bound, his mouth was not.  Though he was Though his hands are bound, his mouth was not.  Though he was Though his hands are bound, his mouth was not.  Though he was 

chained, the Word of God was not. These two words describe the chained, the Word of God was not. These two words describe the chained, the Word of God was not. These two words describe the chained, the Word of God was not. These two words describe the 

freedom that the gospel enjoyed in a “closed” pagan culture and freedom that the gospel enjoyed in a “closed” pagan culture and freedom that the gospel enjoyed in a “closed” pagan culture and freedom that the gospel enjoyed in a “closed” pagan culture and 

thethethethey also describe for us where Paul received his freedom in the y also describe for us where Paul received his freedom in the y also describe for us where Paul received his freedom in the y also describe for us where Paul received his freedom in the 

faith. God’s grace alone gave Paul his freedom…this is what Jesus faith. God’s grace alone gave Paul his freedom…this is what Jesus faith. God’s grace alone gave Paul his freedom…this is what Jesus faith. God’s grace alone gave Paul his freedom…this is what Jesus 
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meant when He said, meant when He said, meant when He said, meant when He said, “If you abide in my Word you are truly my “If you abide in my Word you are truly my “If you abide in my Word you are truly my “If you abide in my Word you are truly my 
disciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth will set youdisciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth will set youdisciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth will set youdisciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you    
free…So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed.” free…So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed.” free…So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed.” free…So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed.” (John (John (John (John 

8:318:318:318:31----36) Being physically bound and falsely imprisoned were not 36) Being physically bound and falsely imprisoned were not 36) Being physically bound and falsely imprisoned were not 36) Being physically bound and falsely imprisoned were not 

hindrances to the ministry God called him to.  Is this how Paul had hindrances to the ministry God called him to.  Is this how Paul had hindrances to the ministry God called him to.  Is this how Paul had hindrances to the ministry God called him to.  Is this how Paul had 

envisioned his ministry?  I doubt it.  But he adapted andenvisioned his ministry?  I doubt it.  But he adapted andenvisioned his ministry?  I doubt it.  But he adapted andenvisioned his ministry?  I doubt it.  But he adapted and    ministered ministered ministered ministered 

where he was because he was called to do so wherever God placed where he was because he was called to do so wherever God placed where he was because he was called to do so wherever God placed where he was because he was called to do so wherever God placed 

him.him.him.him. 

 

5. Why does Luke at the end of this letter by refer ring to Jesus of Nazareth 
as the Lord Jesus Christ? 

 
6. Why does Luke leave us hanging like this? Does thi s seem like an 

appropriate ending to the book? Why or why not? Wha t is the rest of 
the story?  Many have complained that the ending of Acts is antiMany have complained that the ending of Acts is antiMany have complained that the ending of Acts is antiMany have complained that the ending of Acts is anti----

climactic. All we are told is that Paul was under house arrest and climactic. All we are told is that Paul was under house arrest and climactic. All we are told is that Paul was under house arrest and climactic. All we are told is that Paul was under house arrest and 

for two years was able to freely conduct a personal ministry of for two years was able to freely conduct a personal ministry of for two years was able to freely conduct a personal ministry of for two years was able to freely conduct a personal ministry of 

eeeevangelism and discipleship.  But why end there? And why tell us vangelism and discipleship.  But why end there? And why tell us vangelism and discipleship.  But why end there? And why tell us vangelism and discipleship.  But why end there? And why tell us 

that he did it for two years that he did it for two years that he did it for two years that he did it for two years ————    what happened then? We are never what happened then? We are never what happened then? We are never what happened then? We are never 

told if Paul meets the Emperor face to face (who was Nero), and we told if Paul meets the Emperor face to face (who was Nero), and we told if Paul meets the Emperor face to face (who was Nero), and we told if Paul meets the Emperor face to face (who was Nero), and we 

are not given any description of that dramatic encounter. Howare not given any description of that dramatic encounter. Howare not given any description of that dramatic encounter. Howare not given any description of that dramatic encounter. However, ever, ever, ever, 

the “two years” statement might be more significant than it looks. the “two years” statement might be more significant than it looks. the “two years” statement might be more significant than it looks. the “two years” statement might be more significant than it looks. 

Some commentators point out that, since two years was the normal Some commentators point out that, since two years was the normal Some commentators point out that, since two years was the normal Some commentators point out that, since two years was the normal 

statutory period within which a prosecution could state its case, statutory period within which a prosecution could state its case, statutory period within which a prosecution could state its case, statutory period within which a prosecution could state its case, 

that Luke is telling us that no one ever appeared tothat Luke is telling us that no one ever appeared tothat Luke is telling us that no one ever appeared tothat Luke is telling us that no one ever appeared to    bring a charge bring a charge bring a charge bring a charge 

against Paul before Caesar. This is very likely what happened. against Paul before Caesar. This is very likely what happened. against Paul before Caesar. This is very likely what happened. against Paul before Caesar. This is very likely what happened. 

“Roman law was apt to deal hardly with unsuccessful prosecutors, “Roman law was apt to deal hardly with unsuccessful prosecutors, “Roman law was apt to deal hardly with unsuccessful prosecutors, “Roman law was apt to deal hardly with unsuccessful prosecutors, 

especially if their charges appeared under examination to be especially if their charges appeared under examination to be especially if their charges appeared under examination to be especially if their charges appeared under examination to be 

merely vexatious.” (F. F. Bruce, p.535). It is diffmerely vexatious.” (F. F. Bruce, p.535). It is diffmerely vexatious.” (F. F. Bruce, p.535). It is diffmerely vexatious.” (F. F. Bruce, p.535). It is difficult to imagine icult to imagine icult to imagine icult to imagine 

that the Sanhedrin wanted to travel to Rome to lodge charges that the Sanhedrin wanted to travel to Rome to lodge charges that the Sanhedrin wanted to travel to Rome to lodge charges that the Sanhedrin wanted to travel to Rome to lodge charges 

before Caesar that they had not been able to substantiate before before Caesar that they had not been able to substantiate before before Caesar that they had not been able to substantiate before before Caesar that they had not been able to substantiate before 

Claudius Lysias, Felix, or Festus. Most probably, the leaders of Claudius Lysias, Felix, or Festus. Most probably, the leaders of Claudius Lysias, Felix, or Festus. Most probably, the leaders of Claudius Lysias, Felix, or Festus. Most probably, the leaders of 

Jerusalem did not think it wise or practical to Jerusalem did not think it wise or practical to Jerusalem did not think it wise or practical to Jerusalem did not think it wise or practical to try to pursue Paul try to pursue Paul try to pursue Paul try to pursue Paul 

farther, and finally Paul was released by default of his accusers.farther, and finally Paul was released by default of his accusers.farther, and finally Paul was released by default of his accusers.farther, and finally Paul was released by default of his accusers. 

 

 

 

7. So Paul never got his day before Nero?  
a.a.a.a. Even if the Sanhedrin never sent a prosecutor, the Emperor Even if the Sanhedrin never sent a prosecutor, the Emperor Even if the Sanhedrin never sent a prosecutor, the Emperor Even if the Sanhedrin never sent a prosecutor, the Emperor 

could have had a hearing, as could have had a hearing, as could have had a hearing, as could have had a hearing, as did Festus and Agrippa. Did he? It did Festus and Agrippa. Did he? It did Festus and Agrippa. Did he? It did Festus and Agrippa. Did he? It 

is hard to know, because there is a good argument to be made on is hard to know, because there is a good argument to be made on is hard to know, because there is a good argument to be made on is hard to know, because there is a good argument to be made on 

both sides. On the positive side, we have Jesus’s promise to Paul both sides. On the positive side, we have Jesus’s promise to Paul both sides. On the positive side, we have Jesus’s promise to Paul both sides. On the positive side, we have Jesus’s promise to Paul 

that “you will stand before Caesar” (27:24). On the other side, that “you will stand before Caesar” (27:24). On the other side, that “you will stand before Caesar” (27:24). On the other side, that “you will stand before Caesar” (27:24). On the other side, 

we know that Nero in his eawe know that Nero in his eawe know that Nero in his eawe know that Nero in his early reign very seldom personally rly reign very seldom personally rly reign very seldom personally rly reign very seldom personally 

heard court cases, but usually delegated them and confirmed heard court cases, but usually delegated them and confirmed heard court cases, but usually delegated them and confirmed heard court cases, but usually delegated them and confirmed 

them afterward. Since Luke’s mention of “two years” signals them afterward. Since Luke’s mention of “two years” signals them afterward. Since Luke’s mention of “two years” signals them afterward. Since Luke’s mention of “two years” signals 

that there was never formal charges brought. So, why would that there was never formal charges brought. So, why would that there was never formal charges brought. So, why would that there was never formal charges brought. So, why would 

Nero have heard Paul? And if he had, why wouNero have heard Paul? And if he had, why wouNero have heard Paul? And if he had, why wouNero have heard Paul? And if he had, why would Luke leave it ld Luke leave it ld Luke leave it ld Luke leave it 

out?out?out?out?    

b.b.b.b. On balance, I think Stott is right. If Jesus’ assurance that Paul On balance, I think Stott is right. If Jesus’ assurance that Paul On balance, I think Stott is right. If Jesus’ assurance that Paul On balance, I think Stott is right. If Jesus’ assurance that Paul 

would reach Rome came true, why not His assurance that Paul would reach Rome came true, why not His assurance that Paul would reach Rome came true, why not His assurance that Paul would reach Rome came true, why not His assurance that Paul 
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would stand before Caesar. In this case we are permitted to would stand before Caesar. In this case we are permitted to would stand before Caesar. In this case we are permitted to would stand before Caesar. In this case we are permitted to 

imagine that the prisoner did in fact have his dimagine that the prisoner did in fact have his dimagine that the prisoner did in fact have his dimagine that the prisoner did in fact have his day in the court of ay in the court of ay in the court of ay in the court of 

Nero, just as he stood before Felix, Festus and Agrippa, he stood Nero, just as he stood before Felix, Festus and Agrippa, he stood Nero, just as he stood before Felix, Festus and Agrippa, he stood Nero, just as he stood before Felix, Festus and Agrippa, he stood 

before Nero just as Jesus said he would.  He stood once again in before Nero just as Jesus said he would.  He stood once again in before Nero just as Jesus said he would.  He stood once again in before Nero just as Jesus said he would.  He stood once again in 

front of the world’s most prestigious court …which made front of the world’s most prestigious court …which made front of the world’s most prestigious court …which made front of the world’s most prestigious court …which made 

Agrippa’s spectacle pale in comparison…and shared Agrippa’s spectacle pale in comparison…and shared Agrippa’s spectacle pale in comparison…and shared Agrippa’s spectacle pale in comparison…and shared the gospel the gospel the gospel the gospel 

of Christ. So Paul shared the gospel with Nero of Christ. So Paul shared the gospel with Nero of Christ. So Paul shared the gospel with Nero of Christ. So Paul shared the gospel with Nero ————    something that something that something that something that 

would never have happened if not for his sufferings. would never have happened if not for his sufferings. would never have happened if not for his sufferings. would never have happened if not for his sufferings.     

c.c.c.c. Note: Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus are also written from Note: Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus are also written from Note: Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus are also written from Note: Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus are also written from 

prison in Rome, as are Philippians, Colossians, and Ephesians. prison in Rome, as are Philippians, Colossians, and Ephesians. prison in Rome, as are Philippians, Colossians, and Ephesians. prison in Rome, as are Philippians, Colossians, and Ephesians. 

But statements in Timothy and Titus about Paul’s journeys do But statements in Timothy and Titus about Paul’s journeys do But statements in Timothy and Titus about Paul’s journeys do But statements in Timothy and Titus about Paul’s journeys do 

not square with anything we know about Paul from the book of not square with anything we know about Paul from the book of not square with anything we know about Paul from the book of not square with anything we know about Paul from the book of 

Acts. Therefore, we believe that Paul was released after the first Acts. Therefore, we believe that Paul was released after the first Acts. Therefore, we believe that Paul was released after the first Acts. Therefore, we believe that Paul was released after the first 

imprisonment (during which he wrote Ephesians, Colossians, imprisonment (during which he wrote Ephesians, Colossians, imprisonment (during which he wrote Ephesians, Colossians, imprisonment (during which he wrote Ephesians, Colossians, 

PhilippiPhilippiPhilippiPhilippians and Philemon), and probably travelled and ans and Philemon), and probably travelled and ans and Philemon), and probably travelled and ans and Philemon), and probably travelled and 

ministered for few years before being imprisoned again.ministered for few years before being imprisoned again.ministered for few years before being imprisoned again.ministered for few years before being imprisoned again.    

    

8. The timing of Paul’s death is always been somewh at of a mystery…he is  
in Rome for his first imprisonment till around AD 6 2..or as many put it 
he seems to have been gone from Rome before Nero bu rns Rome and 
blamed Christians otherwise he would have been put to death then.  
Interesting some say that he was imprisoned and die d before AD 64 
simply because Paul does not mention the burning of  Rome in his 
works.  But on the other hand many would say given all the traveling 
that the rest of the Epistles tell us about, even t he possibility of making 
it to Spain, make it more plausible that he was imp risoned by Nero 
Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus… the last of th e Julio-Claudian 
Dynasty… and put to death in Rome around AD 67. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


